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Preface

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

By the grace of Allah Almighty, the seventh volume of Ma'ariful-Qur'an is now in the hands of the readers. But while presenting it to them, I am unable to suppress my sentiments of sorrow and grief on a shocking event that took place during the process of its completion. It was the sad demise of Professor Muhammad Shamim, who has been the vital spirit behind this project for about a decade. After completing the translation of the fifth volume, he had resumed his work on this seventh volume, the sixth volume being undertaken by Mr. Ishrat Husain. He left Pakistan for USA on the request of his sons, so that they might look after his medical treatment. In spite of his deteriorating health during his stay in New York, he spared no effort to accomplish this volume. He worked day and night in his fervent zeal to serve the Holy Qur'an up to his last breath, often ignoring that he was a heart patient. He started from surah Luqman and concluded Sūrah Mu'min on 7th March 2002. Immediately after he started Sūrah Ḥa Mīm As-Sajdah, he encountered a severe heart attack and, within a couple of days, passed away. Inna lillahi wā innā ilāhi rāji'īn. During his illness he used to express his desire to accomplish the work he had in hand, but a few days before his demise, he borrowed the words of the author of Ma'ariful-Qur'an and said "I submit to Allah's will, because the Holy Qur'an is not something to be finished, rather one should finish his life in the service of the Holy Qur'an". Allah Ta'ālā has, perhaps, fulfilled his noble desire, and he consumed his life in carrying on this remarkable service of the Holy Book.

This seventh volume is thus appearing at a time when he is no more with us to see it. May Allah approve his sincere efforts and
bless him with eternal rewards in the Hereafter.

The translation from Sūrah Ḥā Mīm As-Sajdah was undertaken by my learned friend Mr. Shamshād Siddiqī, except for sūrahs Ad-Dukhān and Aljāthiyah that are translated by Moulānā Aḥmad Khalīl ‘Azīz of South Africa.

Another change that took place in the course of preparation of this volume is that the translation of the text of the Holy Qur'ān, as mentioned in the beginning of the first volume, was carried out by the joint effort of a committee, but when Professor Muḥammad Shamīm left for USA, the committee decided that the translation of the text of the Holy Qur'ān should be undertaken by me alone. Accordingly, I am responsible for the translation from Sūrah Al-Anbiyā' onwards, and I am pleased to say that Alḥamdulillāh the task has now been completed to the last Sūrah of the Holy Qur'ān. The translation of the eighth volume of the commentary is undertaken by Moulānā Aḥmad Khalīl ‘Azīz of South Africa and is close to its completion.

I am extremely thankful to Mrs. Shamīm and her sons Mr. Shama’il and Mr. Sadīm whose sincere efforts facilitated the preservation of the script of the book and its transmission to us. Acknowledgements are also due to Mr, Yousuf Noor, Mr. Ishāq Noor, Mr. Yousuf Ghanī, Moulānā ‘Abdullāh Memon, Mr. Rafat Ṣaghīr Fāroqqī and Mr. Ibrāhīm Nafis whose valuable assistance made it possible to present this volume. May Allah approve all these efforts and make it beneficial for the readers.

Muḥammad Taqi Usmānī 6.7.1424 A.H.
# TRANSLITERATION SCHEME
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<tbody>
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</tr>
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<td>ﺕ</td>
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<td>t</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺖ</td>
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<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺖ</td>
<td>ḥā</td>
<td>ḥ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺖ</td>
<td>khā</td>
<td>kh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺖ</td>
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<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺖ</td>
<td>dhal</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>zā</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺖ</td>
<td>sīn</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>kāf</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺖ</td>
<td>lām</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺖ</td>
<td>mīm</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺖ</td>
<td>nūn</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺖ</td>
<td>hā</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺖ</td>
<td>wāw</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺖ</td>
<td>yāz</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺖ</td>
<td>Hamzah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Short Vowels**

- Fatḥah: a
- Kasrah: i
- ְDammah: u

**Long Vowels**

- Shortened Alif: ā
- Maddah Alif: ā
- Maddah Yā: ī
- Maddah Wāw: ū

**Diphthongs**

- Alif and Yā: ay (also ai in some cases)
- Alif and Wāw: aw (also au in some cases)
Sūrah Luqman

Sūrah Luqman is Makkī. It has 34 Verses and 4 Sections

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

Verses 1 - 9

Alif Lām Mīm. [1] These are verses of the Wise Book, [2] a guidance and mercy for those good in deeds [3] who are steadfast in Salāh and who pay Zakāh and do have faith in the Hereafter. [4] It is these who are on guidance given by their Lord, and it is just these who are successful. [5]

And from among the people, there is he who buys the distracting amusement of things, so that he, being
devoid of knowledge, may mislead (people) from the Way of Allah and make a mockery of it. Such people are the ones for whom there is a disgraceful punishment. [6]

And when Our verses are recited to him, he turns away in arrogance as if he did not hear them, as if there is heaviness in his ears. So give him the 'good' news of a painful punishment. [7]

Surely, those who believe and do righteous deeds, for them there are gardens of bliss [8] where they shall live forever - an absolute promise of Allah. And He is the Mighty, the Wise. [9]

Commentary

The words: يَوْفِينَ الرَّكْوَة (pay Zakāh) in Verse 4 carry the injunction of Zakāh, although the verse is Makki. This tells us that the original injunction of Zakāh had already been revealed before Hijrah, right there in Makkah al-Mu‘āqgamah. As for the popular assumption that the injunction of Zakāh was enforced in the second year of Hijrah, it refers to the arrangement of fixing its nisāb (threshold), providing details of obligatory amount to be paid, collecting and disbursing it on authorized heads by the Islāmic government. This was done in the second year of Hijrah.

Ibn Kathīr while commenting on verse 20 of Sūrah Al-Muzzammil: (Establish Šalāh and pay Zakāh - 73:20) has arrived at the same conclusion, because Sūrah Al-Muzzammil as one of the Makkī Sūrahs was revealed during the very initial period of the revelation of the Qur‘ān. This tells us that the way Šalāh and Zakāh have been described mostly side by side in the verses of the Qur‘ān, its obligation had also taken effect side by side. Allah knows best.

The word: اشتعرا (ishtīrā) in: وَمَنْ يَبْخَرُ مِن بَيْعِ الْخَبَّرِ (And from among the people who buys the distracting amusement of things - 31:6) literally means 'to buy.' And on occasions, the same word is used in the sense of 'doing an act instead of another' - as in: أولیای اللَّهِنَّ اشْتَرَأُوا الصَّلَاةَ بَلَى تَبْعَدُ (These are the people who have bought error at the price of guidance - 2:16, 2:175) and in some other verses.

The Cause of Revelation

This verse was revealed because of a particular event relating to Naḍr Ibn Ḥārith. He was one of the top businessmen from among the Mushriks
of Makkah who used to travel to different countries in connection with his business. Once he bought and brought back a collection of historical stories featuring Cyrus and other Persian kings from Iran. Thus armed, he said to the Quraish of Makkah: "Muḥammad ﷺ tells you the stories of the people of ‘Ād and Thamūd and others. I shall tell you better stories, those of Rustam, Isfandyār and other kings of Persia. They started listening to his stories eagerly simply because they contained no lessons to learn and no work to do. It was nothing but some delicious stories. Because of these, many Mushriks who had some measure of interest in the Divine Word because of its miraculous nature, rather listened to it stealthily, found an excuse to draw away from the Qurʾān.

And according to a narration of Sayyidnā Ibn ʿAbbās ﷺ in Ad-Durr al-Manthūr, the businessman mentioned above had brought in a singing bondwoman he bought in a foreign country. It was through her that he devised a plan to stop people from listening to the Qurʾān. When he found anyone intending to go and listen to the Quʾān, he would have him hear his bondwoman sing before him. He used to say: 'Muḥammad ﷺ makes you listen to the Qurʾān, then goes on to ask you to pray and fast which make life difficult for you. Come, you listen to this music and enjoy the fun.'

The verse of the Qurʾān being referred to here was revealed in relation to this very event. Here, the ishtirāʾ (buying) of lahw al-ḥadīth (the distracting amusement of things) means either those tales of the Persian kings, or this singing bondwoman. In terms of the event in the background of the revelation, the word: إِشْتِرَاءُ (ishtirāʾ) has been used in the real sense for buying.

And in terms of the general sense of لْهُوَ الْحَدِيثُ (lahw al-ḥadīth: the distracting amusement of things) being enunciated later, the word: إِشْتِرَاءُ (ishtirāʾ) is also in its general sense at this place, that is, to opt for something instead of something else. This includes the buying of things of 'lahw' (amusement) as well.

As for the word: حَدِيثُ (ḥadīth) in لْهُوَ الْحَدِيثُ (lahw al-ḥadīth), it is there in the sense of tales told and things said and done. Then the word 'lahw' itself literally means to become heedless. In other words, things that make
one become negligent of what must be done are also called 'lahw.' Then there are occasions when things that bring no worthwhile benefit, rather serve as pastime or entertainment only, are also referred to as 'lahw.'

As regards the meaning and exegetical explanation of the expression: (lahw al-hadith: distracting amusement of things) in the cited verse, sayings of commentators differ. In a narration of Sayyidnā Ibn Mas'ūd, Ibn 'Abbās and Jābir, it has been explained as music, vocal or instrumental (reported and verified by al-Ḥākim, and al-Baihaqī in ash-Shu'ab).

And in the view of the majority of Șaḥabah, Ṭabi'īn and commentators at large, the expression: (lahw al-hadith: the distracting amusement of things) applies generally to everything which makes one fall into a state of heedlessness as to the remembrance and worship of Allah. Included therein is music accompanied by instruments, and obscene or absurd fictional narratives as well. Imām al-Bukhārī in his book, al-‘Adab al-Mufrad, and al-Baihaqī in his Sunan have both elected to go by this Tafsīr. Al-Bukhārī has said:

'Laḥw al-ḥadīth' means playing music and things similar to it (which make one heedless to the worship of Allah).

And it appears in Sunan al-Baihaqī that opting for or buying the distracting amusement of things (ishtirā' laḥw al-ḥadīth) means buying a bondman or bondwoman who sings and plays instruments, or buying similar other immodest things which make one heedless to the remembrance of Allah. Ibn Jarir has also taken to this general sense. The same generality is proved by a narration of Tirmidhī where the Holy Prophet has been reported to have said, 'Do not buy or sell singing bondwomen,' after which he said, ‘وَلا تَبْلَكْنَى بِلاِكْهَا’ (About such things this verse [i.e. verse 6 which is under discussion] was revealed)

Islamic Legal Injunctions of 'Laḥw wa La‘ib' (play and game) and its Equipment

Full details of these injunctions supported by proofs from the Qurʾān and Sunnah have been provided in a treatise contained in...
(Aḥkām ul-Qurʾān) written by this humble writer. It also carries an equally detailed discussion on music and musical instruments in the light of the Qurʾān and Ḥadīth along with the sayings of Muslim jurists and mystics. This treatise in Arabic* has been published in volume V of Aḥkām ul-Qurʾān. Learned readers may consult it at their discretion. A gist is being given here for others interested in the subject.

First of all, it should be borne in mind wherever the Qurʾān has mentioned Lahw and Laʾib, it is in the context of its disparagement and degradation, the lowest degree of which is karāḥah (repugnance or reprehensibility) (Rūḥ ul-Mānī and al-Kashshāf) and the cited verse is open and clear in declaring it as vice.

And in Kitābul-Jihād of al-Ḥākim’s Mustadrak, it has been reported by Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah ‏ that the Holy Prophet ‏ said:

كُلُّ شَيْءٍ مِّنْ أَهْوَارِ الْذَّنَبَا بَاطِلٌ إِلَّا ثَلَاثَةٌ إِنَّكُمْ تَحْمِلُونَ الْقُوُسَيْكَ وَتَأْدِينَ الْقُرْسَيْكَ وَمَلاَعْبُكَ لِأَهْلِكَ فَأَنَّهُمْ مِّنَ الْحَقِّ

Every Lahw (play) of the world is false except three things: (1) that you play with your bow and arrow (2) and that you play while training your horse and (3) that you play with your wife - because these are among acceptable rights.

(Ḥākim has said that this Ḥadīth is Ṣaḥīḥ on the condition set forth by Muslim. But, adh-Dhahabi and others have not accepted it as muttaṣil, (of an uninterrupted chain) Instead, he calls it a mursal (of an interrupted chain). But, in the sight of the majority of Ḥadīth experts, a mursal hadith is also authentic).

In this Ḥadīth, every 'lahw' or play has been declared as false with the exception of three. These, in reality, are just not included under the definition of 'lahw' because 'lahw' is supposed to be something in which there is no worthwhile religious or worldly benefit. And these three things are worthwhile. Many religious and worldly advantages are attached with them. As for archery and training of horses, they are part of the preparation for Jihād. Then, playfulness with one’s wife serves the purpose of procreation. That they have been named as 'lahw' is simply because of outward similarity. In terms of reality, they are just not included under 'lahw.' Similarly, other than these three, there are many things that yield religious or worldly benefit while, seen outwardly, they are supposed to be 'lahw' or play. These too have been rated as
permissible in other narrations of Ḥadīth; in fact, some of these have been declared to be commendable. Relevant detail will follow.

In gist, the doing of things which are 'lahw,' in real terms, that is, in which there is no benefit, neither religious nor worldly, are all necessarily blameworthy and makrūh (repugnant, reprehensible) after all. Then, there are details about them. Some reach the extent of kufr (infidelity). Others are explicitly ḥarām (forbidden) the lowest degree of which is their being makrūh tanzīhī, that is, counter to the preferred choice (khilāf al-awlā). No 'lahw,' which really qualifies as 'lahw,' is exempt from it. As for the plays exempted in Ḥadīth, they just do not fall under the definition of 'lahw' as it has been already clarified in Ḥadīth itself. In Abū Dāwūd, Tirmidhī, An-Nasā’ī and Ibn Mājah, there is a narration from Sayyidnā 'Uqbah Ibn 'Amir. It appears in Kitāb ul-Jihād in the words:}

\[ “\text{Three things do not fall under 'lahw:' } (1) \text{ Man training his horse and } (2) \text{ playing with his wife and } (3) \text{ shooting with his bow and arrows (Naṣbur-Rāyah, p. 273, v. 4). This Ḥadīth has itself made it clear that these three things that have been exempted are simply not included in 'lahw.' - and that which is really 'lahw' is false and blameworthy. The different degrees of its blameworthiness follow next:} \]

1. Playing that becomes a conduit of going astray from one’s Religion, or making others turn away from it, is kufr (infidelity) - as stated in the cited verse: \[ “\text{وَمَنِ النَّاسِ مِنْ بَيْضَاءِ نَهُوَ الْخَيْبَاتِ } \]

6. There it has been declared to be an act of grave error and infidelity, the punishment of which is painful, a punishment particular to those who have disbelieved (kuffār). The reason is that this verse was revealed following an event relating to Naḍr Ibn Ḥarīth in which he had used this 'lahw' to divert people from Islām. Therefore, this 'lahw' (distracting amusement) did not remain simply ḥarām (forbidden), in fact, it went to the extent of becoming kufr (infidelity).

2. The second form is that which does not make people go astray from Islamic Beliefs, but does make them get involved with something forbidden and sinful. This, then, would not be kufr as such. But, patently unlawful and gravely sinful it shall remain - as do all those games played with bets. In other words, these may be games where the element of gambling (qimār) is present with giving or
taking of money on winning or losing, or recreational activities that impede the performance of religious duties such as prayers and fasting etc.

The reading of Shameless Fiction or Poetry or Writings of the Proponents of the False is also Not Permissible.

In our time, an alarming number of young people get introduced to shameless fiction, stories and novels based on plots featuring people who fancy and flirt with crimes, and poetry composed of indecent and shameless couplets. All these things are included under this kind of distracting amusement which is forbidden 'lahw.' Similarly, the study of ideas dished out by the wayward proponents of the false is also not permissible for common people, because this could become an active agent in misleading them from the straight path. Should the 'Ulama' who are well grounded in religious knowledge study them for rebuttal, it does not matter.

3. As for playing games that have neither an element of kufr (infidelity) nor of open sinfulness, they are makrūḥ (repugnant) in that one would be wasting his energy and time in an activity that yields no benefit.

Buying and Selling of the Equipment used in Games

From the details given above, we have also come to know the rule operating in the buying and selling of equipment used in games. The rule is that the trading, buying and selling of equipment used in games characterized by infidelity, error, unlawfulness and sin is also harām (forbidden). And that which is used in makrūḥ lahūw, its trading is also makrūḥ; and the equipment that is used in permissible and exempted games, its trading is also permissible; and the equipment that is used in permissible and impermissible activities both, its trading is permissible.

Allowed and Permissible Games

As already explained in detail, what is blameworthy and prohibited is that particular 'lahw' or amusement or play or game which has no religious or worldly benefit in it. Games played to maintain physical health and mobility, or for some other religious or worldly need, or at the least, are for relief from fatigue without any excessive indulgence to the extent of causing disruption in necessary duties, then, such games are
allowed by the Shari‘ah. And should the participation in them be with the intention of fulfilling a religious need, then, they are *thawāb*-worthy as well.

Also mentioned in the Ḥadīth appearing above was the exemption of three game forms from the prohibition: Shooting of arrows, riding horses and playing with ‘*ahl*’ (wife). And in a *marfu‘ Ḥadīth* (attributed to the Holy Prophet ﷺ) from Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ, it appears: خبر لهؤلاءمؤمن السباحة وخبر لهؤلاء المرأة المغزل (The best game for a believer is swimming and the best game for a woman is the spinning wheel) (al-naissance, from Ibn ‘Adiyy, with weak chain of narrators).

According to a narration, Sayyidnā Salamah Ibn Akwa’ ﷺ, says, 'Someone from among the Anṣār of Madīnah was a great sprinter. No one could win a race against him. Once he publicly threw a challenge if there was anyone who would run a race against him. I sought the permission of the Holy Prophet ﷺ if I could compete against him. When he gave me the permission, I was the one who went ahead in the race.' This tells us that it is also permissible to practice foot racing.

Once, when a well-known wrestler called Ruknānah challenged the Holy Prophet ﷺ to wrestle against him, he accepted the challenge and won the bout (Abū Dāwūd in al-taxīl).

Some Ethiopian young men used to play with spears as a rehearsal. The Holy Prophet ﷺ let Sayyidah ‘A’ishah رضي الله عنها see their game of martial skill while she stood behind his back and he said to the performers, "*ihlū wal-‘abū*: have fun, keep playing) [Reported by al-Baihaqī in Ash-Shu‘ab, as in al-Kanz, Bab al-Lahw]. In some narrations, the following words also appear along with it: (I do not like that people see harshness in your religion).

Similarly, it has been reported from some Ṣaḥābah that they, when tired after their duties relating to the Qurʾān and Ḥadīth, would once in a while relax with Arab poetry or historical events (from Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ in Kaff ar-Ra‘ā).

In a Ḥadīth, it was said: "*ru‘ūb al-qalūb sā‘āda fī sā‘āda*] (Let your hearts rest now and then). (Reported by Abū Dāwūd in his Marāṣil from Ibn Shihāb ‘*mursalān*’, that is, attributed to the Holy Prophet ﷺ by the student of one of the Ṣaḥābah with
the name of the narrating Sahabī not mentioned] This ḥadīth proves the permissibility of recreation meant to relax one's mind and heart and the need to spare some time for it.

However, when doing all these things, the aim should be to achieve the correct and sound objective of those games. Playing for the sake of playing should never be the objective. Even that too is restricted to the measure of need. Any indulgence that stretches to unreasonable proportions or touches the limits of excess would not be in order. Thus, the reason behind the justification of all these games is no other but that they have to be within their limits. If so, they would just not be counted as 'lahw.'

**Games Prohibited Explicitly**

Along with the games mentioned above, there are others the Holy Prophet ﷺ has prohibited particularly - even though, some benefits may be seen therein - such as, chess, backgammon and others played with counters and pieces. If accompanied by giving and taking of money on winning and losing, then, this is gambling, and is absolutely ḥarām (forbidden). And should this not be the case and they may be played just for enjoyment, even then, they have been prohibited in Ḥadīth. According to a narration of Sayyidnā Buraidah in the Ṣahīh of Muslim, the Holy Prophet ﷺ said, "A person who plays backgammon is like the one who has smeared his hands with the blood of pig." Similar to this, there is another narration where words of curse appear against the player of chess. (Uqaili in aḍ-Ḍu'aṭa from Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah ﷺ as in Naṣbur-Rāyah)

Similarly, the Holy Prophet ﷺ has declared playing with pigeons as impermissible. [Abū Dāwūd in al-Marasiṣ from Shuraīh as in al-Kanz] The apparent reason for the prohibition of this type of pastimes is that the player of these games becomes so preoccupied with them that he would turn heedless towards other things he must do, even to Ṣalāh, and other religious obligations.

**The Injunctions of Music and Musical Instruments**

Some Ṣahābah have explained the expression: نَهْوُ الْحَدِيثَ (lahw al-ḥadīth: the distracting amusement of things) in the cited verse as singing and playing of musical instruments. Then, there are others who have explained it in the general sense and consider every such playful
activity that makes one heedless towards Allah to be the meaning of: نَهْرُ الْحَيْبَتِ (lahw al-ḥadīth). But, even in their view, singing and playing of instrumental music are included therein.

And in another verse of the Qur'ān: لاَخْشَرُواْ الْزُّورَ (those who do not witness falsehood - Al-Furqān, 25:72), the word: ... (az-zūr: falsehood, the false) has been explained by Imām Abū Ḥanīfah, Mujāhid, Muḥammad Ibn al-Ḥanafiyyah and others as ‘ghinā (singing and playing of instrumental music).

And Abū Dāwūd and Ibn Mājah in Sunan and Ibn Ḥibbān in his Sahīh have reported from Sayyidnā Abū Mālik al-Ash‘arī that the Holy Prophet said:

And according to a narration from Sayyidnā `Abdullāh Ibn ‘Abbās, the Holy Prophet said, "Allah Ta‘ālā has forbidden wine, gambling, drum and sārangi (string instrument like violin) and he said, "Everything that intoxicates is ḥarām (forbidden, unlawful) [Reported by Imām Aḥmad, Abū Dāwūd and Ibn Ḥibbān]

It has been reported from Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah that the Holy Prophet said:

When spoils are taken as personal property and trust property
as spoils and Zakāh as penalty, and religious learning is acquired for worldly objectives, and when man starts obeying his wife and disobeying his mother, and keeps his friend near and his father far, and when voices rise in mosques and the chief of a tribe becomes its worst sinner and when the chief of a people becomes their lowest of the low and when wicked people are respected out of fear for them, and when singing girls and musical instruments appear all over and when wines of all sorts are consumed and when the later of this Ummah start cursing the former - then, at that time, you wait for a red storm, and earthquake, and the sinking of the earth, and the metamorphosis of figures and faces, and missiles, and the signs of Doomsday following each other, one after the other, like a broken necklace with its beads scattered simultaneously.

(Reported by Tirmidhī calling it a Hasan-Gharīb Ḥadīth)

A Warning Not to Be Ignored!

Read the words of this Ḥadīth again and again, and you will start seeing a blueprint of the world of our time spread out before you. Here is an advance warning given by the Holy Prophet Ālī almost fourteen hundred years ago, against sins prevailing among Muslims, and which are increasing day by day. He has reminded Muslims that they have to remain vigilant against such conditions and take full precautions to avoid such sins both personally and socially. Otherwise, once these sins become accepted common practice, such sinners will be visited by Divine punishments. Then, the very last signs of Qiyyāmah will appear squarely before them. Since, the singing of women and the playing of musical instruments are included under those sins, this narration has been cited in the present context.

For that matter, there are many more authentic Ahādīth where singing and playing of musical instruments have been declared unlawful and impermissible. Severe warnings have been given against indulging in these. This humble writer has cited all these narrations in his treatise entitled: كشف الغُناء عن وصف الغُناء which is in Arabic and has been published as Part V of Aḥkām ul-Qur'ān. Only some of those have been given here.

Reciting morally beneficial poetry in a good voice without musical instruments is not prohibited

In contrast to what has been stated above, there are narrations that
seem to hint towards permissibility of 'ghinā' (singing). Such narrations have also been collected and included in the treatise referred to here. To bring the two kinds of narration in harmony, it can be said that the singing of a non-mahram woman, or a song accompanied by musical instruments are forbidden. This is in accordance with what has been proved on the authority of the cited verses of the Qur’ān and from the Ahādīth of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. However, if some poetic compositions are recited in a pleasing voice, and the reciting person is not a woman or a beardless young man, and the subject of the poetry recited is also not vulgar or indecent and is not inclusive of any other sin, then, it is permissible.

As for the reports attributed to some revered ṣūfīs, that they listened to 'ghinā' (samā'), it is based on this kind of permissible 'ghinā'—because, it is certain that they followed the Shari‘ah and Sunnah faithfully. That they would ever commit some such sin, simply cannot be imagined. Those learned among the Ṣūfīs have themselves explained it explicitly. The treatise mentioned earlier carries the sayings of the jurists of the four schools of jurisprudence as well as those of the Ṣūfī authorities. At this place, the summary as given has been considered sufficient in the present context.*

**Verses 10 - 11**

١٠. خَلَقَ الْسَّمَوَاتِ بِغَيْرِ عَمَّالٍ تَرْوَّنُهَا وَاَلْقِئُ فِي الأَرْضِ رُوَاسِيَّ أَنَّ تُمِيدَ يُكْمِلُ وَبَتُّ فِيهَا مِنْ كُلِّ دَابَّةٍ وَاَنْزُلَتْ مِنَ السَّمَاءِ مَا ءَايَتُهَا فِيهَا مِنْ كُلِّ زَوَّاجٍ كَرِيمٍ مَّا ذَا خَلَقُ اللَّهُ قَالُوُنَّ物种ًا مَاذَا خَلَقُ الْذَّيْنِ مِنْ ذُوّ وَحْيٍ مَّلِيِّ النَّظَمِ مِنَ الشَّكْرِ ۚ إِنَّ فِي ذَٰلِكَ مَيْرَانَ [١١]

He has created the skies without the pillars that you may see, and placed mountains on the earth, lest it shakes with you, and spread over it all kinds of creatures. And We sent down water from the heavens and caused to grow in it every noble pair. [10] This is

*. The original work in Arabic and its Urdu translation with exhaustive notes under the title, "Islām aur Mausiqi" (Islām and Music) has been published by Maktaba-e-Darul-Uloom, Jamia Darul-Uloom, Korangi, Karachi-75180, Pakistan. Those interested in a detailed discussion of the subject would find both versions useful.
the creation of Allah. Now, show me what is created by those others, besides Him. Rather, the transgressors are in open error. [11]

Commentary

Verse 10 opens with the words: خَلَقَ السَّمَوَاتِ بَيْنَ عَمَدٍ تَرَوْنَهَا (He has created the skies without the pillars that you may see). Another verse on the same subject: اللهُ الَّذِي رَفَعَ السَّمَوَاتِ بَيْنَ عَمَدٍ تَرَوْنَهَا (Allah is the One who raised the heavens without pillars. You see them. 13:2) has appeared earlier in Sūrah Ar-Ra’d (with a different translation). Analyzed grammatically, the text admits two alternative meanings.

1. If we were to take تَرَوْنَهَا (tarawnahā) to be the attribute of عَمَدٍ ('amad) and revert its pronoun to 'amad, it would mean that Allah Ta’ālā created the skies without pillars that you may see, that is, had the pillars been there, you would have seen them. When pillars are not seen, it is clear that this great roof of the sky has been erected without pillars. This explanation has been reported from Sayyidnā Ḥasan and Qatādah. (Ibn Kathīr)

2. And if we were to take the pronoun of: تَرَوْنَهَا (tarawnahā) as reverting to: السَّمَوَاتِ (as-samāwāt: the skies) and this sentence as standing independently, then, it would mean that 'Allah Ta’ālā created the skies without pillars as you see.' Then, there is yet another option in the case of the first grammatical analysis whereby it could also be taken to mean that 'The skies stand on pillars that you cannot see - they are invisible.' This last explanation has been reported from Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās, ‘Ikrimah and Mujāhid (Ibn Kathīr).

No matter what the option, the verse does point out to the particular sign of the perfect power of Allah Ta’ālā that He has made this extensive, high and magnificent roof in a way that no column and pillar is seen thereunder.

Verses 12 - 19
And We gave wisdom to Luqman, (and said), "Be grateful to Allah." And whoever is grateful is, in fact, grateful for his own benefit, and whoever is ungrateful, then Allah is free of all needs, worthy of all praise. [12]

And when Luqman said to his son while he was advising him, "My dear son, do not ascribe partners to Allah. Indeed, ascribing partners to Allah (shirk) is grave transgression." [13]

We commanded man (to be good) about his parents. His mother carried him facing weakness after weakness, and his weaning is in two years: "Be grateful to Me and to your parents. To Me is the ultimate return. [14]

And if they force you to ascribe to Him partners about whom you have no knowledge, do not obey them. And be with them in this world, with due fairness, and follow the way of the one who has turned himself towards Me. Then, towards Me is your return, so I shall tell you about what you had been doing." [15]
"My dear son, in fact, if there be anything to the measure of a grain of rye, and it be (hidden) in a rock or in the heavens or in the earth, Allah will bring it forth. Surely, Allah is All-Fine, All Aware. [16] My dear son, establish Ṣalāh, and bid the Fair and forbid the Unfair, and observe patience on what befalls you. Surely, this is among the matters of determination. [17] And do not turn your cheek away from people, and do not walk on the earth haughtily. Surely, Allah does not like anyone arrogant, proud. [18] And be moderate in your walk, and lower your voice. Surely, the ugliest of voices is the voice of the donkeys." [19]

Commentary

Who was Luqmān  ("I."
who was Luqmān  ) mentioned in verse 12: (And We gave wisdom to Luqmān)? According to a report of Wahb Ibn Munnabih, Luqmān,  was a nephew of Sayyidnā Ayyūb (Job)  while Muqātil identifies him as his brother from his maternal aunt. It appears in Tafsīr ul-Baidāwi and elsewhere that he lived long, as long as the time of Sayyidnā Dāwūd. It is proved by other reports too that Luqmān,  appeared during the time of Sayyidnā Dāwūd  .

And the report of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās  appearing in ad-Durr al-Manthūr says that he was an Ethiopian slave who worked as a carpenter (narrated by Ibn Abī Shaibah and Aḥmad in az-Zuhd, and Ibn Jarīr and Ibn al-Mundhir and others). When the Ṣaḥābī, Sayyidnā Ḥābīr Ibn ‘Abdullāh  was asked about his background, he said that he was an Ethiopian of low height and flat nose. And Mujāhid said that he was a thick-lipped, cracked-footed Ethiopian slave (al-Zajjāj). (Ibn Kathīr)

An Ethiopian came to Sa‘īd Ibn al-Musayyab looking for an answer to some religious problem. The famous Tābi‘ī consoled him by telling him that he should not worry about the dark color of his skin, because there were three highly revered persons from among the black people who were regarded as the best of any people anywhere. Then he cited the names of Sayyidnā Bilāl al-Ḥabashi, Sayyidnā Mahja', the freed slave of Sayyidnā ‘Umar Ibn ul-Khaṭṭāb  , and Luqmān  .

The Identity of Luqmān

According to Ibn Kathīr, the majority of the elders concur that he was not a prophet. That he was a prophet has been reported only from
'Ikrimah, but the authority of this report is weak. Then, Imām al-Baghawi reports a consensus on the fact that he was a man of wisdom and knowledgeable in religious law, but not a prophet. (Mażharī)

Ibn Kathīr has also pointed out to an unusual report from Sayyidnā Qatādah about him saying that Allah Ta'ālā had given Luqmān a choice between prophethood (nubuwwah) and wisdom (hikmah). He opted for wisdom. And in some reports, it appears that he was given the option to be a prophet. But he had submitted that he would be honored to accept it if that was a command, otherwise he should be excused.

Again, it has also been reported from Sayyidnā Qatādah that someone asked Luq̄mān, 'Why did you prefer wisdom over prophethood while you were given a choice between the two?' He said, 'The office of a prophet carries great responsibilities. Had that been given to me without my choice, Allah Ta'ālā would have been sufficient to see that I am enabled to discharge its responsibilities as due. And if I had asked for it with my choice and volition, the responsibility would have been mine.' (Ibn Kathīr)

Now, it already stands established that Luq̄mān was not a Nabiyy or prophet. This is as held by the majority of the scholars. So, we can say that the command mentioned in the present verse (i.e. Be grateful to Allah) could have been given to him through Ilhām (inspiration) attributed to men of Allah (awliyā’ Allah).

Before the time of Sayyidnā Dāwūd, Luq̄mān used to give Fatwā (religious rulings on questions asked by people). When Sayyidnā Dāwūd was invested with prophethood, he stopped this practice believing that he was not needed anymore. According to some reports, he was a judge among the Bānī Isrā'īl. Many words of wisdom have been reported from him. Wahb Ibn Munnabih says that he has read more than ten thousand of these. (Qurtubi)

On a certain day, while sage Luq̄mān was addressing a big gathering of people sharing his wisdom with them, there came a person and asked him point blank: 'Are you not the same person who used to graze goats with me in such and such forest?' Luq̄mān, said: 'Yes, I am the same person.' The man asked, 'How then, could you achieve this status that such multitudes of people hold you in reverence and come to hear your
words from far and wide?' Luqmān said: 'The reason lies in two things I do: (1) Always telling the truth and (2) avoiding the useless things. It appears in another report that he said: 'I tell you about a few things that have given me this station in life. If you were to take to these, you too will have the same rank and status. These are as follow: (1) Lower your gaze and hold your tongue. (2) Stay content with lawful sustenance. (3) Guard your private parts. (4) Tell the truth and uphold it. (5) Fulfill the pledge. (6) Honor the guest. (7) Protect the neighbor. (8) Observe silence against wasteful speech and leave off all useless indulgences.' (Ibn Kathīr)

**What does the 'hikmah' given to Luqmān actually mean?**

The word: (hikmah) has been used in the Qur'ān (20 times) conveying several meanings such as wisdom, knowledge, reason, forbearance, patience, prophethood, and correctness of opinion.

Commentator Abū Ḥayyān has said: 'Hikmah means a statement in words, a statement that teaches people a lesson, a lesson that goes down their hearts and which they conserve and communicate to others.'

And the famous Ṣaḥābī, Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Abbās said: 'Hikmah means intellect, understanding and intelligence' while some others have said that acting in accordance with knowledge is what Hikmah is. In reality, there is no contradiction here. All these ingredients are included under the purview of Hikmah. Those who have seen the abridged Tafsīr of moulana Ashraf Alī Thānāvi in the original Urdu version of the present Tafsīr will notice that he has translated Hikmah in the sense of prudence and wisdom and explained it as being knowledge that has been put into practice. This is very comprehensive and very clear.

After having mentioned the giving of Hikmah to Luqmān, on whom be peace, in this verse (12), it was said: "Be grateful to Allah." Here, the first probability is to take the word: عَنَّا (qulnā: We said) as understood. The sense would be that 'We gave Hikmah to Luqmān and commanded him to be grateful to Allah.' Then, there are others who have also said that the statement: إن انسكِر لِللهِ (anishkur lillah: Be grateful to Allah) is in itself an explanation of Hikmah. In other words, the Hikmah given to Luqmān was that 'We gave him the command to be grateful which he
carried out.' In that case, it would mean that being grateful to the blessings of Allah Ta'ālā is the greatest wisdom (hikmah). Soon after, it was explicitly clarified that this command to be grateful was not given by Allah Ta'ālā to earn some benefit for Himself. He needs no gratefulness from anyone. In fact, it has been done in the interest of human beings and for their benefit - because, according to the law of Allah, whoever is grateful to Him, He causes an increase in the blessings given to a person.

Mentioned after that there are some words of wise counsel spoken by Luqmān to his son. These have been reported by the Qur'ān so that others may also benefit from these.

Out of these wise advices, first comes the soundness of beliefs, the primary article of which is that one believes in Allah Ta'ālā to be the Creator and master of the entire universe without any association or partnership of anyone or anything. In consequence, one should not take anyone other than Allah as an object of worship, for no injustice can be as grave in this world as the act of one who stoops to equate some creation of Allah Ta'ālā with the Creator. Therefore, it was said: (My dear son, do not ascribe partners to Allah. Indeed, ascribing partners to Allah is (shirk) grave transgression - 13). Later, follow other words of good counsel and wisdom spoken by Luqmān to his son. In between, there appears another command to highlight the gravity of Shirk and that it has to be avoided under all circumstances. This command is as follows:

And We commanded man (to be good) about his parents. His mother carried him facing weakness after weakness, and his weaning is in two years: "Be grateful to Me and to your parents. To Me is the ultimate return. [14] And if they force you to ascribe to Him partners about whom you have no knowledge, do not obey them. And be with them, in this world, with due fairness, and follow the way of the one who has turned himself towards Me. Then, towards Me is your return, so I shall tell you
Gratitude and Obedience to Parents is Obligatory - but, Obedience to anyone Counter to Divine Command is not Permissible

In effect, the command quoted above means: 'No doubt, We have asked children to be grateful and obedient to their parents. We have even commanded them to be grateful to Us, and along with it, to be grateful and obedient to their parents. But, *Shirk* (the ascribing of partners in the pristine divinity of Allah Ta‘ālā) is so grave a transgression and so serious a sin that it does not become permissible for anyone, not even if one's parents command or force someone to commit it. If the parents of a person start forcing him or her to take someone as a partner of Allah Ta‘ālā, even in that case, it is not permissible to obey their command.'

Now, at this place, where command has been given to be grateful to parents and fulfill their rights, also pointed out is its efficient cause. Is it not that one's mother has undergone great trial in the phenomena of his or her life and survival? She has kept the child in her body for nine months remaining vigilant and protective all the time. Because of this, day by day, her weakness and discomfort kept increasing. This she braved through. Then, even after the birth of the child, she handled the task of feeding the child, a task that demanded painstaking attention day and night and which also added to the already receding graph of her weakness. Since, it is the mother who faces most of the hardship in bringing up the child, therefore, the right of mother has been made to precede even the right of father in the Shari‘ah of Islām. What has been said in: (And We commanded man [to be good] about his parents. His mother carried him facing weakness after weakness, and his weaning is in two years - 14) comes to mean exactly this. After that, in: (And if they force you - 15), it was pointed out that the matter of ascribing anyone other than Allah with Him is serious. In it, even the (otherwise essential) obedience to parents is *harām* (unlawful).

Islām's Peerless Law of Justice

Now in a situation under which the parents force a son or daughter to take to *Shirk* and *Kufr* while the command of Allah Ta‘ālā tells them not to do what they say, things become difficult. One naturally fails to stay...
within limits. In this case, while implementing the Divine injunction, the probability did exist that the son or daughter would have used improper language or manners in their response to parents and thus insulted them. Islām is a law, just and equitable. Here, everything has a limit. Therefore, right along with the command of not obeying parents in matters of Shirk, also given there was the command: (And be with them, in this world, with due fairness - 15).

It means: 'In the matter of the contravention of your faith and religion, do not obey parents. But, when it comes to worldly matters, such as serving parents physically or financially or in any other way necessary, do not fall short about it. Instead, deal with them in mundane matters according to recognized custom. Show no disrespect to them. Do not respond to what they say in a manner that hurts them unnecessarily. In other words, the pain you cause them by not accepting their insistence on Shirk and Kufr is something you will have to bear by, since you have no choice there. But, let this necessity stay within its functional limits and keep abstaining from causing any pain to them in other matters.'

Special Note

As for the weaning period of two years for a child mentioned in the verse, it is in accordance with customary practice. It carries no clarification concerning the injunction relevant to any additional period of suckling the child. A detailed explanation of this issue will, insha'Allah, appear under the commentary on the verse: (And his carrying and weaning is (in) thirty months - Al-Ahqāf, 46:15).

The Second Bequest of Luqmān about Articles of Belief

One should irrevocably hold the belief that the knowledge of Allah Ta'ālā surrounds every single particle of whatever there is in and around the expanses of the heavens and the earth with His most perfect power. Nothing can - be it the smallest of the small not commonly visible, or be it the farthest of the far, or be it behind layers upon layers of darkness and curtains - simply nothing can hide from the knowledge and view of Allah Ta'ālā. And He can, when He wills, cause it to be present, where He wills. This is what is meant by verse 16: (My dear son, in fact, if there be anything to the measure of a grain of rye, and it be [hidden] in a rock or in the heavens and the earth, Allah will bring it forth. Surely, Allah is All-Fine, All Aware). Then, the all-covering
knowledge and power of Allah Ta‘ālā is, in its own place, a basic belief of Islām - and certainly, a great proof of Tauhīd, the belief in the Oneness of Allah.

The Third Bequest of Luqmān about the Correction of Deed

There are many obligatory deeds, but the greatest and the most important of these is Ṣalāh - and not simply that it is important by itself, it also happens to be the master deed that becomes the catalyst changing other deeds towards the better as was pointed out in the Holy Qur’ān about it: (Surely Ṣalāh restrains from shamelessness and evil - Al-‘Ankabūt, 29:45). Therefore, out of the obligatory good deeds, the mention of Ṣalāh was considered sufficient when it was said: (My dear son, establish Ṣalāh - 17). And as it has been explained earlier, the expression denoting the 'iqāmah' of ṣalāh does not simply suggest the 'making' or 'saying' or 'doing' it. Instead of that, this term translated as 'establish' (in the absence of an exact equivalent) includes all attending considerations, such as performing it with due respect to its essentials and manners fully and faithfully, observing punctuality in its timings and being consistent in fulfilling its requisites.

The Fourth Bequest of Luqmān about the Betterment of People

Islām is a collective religion. Betterment of the community, along with the betterment of the individual, is an important part of its social system. Therefore, the duty of Bidding the Fair and Forbidding the Unfair (amr bi ‘l-ma‘rūf and nahy ‘ani ‘l-munkar) was mentioned along with as important a duty as the Ṣalāh. It was said: (and bid the Fair and forbid the Unfair -17). Here are two duties: (1) Make yourself better and (2) make others better. Both need a lot of restraint and hard work. Facing these difficulties and remaining firm is no easy task. Particularly so, when those who stand to serve people by telling them what is good for them receive nothing but opposition and hostility in return. Therefore, while making this recommendation, it was also recommended: (and observe patience on what befalls you. Surely, this is among the matters of determination - 17).

The Fifth Bequest of Luqmān about Social Manners

In verse 18, it was said: (And do not turn your cheek away from people). The expression: (lā tuṣa‘īr) is a derivation from:
which is a disease among camels that causes a tilt in the neck similar to the stroke among human beings that makes the face become crooked. It carries the sense of turning one's face away (in disdain). Thus, the verse means: 'do not turn your face away from people when you meet them and talk to them for it is a sign of avoidance and arrogance and very much against the norms of gentle manners.'

In the next sentence of the verse, it was said: (and do not walk on the earth haughtily - 18). The last word: (maraha) denotes walking proudly with assumed airs. The sense of the statement is that Allah Ta'ālā has given this earth the lowest profile from among the entire range of elements He created. Is it not that you were born from it and on it you walk around? Know your reality and do not walk haughtily. This is the way of the arrogant. Therefore, after that, it was said: (Surely, Allah does not like anyone arrogant, proud - 18).

Verse 19 begins with the statement: (And be moderate in your walk). When done otherwise, in haste or helter-skelter, it goes against decorum and dignity. Says the Ḥadīth: 'Making too much haste in walking ruins the radiance of the believer (al-Jami' aṣ-Ṣaghīr from Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah). Then, in a manner of walking such as this, there remains the likelihood of hurting one's own self or someone else as well. And being moderate in walking also tells us that one should not walk very slowly either. This is the habit of the arrogant and the ostentatious who like to impress people with their distinct class. Or, it is the habit of women who do not walk fast due to their natural modesty. Or, it is the habit of the sick in need of urgent medical attention who would do so out of compulsion. The first mode is harām, and the second too, for it is not permissible if the intention is to strike a semblance with women. And when no such intention is there, the thing remains, after all, a defect for men. Finally, in the third mode, it is ungratefulness to Allah in that one stoops to feign the looks of the sick despite being all too healthy.

Sayyidnā 'Abdullāh Ibn Mas'ūd said: 'The noble Ṣaḥābah were prohibited from walking hurriedly (as if running) like the Jews and also from walking very slowly (as if crawling) like the Christians. The order given to them was that they should take to a moderate gait in between the two.'
When Sayyidah ‘Ā’ishah رضي الله عنها saw a person walking very slowly as if he was going to fall dead, she asked the people around, 'Why does he have to walk like that?' They told her, 'He is one of the Qurra'. The word: قرئ (qurra') is the plural of: القراء (al-qāri: one trained to recite the Qurʾān in accordance with its Phonetics). In those days, someone who combined the twin mastery of reciting the Qurʾān with authenticity and observance of due etiquette as well as being a perfect scholar of the Qurʾān was also called a Qari’. So, by saying what they did, they meant that he was some big Qari’ and ‘Alim, therefore, he walked like that. Thereupon, Sayyidah ‘Ā’ishah رضي الله عنها said, "Umar Ibn ul-Khattāb, may Allah be pleased with him, was a lot more Qari’ than he is. But, his habit was to walk swiftly when he walked (not in the sense of post-haste walking which is prohibited, rather meaning a functional swiftness in it). And when he talked, he talked in a manner that people would hear him well (not speaking at a pitch so low as would compel his audience to ask: Beg your pardon, what did you say)?

At the end of the fifth recommendation it was said: وَأَفْقِضُ مِنْ صُوْبُكْ (and lower your voice - 19). 'Lowering' means: Do not raise your voice any more than necessary. And do not shout - as it appeared in the case of Sayyidnā ‘Umar ♂ immediately earlier. He talked in a manner that his audience would hear him without having to put any strain on their ears. Thereafter, it was said: إن أنكر الأصوات لصوت الخيمير. (Surely, the ugliest of voices is the voice of the donkeys - 19).

Regarding social manners, four prohibitions were mentioned here: (1) The prohibition of talking to and meeting with people face turned arrogantly; (2) the prohibition of walking haughtily on God's earth; (3) the instruction to be moderate in one's walking; and (4) the prohibition of talking very loudly.

All these virtues were already part of the habits and traits of the Holy Prophet ♂. As in the Shama’il of Tirmidhī, Sayyidnā Husain ♂ says that he asked his father, Sayyidnā ‘Alī al-Murtada ♂ about the manner in which he interacted with people he sat with. He said:

كان دائم البشر سهل الخلق ليَنَّ الجانب ليس بفظِّ ولا غليظ ولا صخاب في الأسواق ولا فحاش ولا عِيّاب ولا مَشِاح يتفاغل عاما لا يشتكي ولا يبؤس منه ولا
"He was always cheerful, naturally obliging, gentle. Neither impolite, nor rude, he was not clamorous or immodest and no faultfinder and no miser. He would remain indifferent to what he did not like, yet would not make others become distracted from it (if halal and desirable to have) and would not say anything that would stop others from having what he did not want (instead, would observe silence). There were three things he had left out for good: (1) Disputation, (2) Arrogance and (3) Indulgence with what was unnecessary, not worth doing."

Verses 20 - 32
Have you not seen that Allah has subjugated for you what is in the heavens and what is on the earth and has perfected His blessings on you, both outward and inward? And among the people there is one who debates about Allah with no knowledge, no guidance and no book to enlighten. [20] And when it is said to them, "follow what Allah has sent down," they say, "instead, we would follow what we found our fathers on." Is it so - even though the Satan has been calling them to the punishment of the flaming Fire? [21]

And whoever submits his self to Allah and is good in deeds, he does, in fact, hold on to the strongest ring. And towards Allah is the ultimate end of all matters. [22]

And whoever disbelieves, let not his disbelief grieve you. To Us is their return. Then We will tell them what they did. Surely, Allah is All Aware of what lies in the hearts. [23] We let them enjoy a little, then We will drag them to a heavy punishment. [24]

And if you ask them as to who has created the heavens and the earth, they will certainly say, "Allah." Say, "Alhamdulillah" (Praise be to Allah). But most of them do not know. [25]

To Allah belongs what is in the heavens and the earth. Surely, it is Allah who is free of all needs, worthy of every praise. It is Allah who is All-Independent, Ever-Praised.[26]

And if all trees that are on the earth were to be pens
and the ocean (converted into ink) is supported by seven seas following it, the words of Allah would not come to an end. Surely, Allah is Mighty, Wise. [27]

Creation and resurrection of you all is no more (to Allah) than that of one single person. Surely, Allah is All-Hearing, All Seeing. [28]

Did you not see that Allah makes the night enter into the day, and makes the day enter into the night, and He has subjugated the sun and the moon, each running towards an appointed time, and that Allah is fully aware of what you do? [29] That is because Allah is the only Real One and what they invoke other than Him is false and Allah is the High, the Great. [30]

Did you not see that the ships sail through the sea by the grace of Allah, so that He shows you some of His signs? In that, indeed, there are signs for every man of patience and gratitude. [31]

And when they are covered by waves like canopies, they pray to Allah, having faith purely in Him. Then, once He brings them safe to the land, some of them are (still) balanced. And no one denies Our signs except every ungrateful traitor. [32]

Commentary

At the beginning of the Sūrah, the Kāfirs and the Mushriks were admonished for still persisting with their Kufr and Shirk despite that they had seen the manifestations of the all-encompassing knowledge and the most perfect power of Allah Ta'ālā. And in contrast to their condition, obedient believers were praised and mention was made of their good end. In between, the description of the bequests (waṣāyā) of Luqmān, peace on him, was in a way a complement of the same subject. In the verses cited above, the text reverts to the subjects of Allah Ta'ālā’s all-encompassing knowledge and power, His bounties and favors showered on the creations with an exhortation to believe in the principle of His Oneness.

The expression: ِسَخْكَحَرُ لَكُمْ (sakhkhara lakum: translated as 'subjugated for you') in verse 20: ِسَخْكَحَرُ لَكُمْ مَا فِي السَّمَوَاتِ وَمَا فِي الْأَرْضِ (Allah has subjugated for you what is in the heavens and what is on the earth) is well known and means to make something subservient to someone. This raises a question at this place. Is it not that, first of all, not even everything on the
earth is subservient to human will and command? In fact, there are many things that act counter to human choice. As for things of the heavens particularly, there exists just about no probability of their being subservient to human beings. The answer is that 'subjugation' really means to force something into doing a particular job in a state of virtual compulsion. So, subjugating the entire creation of the heavens and the earth for human beings means that the whole range of such creations was yoked in their service to bring all sorts of benefits to them. Out of these things, many were put in their service by subjecting them to their command as well, in that they could use them as and when they wished. But, there are other things that have been, of course, commissioned to serve them - which they are doing all right - but, such was the dictate of Divine wisdom, that they were not made subject to the command of human beings, for example, the heavenly creations, planets, stars, lighting, rains and similar others. Had they been subjugated to follow human orders, these elements of creation would have been affected by human temperaments, tastes and varying conditions. One human being would have wanted the sun to rise early while the need of the other would have it rise later. Someone would have asked for rains while the other, being in travel through an open field, would have opted for no rains. So, these divergent demands would have triggered operational malfunction in the workings of the universal heavenly system. Therefore, Allah Ta’ala did put all these things into the service of human beings but did not make them subject to their will and command. This too is, in a way, subjugation. Allah knows best.

The word: اِسْبَاغُ (isbāgh) in the next sentence of verse 20: ﴿وَأَسْبَاغٌ عَلَيْكُمْ ﻲَعْمَهُ ﴾ (and has perfected His blessings on you, both outward and inward) means to perfect, make complete, provide in great abundance to the last fill. The Arabic word: ﻲَعْمَ (ni'am) means 'blessings' which human beings recognize through their senses, for instance, the beauty of shape and the symmetry of human limbs made into such proportion as would allow maximum functional movement causing no disfigurement of one's shape and looks. Similarly, provisions, property; wealth, avenues of economic opportunity, health and well being are also outward and perceived blessings. In the same way, making the religion of Islām easy to follow, being enabled to obey Allah and His Rasūl, the ascendancy of
Islam over other faiths and the support given to Muslims encountering enemies also come under the same outward blessings. As for inward blessings, they relate to the human heart, such as Iman (faith), knowing Allah (ma'rifah), intellect, reason, good morals, the good fortune of having one's sins left unexposed and of one's crimes not punished instantly and many others.

The manifestations of Allah's knowledge, power and blessings are endless. These cannot by encompassed by anyone through speech, nor can any pen write them comprehensively. This has been stated in the verse: ٥١٤ (27) through a similitude. Says the similitude: 'If all trees that are on the earth were to be pens (or pens were to be made of all branches on them) and the ocean (converted into ink) is supported by seven seas following it, the words of Allah would (still) not come to an end.' The expression: كلمات الله (kalimatul-lah, i.e. the words of Allah) means His knowledge and wisdom (Ru'ul-Ma'ani and Mazhari) which includes the manifestations of Divine power and Divine blessings. Then, the 'seven seas' referred to here do not mean that there are seven seas present elsewhere. Instead of that, this is a manner of saying: Suppose if this ocean were to be replenished with seven more oceans, still then, all these words of Allah could not be committed to writing. Even the number of 'seven' appears here as a part of the example. No restriction is intended. Another verse of the Qur'an proves it. There it was said:

قُلْ لَوْ كَانَ الْبَحْرُ مَدَادًا لِكَلِمَتِ رَبِّيَ لَنَفَتَ الْبَحْرُ قَبْلَ أَنْ نَفَتَ كُلِّمَتَ رَبِّيَّ وَلَوْ خَيْنًا بِمِثْلِهِ مُدَادًا

Say, 'If the ocean were to be ink for the Words of my Lord, the ocean would have been consumed before the Words of my Lord are exhausted, even though we were to bring another one, like it, in addition' - Al-Kahf, 18:109.

In this verse, by saying: بِمِثْلِهِ (bimithlihi: like it), a clear hint has been given that, no matter how many oceans are supposed, their collective writing fluid cannot circumscribe the Words of Allah. Rationally, the reason is obvious. The oceans may be added one after the other and be they seven or seven thousand, they shall still remain limited while the Words of Allah (knowledge) are unlimited. How, then, can something limited make an all-encompassing coverage of what is unlimited?
As it appears in some narratives, this verse was revealed in response to a question posed by Jewish priests. The reason which prompted them to ask this question was the verse of the Qur’ān where it has been said: قُلْ أَنَاْ نَحْنُ نَزِعُونَ الْعِلْمَ إِلَّا قَلِيلًا (and you are not given but a little from the knowledge - Al-Isra', 17:85). When the Holy Prophet said, came to the blessed city of Madinah, some Jewish priests visited him and it was about this verse that they confronted him by saying, "You say that you have been given a little from the knowledge. Is this what you are saying about your people, or have you included us too therein?" The Holy Prophet said, "I mean all," that is, 'our people and the Jews and Christians as well.' Thereupon, increasing the tempo of their opposition, they said, "To us, Allah Ta’ālā has given the Torah which stands out as: مَلَکُ الْعِلْمِ (an explanation of everything)." He said, "That too is but a little as compared to Divine Knowledge. Then, even the total knowledge contained in the Torah is not known to you either - what you go by is no more than a certain measure of what you need. Therefore, as compared to the Divine Knowledge, the collective knowledge of all Scriptures and Prophets is also nothing but a little." It was to support this statement that the verse: وَلَوْ أنَّ مَا فِي الأَرْضِ مِن شَجَرَةٍ أَقَلاَمٍ (And if all trees that are on the earth were to be pens... - 27) was revealed. (Ibn Kathīr)

Verses 33 - 34

يَا بَيْتَ الْبَنَاتِ اْتَّقُوا رَبَّكُمْ وَخَشُّوا بُيُوتًا لَا يُعْلَنِي وَالَّذِيُوْلَدُونَ ﯾُزَوِّرُهُمُ اللَّهُ حَقًّا فَلَا تَفْرَنَّكُمُ الْحَيَوَةُ الْدُّنْيَا ﯾَلَا يَغْفِرُنَّكُمُ ﯾَلِلَّهُ الْغُرُورُ إِنَّ اللَّهَ عَلِيمٌ عَلِيمٌ ﯾَمِيزُ الْعِجْلَةَ وَيَعْلَمُ مَا فِي الأَرْحَامِ وَمَا تَدْرِي نَفْسُ مَا ذَكَرَ اللَّهُ عَلِيْهِ ِخَبِيرٌ (34)

O people, fear your Lord and fear a day when no father will suffice his son, nor will a son be sufficing his father in the least. Surely, the promise of Allah is true. So, the worldly life must not deceive you, nor you should ever be deceived about Allah by the Deceiver.
Surely, it is Allah with whom rests the knowledge of the Hour; and He sends down the rain and He knows what is in the wombs. And no one knows what he will earn tomorrow and no one knows in which land he will die. Surely, Allah is All Knowing, All Aware.

Commentary

In the first of the two verses cited above, the address is to common people, believing and disbelieving both. They have been served with a notice that they will face Allah and be accountable before Him for their deeds on the day of Judgement and that they should be prepared for it. It was said: (O people, fear your Lord - 33). At this place, the text has not gone by the name of Allah Ta’ālā or His some other attribute. Instead of that, it has elected to mention the attribute of Rabb (master, sustainer of all, usually translated as Lord with this sense included therein). This serves as an indicator towards the nature of fearing Allah Ta’ālā. Hence, the command to fear given here is not the kind of fear one habitually has from some beast or enemy. The reason is that ‘Allah Ta’ālā is your Rabb. He nourishes, sustains and cherishes you. He is the compassionate master. Why would someone apprehend this kind of danger from Him?’ Instead of that, the fear mentioned at this place is the particular ‘fear' that is necessarily generated because of the sublimity and awe of one’s elders. It is in that sense that a son 'fears' his father and a student, his teacher. They are no enemies. They are not going to hurt them. But, their affectionate sublimity and awe reside in hearts and it is from there that these two make one obey a father and a teacher. This is what is meant at this place and it is being said that 'the sublimity and awe of Allah Ta’ālā should reign supreme over your hearts so that you can obey Him, perfectly and easily.'

The next sentence reads: (and fear a day when no father will suffice his son, nor will a son be sufficing his father in the least - 33). It means the father and son out of whom one is a believer and the other, a disbeliever. The sense is that a believing father would neither be able to remit or reduce the punishment of his disbelieving son nor would he be able to bring any benefit to him. Similarly, a believing son will be of no avail to his disbelieving father.

The reason for this particularization lies in other verses of the noble Qur’ān, and the narratives of Ḥadīth. There it has been clarified that, on
the day of Judgement, parents will intercede on behalf of their children and the children on behalf of their parents. Then, this intercession will turn out to be successful as well. Says the Qur'ān: 

wa al-diin amma wa iqtabna-umumun, 'alhummu 'amman al-hikma-yuhibbun. (And those who believed and their children followed them in belief, We will join their children with them - 52:21) even though their deeds may not match the ranking of the deeds of their parents, but such would be the barakah of righteous parents that they too would be made to reach where their parents are. But, this is subject to the condition that the children should be believers - even though, their deeds may have suffered from some shortcomings.

Similarly, in another verse, it was said: jannat 'udun yidhkhunhu wa'man salih min ibadihum wa zarruj-jihum wa duruj-jihum (the eternal gardens they enter, and the righteous of their fathers, spouses, and progeny as well - 13:23). Qualification refers here to their being believers.

Both these verses prove that, should parents and children and, in the same way, a husband and wife, share the common denominator of being believers, then, they will receive benefit from each other even on the day of Judgement. Similar to this, there are several narratives of Ḥadīth which report children interceding on behalf of their parents. Therefore, this rule set forth in the present verse (33) - that no father can bring any benefit to his son and no son to his father on the day of Judgement - can become operative only in a situation when one of them is a believer while the other, a disbeliever. (Mazhari)

Special Note:

Here, it should be noted that the statement declaring the inability of a father to bring benefit to his son (لَا يُحْرِى وَلَدَهُ عَنْ وَلِيِّهِ - 3) has been made through a verbal sentence, but two changes were made while mentioning the other side of it. Firstly, it was described in the form of a nominal sentence. Secondly, the word: مولود (maulūd) meaning the born one, that is, a son, was employed instead of ولد :walad) which is more common for 'son.' There is a wise consideration at work here. A nominal sentence is more emphatic as compared to a verbal sentence. By this change in the sentence, a hint was released towards the difference between a father and his children. The love of a father with his children is more intense. Contrary to this, the love of children does not reach this level of intensity even in the mortal world. However, the likelihood of either of the two
bringing any benefit for each other on the day of Judgement has been negated in the case of both, but the children's lack of ability to bring benefit has been described with added emphasis. Then, there is a particular wise consideration in electing the word: مولود (maulūd) instead of ولد (walad). The word, مولود 'maulūd' denotes one's own son or children only. As for the word, ولد 'walad,' it is general and includes the children of one's children as well. Thus, it is from another angle that the same subject has been strengthened. It is being virtually said, 'when even the son from the very loins of the father would be of no avail to the father, any expectations from the grandson and the great grandson are futile.'

In the next verse, the knowledge of five things has been declared as exclusive to Allah Ta'ālā and that no created being has that knowledge except Him and at this ends the Sūrah Luqmān:

إِنَّ اللَّهَ عَلَى هُمْ ٍعِلَمُ السَّاعَةِ وَيَنْبِئُ الْغَيْبَةِ وَيَعْلَمُ مَا فِي الْأَرْحَامِ وَمَا تَدْرِي نَفْسٌ مَّا تَعْمُرُ

Surely, it is Allah with whom rests the knowledge of the Hour, and He sends down the rain, and He knows what is in the wombs. And no one knows what he will earn tomorrow and no one knows in which land he will die. Surely, Allah is All Knowing, All Aware - 31:34.

Though, it has not been made explicit in the first three things that no one has their knowledge other than Allah, but the style of the statement is such that it seems to give the impression that the knowledge of these things rests limited to Divine Knowledge. As for the other two things mentioned later, there it has been explicitly said that no one has their knowledge other than Allah. These very five things have been called "keys to the Unseen" (مفاتيح الغيب : mafātih al-ghayb) in a verse of Sūrah Al-An'ām: وَعَلَى هُمْ مَفَاتِحُ الْغَيْبِ لَا يَعْلَمُهُا إِلَّا هُوَ (And with Him are the keys of the Unseen. No one knows them but He - 6:59). In Ḥadīth, it has been referred as مفاتيح (mafātih) and مفاتيح (mafātih) are the plural forms of مفتاح (miftāḥ) meaning key which opens locks. It signifies sources of the Unseen that unravel its information.

The Issue of the 'Ilm ul-Ghayb (Knowledge of the Unseen)

Necessary details about this issue have been given under the commentary on verse 65: فَلَّا يَعْلَمُ مِنْ فِي السَّمَاوَاتِ وَالأَرْضِ الْغَيْبَ إِلَّا اللَّهُ (Say, 'No one
in the heavens and the earth has the knowledge of the Unseen except Allah. 27:65 of Sūrah An-Naml (Ma'ariful-Qur'an, Volume VI). That the knowledge of the unseen is particular to Allah Ta'ālā in the absolute sense has been explicitly mentioned in this verse - and this has been the belief of the entire Muslim community from the earliest to the succeeding generations. As for the description of only five things particularly - that no created being has their knowledge and that it is Allah alone who knows these - it is not meant for particularization. Otherwise, it would pose a contradiction with the verse of Sūrah An-Naml quoted above. The fact is that these five things have been mentioned here to highlight their special significance.

There is a reason for this specific treatment and marked attention. Things of the Unseen that one is generally keen to find out are just these five. Then, there are astrologers and their kind who lay a claim to the knowledge of the unseen. Things they usually pick up to inform people about, and thereby prove that they are possessors of the knowledge of the unseen, are again these very five things. And in some narratives of Ḥadīth it has been reported that someone had asked the Holy Prophet ﷺ about these five things whereupon this verse was revealed and wherein it has been stated that the knowledge of these five is particular with Allah Ta'ālā. (Ruh ul-Ma'ānī)

As for the statement of the Holy Prophet ﷺ reported on the authority of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Umar and Ibn Mas‘ūd (I have been given the keys to everything except the five) (reported by Imām Aḥmad - Ibn Kathīr), the word: أُولِّيتِ (I have been given) itself makes it all clear. It shows that the knowledge of unseen things other than these five which came to the Holy Prophet came in the form of revelation (wahy) from Allah Ta'ālā. Therefore, it is not included under the definition of the knowledge of the unseen (‘Ilm ul-ghayb) because the news about things unseen given to the blessed prophets through wahy (revelation) and to the men of Allah (auliyā’) through ilhām (inspiration) come from Allah Ta'ālā. In terms of their reality, they are not the knowledge of the unseen based on which they could be called the possessors of 'the knowledge of the unseen' (‘Ālim ul-ghayb). They are, rather, آتِيَ الْغَيْبِ (news of the unseen). This is an area of Divine prerogative. Whenever Allah Ta'ālā so wills, and in whatever
measure He wills, He would bestow such information on His angels, messengers and favored servants. These are called "الَّذَٰلِكَ مِنِّي *انِبَاءُ الْغَيْبَ" (anbā 'ul-ghayb) in the noble Qur'ān, for instance: (These are some reports from the Unseen (events) which We reveal to you - 11:49).

Therefore, the Ḥadīth quoted above means that, no doubt, Allah Ta'ālā has made these five things so exclusive to Himself that no angel or messenger has been given their knowledge even as 'news' of the unseen. However, besides these, a fair amount of the knowledge relating to other unseen things is given out to the blessed prophets through the medium of wahy (revelation).

Thus, from what has been discussed above, we now know one more reason why these five things have been mentioned specially.

A doubt and its answer

The cited verse proves that even in the absolute knowledge of the unseen which is an integral attribute of Allah Ta'ālā there are five particular things the knowledge of which is not given to any prophet even through wahy (revelation). This demands that these things should never become known to anyone. However, countless events relating to men of Allah (auliyā') in the Muslim community have been reported to the effect that somewhere they gave the news of rain, or pregnancy, or someone doing or not doing a deed in the future, or someone's exact place of death. And this foreboding turned out to be true as well when observed.

Similarly, there are some astrologers or people well versed in the art of divination through what is known as Jafar and Ramal who would come up with some bits of information about these things and these, at some times, would turn out to be true as well. This raises the question: How, then, could these five things remain exclusive to Divine Knowledge?

One answer to this question is the same as has appeared in details under our Commentary on Sūrah An-Naml (27:65, Ma'āriful-Qur'ān, Volume VI). A brief one has been given above to the effect that the Knowledge of the Unseen, in its real sense, is knowledge without the mediation of a physical cause - that is, sans medium, by itself. If these things are received by the blessed prophets through wahy (revelation), by men of Allah (auliya') through ilhām (inspiration) and by astrologers and other
claimants to divination or prediction through their calculations and physical causes, then, that is no knowledge of the unseen as such. Instead, these are 'news' of the unseen. If someone from among the creation of Allah were to receive such news relating to some partial or personal matter, it would not be contradictory of the cited verse. The reason is simple. According to the substance of the verse, the total knowledge of these five things, a knowledge which comprehends everything created as well as every relative condition, is something not given by Allah Ta‘ālā to anyone, neither through wahy (revelation) nor through ilhām (inspiration). That someone gets to receive some partial knowledge through ilhām (inspiration) in a stray case is not contradictory to it.

In addition to that, when we say 'ilm (knowledge), it means absolute knowledge. That no one has except Allah Ta‘ālā. The knowledge a man of Allah (waliyy) receives through ilhām (inspiration) is not absolute. Many probabilities of error or false perception exist in it. As for the information given out by astrologers and their ilk, it is a common observation that they hardly come up to the level of a single truth out of ten lies. How can that be called 'absolute knowledge'?

The issue of the Knowledge of the Unseen: An important note

My respected teacher, Shaykh ul-Islām Shabbīr Ḍhām ‘Usmānī has made a brief but comprehensive comment in his explanatory notes on the Holy Qur‘ān which helps remove all doubts and difficulties of the nature mentioned above. He has said that there are two kinds of al-Ghayb (the unseen): (1) Injunctions of the unseen (al-ahkām ul-ghaybiyyah), such as, the injunctions originating from revealed laws that include the knowledge of the Being and attributes of Allah Ta‘ālā as well and are called the knowledge of beliefs (al-‘aqa'id). Also included therein are all injunctions of the Shari‘ah or revealed law which tell us as to what sort of conduct meets the approval or disapproval of Allah Ta‘ālā. It goes without saying that all these things belong to nowhere but the unseen.

(2) Cosmology of the unseen (al-akwān ul-ghaybiyyah), that is, the knowledge of the events occurring in the world. The knowledge of the unseen things of the first kind has been given by Allah Ta‘ālā to His prophets and messengers. This is mentioned in the Qur‘ān in the following words: ‘(He is the) Knower of
the Unseen. So He does not let anyone know His Unseen, except a messenger whom He chooses (to inform through revelation) - 72:26-27.

As for the unseen events and occurrences of the other kind, their knowledge - the whole of it - is just not given by Allah Ta'ālā to anyone. That remains categorically exclusive to Him as His intrinsic attribute. But, He gives partial knowledge of particular events when He wills and as much He wills. As such, the real knowledge of the unseen - all of it - remains exclusive to Allah Ta'ālā. Then, as is His customary practice, He reveals to the blessed prophets the knowledge of the injunctions of the unseen from out of His knowledge of the unseen - and this very knowledge is the purpose of their mission. Then, there is the partial knowledge of the events and occurrences of the world. That too is given by Allah Ta'ālā to prophets through revelation (wahy) and men of Allah (auliyā’) through inspiration (ilham) at His discretion and to the measure of His choice. Thus, the part of knowledge so given is knowledge that has been bestowed on them by Allah Ta’ālā. In the real sense, this cannot be called: علم الغيب (‘ilm ul-ghayb: the knowledge of the unseen). Instead, it is called: "انباء الغيب: the news of the unseen."

Special note concerning the words of the verse

In this verse, the objective is to describe the exclusiveness of the knowledge of these five things with Allah Ta’ālā in a manner that shows marked care and attention. This objective obviously required that five things should have been enumerated under a single head saying that their knowledge is exclusive to Allah Ta’ālā and that no created entity has been given their knowledge. But, in the cited verse, this was not done. Instead, as for the knowledge of the initial three things, it was mentioned positively as being exclusive to Allah - while, in the later two things, the statement was negative declaring that no one other than Allah has their knowledge. Let us go back to the initial three things. Here, a variation in style becomes fairly visible even in these three. We see that the knowledge of the Hour has been mentioned in the following manner: إن الله عَلَى عَمْل السَّاعَة (Surely, it is Allah with whom rests the knowledge of the Hour). Then the mode changes. The second thing has been taken up in the form of a verbal sentence by saying: يُبَّرِّرَ الْعُبَّىَ (and He sends down the rain). It simply has no mention of the knowledge of rain. Instead, it mentions the sending down of rain. The third thing was mentioned with a
changed mode once again and it was said:  وَبَعَلَمَ مَا فِي الْإِرْحَامِ (and He knows what is in the wombs). This change of modality can only be taken as a sampling of versatility in eloquence of speech. If one were to ponder, there are other elements of wisdom embedded here. The respected author of Bayān ul-Qur‘ān has described these in his Tafsīr.

In brief, the last two things - what will one earn tomorrow and in which land will one die - are states connected with the human person. It was probable that one would try to seek the relevant knowledge about these. Therefore, in both these cases, the acquiring of such knowledge on the part of anyone other than Allah was negated. Also proved effectively through this statement was the absence of the knowledge of the first three things for anyone other than Allah. The argument was simple. Here is someone who does not know about his doings and earnings tomorrow. Then, he does not know the end of it all, the point when and where he will die. How could he, then, be expected to know the heavens and the coming of rains and the thing hidden in the dark layers of a mother's womb? Finally, when mentioning the last thing, it was said that one does not know the place of one's death. Yes, the text mentions 'place' only - although, one does not know one's time of death too just like the place of death. The reason is that the place of death, even if not known definitely, is something one can guess in terms of one's outward living conditions. One can naturally assume that the place where one is settled would be the place where one would die, and at the least, the place where one is to die is, after all, present somewhere in the world. This is contrary to the time of death. This time is in the future and the future is not here yet. So, a person who cannot know about his place of death, despite that it is present actually, how can it be imagined about him that he would come to know his time of death which simply does not exist then?

So, the negation of one thing here makes the negation of others obvious in the first degree. Therefore, the text takes up both these things in the negative mode. As for the first three things, they are by themselves outside the scope of human access under perceptible conditions. That human knowledge has nothing to do with it is all too clear. Therefore, a positive mode was chosen to describe their exclusiveness to Allah Ta’ālā.

Before parting with the subject, a few words about the use of nominal form in the first sentence and the verbal one in the later two sentences
may be useful. Perhaps, the wisdom therein is to suggest that the Qiyāmah or the Last Day is a definite imperative with no change in it. This is contrary to the coming of rain and the period of pregnancy. Their conditions keep changing - and the verbal sentence is suggestive of change. Therefore, that is what was used in both these cases. Then, we notice a delicacy of treatment within these two as well. When dealing with the conditions of pregnancy, what was mentioned was Divine knowledge: وَعَلَمَ مَا فِى الْأَرْحَامِ (and He knows what is in the wombs - 34) while in taking up the subject of the coming of rain, there is just no mention of knowledge. There is a reason for it. Here, by mentioning the sending down of rain, it was tacitly suggested that the rain to which are tied thousands of human benefits is something that comes at the bidding of Allah alone and that no one else exercises the ultimate control over it. As for the essential exclusiveness of its knowledge being with Allah, it already stands proved from the very context of the statement. ...

Alhamdulillah
The Commentary on
Sūrah Luqmaן
Ends here
Sūrah As-Sajdah

[The Prostration]

Sūrah As-Sajdah is Makkī. It has 30 Verses and 10 Sections

بِنِعَالِدِ الرَّسُولِ الْرَّحِيمِ

Verses 1 - 3

Al-؟َّمَّ (2) تنْزِيلُ الْكِتَابِ لَآرِيَبٍ فِيهِ مِنْ رَبِّ الْعَالَمِينَ (2) أَمْ

يَقُولُونَ اَفْتَرَاهَا بَلْ هُوَ الْحَقُّ مِنْ رَبِّكَ لِتَنْذِيرَ كُُومًا مَّا أَتَنَٰهُمْ مِنْ نَّذِيرٍ

مِنْ قَبْلِ لَعَلَّهُمْ يُهْتَدُونَ (3)

With the name of Allah, the Most Merciful, the All-Merciful

Alif Lām Mīm. [1] (This) revelation of the Book - wherein there is no doubt - is from the Lord of the worlds. [2] Or, is it that they say, "he has fabricated it." On the contrary, it is the truth from your Lord, so that you warn a people to whom no warner has come before you; may be they take the right path. [3]

Commentary

At this place, the word: نَذِيرٍ (nadhīr: warner) in: مَا أَتَنَٰهُمْ مِنْ نَّذِيرٍ (to whom no warner has come.. -3)means a rasūl or messenger. The sense is that no messenger had appeared amidst the Quraish of Makkah before the Holy Prophet ﷺ. This does not mean that the call of the messengers had just not reached them until that time, because it was clearly said in another verse of the Qurʾān: وَإِنْ مَنْ مِنْ أَمْرِهِ إِلَّا خَلَأَ فِيهَا نَذِيرٍ (And there was no community without a warner having passed among them - 35:24). In this verse, (i.e. the verse 35:24) the word: نَذِيرٍ (warner) appears in its general lexical sense, that is, one who calls people towards Allah, whether a messenger or prophet or one of their deputies, Khalīfah or the ‘ālim of dīn. So, from this verse, it seems that the call of pure monotheism (tauḥīd) had reached all
communities and groups. That is correct in its place and certainly the dictate of universal Divine mercy. Commentator Abū Ḥayyān says that the call to tauḥīd and ḍīmān has never ceased in any time or place or people. And wherever a long time passed after the appearance of a prophet, it resulted in the dearth of those having the knowledge of the legacy of prophethood. Thereupon, some new prophet or messenger was sent. This requires that the call to tauḥīd should have reached the Arab peoples definitely, and much earlier. But, for this it is not necessary that the call should have been brought in by some prophet or messenger in person. It is possible that it may have reached through the learned serving as deputies to the prophetic mission. Therefore, the verses of this Sūrah, Sūrah Ya Sīn and others which prove that no nadhīr (warner) had appeared amidst the Quraish of Arabia before the Holy Prophet ﷺ must be approached with the necessary consideration that the word: نذير (nadhīr) used there should mean a prophet and messenger in the technical sense denoting that no prophet and messenger had come amidst those people before the Holy Prophet ﷺ - even though, the call to tauḥīd and ḍīmān may have reached there too through other means.

Before the period of فترت fatrah, that is, before the appearance of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, it stands proved about some blessed souls who firmly adhered to the faith of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm and Ismā‘īl عليهما السلام. They believed in the Oneness of Allah and were averse to the worship of and sacrifices for idols.

Rūḥ-ul-Ma`ānī reports from the Maghāzī of Mūsā Ibn ‘Uqbah about one such person whose name was Zayd Ibn ‘Amr Ibn Nufayl. He had also met the Holy Prophet ﷺ before he was ordained as a prophet. But, it was still before his prophethood that he died in the year the Quraish had built the edifice of the Baytullah - and this happened five years prior to his prophethood. About him, Mūsā Ibn ‘Uqbah says, ‘He used to stop the Quraish from indulging in the worship of idols. He opposed the offering of sacrifices in the name of idols as an evil practice and would not eat the meat from animals slaughtered by the Mushriks.’

Abū Dāwūd Ṭayālîsî has reported from Sayyidnā Sa‘īd Ibn Zayd Ibn Amr ﷺ, the son of Zayd Ibn ‘Amr Ibn Nufayl, one of the celebrated ten (عشرة مبشرة) among the noble Ṣaḥābah, that he had submitted before the Holy Prophet ﷺ saying: "You already know about my father that he
adhered to pure monotheism and rejected idolatry. Can I, then, pray for his forgiveness?" The Holy Prophet ﷺ said, "Yes, for him the prayer of forgiveness is permissible. He will, on the day of Qiyāmah, rise as a community of his own." (Ruh-ul-Ma‘ānī)

Similarly, Warqah Ibn Nawfal ﷺ who was present during the initial period of the prophethood and the revelation of the Qur‘ān was an adherent of pure monotheism (tauhid). He had expressed his resolve to help the Holy Prophet ﷺ but he died soon after. These examples prove that the people of Arabia were though not totally deprived of the Divine call to faith and monotheism, but that no prophet had appeared amidst them as such. Allah knows best.

All three verses cited above carry an affirmation of the veracity of the Qur‘ān and the Prophet of Islam.

Verses 4 - 9

Allah is the One who created the heavens and the earth and all that is between them in six days, then He positioned Himself on the Throne. Other than Him, there is neither a guardian for you, nor an intercessor. Would you then not observe the advice? [4] He manages (every) matter from the sky to the earth, then it (every matter) will ascend to Him in a day the measure of which is a thousand years according to the way you
count. [5] That One is the All-knower of the unseen and the seen; the All-Mighty, the Very-Merciful, [6] who made well whatever He created and started the creation of man from clay. [7] Then He made his progeny from a drop of semen, from a despised water. [8] Then He gave him a proportioned shape and breathed into him of His spirit. And He granted you the (power of) hearing and the eyes and the hearts. Little you give thanks. [9]

Commentary

The length of the day of Qiyāmah

The text in verse 5 cited above says: ْ(in a day the measure of which is a thousand years according to the way you count - 5). And it appears in a verse of Sūrah Al-Ma‘ārij: ... (in a day the extent of which is fifty thousand years - 70:4).

A simple explanation of this is what appears in Bayān-ul-Qur‘ān - since this day will be horrendous, people would find it very long. Then, this length will be felt in terms of one’s measure of faith and deeds. Big criminals will find the day longer while the small ones will find it comparatively shorter, so much so that the day some would feel to be of a thousand years, to others, it would appear as of fifty thousand years.

Tafsīr Rūḥ-ul-Ma‘ānī reports several other explanations from the ‘Ulama’ and Sūfiyyā. But, all these are nothing but conjectures. Something which can be traced back to a proved meaning of the Qur‘ān or something which can be believed in is just not there. Therefore, the most sound approach in this matter is the same as was taken by the early elders of Islam, the Ṣaḥābah and the Tābi‘īn: They had left the knowledge of this difference of one and fifty to Allah without explaining it on the basis of human whims and, on their part, they had found it sufficient to say, ‘we do not know.’

About it, Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibīn ‘Abbās ﷺ said:

They are two days mentioned by Allah Ta‘ālā in His Book. Allah Ta‘ālā knows best about them and I dislike to say in the matter of the Book of Allah that which I do not know.
Everything is good in this world. Evil comes through its wrong use.

In verse 7, it was said: "Who made well whatever He created good. The reason is that Allah Ta’ala has made whatever He has created in this world under the dictate of His wisdom, and under the essential consideration of what is beneficial for the whole system. Therefore, everything has a beauty of its own. And the most beautiful and better than all is the making of man as it was said: (Surely, We did create man in the best of symmetry - 95:4).

Then there are creations other than man that may outwardly be taken as bad. In fact, dogs, pigs, snakes, scorpions and wolves are commonly considered bad because they are either poisonous or beastly. But, in terms of the expedient benefits of the world as a whole, none of these is really bad. A proverbial poetic observation in Urdu puts it as:

There is nothing useless in the world
There is no one bad in the workshop of nature.

The author of Bayān ul-Qur‘ān has said, 'the text's (whatever) includes all substances and accidents, that is, also things which have corporeal substance, such as, animals, plants and minerals etc. as well as incorporeal things which include even morals and deeds. So much so that morals which are identified as bad - anger, greed, desire and their likes - are not bad in themselves. The bad about them emerges when they are used out of place. If they stay in their proper place, there is nothing bad in them. But, the sense being driven home here relates to the objective of their creation (takwīn) and introduction of these things - for that is nothing but good according to divine wisdom. However, the qualities of 'good' and 'bad' are attached to them in relation to the human acts and their effects on individuals. We can call it one's right or choice employed in doing something. Then, in those terms, everything is not good, in fact, it is circumscribed by a little detail, that is, whatever has not been allowed by Allah Ta’ālā is not good, but is, rather bad.' Allah knows best.

The sentence that follows next reads: (and started the creation of man from clay - 7). Earlier, it was said that Allah Ta’ālā has made everything 'good' in this world. Mentioned thereafter was man,
the most beautiful of all. Then, to give expression to His most perfect power alongside, it was also said that the making of man as the most superior form of creation was not because the essential ingredient of his creation was most noble, elegant and superior, which may have made it so. In fact, as for the essential ingredient that went into his making, it was something as mean and lowly as the semen. Thereafter, the rest was a masterpiece of His perfect power and profound wisdom. It was this great combination that took something so low to such a height that man was rated as the most noble Divine creation.

Verses 10 - 22
And they said, "Is it that when we disappear in the earth, shall we really come into a new creation?" Rather they are ones who deny the meeting with their Lord. [10] Say, "The angel of death who has been assigned for you will take you in full, then you will be brought back to your Lord." [11] And (you will wonder) if you see the sinners hanging their heads before their Lord (and saying,) "Our Lord, we have now seen and heard, so send us back, and we will do righteous deeds. Surely, (now) we are believers." [12] And if We had so willed, We would have given everybody his right way (by force), but the word from Me had come to pass: "I will certainly fill the Jahannam with jinn and human beings together.: [13]

So, have a taste, because you had forgotten the meeting of this day of yours. We have forgotten you. And taste the eternal punishment for what you used to do. [14] Only those people believe in Our verses who, when they are reminded of them, fall in prostration and pronounce the purity with praise of their Lord, and they do not wax proud. [15] Their sides remain apart from their beds. They call their Lord with fear and hope, and spend from what We have given to them. [16] So no one knows what delight of eyes has been reserved for them in secret, as a reward of what they used to do. [17]

So, can one who is a believer become like one who is a sinner? They cannot become equal. [18] As for those who believe and do righteous deeds, for them there are gardens to dwell, an honorable hospitality, for what they used to do. [19] And the ones who disobeyed, their abode is the Fire. Whenever they wish to come out from it, they will be turned back to it, and it will be said to them, "Taste the punishment of fire that you used to deny." [20] And We will certainly make them taste the nearer punishment before the greater punishment, so that they may return. [21] And who is more unjust than
the one who was reminded of the verses of his Lord, then he turned away from them. Surely, We have to take vengeance upon the sinners. [22]

Commentary

In verse 11, it was said: (Say, "The angel of death who has been assigned for you will take you in full" - 11). In the verse previous to it, the deniers of the Qiyāmah were warned and an answer was given to their wondering as to how would they be brought back to life once again after they had died and become dust. In the verse cited above, such people are being reminded, 'Think of your death which is, in itself, a great manifestation of the perfect power of Allah Ta'ālā. Your heedlessness and ignorance make you think that one's death comes all by itself, just like that. This is not how it is. In fact, fixed for your death there is a time with Allah and for this there is a standing system run through angels. Sayyidnā 'Izrā'īl is the foremost among them, the one who is the master-manager of death throughout the world. Whenever and wherever a person is destined to die, it is precisely at that time that he draws out his soul from his body.' This is what has been stated in the cited verse. It should be noted that (malakul-maut: angel of death) has been mentioned in the singular form. It means Sayyidnā 'Izrā'īl. Please compare it with another verse where it is said: (the ones to whom the angels brought death - 16.28). Here, the word: (malā'ıkah: angels) has been used in the plural form. This releases the hint that Sayyidnā 'Izrā'īl does not do this alone. Many angels under him take part in accomplishing this duty.

Some details about the Exacting of Soul and the Angel of Death

Tafsīr authority, Mujāhid has said, 'before the angel of death, the whole world is very much like an open tray before a human being sprinkled in which there are grains and he picks up whichever he wants.' The same subject has also appeared in a marfu' hadīth, that is, traceable to the Holy Prophet ﷺ. (As mentioned by al-Qurtubī in At-tadhkirah)

According to a hadīth, once the Holy Prophet ﷺ saw the angel of death standing behind the head of an Anṣārī ṣaḥābī on his death bed. He said, 'make it easy on my ṣaḥābī.' The angel of death said, 'Rest assured. I make it easy on every believer,' then, he added, 'just imagine the number of people living in towns or villages and in forests, mountains or waters, I
see every one of them five times a day, therefore, I am directly acquainted
with every one of them, young or old.' Then, he concluded by saying, 'O
Muḥammad ﷺ, all this I am telling you about is nothing but what
happens with the will and command of Allah. Otherwise, if I wanted to
take the life of even a mosquito, I do not have the power to do so - unless
there comes the very command of Allah Ta‘ālā that I have to do it.'

The soul of animals: Does the angel of death exact that too?

From the ḥadīth report mentioned above, it seems that it is the angel
of death who, subject to Divine permission, exacts the soul of a mosquito
too. ʿIyāk Rāhman ‘Allah Ta‘ālā has also said this while answering a question.
But, some other reports show that this exacting of the soul is particular to
human beings - because of their nobility and distinction. As for the
animals, they will die under Divine will without the medium of the angel.
(Mentioned by Ibn ‘Atiyyah from al-Qurtūbī)

The same subject has been reported by Abū ash-Shaikh, ‘Uqailī,
Dailamī and others on the authority of Sayyidnā Anas ﷺ narrating it
from the Holy Prophet ﷺ. According to this report, the Holy Prophet ﷺ said, "All animals and insects keep glorifying Allah (for this is their life).
When this glorification stops, Allah Ta‘ālā takes their soul. The death of
animals has not been entrusted with the angel of death". Another related
ḥadīth has been reported from Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Umar ﷺ. (Maẓhari)

It appears in yet another ḥadīth, 'when Allah Ta‘ālā handed over to
Sayyidnā ‘Īzrā‘īl ﷺ the charge of managing the death of everyone in
the world, he pleaded, "O my Lord, You have put such a service in my
charge that the entire race of the children of Ādām living in the world is
going to give me a bad name to the extent that every time I am
remembered, I shall be dubbed as evil." Allah Ta‘ālā would say, "We have
taken care of that by placing some obvious diseases and causes of death in
the world due to which everyone will attribute death to these diseases and
causes and you will remain safe from their adverse comments." (Al-Qurtūbī
in his Tafsir and Al-tadhkirah)

And ʿIyāk al-Baghawī reports on the authority of Sayyidnā Ibn
‘Abbās ﷺ that the Holy Prophet ﷺ said, "All diseases, and things like
pain and wound, are the universal message-bearers of death. They
remind every human being of his or her death. After that, when comes
the time of death, the angel of death turns towards the dying person and says, 'O servant of God, how many notices have I served on you and how many message-bearers have I sent to you one after the other! All these diseases and accidents delivered at your doors were simply to warn you that you should get ready for death. Now, here I am after whom no bearer of some message will come to you any more. Now you have got to say yes to the order of your Lord necessarily, whether willingly or unwillingly.' (Mazhari)

**Ruling:**

The angel of death does not know the time of anyone's death in advance - until he is ordered to exact the soul of a certain person. (Deduced by Ahmad and Ibn Abi ad-Dunya from Ma'mar, Mazhari)

Before approaching verse 16: (Their sides remain apart from their beds. They call their Lord with fear and hope - 16), it should be borne in mind that disbelievers, Mushriks and the deniers of the day of Qiyāmah were warned in the verses previous to it. After that, starting from: (Only those people believe in Our verses - 15) mentioned there are special attributes of sincere believers and the high ranks reserved for them. Pointed to in the cited verse is one such attribute of these believers: They leave the comfort of their beds, rise and get busy with the remembrance of Allah in submission and supplication - because, they are apprehensive of His displeasure and punishment while remaining hopeful of His mercy and reward. This very combination of fear and hope keeps them returning to Dhikr and Duʿā' repeatedly, anxiously and animated at the same time.

**The Ṣalāh of Tahajjud**

The majority of commentators takes the expression denoting the leaving of beds and getting busy with Dhikr and Duʿā’ to mean the Ṣalāh of Tahajjud and Nawāfil that are offered after rising from sleep (which is the saying of al-Hasan, Mujahid, Málik and al-Awzaʿi). And it is supported by narrations of Ḥadīth as well.

According to a report in the Musnad of Ahmad, at-Tirmidhi, an-Nasāʿī and others, Sayyidnā Muʿadh Ibn Jabal narrates: 'Once I was in the company of the Holy Prophet on a journey. One morning during the course of the journey when I was near him, I requested: "Yā Rasūlallah,
tell me to do something which helps me enter Paradise and keeps me away from Hell." He said, "You asked for something very difficult. But, for whomsoever Allah Ta'ālā makes it easy, for him it becomes easy." Then he said, "This is what you should do: Worship Allah and associate no one with Him, and establish Ṣalāh, and pay Zakāh, and keep the fasts of Ramaḍān, and perform the Ḥajj of Bāyṯullah." And then he said, "Here, now let me tell you about the gateways of righteousness: Fasting is a shield (that saves you from punishment). Ṣadāqah puts off the fire of one's sins - so does one's Ṣalāh in the middle of the night." And after having said that, he recited the cited verse of the Holy Qur'ān:

ṣṭabbāţ ͞(Their sides remain apart from their beds - 16).

Sayyidnā Abū ad-Darda', Qatādah and Ḥādhāk have said that this attribute of sides remaining apart from beds also applies to those who make their Ṣalāh of 'Ishā' with Jama'ah and then go on to make their Ṣalāh of Fajr with Jama'ah. And according to a narration of Sayyidnā Anas appearing in Tirmidhi with sound chains of authority, this verse: ͞(Their sides remain apart) was revealed about people who do not sleep before the Ṣalāh of 'Ishā' and keep waiting for the Jama'ah of 'Ishā'.

And according to some other reports, this verse is about people who offer nawāfīl between Maghrib and 'Ishā' (reported by Muḥammad Ibn Naṣr). And about this verse, Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās said: People who would, on waking up, remember Allah - lying, sitting and on sides - are also included therein.

Ibn Kathīr and other Tafsīr authorities have said that there is no contradiction in all these sayings. It is correct to say that this verse is inclusive of all - while the late night Ṣalāh remains the superior most. Bayān ul-Qur'ān has also opted for this approach.

And Sayyidah Asmā' bint Yazīd narrates: The Holy Prophet said, 'when Allah Ta'ālā will gather everyone from the first to the last, a proclaimer whose call will be heard by the entire creation will call: 'This day everyone on the plains of Resurrection will find out as to who is really deserving of honor and compliment.' Then, the proclaiming angel will proclaim: 'O people assembled on the plains of Resurrection, let those rise from among you, those whose attribute was:
(Their sides remain apart from their beds - 16). At this call, these people will stand up, though their number will be small. (Ibn Kathîr) And some words of the same narration say that these people will be sent to Paradise without reckoning. After that, all others will stand and face reckoning. (Mażhari)

In verse 21:

وَلَنُدْيِقْنَّهُم مِّنَ الْعَذَابِ الْأَدَنِيَّ دُونَ الْعَذَابِ الْأَكْبَرِ لَعَلَّهُمْ يَرْجِعُونَ

(And We will certainly make them taste the nearer punishment before the greater punishment, so that they may return),

the word: أَدَنِي (adnā) has been used in the sense of 'nearer' and العَذَابِ الْأَدَنِيَّ (al-‘adhāb-ul-adnā) denotes diseases, sufferings and calamities of the world that are made to befall a lot of people by Allah Ta’âlā in order to warn them against their sins. The purpose is to chasten and alert them enough so that they leave off their sins and thus earn their deliverance from the Great Punishment of the Hereafter.

Hence, this verse seems to tell us that all these sufferings, accidents, diseases and pains that inflict sinners in the world are nothing but a sort of mercy for them in as much as they help them get out of their heedlessness and save themselves from the punishment of the 'Ākhirah. However, for people who take no lesson even from such unwelcome happenings and fail to turn to Allah, for them, this punishment becomes twofold - first, the cash punishment right here in this world and then, the other being the Great Punishment of the Hereafter. As for the hardships of many kinds that come upon prophets and men of Allah, that is a separate matter. These hardships are a trial for them and trials are the source through which their ranks are raised. What is the hallmark of this trial? How do you recognize the quality of their response? If one were to observe such people even under the stress of calamities and hardships, it will be noticed that they have a kind of peace and tranquility emanating from their trust in Allah Ta’âlā. And it is Allah who knows best.

There are some crimes the punishment of which comes even within the mortal world much before the Hereafter.

The last sentence of the set of verses cited above reads: إِنَّا مِنَ الْمُجْرِمِينَ مُتَقَفُّونَ (We have to take vengeance upon the sinners - 22). Obviously, the word: الْمُجْرِمِينَ (al-mujrimîn: the criminals) includes all kinds of criminals.
Then, the word: إِنْتِقَامٍ (intiqām: revenge, retribution, return) is also general. It may be in the mortal world or in the Hereafter or in both. But, from some Ḥadith accounts it appears that there are three sins the punishment of which is experienced - before the Hereafter - right here in this world too. They are: (1) To strive against what is Right and True publicly with flags and slogans; (2) To disobey parents; (3) To help someone unjust or oppressive. (Reported by Ibn Jarīr from Sayyidnā Mu‘ādh Ibn Jabal رضي الله عنه)

Verses 23 - 30

وَلَقَدْ أُعِنِّصَ مُوسَىٰ الْكِتَابَ فَلَا تَكُنَّ فِي مَرْيَةِ مِنْ لِقَائِهِ وَ جَعَلْنَاهُ هَدِيًّا لِيْلِي ١٣١ إِسْرَأْيَلَ يَلَّ١٣٢ جَعَلْنَا مِنْهُمْ أَيْتَمًا يَهْدُونَ بِأَمْرِنَا لَمَّا صَبَّرُوا نَّصْرًا١٣٣ كَانُوا يَبْيَحُونَ١٣٤ إِنَّ رَبَّكَ هُوَ الْأَكْتَبُ الْيَوْمِ الْقِيمَةِ١٣٥ كَانُوا فِيهِ بِحَتْيَتٍ١٣٦ أَوْلَمْ يَهْدِي لَهُمْ كَمْ أَهْلَكْنَا مِنْ قَبْلِهِمْ مِنَ الْقُرُونِ يُمِشُّونَ فِي مَسْكِنَاهُمْ١٣٧ إِنَّ فِي ذَلِكَ لَيَبْتَغُونَ اِلْأَفَّا يُسَمِّعُونَ١٣٨ أَوْلَمْ يَرْوَأَ أَنَّ نَسْوَى الْمَاءَ إِلَى الْأَرْضِ الْجُرْفُ١٣٩ فَنَخْرَجَ بِهِ زُرَاعَةٌ تَأْكُلُ مِنْهُ أَئِنَّ عَمُّهمُ وَأَنْفُسُهُمْ١٤٠ إِلَّا يُبْصِرُونَ١٤١ وَيَقُولُونَ مَنْ يَنفِقُ فِي هَذَا الْفِتْحِ إِنَّ كَنَّمْ صَدِيقَيْنَ١٤٢ فَلَمْ يَوْمَ الْفِتْحِ لَا يَنفَعُ الْأَلَّهِيْنَ كَفِرُوا إِيمَانَهُمْ وَلَا هُمْ يَنْطَوْرُونَ١٤٣ فَأَعْرَضُ عَنْهُمْ١٤٤ وَإِنْ تَرَى إِنْ هُمْ مَُّنتَطَوِّرُونَ١٤٥

And We did give the Book to Mūsā, so do not be in doubt about receiving it, and We made it a guidance for the children of Isra‘īl. [23] And We appointed leaders from among them who guided (people) under Our command, when they observed patience, and kept firm belief in Our verses. [24] Surely, your Lord will judge between them on the Day of Judgment in what they used to differ. [25] Has it not been a source of guidance for them as to how many generations We have destroyed before them who used to walk in their dwellings? Surely in this there are signs. So, do they not listen? [26] Have
they not seen that We drive water to the dry land, then We bring forth crops thereby from which their cattle and they themselves have food? So, do they not observe? [27] And they say, "When will this decision take place?" [28] Say, "On the day of decision their belief will not be of any use to disbelievers, nor shall they be given any respite." [29] So, turn away from them and wait. They (too) are waiting. [30]

Commentary

The word: لنفأ (liqā') in the first verse (23) cited above: فلا تكن في منبه من لِقَاءٍ (so do not be in doubt about receiving it) means meeting. Whose meeting with whom? In determining it precisely in the verse, the sayings of commentators differ. According to one of these, the pronoun in: لِقَاءِ (liqā'ihī) has been taken to be reverting to: ﴿الْكِتَابَ (al-kitāb: the Book), that is, the Qur'an, which releases the sense that 'the way Allah Ta'ālā gave the Book to Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ, you too should entertain no doubt about receiving your Book.' This is supported by similar words used about the Qur'an in another verse: ﴿وَإِنَّكَ لَتَلْقَى الْقُرْآنَ (And indeed you [O Muḥammad] do receive the Qur'ān - An-Naml, 27:6) (Bayān ul-Qur'ān, Khulāṣah Tafsīr)

On the other hand, its tafsīr from Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās and Qatādah رضي الله عنهم اجمعين has been reported as follows: The pronoun in: لِقَاءِ (liqā'ihī: read as 'meeting him') reverts to Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ and given in this verse is the news that the Holy Prophet ﷺ will be meeting Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ and it has been said that he should have no doubt in the eventuality of his meeting with Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ. Accordingly, a meeting in the night of al-Mi'rāj (the ascent to the heavens) stands proved on the authority of Ṣaḥīḥ Aḥādīth. Then, also proved is the meeting on the day of Qiyāmah.

And Ḥasan al-Baṣrī رحمه الله تعالى explains it by saying: The way Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ was given a Book, then people belied and harassed him, the prophet of Islam too should anticipate that he will have to face similar treatment at the hands of his people. Therefore, he should not grieve over the pains inflicted by disbelievers. In fact, he should take that as the blessed practice of prophets, and endure.

Two conditions for the leader of any people

In the next verse (24), it was said:
In this verse, two reasons have been given as to why religious leadership was bestowed on some of the sages of Bani Isrā'īl: (1) Observance of patience and (2) the certitude of Divine words. In terms of the Arabic usage, the sense of doing ṣabr or patience is very wide and general. Literally, it means to tie or to be firm. At this place, ṣabr means to stay firm on the implementation of Divine injunctions and to hold one's desiring self in check against the infringement of what Allah Ta'ālā has declared to be ḥarām (unlawful) or mārkūh (reprehensible). This covers one's obedience to all injunctions of the Shari'ah which is pragmatic perfection at its best. The second reason lies in their certitude - they are certain of the Divine words. This includes the initial understanding of the sense of the verses as well as the resulting certitude which emerges from such comprehension - both. This is intellectual perfection at its best.

In short, in the sight of Allah Ta'ālā, only those who are perfect both in Īlm (knowledge) and āmal (practice) are worthy of religious leadership. It is interesting here that perfection in practice has been made to precede perfection in knowledge while, usually Īlm (knowledge) precedes āmal (practice). This arrangement releases a strong hint, that is, a knowledge which has no corresponding practice with it is just not credible in the sight of Allah.

Ibn Kathīr has reported the following saying of some 'Ulamā' in his tafsīr of this verse:

One can arrive at the station of leadership in religion only through ṣabr (patience) and yaqīn (certitude).

The word: جَرِّرُ (al-juruz) in verse 27: أَوَلَمْ نَبْرُّ أَنَّا نَسَوَّقُ الْأَمَامَةَ إِلَى الْأَرْضِ الْبَحْرَ فَتُخْرِجُونَ ۚ ۚ بَيْنَ زَرْعٍ (Have they not seen that We drive water to the dry land, then We bring forth crops thereby - 27) means barren land where trees do not grow.

A wise system of irrigation

Usually the Qur'ān mentions the irrigating of dry lands and the
growing of crops therein by saying that the land receives rain, and becomes moist and growth-worthy. But, there is no mention of rain in this verse. Instead of that, it has been said that water itself is directed to move aground towards the dry land and thereby bring forth the growth of trees. In other words, the rain is made to fall on some other land and it is from there that water is directed to move in the form of carrier channels on the ground all the way to the dry land that receives no rain.

There is a hint embedded here. Some lands are so soft that they cannot withstand rains. If regular rains were made to fall there, buildings may collapse or trees may be uprooted. Therefore, nature has made its own arrangements for such lands. As for the rain itself, it is sent on a land which is capable of holding it. After that, water is made to flow from here all the way to such lands which cannot withstand rains - like the land of Egypt. And there are commentators who have pointed out to some lands of Yaman and Syria as being referred to in this verse. (as reported from Ibn 'Abbās and Al-Ḥasan)

And as for the correct position, this subject includes all such lands, with the inclusion of the land of Egypt known for scanty rains particularly. But, water from the rains in the Abyssinian territory of Africa comes into Egypt through the Nile bringing with it particles of the indigenous red soil which is good for the growth of crops. Therefore, the people of Egypt, despite that they have no rains in their country, do benefit by a supply of new water and soil every year. (So, glorious is Allah, the Best of creators - 23:14).

Verse 28 carries a question posed by disbelievers: (And they say, "When will this decision take place?)Here, they are referring to the victory of believers against disbelievers as promised by the Holy Prophet ﷺ and are wondering about it since they see no traces of this likelihood anywhere around. Instead, they see Muslims as a group of people, scared, hiding,

To answer that, Allah Ta‘ala said: (Say, 'On the day of decision their belief will not be of any use to disbelievers,'- 29) This amounts to saying: Why are you asking us about the day of our victory while that day is going to be a day of trouble for you? When victory comes to us, you would have already been overtaken by
punishment. May be, right here in this world - as it happened in the battle of Badr - or, in the Hereafter. And when the punishment of Allah seizes someone, then, no profession of faith at that time, no declaration of 'Imān at that stage is accepted. (as mentioned by Ibn Kathīr)

There are some others who have interpreted the 'day' in: مَنِى هَذَا الْفَتْحُ ("When will this decision take place?") as the day of Qiyyāmah. The summarized explanation of this verse in Bayān-ul-Qur'ān appearing in the original edition of Ma‘āriful-Qur'ān is based on this tafsīr. (The translation of al-fāṭh as 'decision' as given in the text admits both probabilities)

Alhāmdulillah

The Commentary on
Surah As-Sajdah
Ends here.
Surah Al-Ahzab

Surah Al-Ahzab is Madani and has 73 verses and 9 sections.

بِعِيْدِ الرَّسُولِ الْرَّحْمِينَ

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

Verses 1 - 3

“O Prophet, fear Allah and do not obey the disbelievers and the hypocrites. Surely Allah is All-Knowing, Wise. [1]

And follow what is revealed to you from your Lord. Surely Allah is All-Aware of what you do. [2]

And place your trust in Allah, and Allah is enough as a guardian. [3]

Commentary

This is a Madani Surah. Most of its subjects feature the loveable persona of the Holy Prophet ﷺ and his special place with Allah. There it has been variously emphasized that showing reverence for him is obligatory and that causing any pain to him is haram (forbidden). Then the rest of the subjects taken up in the Surah also serve as complements to the ultimate perfection of his station.

The background of revelation

Some narrations have been reported outlining the cause of the revelation of this Surah:

1. When the Holy Prophet ﷺ came to live in Madīnah after his
hijrah, the environs of the city were inhabited by Jewish tribes, some of whom being Quraizah, Naḍīr and Banū Qainuqā‘. Being the prophet of mercy for all, he wished and tried that they somehow embrace Islam. It so happened that a few men from among these Jews started visiting him and posing as Muslims hypocritically. There was no faith in their heart. The Holy Prophet ﷺ took this as sufficient to begin with in the hope that the incidence of some people becoming Muslims would make it easier for him to invite others. Therefore, he used to welcome everyone from among these people particularly and warmly, so much so that even if they happened to do something bad, he would ignore it as a measure of religious expediency. It was because of this event that the initial verses of Sūrah al-Ahzāb were revealed. (al-Qurṭubi)

According to another event reported by Ibn Jarīr from Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ, it was after hijrah that Walīd Ibn Mughīrah and Shaibah Ibn Rabī‘ah from among the kuffār of Makkah came to Madīnah. They made an offer before the Holy Prophet ﷺ that they would let him have half of the entire wealth of the Quraish of Makkah, if he were to withdraw his claim of prophethood. And the hypocrites and Jews of Madīnah gave him a threat that they would kill him, if he did not withdraw from his claim and call. Thereupon, these verses were revealed. (Rūḥ al-Ma‘ānī)

The third event has been reported by Tha‘alibī and Wāḥidī with no ascription of authority. This event, according to them, goes back to the time when a no war pact was signed between the pagans of Makkah and the Holy Prophet ﷺ at Ḥudaybiyyah. It was at that time that Abū Sufyān, ‘Ikrimah, Ibn Abī Jahl and Abū al-A‘war Sulamī came to Madīnah. There they said to the Holy Prophet ﷺ, ‘You stop speaking ill of our objects of worship - or simply say that they will also intercede on our behalf and bring benefits to us. If you do just that much, then we, on our part, will forget about you and your Lord - and the dispute will be all over.’

What they said was very unpleasant for the Holy Prophet ﷺ and for all Muslims who wanted to kill them. The Holy Prophet ﷺ said, ‘I have made a peace pact with them, therefore, this cannot be done.’ Thereupon, these verses were revealed. (Rūḥ al-Ma‘ānī) Though, these reports are different but, in reality, there is no contradiction therein. These events could also be the cause of the revelation of the cited verses.
In these verses, the Holy Prophet has been asked to do two things: (1) *ittaqillah,* that is, 'fear Allah.' (2) *la tuti'il-kafirin,* that is, 'do not obey the disbelievers.' The order to fear Allah was given for the reason that killing them was a breach of trust which is *harām* (forbidden). As for the order of not obeying the disbelievers, it was given for the reason that the demands made by the infidels in all these events were unacceptable. Relevant details follow.

**Explanation of Verses**

In the opening verse of the Sūrah: 51:21, the wording of the address to the Holy Prophet is significant. This is a singular honor given and the high regard shown to the Holy Prophet. Nowhere in the entire *Qurʾān,* has he ever been addressed directly by his name - as has been the case in addressing other prophets. They have been addressed as *'Adam,* *Nūḥ,* *Ibrāhīm,* *Mūsā* and likewise, repeatedly. Contrary to this, wherever throughout the *Qurʾān* an address was made to the last among the prophets, may peace and the blessings of Allah be upon him, he was addressed by some title, like *nabiyy* (prophet) or *rasūl* (messenger of Allah) etc. The only exception is that of four occasions [3:144; 33:40; 47:2; 48:29] where the very purpose was to declare that he is the *rasūl* of Allah. It is there only that his blessed name has been mentioned - which was functionally necessary.

In this address, two orders were given to the Holy Prophet: (1) That of fearing Allah in the sense that the peace pact entered into with the *Mushriks* of Makkah should not be contravened. (2) That of not yielding to what is said by the disbelievers, hypocrites and the Jews. At this point, a question may arise. Is it not that the Holy Prophet is, after all, protected from all sins? Now, a breach of solemn pledge is obviously a major sin, and similarly, it is also a great sin to accept the offer of disbelievers and polytheists, quoted under the background of revelation. Since the Holy Prophet was already protected from all kinds of sins, what was the need for such an order? According to Rūḥ al-Maʿānī, these orders have the sense of instruction to abide by this conduct in future as well - as he did in the event concerned. And the order of: *ittaqillah* (fear Allah) was made to come earlier for the reason that Muslims wanted to kill the *Mushriks* of Makkah with whom a treaty of peace was already
in effect. Therefore, the instruction to avoid a breach of pledge was made to precede through the expression: إِنَّ لَهُ الرَّحْمَةُ (ittaqillah: fear Allah). As for the instruction of not yielding to the kuffar and mushrikin, since no one had even wanted to do that, it was mentioned later.

And some respected commentators have said that, in this verse, though the address is to the Holy Prophet ﷺ, but the purpose is to warn the Muslim community at large. As for him, he was ma'sum, that is, protected in the sense that there was just no probability of the contravention of Divine injunctions from him. But, the law is for the whole community. So, a corresponding mode was employed to make the community hear it and become alerted, and the address was made to the Holy Prophet ﷺ which enhanced the importance of the order significantly by suggesting: When, even the rasûl of Allah is the addressee of the order, how can any individual of the Muslim community remain exempted from it?

And Ibn Kathîr has said: In this verse, the real purpose of prohibiting the obedience of the disbelievers is that the Holy Prophet ﷺ should not consult with them or let them have the opportunity of sitting with him frequently, because such consultation or mutual interaction generally becomes the cause of ending up in a disposition favouring the acceptance of what they proposed. Though, there was no probability that the Holy Prophet ﷺ would do what they asked him to do, still, he was stopped from maintaining such liaison with them and from having them participate in his consultations. It is this idea that has been expressed through the word: إِطَاعَةُ (i'ta'ah: obedience, submission or listening to and doing the bidding of someone), because such consultations and mutual interaction usually become the cause of ultimate acceptance. So, what has really been done here is that he has been prohibited from adopting the ways that could lead to such 'i'ta'ah or obedience. As for obedience itself, there was no probability that he would ever do that.

Now the second question that may arise here is that according to this verse, the disbelievers and the hypocrites were expected to propose things counter to the true Islamic position. To the extent of open disbelievers, such proposals coming from them were not improbable, and warning against yielding to them is understandable. But, if the hypocrites said anything counter to Islam, they would no longer remain hypocrites,
because in that case they would become open disbelievers. What, then, was the need to mention them separately? The answer is that it is possible that although the hypocrites may not have said anything against Islam very openly, but that they may have said something in support of other disbelievers.

And if the event featuring the hypocrites, described under the background of revelation, is taken to be the cause of revelation, it simply leaves no difficulty or vagueness behind - because, in terms of this event, the Holy Prophet has simply been prohibited from dealing with Jews calling themselves Muslims in a spirit of extra civility and accommodation.

Later, towards the end of this verse, by saying: 

(Surely, Allah is All-Knowing, Wise - 1), stated there is the wisdom of the order given immediately earlier - that is, 'fear Allah and do not obey the disbelievers and hypocrites.' The reason is that Allah Ta'ālā, who knows the consequences of everything, is most wise, and fully aware of what is better for His servants. This was said to counter some of the things put forth by the disbelievers or hypocrites which could generate for them certain advantages of lesser tension and increased mutual tolerance. But, from this Allah Ta'ālā prohibited him by declaring that even this tolerance of such people was counter to what was expedient under the circumstances and that such a policy was not going to end well.

What is said in verse 2: 

(And follow what is revealed to you from your Lord. Surely Allah is All-Aware of what you do.) is actually a complement of the first order. It means: Do not be beguiled or taken in by what the disbelievers and hypocrites say and do not agree or yield to it. Instead of all that, whatever you have been told by Allah through wahy (revelation) remains the only thing you and your companions should follow. Since, the noble companions and Muslims at large are included under this address, therefore, by saying: (what you do) in the plural form at the end, everyone was alerted.

Once again, the last statement: 

(And place your trust in Allah and Allah is enough as a guardian- 3) is also a complement of the same order. Here it is being said: As for your approach, just pay no heed to what they say and, in order to succeed in your
objective, you should trust no one but Allah for He, in Himself and by Himself, is the ultimate doer, maker and fixer of all matters and things. With Him there, you do not need to acquiesce in the opinion of anyone.

Ruling

The cited verse proves that, in religious matters, even consulting with disbelievers is not permissible. In other matters relating to technical or functional experience, there is no harm in doing so. And Allah knows best.

Verses 4 - 5

Allah has not made for any man two hearts in his (chest) cavity, nor did he make your wives whom you subjected to qihiir, your mothers, nor did he make your adopted sons your (real) sons. That is (merely) a word uttered by your mouths. And Allah says the truth and He shows the (right) way. [4] Call them by (the name of) their (real) fathers; It is more equitable in the sight of Allah. And if you do not know their fathers, then they are your brothers in faith and your friends. And there is no sin on you in the mistake you make, but in that which you do with intention of your heart and Allah is Most-Forgiving, Very-Merciful. [5]

Commentary

Previous verses carried instructions to the Holy Prophet asking him not to act upon their advice and not to be cajoled into what they wanted to achieve. In the cited verses, there is a refutation of three customs prevailing among disbelievers as well as of their false notions.
(1) During Jahiliyyah, Arabs used to say about a person who was smarter than others that he had two hearts in his chest cage.

(2) Then they had a custom about their wives following which a person would declare his wife to be like the back of his mother, or some other part of the body, and go on to say, 'you are, for me, like the back of my mother.' This, in their usage, was called "Zihār." It is a derivation from: Zahr, which means 'back'. They thought that if a person who had done "Zihār" with his wife, she becomes ḥarām (unlawful) to him for ever.

(3) And then they had another custom under which one person would make the son of another his so-called or adopted son and who so would take a son in that manner, the boy would become known as 'his' son and would be addressed as such. According to their practice, this so-called or adopted son used to be recognized in all rules and regulations as a 'real' son. For instance, he would be regarded as a sharer even in inheritance, like a real offspring along with the children from his loins. Then, they would also regard the marriage relations of the so-called or adopted son as falling under the standard rule whereby the marriage with a category of certain women is unlawful. For example, as marriage with the wife of one's real son remains unlawful even after he has divorced her, they also took the divorced wife of the so-called or adopted son to be unlawful for that person.

Since the first of the three notions of the period of Jahiliyyah were not tied up with religious belief or conduct, therefore, the Shari'ah of Islam had no need to refute it. To determine whether there is just the one heart inside the chest or, may be, there are two as well was simply a case of anatomical inquiry. That it was obviously false was known to everyone. Therefore, most likely, the matter of its refutation was also introduced as a prologue to the other two issues and it was said: The way false is the saying of the people of Jahiliyyah - that 'someone could have two hearts in his chest', the falsity of which is known to everyone - similarly, false are their notions in the matters of Zihār (falsely declaring one's wife unlawful to him like his mother) and adoption of sons.

As for the injunctions governing the two issues of Zihār and adopted son, these are among the social and familial issues that have a great importance in Islam - to the extent that even their subsidiary details have
been given in the Qurʾān by Allah Taʿālā Himself. Unlike other matters, this has not been left at the declaration of principles only with its detailed enunciation entrusted with the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Regarding both these issues, the people of Jāhiliyyah, following their baseless whims, had a bunch of self-made laws relating to the lawful and the unlawful, the permissible and the impermissible. It was the duty of the True Religion that it should refute these false notions and make the truth manifest. Therefore, it was said:

\[\text{Wāma jā'ull ārā'ahā kām ānā'ā kām.}\]

It means: 'You are wrong in thinking that, should someone call his wife the equal or like of his mother, the wife does not go on to become unlawful for him for ever like his real mother. Just because you say so, a wife does not become a mother, in reality. Your mother is but she who gave birth to you.' Now, at least, the notion of the people of Jāhiliyyah that zihār makes one's wife unlawful for ever is refuted by this verse. What happens next? Does saying so bring about any legal effect? The standing injunction in this connection appears in Sūrah al-Mujādalah [58:2-4] where saying so has been called a sin and abstention from it obligatory. And it is provided there that he who has made such a declaration should offer a kaffārah (expiation) of having done zihār after which having intercourse with his wife becomes lawful for him. The details of this issue will appear in the Commentary on Sūrah al-Mujādalah (Maʿariful-Qurʾān, Volume VIII).

The second issue was that of the mutabanna, i.e. adopted son. About that, it was said:

\[\text{Wāma jā'ull ādibīyā'ā kām ānā'ā kām.}\]

(nor did he make your adopted sons your (real) sons - 4). The word: ādibīyā (adīyyā) is the plural of: ḍīyā (daʿīyy) which means a so-called son. The sense is that the way no man has two hearts inside him and the way by likening one's wife to one's mother, the wife does not become the mother - similarly, the so-called son does not become your real son. In other words, neither will he be entitled to a share in inheritance with other sons, nor the precepts of the unlawfulness of marriage will apply to him. For example, the way the divorced wife of a real son is unlawful for his father for ever, the divorced wife of an adopted son is not unlawful for his so-called father. Since this last matter affects many other matters, therefore, it was complimented by another injunction, that is, even an adopted son should be attributed to his real father, and not to the person who has adopted him - because, this spells out the danger of misgiving and confusion creeping in many matters.
There is a hadith from Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Umar  appearing in al-Bukhārī, Muslim and others in which it has been said: 'Before the revelation of this verse, we used to call Zayd Ibn Ḥārithah by the name of Zayd Ibn Muḥammad (because the Holy Prophet ﷺ had taken him in as his mutabannā, adopted son). After the revelation of this verse, we abandoned this practice.'

Ruling

This tells us about many people who call the children of others as 'son' which, if because of simple affection, not because of declaring him an adopted son or a mutabannā, then, this would though be permissible, still, it is not the better choice, because it looks like violating the prohibition, at least in appearance. (As in ṫūḥ al-Ma‘ānī from al-Khāfajī Alā al-Baiḍāwī)

And this is the same matter which, by throwing the Quraish of Arabia into deception, led them to commit a sin of terribly serious proportions to the extent that they started blaming the Holy Prophet ﷺ by saying that he had married the divorced wife of his 'son', while in fact, he was not his son, but only a mutabannā (adopted son) - something that will be mentioned in this very Sūrah a little later.

Verse 6

The Prophet is closer to the believers than their own selves and his wives are their mothers. And those having mutual kinship are closer to one another (for the purpose of inheritance) than (other) believers and emigrants according to the Book of Allah, unless you do some good to your friends (by making a will in their favour). This had been written in the Book (the Preserved Tablet). [6]
Commentary

As stated earlier, most of the subjects in Sūrah al-Aḥzāb relate to the reverence of the Holy Prophet ﷺ and to the unlawfulness of causing pain to him. After the mention of pains caused to him by disbelievers and hypocrites at the beginning of the Sūrah, some instructions were given to the Holy Prophet ﷺ following which three customs of the Jāhiliyyah were refuted. Out of these, the last custom related to such a pain inflicted on the Holy Prophet ﷺ because the disbelievers had - at the time of the marriage of Sayyidah Zainab رضى الله عنها, the divorced wife of Sayyidnā Zayd ﷺ, and on the basis of their pagan custom of mutabanna - blamed the Holy Prophet ﷺ of having married the divorced wife of his 'son.' Thus, from the beginning of the Sūrah up to this point, the subject concerned the pain caused to the Holy Prophet ﷺ. In the present verse (6), it has been stated that the reverence of and the obedience to the Holy Prophet ﷺ more than the whole creation is wājib (necessary in the degree of obligation)

The meaning of the expression: "The Prophet is closer to the believers than their own selves" mentioned by Maulānā Thanavī is based on the saying of Ibn ‘Aṭiyyah and others which has been opted for by al-Qurṭubī and most commentators. According to it, every Muslim is duty-bound to obey and implement the command of the Holy Prophet ﷺ more than the command of his parents. If one's parents oppose any command of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, their obedience in that matter is not permissible. Similarly, the implementation of his command takes precedence even over the pulls of one's own desiring self.

In a hadīth of Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah ﷺ appearing in the Ṣahīḥ of al-Bukhārī and others, the Holy Prophet ﷺ has been reported to have said:

ما مِنْ مُؤْمِنٍ إِلَّا وَأَنَا أُولُو الْنَاسِ بِهِ فِي النَّارِ وَالْأَخِرَةِ إِلَّا إِذْ هُمْ يَشْتَفُونَ أَلَمْ أَنْ أَنْفُسِي أَوْلَى

لِبَلَدَمْ يِمْتَرُونَ مِنْ أَنْفُسِهِمْ

There is no such believer for whom I am not the closest of all people in this world and in the world to come. Read if you wish (this verse of the Qur‘ān to confirm): ... (The Prophet is ...).

The sense of the statement is that his affection for every Muslim exceeds the affection of the whole world and, as such, the necessary
outcome has to be no other but that every believer holds him dearer than anyone else - which is something also said in another hadīth:

\[
\text{لا يؤمن أحدكم حتى يَحبْ إِليهِ من واليده وَوَلِيدهِ والنَّاس أَجْمَعِينَ}
\]

None of you can become a believer until I become the dearest one to him, dearer than his father, and his son, and the whole world full of people and the rest of the human beings, all of them. (Al-Bukhārī and Muslim - Maṣḥarī)

Said in the following sentence of the verse was: (and his wives are your mothers). Here, the reference to the blessed wives of the Holy Prophet ﷺ as mothers of the Muslim community means being mothers in terms of their respect and honor. Injunctions relating to the mother and her children, and those of the forbiddance of marriage, and of the absence of ḥijāb due to having the status of a mahram, and of holding a share in the inheritance are injunctions which have nothing to do with it - as made explicit towards the end of the verse. As for the forbiddance of the marriage of the blessed wives with anyone in the Muslim community, this has been declared in a separate verse. Therefore, it is not necessary that even this forbiddance of marriage may be for the reason of being mothers.

Ruling

The cited verse proves that the least breach of etiquette in the case of anyone of the blessed wives is forbidden for two reasons: (1) That they are the mothers of the Muslim community and (2) also because any pain caused to them would cause pain to the Holy Prophet ﷺ - which is forbidden in a far too extreme a degree.

The literal sense of the expression: (ulu 'l-arḥām) in the next sentence of the verse: (And those having mutual kinship are closer to one another (for the purpose of inheritance) than (other) believers and emigrants) covers all relatives, whether they are those whom Muslim jurists call by the name of: (asbāt: agnates) or those who are juxtaposed as "ulu 'l-arḥām" against "asbāt" in the light of a particular terminology. This terminology used by Muslim jurists, a later day product, is not what is meant here in the Holy Qur'ān.

Thus, it means that the relationship of the revered rasūl and his
blessed wives with the believers of the community is, though of a degree
which precedes even that of a mother and father but, on the injunctions
relating to the distribution of inheritance, this has simply no bearing. This
inheritance, in fact, will be distributed only on the basis of lineal and
closer relationships.

In the early stage of Islam, entitlement to shares in the inheritance
was based on spiritual relationship. Later on, it was abrogated in favour
of closeness of relationships which has been announced by the noble
Qur'ān itself. This entire detail of the abrogating and the abrogated
verses has appeared in Sūrah al-Anfāl (Ma'ariful-Qurān, Volume IV). And in
that context, the mention of: (and the emigrants) after: من المُؤمِّنِينَ (and the believers) is there to highlight their distinction.

And some early commentators have said that, at this place, the
Believers ('al-mu'minin') mean the Anṣār and the Emigrants (Muhājirīn)
mean the Quraish. When placed in contrast with the Muhājirīn, it
becomes clear that the word: 'al-mu'minin' (the believers) is for the
Anṣār. In that case, this verse will be an abrogator of the rule of
inheritance on the basis of the Hijrah (توارث بالهجرة) because, during the
early stage of Hijrah, the Holy Prophet had, by establishing brotherly
relations between the Muhājirīn and the Ansar, ordered that they will
also inherit from each other. This verse abrogated that rule of 'inheritance
by virtue of Hijrah' (Qurtubī)

Soon thereafter, it was stated: (unless you do
some good to your friends (by making a will in their favour - 6). In other
words, this means that inheritance as such will be received only on the
basis of relationship - anyone unrelated will not be an inheritor - but,
there may be people with whom you relate as your brothers in faith. If
you wish to give them something, you have the right to do so. You could
do so within your lifetime and give it to them as a gift, and it is also
possible to make a will in their favour so that they get it after your death.

Verses 7 - 8

وَأَذَ أَخْذَتْنَا مِنّ الْبِنِّيَّةِ مَيْتَاهُمْ وَمُنْكَ وَمِنْ نُوحٍ وَإِبْرَاهِيمٍ وَمُوسٍ
وَعَيْسَى إِبْنِ مَرْيَمَ وَأَخْذَتْنَا مِنْهُمْ مِيثَاقًا غَلِيطًا نَّيِّسَتَلَّ
And (recall) when We took from the prophets their covenant, and from you and from Nūḥ and Ibrāhīm and Mūsā and Iṣā, the son of Maryam. And We did take from them a firm covenant, so that He (Allah) may ask the truthful about their truth. And He has prepared a painful punishment for the disbelievers.

**Commentary**

At the beginning of the Sūrah, by saying: وَأَتَعْلِمُنَا إِلَيْكَ, the Holy Prophet was asked to follow the Divine revelation sent to him. Then, in the previous verse: أَلْبِنِّي أُولَى الْمُؤْمِنِينَ, the believers have been obligated with the implementation of the orders of the recipient of the revelation. It is to further confirm and emphasize these very two things that, in the present two verses as well, the same two subjects have been reiterated, that is, the recipient of the revelation has been obligated to follow the revelation received by him from Allah and the non-recipient of the revelation has been obligated to follow the recipient of the revelation.

**The Covenant of the Prophets**

The covenant taken from the blessed prophets, according to the cited verse, is in addition to the universal pledge taken from the entire creation as it appears in a saying of the Holy Prophet reported by Imām Aḥmad:

"It was the prophets only from whom the covenant of messenger-ship and prophethood was taken, and this is the meaning of what Allah Taʻālā has said:....(And when We took from the prophets their covenant...to the end of the verse).

This pledge from the prophets was the pledge of discharging the duties of prophethood and messenger-ship and of attesting to the veracity of each other and of being mutually helpful - as Ibn Jarīr, Ibn Abī Ḥātim and others have reported from Sayyidnā Qatādah. And according to one narration, it was also included in this pledge of the prophets that they should also proclaim that "Sayyidnā Muḥammad al-Mustafā is the messenger of Allah, and the last of the prophets. After him, there will be no prophet [ مُحَمَّدٌ رَسُولُ اللَّهِ لَا نَبِيٌّ بَعْدَهُ ]"
And this pledge from prophets was also taken in eternity (Azal) at the same time when the pledge of: 
(alaśtu bi-rabbikum: Am I not your Lord?) was taken from the created at large. (Rūḥ al-Ma‘ānī and Mażhari)

After having generally mentioned prophets, peace be on them all, before saying: (and from you and from Nūḥ... up to the end of the verse), five of them were particularly named on the basis of the unique distinction they have among the group of prophets. Then, even within those, it was by using the word: مِنْكَ (minka: from you) that the mention of the Holy Prophet was made to precede that of others - although, his appearance in this world is later than all of them. The reason for this has been given in Ḥadīth itself:

'I am the first human being in the creation and the last of them in being sent (with the prophetic mission).' (Reported by Ibn Sa‘d and Abū Nu‘aim in Al-Ḥilyah from Maisirah al-Mafjar and At-Tabarānī in al-Kabīr from Ibn ‘Abbās - Mażhari)

Verses 9 - 27
اورحاءها، ثم سيئوا الفتنة لأنها وما تلبثوا بها إلا يسيئاً (14) ولقد كانوا عاهدوا الله من قبل لأيولون الآذان، وكان عهد الله مست Öl (15) وقيل لن ينفعكم الوراء إن فررتكم من الموت أو القتل وادًا لا تمنعون إلا قليلاً (16) وقيل من ذا الذي يعصمكم من الله إن أراد بكَم سوءًا أو أراد بكَم رحمة ولا يجدون لهم من دون الله ولا يجدون إلا رحمته ولا يجدون إلا قليلاً (17) قد علم الله المدعوين منكم والقائلين لإخوانيهم هلمٌ إنيا ولا يأتون الناس إلا قليلاً (18) أشحة عليه يفذا جاء الخوف رأيتهم ينظرون إلى الله تدور أعجبتهم كالذي يعشي عليه من الموت فإذا ذهب الخوف سقوعكم بالسنسة جدادة أشحة على الخبر أولىك لم يؤمنوا فأحبط الله أعمالهم، وكان ذلك على الله يسيئاً (19) يحسبون الآحزاب لم يذهبوها وإن بات الأحزاب يودوا لواقتكم باذون في الأعراب يسللون عن أنتاككم ولا كانوا فيكم ما فتلوه إلا قليلاً (20) لقد كان لكم في رسول الله أسوة حسنة لسنا كان يرجوان الله وأليكم الآخر وذكر الله كثيرًا (21) ولم رأء المؤمنون الأحزاب قالوا هذان ما وعدنا الله ورسوله، وصدق الله ورسوله، وما زاده هؤلاء إيماناً وتسليمًا (22) من المؤمنين رجال صدقوا ما عاهدوا الله عليه فيهم من قضى نحبه ومنهم من ينظر وما بدلوا تبديلاً (23) ليرجى الله الصادقين بصدقهم ويعدب المنافقين إن شاء أو يتوث عليهم إن الله كان غفورًا رحيمًا (24) ورد الله الذين كفروا بيعظهم لم يبالوا خيراً وكم الله المؤمنين الفقائل
O those who believe,⁴ remember Allah’s favour to you, when the forces (of the infidels) came upon you, and We sent upon them a wind, and the forces (of angels) you did not see. And Allah is watchful of what you do.⁹ (Recall) when they came upon you from above you and from below you, and when the eyes were distracted and the hearts reached the throats, and you were thinking about Allah all sorts of thoughts.¹⁰ At that occasion, the believers were put to a trial and were shaken with a violent convulsion.¹¹ And (remember) when the hypocrites and those having malady in their hearts were saying, “Allah and His messenger did not promise us but deceitfully;”¹² and when a group of them said, “O people of Yathrib (Madīnah), there is no place for you to stay; so go back.” And a group of them was seeking permission (to leave) from the prophet, saying, “In fact our homes are vulnerable,” while they were not vulnerable; they wanted nothing but to escape.¹³ And if it (Madīnah) is entered (by the enemy, in their presence,) from all its sides and they are asked (to join) the mischief, they would readily commit it, and would not remain in them (their homes) but for a short while²⁴ despite that they had already made a covenant with Allah that they would not turn their backs; and a covenant with Allah has to be answered for.¹⁴

---

(1) These verses refer to the battle of Aḥzāb, also known as ‘the battle of Khandaq’ in which different tribes of Arabia, led by the Quraish invaded upon Madīnah, and the Holy Prophet Ṣallālāhu ʿalayhi wa sallam defended the city by digging a trench.

(2) It means that although they are escaping from the battle-field on the pretext that their homes are not safe, yet if the forces of the enemy invite them to join the battle against Muslims, after their having entered the city from all sides, they would easily join them in their mischief against Muslims, and would no more remain in their homes. It shows that their pretext is sham.

(3) That is, everyone who enters into a covenant with Allah, has to answer how he has fulfilled it.
Say, "Flight will never be of any use to you, if you flee from death or killing, and even then you will not be let to enjoy (life) but for a little while." [16] Say, "Who is there to protect you from Allah, if He intends evil to you, or (who is there to prevent Him) if He intends mercy for you?" And beside Allah, they will not find for themselves either a friend or a helper. [17]

Allah does know the ones from among you who prevent (others from joining the battle) and those who say to their brothers, "Come along with us," and who do not come to the battle but for a little while, [18] (and that too) with a greed against you (i.e. to extract a share of spoils from you). But when fear comes, you will see them looking towards you, rolling their eyes, like the one who gets faint because of death. Then once fear is gone, they assail you with sharp tongues, in greed for the good (i.e. the wealth acquired as spoils). (4) These people did not accept faith (in real terms), therefore Allah has nullified their acts. (5) And all this is so easy for Allah. [19] They think that the coalition forces have not(yet) gone. And should the coalition forces come (again), they would like to be living in countryside among the Bedouins, asking (others) about your news. And even if they were to remain among you, they would not fight, but a little. [20]

There is indeed a good model for you in the Messenger of Allah - for the one who has hope in Allah and the Last Day, and remembers Allah profusely. [21] (6)

(4). This verse has unveiled cowardice of the hypocrites on the one hand, and their greed for wealth on the other. The sense is that they are so coward that when an attack from the enemy is apprehended, they are frightened like a person who becomes faint in fear of death. But when the enemy is driven away by the Muslims, and the spoils of war are distributed, they come forward assailing the Muslims with their sharp tongues and claiming that the victory is achieved with their help, and therefore they deserve a share in the spoils.

(5). It means that virtuous acts deserve reward in the Hereafter only when they are accompanied by true faith in Allah, and since it has become evident that these hypocrites do not have true faith, even their virtuous acts will not be of any use to them in the Hereafter and will remain null and void.

(6). In the context of the battle of Ahzab, this verse is initially meant to remind the hypocrites that they should have followed the example of the Holy Prophet ﷺ who stood firm in the battle, but according to the unique style of the Holy Qur'ān, the direction is given in generic terms to lay down a universal rule that the Muslims should follow the examples set by the Holy Prophet ﷺ in all matters of life.
And when the believers saw the coalition forces, they said, "This is what Allah and His messenger had promised us, and Allah and His messenger had told the truth." And it only increased them in faith and submission. [22]

Among the believers, there are men who came true to the covenant they had with Allah. So, some of them have fulfilled their vows (by sacrificing their lives in the way of Allah), and some of them are (still) waiting, and they did not change (their commitment) in the least. [23] (All this happened) so that Allah may give reward to the truthful for their truthfulness, and punish the hypocrites, if He so wills, or accept their repentance. Surely, Allah is Most-Forgiving, Very-Merciful. [24]

And Allah has turned back the disbelievers with all their rage, having achieved no good. And Allah sufficed the believers against fighting. (8) And Allah is Powerful, Mighty. [25] And He has brought those of the people of the Book who had backed them, down from their fortresses, and cast awe into their hearts, so as to make you kill some of them and take others as captives. [26] And He let you inherit their land and their homes and their wealth, and a land you have not trodden (so far). And Allah is Powerful to do any thing. [27] (9)

(7). This verse admires those companions of the Holy Prophet who had not participated in the battle of Badr due to some valid excuses, and had vowed that whenever the next battle would come to happen, they would offer their lives in defence of faith. Then, some of them, like Sayyidnā 'Anas Ibn Naṣr and Muṣ'ab Ibn 'Umair fulfilled their vows by sacrificing their lives in the battle of 'Uḥud, while some others, like Sayyidnā 'Uthmān and Ṭalḥah remained alive, but eagerly waiting for having the honor of being martyred in the way of Allah.

(8). It means that Allah made a divine arrangement by sending a violent wind to the coalition forces which compelled them to go back, and thus the Muslims did not have to indulge in a regular battle, except to the extent of some individual encounters.

(9). These two verses refer to Banū qurayẓah, the Jewish tribe who had entered into a treaty with the Muslims not to fight against them, and not to support the enemies of the Muslims. But at the time of the battle of Aḥzāb, they violated the terms of the treaty and supported the coalition forces. Even earlier, they had been constantly conspiring against the Muslims to an intolerable extent. After the battle of Aḥzāb was over, the Holy Prophet besieged the fortress of Banū qurayẓah, and finally, they had to surrender, and most of their men were killed, and the women and children were made captives. This event has been referred to in these verses. At the same time, Allah Ta'ālā has given a good news to the Muslims that they would conquer some other lands which they had not entered before. The words, "and a land you have not trodden" refer to such future victories, especially to the conquest of Khyber that followed within a few years after the battle of Aḥzāb.
Commentary

Identified in the previous verses was the great station of the Holy Prophet ﷺ along with the instruction to Muslims that they should follow and obey him totally and perfectly. Congruent to this, these two full sections of the Qur’an have been revealed about the event of the battle of al-Ahzāb. Mentioned therein is the simultaneous attack of the combined forces of many groups of disbelievers and polytheists, their threatening encirclement, the subsequent blessings bestowed on Muslims by Allah Ta’ālā and the several miracles that issued forth at the hands of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Then, very much as a corollary to this, there are many instructions and injunctions relating to different departments of life. It is because of these very priceless instructions that great commentators have written about the details of the event of Aḥzāb with considered details at this place, particularly al-Qurtubī, Maẓhari’ét and others. Therefore, some details of the event of Aḥzāb along with the instructions are being written here. Most of it has been taken from al-Qurtubī and Maẓhari’ét. That which has been taken from some other book carries the necessary reference.

THE EVENT OF THE BATTLE OF AL-AḤZĀB

The word: الاحزاب (al-aḥzāb) is the plural form of: حزب (ḥizb) which means party or group. In this battle, the combined forces of different groups of disbelievers had, under a pact to eliminate Muslims, mounted an attack on Madīnah. Therefore, this battle has been named as the battle of al-Aḥzāb. And since, in this battle, a trench was also dug under the orders of the Holy Prophet ﷺ across the line of enemy attack, therefore, this battle is also called the battle of the Trench (Khandaq). The battle of Banū Quraizah too - which took place immediately after the battle of al-Aḥzāb and finds mention in the cited verses as well - that too, was actually a part of the battle of al-Aḥzāb, as it would appear through the details of this event.

In the year only next to the year the Holy Prophet ﷺ graced Madīnah after migrating from Makkah al-Mukarramah, the event of the battle of Badr came to pass. In the third year, came the battle of Uḥud. In the fourth year, it was this battle of al-Aḥzāb. Some narrations say that this event came to pass in the fifth year. Nevertheless, the attacks of the
disbelievers against Muslims had been continuing since the hijrah up to this time without any break. The attack on the occasion of the battle of al-Ahzāb was made with full power, determination and mutual pledge. Therefore, this battle was the severest on the Holy Prophet ﷺ and the noble Ṣaḥābah as compared with other battles - because, the count of the attacking confederate forces of the disbelievers has been given as twelve to fifteen thousand. On the other side, there were Muslims, three thousand in all, and those too very ill-equipped. Then, the time was hard winter. The Qur'ān describes the horrible severity of this event by saying things like: (the eyes were distracted - 33:10) (and hearts reached the throats - 33:10) (they were shaken with a violent convulsion - 33:11).

But, the way this time was the hardest on Muslims, they were also compensated at its best by Allah Ta'āla. It was with His help and support that the matter ended in favour of Muslims in the form of such a great success and victory that broke the back of all hostile groups of Mushriks, Jews and Hypocrites leaving them just about incapable of even thinking of some attack against Muslims in the future. From that angle, this battle was the last armed confrontation between kufr and Islam - fought on the plains of al-Madīnah al-Munawwarah in the fourth or fifth year of hijrah.

The event began when about twenty men from the Jewish tribe of Banū Naḍīr and the tribe of Abū Wa'il who were morbidly hostile to the Holy Prophet ﷺ and Muslims at large reached Makkah al-Mukarramah. They met with Quraish chiefs and roused them to start a war against Muslims. The Quraish chiefs were under the impression that the way Muslims took their idol-worship to be kufr (disbelief, infidelity) and for which reason they regarded their religion as ill-founded, the Jews too would be no different and their thinking would be similar to it. If so, how could they hope for a common ground of unity from them? Therefore, these chiefs asked the Jews, "You people know that there is difference of religion and creed between us and Muḥammad ﷺ. And you are the people of the Book and the people of learning. First of all, you tell us as to which religion is better in your sight, ours or theirs?"

A lie is no novelty in the arena of politics!

The reply given by these Jews was totally contrary to their knowledge
and conscience. To them, they said, "Your religion is better than the religion of Muḥammad." Thereupon, the infidels of Makkah were somewhat satisfied. Still, the matter was taken to a future demonstration of intent. It was decided that these twenty visitors joined by fifty men from among the Quraish chiefs would go to al-Masjid al-Ḥaram, cling to the walls of the Baytullah by their chests and make a solemn pledge before Allah that they would continue fighting against Muḥammad ﷺ to their last man.

A marvel of the forbearance and magnanimity of Allah Ta'ālā!

Here are the enemies of Allah in the House of Allah clinging to the walls of the Ka'abah of Allah making a compact to fight a war against His Rasūl - and then return satisfied with a new passion for war! This is unique manifestation of the forbearance and magnanimity of Allāh Ta'ālā. Then, the ultimate end of this compact is not too far to find. It will appear towards the end of the narrative in that all of them bolted from this battle.

These Jews, after having made a pact with the Quraish of Makkah, reached the tribe of Ghīṭfān, a great warring tribe of Arabia. They told them that they and the Quraish of Makkah were in full agreement with the plan to eliminate the spreaders of this new religion (Islam) once for all with their combined power. They asked them too to join hands with them in that pact. Then, they also offered them a bribe. They promised to give them the total produce of dates in one year in Khaibar - according to some narrations, they promised the half of it to the tribe of Ghīṭfān. ‘Uyaiynah Ibn Ḥiṣn, the chief of the tribe of Ghīṭfān, approved of his participation in the pact under this condition. Thus, they too became a part of the war effort.

Then, in accordance with the mutual pact, the Quraish armed force of four thousand men, three hundred horses and war supplies laden on one thousand camels came out of Makkah under the command of Abū Sufyān and stopped at Marr az-Zahrān. Here, all tribes of Aslam, Ashja‘, Banū Murrah, Banū Kinānah, Fazārah and Ghiṭfān joined them. Their total number has been reported in some narrations as ten thousand, as twelve thousand in some others and as fifteen thousand in still other.

The most lethal attack on Madīnah

The armed force that fought against Muslims in the battle of Badr
was that of one thousand men. Then, the army that attacked in the battle of Uhud had three thousand men. This time, the numerical strength of the attacking forces was greater than it was any time before that - the equipment and the combined power of the Arab and Jewish tribes were also to be counted as additional factors.

Three ingredients of Muslim war effort

When the information about this aggressive united front reached the Holy Prophet ﷺ, the very first verbal reaction came out from him in the words:

اللهodia خرسشنا لله وما أبى

Allah is all-sufficient for us, and the best One to trust in - 3:173.

After that, he assembled opinion leaders from among the Emigrants and Helpers together and went into consultation with them. Although, the blessed recipient of Wahy (revelation) really needs no consultation for he acts directly with the permission of Allah Ta’âlā. But, there were two advantages in having such consultation: (1) To initiate and establish the Sunnah (practice) of consultation in the Muslim community and (2) to revive mutual liaison and unity in the hearts of the believers and to persuade them to the need of helping and supporting each other. After that, they talked about matters of defence and the physical resources needed in fighting a war. Present among the group of consultants there was Sayyidnā Salmān al-Fārisī ﷺ who had recently freed himself from the artificially imposed slavery of a Jew and had devoted himself to the service of Islam. He advised that in his country, the Persian kings have used trenches they arranged to be dug across the enemy line of attack. This had always helped stop the enemy. Accepting his advice, the Holy Prophet ﷺ ordered that trenches be dug - and he himself participated with others doing that.

The digging of trenches

It was decided to dig this trench on the entire passage way behind the mount of Sal‘ which could be used by the enemy to come into Madīnah from the north. The ground marking of the length and width of this trench was personally drawn by the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Beginning from Shaikhayn, this trench came as far as the western corner of the mount of Sal‘ and later it was extended to the intersection of the valleys of Buṭhān
and Rātaūnā. The total length of this trench was approximately three and a half miles. The precise measurement of the width and depth could not be ascertained from any narration. But, it is obvious that the width and depth would have also been special, of the kind the enemy would have not found easy to cross.

It has appeared in the narration of the event relating to Sayyidnā Salmān dig the trench that he used to dig his allotted portion of the trench which, at the end of the day, came to be five yards long and five yards deep (Mağharī). From this, it can be said that the depth of the trench was five yards.

The size of the Islamic 'army'

At that time, Muslims were a total of three thousand in number along with a total of thirty six horses.

Participant age of maturity was set at fifteen years

Some non-pubert children had also come out with the Islamic 'army' with the desire to defend their faith. The Holy Prophet asked children below the age of fifteen years to leave. Those fifteen year old were accepted - included therein were Sayyidnā 'Abdullāh Ibn 'Umar, Zayd Ibn Thābit, Abu Sa‘īd al-Khudrī and Barā‘ Ibn 'Āzib. When this Islamic force was ready to march for battle, the hypocrites who normally kept a face and remained intermingled among Muslims, started backing out. Some bolted away incognito. Others came up with false excuses and tried to get the permission of the Holy Prophet to go back. This was a new trouble that rose from within. Some of the cited verses have been revealed about these very hypocrites. (Qurtubi)

Islamic nationality and Islamic unity do not contradict administrative and social division

For this Jihād, the Holy Prophet appointed Sayyidnā Zayd Ibn Ḥārithah as the standard bearer of the Muhājirīn and Sayyidnā Sa‘īd Ibn ‘Ubadah as the standard bearer of the Anṣār. At that time, the mutual brotherhood among the Muhājirīn and the Anṣār stood established on very firm foundations. All of them were brothers to each other. But, it was in view of administrative convenience that the leadership of the Muhājirīn was separated from the leadership of the Anṣār. From this, we learn that Islamic nationality and Islamic unity are
not contradictory to administrative and social division. In fact, by placing the burden of responsibility on each group helped strengthen the bond of mutual confidence and cooperation. And in the very first assignment, that is, in the digging of trenches before this battle, this mutual cooperation became all too evident as described below:

The job of digging the trenches was spread over the whole army

The Holy Prophet $\text{Prophet}$ divided the whole army of the $Muhājirīn$ and the $Anšār$ in groups of ten men each and made every group of ten men responsible for digging forty yards of the trench. Since Sayyidnā Salmān al-Fārisī was the one who had advised the digging of the trench, knew the job, was strong and was neither one of the $Anšār$ nor one of the $Muhājirīn$, it created a sort of competition among the $Anšār$ and $Muhājirīn$ for each of the two wanted to have him with them. The matter reached to the extent that the Holy Prophet $\text{Prophet}$ had to intervene in order to avoid any dispute. He gave his verdict by saying: $\text{Prophet}$ (Salmān is part of our family).

The discrimination of local and foreign in functional expertise

The universal wont in our time is that people do not like to treat those non-resident and non-local at par with them. But, this was a place where every group felt proud of having the competent one on their side and with them. It was for this reason that the Holy Prophet $\text{Prophet}$ included him in his family on his own and thus put an end to the dispute. Then, he practically picked up some $Muhājirīn$ and some $Anšār$ to form a group of ten which included Sayyidnā ‘Amr Ibn ‘Awf $\text{Prophet}$, Sayyidnā Ḥudhaifah and others who were from among the $Muhājirīn$.

A great miracle

By chance, in the section of the trench entrusted with Sayyidnā Salmān and others with him, a huge, hard and glossy rock showed up. Sayyidnā Salmān's colleague, Sayyidnā ‘Amr Ibn ‘Awf $\text{Prophet}$ says, "This rock broke our implements and we failed to cut it apart. Then I suggested to Salmān that though it is possible to dig the trench by-passing the huge rock and join it up with the main trench with a minor crookedness in it, but we should not deviate from the line drawn by the Holy Prophet $\text{Prophet}$ as based on our opinion. So, you go, tell the Holy Prophet $\text{Prophet}$ about the position here and get an order from him about what we should do now."
Divine reminders

It is strange that in this three and a half mile stretch of land no one from among the diggers of the trench faced any impediment which would render him helpless. The only one who did face it was Sayyidnā Salmān who had given the advice of digging a trench and the whole project had started on his advice. To him Allah Ta’ālā showed that there was no way out even after digging and making a perfect trench - except turning to Allah Ta’ālā for help in the face of the failure of all implements and instruments. Here, these blessed souls were being taught that assembling material means to the measure of capacity and ability was obligatory, but to place trust in these was not correct. The trust of a believer - even after having assembled all possible material means - should be in Allah Ta’ālā alone.

Sayyidnā Salmān presented himself before the Holy Prophet and told him about what had happened. At that time, the Holy Prophet was himself working in his part of the trench. He was busy hauling the dug out earth from the trench. Sayyidnā Barā’ Ibn ‘Azib says, "I saw him. Dust had covered his blessed body in a manner that the skin on his front and back was not visible." Rather than give Sayyidnā Salmān any advice or order, he accompanied him in person to the problem spot. With the ten Sahābah busy digging the trench with Sayyidnā Salmān, he too went down into the trench and joined the diggers. He took the pickaxe in his blessed hands, struck at the rock and recited the verse:

\[ \text{And the Word of your Lord is perfect in truth... - al-An'ām, 6:115} \]

With this one single stroke from it, one third portion of the rock was cut off and released from this rock was a streak of light. After that, he struck at the rock once again and recited the said verse up to the end, that is:

\[ \text{And the Word of your Lord is perfect in truth and justice - al-An'ām, 6:115} \]

Cut off with this second stroke was an additional one third portion of the rock which released a streak of light as before. The third time, he recited the same verse in full and executed the third stroke. With it, the rock was all finished. The Holy Prophet came out of the trench, picked up the sheet wrap he had left at the edge of the trench and sat down on one side of it. At that time, Sayyidnā Salmān al-Fārisī said, "Ya Rasulallah, every time struck at the rock,
ever time I saw a light coming out of the rock." The Holy Prophet  asked Sayyidna Salman, "Have you really seen this light?" He said, "Yә Rasūllallāh, I have seen it with my own eyes."

The Holy Prophet  said, "In the light that was released after the first strike, I saw the palaces of the cities of Yaman and those of Cyrus and Angel Jibra’il told me: 'your Ummah will conquer these cities.' And when I struck at the rock the second time, I was shown the red palaces of the Byzantines and Angel Jibra’il gave the good news, 'your Ummah will conquer these cities as well.' " After having heard this, all Muslims felt at peace and became assured of their great successes in the future.

**Hypocrites throw taunts at Muslims for believing in their Prophet's promises**

At that time, the hypocrites who were part of the digging operations of the trench, started asking other Muslims, 'It is strange that you people are not surprised at what Muḥammad  is telling you. Is it not that he is making all those baseless promises to you in the depth of this trench being dug in Yathrib where he is claiming to be seeing the palaces of Ḥīrah (in the South) and Mada’in (in the North)? And on top of it all, he is telling you that it is you people who are going to conquer them! Just look at yourself. Here you are, digging and digging, forgetful of all your needs. Frankly, you do not even have the time to take care of your human compulsions. Still, is it you who are going to conquer the countries of Cyrus and others?' Thereupon, it was about this very event that, in the twelfth verse cited above, it was revealed:

\[
(And (remember) when the hypocrites and those having malady in their hearts were saying, "Allah and His messenger did not promise us but deceitfully; - 12). Here, in this verse, by saying: \( \text{الَّذِينَ فِي قُلُوبِهِمْ مَرْضٌ (and those having malady in their hearts), reference is being made to the state of the same hypocrites hidden in whose hearts there was that disease of hypocrisy.}
\]

Just imagine the kind of time it was, a severe trial indeed. At stake was the very faith of Muslims for they had to believe in the word of the Holy Prophet  with the full backing of their mind and heart despite being threatened by disbelievers from all sides. They had no servants to
dig their trench for them. They were doing this hard work with their own hands braving the lashing winter. The unfriendly weather, the approaching enemy factor, theirs was a general climate of fear all around. In a situation like that, it was not easy to be sure of even one's defence and survival within whatever means were available. How could they go on from here and start believing in the good news of the conquests of the great kingdoms of Byzantine and Persia? But, the value of *Īmān* (faith) is the highest of all deeds for the reason that they, even when facing totally contrary causes and conditions, did not have the least doubt or qualm of conscience about what the Holy Prophet ﷺ had told them.

**Seniors must share every trial with their juniors - Great guidance for Muslims**

Who does not know that the Ṣaḥābah of the Holy Prophet ﷺ were such selfless servants of the Holy Prophet ﷺ that they never wanted to have him do the hard labor of digging the trench with them, but it was the personal initiative of the Holy Prophet ﷺ that he chose to share this hard labor with his noble companions to mollify their hearts and teach them their essential lesson to put mutual brotherhood to practice. Of course, the noble companions staked their lives for the Holy Prophet ﷺ on the basis of his most perfect attributes as prophet and messenger of Allah, but of the many outward causes for this attachment, there was this major cause that he would be with them on all occasions facing all sorts of trials and pains like everybody else. When he did that, nobody ever thought of what we know as a class difference. There was no ruler and there was no one being ruled. There was no king around and there was no subject paying homage. Who was the man in power and who was the man from the masses? This kind of difference was unimaginable at that time. Unfortunately, from the time the Muslim wielders of power abandoned this Sunnah (the blessed practice of the Holy Prophet ﷺ,) that was the time these differences gushed forth bringing all sorts of tests and trials in their wake.

**The master prescription of achieving success against something hard to accomplish**

In the event mentioned above, the Holy Prophet ﷺ has recited the verse of the Qur'ān: 

\[\text{تَمَتَّ تَلَّمِّيْنَكَ صِدَاقًا وَغَدَّلَ آنَا بِأَنَّكَ لَكَ بَسَاءً.} \]

(And the Word of your Lord is perfect in truth and justice. None is there to change His
Words - al-An‘ām, 6:115) while striking at this invincible rock. This tells us that the recitation of this verse is a tested prescription for the resolution of something difficult.

The selfless mutual cooperation of the noble Ṣaḥābah

We already know that there were ten men appointed for the digging of the trench at every ten yards. But, it is obvious that some people are stronger and can finish their job sooner than others. The same was true here. The noble Ṣaḥābah who finished their allotted portion of digging would never go on to sit doing nothing and thinking that their duty was over. In fact, they would help out other Ṣaḥābah whose portion of digging was still incomplete. (Qurtubi, Mażhari)

Three and a half mile long trench was completed in six days

The outcome of the hard work put in by the noble Ṣaḥābah, may Allah be pleased with them all, was before everybody in six days in that such a long, wide and deep trench stood all completed within that short period of time. (Mażhari)

An open miracle in the feast hosted by Sayyidnā Jābir ❞

It was during the digging of this very trench that the well known event came to pass. On one of those days, when Sayyidnā Jābir ❞ looked at the Holy Prophet ﷺ, he felt deep down in his heart that he was really affected by hunger. He went to his wife and told her, "If you have something with you, cook it. I simply cannot bear by seeing this effect of hunger on his blessed person." His wife said, "We have about a șā‘ of barley grains in our home. I am going to grind them and make some flour." One șā‘ is equal to about three and a half kilograms in terms of our weights. So, his wife got busy with the grinding of barley, making flour, preparing dough and baking bread. There was a goat kid in the house. Sayyidnā Jābir ❞ slaughtered it, cooked the meat and was ready to go out and invite the Holy Prophet ﷺ in when his wife called out to him saying, "Look, there is a crowd of the Ṣaḥābah with the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Do something and somehow invite only the Holy Prophet ﷺ alone. Please, do not put me to disgrace by causing such a big crowd of the noble Ṣaḥābah come in with the Holy Prophet ﷺ." Sayyidnā Jābir ❞, acting realistically, made the actual situation fully clear before the Holy Prophet ﷺ telling him that they had only that much of food in the house. But, as for the Holy Prophet ﷺ, he made a public announcement before the
entire work force asking everyone to come to the feast at Sayyidnā Jābir’s home. Sayyidnā Jābir was struck with wonder. When he reached home, his wife was extremely disturbed. She asked, "Did you tell the Holy Prophet about the actual situation at home and the amount of food available?" Sayyidnā Jābir said, "Yes, that I have told him." This put his wife at peace and she said, "Then we have nothing to worry about. The Holy Prophet is our master. Let him have it the way he wishes."

Any more detail of the event is unnecessary at this place. It is enough to know the outcome that the Holy Prophet took it upon himself to distribute the bread and curry to everybody with his own blessed hands and see that they are entertained and fed satisfactorily. As a result, the whole crowd ate to their fill. And Sayyidnā Jābir says that "even after everybody having finished eating, our stock pot showed no dearth of meat, nor our kneaded flour any signs of decrease. All of us in the family ate to our heart's content and whatever remained we sent to the neighbours."

Thus, when the digging of the trench was finished within six days, the Confederate army arrived and the Holy Prophet and his noble Companions, may Allah be pleased with them all, went into battle formation with the Mount of Sal' thoughtfully kept towards their rear.

The Jews of the tribe of Banī Quraijah break their pledge and join the Confederate aggressors

That was a time when a group of three thousand ill-equipped people standing up to fight against an equipped army of some ten to twelve thousand men was something far too wild to believe. On top of all that, there came up a new factor. Out of the Confederate forces, Ḥuyayy Ibn Akḥṭab, the chief of the tribe of Banū Naḍīr who had contributed most in rallying everyone against the Holy Prophet and his Muslim followers, took another step. He reached Madīnah and conspired to win over the Jewish tribe of Banū Quraijah over their side. The situation was that Banū Quraijah and the Holy Prophet already had a peace treaty signed between them. This was a solemn undertaking and the two parties naturally had no apprehensions from each other. Ka'b Ibn Asad was the chief of the tribe of Banū Quraijah. Ḥuyayy Ibn Akḥṭab went to see him. When Ka'b heard about his reported arrival, he had the gate of his castle closed, so that this man would not reach him. But, Ḥuyayy Ibn Akḥṭab
hanged out there, he called and called and insisted that the gate be opened. Ka'b told him from inside the gate, "We have already made a peace treaty with Muhammad and we know of nothing from his side other than truth, honesty and strict adherence to the treaty right to this day, therefore, we are bound with this treaty and cannot join hands with you." For long, this dialogue between the two continued with Ḥuyayy Ibn Akhtab insisting that the gate be opened and that Ka'b should talk to him and the later kept refusing to do that while staying inside the closed gate. But, consequently when Ḥuyayy Ibn Akhtab challenged Ka'b's sense of shame in that he was treating a visitor in such a crude manner, the gate was opened. Once called in, Ḥuyayy Ibn Akhtab painted such a rosy picture of his proposals that Ka'b ultimately fell into the trap laid out by him and gave his word that he would take part in the Confederate expedition. When Ka'b related what he had done before other chiefs of his tribe, they all said in one voice, "You did something terrible. You broke your pledge with Muslims for no reason whatsoever and that by going along with the other side you have exposed your own self to danger." Ka'b too was affected by their remarks and even repented for what he had done. But, things had gone out of his control by that time and this very pledge-breaking finally went on to become the cause of the destruction of Banū Quraizah as it would be mentioned later.

At that particular time, when the Holy Prophet and the noble Saḥābah got this information, they were shocked by this breach of trust from Banū Quraizah. What worried them most was the strange situation created for them. They had a trench dug across the line of the marching forces of the Confederates who were coming from outside Madīnah. But, these Banū Quraizah people were right there inside Madīnah. How were they going to defend against them? About this when the Qurʾān says that the disbelieving forces of the Confederate army had overtaken you: مِنْ فَوْقِهِمْ وَمِنْ أَسْفَلِهِمْ (from above you and from below you -10), Tafsīr authorities say that the expression: فَوْقَ (from above) means the Banū Quraizah and those who came from below them (أَسْفَلُ) mean the rest of the Confederates.

To find out the reality of this breach of trust and to assess the correct situation in the whole matter, the Holy Prophet sent a deputation comprising Sayyidnā Sa'd Ibn Mu'ādh, the chief of the Anṣār tribe of
Aws and Sayyidnā Sa'd Ibn 'Ubādah, the chief of the tribe of Khazraj, to Ka'b in order to talk to him about the matter. The instruction given to them was that should the event of this breach of trust turn out to be incorrect, they were to tell the whole truth before all the Şahābah openly. And should it turn out to be true, they should, on their return, say something ambivalent which will be a message only we shall understand while the rest of the Şahābah will remain safe from facing any panic because of it.

When both these elders named Sa'd reached there, they saw open proofs of the breach of pledge all over which even went to the extent of hot exchanges of words between them and Ka'b. On their return, following the instructions given to them earlier, they reported back their findings in unclear words and thus informed the Holy Prophet ﷺ that the event of the breaking of the pledge was true.

At the time when the Jewish tribe of Banū Quraizah, once an ally of Muslims, also joined the war against them, something else started happening. The hypocrisy of people who posed to be a part of the Muslim community lost its cover. Some of them became far too vocal and started saying things against the Holy Prophet ﷺ as was mentioned earlier in: ۚوَإِذَا قُرِىَ النَّفِيجُونَ (and when said the hypocrites - 12). Then, they were others who cooked up all sorts of excuses to run away from the battlefield and sought the permission of the Holy Prophet ﷺ to do that - which has been mentioned in verse 13: ۚإِنَّ نُورَتَ عُورَةٌ (Our homes are vulnerable).

Now according to the present state of the battle front, the Confederate forces could not march in because of the trench with the Muslim army positioned on the other side. There was almost a continuous exchange of arrows between them all the time. This state of affairs dragged on for nearly a month. They could neither confront each other in some open or decisive battle, nor could they turn heedless towards the opponent for any extended period of time. Day and night, the Holy Prophet ﷺ and his noble Şahābah would stand guard by the trench. Although, the Holy Prophet ﷺ was personally involved in this hard task like everybody else, yet the thought that all his companions were suffering from extreme anxiety due to this impasse was very painful for him.

A strategic plan of the Holy Prophet ﷺ

It was already in the knowledge of the Holy Prophet ﷺ that the chief
of the tribe of Ghiṭṭān had joined hands with these Jews as tempted by the greed of having the fruits and dates of Khaibar. He sent an emissary to the two chiefs of the tribe of Ghiṭṭān, 'Uyaynah Ibn Ḥiṣn and Abū al-Hārith Ibn Amr, with the message: "If you leave the battlefield with your men, we shall give you one-third of the fruit of Madīnah." This negotiation was still on. The two chief had agreed and a peace treaty was close to be signed. But, as was his wont and habit, the Holy Prophet desisted to consult the noble Ṣaḥābah in this matter. He called the two Sa'ds, the chiefs of the tribe of Aws and Khazraj, that is, Sayyidnā Sa’d Ibn ‘Ubādah and Sa’d Ibn Mu‘ādh, and sought their advice.

The Faith, the Sense of Shame and the Granite of a Determination shown by a Ṣaḥābi of the Rasūl of Allah

Both of them said, "Ya Rasūlallāh, if you have orders from Allah Ta’ālā to do this thing, then, we cannot dare say anything. We shall accept. If not, tell us: Is it your personal opinion or you have devised this as a measure to save us from all this hardship and suffering?"

The Holy Prophet said, "Neither is there a Divine order for it, nor do I have any personal inclination to do so. In fact, I have come up with this via media in view of your pain and suffering because you are surrounded from all sides. So, I simply wished to shatter the power of the adversary in this manner without losing any time." Sayyidnā Sa’d Ibn Mu‘ādh said, "Ya Rasūlallāh, when we worshipped idols, we did neither know Allah nor did we worship Him. At that time, these people could not dare look at a single fruit of our city with greedy eyes - except that they be our guests and we offer some of it to them by way of hospitality, or that they would buy it from us and take it away with them. Today, when Allah Ta’ālā has, in His infinite grace, given us the ability of knowing Him, and has bestowed upon us the honor of Islam, shall we, on this day, let these people have our fruits and our wealth and our properties? We need no peace and compromise from them. As for us, we are not going to give them anything but the cutting edge of our swords - to the extent that Allah Ta’ālā Himself gives the ultimate verdict between us and them."

When the Holy Prophet heard Sayyidnā Sa’d and saw this high determination and this great enthusiasm in the matter of his Îmān, he cast that thought of his aside and said, "You now have the right to do
what you wish." Sayyidnā Sa‘d took the peace treaty document from his blessed hands and erased the writing on it because it was not signed yet. ‘Uyaynah and Ḥārith, the chiefs of the Ghīṭfān tribes who were present in the meeting ready to sign this treaty found themselves personally unnerved in their hearts at this demonstration of power and determination from the noble Companions of the Holy Prophet ﷺ.

The wound received by Sayyidnā Sa‘d Ibn Mu‘adh ﷺ and his prayer

On the other side, the activity of throwing arrows and stones on each other continued unabated. Sayyidnā Sa‘d ﷺ had gone into the fortress of Banū Ḥārithah to see his mother where women had been housed under security. Sayyidah ‘A’ishah ﷺ says, "At that time, I too was in the same fortress and the injunctions of hijāb for women were yet to be enforced. I saw that Sa‘d Ibn Mu‘ādh was wearing a small coat of mail from which his hands were protruding out rather awkwardly and his mother was telling him to make haste, go and join the men fighting with the Holy Prophet ﷺ. I said to his mother, "A larger coat of mail would have been better for him. I apprehend that his hands and feet showing out of his coat of mail may be exposed to danger." His mother said, "It does not matter. Whatever Allah has to do is what has to happen."

When Sayyidnā Mu‘ādh ﷺ reached the battlefield, he was hit by an arrow which cut through his medial arm vein. At that time, Sayyidnā Mu‘ādh ﷺ made the following prayer:

"O Allah, if there is yet another attack by the Quraish destined to come against the Holy Prophet ﷺ, please keep me alive for that, because I have no worthwhile wish left in me but that I fight the people who have caused all sorts of pain to the Holy Prophet ﷺ, expelled him from his homeland and falsified his person and mission. And if, in Your ultimate knowledge, this process of war has come to an end, please bless me with the death of a martyr in the way of Allah - but, let not death come to me until such time that the treachery of Banū Quraizah is avenged as the parting delight of my eyes."

Allah Ta‘ālā answered both these prayers from him. This event of al-Āhzāb was made to be the last attack of the disbelievers. After that, began the period of Muslim victories. First came Khaibar, then Makkah al-Mukarramah and then other areas. As for the event relating to Banū
Quraizah, it follows later as to how they were brought forth as captives and their case was entrusted with none else but Sayyidnā Sa'd Ibn Mu'adh for the final verdict. It was in accordance with his verdict that their men were killed and their women and children were taken prisoners.

During this event of al-Ahzāb, the noble Ṣaḥābah and the Holy Prophet had to maintain an all-night vigilance throughout the trench area. The slightest relaxation at any time had to be broken at the faintest sound of commotion from any side. In fact, the Holy Prophet would himself put his arms back on and come out in the battle area. Umm ul-Mu'minīn Sayyidah Umm Salamah Ṣرضى الله عنها says, "Every single night, this would happen several times that he would come in for a little rest and then heard some sound and went out immediately. The same thing happened again. The moment he would put his back for rest, he would hear some sound and leave as usual."

Umm al-Mu'minīn Sayyidah Umm Salamah Ṣرضى الله عنها also says, "I have been with the Holy Prophet in many battles such as Muraisī, Khaibar, Ḥudaibiyah, the battles of the conquest of Makkah and Ḥunain. None of these caused more hardship on the Holy Prophet as did the battle of Khandaq. Muslims also received a lot more wounds in this battle. Then, they were hit by the severity of the winter chill as well. Furthermore, their circumstances were extremely straightened in terms of food and water available to them. (Mażhari)

The Holy Prophet had to miss four Ṣalāhs in this Jihād

One of those days, the confronting disbelievers decided to launch a joint and simultaneous attack and force their way ahead by somehow crossing the trench. Once they had resolved to do that, they threw themselves dauntlessly against the Muslims and their archers rained their arrows so incessantly that the Holy Prophet and his noble Ṣaḥābah had to remain so engaged throughout the day that they did not find any respite to even make their Ṣalāh. As a result, four Ṣalāhs missed during the day had to be performed at the time of 'Ishā.

The prayers of the Holy Prophet

When things became unbearably hard on Muslims, the Holy Prophet prayed against the Confederate forces of the disbelievers, doing that for three days consecutively on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday inside
Masjid al-Fath imploring Allah Ta'ala to bring defeat on the Confederates and victory for Muslims. It was on the third day, on Wednesday between Zuhr and 'Asr that the prayer was answered. Pleased, the Holy Prophet came to his noble Sahabah and gave them the glad tiding of victory. They say that after that time no Muslim faced any hardship any more.

(Ma'har)  

The unraveling of the causes of victory  
In the combined forces of the enemy, the tribe of Ghiffan was a power to reckon with. It was the most perfect power of Allah Ta'ala that put the light of faith in the heart of Nu'aim Ibn Mas'ud who, as destiny would have it, was one of them. He presented himself before the Holy Prophet, confessed to his faith in Islam and told him that no one from among his people is aware of the fact that he has become a Muslim. Then, he wished that he be told as to how he could serve Islam. The Holy Prophet told him, 'You being all alone here would not be able to do anything worthwhile. If you can go back to your people, be with them and still do something in defence of Islam, then, go ahead and do it.' Nu'aim Ibn Mas'ud was an intelligent man. He conceived of a plan of action in his heart and sought the permission of the Holy Prophet to be given the choice of saying what is expedient when he reaches those people. He gave the permission.

From here, Nu'aim Ibn Mas'ud went to see the tribe of Banu Quraizah with whom he had age-old relations since the time of Jahiliyyah. He said to them: 'O people of Banu Quraizah, you know that I am an old friend of yours.' They said, 'We have no doubt about your friendship.' After that, Sayyidn Nu'aim Ibn Mas'ud addressed the chiefs of Banu Quraizah as a well-wisher and asked them, 'You know that none of us - be they the Quraish of Makkah or our tribe of Ghiffan or the several other Jewish tribes - have their homes here. If these people face defeat and run, they do not lose much. Your case is different from all of them. Madinah is your home. Your women and your properties are all here. Now, if you were to participate in the war effort with them and if, later, when these people taste defeat and run, what would happen to you? Would you be able to fight against the Muslims all by yourselves?'

Therefore, as one who wishes the best for you, I advise you not to take part in the joint war effort with them until such time that they do not put
with you a certain number of their selected chiefs as ransom and
guarantee that they would not throw you all at the mercy of Muslims and
run.' The people of Banū Quraizah found this advice good. They
appreciated it and said so before him.

After that, Nu‘aim Ibn Mas‘ūd reached the Quraish chiefs and
said to them, 'You know that I am your friend and that I have nothing to
do with Muḥammad. I have a little bit of information with me. Being
one who wishes well for you, it is necessary that I pass on that
information to you - of course, on the condition that you will not disclose
my name as its source. Here is that information: The Jews of the tribe of
Banī Quraizah have now regretted their decision after they had
concluded their pact with you. They have sent a message to Muḥammad
about it telling him that they will be willing to go along with him
subject to the condition that they would hand over some chiefs of the
tribes of Quraish and Ghiṭfān and that he would then put them to the
sword. Once that was done, they would join hands with him and fight
against all of them. Muḥammad has accepted this proposal made by
them. Now the Banū Quraizah were going to demand that you put some
of your chiefs as ransom with them and it was up to them to figure out
what they were going to do in their case.

After that, Nu‘aim Ibn Mas‘ūd went to his own tribe, Ghiṭfān and
to them, he passed on the same information. Concurrent to this, Abū
Sufyān appointed ‘Ikrimah Ibn Abī Jahl on behalf of the tribe of Quraish
and Warqā’ Ibn Ghiṭfān on behalf of the tribe of Ghiṭfān to the mission of
going to Banū Quraizah and telling them that their war supplies were
diminishing and their men were getting tired of having to fight
continuously. So, according to the provision of their pact, they were
looking forward to their help and participation. The tribe of Banū
Quraizah, acting in the light of 'their' (latest) understanding of the pact,
told them that they will not take part in the war effort with them until
such time that some chiefs from both of their tribes have been placed in
their custody as ransom (guarantee, hostage). ‘Ikrimah and Warqā’, the
two emissaries carried the message back to Abū Sufyān. As a result, the
chiefs of Quraish and Ghiṭfān came to believe that the information given
by Sayyidnā Nu‘aim Ibn Mas‘ūd was correct. So they sent a return
message to Banū Quraizah telling them that they were not going to let
them have any of their men. Now it was up to them. If they wished they could join the war effort with them and if they did not, they were free not to. When Banū Quraizah saw this state of affairs, their belief in what Nu‘aim Ibn Mas‘ūd had said became all the more firm. It was in this manner that Allah Ta‘ālā caused a rift in the ranks of the enemy through a person who came from their camp and soon after they lost their foothold on the battlefield.

Along with it there came another calamity upon them. Allah Ta‘ālā caused a cold stormy wind overtake them which uprooted their tents and blew their cooking pots from their stoves. As for these, they were only outward causes generated by Allah Ta‘ālā to make them desert the battlefield. More came in the form of His angels who were sent to put awe in their hearts inwardly too. These two things have been mentioned at the beginning of the verses cited above as follows: فَأَرْسَلْنَا عَلَيْهِمْ رَبِّيْحَاءٌ وَجَنَّوْنَا لَمْ تُرَوْسُّا (and We sent upon them a wind, and the forces (of angels) you did not see - 9). As a consequence, they had no choice but to run.

The event of Sayyidnā Ḥudhaifah Ḥ going into enemy lines and reporting back about conditions prevailing there

On the other side, when the Holy Prophet heard the report of what Nu‘aim Ibn Mas‘ūd had accomplished and how a rift was caused among the Confederate forces, he was strongly inclined towards the idea of someone from among the Muslims going into the enemy lines and returning with the much needed intelligence about the enemy formations and intentions. But, this severe and chilly wind storm that was sent upon the enemy, however, did affect the whole of Madīnah and Muslims too were affected by it. The chill was bitter. The time was night. The noble Saḥābah were, after the heavy grind of a long day, sitting all shattered because of the confrontation, huddled together feeling the pinch of bitter cold. Addressing the gathering, the Holy Prophet said, "Is there someone who would stand up and go into the enemy lines and bring some news about them and may Allah Ta‘ālā admit him into Jannah?" Of course, this was a gathering of Saḥābah who would have normally staked their lives at his call. But, the objective conditions prevailing with them were such that no one could stand up. The Holy Prophet got busy with Ṣalāh. After remaining busy with Ṣalāh for a while, he addressed the gathering again saying, "Is there someone here who would bring me some
news from the enemy lines and receive Jannah in return for it?" This time too, silence prevailed over the entire gathering. No one rose. The Holy Prophet ﷺ got busy with ʿSalāh once again. After some time, it was the third time that he made the same appeal, "Whoever does it shall be in Jannah with me." But, everyone was so broken down from fatigue, hunger and chill and so utterly helpless that no one could still bring himself up to rise.

The narrator of the ḥadīth, Sayyidnā Ḥudhaifah Ibn Yamān, says, 'at that time the Holy Prophet ﷺ called me by name and said, ʿḤudhaifah, you go." My condition was no different from the others. But, once I was ordered by name, I had no option but to obey. I stood up while my whole body was shivering with bitter cold. He passed his blessed hand over my head and my face and said, "Go into the enemy lines and just bring back some news and do nothing before you return to me." Then he prayed for my safety. I picked up my bow and arrows, tied up my own clothes on my body and took my way towards them.

When I started moving ahead from here, I noticed something strange. The shivering sensation that had me in its grips while I was in the tent was all gone. Actually, I was walking as if one was inside a hot bath all the way up to enemy camp. Once there, I saw that the wind storm had uprooted their tents and upturned their cooking pots. Abū Sufyān was seated by the make-shift fire place relaxing before the heat. When I saw this (a sitting target), I trained my bow and arrow over my shoulders and was about to shoot Abī Sufyān with my arrow, I remembered the order given by the Holy Prophet ﷺ: 'Do nothing before you return back to me.' Abū Sufyān was absolutely within the striking range of my arrow, but it was in consideration of this order of the Holy Prophet ﷺ that I disengaged my arrow from the bow.

Disturbed by the condition around him, Abū Sufyān wanted to announce the plan to withdraw. But, in order to do that, it was necessary that he should talk to responsible people from among the combined armed forces. The night was dark and the place was desolate. The danger of a snooping spy nearby who may overhear what they were talking about was very much present. Therefore, Abū Sufyān did something smart. Before starting to talk, he asked the whole gathering to recognize the person sitting next to everyone so that no one who is not one of them
would be able to hear what they said.'

Sayyidnā Ḥudhaifah ﷺ says, "Now, I was scared. What if the person sitting next to me were to ask me: Who are you? If so, my cover will blow up.' It was with great presence of mind and courage that he himself took the initiative, and slapping the hand of the person sitting next to him, he himself asked: Who are you? The man said, 'Strange that you do not know me. I am so and so and so the son of so and so.' He was a member of the tribe of Hawāzin. Thus, Sayyidnā Ḥudhaifah was saved by Allah Ta’ālā from being arrested on the spot.

When Abū Sufyān ensured it that the gathering was that of his own people and that there was no stranger present among them, he related the disturbing conditions around them, how the tribe of Banū Quraizah had committed a breach of pledge and the extent to which their war supplies had shrunk. After having recounted the situation, he said: In my opinion, all of us should now leave and go back and I too am going back. Immediately thereafter, a state of panic hit the Confederate army and everyone started going back.

Sayyidnā Ḥudhaifah ﷺ says, "As I started going back from there, I felt as if I had some sort of a hot bath around me that was shielding me from the bitter chill. When I reached the home base, I found the Holy Prophet ﷺ busy with Ṣalāh. When he turned for Ṣalām, I reported the event. Pleased with this happy news, the Holy Prophet ﷺ started laughing - to the extent that, in the darkness of the night, his blessed teeth were seen shining. After that, the Holy Prophet ﷺ made room for me close to his feet and covered my body with a part of the sheet he had wrapped around him until I went to sleep in that condition. When morning came, he himself woke me up saying: Ṣláabū liyākān? ( 'Up O big sleeper!')

Good News after the ambition of the disbelievers is shattered

According to a narration of Sayyidnā Sulaymān Ibn Șurad ﷺ appearing in the Șahīh of al-Bukhārī, when the Confederate forces retreated, the Holy Prophet ﷺ said:

الآنّ نَغْرَوْهُمْ وَلَا نَغْرَوْنَا نَحْنُ نَسْبِرُ إِلَيْهِمْ (بخارى)

Now, they shall not attack us, instead, we will attack them and run over their territory - al-Bukhārī as in Mażhārī.
After having said that, the Holy Prophet ﷺ and his noble Şâhâbah returned to the city of Madīnah and it was only after a month that Muslims formally disarmed themselves.

A special note
This event pertaining Sayyidnâ Ḥudhaifah ﷺ appears in the Şâhîh of Muslim. It is an example-setter of great class as well as a bearer of many elements of guidance and miracles of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Those who ponder over it would themselves find these out, therefore, any more details are not needed.

The Battle of Banû Quraizah
The Holy Prophet ﷺ had just about reached Madīnah when suddenly came Sayyidnâ Jibra’il al-Amin ﷺ in the guise of the Şâhâbî, Sayyidnâ Dihyah Ibn Khalîfah al-Kalbî ﷺ and said, "Even though you people have disarmed yourselves but the angels have not. Allah Ta’âlî commands you to attack Banû Quraizah and I am going right there ahead of you."

To announce this in Madīnah, the Holy Prophet ﷺ sent a proclaimer who proclaimed this order of the Holy Prophet ﷺ before the people making sure that it reaches everyone. The order was: لا يصلي أحد العصر إلا في نبني ﷺ (Let no man make his Šalâh of ‘Aṣr until he reaches Banû Quraizah).

All Companions got ready for this second Jihad immediately and marched towards Banû Quraizah. On their way came the time of ‘Aṣr. Some of them, following the outward sense of the prophetic order, did not make their Šalâh of ‘Aṣr en route - instead, made it only after having reached the designated destination of Banû Quraizah. And there were others who thought that objective of the Holy Prophet ﷺ was to reach Banû Quraizah within the time for ‘Aṣr. So, they thought, if they made their Šalâh en route and reached there within the time for ‘Aṣr, then, it would not be contrary to the order of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Thus, they made their Šalâh of ‘Aṣr as it became due while still en route.

In the difference of Mujtahids, no side is sinful or blameworthy
When the Holy Prophet ﷺ was informed about this difference in the practical compliance of his order on the part of the noble Şâhâbah, he put no blame on any of the two parties; in fact, he approved of both. From
here, the religious scholars of the Muslim community have deduced the principle that none of the different sayings of Mujtahid 'Ulamā’ who are Mujtahids in the real sense of the term and have the required expertise and ability of Ijtihād (arriving at a Shari‘ah-based religious solution of problems at the highest conceivable level) can be called 'sin' or 'blameworthy.' For both such differing sides, reward is recorded against their action as based on their respective Ijtihād.

At the time of marching out for Jihād against Banū Quraizah, the Holy Prophet ﷺ handed over the Muslim flag to Sayyidnā ‘Ali al-Murtadā. Hearing about the coming of the Holy Prophet ﷺ and his noble Ṣaḥābah, the Banū Quraizah decided to shut themselves into their fort. The Islamic army laid a siege around it.

**The Speech of Ka‘b, the Chief of Banū Quraizah**

Ka‘b, the Chief of the tribe of Banū Quraizah who had broken the pledge given to the Holy Prophet ﷺ in favor of a compact with the Confederates, assembled his people together, told them about the delicate situation and presented three possible solutions of the problem:

"To begin with, the first option is that you all embrace Islam and follow Muḥammad ﷺ because, and I tell you on oath, you already know that he is in the right and the prophecy of his coming is there in your Torah which you recite. If you were to do this, not only that you will find safety for your life, property and children in this mortal world but also that your Hereafter too will turn out to be good and correct.

The second option is that you start by first killing your women and children with your own hands and then go on to fight and kill them with all power at your command until such time that all of you are also killed in the process.

The third option is that you make a surprise attack on Muslims on the day of Sabbath - for Muslims know that fighting and killing on the day of Sabbath is unlawful in our religion. Therefore, they would not be expecting an attack from our side on that particular day. Now, if we were to launch a sudden attack, it is possible that we may succeed."

After having heard this address of their chief, Ka‘b, his people replied that they will never accept the first option of embracing Islam, because
they did not want to abandon the Torah and start believing in some other Book. As for the second option, what wrong had their women and children done that they go about killing them? As for the third option, it was by itself against the commandment of the Torah and their religion. They could not do that too.

After that, all of them reached an agreement that they would lay down their arms before the Holy Prophet and be ready to accept whatever he decided about them. Present there were some Anṣārī Sahābah belonging to the tribe of Aws. They had an age-old pact with Banū Quraizah. So these Sahābah from the tribe of Aws requested the Holy Prophet that these people may be handed over to them. The Holy Prophet said, "Would you like me to entrust their case with one of your own chiefs?" When they agreed, the Holy Prophet said, "He is your chief, Sa'd Ibn Mu‘ādh. I entrust this matter with him for a judgement." Everyone approved of it.

Sayyidnā Sa’d Ibn Mu‘ādh was fatally wounded during the battle of Khandaq (the Trench) by an arrow. The Holy Prophet had housed him in a tent pegged within the compound of the Masjid so that he could be attended to. According to the order of the Holy Prophet, the verdict on the prisoners from Banū Quraizah was left up to him. The verdict that he gave was that the warring young from them should be killed and women, children and the aged should be treated as prisoners of war which is well-recognized in Islam. This very verdict was enforced. Soon after this verdict, the wound of Sayyidnā Sa’d Ibn Mu‘ādh started bleeding suddenly. Therefrom he died. Allah Ta‘ālā answered both prayers made by him - that there would be no attack from the Quraish against the Holy Prophet in the future, and that the Banū Quraizah would receive the punishment for their treachery which Allah caused to come upon them precisely through him.

Some of those earmarked for killing were set free because of having embraced Islam. ‘Atiyyah al-Qurazi, well-known among the Sahābah, is one of them. Also among them, there was Zubayr Ibn Bātā. His freedom was specially requested from the Holy Prophet by the Sahābī, Sayyidnā Thābit Ibn Qays Ibn Shammās. The reason was that Zubayr Ibn Bātā had done a favour to him during the days of the Jahiliyyah when, in the battle of Bu‘ath, Thābit Ibn Qays had fallen a
prisoner in the hands of Zubayr Ibn Bāţā who had simply cut the locks of his hair on the head and let him go free. He had not killed him.

**Return of favour and national pride: Two unique models**

After having received the order for the release of Zubayr Ibn Bāţā, Sayyidnā Thābit Ibn Qays went to him and said, "I have done it to return your favor you had done to me during the battle of Bu‘āth." Zubayr Ibn Bāţā said, "There is no doubt that one gentleman deals with another gentleman just like that. But, please tell me what for would a man whose entire family is no more there like to stay alive?" When Sayyidnā Thābit Ibn Qays heard this, he presented himself before the Holy Prophet and submitted that the life and honor of his family and children may also be spared. In his grace, he approved of it. When he informed Zubayr Ibn Bāţā about it, he took another step forward saying, "O Thābit, now tell me how a man with a family would stay alive if he is left with nothing to support it?" Sayyidnā Thābit Ibn Qays returned to the Holy Prophet once again and arranged to have whatever wealth or property he had also given back to him. Up to this point, narrated here was the case of the gentleness and gratitude of a true Muslim as demonstrated by Sayyidnā Thābit Ibn Qays.

Now, we can go to have a look at what happened on the other side. When Zubayr Ibn Bāţā was fully satisfied after having earned his freedom and the freedom of his family and children as well as his wealth and property, he asked Sayyidnā Thābit Ibn Qays about the chiefs of the Jewish tribes: "What happened to Ibn Abī al-Ḥuqaqī whose face was like a Chinese mirror?" He said that he was killed. Then, he asked, "What became of the Banū Quraizah chiefs, Ka‘b Ibn Quraizah and ‘Amr Ibn Quraizah?" He told him that they too were killed. Then he asked about another two groups. In response, he was informed that all of them were killed.

Hearing this, Zubayr Ibn Bāţā said to Sayyidnā Thābit Ibn Qays, "You have returned the favor done to you and you have fulfilled your responsibility as due. But, I am not going to rehabilitate myself on my property after they are no more. Include me among them." He meant that he too should be killed. Sayyidnā Thābit Ibn Qays refused to kill him. After that, it was on his insistence that some other Muslim killed him. (Qurṭubī)
This was the national pride or sense of communal shame demonstrated by a disbeliever, a kafir who, even after having been given everything back, did not like to continue living without his companions. Here we have two models of conduct demonstrated by a believer and a disbeliever, a mu'min and a kafir. Both belong to significant historical record. This victory against Banū Quraizah had taken place in the fifth year of Hijrah towards the end of the month of Dhulqā'dah and the beginning of Dhul-Ḥijjah. (Qurtubi)

A special note of caution

That the battle of al-Ĥṣāb and Banū Quraizah have been taken up here in a somewhat detailed manner is because of two factors. (1) First of all, the Qur'ān has itself opted to describe it in details spread over two sections. (2) Then, there is another reason for it. These events carry many instructions about different departments of life and they also spell out many clear miracles and lessons. These have been highlighted in the text of the present commentary under bold headings. Once we come to know the whole event, the translation of the meanings of the verses given above under the Arabic text, along with the footnotes, would become easier to understand. There are a few things that should, however, be taken note of:

Firstly, mention has been made of extreme hardships faced by Muslims in this battle. One state of the anxiety of believers has been pointed to in the words: نَطَفْتُونَ بِاللَّهِ الْطَفْسُنَا (and you were thinking about Allah all sorts of thoughts. - 10) These thoughts refer to scruples that emerge in one's heart beyond his control at the time of acute anxiety under which one may feel death as near with no hope of deliverance left, or at other occasions like that. Such non-voluntary apprehensions and scruples are neither contradictory of the perfection of 'Imān (faith) nor that of one's nearness to Allah (wilāyah). Nevertheless, they do point out to the extent of the severity of distress and anxiety under which scruples had started creeping into the hearts of even the noble Ṣaḥābah who, otherwise, were virtual mountains of fortitude.

The second state mentioned here is that of the hypocrites for they had started saying that the promises of Allah and His Rasūl were a web of deception: إِذْ يَفْجَوْرُ الْمُنْتَقِفُونَ وَالذِّينَ فِي قُلُوبِهِمْ مَرْضٌ مَا وَعَدَنَا اللَّهُ وَرَسُولُهُ إِلَّا غَفُورٌ (And (remember) when the hypocrites and those having malady in their hearts...
were saying, "Allah and His messenger did not promise us but deceitfully; -12). This was an externalized demonstration of their inner disbelief. Onward from here, mention has been made of two groups of hypocrites who were practically a part of the Jihad effort along with Muslims, though outwardly only. One of the two groups started running without any permission saying: (And when a group of them said, "O people of Yathrib (Madinah), there is no place for you to stay; so go back. -13" And the other group requested the permission of the Holy Prophet to go back on the basis of false excuses. Their conduct has been mentioned as: (And a group of them was seeking permission (to leave) from the prophet, saying, "In fact our homes are vulnerable," while they were not vulnerable - 13). Thus, the Qur'an exposed the hollowness of their excuses as a pack of lies. The truth of the matter was no more than that they intended to run from the battlefront: (They wanted nothing but to escape - 13). Taken up in the next several verses is their mischief-making and enmity with Muslims following which their sad end has been pointed out.

After that, the text mentions sincere believers and praises their firmness and fortitude. In the same connection, there comes a strong assertion of the need to obey and follow the Holy Prophet almost in the form of a legal rule of conduct: (There is indeed a good model for you in the Messenger of Allah - 21). From here it stands proved that all sayings and doings of the Holy Prophet have to be followed. But, the Shari'ah authorities have explained the rule about the different degrees of following required from a Muslim. The rule is that any act or omission of the Holy Prophet proved to have been done as an obligation would have to be obeyed and followed as wājib (obligatory, necessary). And any act or omission on his part that is proved to have been done as a preferable conduct (istihbāb) and not as an obligatory one, should be followed by us too as a commendable (mustahab) conduct and not as a necessary obligation. This, in other words, means that its contravention will not be declared to be a sin. (For a detailed discussion, see al-Jassas in Aḥkām ul-Qur'ān)

The last three (25-27) of the cited verses refer to the event relating to Banū Quraiṣah. In verse 26: it was said that Allah Ta'ālā had, by putting the awe of the Holy Prophet
and his Muslim followers into the hearts of the people of the Book who had helped the Confederate forces, made them come down from their strong fortresses and had thus made Muslims the inheritors of their properties, homes and areas of concentration.

In the last verse (27), good news of future victories has been given. Gone is the time when disbelievers attacked. Now the cycle of Muslim victories will begin and they will come to be on lands their feet have not touched yet. And this prophecy unfolded itself during the tenure of the noble Saḥābah and everyone witnessed the spectacle of great empires ruled by Cyrus and Caesar come under them. And Allah does what He wills.

Verses 28 - 34
O prophet, say to your wives, "If you intend (to have the pleasure of) worldly life and its charm, then come on, and I shall give you some stuff, and release you in a handsome fashion. [28] and if you intend (to gain the pleasure of) Allah and His messenger and (the betterment of) the Hereafter, then, Allah has prepared a great reward for those of you who do good". [29] O wives of the Prophet, whoever from among you will commit a clearly shameful act, the punishment will be doubled for her. And it is easy for Allah to do so. [30] And whoever of you stays obedient to Allah and His messenger, and acts righteously, We shall give her twice her reward, and We have prepared for her a prestigious provision. [31] O wives of the prophet, you are not like any other women, if you observe taqwā. So, do not be too soft in your speech, lest someone having disease in his heart should develop fancies (about you); and do speak with appropriate words. [32] And remain in your homes, and do not display (your) beauty as it used to be displayed in the days of earlier ignorance. And establish ṣalāh, and pay zakāh, and obey Allah and His messenger. Allah only intends to keep (all sorts of) filth away from you, O members of the family (of the prophet), and to make you pure through a perfect purification. [33] And be mindful of Allah's verses and the wisdom that is recited in your homes. Surely, Allah is All-Kind, All-Aware. [34]

Commentary

Out of the objectives of this Sūrah, the most important is the stress placed on avoiding everything that may cause pain to the Holy Prophet ﷺ. In addition to that, there is a reiteration of instructions to obey him and seek his pleasure. Mentioned in connection with the event of the battle of al-Ahzāb appearing immediately earlier was the pain caused to the Holy Prophet ﷺ at the hands of the disbelievers and hypocrites. Along with it, also mentioned there was their ultimate disgrace and the victory and success that came to the Holy Prophet ﷺ on every occasion. Also praised there were sincere believers who sacrificed what they had at the instance of the Holy Prophet ﷺ and it was said that they would have high ranks in the Hereafter.

In the verses cited above, the blessed wives of the Holy Prophet ﷺ have been particularly taught to be careful that no word or deed that
issues forth from them goes on to cause pain to him. And this is possible only when they devote themselves and become totally obedient to Allah and His Messenger. Some injunctions in this connection have been given by addressing the blessed wives directly.

As for giving the choice of the taking of divorce to the blessed wives in the initial verses, it is limited to one or some incidents that came from the side of the blessed wives. These were contrary to the intent of the Holy Prophet which caused pain to him.

One of these incidents is reported from Sayyidna Jābir and appears in the Şahîh of Muslim and elsewhere as well. It is said there that the blessed wives got together and asked the Holy Prophet that their sustenance allowance should be increased. Abū Ḥayyān explains it in Taṣīr al-Bahr ul-Muḥīt by saying that the victories of Banū Naḍīr and Banū Quraiṣah after the battle of al-Ĥzāb coupled with the distribution of spoils had generated a certain improved economic well-being among common Muslims. At that time, the blessed wives thought the Holy Prophet would have also set aside a share for himself in the spoils. Therefore, they appealed to him jointly saying, "Yā Rasulallah, these wives of Cyrus and Caesar are laden with all sorts of valuable ornaments and dresses and have maids appointed to serve them while you see how hungry and ill-clad we are. Therefore, some liberal treatment in our case seems to be in order now."

When the Holy Prophet heard this demand from the blessed wives that they should be treated at par with the life styles of kings and the worldly-wise rich, he was grieved about how much they had missed to appreciate the worth and value of living in the home of a prophet of Allah. On their part, the blessed wives never thought that their submission would cause pain to him. It was simply because of the well-being of common Muslims around them that they had also thought of the same for themselves. Abū Ḥayyān says that the description of this incident after the battle of al-Ĥzāb also supports the likelihood that this very demand of the wives became the cause of the choice of divorce given to them. According to some Ḥadîth narratives, following the event of having a honey drink while at the home of Sayyidah Zainab which will appear in detail later under the commentary on Sūrah At-Taḥrîm, 66:1-5, in Mā'ariful-Qur'ān, Volume VIII - a situation created by the mutual
sense of importance among the blessed wives became the cause of this choice of divorce. If both of these happened close in time to each other, then, it is also not remote to believe that they both could be the cause. But, the words of the Verse of Choice\(^{(1)}\) are more supportive of the understanding that some financial demand had become its cause - for it was said in this verse: (If you intend (to have the pleasure of) worldly life and its charm - 28).

This verse gave all blessed wives of the Holy Prophet the choice to either accept to continue living with him as their husband in the condition he is in (that is, in his straightened economic condition), or become free from him through divorce. If they were to take the first option, they will deserve greater reward and higher ranks in the Hereafter as compared to other women. And if they were to take the second option, that is, taking a divorce, they will not have to face any displeasure as customary with worldly people. In fact, they would be given a send-off with honor, and parting gifts in accordance with Sunnah.

Tirmidhi reports from Umm al-Mu'minīn Sayyidah 'A'ishah, "When this verse of choice was revealed, the Holy Prophet disclosed it to me before any other wife. Before reciting the verse, he said: I am going to tell you something. But, you do not have to make haste in giving your response. You should rather consult your parents and then respond. Sayyidah 'A'ishah says, "This was his special favour to me that he prohibited me from expressing my opinion without having consulted my parents first, because he was certain that my parents would never advise me to opt for separation from the Holy Prophet. When I heard this verse, I immediately submitted before him, "Do I have to go and consult my parents in this matter? As for me, I choose Allah and His Messenger and the Home of the Hereafter." Then, after me, this command of the Qur'ān was announced to all blessed wives. All of them said what I had said first (that is, none of them elected to have worldly affluence against the honor of being the wives of the Holy Prophet)." (Tirmidhi said: This Ḥadīth is Hasan Šahīh).

\(^{(1)}\) The 'Verse of Choice' is the title of the verse 29 cited above where the blessed wives of the Holy Prophet are given a choice either to seek divorce from him or to remain with him, seeking the pleasure of Allah and His Messenger.
Special Note

Choice of Divorce can be given to a woman in two different forms: (1) That the power of divorce is entrusted with the woman, that is, if she wishes, she can divorce herself and become free. (2) That the power of giving divorce, though, remains in the hands of the husband, yet the husband gives her a promise that when she will wish, he will divorce her. (In the first case, as soon as the wife opts for divorce, she becomes divorced automatically without any act on the part of the husband. But in the latter case, divorce is not effected merely by the woman opting for it unless the husband divorces her.

In the case of the cited verse (28), some commentators are of the view that the choice given to the wives of the Holy Prophet was of the first form, while others have maintained that it was of the second form. The esteemed author of Bayān ul-Qur'ān has commented that the verse has both probabilities. Until one of the two stands determined on the authority of some definitive text, there is no need to determine any form on one's own.'

Ruling

This verse (28) tells us when there is no congruity between the temperaments of the married couple, the desirable approach is to give the wife the option to live with the husband while being content with whatever state he is in, otherwise, she should be allowed to leave honorably according to Sunnah with divorce and gift of pairs of apparel.

In this case, what can be proved from the cited verse (28) is its desirability only. There is no proof to support its obligation. Some leading Muslim jurists have argued in favour of the obligatory nature of this verse and, on the same basis, they have given the wife of a penniless man, who is incapable of providing living expenses for her, the right to secure a divorce from the court. Full details of this issue have been given in Aḥkām ul-Qur'ān, Part V, under this very verse.¹

The particular position of the blessed wives and the rationale of hard restrictions placed on them

بينساء النبي من يأت من كل فاحشة نبيه يضعف لها العذاب من ضعفيهن وكأن

(1). This work in Arabic is available from Maktaba-e-Darul-'Uloom, the publishers of the present Tafsir]
O wives of the Prophet, whoever from among you will commit a clearly shameful act, the punishment will be doubled for her. And it is easy for Allah to do so. [30] And whoever of you stays obedient to Allah and His messenger, and acts righteously, We shall give her twice her reward, and We have prepared for her a prestigious provision. [31]

From the above verses we notice that the Qur'an mentions therein a particular position of the blessed wives: If they were to commit some sin, they will have to face a punishment which will be twice that of other women. In other words, one sin committed by them will be made to stand for two. Similarly, if they did good deeds, the reward given to them will also be twice that of other women - that is, one good deed done by them will stand for two.

In a way, this verse is a recompense of what the blessed wives did at the time of the revelation of the Verse of Choice whereupon they chose to remain wedded to the Holy Prophet and sacrificed whatever material benefits there were in doing otherwise. In return for this, Allah Ta'ālā gave one good deed done by them the status of two. As for the two-fold punishment in the event of some sin from them, that too came to be because of their special superiority and distinctive gentleness and because it stands proved both rationally and textually that Divine punishment for heedlessness and rebellion does increase in proportion to the honor and regard in which one is held.

Certainly great are the blessings of Allah Ta'ālā upon the blessed wives. Allah Ta'ālā chose them to be the wives of His Rasūl. The Divine Revelation kept descending in their homes. Under such arrangements, is it not that the least error or shortcoming on their part would be nothing but big? And if, pain is caused to the Holy Prophet at the hands of others, then, it would be far more severe in effect that some such occasion of pain or discomfort issues forth from their side. The very words of the Qur'an: وَادْعُوْنَهُ مَّا يَدْعُوْنَ فِي بَيْتِكُنَّ (And be mindful of Allah's verses and the wisdom that is recited in your homes) appearing in verse 34 point out to this reason.
Special Note

Looked at in terms of the Muslim community at large, this distinction of the blessed wives - that they receive a two-fold reward of their deed - does not make it necessary that no individual or group is not to be blessed with a two-fold reward for some distinction of theirs. For example, there is the case of those from among the people of the Book who embraced Islam. About them, it was said in the Qur'an: (Such people will be given their reward twice - al-Qaṣṣ, 28:54).

In the blessed letter the Holy Prophet ﷺ wrote to the Byzantine Emperor, it was because of this Qur'anic statement that he particularly wrote: (you will be given your reward twice by Allah). As for the clarification of 'giving a reward twice' to the people of the Book who embrace Islam, it is already present in the Qur'an. Then, there is yet another Hadith where a similar two-fold reward has been mentioned for three persons. Details about it appear in the commentary on Sūrah al-Qaṣṣ under the verse: (will be given their reward twice - 28:54) in Volume VI of Tafsīr Mā'ariful-Qur'an.

The reward for the good deed of an 'Alim exceeds that of others, and the punishment of his sin too

In Aḥkām ul-Qur'an, Imām Abū Bakr al-Jaṣṣāṣ has said: The reason for which Allah Ta'ālā has declared the reward of the good deed of the blessed wives to be two-fold and the punishment of their disobedience also to be two-fold - i.e. their being the special recipients of the prophetic knowledge and Divine revelation--- is also present there in the case of Muslim religious scholars (the 'ulamā' of din). Therefore, an 'Alim (Muslim religious scholar) whose practice is in accord with his 'ilm (knowledge) will find the reward of that deed of his to be more than others. And if he were to commit some sin, the punishment too will be more than others.

The word: (fāḥishah) appearing in: - 30) is used in the Arabic language for acts of shame as well as for disobedience and sin in an absolute sense. This word has been used in the Qur'an at many places. In this verse, this word cannot be taken to mean acts of shame because Allah Ta'ālā has kept the wives of all His prophets immune from this serious fault. None of the wives of the blessed prophets has ever committed any act of this nature. The wives of Sayyidnā Lūṭ and
Sayyidnā Nūḥ عليه السلام deviated from the faith preached by them, rebelled, and were punished for it. But, none of them was ever charged of committing an act of shame. As for the blessed wives of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, there was absolutely no probability that any such act of immodesty will ever issue forth from them. Therefore, the word: fāḥishah in this verse means common sins or the causing of pain and discomfort to the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Then the word: مبّيّن (mubayyinah: open, clear, manifest) used here along with فاجّنة is an evidence in support, because acts of shamelessness are not 'mubayyinah' (clear, manifest) anywhere. That takes place secretly. So, the expression: مبّيّنة فاجّنة (clearly shameful act) means common sins, or the causing of pain to the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Out of the Tafsīr authorities, Muqātil Ibn Sulaimān has declared that the sense of 'shameful act' in this verse is either disobeying the Holy Prophet ﷺ or demanding something from him the fulfillment of which is hard on him. (Reported by al-Baihaqī in As-Sunan)

It will be noticed that the two-fold punishment has been identified by the Qur’ān only with 'clearly shameful act'. But, for the two-fold reward, it has imposed several restrictions, as in: وَمَنْ يَكُونُ مِنْكُمْ لِلَّهِ وَرَسُولِهِ وَيَتَّمْ صَالِحَةٌ تُؤْتُوهَا أَجْرَهَا مَرْتَنِينَ (And whoever of you stays obedient to Allah and His messenger, and acts righteously, We shall give her twice her reward-- 31). Here, qunūt, that is, staying obedience to Allah and His Messenger is a condition. Then, acting righteously is yet another condition. The reason is that reward comes only when obedience is perfect while, for punishment, even a single sin is enough.

Special Instructions given to the Blessed Wives

Before we describe these instructions in details as they appear from the next verse: نُشَاةُ النِّسَاءِ لَسْتُنَّ كَأَحَدٌ مِنْ النِّسَاءِ إِنَّ الْقَدْسَةَ قَالَ تَحْصَعُنَّ بِالْقُوْلِ (O wives of the prophet, you are not like any other women, if you observe taqwā. So, do not be too soft in your speech ... 32), it will be useful to recollect that, in the previous verses, the blessed wives have been restrained from placing demands before the Holy Prophet ﷺ, the fulfillment of which will be hard on him, or those which may be inappropriate in view of his high prophetic station. And once they have chosen to live in that arrangement, their status was raised higher than other women to the extent that one deed done by them was made to stand for two. Now, in and onwards from verse 32, they have been given some instructions in order to correct and
groom their conduct as appropriate for wives living with the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Though, all these instructions are not restricted to the blessed wives in particular, in fact, virtually all Muslim women are obligated to observe these. But, at this place, the blessed wives have been addressed specially to bring it to their attention that they should make it a point to observe these rules of conduct that apply to all Muslim women as incumbent and obligatory - more avidly as compared to others. It is this kind of particularity that is meant by the expression: لَسْتُنِّ كَأَحَدٍ مِّنِّ الْيَسَاءَ (you are not like any other women - 32).

**Are the blessed wives superior to all women of the world?**

The arrangement of these words in the verse seems to obviously suggest that the blessed wives رضي الله عنهن are superior to the women of the whole world. But, in the verse of the Qurʾān about Sayyidah Maryam ﷺ, it has been said: إن اللهَ اصْطَفَىْكَ وَلَعَظَّكَ وَأَصْطَفَىْكَ عَلَى نُسَاءِ الْعَلِيمِينَ (Allah has chosen you and purified you and chosen you over the women of all the worlds - Ṭālī', 3:42). This proves the superiority of Sayyidah Maryam over the women of all the worlds. Then, there is the Ḥadīth of Sayyidnā Anas in Tirmidhī where the Holy Prophet ﷺ has been reported to have said, 'Sufficient for you (to hold in esteem) out of all women are: Maryam daughter of 'Imrān, Khadijah daughter of Khuwailid (Ummul- Muʿminîn), Fātimah daughter of Muḥammad ﷺ and 'Āsiyah wife of the Pharaoh.' In this Ḥadīth, three other women along with Sayyidah Maryam have been identified as superior to women of all the worlds.

Therefore, the superiority or precedence of the blessed wives described in this verse occurs here in its special status, that is, the status of their being the wives and women of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, the status in which they are doubtlessly superior to women of all the worlds. However, it does not prove the kind of universally absolute superiority which may be counter to other nusus (textual authority). (Maẓhari)

Soon after the opening sentence of verse 32: لَسْتُنِّ كَأَحَدٍ مِّنِّ الْيَسَاءَ (you are not like any other woman), there appears the condition of: إن أَقَفَيْتُمْ (if you observe Taqwā). This condition refers to the superiority they have been blessed with by Allah Taʿālā because of their being women and wives of the Prophet ﷺ. The purpose thereby is to caution them against relying solely on this relationship of theirs with the Prophet ﷺ that they are,
after all, the wives of the Messenger of Allah. Instead of that, this superiority is based on the condition that they observe Taqwā and obey Divine injunctions. (Qurtubī and Maţhari)

After that, some instructions have been given to the blessed wives رضي الله عنهم:

The First Instruction

It relates to restrictions on the modality of voice and speech as part of the rules of hijāb or pardah applicable to women and begins with the words: فَلَا تَخْصَعِينَ بِالْغُرُوْبِ (so do not be too soft in your speech- 32). It means, even if there be the need to talk to someone who is not a mahram from behind a screen (or something else obstructing the view), even then, while speaking, effort should be made to avoid the delicacy and grace in diction naturally present in the voice of women. The delicacy and grace mentioned here refer to a certain level of softness which might make some inclination rise in the heart of the addressee as stated immediately after: فَقَبْطُمْلَ الدِّينَ فِي قَلِبِهِ مَرْضٌ وَقَدْ لَنْ فُؤُورًا (lest someone having disease in his heart should develop fancies (about you); and do speak with appropriate words. - 32) The sense is that one should not talk softly in a manner that would cause temptation and tilt in a person who already has some disease in his heart. Disease means hypocrisy, or its offshoots. That a real hypocrite will be so tempted is all too obvious. But, a person who, despite being a sincere believer, inclines towards something unlawful may not be a hypocrite but weak in faith he certainly is. And this weakness in faith which makes one tilt towards the unlawful is really nothing but an offshoot of hypocrisy. With faith being pure and having not the least element of hypocrisy in it, no one can ever tilt towards what is harām, unlawful. (Maţhari)

In essence, the aim of the first instruction is to empower women to achieve the high station of self-protection from non-Maţram men through personal avoidance and legal hijāb so that they do not go even near a non-Maţram weak in faith lest some temptation or tilt creeps into his heart. A detailed discussion of the hijāb of women will appear within this Sūrah under the verses that follow. Being given at this point is simply an explanation of what has appeared here as part of the special instructions for the blessed wives. So, once the noble mothers of the believers had heard the instruction about speech or address, some of them were so alerted that they, while talking to a non-Maţram male after the
revelation of this verse, used to put their hand over their mouth so that their voice would change. Therefore, it appears in a Ḥadīth of Sayyidnā ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As: 

\textit{إِنَّ الْفَتَّاهَ يَصَلِّي اللَّهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمُ نَهَى أن يُتَكَرَّمَ الْفَتَّاهُ إِلَّا بِأَوْرَاجِهِنَّ (The Holy Prophet Ṣallallāhu ʿAlaihi wa-Sallam had prohibited that women talk without the permission of their spouses)} ( Reported by at-Ṭabarānī with 'good' chain of authority, Maẓhari)

**Ruling**

At least this much stands proved from this verse, and from the Ḥadīth quoted above, that the voice of a woman is not included under 

\textit{satr}, that is, under what must be concealed. But, a precautionary restriction has been placed here too. Then, consideration has also been given in religious injunctions and acts of worship that women do not talk at a high pitch that could be heard by men. If the Imām makes a mistake, those following him in the congregation are duty-bound to interrupt and correct him verbally. But, women have been taught that, instead of correcting the Imām verbally, they should simply clap by striking one hand over the back of the other so that the Imām is alerted. They have to say nothing verbally.

**The Second Instruction**

This concerns the observance of full \textit{ḥijāb} ( purdah or veil). It was said: 

\textit{وَقَرَّنُ فِي نُورِكُنَّ وَلَا تَبَرِّجِنَّ نِيرَجَ إِلَّا الْجَاهِلِيَّةِ الأُولَى} (And remain in your homes, and do not display (your) beauty as it used to be displayed in the days of earlier ignorance - 33). Here, the expression: 

\textit{الْجَاهِلِيَّةِ الأُولَى} (the days of earlier ignorance ) means the Jahiliyyah which prevailed in the world before the advent of Islam. Embedded in this expression is the hint that later than it there is to come yet another Jahiliyyah, a period of another ignorance in which a similar display of immodesty and disregard for proper covering of bodies would become rampant. That, probably, is the Jahiliyyah of modern times, something visible everywhere.

In this verse, the essential injunction about \textit{ḥijāb} is that women stay at home (that is, do not go out without the need as admissible in the Shari'ah). Along with it, it was also said that they should not go out moving around in public without \textit{ḥijāb}, as it used to be the wont of women in the earlier period of Jahiliyyah. The word: 

\textit{تَبَرِّجُ} (tabarruj) essentially means manifestation or display and, at this place, it means the display of personal embellishment before non-Mahram men - as it appears
in another verse: غیر متصرفیت بی‌پریشیت (not displaying embellishment - An-Nur, 24:60).

As said earlier, a full discussion of the hijab or pardah of women and the injunctions related with it will follow within this Sūrah. Our present comments shall remain restricted to the explanation of the cited verse. The verse tells us two things about hijab:

(1) For women, the real thing desirable with Allah is that they should not go out of their homes. Their creation is an answer to whatever needs to be done at home. Let them stay involved in it. As for the real hijab desirable in the Sharī'ah, it is a hijab that stands achieved by their staying at home, that is, the home becomes their veil or cover (حجاب باللبیوت: al-hijab-bil-biyut).

(2) The other thing it tells us is: If a woman has to go out of the home to take care of some need, let her not go out with any display of embellishment. Instead, she should wear what covers her whole body, a burqa', or jilbāb (women's gown, garment or cloak) - as in the verse of this very Sūrah Al-Ahzāb: یذینین علیههن من خلبیههن (bring down over themselves part of their outer garments - 33:59), the details about which shall appear later, insha'Allah Ta'ālā.

Occasions of need have been exempted from the obligation of 'staying in homes.'

In the opening sentence of verse 33: (And remain in your homes), staying in homes was made obligatory (wājib) which apparently purports that it should be absolutely prohibited and harām for a woman to go out of her home, but verse has, at the first place, already indicated through the use of the words: وَلا تَزْجَحِينَ (And do not display your beauty) within this verse that going out as needed is not prohibited in an absolute sense. Instead, what is prohibited is going out in a manner which displays embellishment. Then, there is the injunction of: یذینین علیههن من خلبیههن (bring down over themselves part of their outer garments - 33:59) to appear later in Sūrah Al-Ahzāb. This injunction is itself telling us that to a certain degree women do have the permission to go out of the home, of course on condition that they go out in hijāb wearing an outer garment like burqa' etc.

In addition to that, the Holy Prophet ﷺ has himself clarified that
occasions of need are exempt from this injunction, as in a Ḥadīth where, while addressing the blessed wives, he is reported to have said: 

\[ 
\text{قُدْ أَذَّنَ لَكُنَّ أَنَّكُنَّ لِحَاجِجٍ مُّفْتَرَجِينَ}  
\] (You are permitted to go out for your needs - reported by Muslim). Then, the conduct of the Holy Prophet ﷺ after the revelation of the verse of ḥijāb proves that women have the permission to go out of homes on occasions of need, as the going of the blessed wives with the Holy Prophet ﷺ for Ḥajj and ‘Umrah stands confirmed on the authority of sound and authentic Ḥadīth. Similarly, their going with him in many battles stands proved. Then, there are many narrations of Ḥadīth which also prove that the blessed wives رضي الله عنها used to go out of their homes to visit their parents, did their duty by calling on the sick among relatives and offering condolence on the death of someone among them. And during the blessed time of the Prophet ﷺ, they also had the permission to go to the Masajid.

And not only that it happened in the company of the Holy Prophet ﷺ or in his time alone, but even after his passing away, it is a confirmed fact that the all his blessed wives went for Ḥajj and ‘Umrah - with the exception of Sayyidah Saudah رضي الله عنها and Sayyidah Zainab bint Jaḥš رضي الله عنها etc. No reproach or disapproval (nakāʾir) thereupon has been reported from any of the noble Sahābah. In fact, Sayyidnā ‘Umar ﷺ sent the blessed wives of the Messenger of Allah for Ḥajj under arrangements specially made for them - he sent Sayyidnā ‘Uthmān al-Ghani and Sayyidnā ‘Abd ur-Rahmān Ibn al-‘Awf with them to supervise and manage their pilgrimage. And as for the incidence of Ummul-Muʾminin Sayyidah Saudah and Sayyidah Zainab bint Jaḥš رضي الله عنها not going for Ḥajj and ‘Umrah after the passing away of the noble Prophet ﷺ, it was not on the basis of this verse, instead, it was on the basis of a Ḥadīth. That is, when on the occasion of the Last Ḥajj (Ḥajjatul-Wadaaʾ), the Holy Prophet ﷺ helped his blessed wives perform their Ḥajj with him personally, the remark that he made on return was: 

\[ 
\text{هَذِهُ ظُروُمُ ٱلسَّحْرُ}  
\] (This is it. After that, should stick to the mats at home). The first word: 

\[ 
\text{هَذِهُ} (ḥādhiḥī: translated here as 'this is it') refers to this very Ḥajj and 
\]  

\[ 
\text{حَصْرُ (ḥuṣur)} \] is the plural form of 

\[ 
\text{حَاشِرٌ (hašṭir)} \] which means a mat (of straw, a modest version of other floor spreads such as rug, carpet, daree etc.). In essence, the Ḥadīth is saying: Your going out for this alone is done. After that, you stick to the mats of your homes necessarily
having to part therefrom. Sayyidah Saudah bint Zam'ah and Sayyidah Zainab bint Ja'hsh took this Hadith to mean: 'Your going out was permissible for this very Last Hajj. Beyond that, it is not.' The other blessed wives - including a jurist of the class of Sayyidah 'A'ishah - unanimously interpreted these words of the Holy Prophet to mean that 'your going out of your homes is permissible for this kind of journey which aims at performing a recognized act of worship, otherwise you should stay at home' In gist, from the sense of the verse: (And remain in your homes - 33) - as supported by the indicators of the Qur'an, the practice of the Holy Prophet and the consensus of the noble Sahabah - occasions of need are exempted which include religious obligations of Hajj and 'Umrah, taking care of the natural duties towards parents, visiting Mahram relatives in health and sickness and attending to other requirements of this nature. Similarly, if a woman has no arrangement for her living expenses, then, it is also permissible for her to go out in hijab in order to earn an honorable living. However, going out on occasions of need is subject to the condition that one does not go out to display personal embellishment. Instead, one should go out properly covered with burqa' or jilbab (full mantle or chadar).

The offensive lapses of the Rawafid about the journey of Ummul-Mu'minin Sayyidah 'A'ishah to Basrah and the event of the battle of Jamal:

It has been made amply clear in the previous paragraph that the sense of the imperative of 'remain in your homes' (33) as proved from the very indicators, rather, expressions of the Qur'an, as well as from the practice of the Holy Prophet and after him from the consensus of the noble Sahabah, it is confirmed that occasions of need are exempt from it - which includes going for religious needs of Hajj and 'Umrah etc. Sayyidah 'A'ishah along with Sayyidah Umm Salamah and Sayyidah Safiyyah, may Allah be pleased with all of them, had gone for Hajj. There they heard about the martyrdom of Sayyidnä 'Uthmän and about the incidents of rebellion against him. They were intensely grieved. The apprehension of an ill-omened disorder counter to unity among Muslims was weighing heavy on their minds. Under these circumstances, Sayyidnä Talhah, Zubair, Nu'män Ibn Bashîr, Ka'b Ibn...
'Ujrah and some other noble Sahabah escaped from Madinah and reached Makkah al-Mu'azzamah because the killers of Sayyidnā 'Uthmān wanted to kill them too. These people were not with the rebels. In fact, they had tried to dissuade them from acting in that manner. So, as they were after them as well, these people saved their lives by escaping to Makkah al-Mu'azzamah. Once there, they presented themselves before Ummul-Mu'minin Sayyidah 'A'ishah and sought her good counsel. She advised them not to go to Madinah until such time the rebels are gathered around Sayyidnā 'Alī and he is exercising restraint against taking Qisāṣ (retaliation) from them, lest the situation is aggravated further. In this situation, they should go to live for a few days at a place where they find themselves safe and the Amīr al-Mu'minin succeeds in controlling the law and order situation in Madinah. As for making whatever efforts they can, the best they can do is to try that these people converged around the Amīr al-Mu'minin get scattered and he is enabled to exercise his authority to exact Qisāṣ (retaliation) or revenge from them.

To this, they agreed and thought of leaving for Basrah because at that time Muslim forces were converged there. Once their plan to go was firm, they also requested Ummul-Mu'minin Sayyidah 'A'ishah to stay at Basrah along with them until such time that the government resumes its normal function.

And the fact of the power and dominance of the killers of Sayyidnā 'Uthmān, as well as of the leaders of disorder, and the lack of Sayyidnā 'Alī's power to enforce the Islamic legal punishment against them is something clearly proven from the report of Nahjul-Balāghah itself. It should be borne in mind that Nahjul-Balāghah is regarded to be authentic by Shiites. It appears in Nahjul-Balāghah: 'To the noble Amīr (Amīr al-Mu'minin Sayyidnā 'Alī), some of his companions and colleagues themselves said: If you punish the people who attacked 'Uthmān, it will be better. Thereupon, the noble Amīr said: My brother, I am not unaware of this thing you are talking about. But, how can this be done when these very people are there all over Madinah - and your slaves and the Bedouins of the adjoining areas have also joined

(1) Nahjul-Balāghah is a compilation of the lectures of Sayyidnā 'Alī held by the Shiites as authentic.
them. If, under these circumstances, I were to issue the orders for their punishment, how would these be implemented?

On one side, Sayyidah 'A'ishah realized the helplessness of Sayyidnā ‘Alī in this matter while, on the other, she also knew that the hearts of Muslims were wounded in the face of the shahadah of Sayyidnā ‘Uthmān. Moreover, the delay in taking the due revenge from his killers on the part of Sayyidnā ‘Alī was being watched as his helplessness while the killers of Sayyidnā ‘Uthmān also used to participate in the meetings of the Amīr al-Mu’mīnīn. People who were not aware of his helplessness had found their reason for complaint against him as well. It was possible that this kind of complaint may trigger some other trial. Therefore, it was to exhort people to observe patience, to strengthen the hands of Amīr al-Mu’mīnīn for the purpose of stabilizing the rule of law in the state, to remove mutual complaints and to achieve the objective of making things work better among people that Sayyidah ‘A’ishah decided to embark on the journey to Basrah. In this journey, her Mahram nephew, Sayyidnā ‘Abdullah Ibn Zubair and others were with her. She had herself stated the purpose of this journey before Sayyidnā Qa‘qā‘ as it would appear later. And it is also obvious that the mission of conciliation and betterment among believers at the time of such a terrible trial was really a significant religious service. If, for this purpose, the Ummul-Mu’mīnīn took to the journey of Baṣrā and while accompanied by her Mahrams and seated in a metal-framed camel litter, why would the Shiites and Rawāfiḍ raise such a dust storm about it and say that the Ummul-Mu’mīnīn contravened the injunctions of the Qur’ān? What justification is there for it?

Later on the war-like situation, created by the mischief of the hypocrites and the agent provocateurs of disorder, was something even the thought of which had never crossed the mind of Sayyidah ‘A’ishah. For the explanation of this verse, this much is enough. Onwards from here, this is not the occasion for going into the details of the event of the battle of Jamal. But, in order to make the reality clear in brief, a few lines follow.

Circumstances that one confronts in this world at the time of mutual discord simply cannot be neglected by people of insight and experience. The same circumstances developed here too when the journey of Baṣrāh
undertaken by Sayyidah ‘A’ishah رضي الله عنها in the company of the noble Sahabah who had come from Madinah was reported before Sayyidnā ‘Ali رضي الله عنه in a totally deformed manner by the hypocrites and the manipulators of disorder. The version they gave to him was that all those people were going to Basrah to join up with forces stationed there and from where they would come out to confront him. If he was the Amir of the time, they instigated, it was his duty to preempt this threat and stop them by going to where they were, lest the danger increases any further. There were noble Sahabah of the stature of Sayyidnā Hasan and Husain, ‘Abdullāh Ibn Ja’far and ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Abbās who even differed with this line of action. The advice they gave was that he should not throw his forces against them until such time that he had the correct assessment of the prevailing situation before him. But, the majority present there was of those who had tendered the first option. Sayyidnā ‘Alī رضي الله عنه, also tilting towards the same option, came out with the armed forces, and along with him, came these wicked votaries of disorder and rebellion.

When these gentlemen reached the environs of Basrah, they sent Sayyidnā Qa’qā’ رضي الله عنها to Ummul-Mu’minin Sayyidah ‘A’ishah رضي الله عنها to find out the circumstances of her visit. They asked her, ‘O Mother of the Believers, what was the reason that brought you here?’ Sayyidah ‘A’ishah said, ‘اِنَّ اِلْبِنَّاءَ الْإِسْلاَمِيَّ بَينَ النَّاسِ (My dear son, [I am here to seek nothing but] the betterment of relations between people)’. Then, she also called Sayyidnā Ṭalḥah and Sayyidnā Zubair رضي الله عنهم in this meeting with Sayyidnā Qa’qā’ رضي الله عنها. He asked them, ‘What do you want?’ They submitted, ‘We want nothing but that the Islamic legal punishment be enforced against the killers of ‘Uthmān رضي الله عنه.’ In response, Sayyidnā Qa’qā’ رضي الله عنها explained by saying, ‘This thing cannot be done until Muslim forces are organized and firmly established. Therefore, at this time, it is necessary that you take to a stance of conciliation.’

These blessed souls submitted to the advice. Sayyidnā Qa’qā’ رضي الله عنها went to Sayyidnā ‘Alī رضي الله عنه and told him about it. He too was very pleased, and satisfied. Everyone decided to go back. For three days, they stayed on the camping grounds in a state that no one had any doubt about the forthcoming declaration of truce between the two parties. And, on the fourth day, this announcement was going to be made and a meeting
between Sayyidnā ‘Ālī and Sayyidnā Ṭalḥah and Zubair was due to take place - in which these killers of Sayyidnā ‘Uthmān were not included. This thing was too hard for them to take. They made a plan. They told their colleagues, 'First you go into the group around Sayyidah ‘A’ishah and unleash a spate of killing and pillage so that she and her compatriots think that the pledge was broken from the side of Sayyidnā ‘Alī, as a result of which, becoming victims of this misunderstanding, they would hurl themselves against the armed forces of Sayyidnā ‘Alī.' This satanic device engineered by them worked. So, when the attack on the group accompanying Sayyidah ‘A’ishah came from the side of the agents of disorder who had infiltrated the forces of Sayyidnā ‘Alī, they were excusable in taking this attack to have come from the forces of the Amir al-Mu’minin - and thus began their counter action in defence. When Sayyidnā ‘Alī saw this state of affairs, he had no option left but to fight. And the unintended mishap of mutual infighting that was to occur did occur. It is exactly like this that this event has been reported by at-Ṭabari and other reliable historians from the narrations of Sayyidnā ‘Abdullah Ibn Ja’far, Sayyidnā ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Abbās and others.

In short, as a result of the wickedness of the agent provocateurs of disorder, this event of fighting between two revered groups came to pass unconsciously. And when this fitnah subsided, these very two revered personalities were the ones who were intensely grieved over it. Sayyidah ‘A’ishah, when recalled this event, would weep so much that her scarf became all wet with her tears. Similarly, Sayyidnā ‘Alī was also terribly shocked over this event. When, after the fitnah had subsided, he went to see the dead bodies of those killed, he beat his thighs with his hands and said, 'Would that, much before this happened, I were dead, forgotten, lost!' And according to some narrations, when Sayyidah ‘A’ishah would recite the verse: (And stay in your homes - 33) in the Holy Qur’ān, she used to break into tears until her scarf would be all wet with tears. (Reported by ‘Abbūlāh Ibn Aḥmad in Zawā’iduz-Zuhd and Ibn ul-Mundhir and Ibn Abī Shaibah from Masrūq, Rūḥ ul-Ma‘āni) That she wept on the recital of the cited verse was neither because the contravention of the command of 'staying in homes' was a sin in her sight.
nor because the journey was prohibited. Instead of all that, the serious and unwelcome event that came to pass was the cause of her natural grief. (All these narrations and the subject matter have been taken from Tafsīr Rūḥ ul-Maʿānī)

The third, fourth and fifth instruction of the Qurʾān to the blessed wives

Two instructions have appeared in detail earlier. They related to the avoidance of addressing non-Mahram men softly and tenderly and of going out of homes unnecessarily. Now, the other three instructions are contained in the next sentence of verse 33: وَأْيَّسُ الْصَّلَاةَ وَأَيْضَنَّ الْزَّكَاةَ وَأَطْمَعْ اللَّهُ وَرَسُولُهُ (and establish Ṣalāh, and pay Zakāh, and obey Allah and His Messenger). These are a total of five instructions. For women, these are matters of great consequences.

These five instructions apply to all Muslims universally

At least in the case of the later instructions mentioned above, no one can presume that they could be special to the blessed wives. These are Ṣalāh, Zakāh and Obedience to Allah and His Messenger. How can any Muslim anywhere be taken as exempted from these? As for the first two instructions which relate to the ḥijāb or pardah of women, a little deliberation would make it clear that they too are not special to the blessed wives. In fact, the same injunction applies to all Muslim women. The only question that has to be answered is that the Holy Qurʾān has said before these instructions, لَمْ تُسْتَنَكَّ كَأَحْدِ مَنِّ الْبَيْتِاءَ إِنَّ الْقَبُولِ: (32) that is, the blessed wives are not like common women, if they take to Taqwā. This sentence apparently indicates to the speciality of the blessed wives. A clear answer to this doubt is that the speciality seen here does not mean that these injunctions are restricted to them, instead, it revolves round the care and concern to be observed in acting in accordance with them. In other words, it means that the blessed wives are not like common women, because the state of their dignity is the highest of all. Therefore, they should show the highest care and concern for following the injunctions made obligatory for all Muslim women. And Allah subhanahu wa Taʿālā knows best.

We now move to the last sentence of verse 33 which says: إِنَّمَا بِيَدِ اللَّهِ الْفِلْحُ يَلْبِسُ الْمُسْتَنِكِيْنَ الْأَحْلَفَ الْبَيْتِ وَيُظْهِرَ كَمْ تَظْهِيرًا (Allah only intends to keep (all sorts of) filth away from you, O members of the family (of the prophet), and to
make you pure through a perfect purification. - 33). In the verses previous to this, the instructions given to the blessed wives by addressing them directly were, though, not special to them in person, rather, the entire Muslim community is obligated with these injunctions, yet the blessed wives were addressed particularly for the reason that they, in consonance with their dignity and the sanctity of the home of the Prophet, would be showing added care and concern for deeds that match their two singularities. Given in this verse is the wisdom of this particular address, that is, by the special instruction of the betterment of deeds, Allah intends to bless the household of the Messenger of Allah with an ideal state of purity by removing everything counter to it.

The word: (ar-rijs) has been used in the Qur'an for several meanings. At one place, ar-rijs has appeared in the sense of idols: (So refrain from the filth of idols - 22:30) and on other occasions, it is used in the sense of sin in absolute terms and at times it is employed to carry the meaning of punishment or impurity or filth. The outcome is that everything which is legally or naturally (or rationally) considered detestable is ar-rijs. In the present verse, the word: (ar-rijs) appears in this very general sense. (Al-Bahr ul-Muhits)

What does "Ahl al-Bayt: People of the House" signify in this verse?

In verses appearing earlier in the present sequence, the address was to the blessed wives of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, therefore, the form used was in the feminine gender. Here, the expression: (ahl al-bayt) includes, along with the blessed wives, their children and fathers as well, therefore, the form used was in the masculine gender, that is: (from you) and: (purifies you). And some Tafsir authorities take 'ahl al-bayt' to mean the blessed wives only. 'Ikrimah and Muqtil have said exactly this. And Sayyidnā Sa'id Ibn Jubayr ﷺ has reported the same narration from Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās ﷺ saying that he has declared 'ahl al-bayt' in this verse to mean the blessed wives and then cited the next verse: (and remember what is recited in your homes) as proof (because the address here is to the blessed wives only, as is evident from the feminine gender used in the verse and from the reference to their homes.) [reported by Ibn Abi Ḥātim and Ibn Jarir]. And the words of the address: (O women [wives] of the prophet) in the
immediately previous verses are also its contextual evidence. Early commentator ‘Ikrimah ... used to go about proclaiming in the bazaars that 'ahl al-bayt' in the verse means the blessed wives. because this verse has been revealed to highlight their dignified status and he used to say that he was ready to enter into a mubāḥalah* (imprecation) on it.

But, several narrations of Ḥadīth reported by Ibn Katār at this place bear witness that Sayyidah Fāṭimah, Sayyidnā ‘Ālī and Sayyidnā Ḥasan and Ḥusain are also included in 'ahl al-bayt' - as in a Ḥadīth of Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim where Sayyidah ‘Ā’ishah رضي الله عنها narrates: Once the Holy Prophet ﷺ went out of the house with a black sheet from Byzantine wrapped around his blessed body. When Ḥasan Ibn ‘Ālī ﷺ came out, he took him inside the sheet. Then Sayyidnā Ḥusain ﷺ came. He took him too inside the sheet in the same manner. After that, came Sayyidah Fāṭimah رضي الله عنها and then Sayyidnā ‘Ālī al-Murtadā. He also made them come inside the sheet. Thereafter, he recited the verse: إِنَّمَا يُرِيدُ اللَّهُ لِيُذْهِبَ عَنكُمُ الرِّجْسَ أَهْلَ الْبَيْتِ وَيُظْهِرِ كُمْ تَطَهِّرًا (Allah only intends to keep (all sorts of) filth away from you, O members of the family (of the prophet-33). And it also appears in some narrations that, after having recited the verse, he said: أَلَيْلَهُمْ هُؤُلَاءِ أَهْلُ الْبَيْتِ (O Allah, these are members of my family) (reported by Ibn Jarīr).

After having reported several reliable aḥādīth on this subject, Ibn Kathīr has said: In reality, there is no contradiction in the two sayings reported from Tafsīr authorities. Those who said that this verse was revealed in relation to the high station of the blessed wives and 'ahl al-bayt' means them does not go contrary to the possible inclusion of other people too under the purview of 'ahl al-bayt.' Therefore, the sound position is that under the words: 'ahl al-bayt', the blessed wives are included in any case, because they themselves are the cause of the revelation of this verse. And the inclusion of the direct addressees of the revelation cannot be subjected to any doubt. And Sayyidah Fāṭimah and ‘Ālī and Ḥasan and Ḥusain رضي الله عنهم اجتمعين too - in accordance with the saying of the noble Prophet - are included in 'ahl al-bayt.' And at both places in this verse, before and after it, the address is to the wives of the prophet using the form of feminine gender. In previous verses, beginning

* A form of resolving religious disputes through bi-partite invocation. For details, please see Ma‘ariful-Qur‘ān, Volume II, pp. 90, 91.
from: فَلاَ تَحْصَصُنَّ إِلَّا مَعَ الْقَوْلِ (So, do not be soft with your address - 32) up to the end all forms employed are feminine. Then, later on in: وَأَذَّنْنَ مَا يَبْلَى (and remember what is recited - 34) the form used in the address is in the feminine gender once again. Now, when the text departs from the context in this verse (33) in between and elects to employ the form of masculine gender as in: أَنْكُمُ (‘ankum) and: يُتَّهِيرَكُمْ (yuṭahhirakum), it also becomes a strong evidence of the fact that included here are not only the wives, but some men as well.

As for what has been said in the verse under study: إِبْلِيِّبُ عَنْكُمُ الرَّجُسُ أَهْلُ (Allah only intends to keep (all sorts of) filth away from you, O members of the family (of the prophet-33), it obviously means that, through these instructions, Allah Ta‘ālā will keep the ‘ahl al-bayt’ protected against satanic instigations, sins and evils and cleanse them pure. In short, what is meant here is legal (tashri‘ī) purification - not the creational (tawāni‘ī) purification which is the hallmark of prophets. It does not become necessary thereby that they all be مَّعْصَمُ (infallible) and the commission of any sin by them should not be possible as is the case with the noble prophets, may peace be upon them all - which is the distinctive feature of creational purification. The people of Shiite persuasion have, by differing from the majority of the Muslim community, first of all claimed that the expression: ‘ahl al-bayt’ is restricted to the progeny and male relatives of the Messenger and that his blessed wives are excluded from it. Then, they went on to declare the word: 'tāθīr (purification) in the cited verse (34) as standing for their عَصْمَةُ ‘أَهْلُ الْبَيْتِ’ (ma‘ṣūm: infallible) and thus made the ‘ahl al-bayt’ like prophets. This humble writer has given an answer to this approach and has taken up the subject in full details in his Aḥkām ul-Qur‘ān under Sūrah Al-Ahzāb. This work defines عَصْمَةُ ‘ismah, and proves that it is restricted to prophets and angels and that no one is مَّعْصَمُ (ma‘ṣūm) other than them--all this on the basis of Islamic legal arguments and proofs. People of knowledge may see it at their discretion. Others just do not need it.

The word: أَيَّاَتُ اللَّهِ (ayātillah) in verse 34: وَأَذَّنْنَ مَا يَبْلَى فِي نَوْعَتْكُمْ مِنَ الْيَتَبِّ اللَّهِ (And be mindful of Allah's verses and the wisdom that is recited in your homes) means the Qur‘ān and: حِكْمَةُ (hikmah) means the teachings and the sunnah of the noble Messenger of Allah - as the commentators at
large have explained جَكْنَةٌ: *hikmah* at this place to mean *sunnah*. And the word: *ذَكْرُ نَٰ (udhkurna)* could have two meanings: (1) To personally remember and be mindful of these verses and the points of wisdom, which should result in acting according to them. (2) To mention and pass on to other members of the Muslim community whatever of the Qurʾān was revealed in their homes before them as well as the teachings of the Holy Prophet ﷺ of which they were the recipients.

Special Note

In his *Aḥkām ul-Qurʾān*, Ibn al-ʿArabī has said: From this verse it stands proved that a person who hears a verse of the Qurʾān, or a statement of Ḥadīth, is duty-bound to convey it to the Muslim *ummah*, so much so that even the blessed wives were bound with the duty of conveying to members of the Muslim community whatever verses of the Qurʾān are revealed in their homes or the teachings that they receive from the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Both were a matter of trust placed by Allah in their hands which they had to pass on to others.

The Protection of Qurʾān and Ḥadīth

The way the spreading of the message of the verses of the Qurʾān and the making of arrangements to teach it have been made necessary for the Muslim community, it is in the same way that, by calling it *hikmah*, the spreading and teaching of the *ahādīth* of the Holy Prophet have also been made necessary (in the degree of incumbency). Therefore, the noble Ṣaḥābah, may Allah be pleased with them all, have obeyed and implemented this injunction under all circumstances. There is this incident related to the Sayyidnā Muʿādh in the *Ṣaḥīḥ* of al-Bukhārī. He heard a Ḥadīth from the Holy Prophet ﷺ, but he did not narrate it publicly for the reason that he feared that people may not give it the status it deserved or may succumb to some misunderstanding. However, when came the time of his death, he assembled people around him and narrated the Ḥadīth before them and said, 'Up to this time, I had not mentioned it before anyone because of religious expediency. But, now the time of death is near, therefore, I consider it necessary to deliver this thing held in trust back to the Muslim *ummah*, its real owner.' The words of the statement in the *Ṣaḥīḥ* al-Bukhārī are: فَلَمْ يَوْمَئِذَ يَوْمَئِذٍ، إنَّمَا تَأْتَى، that is, 'Sayyidnā Muʿādh made people hear this Ḥadīth at the time of his death lest he becomes a sinner by not having conveyed the Ḥadīth of the
Rasūl of Allah to the Muslim ummah.

This incident too is an apt testimony to the fact that all Śaḥābah considered the implementation of this injunction of the Qur’ān to be obligatory, and necessary. And since the noble Śaḥābah had demonstrated the highest care and concern in conveying Ḥadīth to people with utmost precaution, the protection of Ḥadīth too came, in a certain degree, fairly close to that of the Qur’ān. Picking doubts in this matter really amounts to picking doubts in the Qur’ān. Allah knows best.

Verse 35

Surely, Muslim men and Muslim women, believing men and believing women, devout men and devout women, truthful men and truthful women, patient men and patient women, humble men and humble women, and the men who give sadaqah (charity) and the women who give sadaqah, and the men who fast and the women who fast, and the men who guard their private parts (against evil acts) and the women who guard (theirs), and the men who remember Allah much and the women who remember (Him) —— for them, Allah has prepared forgiveness and a great reward. [35]

Commentary

The Qur’ānic addresses in masculine gender normally include women: The Wisdom behind it

In the usual injunctions of the noble Qur’ān, though, both men and women have been included as addressees, but generally the address is made to men. Women are included there as a corollary. Everywhere, by using the words: بَيَّنَّا الْمُؤْمِنَاتِ أَمَّنَا (O those who have believed) women have been addressed as being included and contained therein. This releases a
hint suggesting that all matters relating to women are shielded, concealed and curtained. In this, there is honor and esteem for them. Particularly, if we were to ponder over the entire Qur’ān, we shall discover that no woman except Sayyidah Maryam bint ʿImran has been referred to by her personal name. Instead, when comes the occasion to mention them, they have been mentioned under the cover of their attribution to men, such as, ʿEmrātah Nūḥ (the wife of Nūḥ) and ʿEmrātah Lūṭ (the wife of Lūṭ). The exception of Sayyidah Maryam may perhaps be for the reason that Sayyidna ʿĪsā could have not been attributed to any father, therefore, the attribution had to be to the mother. So, it was for this attribution that her name was disclosed. And it is Allah who knows best.

Though, this style of the Qur’ān was rooted in great wisdom and expediency, yet it was natural that women should have a feeling of some sort of discomfort about it. Therefore, there are several narrations in Ḥadīth in which women have been reported to have said to the Holy Prophet ʿṢallālāhu ʿAláhi wa Sallam, "We see that Allah Ta’ālā mentions only men everywhere in the Qur’ān and it is them alone that He addresses. This tells us that women have almost no good in them. We are scared about our acts of ‘Ibadah. May be, even that is not accepted from us (reported by al-Baghawi from the blessed wives). Similar submissions of this nature from Sayyidah Umm ʿUmārah al-Anṣāriyyah appear in Tirmidhī with the authority rating of ḥasan (good) and from Sayyidah Asmāʾ bint ʿUmays رضي الله عنها in some other narrations. And in all these narrations, this very submission has been identified as the cause of the revelation of the verse cited above.

In these verses special mention has been made of the acceptability of their deeds to mollify the hearts of women. Here, it has been made very clear that the touchstone of acceptance and appreciation with Allah Ta’ālā is the righteousness of deeds and the spirit of obedience to Him. In this, there is no discrimination between man and woman.

The Injunction of Making the Dhikr of Allah Abundantly and Its Wisdom

Islam stands on five acts of ‘Ībadah or worship - Ṣalāh, Zakāh, Ṣiyām (fasting), Ḥajj and Jihād. But, there is just no injunction in the entire Qur’ān that commands any act of ‘Ībadah from out of these to be done
abundantly. However, the doing of the Dhikr (remembrance) of Allah (by heart or tongue) abundantly has been ordered in several verses of the Holy Qur’an as in Sūrah Al-Anfal (8:45) and Sūrah Al-Jumu‘ah (62:10) while in the present verse of Sūrah Al-Ahzāb it was said: وَالذَّاكرُونُ اللَّهُ كِتَابًا (and the men remembering Allah much and the remembering women - 35).

What is the wisdom behind it? To begin with, it can be said that the Dhikr of Allah is the essential spirit of all acts of worship as it appears in a narration of Sayyidnā Mu‘ādh Ibn Anas . Someone asked the Holy Prophet ﷺ, "Who from among the Mujahidin deserves the best of returns?" He said, "One who makes the Dhikr of Allah most abundantly." It was asked again, "Who from among the fasting is most reward-worthy?" He said, "One who makes the Dhikr of Allah most abundantly." Then, similar questions were asked about Ṣalāh, Zakāh, Ḥajj and Ṣadaqah. Every time he said: 'One who makes the Dhikr of Allah most abundantly,' that is, he or she is more deserving of the reward (reported by Ahmad, from Ibn Kathir).

Secondly, it is the easiest of all acts of ‘Ibadah. The Shari‘ah too has placed no condition for it. Be it with wudū’ or without, be it lying, sitting, or walking, the Dhikr of Allah can be done at all times. It demands no hard labor from anyone nor does it require any formal free time. Yet, so great is the effect and benefit of the Dhikr of Allah that, through it, even worldly chores transform into worship and religious acts. The prayers that are made before and after eating, on going out and on coming back, before travel, in travel and on returning home, and before and after starting a business have all been taught to us by the Holy Prophet ﷺ. The outcome of this enormous treasure of prophetic prayers is that no Muslim should do anything at any time while he or she may be heedless toward or negligent of Allah. And should one make it a point to recite these prayers as part of what he or she has to do in life and its work, then, dunyā becomes dīn, i.e. worldly duties start releasing the fragrance of faith, a wonderful experience indeed.

Verses 36 - 39

وَمَا كَانَ لْمُؤْمِنِينَ وَلْمُؤْمِنَاتِ إِذَا قَضَى اللَّهُ وَرَسُولُهُ أُمُورًا أَنْ يُكُونُ
And it is not open for a believing man or a believing woman -- once Allah and His messenger have decided a thing -- that they should have a choice about their matter. And whoever disobeys Allah and His messenger, he indeed gets off the track, falling into an open error. [36] And (remember) when you were saying to the one who was favored by Allah and favored by you, "Keep your wife to your self, and fear Allah." And you were concealing in your heart what Allah was going to reveal. and you were fearing people, while Allah is more entitled to be feared by you. So, when Zaid finished his desire for her, We gave her into your marriage, so that there may not be a problem for the believers in marrying wives of their adopted sons, when they finish their desire for them. And Allah's decree had to be enforced. [37] There is no problem for the prophet in (doing) what Allah has prescribed for him, a customary practice of Allah in the case of those who have gone before--- And Allah's command is pre-determined by destiny---. [38] those who convey the messages of Allah and have awe of Him and have no awe of anyone except Allah. And Allah is sufficient to take account (of everyone). [39]

Commentary

It has been repeatedly explained earlier that the majority of...
injunctions appearing in Sūrah Al-Ahzāb relate to the reverence, love and perfect obedience of the Holy Prophet ﷺ or to the prohibition of causing any pain to him. The verses cited above have also been revealed in connection with some incidents of this nature.

One such incident related to Sayyidnā Zayd Ibn Ḥārithah who was the slave of someone. It was during the days of Jāhiliyyah that the Holy Prophet ﷺ had bought him from the famous bazaar of ‘Ukāz. He was still very young at that time. The Holy Prophet ﷺ had freed him after purchasing him, and further honored him by adopting him as his son as was the common practice under the Arab custom of the time and went on to bring him up. In Makkah al-Mukarramah, he was called by the name of Zayd Ibn Muḥammad ﷺ. The Qur’ān declared it to be an erroneous custom of the Jāhiliyyah and prohibited the calling of the so-called or adopted son of a person as his 'son' and ordered that he should be attributed to his real father. Revealed in this connection were verses that have appeared earlier within this Sūrah: (Call them by (the name of) their (real) fathers - 5) After the revelation of these injunctions, the noble Šaḥābah abandoned the practice of calling him by the name of Zayd Ibn Muḥammad ﷺ and started attributing him to his father, Ḥārithah.

A subtle point

Not even the name of the greatest of the great Šaḥābī - of course, except that of the blessed prophets - was ever mentioned throughout the Qur’ān with the sole exception of Sayyidnā Zayd Ibn Ḥārithah! Some respected elders while describing the wisdom behind it have said that the attribution of his parentage to the Holy Prophet ﷺ when severed under the injunction of the Qur’ān had him deprived of a great personal honor. However, Allah Ta’āla had it compensated by mentioning him in the Qur’ān by name. Thus, the word: رَضِيَ الله عنها (Zayd), being a word of the Qur’ān, has its own distinct status. On every letter of this word, in accordance with the promise in Ḥadīth, ten good deeds are recorded in the Book of Deeds. So, when his name is recited in the Qur’ān, the reciter gets thirty good deeds in return just for pronouncing his name!

Even the Holy Prophet ﷺ used to give him respect. Sayyidah ‘Ā’ishah رضي الله عنها says, 'Whenever he has sent him on a military expedition, it is invariably him that he has made the commander of the forces.' (IbnKathīr)
A lesson to remember

This, in a nutshell, was the reality of slavery at the advent of Islam when slaves were educated and trained till they became achievers and whoever from them proved his class and capability was given the rank of leaders.

When Zayd Ibn Ḥarīthah grew to be a young man, the Holy Prophet (ﷺ) chose Sayyidah Zainab bint Jaḥsh, the daughter of his paternal aunt for marriage with him. A formal proposal of marriage was sent. Since Sayyidnā Zayd was branded with the conventional label of being a freed slave, Sayyidah Zainab and her brother, ‘Abdullah Ibn Jaḥsh rejected this proposal on the basis that they were nobler than him in terms of family and lineage.

Revealed upon this incident was the verse: (And it is not open for a believing man or a believing woman - 36). The instruction given there is: When the Holy Prophet (ﷺ) orders someone to do something as an obligation, it becomes obligatory for that person to do it. The choice of not doing it does not remain valid under Islamic Law - even if the required act may not be obligatory or necessary in its origin. But, once he does order someone to do that, it become incumbent and obligatory on him. And should someone not do so, his or her action has been termed as open error at the end of the verse.

When Sayyidah Zainab bint Jaḥsh and her brother heard this verse, they retracted from their rejection and agreed to the proposal of marriage. Thus, the marriage was solemnized. The dower of the bride was paid by the Holy Prophet (ﷺ) on behalf of Sayyidnā Zayd which was ten dīnārs (equal to approximately 4 tolas of gold), sixty dirhams (equal to approximately 18 1/2 tolas of silver), one beast of burden, complete pair of ladies dress, 15 mudd (approximately 25 kilos) of flour and 10 mudd (approximately 5 kilos) of dates (ibn Kathīr). The well-known event in the background of the revelation of this verse is, according to the majority of commentators, no other but this very account of the marriage of Sayyidah Zainab bint Jaḥsh (ibn Kathīr, Qurṭubī and Mażhari).

Ibn Kathīr and some other commentators have also reported two additional events of this nature. There too, it has been said that the cited verse has been revealed in the background of those events. One of these
events is about Sayyidnā Julaibīb ﷺ whose proposal to marry the daughter of an Anṣārī Șahābī was turned down by the father and his family. When this verse was revealed, they agreed and the marriage was solemnized. The Holy Prophet ﷺ made a du’ā’ (prayer) for extended means of livelihood for them. The noble Companions say that Allah had placed such barakah in their home that it was known to be the most generously kept home of Madīnah ș̄-Ţayyibah. Later, Sayyidnā Julaibīb ﷺ met with his shahadah in a Jihad. The Holy Prophet ﷺ bathed and shrouded his body with his own blessed hands.

A similar event relating to Umm Kulthūm bint ‘Uqbah Ibn Abī Mu‘aıt has been reported in Ḥadīth narrations (Ibn Kathīr, Qurṭubī) and there is no contradiction in them. It is possible that several events of this nature may have been the cause of the revelation of the verse.

The Injunction to consider the principle of كنفر (kuf) in marriage

The reason why Sayyidah Zainab bint Jaḥsh and her brother ‘Abdullah had initially rejected the proposal of marriage with Sayyidnā Zayd Ibn Ḥarīthah was that the two of them had no familial and lineal homogeneity, which is desirable even in the sight of the Shari’ah. The Holy Prophet ﷺ said that girls should be married in their كنفر (kuf: equal, alike, matching) (to be explained later). Therefore, a question arises here as to why the excuse of Sayyidah Zainab and her brother was not accepted in this case?

The answer is that the equality, rather equalness (كفاءة: kafā’ah) and likeness of spouses in their religion is certainly incumbent and necessary for the validity of the marriage. The marriage of any Muslim girl with any disbeliever is not ḥalāl (lawful) under the consensus of the Muslim ummah - even if the girl agrees to it. The reason is that this is not simply the right of a woman which may be dropped at her pleasure. Instead, it is the right of Allah and a Divinely imposed duty. On the contrary, equality of the spouses in financial and lineal status is the right of the girl and in the matter of lineal equality, the guardians too have right along with the girl. If a sane and adult girl, despite being from a wealthy family, were to drop her right by agreeing to marry some pauper, the choice is hers. And in lineal equality, if the girl and her guardians, all of them, abandon this right for the sake of some other major expedient consideration and agree to the proposal of marriage from a person who is lesser than them in
terms of lineage and family status, then, they have the right to do so. In fact, should this be in view of higher religious consideration, the act of surrendering this right is most desirable and praiseworthy. It is for this reason that the Holy Prophet has, on several occasions, recommended that this right should be ignored and marriage should be solemnized because of higher and more beneficial religious considerations.

And clear indicators set forth in the noble Qur'an prove that the right of the Holy Prophet on the men and women of his ummah is more than that of anyone else. In fact, it is more than that of their own self - as the Qur'an says: 'The Prophet is closer to the believers than their own selves - 33:6.' Therefore, in the case of Sayyidah Zainab and her brother, 'Abdullah, when the Holy Prophet advised them to ignore their right to lineal equality and ordered them to agree to the marriage with Sayyidn Zayd Ibn Harithah, it was their duty to bypass their personal opinion and their own rights in the face of this prophetic order. Therefore, it was on this refusal from them that this injunction of the Qur'an was revealed.

As for the lineal consideration in marriage, one may ask when it was worthy of consideration in the sight of the Holy Prophet himself, why would he himself not go by it? The answer to this doubt is already clear from the earlier submission, that is, this consideration is worth surrendering in favour of other higher and more beneficial religious considerations. During the blessed period of the Holy Prophet, several marriages were solemnized among non-equals (ghayr-kuf') as based on these very kinds of beneficial religious considerations which do not violate the principle.

The Issue of Equality in marriage (Kafa'ah)

Marriage (nikâh) is a matter in which the absence of homogeneity in the temperaments of the spouses disturbs the purpose of marriage, disturbs the process of fulfilling each other's rights and breeds mutual disputes. Therefore, the Shari'ah has ordered that kafa'ah (mutual likeness) should be taken into consideration. But, it never means that a man of high family background starts taking a man from a family lesser than him as low and mean. In Islam, the criterion of low and high is based on Taqwâ and love for one's faith. Whoever does not have it, no matter how noble his family is, he yet has no status in the sight of Allah.
So, this order to take *kafā'ah* (mutual equality) into consideration in marriages has been given only to keep the management of matters smooth and straight.

In a Ḥadīth, the Holy Prophet ﷺ has been reported to have said that the *nikāh* (marriage) of girls should invariably be through their guardians (that is, it is not appropriate even for a pubescent girl that she settles the transaction of her *nikāh* (marriage) all by herself. Modesty demands that this matter should be handled by her parents and guardians). And he said that the *nikāh* of girls should invariably be solemnized within their *kuf* (equal, like). Though, the authority of this Ḥadīth is weak but, with the support from the reports and sayings of the noble Ṣaḥābah, it becomes worth being used as an argument. In Kitāb ul-'Athār, Imam Muḥammad has reported Sayyidnā ʿUmar saying: "I shall issue an operative order that no girl from some high and recognized family should be given in marriage to another having a lesser status." Similarly, Sayyidah ʿA'ishah رضي الله عنها and Sayyidnā Anas رضي الله عنه have also stressed that *kafā'ah* (likeness) should be taken into consideration in *nikāh* (marriage) - as reported from several authorities. Ilmām Ibn Humām has also written about it in details in Fatḥ al-Qadīr.

Hence, the outcome is that the consideration of *kafā'ah* (equalness and likeness) in *nikāh* (marriage) is desirable in religion, so that the spouses live in accord and harmony. But, should some other important consideration, more important than this *kafā'ah*, come up, then, it is permissible for the woman and her guardians that they surrender this right of theirs and marry in *ghayr kuf*; that is, other than equal and like. Particularly so, when there is some religious consideration in sight - if so, it is better and more merit worthy to do so, as proved from several events pertaining to the noble Ṣaḥābah. Incidentally, from this we also know that these events do not negate the basic premise of the issue of *kafā'ah*. Allah knows best.

**The Second Event**

As ordered by the Holy Prophet ﷺ, the marriage of Sayyidah Zainab bint Jaḥsh رضي الله عنها was solemnized with Sayyidnā Zayd Ibn Ḥarīthah رضي الله عنه. But, their temperaments did not match and merge with each other. Sayyidnā Zayd used to complain about the sharpness of her tongue, the airs she assumed because of her inborn lineal nobility and her failure to
listen to him. On the other side, the Holy Prophet was informed through revelation that Zayd would divorce her whereafter she would be married to him. On a certain day, Sayyidnā Zayd presented these very complaints before the Holy Prophet and showed his intention to divorce her. The Holy Prophet had, though, come to know through Divine revelation that things would transpire in a way that Zayd would divorce her after which she would be married to him, but it was for two reasons that he stopped Sayyidnā Zayd from giving a divorce. Firstly, because giving a divorce, though permissible in the Shari'ah of Islam, it is not desirable. In fact, it is the most detested and repugnant of things permissible - and the happening of something as a creational (Takwīnī) imperative does not affect the operative religio-legal order (al-hukm at-tashrī'ī). Secondly, also crossing his blessed heart there was the thought: If Zayd were to give divorce and Zainab were to be married to him consequently, the Arabs would, very much in line with their custom of the Jāhiliyyah, throw taunts on him that he had married the wife of his son. Although, the Qur'ān has already demolished this custom of Jāhiliyyah in the previous verse of this very Sūrah Al-Aḥzāb, following which there was no danger for a believer, even no scruple about it. But disbelievers, who reject the authority of the Qur'ān itself, would still come out with their taunts because of their pagan custom of taking an adopted son as the real son in all aspects of the Law. This very apprehension also became the cause of his prohibiting Sayyidnā Zayd from divorcing his wife. Revealed thereupon was an endearing reprimand from Allah Ta'ālā in the following verses of the Qur'ān:

وَأَذَّ تَوَلَّى لِلْدَّيْنِ آَنَعَمَّ اللَّهُ عَلَيْهِ وَآَنَعَمَّ عَلَيْهِ أُمِّيَّةٌ لَّيْكَ زَوَّجَكَ وَأَنَّى اللَّهُ وَتَخَفَّفْ مِنْ نَفْسِكَ مَا اللَّهُ مُبِينُهُ وَتَخَفَّفْ النَّاسَ وَاللَّهُ أَحْقَقَ أَنْ تَخَشَّهُ

And (remember) when you were saying to the one who was favored by Allah and favored by you," Keep your wife to your self, and fear Allah." And you were concealing in your heart what Allah was going to reveal, and you were fearing people, while Allah is more entitled to be feared by you. (33:37)

The 'one favored' referred to here means Sayyidnā Zayd and the first favour bestowed on him by Allah was that he was made a Muslim and secondly, that he was given the honor of staying in the company of the Messenger of Allah. As for the favour done to him by the Holy Prophet
the first thing he did was that he gave him his freedom from slavery. Secondly, he favored him by grooming and training him under his personal charge, he made him into a person who was respected even by the greatest of the great among the Sahābah. Onwards from here appears what he said to Sayyidnā Zayd: تَمْسِيكَ عَلَيْكَ رَوْجَةَكَ وَأَنتَ الْلَّهُ (Keep your wife to your self and fear Allah). It means: 'Hold your wife in your bond of marriage, and do not divorce her and fear Allah.' The order to fear Allah at this place could also be taken to mean that divorce is a detested and repugnant act from which he should abstain. And it could also be taken in the sense that once he decides to hold her in his nikāh, let not his temperamental distaste become a cause of falling short in the fulfillment of her due rights. What the Holy Prophet ﷺ said was correct and sound in its place. But, after having learnt about the event as it would transpire through Divine revelation and after the intention of nikāh with Sayyidah Zainab having emerged in his heart, this advice of not divorcing given to Sayyidnā Zayd had remained at the level of a sort of formal expression of good wishes - something not appropriate to the station of a messenger of Allah, particularly so because, alongwith it, included therein was the apprehension of taunts from the people. Therefore, in the cited verse, the admonition was revealed in the words which mean, 'you were concealing in your heart what Allah was going to reveal.' When the information about his marriage with Sayyidah Zainab was conveyed to him from Allah and the intention of marriage had already crossed his heart, then, the act of hiding this intention and indulging in such formal remarks was not appropriate to his station. As for the apprehension of taunts from people, it was said, 'and you were fearing people, while Allah is more entitled to be feared by you - (37). In other words, 'when you knew that this thing is going to take place as a matter destined by Allah Ta‘ālā - without there being any apprehension or danger of His displeasure in that case - then, simply because of the apprehension of taunts from people, such remarks were not appropriate.'

The details of this event appearing above have all been taken from Tafsīr Ibn Kathīr, Qurtubi and Rūh ul-Ma‘ānī. As for the particular tafsīr of the verse: َنْخْفِي فِي نَفْسِكَ مَا الْلَّهُ مُبِيدُهُ (you were concealing in your heart what Allah was going to reveal - 37) that is, 'the thing that he kept to himself was the intention that should Zayd give the divorce, he would
marry her in accordance with the Divine decree' - this *tafsir* was reported by Tirmidhî, Ibn Abî Ḥātim and other Ḥadîth experts from a narration of Sayyidnâ 'Alî Ibn Ḥusain Zain ul-‘Abidîn. Its words are as follows:

أَوْحَى اللَّهُ تَوَلَّى إِلَيْهِ صَلَّى الَّذِينَ أَنَمُّوا أَنْ يَزَادُ بِسُبْطُهُمْ زَيْدَ وَيُؤْخِذُوهَا بعَدْهُ

Allah Ta‘ālā had informed the Holy Prophet ﷺ through revelation that Zainab is going to be divorced by Zayd and after that she was to be married to him - Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānî from Tirmidhî.

And Ibn Kathîr has reported the following words with reference to Ibn Abî Ḥātim:

إِنَّ اللَّهَ أَعَلَمَ نِيَّتَهُمَا أَنْ يَزَادُوا بِسُبْطُهُمْ فَلَمَّآ أتَاهُ زَيْدٌ لَّيْسَ كُونُوا إِلَيْهِ قَالَ أَنَّ اللَّهَ وَأَسْمَى عَلَيْهِ زَيْدَ كَفَّارَةً أَخْرِجَنَكَ إِلَى مَرْحَبَكَ وَتَعْفَى

Allah Ta‘ālā had made His prophet know that she (Sayyidah Zainab) will also become one of his blessed wives. After that, when Zayd came to him with a complaint against her, he said, 'Fear Allah, keep your wife, do not divorce her.' Thereupon, Allah Ta‘ālā said, 'I had made it known to you that I shall have her married to you, and you were concealing in your heart the thing that Allah was going to disclose.'

The majority of commentators - Zuhrî, Bakr Ibn al-‘Alî, al-Qushairî and Qâdî Abû Bakr Ibn al-‘Arabî - have adopted this very *tafsir*, that is, the mention of the thing he was keeping to himself was but this intention of marriage under Divine revelation. Counter to this there are narrations in which the words," and you were concealing in your heart" have been explained as love for Zainab. About this *tafsir*, Ibn Kathîr has said, 'we did not like to mention these narrations as none of these is sound.'

Then the words of the Qur’ān themselves lend support to this very *tafsir* mentioned above on the authority of Sayyidnâ Zain ul-‘Abidîn because, in this verse, Allah Ta‘ālā has Himself said very clearly that the thing hidden in the heart was what Allah Ta‘ālâ is going to disclose - and the thing that Allah Ta‘ālâ disclosed in the next verse (37) is *nikah* or marriage with Sayyidah Zainab as said in: رَوَّجْنِكَهَا (We gave her into your marriage -37) (Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānî)
To protect oneself against taunts thrown by people is praiseworthy unless it affects some objective of the Shari‘ah

A question arises here as to why the Holy Prophet chose to conceal this matter which became the cause of Divine displeasure only to avoid the taunts of a hostile people? To answer that, it can be said that there is an essential general rule in this matter which stands proved from the Qur‘ān and Sunnah. According to this rule, when doing an act may cause misunderstanding among people or may invite their taunts, then, in order to protect the faith of people and save them from the sin of throwing taunts, it is permissible to avoid that act, subject to the condition that this act itself should not be one of the objectives of the Shari‘ah, and no religious injunction of halāl and harām is related with it - even though, the act in itself be praiseworthy. In this matter, a precedent exists in the Ḥadīth and Sunnah of the Holy Prophet who said: When the Baytullah was constructed during the period of Jāhiliyyah, several things have been done contrary to the original structure laid out by Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm. First of all, some part of Baytullah was left outside the constructed area. Then, there were two doors for people to enter inside the Baytullah in the original foundational plan of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm, one towards the East and another towards the West because of which there used to be no difficulty with the entry in and exit from Baytullah. The people of the Jāhiliyyah made two unwarranted changes in it. They blocked the Western door totally and raised the Eastern door which used to be at ground level so high that no one could enter inside it without the help of a ladder. The purpose was to let only those they permitted go in.

The Holy Prophet said: 'Had there been no danger of throwing neo-Muslims into misunderstanding, I would have raised the Baytullah once again in accordance with the Abrahimic foundation.' This Ḥadīth is present in all authentic books. From this we know that it was to save people from misunderstanding that the Holy Prophet abandoned this intention of his, an intention which was, otherwise, praiseworthy in the light of the Shari‘ah. And against this there came no admonition from Allah which also shows that this conduct of his was acceptable with Him. But, this matter of reconstructing the Baytullah in accordance with the Abrahimic foundation was not something among the objective of Shari‘ah, nor something relating to the precepts of halāl and harām.
As for the event of the marriage of Sayyidah Zainab, there was an Islamic legal objective to be achieved therewith, that is, to refute an evil custom of the Jāhiliyyah and to dispel, practically and openly, the erroneous notion of marriage being unlawful with the divorced wife of an adopted son. The reason is that eradication of wrong customs, dragging on and on among peoples for ages, becomes actually possible only when it is implemented practically and demonstrated openly. The Divine command had unfolded to fulfill this objective in a perfect manner in the case of the marriage of Sayyidah Zainab. On the basis of this deposition, the apparent dichotomy between the abandonment of the reconstruction of Baytullah and the implementation of the marriage of Sayyidah Zainab as Divinely ordained stands resolved, and answered.

And it seems that the Holy Prophet took the oral communication of this injunction which has appeared in the earlier verses of Sūrah Al-Ahzāb (Verses 4 & 5) as sufficient for declaring the law, while the need and wisdom of its practical demonstration escaped his attention. Therefore, he let it remain concealed despite the knowledge and intention. Allah Ta’ālā put it right and said: (so that there may not be a problem for the believers in marrying wives of their adopted sons, when they finish their desire for them - 37). It means: We gave Zainab in marriage to you so that Muslims do not have to face any practical difficulty in marrying the divorced wives of adopted sons.

And the statement: literally means: 'We solemnized her nikāh with you' or 'We gave her into your marriage.' This tells us that Allah Ta’ālā blessed this nikāh with such distinction that He Himself solemnized it - which makes it exempt from the usual conditions of nikāh or marriage. And it could also mean: 'We gave the command for this nikāh, now you marry her in accordance with the Islamic rules and conditions.' Some of the commentators have preferred the first probability while some others have gone by the second.

As for the saying of Sayyidah Zainab before other women, "Your nikāh was done by your parents. My nikāh was done by Allah Ta’ālā Himself on the heavens," which appears in Ḥadīth narrations, it turns out to be true both ways. Under the first probability, it is very clear while the other one too is not contrary to it.
Prefacing an answer to doubts and objections

The opening sentence of verse 38: َسُنَيَّةُ اللَّهُ فِي الْأَلْبَابِ خَلَوْا مِنْ قَلْبٍ ۖ وَكَانَ أَمْرُ اللَّهِ ۚ قُدُّرًا (a customary practice of Allah in the case of those who have gone before--- And Allah's command is pre-determined by destiny - 38) is a preface to doubts to be encountered in the wake of this marriage, particularly about why so much concern was shown in the case of this marriage despite there being other wives in the household. It was said: 'This is a sunnah of Allah (His customary practice not restricted to Muḥammad al-Muṣṭafā ﷺ. It has continued to be so in the case of earlier prophets as well, that is, under the dictate of beneficial religious considerations, permission was given for multiple marriages. Well recognized among them are Sayyidnā Dāwūd ﷺ and Sayyidnā Sulaiman ﷺ. Sayyidnā Dāwūd ﷺ had one hundred wives in his nikāh and Sayyidnā Sulaiman ﷺ, three hundred. Now, if permission came for the Holy Prophet ﷺ to have several marriages under beneficial religious considerations - this nikāh being included therein - why should it be taken as something far-fetched? Neither is it contrary to the dignity and status of a prophet and messenger of Allah, nor against the norms of zuhd and taqwā. In the last sentence, it was also said that the matter of nikāh (marriage) too, like that of rizq or sustenance, is Divinely decided as to who will be married to whom. That which is written in the eternal destiny has to occur. In this event relating to Sayyidnā Zayd ﷺ and Sayyidah Zainab رضي الله عنها, the factors of their mutual temperamental difference, the displeasure of Sayyidnā Zayd and then his resolve to divorce her were all chains of this very creational and destined imperative.

Mentioned next are particular attributes of the prophets ﷺ about whom we have learnt a while ago that they were permitted to have several wives in earlier times. It was said: َالْأَلْبَابِ يَبْلَغُونَ رَسُولَ اللَّهِ ﷺ ( those who convey the messages of Allah and have awe of Him and have no awe of anyone except Allah - 39), that is, all these esteemed prophets, may peace be upon them, convey the messages of Allah to their respective communities without fear of anyone.

A wise consideration

Perhaps, in this, there may be a hint towards the wisdom behind the multiplicity of marriages allowed to the noble prophets ﷺ in that
all their sayings and doings must necessarily reach their communities, while being men, they spend a substantial part of their time in the section of the house where women and children live. During this time, if there comes a revelation or the prophet himself gives some order or does something, it all becomes a property held by their wives in trust on behalf of the community which can be transferred to it through wives alone. Other alternates are not free of difficulties. Therefore, should prophets have several wives, it would become easier to convey accounts of their words and deeds and their personal character in family life. Allah knows best.

The second attribute of the noble prophets has been described as: (and have awe of Him and have no awe of anyone except Allah - 39). It means that these prophets keep fearing Allah and fear none but Allah. It is also included there that they, if appointed to preach something by practicing it as based on beneficial religious consideration, never fall short in it - and if some people throw taunts at them for doing so, they do not fear it.

A doubt and its answer

Here, while mentioning the prophets, it has been said that they do not fear anyone except Allah. But, in the verse previous to it while referring to the Holy Prophet it was said: (you fear people - 37). How would this be correct? The answer is that, in the cited verse, this matter of prophets not fearing anyone other than Allah has been mentioned in connection with the conveying of Divine messages while the Holy Prophet, faced the fear of being taunted in a matter which was obviously of a worldly nature. It had nothing to do with his mission and prophethood. But, as soon as it became clear to him from the cited verses that this marriage too was a part of the practical aspect of his mission and prophethood, no fear of taunts, thereafter, from anyone stopped him from doing what he had to. And this marriage took place despite the objections raised by many disbelievers - which they still keep doing.

Verse 40

ما كان محمدًا آيه أحد من رجاليكم ولكن رسول الله وحام
النبيين و كان الله بكل شيء عليمًا
Muḥammad is not a father of any of your men, but he is a messenger of Allah and the last of the prophets. And Allah is Knowledgeable of every thing. [40]

Commentary

The verse quoted above refutes the contention of those people who, in accordance with the custom of the days of ignorance, used to call Sayyidnā Zayd Ibn Harithah as son of the Messenger of Allah and used to taunt at the nikah (marriage) of the Holy Prophet with Sayyidah Zainab , after she had been divorced by Sayyidnā Zayd Ibn Harithah that the Holy Prophet had married his son's wife. It was enough to say in refutation that the father of Sayyidnā Zayd is not the Holy Prophet but Harithah . But in order to emphasis the matter, the statement has been generalized in the following words: (Muḥammad is not a father of any of your men). The sense is that the Holy Prophet has no son at all. How can it be asserted against him that he has a son and that his divorced wife is forbidden to him because of being his son's wife?

A brief expression for this statement could have been (Muḥammad is not a father of any of you). But the wise Qurʾān, by adding the word (any of your men) has removed a possible objection that the Holy Prophet is father of four sons - three sons Qāsim, Ṭayyib and Ṭāhir born to Sayyidah Khadijah and Ibrāhīm born to Sayyidah Mariyah al- Qibṭiyyah but all of them died during childhood and none of them reached manhood. It can also be said that at the time of revelation of this verse, none of his sons was alive, because Qāsim, Ṭayyib and Ṭāhir had died, while Ibrāhīm was not born at that time.

Although the objection of the opponents had been adequately replied by the above sentence, yet in order to remove other doubts as well, it is stated (but a messenger of Allah). The word lakin (but) is used in Arabic language to remove any doubt that could be raised about the preceding statement. In this case, a doubt could be raised against the negation of the statement that the Holy Prophet is not a father of any one. One could say that every prophet and messenger is the father of every man and women of his Ummah, and therefore the negation of his fatherhood would be tantamount to negation of his prophethood. This
doubt has been dispelled by (but a messenger of Allah) which means that the rules regarding permissibility or impermissibility of marriage are applicable to the real and biological fatherhood that is quite different from a spiritual fatherhood enjoyed by the prophets in relation to the members of their Ummah. In this relationship these laws do not apply. Now the meaning of the full sentence is that the Holy Prophet \( \text{رسول الله } \) is not the biological father of any of the men of the Ummah but he is the spiritual father of all of them.

This is also a rejoinder for another sarcasm that some Mushriks (polytheists) had uttered against the Holy Prophet \( \text{رسول الله } \) that (Allah forbid) he is issueless (issueless) that is, since he has no male offspring to continue the lineage and to propagate his message further; after a few days the whole story would come to an end. The above words have made it clear that although he has no biological sons, yet the biological sons are not in any case essential to spread the message of prophethood or to maintain and propagate it. This function is normally performed by one's followers who are his spiritual children, and since he is the spiritual father of the whole Ummah who are there to carry forward his mission, he excels all of you in the number of his (spiritual) children.

Then, once the prophethood and messengership of the Holy Prophet \( \text{رسول الله } \) was mentioned here in which he carries a very special and distinct excellence over all other prophets, this distinctive eminence surpassing all other prophets has been indicated by the following words: \( \text{وختام النبيين} \) and the Last of the Prophets).

There are two ways to read the word \( \text{خاتم} \) Imām Ḥasan رحمه الله تعالى and 'Aṣīm read this word as khatam whereas other leading scholars read it as khatim. The meaning remains the same in both cases, that is, 'the last of the prophets'. In both the cases, the word means the 'last' as well as the 'seal'. The meaning of the seal is also the 'last' because the seal is applied to something when it is intended to be closed. The Holy Prophet \( \text{رسول الله } \) has been called the seal of the prophets because the process of sending new prophets has come to an end on his advent. This is the gist of the explanation given in Tafsīr Rūḥ-ul-Ma‘ānī, Tafsīr of Al-Baydawī and Aḥmadi. The fact that both the words 'khatam' and 'khatim' carry the same meaning in this sentence has been affirmed by all the famous lexicons of the Arabic language.
Ibn Sidah, for example, in his Almuhkam states that the words 'khatim' and 'khatimah' with regard to everything means its end and its termination.

The gist is that both readings of the verse (khatam and khatim) convey the same meaning, that is, the Holy Prophet ﷺ has concluded the line of prophets; he has succeeded all the prophets and he is the last among all of them.

The Holy Prophet's ﷺ attribute of being the last of all the prophets demonstrates his excellence and distinction in all the perfections of prophethood and messengership, because in general, all things progress gradually reaching completion at the highest stage, and the end result is the real objective. The Holy Qur'an has stated this clearly in ﴿البُومَ أَكْمَلْتُ لَكُمْ دِينَكُمْ وَأَسْتَمَتْ عَلَيْكُمْ بَعْضَكُمْ﴾ (Today, I have perfected your religion for you and have completed My blessings upon you. - 15:3).

The religions of the previous prophets were also complete with regard to their respective times - none was defective. But absolute perfection was reached by the religion of the Holy Prophet Muḥammad al-Muṣṭafa ﷺ which is the authority for all the ancient and modern human beings and will continue to be so up to the Doomsday.

By adding the phrase 'last of the prophets' after negating his being a father of a male boy, another point has been clarified here. The polytheists used to pass negative remarks against the Holy Prophet ﷺ by saying that he has no son, and therefore his lineage would not continue. By saying that he is the last of the prophets it is indicated that these remarks are based on ignorance, because he is the spiritual father of the whole Ummah which follows him and being the last prophet, all the races and nations to come in this world till the Doomsday would be included in his Ummah; as such the number of persons in his Ummah would be more than in other Ummah and his spiritual sons would be more than those of other prophets.

The Holy Prophet's ﷺ being the last prophet has also told us that his kindness and affection for his spiritual sons (i.e. for his Ummah) would be more than that of other prophets and he would be fully seized of the concern to identify and appreciate the needs which may arise till Doomsday because no prophet or wahy (Divine revelation) would come
after him. The prophets preceding him did not have this concern because they knew that when the nation would deviate and adopt erring ways, other prophets would come after them and reform the nation. But the Last Prophet was seized of the concern that he should impart instructions to the Ummah for all the situations that it may face up till Doomsday. The \textit{ahādīth} of the Holy Prophet \textbullet\@ bear witness to the above, because he has told us even the names of most of those people who could be followed and who would come after him. Similarly, he has told us the details about the leaders who would misguide humanity in a manner that anybody who cares to ponder over those warnings would not have the slightest doubt left in his mind. That is why the Holy Prophet said

"I have left (you) on such an illuminated path where it does not make any difference whether it is day or night; there is no danger of being misguided at any time."

Another point to note in this verse is that Sayyidnā Muḥammad al-Muṣṭafa has been referred to in the beginning of the sentence as a rasul (messenger) and as such it would have been apparently more appropriate to use the word \textit{khatam-ur-rusul} or \textit{khatam-ul-mursalin} (the last of the messengers) for him. But the wise Qur'ān has, instead, used the word \textit{khatam-un-nabiyyin} (the last of the prophets). The reason is that according to the consensus of scholars, there is a difference between Nabi (prophet) and rasul (messenger). Nabi is that person whom Allah Ta'ālā (the Almighty) has selected for the reformation of His slaves and has honored him with His \textit{Wahy} (revelation), irrespective of whether He has given him a Book and a new \textit{Sharī'ah} (set of revealed rules and precepts) or He has appointed him to guide the followers of a previous Nabi according to a previous Nabi's Book and \textit{Sharī'ah}, like Sayyidnā Hārūn was appointed to guide and reform his followers according to the Book and \textit{Sharī'ah} of Sayyidnā Mūsā. On the contrary, the word rasul (messenger) is used exclusively for a particular Nabi who has been given a Book and a new \textit{Sharī'ah}. As such Nabi is more general than Rasūl.

So the meaning of this verse is that the Holy Prophet, being the last of the prophets, has concluded the line of prophets and no prophet will come after him, irrespective of whether he is given a Book and a \textit{Sharī'ah} or he succeeds a previous Nabi to follow his Book and \textit{Sharī'ah}. 
It is now very clear that all kinds of prophets appointed by Allah came to an end with the Holy Prophet ﷺ; no prophet will be appointed after him.

Imām Ibn Kathīr, in his Tafsīr, says:

"This verse is the unambiguous proof of the belief that there would be no Nabī after the Holy Prophet ﷺ and since there would be no Nabī, there is no question of there being any rasul after him because Nabī is a general term and rasul is particular. And this is the belief which is evidenced by mutawatir ahādīth which have reached us through the reports of a very large number of the Noble Companions ﷺ."
thereby have been fully refuted. Some important points from that book are being reproduced here.

**The Holy Prophet's \( \mathbb{H} \) Being the Last Prophet does not negate the descent of Sayyidnā ‘Īsā ﷺ in the last days**

It is proved from many verses of the Qur‘ān and from *mutawatir aḥādīth* that in the last days before the doomsday, Sayyidnā ‘Īsā ﷺ would come into this world again, kill Dajjal (the Antichrist) and bring all misguidance to an end. The detailed proofs of this fact are given in my Arabic book ‘At-tasrih’. Mirzā Qadiyānī, denying the descent of Sayyidnā ‘Īsā ﷺ, has proclaimed himself to be the predicted Masiḥ with the reasoning that if reappearance of Sayyidnā ‘Īsā Ibn Maryam ﷺ who was a prophet of Israelites, is accepted, then it would negate the Holy Prophet's \( \mathbb{H} \) being the last of the prophets.

The clear reply is that the Holy Prophet's \( \mathbb{H} \) being the last prophet means that nobody would be appointed as a prophet after him; it does not imply that somebody who was appointed a prophet earlier would be dismissed from his prophethood or that such a prophet would not be able to return to this world. But, of course, the prophet who returns to this world for the reformation of the Ummah of the Holy Prophet ﷺ while maintaining his prophethood, would carry out the reforms in the *Ummah* in accordance with the teachings of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, as clarified in authentic aḥādīth.

Imām Ibn Kathir, in explanation of this verse, has said:

والمراد بكونه عليه السلام خاتمهم انقطاع حدوث وصف النبوة في أحد من الثقلين بعد تحلله عليه السلام بها في هذه النشأة، ولا يُقَدح في ذلك ما اجتمعت عليه الآية واشتهرت فيه الأخبار، وعليها بلغت مبلغ التواتر المعنوي وتعلق به الكتب على قول ووجه الإيمان به وأكثر منكره كالفلاسفية من نزول عيسى عليه السلام آخر الزمان، لأنه كان النبيًا قبل أن يحلَّي نبِيًا صلى الله عليه وسلم بالنبيَّة في هذه النشأة.

"The Holy Prophet ﷺ being the last of the prophets means that the office of prophethood stands terminated after him. No one would get this office after him. But it does not have any effect on the fact of the descent and reappearance of Sayyidnā ‘Īsā ﷺ in the last days on which there is a consensus of the whole *Ummah* and which is proved by a large number of aḥādīth that
are almost mutawatir and by the Qur'ān itself according to some interpretations, because he had been given prophethood before the Holy Prophet ﷺ."

**Distortion of the Meaning of Prophethood and invention of new kinds of Prophethood**

This claimant of prophethood adopted a new trick to pave the way for his claim by inventing a new kind of prophethood which simply does not exist in Qur'ān and Sunnah and neither is there any proof for it, but according to him this new kind of prophethood does not negate the decree of Qur'ān regarding the termination of prophethood. Briefly, he has introduced in prophethood the concept of reincarnation, which is well known in Hinduism and other religions. His contention is that if a person is dyed in the color of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, by virtue of his complete obedience to him and by following his footsteps, his coming to this world is the coming of the Holy Prophet ﷺ himself; such a person is in fact the shadow and incarnate demonstration of none else but the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Therefore, his claim does not negate the belief in the termination of prophethood after him.

But how can this invented kind of prophethood find its way to Islamic beliefs? There is no proof of it. Besides, the belief in termination of prophethood is a basic belief of Islam and as such it has been so thoroughly clarified by the Holy Prophet ﷺ under different topics at various times that no imposter can distort it. The full details can be seen in this author's book referred to earlier, but only some necessary proofs of this belief are being presented here.

Ṣaḥīḥ of Bukhārī, Ṣaḥīḥ of Muslim and almost all books of Ḥadīth have reported from Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah ﷺ with authentic chain of narrators that the Holy Prophet ﷺ has said,

> "The example of all the prophets before me and of myself is like a man has built a very strong and well decorated house in one corner wall of which space has been left vacant for one brick; people roam about in the home to see it and admire the
construction but all of them say that why did not the builder put a brick in that space also which would have completed the construction. I am that last brick (of the palace of prophethood) and in some versions he said "I have filled up that vacant space and thus completed the palace of prophethood."

The gist of this eloquent simile is that prophethood is like a grand palace composed of Prophets $&$. This grand palace was complete in all respects before the Holy Prophet $!$ except for the placement of one brick. The Holy Prophet $!$ completed this grand palace by filling up that vacant space for one brick. Now there is no more space for any prophet or messenger. Even if it is supposed that there are other kinds of prophets and messengers, there is just no more space for them in the palace of prophethood.

In another Ḥadīth narrated by Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah $!$ reported in Sahīhs of Bukhārī, Muslim, Musnad of Aḥmad, etc., the Holy Prophet $!$ has said:

كانت بنو إسرائيل تسوؤهم الأنباء كلما هلك نبي خلفه نبي وانه لانيبي بعدي و سيكون خلفاء فيكرون (الحديث)

"The politics and administration of Banu Isrā'īl was being handled by the prophets themselves. When one prophet expired, another prophet would take his place. And after me there is no prophet, but of course, there would be my khulafā' (caliphs - successors) who would be numerous."

This Ḥadīth has made it clear that there would be no prophet after the Holy Prophet $!$ and the education and instruction of the Ummah would be carried out by his Khulafā'. The Holy Prophet $!$ has explicitly and clearly told us that there is no prophethood of any kind after him, otherwise he would have mentioned it in this Ḥadīth where he has mentioned Khulafā'.

Ṣahīhs of Bukhārī and Muslim have reported a Ḥadīth narrated by Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah $!$ :

لَمْ يِبْقَ مِنَ الْبَيْحَةِ إِلاَّ الْمُبَشِّرَات

"Nothing is left of prophethood except mubashshirat (true dreams )".

As reported in Musnad of Aḥmad, etc., Sayyidah Ṣiddiqah ‘Ā’ishah
and Sayyidah Umm Kurz al-K'abiyyah have stated that the Holy Prophet ﷺ has said:

لا يبقى بعدى من النبوة شىء آلا المبشارات، قالوا: يا رسول الله! وما المبشارات؟

"Nothing is left of prophethood after me except mubashshirat. The noble companions asked: O Holy Prophet ﷺ! What is mubashshirat? He replied, 'True dreams that a Muslim sees himself or somebody else sees about him."

This Ḥadīth has so explicitly told that no kind of prophethood, either one with a new law or without it, either Zilli (shadowy) or Buruzi (incarnate), is possible after the Holy Prophet ﷺ; people would only have mubashshirat (true dreams) through which they would find out a few things.

Musnad of Aḥmad and Tirmidhī carry a narration of Sayyidnā Anas Ibn Mālik wherein the Holy Prophet ﷺ has said:

إن الرسالة والنبوة قد انقطعت فلا رسول بعدى ولا نبي (رواه الترمذي وقال: هذا حديث صحيح).

"No doubt risalah (messengership) and nubuwah (prophethood) stand terminated after me; after me there would neither be a rasūl (messenger) nor a Nabi (prophet)".

This Ḥadīth has made it clear that prophethood even without a new law is simply not there after the Holy Prophet ﷺ; what to say of zilli or buruzi prophethood which are neither any form of prophethood nor are they recognized as such in Islam.

The objective is not to collect here all the ahādīth pertaining to the issue of termination of prophethood; more than two hundred ahādīth on this subject have been put together in my book "Khatm-e-Nabuwat". The objective, by quoting a few of them is to advise that the categories of zilli and buruzi prophethood invented by Mirzā Qadiyānī is without any basis or proof, and moreover the ahādīth quoted above have told explicitly that there is no kind of prophethood whatsoever left to come after the Holy Prophet ﷺ.

That is why, right from the days of the noble companions up till today, all the schools of Muslim Ummah are unanimous on the belief that there cannot be any kind of Nabī or Rasūl after the Holy Prophet ﷺ and
whoever claims to be so is a liar and denier of the Qur’ān and is a disbeliever. The first general consensus of the noble companions had evolved on this very issue as a result of which a holy war (jihād) was fought with Musaylimah, the liar, the false claimant of prophethood, during the period of the first Khalīfah Sayyidnā Abū Bakr, in which he (Musaylimah) and his followers were killed.

The dictums and clarifications of the past Imāms and wise scholars of the Ummah are reproduced in considerable detail in the book "Khatm-e-Nabuwwat", some of them are being copied here also.

Ibn Kathir, in his tafsir, writes under this verse:

"Allah Ta‘ālā in this Book and the Holy Prophet ﷺ in successive ahādīth has informed that there is no Nabī after the Holy Prophet ﷺ so that people should know that whoever claims to be a prophet after him is a liar, a cheat, an imposter, a deviator who misguides others, no matter how many conjuring tricks he shows, magic spells he binds or talismanic wonders and sorceries he performs which are, in fact, sheer fallacies recognized as such by the people who have knowledge and understanding. Allah Ta‘ālā had let such perverse acts and utterances manifested at the hands of Aswad Al-‘Ansi (claimant of prophethood) in Yemen and Musaylimah, the liar, (another claimant of prophethood) in Yamamah in a way that every intelligent and comprehending person, after hearing and seeing them, knew that both of them were liars and misguided. May Allah curse them. In the same way anyone who claims to be a prophet upto the Doomsday is a liar and an infidel and this stream of claimants of prophethood would end at Dajjal, the Anti-Christ."

Imām Ghazzali, while explaining the above mentioned verse and
discussing the belief in the termination of prophethood, has observed in his book 'Al-Iqtisād fil Itiqād' as follows,

"The entire Ummah has unanimously understood from these words and from circumstantial evidences that there will never be a prophet after him ever, nor will ever come a messenger of Allah. These words (of the verse) can neither be interpreted in any other sense, nor can their generality be restricted."

Qādi 'Iyāḍ in his book 'Ash-shifa', after declaring that a person who claims to prophethood after the Holy Prophet ﷺ is a liar and an infidel who does not believe in this verse, has observed as follows:

"The Ummah holds by consensus that this discourse bears the obvious meaning and that this verse means what it says, without any other interpretation or any exception. Therefore, there is no doubt in the kufr (infidelity) of all those sects (who follow any claim out of prophethood) rather their kufr stands absolutely proved in view of the consensus of the Ummah and the express texts of the Qur'ān and Sunnah.

Verses 41 - 48

بَيَّنَّا لِلْدِّينِ إِنْ فيَكُونَ أَذَّنْكُوا اللَّهُ ذُكْرًا كَثِيرًا (٤١) وَسَبَّحْتُهُ بَكْرَةً وَأَصْبِحْلَا (٤٢) هَوَّ الْذِّي يُصْلِبُ عَلَيْكُمُ وَمَلِكَتُهُ يَخْرِجُهُ مِنْ الْظَّلْمَتِ إِلَى الْبُرَّ وَكَانَ بِالْمُؤْمِنِينَ رَجُلًا (٤٣) نَحْيَهُمُ يَوْمَ يَلْقُونَهُ سَلَّمُ ﷺ وَأَعْدَ أَنْ لَهُمْ أَجْرًا كَرِيمًا (٤٤) بِأَيِّهَا النَّبِيُّ إِنَا أَرْسَلْنَا شاهِدًا وَمَبْيَارًا وَنُذِّرُكَ (٤٥) وَدَعَايًا إِلَى اللَّهِ بِذِنَاهُ وَمَيْرَاجًا مَّيْسِيرًا (٤٦) وَبِشْرُ الْمُؤْمِنِينَ بِأَنْ لَهُمْ مِنْ اللَّهِ فَضْلًا كَبِيرًا (٤٧) وَلَا تُطِعِ الْكُفَّارَ الْمُكَفَّرِينَ وَالْمُتَقَفِّينَ وَدَعْ أَذِينَهُمْ وَتُوَّرْ كَلَّا عَلَى اللَّهِ.
O those who believe, remember Allah abundantly, [41] and proclaim His purity at morn and eve. [42] He is such that He and His angels send blessings to you, so that He brings you out from all sorts of darkness into Light. And He is Very-Merciful to the believers. [43] Their greeting, the Day they will meet Him, will be, "Salām" (Peace). And He has prepared for them a noble reward. [44]

O prophet, We have sent you as a witness and a bearer of good news and a warner, [45] and as one who calls (people) towards Allah with His permission, and as a luminous lamp. [46] And give good news to the believers that they are to receive a huge bounty from Allah. [47] And do not obey the infidels and the hypocrites, and just ignore any hurt (that afflicts you) from them, and place your trust in Allah. And Allah is sufficient (for you) to take care of all matters. [48]

Commentary

Mentioned in the preceding verse was the incident of Sayyidnā Zaid & Sayyidah Zainab رضي الله عنها, and in relation to it the Holy Prophet's being the last of the prophets has been stated in the context of directions for the respect and reverence of the Holy Prophet ﷺ and saving oneself from causing any pain to him.

Further on also, the perfect attributes of the Holy Prophet ﷺ are going to be stated; his person and attributes are the greatest blessings for Muslims in this world. The instruction of remembering Allah in abundance is given in the above verse to show gratitude for those blessings.

Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ has stated that there is no form of worship except ḍhikrullah (remembrance of Allah) for which Allah has not fixed a limit; for example, Ṣalāh is prescribed five times a day and the number of rak’at are determined for each Ṣalāh; fasting throughout the month of Ramadan is determined, Ḥajj can be performed only at a particular place and at a particular time, Zakāh is prescribed once a year at a particular rate. But ḍhikrullah is a form of worship for which there is no limit or defined quantity, no particular time or period, no defined
posture or position, nor even the state of purity through ablution is required. Dhikrullah is required all the time, in all circumstances, whether one is traveling or is at home, whether one is healthy or ill, whether one is on land or at sea, whether it is day or night - dhikrullah is required all the time.

Therefore no excuse is acceptable for neglecting dhikrullah except that one may have lost his senses and become unconscious. In case of all forms of worship, other than dhikrullah, if one becomes unable due to illness or compelling circumstances, one is allowed reduction, brevity or exemption altogether, but in case of dhikrullah there are no extenuating circumstances. Therefore, no excuse is considered valid for omitting it and the merits, blessings and rewards for doing it are also numerous.

Imām Aḥmad has reported from Sayyidnā Abū ad-Darda’ that the Holy Prophet said to the noble companions, 'Should I not tell you a thing that is better than all your deeds and is most acceptable to your Lord, and which would raise your grades, and is better than giving silver and gold in charity and alms and is also better than your embarking for Jihad wherein you face and kill the enemy and the enemy kills you? The noble companions asked the Holy Prophet about that thing. The Holy Prophet said, that is, remembrance of Allah, the Mightiest the Most Glorious'. (Ibn Kathīr)

Imām Aḥmad and Tirmidhī also have reported that Sayyidnā Abī Hurairah said that he had heard a prayer from the Holy Prophet which he does never miss. It is the following:

أَلْهَمْ يَا عَلَيْ أَعْمَلُ شُكْرَكَ وَأَنْبِيَ عَنْ نَصْبِهِكَ وَأَكْرُرُ ذِكْرَكَ وَأَخْفَفُ وَصِيَّتَكَ

"O Allah make me so that I keep thanking You profusely, I keep obeying your instructions, I keep remembering You abundantly and I safeguard (to follow) your advice." (Ibn Kathīr)

Here the Holy Prophet has supplicated to Allah Ta’ālā for ability to engage in dhikrullah abundantly.

A Beduin said to the Holy Prophet that the number of good deeds, obligations in Islam are many; so please tell me something concise and comprehensive which I could hold on to firmly. The Holy Prophet told him,
That your tongue remains always wet with the *dhikr* of Allah.
(Musnad Ahmad, Ibn Kathīr)

Sayyidnā Abū Sa‘īd Al-‘Asy’ī has narrated that the Holy Prophet ﷺ has said: "Remember Allah, the Almighty so much so that people start calling you crazy." (Ibn Kathīr from Musnad Ahmad)

And Ṣayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Umar ﷺ has narrated that the Holy Prophet ﷺ has said that a gathering of people wherein Allah is not mentioned would prove to be a matter of remorse on the Doomsday for those sitting therein. (Ahmad, Ibn Kathīr)

"And proclaim His purity at morn and eve". 33:42) Here morning and evening may, metaphorically, mean all the time. Alternatively, morning and evening have been mentioned specifically to lay emphasis on carrying out *dhikrullah* during these times and to indicate that it carries more blessings - otherwise *dhikrullah* is neither specified nor limited to any particular time.

(He is such that He and His angels send blessings to you. 33:43) It means that when you have become used to *dhikrullah* in abundance and have become regular in recounting the perfections of Allah morning and evening, Allah would honor you and respect you by bestowing His Blessings and by the angels supplicating for you.

The word 'Ṣalāh' has been used in this verse for Allah Ta‘ālā as well as for the angels but the applicable meaning are different. For Allah it means His bestowing blessings, and for angels who have no volition on their own, it means their supplication to Allah to bestow His blessings.

Ṣayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ has stated that Ṣalāh from Allah is blessing, from angels it is prayer for forgiveness and from humans it is supplication. The word Ṣalāh carries all the three meanings.

(Their greeting, the Day they will meet Him, will be, "Ṣalām" - 33:44). This is the explanation of the Ṣalāh that is sent to believers from Allah. It means that the day they would meet Allah, they will be respectfully addressed by Him with the word, 'Ṣalām' i.e. (Assalamu ‘alaykum). The day of meeting Allah according to Imām
Rāghib, would be the Doomsday; some other leading exegetes say that it would be when they enter Paradise and they would receive Salām from Allah Taʿālā as well as from the angels; and yet other scholars consider it to be the day of death when they would leave the whole world to be present before Allah as stated by Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd ﷺ that when the Angel of Death goes to a believer to extract the spirit of life out of him, he gives him a message that his Lord has sent to him Salām. The word 'meeting' is true in all the three cases. Therefore there can be no objection or contradiction in the traditions, because Salām from Allah Taʿālā is sent on all the three occasions.

Note

This verse has proved that when Muslims meet each other, their greeting should be assalamu ‘alaykum whether from the older to the younger or from the younger to the older.

Special Attributes of the Holy Prophet ﷺ:

يا بني النبي إن أرسلناك شاهدا ومبشرا وناذرا وداعيا إلى الله وإليه وسراجا مثيرا

O prophet, We have sent you as a witness and a bearer of good news and a warner and as one who calls (people) towards Allah with His permission, and as a luminous lamp. (33:45-46)

The text here reverts to the special perfect attributes of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Five attributes have been mentioned here - 'Shāhīd', 'mubashshir', 'nadhir', da‘i ila Allah’. 'Sirāj munir'. 'Shāhīd' (a witness) means that the Holy Prophet ﷺ will be a witness of the ummah on the Day of Judgment according to a ḥadīth narrated by Sayyidnā Abū Sa‘īd al-Khudrī ﷺ and reported by Bukhārī, Nasa‘ī and Tirmidhī. It is mentioned in some parts of that Ḥadīth that on the Day of Judgment when Sayyidnā Nūḥ ﷺ will be presented before Allah, he will be asked whether he had conveyed Allah's Message to his Ummah. He will reply that he did. Then his Ummah will be presented and they will deny having received any message of Allah. Then Sayyidnā Nūḥ ﷺ will be asked whether he has any witness to his claim of having conveyed the message of truth, and he will reply that Muḥammad ﷺ and his Ummah are witnesses. Some narrations have it that he will present the Ummah of Muḥammad ﷺ as witness and this Ummah will give evidence in his favour. At this, the Ummah of Sayyidnā Nūḥ ﷺ will argue 'How can they, who were not even born at that time, give evidence in our case?'.
Now the Ummah of Muḥammad will be asked to substantiate their evidence and they will answer that no doubt they were not born at that time but they were told about it by their Holy Prophet in whom they believe and trust. At this time the Holy Prophet will be asked to give testimony regarding the veracity of his Ummah's statement.

Briefly, the Holy Prophet through his testimony, will confirm and verify the statement of his Ummah that, of course, he had given them that news.

Another general meaning of being a witness for the Ummah may be that the Holy Prophet will give evidence about the good and bad deeds of all the individuals of his Ummah. And this evidence would be on the basis that the deeds of the Ummah are presented before the Holy Prophet every morning and evening daily; some narrations state that the deeds are presented once a week. The Holy Prophet thus recognizes each and every individual of his Ummah by their deeds and as such he will be made witness for the Ummah on the Doomsday. (Ibn al-Mubarak from Saʿid Ibn al- Musayyab, Maṣhari)

'Mubashshshir' means bearer of good news, and as such the Holy Prophet is the announcer of the good news of Paradise for the righteous people of his Ummah.

'Nadhir' means the one who warns; thus the Holy Prophet also puts the fear of Allah's punishment in the hearts of his Ummah in case they violate or disobey the injunctions of Shari'ah.

'One who calls people to'Allah' means that the Holy Prophet calls his Ummah to believe in Allah's Being, Oneness and obedience. The act of calling towards Allah has been qualified by the phrase 'with His permission'. It means that the Holy Prophet calls and invites people towards Allah with His permission. This condition is an indication that preaching and inviting towards Allah are very difficult tasks which cannot be performed successfully without Allah" permission and help.

(Sirāj) means lamp and Munir ('Munir') means luminous. The fifth attribute of the Holy Prophet has been stated that he is a luminous lamp, and some are of the view that 'luminous lamp' refers here to the Qur'ān. But the context suggests that this is also an attribute of the Holy Prophet.
Qādī Thana‘ullāh has stated in Tafsīr Maẓharī that "the Holy Prophet’s function of calling towards Allah pertains to his speech and outward acts, his attribute of being a 'luminous lamp' pertains to his blessed heart. Just as the sun illuminates the whole world, in the same way, the hearts of the faithful become illuminated by the radiant light of his heart. That is why the noble companions who were the beneficiaries of his company in this world are superior and more exalted than the whole of the Ummah, because their hearts were illuminated and graced by his heart directly; the rest of the Ummah received this radiant light indirectly through the noble companions and their successors and so on."

It can also be said that all prophets, specially the Holy Prophet, after having passed away from this world are alive in their graves. Their life in *barzakh* (transition between death and the Day of Resurrection) is much more superior than the transit-life of common people, the reality of which is known to Allah Ta‘ālā only. However due to this life, the hearts of all Muslims would keep on receiving the radiant light of his blessed heart, and the share of each individual would be in accordance with the intensity of love and reverence he has towards the Holy Prophet and the abundance of Ṣalāh (*durud*) he offers to him.

The radiant light of the Holy Prophet has been metaphorically described as a 'lamp', even though his inner radiance is far brighter than the sun. This is because the sun illuminates only the surface of the world, whereas his blessed heart illuminates the inside of the whole world and the hearts of the faithful. The reason for this simile appears to be that obtaining advantage from the light of a lamp is voluntary and available all the time easily, whereas approaching the sun is well-nigh impossible and its light is not available all the time.

The attributes of the Holy Prophet, as stated in the Holy Qur‘ān, are also mentioned in Torah as reported by Imām Bukhārī that Sayyidnā ‘Ata’ Ibn Yasar says that one day when I met Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As asked him to tell me the attributes of the Holy Prophet as stated in Torah. He said, "of course, I will tell you. By Allah! some of the attributes of the Holy Prophet mentioned in the Qur‘ān are also there in Torah" And then he quoted the following extract.
We have sent you as a witness, as a bearer of glad tidings, as a Warner and as a refuge and protection for the illiterate Arabs. You are My slave and messenger. I have named you "mutawakkil" (i.e. one who trusts in Allah). You are neither ill-tempered nor hard natured nor one who raises noise in the markets; you do not repay wickedness with wickedness, rather you forbear and forgive. Allah Ta'ālā would not recall you from the world till He has straightened out the crooked Ummah through you and they start saying 'lā ilaha illallāh'. Allah would open up unseeing eyes, un-hearing ears and locked-up hearts through you".

The Holy Qur'ān, after attributing the above qualities to the Holy Prophet ﷺ, is asking him to carry on his functions, that is, to give the good news to the faithful that they are going to receive great bounties and mercy from Allah and not to obey the desires of the infidels and hypocrites. It was, though, not possible for the Holy Prophet ﷺ to obey the infidels and hypocrites or to give up preaching and inviting people, yet there was a chance that, in order to avoid people's sarcasm and taunts, he might have inclined to avoid marrying Sayyidah Zainab bint Jahsh; that was, in fact, a practical demonstration of the divine rule of Shari'ah. This has been alluded to as obeying the infidels and hypocrites. He was further directed not to mind any vexation that he may receive from the infidels and hypocrites (as he did) and also not to worry about physical harm inflicted by them, but in case such a thought crosses his mind, he was directed to trust in Allah, because Allah is enough to put all matters right - He will protect him from all harms, and if an apparent harm is caused during preaching, it is a gain in reality, and is not against the promise of protection and putting things right.

**Verse 49**

"O Prophet ﷺ! We have sent you as a witness, as a bearer of glad tidings, as a Warner and as a refuge and protection for the illiterate Arabs. You are My slave and messenger. I have named you "mutawakkil" (i.e. one who trusts in Allah). You are neither ill-tempered nor hard natured nor one who raises noise in the markets; you do not repay wickedness with wickedness, rather you forbear and forgive. God would not recall you from the world till He has straightened out the crooked Ummah through you and they start saying 'lā ilaha illallāh'. God would open up unseeing eyes, un-hearing ears and locked-up hearts through you."

The Holy Qur'ān, after attributing the above qualities to the Holy Prophet ﷺ, is asking him to carry on his functions, that is, to give the good news to the faithful that they are going to receive great bounties and mercy from God and not to obey the desires of the infidels and hypocrites. It was, though, not possible for the Holy Prophet ﷺ to obey the infidels and hypocrites or to give up preaching and inviting people, yet there was a chance that, in order to avoid people's sarcasm and taunts, he might have inclined to avoid marrying Sayyidah Zainab bint Jahsh; that was, in fact, a practical demonstration of the divine rule of Shari'ah. This has been alluded to as obeying the infidels and hypocrites. He was further directed not to mind any vexation that he may receive from the infidels and hypocrites (as he did) and also not to worry about physical harm inflicted by them, but in case such a thought crosses his mind, he was directed to trust in God, because God is enough to put all matters right - He will protect him from all harms, and if an apparent harm is caused during preaching, it is a gain in reality, and is not against the promise of protection and putting things right.

**Verse 49**

"O Prophet ﷺ! We have sent you as a witness, as a bearer of glad tidings, as a Warner and as a refuge and protection for the illiterate Arabs. You are My slave and messenger. I have named you "mutawakkil" (i.e. one who trusts in God). You are neither ill-tempered nor hard natured nor one who raises noise in the markets; you do not repay wickedness with wickedness, rather you forbear and forgive. God would not recall you from the world till He has straightened out the crooked Ummah through you and they start saying 'lā ilaha illallāh'. God would open up unseeing eyes, un-hearing ears and locked-up hearts through you."
O those who believe, when you marry the believing women then divorce them before you have touched them, then they have no obligation of any ‘iddah (waiting period) for you that you may count. So give them (due) benefits, and release them in a pleasant manner. [49]

Commentary

Some attributes and the special eminence of the Holy Prophet have been mentioned in the preceding verse. Some special rules that are exclusive to him in matters of marriage and divorce are intended to be mentioned in forthcoming verses in which he has a distinction over the general Ummah. But before that, a general rule regarding divorce has been mentioned as a prologue which is applicable to all Muslims in general.

There are three injunctions regarding divorce in this verse.

The first injunction is that if after nikah (marriage) a woman is divorced before the spouses have had full privacy (Al-khalwah A*-$ahihah), then she is not liable to any period of ‘iddah (waiting period), which means that she can enter into another marriage immediately. In the present verse, ‘touching’ means having sexual intercourse, either actually or by presumption, because if the spouses meet together at a private place without any apprehension of interference by someone and there is nothing to prevent them from having sex, this type of privacy (Al-khalwah A$-sahihah) carries the same legal consequences as an actual intercourse.

The second injunction is that the divorced woman should be separated gracefully and by giving some gifts to her. Giving something to a divorced woman at the time of her departure is desirable according to Sunnah, and in some cases it is compulsory as elaborated in verse 236 of Sūrah Al-Baqarah - There is no sin on you if you divorce women when you have not touched them. - 2:236). The use of the word 'mata'' here is perhaps based on the wisdom that this word has a wide and general meaning and is applicable to anything which may be beneficial, which includes the woman's obligatory rights,
like mahr (dower), etc., which means that the dower, if not already paid, has to be paid at the time of divorce gladly; and it also includes her rights that are not compulsory, for example, a set of clothes to be gifted to her at the time of departure, which is mustahab (commendable) in respect of every divorced woman and the Qur'ān has persuaded the husband for both, the compulsory as well as commendable rights.

A leading scholar of Ḥadīth ‘Abd Ibn Ḥumayd has narrated the dictum of Sayyidnā Ḥasan that every divorced woman has to be given something as mut'ah whether one has had Al-khalwah Assahlhah (full privacy) with her or not and whether her mahr (dower) was fixed or not.

Details of Mut'ah to be given at the time of Divorce

Badai', the famous book of Ḥanafī fiqh has mentioned that mut'ah of divorce means those clothes which a woman wears necessarily when going out. It includes a pair of trousers, long shirt, shawl and a large sheet as covering from head to feet. Clothes can be graded as high quality, medium and ordinary. Muslim jurists have determined that if both the husband and wife belong to wealthy families, the clothes have to be of high quality; if they are both poor, then the clothes should be of ordinary quality, and if one is poor and the other wealthy, then the clothes may be of medium quality.

Islam's matchless teaching in discharging social obligations gracefully

Recognition of rights and a courteous behavior towards others is restricted in common practice to relatives, friends and at the best it is extended to common people. Recognizing and discharging of the rights of opponents and foes and devising rules and regulations for their execution is a distinct feature of Islamic teachings. Although many organizations have been established in our days exclusively for the protection of human rights, and some rules and regulations have also been devised for this purpose. Huge sums of money are collected as donations from all over the world for this objective, but all of them are politically oriented and whenever they do help the suffering people, such help is not available everywhere, nor is it without a motive. It is rather given to fulfill their own political aims. And, supposing, these organizations do start functioning properly to serve the suffering humanity, the most they can do is to help when some area is affected by a devastating storm, epidemic
disease, etc. But who would know about the suffering of individuals and single persons? Who can reach them? Let us look at the matter of divorce which obviously is a result of mutual discord, anger and disharmony which usually results in the relationship which was established on the basis of extreme concord, love and affection changing to the opposite i.e. combined emotions of hate enmity and revenge. The above mentioned verse of the Holy Qur'ān and many other similar verses have given such instructions to Muslims to be observed right at the time of divorce that they fully test gracefulness of behavior and courteous discharge of social obligations. The emotions keep on inciting one to take as much revenge as one can from the woman who has inflicted so much pain and agony to him that the relationship had to be terminated. But the noble Qur'ān has bound the common divorced woman to stay during the period of ‘iddah in the house of her husband; it has been made obligatory on the husband not to turn the divorced woman out of his house during the period of ‘iddah and to continue to provide her the usual daily maintenance and upkeep during that period. It has also been made desirable for the husband to give her mut’ah i.e. a set of clothes at the time of departure after completion of the period of ‘iddah and to release her with grace and respect. Only those women are exempt from the period of ‘iddah who have only gone through nikah without stepping into the husband’s house, without having had true privacy, but more stress has been laid on offering mut’ah to them as compared to other women.

The third injunction is: "Release them gracefully" which has imposed a restriction on the husband not to say anything harsh even verbally nor to indulge in taunts or sarcasms.

Only that person can honor the rights of the opponents during confrontation who can control his emotions and passions. All the teachings of Islam have laid due emphasis on this principle.

Verses 50 - 52
O prophet, We have made lawful for you all your wives whom you have given their dowers, And those (bondwomen) whom you own, out of the captives Allah has given to you as spoils of war, and daughters of your paternal uncle, and daughters of your paternal aunts, and daughters of your maternal uncle, and daughters of your maternal aunts, who have migrated with you, and a believing woman who offers herself for (marrying) the prophet without dower, if the prophet wishes to bring her into his marriage, these rules being exclusive for you, and not for the (rest of the) believers, — We know what We have prescribed for them in respect of their wives and the slave-girls they own — so that there should be no difficulty for you. And Allah is Most-Forgiving, Very-Merciful. [50] You may postpone (the turn) of any one you wish from among them, and may accommodate with you any one you wish. And should you recall any one from those whom you kept aside, there is no blame on you. It is more likely, in this way, that their eyes will stay content, and they will not grieve, and all of them will be happy with whatever you give to them. And Allah knows whatever lies in your hearts. And Allah is All-Knowing, All-Wise. [51] No women are lawful for you after this, nor is it lawful that you replace them (the present wives) with other wives, even though their goodness may attract you,
except the bond-women you own. And Allah is watchful of every thing. [52]

Commentary

These verses contain seven injunctions about marriage and divorce that are specific to the Holy Prophet ﷺ and these specifics signify his distinctive eminence and his special honor. Some of these injunctions are such that their being specific to the Holy Prophet ﷺ is absolutely plain and obvious and some of them are such that, despite their being general for all Muslims, they are subject to certain conditions and qualifications that are specific to the Holy Prophet ﷺ. The details are given below:

The First injunction

إِنَّآ أُحِلَّلَنَا لَكُمْ أَزْوَاجٍ كُنْتَ آنِيَتْ أُجُرُّهُمْنَى (O prophet We have made lawful (halāl) for you all your wives whom you have given their dowers - 50.)

Apparently, this ruling is general for all Muslims, because their existing wives are lawful for them too, but the reason for its being specific is that, at the time of revelation of this verse, the Holy Prophet ﷺ had more than four wives, while it is not permissible for Muslims in general to keep more than four wives at any time. So it was particular for the Holy Prophet ﷺ that having more than four wives was made lawful for him.

The words, "whom you have given their dowers" in this verse are not of restrictive nature nor a pre-condition for permissibility of keeping them as wives, but it is a statement of fact that the Holy Prophet ﷺ had paid the mahr (dower) of all the women with whom he had performed nikah promptly in cash and did not leave it as debt payable by him. His noble practice was to pay or give whatever was due to him immediately and become free of the liability, without delaying it unnecessarily. The statement of this fact is to persuade Muslims in general to follow this practice.

The second Injunction

وَمَا مَلَكَتْ بَيْنَكَ مِمَّا آفَآءَ اللَّهُ عَلَيْكَ (And those (bond women) whom you own out of the captives Allah has given to you as spoils of war").

The word used here for the spoils of war is فَنِّ 'fai' which in its technical sense is restricted to the wealth acquired from the enemy without actual fighting. But at times it is used for the spoils of war acquired through actual fighting. Here the word is used in a general
sense. Moreover, it does not mean that only those slave-girls will be lawful for him who would come to him as his share in the spoils of war, but the permissibility covers those bondwomen also who were purchased by him. But, apparently, in this injunction, there is nothing particular for the Holy Prophet because this is a rule for all Muslims and the whole Ummah that those bondwomen whom they own as their share in the spoils of war or those who are purchased for a price are lawful for them. At the same time the style of the context indicates that the injunctions contained in these verses should have some special applications for the Holy Prophet. As such it is stated in 'Rūḥ ul-Ma'ānī' as a particularity of the Holy Prophet that just as the nikāh of any of his wives with any other Muslim is not lawful after him, similarly any of his bondwomen is not lawful for any Muslim after him. Accordingly the nikāh of Sayyidah Mariyah Al-Qibṭiyyah who was sent by the Roman Emperor Muqauqis as gift to the Holy Prophet, was not made lawful for anyone after him.

The third Injunction

The daughters of paternal uncle and of paternal aunts and the daughters of the maternal uncle and of maternal aunt have been made lawful for the Holy Prophet. This injunction includes all the women of his "father's family and of his mother's family". And this rule is, though, applicable to all Muslims in general, yet in the case of the Holy Prophet it has been subjected to a condition imposed on him exclusively that they must have migrated with him from Makkah- not necessarily in his company or at the same time, but the words, "with you" are to denote that they should have migrated at any time in accordance with his command. If any of them did not migrate for any reason, they did not become lawful for him as was the case with Umm Hani', the daughter of his paternal uncle Abī Ṭalib who, as per her statement, was not lawful for the Holy Prophet, because she did not migrate from Makkah.

Migration being the condition of lawfulness for the Holy Prophet was only with regard to the women of his parent's family. This condition was not applicable to other women in general - their being Muslim was enough. The wisdom in applying this condition of migration for the women of his parent's family was perhaps that the women of the family
are proud of their family which is unbecoming for the wife of a prophet. This propensity was taken care of by imposing the condition of migration, because only that women would migrate whose love for Allah and His Messenger $\mu$ prevails over her love for her family, home and property. Also, one has to suffer great difficulties during migration and these sufferings in the way of Allah have a special place in ones spiritual reform.

**Fourth Injunction:**

> "And a believing woman who offers herself for (marrying) the prophet without dower if the prophet wishes to bring her into his marriage, these rules being exclusive for you, and not for the (rest of the) believers". (33:50)

The exclusiveness of this exception for the Holy Prophet $\mu$ is absolutely obvious, because dower is an essential condition for the marriage of common Muslims, so much so that if, at the time of marriage, the woman says that she does not want any dower or the man says that he will not pay any dower, even this mutual agreement is considered by Sharī'ah as null and void, and dower as prevalent in their families would become compulsory. Only the Holy Prophet $\mu$ has been exclusively permitted to marry without dower when the woman is desirous of marriage with him without dower.

Scholars differ in determining whether the Holy Prophet $\mu$ did actually marry a woman without dower who offered herself for marriage without dower. Some scholars say that marriage of the Holy Prophet $\mu$ with a woman in this way is not proved, whereas some others have proved some such marriages (Rūh ul-Ma‘ānī).

Some scholars have considered the sentence خالصّة لِكَ (exclusively for you) to be specific to the fourth injunction, whereas some other commentators like Zamkhshri, etc., have applied it to all the injunctions mentioned before it, meaning that all the above mentioned rules are exclusively for the Holy Prophet $\mu$. And at the end it is stated لكيلا يكون عالِيك حرَجٌ which means that these injunctions have been made exclusive for the Holy Prophet $\mu$ to save him from any difficulty. Of these
exclusive rules mentioned above, the first rule wherein more than four wives have been allowed for him and the fourth rule that marriage without dower has been made lawful for him are obviously meant to facilitate and remove difficulties; but the second, third and fifth rules apparently add more conditions which should increase difficulty. But this is a hint that despite these conditions being apparently more strict, they are, in fact, for his good because in their absence he would have suffered from mental anguish. As such, even the additional conditions are to remove his difficulty.

Fifth Injunction:

The fifth injunction deduced from the words "believing women" in the above verses is that unlike the common Muslims who can marry the Christian or Jewish women, it is not permissible for the Holy Prophet to marry them. It is necessary for him that his wives are Muslims.

After stating the exclusiveness of the five rules for the Holy Prophet, the Holy Qur’an has briefly mentioned the rule for Muslims in general:

قَدْ عَلَّمَنَا مَا فَرَضَنَا عَلَيْهِمْ فِي أُوْلَٰٰٓيَّ الْأُمُّ الْمُؤْمِنَاتِ وَمَا مَلِكَتْ آِمَانُهُمْ

"We know what We have prescribed for them in respect of their wives and the slave girls they own" - 50.

It means that the above mentioned rules are exclusive for the Holy Prophet, but as for the marriage of other Muslims, Allah Knows what He has prescribed for them. For example, no Muslim can marry a woman without dower and a Muslim is allowed to marry a Christian or a Jewish woman. Similarly, the conditions in the previous rules determined to be obligatory for the Holy Prophet are not applicable to other Muslims.

Towards the end, it is said, (so that there should be no difficulty for you - 50). It means that these special injunctions in the matter of nikāh for the Holy Prophet were prescribed so that he does not face any difficulty. As for the restrictions and conditions imposed on the Holy Prophet and not on other Muslims which appear to be difficult, but keeping in view the expedience and wisdom under which the restrictions were placed, those restrictions were, in fact, to remove the spiritual discomfort and embarrassment.
So far five rules of marriage have been enunciated which have some exclusiveness for the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Further on two rules have been stated which are related to the above five rules.

**Sixth Injunctions**

("You may postpone (the turn) of any one you wish from among them, and may accommodate with you any one you wish." - 51) This rule is specific to the Holy Prophet ﷺ. The normal rule is that a Muslim husband having more than one wife must distribute his nights between his wives in equal numbers and similarly must provide means of sustenance and maintenance to each one of them equally. It is not permissible to violate the principle of equality. But the Holy Prophet ﷺ has been exempted from this rule and has been allowed to postpone the turn of any one of his blessed wives according to his own expedience; he could also recall the one whose turn he had postponed earlier.

Allah Almighty so honored the Holy Prophet ﷺ that he was exempted from observing equality between his wives but the Holy Prophet ﷺ never availed of this concession in practice; he always maintained full equality between all his blessed wives. Īmām Abū Bakr al-Jassas has stated that as per narrations of Ḥadīth, the Holy Prophet ﷺ always maintained equality between the blessed wives even after the revelation of this verse; he goes on to a Ḥadīth from Sayyidah ʿA’ishah رضي الله عنها, with his own chain of narrators, which is also available in Musnad Ahmad, Tirmidhī, Nasa’I, Abī Dāwūd etc.:

"The Messenger of Allah ﷺ used to maintain equality between all wives and used to supplicate, "O Allah I have maintained equality in whatever is within my power (meaning provision of means of sustenance and in spending of nights), so do not reprove me for that which is not within my power (meaning love and affection being more for someone and less for another that is not within one’s control)."

According to another narration, also from Sayyidah ʿA’ishah رضي الله عنها and reported by Bukhārī, if the Holy Prophet ﷺ had to postpone his visit to any of the blessed wives at her turn, for some reason, he would seek her permission even after the revelation of this verse wherein he was
exempted from observing equality between his blessed wives.

Another Ḥadīth is also well known and is found in all books of Ḥadīth that when it became difficult for the Holy Prophet ﷺ during his last illness to move between the houses of his blessed wives on daily basis, he sought permission from all of them before staying in the house of Sayyidah ‘A’ishah رضي الله عنها where he passed the remaining days of his illness.

It was the habit of all the prophets in general, and that of the Holy Prophet ﷺ in particular, that whenever a concession was given to them by Allah Ta‘ālā in a rule of Sharī‘ah, they generally used to act upon the original rule as a demonstration of their gratitude to Allah, and did not avail of the concession except at a time of a dire need.

**The wisdom of Sixth Injunction**

The Holy Qur‘ān has then stated the wisdom of the sixth injunction i.e. exempting the Holy Prophet ﷺ from maintaining equality between his wives and making all options open for him in this regard. In the words of the Holy Qur‘ān the wisdom behind this exemption was the following, (it is more likely, in this way, that their eyes will stay content, and they will not grieve, and all of them will be happy with whatever you give to them. - 51)

A doubt may arise here that, apparently, this rule of exemption would be against the wishes and intent of the blessed wives رضي الله عنهن and may cause them anguish; how can it be considered to be a source of their happiness? In answer to this question, one has to bear in mind that the real reason for one's grievance is one's perception of his or her due rights. If one believes that a certain right is due on somebody and he is neglecting or violating it, then one feels hurt and aggrieved. But if somebody who does not owe us anything and still gives us something, this act of kindness generates sheer pleasure. Accordingly, when it has been stated that it is not obligatory upon the Holy Prophet ﷺ to observe equality among all the blessed wives رضي الله عنهن rather he may use his discretion, then whatever attention and company a wife gets from him would be considered a favor and an act of courtesy and kindness which would be a source of happiness and satisfaction.

At the end of this injunction the Holy Qur‘ān has declared:
And Allah knows whatever lies in your hearts. And Allah is All-Knowing, All-Wise.

The context of the foregoing and forthcoming verses is the mention of the rules peculiar to the Holy Prophet in the matter of marriage. In between these rules, the statement that Allah knows whatever lies in your hearts and Allah is All-Knowing, All-Wise does not appear to bear any nexus with the subject. It is stated in Ruḥ ul-Maʿāni that the permission given to the Holy Prophet to marry more than four wives or to marry without dower could have created satanic scruples in somebody's mind. So, this verse, coming in between, has directed that Muslims have to guard themselves against such suspicions and scruples and have to firm up their faith that all these exclusive exemptions are given by Allah Almighty on the basis of His infinite wisdom and expedience, and that the selfish desires have no room here.

The pious life of the Holy Prophet and the issue of polygamy

The enemies of Islam have always targeted the issue of polygamy, specially the number of the wives of the Holy Prophet for their criticism. But if the whole life of the Holy Prophet is kept in view, even the Satan cannot find scope to cast doubts on the character of the Holy Prophet. It is a proved fact that his first marriage at the age of twenty-five was with Sayyidah Khadijah who was an aged widow with children and had been married twice before. The Holy Prophet spent his whole prime of life, up to the age of fifty, with that aged wife only. All these fifty years were spent right before the eyes of the people of Makkah who had started his opposition when he was of forty years and had announced his prophethood. His opponents did not leave any stone unturned in harassing and stigmatizing him. They called him a magician, a poet, a mad man, but no enemy could ever find a single chance to cast doubts in his piety, modesty or purity.

At the age of fifty, after the death of Sayyidah Khadijah, he married Sayyidah Sawdah who was also a widow.

After migration to Madinah, at the age of fifty-four, in the second year of Hijrah, Sayyidah 'A'ishah came to the Holy Prophet's home as wife. He married Sayyidah Hafsah a year later and
Sayyidah Zainab bint Khuzaymah expired a few days after that, who expired a few months later. He married Sayyidah Umm Salamah, a widow with children, in the year 4 of Hijrah. In the year 5 when he was fifty eight years old, he married Sayyidah Zainab bint Jahsh in accordance with Allah's order, as detailed in the beginning of the present surah. The rest of the blessed wives entered his house in the last five years.

The rules pertaining to the private life of a prophet and his domestic affairs constitute a major portion of a religion. The contribution of these nine blessed wives to the propagation and education of Islam can be imagined from the fact that Sayyidah 'A'ishah alone narrated two thousand two hundred and ten ahādīth and Sayyidah Umm Salamah narrated three hundred and sixty-eight ahādīth which have been collected in reliable books. Hafiz Ibn al-Qayyim, in his Ilmul Muwaqqi'in, has commented that the rulings of Sharī'ah (fatawa) disclosed by Sayyidah Umm Salamah would constitute a separate book. More than two hundred noble companions of the Holy Prophet were disciples of Sayyidah 'A'ishah who learnt hadīth, fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence) and fatawa from her.

Another wisdom of bringing a number of the blessed wives to the house of the Holy Prophet was to attract their clans towards Islam. After keeping these facts in view and considering the general pattern of his pure life, can one find any scope for saying that the multiplicity of his wives was, Allah forbid, to fulfill selfish or sexual desires? If this was the case, why the last stage of life would have been selected for this purpose after spending the whole prime of life either in celibacy or with an aged widow. This subject along with the religious, intellectual, biological and economic issues of the polygamy has been thoroughly discussed with full details under the explanation of the third verse of Sūrah Nisa' in volume II of this book.

Seventh Injunction:

(No women are lawful for you after this, nor is it lawful that you replace them (the present wives) with other wives, even though their goodness may attract you. - 52)
The words 'after this' in this verse may be interpreted in two ways. One is that no women are lawful for you after the present wives. Some noble companions and leading commentators have adopted this meaning. Sayyidnā Anas has stated that when the blessed wives were given the choice by Allah Ta'ālā to either opt for the pleasure of the worldly life and its charms but separation from the Holy Prophet or to remain with him and be content with every economic condition they may face, all of them gave up their demand for increase in maintenance and elected to remain with him. Allah Ta'ālā, as a reward for their decision, restricted the Holy Prophet to those nine wives and it was no more permissible for him to marry other women. (Al-Baihaqi, as quoted by Rūh-ul- Maʻānī)

Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās has stated that Allah Ta'ālā has restricted the blessed wives exclusively to the Holy Prophet in that they could not marry anybody after him. Similarly, the Holy Prophet has been restricted to the blessed wives in the sense that he could not marry any other women. Sayyidnā ‘Ikrimah has also given this explanation as per one narration.

The second interpretation of these words, as reported by different authorities, like Ibn ‘Abbās, ‘Ikrimah and Mujahid, according to some narrations is that "after this" means it is not lawful for the Holy Prophet to marry any women beyond the categories mentioned in the earlier verse. For example, the earlier verse has allowed for him only those women of his parents' families who had migrated from Makkah to Madinah either with him or later, according to his command; similarly the restriction that his wife must be a Muslim has made the Christian or Jewish women unlawful for him. As such the meaning of the words, "after this" would be that he cannot marry those women who do not fall in the categories made lawful for him. Thus, according to this explanation, this is not a new injunction; it is rather an elaboration to highlight the consequential outcome of the rule already laid down in the preceding verse. According to this interpretation, this verse does not prohibit marriage with other women after the nine blessed wives; instead, it prohibits marriage with non-Muslims and with women of the parents families who did not migrate, as already known from the previous verse.
This second interpretation finds support from a narration of Sayyidah 'A'ishah رضي الله عنها to the effect that the permission of further marriages remained applicable for him (even after the revelation of the present verse)

"Nor is it lawful that you replace them (the present wives) with other wives" - 52.

The clear meaning of these words in view of the second explanation of this verse is that although the Holy Prophet ﷺ is permitted to marry other women besides his present wives subject to the conditions mentioned, yet it is not lawful for him to divorce a wife and to marry another woman to replace her.

However, the meaning of these words in view of the first explanation of this verse would be that he can neither marry any woman in addition to the present wives, nor can he replace them by divorcing one and marrying another.

Towards the end of these verses it is clarified that a bond woman owned by the Holy Prophet ﷺ is exempt from fifth and seventh rules in the sense that she is lawful for him, even if she is a Christian or Jew, and it is also permitted for him to replace her with another bond woman. Lastly it has been reminded that Allah Ta’ālā is watchful of everything's reality, appearance and underlying reasons. All these injunctions and rules are based on divine wisdom and expedience, even if the wisdom is not stated specifically, and hence no one has the right to question them or raise objections against them.

Verses 53 - 55
O those who believe, do not enter the houses of the Prophet, unless you are permitted for a meal, not (so early as) to wait for its preparation. But when you are invited, go inside. Then, once you have had the meal, then disperse, and (do) not (sit for long) being keen for a chat. This (conduct of yours) hurts the Prophet, but he feels shy of (telling) you (about it). And Allah is not shy of the truth. And when you ask any thing from them (the blessed wives of the Prophet), ask them from behind a curtain. That is better for the purity of your hearts and their hearts. And it is not allowed for you that you hurt Allah's Messenger, nor that you ever marry his wives after him. Indeed, it would be an enormity in the sight of Allah. [53] If you disclose any thing, or conceal it, Allah is All-Knowing about every thing. [54] There is no sin for them (the wives of the Prophet) in (appearing without hijāb before) their fathers, or their brothers, or the sons of their brothers, or the sons of their sisters, or their own (Muslim) women, or their slave-girls. And (O wives of the Prophet,) fear Allah. Surely, Allah is witness to every thing. [55]

Commentary
These verses have laid down some etiquettes and rules of Islamic social behavior. The reason for mentioning them in the context of the previous verses is that these rules were initially revealed for the Holy Prophet's household and his wives, although their applicability is not specific or exclusive to him.
The First Injunction

Etiquettes for hosts and guests

(0 those who believe, do not enter the houses of the Prophet, unless you are permitted for a meal, not (so early as) to wait for its preparation. But when you are invited, go inside. Then, once you have had the meal, then disperse, and (do) not (sit for long) being keen for a chat. This (conduct of yours) hurts the Prophet, but he feels shy of (telling) you (about it). And Allah is not shy of the truth). (33:53)

This verse has laid down three rules pertaining to a situation where a person is invited to have meal in someone's house. These rules are applicable to all Muslims in general, but since they were prompted by an incident which took place in the house of the Holy Prophet $\&$, therefore the Prophet's house has been mentioned in the text.

The first rule is: "Do not enter the houses of the Prophet, unless you are permitted.."

The second etiquette is that despite invitation to dine and permission to enter the house, one should not enter the house so early as to wait for the meal's preparation; rather he should go inside the house when he is invited to do so.

The third etiquette is that once the invitees have had the meal, they should disperse and should not sit for long being keen for a chat. This direction is restricted to the general cases where guests' sitting for long after having the meal causes inconvenience to the host, either because the host wants to get busy with his own work, or because he has to serve meals to others after these guests. But where the practice and norm is that the guests remaining busy in conversation till late after they had their meals does not pose any problem for the hosts, as it has become customary in dinners and parties these days, this rule would not apply, because the next sentence of the verse has specifically highlighted the reason of this rule where it is said that this behavior brings discomfort to the Holy Prophet $\&$. In the specific incident that was the cause of the revelation of this verse, the meals were served in the ladies apartments of the Holy Prophet $\&$ and the discomfort caused to the family members
because of the guests staying till late is obvious.

The verse also states that although such behavior of the guests hurts the Holy Prophet ﷺ, yet since they are his own guests, he feels shy of telling and educating them about it, but Allah Ta’âlâ is not shy of telling them the truth.

The above sentence of the verse also tells us the extent to which a host is required to show respect and give honor and regard to his guests, because despite the fact that it was one of the obligations of the Holy Prophet ﷺ to teach people how they should behave when they are invited as guests, he postponed to teach his own guests this etiquette (lest they should feel disgraced) till Allah Ta’âlâ Himself taught this etiquette in the Qur’an.

The Second Injunction - Hijâb for Women

And when you ask any thing from them (the blessed wives of the Prophet), ask them from behind a curtain. That is better for the purity of your hearts and their hearts. (33:53)

This rule has also been prompted by a particular incident involving the blessed wives ﷺ, but the rule is general for the whole Ummah. Briefly, the rule states that if non-mahram men have to ask anything of common use from women, they should ask them from behind a curtain - not face to face. The reason stated for this rule is that it is better for the purity of the hearts of both.

The special Importance of Women's Hijâb

It is worth noting here that the men and women who are the direct addressees of these rules of hijâb are, on the one hand, the women who are the blessed wives رضي الله عنها of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, the purification of whose hearts has been undertaken by Allah Ta’âlâ Himself as mentioned in the verse preceding the present one, and on the other hand they are the men who are the noble companions ﷺ of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, many of whom have been exalted even above angels. Despite all these credentials, hijâb was deemed to be necessary between men and women for the purity of their hearts and to protect them from sensual scruples. Who can claim that his inner-self is purer than those of the noble companions ﷺ and the inner-selves of his women are purer than those of
The blessed wives رضى الله عنهن and thus believe that mixing of men and women would not have any bad consequences?

The Background of the revelation of these verses

Different incidents have been related by the commentators as the background for the revelation of the these verses. But there is no contradiction between these narrations, because it is likely that all these incidents combined together constitute the reason for the revelation. As for the first verse which lays down the etiquettes of guests, its background is mentioned by Sulaymān Ibn Arqam, as reported by Ibn Abī Hatim, that it was revealed about some boorish people who would enter a house without being invited and keep waiting there for the preparation of a meal.

And Imām ‘Abd Ibn Ḥumaid has reported the statement of Sayyidnā Anas  that this verse was revealed about some people who would look for an opportunity to enter and sit in the Holy Prophet's  house well before the time of dining, remain busy in conversation between themselves till the preparation of the meal and then would join the dining. These incidents took place before the injunction of ḥijāb when men used to enter women's apartments.

As for the second rule relating to the ḥijāb of women, Imām Bukhari has cited two narrations about the reason for its revelation. One is narrated by Sayyidnā Anas  that Sayyidnā ‘Umar Ibn Khattāb  said to the Holy Prophet  "O Messenger of Allah! you are visited by all sorts of people, and as such it appears advisable that you order your blessed wives رضى الله عنهن to observe Ḥijāb". At this, the verse of ḥijāb was revealed.

Imām Bukhari and Imām Muslim both have reported the following statement of Sayyidnā ‘Umar Ibn Khattāb  :

وافقت رَبِّي فِي ٌثَلَث: قَلَتْ بِإِسْرَائِیلِ اللّهِ! لَوْ اتَّخَذَتْ فِي مَقَامِ إِبْرَاهِیمٍ مُصَلِّی، فَانْذَرِ اللّهُ تَعَالَى وَأَنْهَدۡوَا مِنْ مَقَامِ إِبْرَاهِیمٍ مُصَلِّی وَقَلۡبِ: يَأَرۡسَالُ اللّهِ! إِنِّي نَسآءٌ كَبْسَ الَّذِی أَغۡلَبۡنَآ إِلَیهِ الْحَجَابَ وَقَلۡبِ: يَأَرۡسَالُ اللّهِ! إِنِّي نَسآءٌ كَبْسَ الَّذِی أَغۡلَبۡنَآ إِلَیهِ الْحَجَابَ
"My opinion appeared to be in consonance with my Lord in three things. One is that I asked the Holy Prophet to adopt the Station of Ibrāhīm (Maqām Ibrāhīm) as the place of your prayers (Ṣalāh). Then Allah Ta'ālā revealed the verse (And take the Station of Ibrāhīm as a place of prayer). And I said to the Holy Prophet that all sorts of good and bad people appear before your blessed wives; it would be better if you ask them to observe hijāb. Then the verse of hijāb was revealed. And when the blessed wives of the Holy Prophet developed envy between themselves, I told them that if the Messenger of Allah divorces you, it is not unlikely that Allah Ta'ālā may provide him wives better than you. So Qur'ān was revealed in the same very words."

Sayyidnā 'Umar's respectful speech is worth noting that instead of saying that his Lord accorded with him in three things, he said that his opinion was found to be in consonance with Him in three things.

Another narration reported in Şaḥīḥ of Bukhārī, also from Sayyidnā Anas is that he said:

"I know the facts about the verse of hijāb more than anybody else, because I was present when Sayyidah Zainab bint Jahsh, after her marriage with the Holy Prophet, entered his house and was present in the house with him, when some of the people whom he had invited for walimah (the dining arranged after consummation of marriage) which he had got prepared for them, just kept sitting there and talking. The narration in Tirmidhī adds that the Holy Prophet was also present there along with Sayyidah Zainab and she had turned her face towards the wall due to modesty. The Holy Prophet was displeased by the people sitting there so long; he went out of the house to meet and greet other blessed wives and she had turned her face towards the wall due to modesty. The Holy Prophet was displeased by the people sitting there so long; he went out of the house to meet and greet other blessed wives. When he came back, they were still there. And then they realized and dispersed. The Holy Prophet entered the house, but came out after a little while. I was present there. He recited this verse of hijāb which had been revealed just at that time.

The narrations of Ḥadīth mention these three incidents as the causes for the revelation of the verses of hijāb. There is no contradiction between them, because possibly all the three incidents combined together constitute the cumulative cause of the revelation of these verses.
The Third Injunction

(And it is not allowed for you that you hurt Allah's Messenger, nor that you ever marry his wives after him.) (33:53)

The first part of this verse has declared all such utterances and actions unlawful (harām) which cause anguish or hurt to the Holy Prophet. Then it is laid down that no one can marry his blessed wives after him.

All the rules mentioned in this verse are though addressed to the Holy Prophet or his blessed wives, their application is general for the whole Ummah, except this last rule which is specific to the blessed wives that they cannot marry any one after him, while the rule for the Ummah in general is that after the death of the husband, his wife can marry another person after the expiry of the period of ‘iddah. The reason may be that according to Qur’an, the blessed wives of the Holy Prophet are mothers of the Muslims, and although their being mothers does not affect their spiritual offspring in the sense that, being brothers and sisters, they would not be able to marry each other, yet their motherhood was limited to their own-selves in the sense that they cannot marry anyone.

It may also be said that they Holy Prophet is alive in his honored grave, his expiry being like a husband missing from his home. That is why his inheritance was not distributed, and that is why his blessed wives were not in the same situation as that of the wives of common men after the death of their husbands.

Another reason for this injunction is that according to the rule of Sharī'ah, every woman in Paradise would be with her last husband. Sayyidnā Hudhaifah had told his wife at his death that if you wish to be my wife in Paradise, do not marry any one after me because in Paradise, a woman would go to her last husband. (Qurtubī)

So, the honor that Allah Ta’ālā had bestowed upon the blessed wives in this world was thus preserved for them in paradise also by forbidding their marriage to anyone after him.

Besides, no husband naturally likes that his wife should marry
anyone, but for common people, the Shari'ah did not make it necessary to fulfill this desire. Allah Ta'ālā, by respecting this natural desire of the Holy Prophet ﷺ bestowed an exclusive honour upon him.

There is a consensus in the Ummah that the above rules apply to all the blessed wives ﷺ who remained in the bond of marriage with the Holy Prophet ﷺ till his expiry. However there are different views about whether or not this rule is applicable to those of his wives who were either divorced by him or who separated from him for some other reason. Qurṭubī has detailed these views.

(Indeed, it would be an enormity in the sight of Allah - 53). It means that causing any harm to or to hurt the Holy Prophet ﷺ in any way or to marry his wives after him would be an enormity in the eyes of Allah.

(If you disclose any thing, or conceal it, Allah is All-Knowing about every thing - 33:54). It has been repeated again in this verse that Allah Ta'ālā knows even the intents and thoughts hidden in the hearts. So whether you disclose or conceal, Allah Ta‘ālā knows it all. What is being emphasized here is that one should not let any doubt or suspicion enter one’s mind or heart about the above-stated rules, and must avoid any violation of these rules.

The issue of Hijāb for women, out of the three injunctions in the above mentioned verse, needs some further elaboration which is being given below.

**Injunctions of Hijāb**

**And the Islamic system for prevention of misdeeds**

Immodesty, adultery and the overtures leading to them are some of those destructive evils of this world which do not only affect the individuals, but also ruin families and tribes, and sometimes destroy large countries as well. If the cases of murder and plunder in this world are thoroughly investigated, sexual emotions would be found behind the scenes. This is the reason that ever since this world came into existence, there has been no nation, religion or region that has not unanimously believed in the evil and destructive nature of these misdeeds.
The European nations in the present age, after doing away with the religions limits and breaking away from their ancient and entrenched customs and traditions, do not consider adultery a crime in itself and they have moulded their culture and society in such a fashion that sexual anarchy and immodest acts are permitted freely, but even they could not exclude the consequences of these evil acts from the list of the crimes - prostitution, rape and obscenities in public had to be declared punishable offences.

This is really comparable to somebody collecting inflammables, sprinkling oil on them, then setting them on fire and when it bursts into flames, then prohibiting the flames and taking measures to stop them. Another example would be to kindle a fire under a cooking pot and then try to stop it from steaming and boiling.

Islam, on the other hand, when declares some harmful acts as punishable offences, it also imposes restrictions on the overtures leading to them and declares them forbidden also. In the present case the real objective was to prevent adultery and fornication. So the start was made by the rule to keep one’s eyes down, by preventing free mixing of men and women, by directing women to stay inside the four walls of houses; by requiring women to cover their bodies from head to feet by means of a covering dress called 'burqa' or simply by a longish shawl when they have to go out due to some need, and to walk on the side of the street and not to wear perfume or to wear a ringing ornament when going out. If someone crosses all these limits, breaks all these barriers and defies all the restrictions to do what is forbidden, then the punishment is so severe and terrifying that once it is given to some adulterer or fornicator, the whole nation would learn an unforgettable lesson.

The Europeans and their camp-followers have put forward arguments justifying their obscenities by trying to prove the hijāb for women to be harmful for the society in regard to women’s health, economic and social status and by trying to prove the benefits for women being without hijāb. Their detailed rejoinder has been given by many modern scholars in their books. Here it would be adequate to understand that no crime or sin is devoid of some gain or benefit. Even stealing, robbery, cheating are very profitable in some respects. But when the destructive harms that take place as a result and consequence of these acts come to view, nobody
dares to call them profitable businesses. The absence of hijāb for women, even if it has economic gains, cannot be called beneficial by sensible and wise people when it engulfs the whole nation and the country in mischief and disorder.

The Golden Islamic Principle of Barring the Ways and Means for Prevention of Crimes in a moderate manner

Just as the basic principles of faith, like belief in the Oneness of Allah, the prophethood and in the life Hereafter are common the religious systems of all the prophets, similarly crimes, obscenities and evil deeds have been held unlawful (ḥarām) in all revealed laws and divine religions. But in the previous religions and their laws, the ways and means which led to the violations were not declared absolutely unlawful in themselves, unless a crime or sin was committed through them. But since the Sharī'ah of Islam has to be be in force till the Doomsday, it has been safeguarded by Allah Ta'ālā specially in that not only the crimes and sins but even their causes and means that normally lead one to those crimes and sins have been declared unlawful themselves. For example, when drinking was forbidden, the processing, selling purchasing and presentation of alcoholic drinks was also forbidden. Similarly when interest and usury was forbidden, then all affairs involving interest or resembling usury were also declared unlawful. That is why the Islamic jurists have declared all profits derived from invalid businesses to be filthy earning like interest. To associate any being with Allah Ta'ālā (Shirk) and idolatry have been declared by Qurān to be the greatest injustice and unpardonable sins, so severe prohibitions have been placed on their causes and means also. Since the polytheists (mushrikin) used to worship the sun at sunrise, sunset and at midday, saying of prayers (Ṣalah) in those particular times would bear a resemblance to sun worshipers and this resemblance itself could bear a resemblance to sun worshipers and this resemblance itself could lead to 'Shirk', therefore the revealed laws declared even saying of prayers (Ṣalah) and prostration (Sajdah) to be unlawful (Ḥarām) in those times. Statues and pictures of idols are very close to idolatry, so sculpturing of idol's statues and making of their pictures is forbidden and their usage is not permissible.

Similarly while forbidding adultery, all its immediate causes and means have also been declared unlawful by Sharī'ah. To look at any boy or woman with sexual lust is held as a fornication through the eyes, to
hear their speech with that intent is held as fornication through the ears, to touch them as fornication through the hands and to walk in their pursuit as fornication through the feet, as recorded in authentic Hadīth. The injunctions of hijāb for women were revealed to safeguard one against these very sins.

But there is a very long list of causes and means - immediate and distant. If even the distant causes of a sinful act are forbidden, life would become very difficult and considerable difficulty would be faced in carrying out day-to-day affairs which is against the nature of this religion. The Holy Qur'ān's open declaration in this matter is: مَّا أُجْعَلَ عَلَيْكُمْ فِي الْدُّنْيَا مِنْ حُرْجٍ. It means that no difficulty has been placed on you in religion. Therefore, in the matter of causes and means, it was wisely decided that those acts and deeds which are such immediate causes of any sin that, generally, one who commits them does necessarily get involved in that sin, have been annexed with the real sin and forbidden as well. If one commits some acts and deeds that are distant causes of a sin and do not necessarily involve one generally in that sin, but they do have some share in the involvement in it, they have been declared reprehensible (makruh). Those causes which are even farther away from involving one in a sin, and which cause one's involvement in very rare cases, they have been considered permissible.

An example of the first case is selling of alcoholic drinks which has been declared as unlawful as drinking itself, because it is an immediate means of drinking. Similarly touching a non-mahram woman, although not fornication in itself, but since it is an immediate cause and means for it, it has also been declared unlawful like the fornication is unlawful.

An example of the second case would be selling of grapes to a person about whom it is known that he would make wine out of the grapes, either because he is a wine maker by profession or because he has clearly said that this is his purpose for its purchase. This is not unlawful in the same way as selling of alcoholic drinks, but this is reprehensible and not permissible. The same rule applies to renting out land or building for a cinema house or an interest-based bank that if it was known at the time of finalizing the deal or contract that the purpose of living for rent is not permissible, then renting would be Makruh Taḥrimī (reprehensible bordering on being unlawful).
An example of the third case would be selling of grapes to the common public. While it is possible that anyone of them might make wine out of the grapes, but neither has anyone said that he will do so, nor is it in the seller's knowledge that anyone makes wine, such sale and purchase has been considered permissible under the rules.

**Important Caution**

It is important to note that all those acts and deeds which have been declared unlawful by the rules because they are immediate causes or means of involving one in sin, all of them are absolutely unlawful now after the injunction, irrespective of whether these acts involved one in sin or not; their being unlawful is itself a permanent rule of the religion and its violation is impermissible.

It is easier to understand, after this introductory explanation that *hijab* for women is also based upon this principle of barring the ways and means of a sin that leads to getting involved in sin. Here also the rules for the three categories of causes aforementioned would apply. For example, a young woman's uncovering her body in front of a young man is such an immediate cause of commission of sin that as per general nature of men and women, this act would almost certainly lead to commission of sin. Therefore the rules declare it to be forbidden just as fornication is forbidden. Now that this act has been ruled to be the same as fornication, it is absolutely prohibited, even if the person involved is innocent or he is positive that he would not commit the further sin because he has control over himself. The exemption of the circumstances of necessity, medical treatment, etc. do not effect its being forbidden. Even the change of times and ages do not affect it because the rule is just as applicable today in these times of evil and adultery as it was in the first period of Islam.

The second category of the causes would be that women step out of the four walls of their houses wearing *burqa'* (dress which covers from head to feet) or a longish shawl to cover their bodies completely from head to feet. This is a distant cause of *fitnah* (mischief). The rule in this case is that if doing so would cause *fitnah*, then it is not permissible but if there is no apprehension of *fitnah* in doing so, then it is permissible. Therefore this rule is subject to change depending upon circumstances and times. Such outings of women were not cause of mischief during the period of
the Holy Prophet ﷺ. That is why he had given permission to women to go to mosques after having covered themselves completely from head to feet, subject to certain conditions and he had forbidden people from preventing women from going to mosques. Even at that time, although women were being persuaded to offer their prayers in their own homes, because, for them, the reward of offering prayers in their homes is greater than the reward of offering their prayers in mosques, but they were not disallowed from saying their prayers in mosques because there was no apprehension of fitnah. The noble companions ﷺ, after the expiry of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, realized that going of women to mosques, even if they are covered from head to feet, was no longer free from apprehension of fitnah, so they evolved a consensus among themselves and stopped women from joining the congregation in mosques. Sayyidah 'A'ishah رضي الله عنها stated that if the Holy Prophet ﷺ could see the circumstances prevailing today, he would, most certainly, have stopped women from going to mosques. This tells us that the decision of the noble companions was no different from that of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, rather the rule itself changed according to the change in conditions as laid down by the Holy Prophet ﷺ.

The rules regarding Hijāb for women have been stated in seven verses of the Holy Qur'ān - three in Sūrah An-Nūr earlier, four in Sūrah Al-Ahzab out of which one is mentioned earlier, the second is under review and the other two would come later, wherein the determination of the category of Hijāb, details of the rules and the exemptions have been stated in detail. Similarly, in more than seventy ahādīth of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, the verbal and practical orders of Hijāb have been stated. All these injunctions, rules and regulations have been collected by the author in a booklet titled "Tafsīlul Khitāb fi Tafsīrī 'Ayat- il-hijāb" in Arabic language, already published as a part of Sūrah Al-Ahzab in "Aḥkām- ul Qur'ān", some important extracts of which are being reproduced below.

**The Advent of Hijāb in Historical Perspective**

Free mixing among men and women has never been considered appropriate in the entire history of the world from Sayyidnā 'Ādam ﷺ to the last prophet, Sayyidnā Muḥammad al-Mustafa ﷺ, and it is no peculiarity of the people following religious codes; in fact, such mixing has not been held as proper in good families universally.
At the time when Sayyidnā Mūsā was traveling through Madyan, two women are mentioned in the Holy Qur'ān who were standing aside, holding their flock of goats while waiting for their turn to take these to the water trough. The reason given for this is no other but that these women did not like to push and shove into the crowd of men, instead, preferred to remain content with whatever water was left. The first verse of Ḥijāb was revealed at the time of the marriage of Sayyidah Zainab bint Jahsh. Even before its revelation, a narration appearing in the Jami' of Tirmidhī describes the position in which she was sitting in the house: (and she was [sitting] with her face turned towards the wall).

This tells us that, even before the revelation relating to Ḥijāb, the custom of free mixing among men and women, no-holds-barred dates, rendezvous, get-togethers and chats did not exist among good people anywhere. The First Age of Ignorance marked by personal display (tabarruj) by its women referred to in the Qur'ān was something peculiar to bondwomen and women of loose character - certainly, not in good families of Arabia. They saw it as low and reprehensible. The whole history of Arabia bears testimony to this. In India, among the adherents of Hindu, Buddhist and other polytheistic faiths, free mixing between men and women was not tolerated. All those claims of working with men shoulder to shoulder, parading in bazaars and streets, free mixing of men and women in almost every department of life and the chain of intimate contacts in parties and clubs are the product of immodesty and obscenity among Europeans - a disease they too have been afflicted with after having veered away from their past. In those earlier days of theirs, they too were no victims of this situation they are in. Allah Ta'ālā has created women physically different from men. Similarly, He has also placed in their temperaments the essential ingredient of natural modesty which automatically inclines them to maintain a certain aloofness from the general run of men and to remain properly covered. This screen of natural and temperamental modesty has always been present there between women and men since the very beginning. In the early period of Islam too, the mutually imposed absence of free mixing - a forerunner of the Ḥijāb - was of this very nature.

This particular kind of the Ḥijāb of women - that the real place for
women be within the walls of the home and when they have to go out to take care of a need valid in the sight of the Shari'ah, then, they go out after having covered their whole body - was instituted after the hijrah to Madinah in the Hijrah year 5. Relevant details follow.

By a consensus of the scholars of Muslim Ummah, the first verse about this kind of Hijāb is the one mentioned above: لا تدخلوا بيوت النّبيِّ (Do not enter the houses of the Prophet - 53) and this verse was revealed at the time of the marriage of Sayyidah Zainab bint Jahsh رضي الله عنها and her entry into the home of the prophet as his blessed wife. As for the date of this marriage, Ḥafiz Ibn Hajar in Isabah and Ibn ‘Abd-ul-Barr in Iṣti‘ab have reported two sayings that it took place in the Hijrah year 3, or in the Hijrah year 5. Ibn Kathīr has preferred Hijrah year 5. Ibn Sa‘d has reported Hijrah year 5 also from Sayyidnā Anas رضي الله عنها as well. And Allah knows best.

In the cited verse, women were ordered to observe Hijāb and men were ordered to ask from them, if they have to ask for something, from behind the Hijāb. Here, particular emphasis has been placed on the observation of Hijab in the sense that non-mahram men and women have to remain apart, however, should there be the need to talk to women, men could do so from behind a Hijāb, curtain or something that obstructs the view.

Revealed in the noble Qur'ān there are seven verses about the Hijāb of women and its details. Out of these, four have gone by right here in Sūrah Al-Aḥzāb while three of them have already appeared in Sūrah An-Nūr (Ma‘ariful-Qur'ān, Volume VI). It is universally agreed upon that the first verse to have been revealed about Hijāb is this very verse: لا تدخلوا بيوت النّبيِّ إلا أن یوده لکمُ (Do not enter the houses of the prophet, unless you are permitted for a meal - 53). The three verses of Sūrah An-Nūr and the initial verse of Sūrah Al-Aḥzāb where the blessed wives have been commanded to stay in their homes though appear earlier in the order of the Qur'ān, yet in terms of their revelation, they come later. It has been explicitly said in the initial verse of Sūrah Al-Aḥzāb that the said command has been given at a time when the blessed wives were divinely given the right to choose one of the following two courses. If they wanted to have extended worldly means, they should take a divorce from the
Holy Prophet ﷺ, and if they preferred the benefits of the Hereafter and were willing to remain satisfied with whatever worldly means were available to them in their present state of life, then, they could stay married to him.

It has also been mentioned in this event of choice that, among the wives given this choice, Sayyidah Zainab bint Jaḥš was also included. This tells us that her marriage was already solemnized before the revelation of this verse. The said verse came after that. Similarly, there are the verses of Sūrah An-Nūr that carry details relating to Ḥijāb. These are, though earlier in the order of the Qur'ān, but in terms of their sequence of revelation, they too have been revealed with the incident of Ḥifk which came to pass on return from the battle of Banī al-Mustaliq or Muraisi'. This battle took place in the Hijrah year 6 - and the injunctions governing the Islamic legal Ḥijāb came to be enforced from the time when the verse of Ḥijāb was revealed in relevance to the marriage of Sayyidah Zainab. The verses of Sūrah An-Nūr relating to Ḥijāb have already appeared in Sūrah An-Nūr (Mā'ariful-Qur'ān, Volume VI).

The difference between the injunctions of Satr-ul-‘Awrah and Veiling of Women (Ḥijāb)

The part of the body, of a man or woman, called ‘awrah عورت in Arabic, satr (ستر) in Urdu and Persian is something the concealing of which is obligatory for everyone - legally, naturally and rationally - and is, after the initial article of Faith (ʿIman), the foremost obligation which must be carried out necessarily by concealing the private parts of the body. This duty has remained an obligation since the very beginning and has been a standing obligation in all religious codes brought by the noble prophets. In fact, even before the advent of religious codes when, because of the tasting of the forbidden fruit in Jannah, the Paradisical apparel of Sayyidnā ‘Ādām and Sayyidah Hawwa’ came off leaving the cover-worthy parts of the body uncovered, even in that situation which was beyond his control, Sayyidnā ‘Ādām and Sayyidah Hawwā’ covered their private parts by placing a string of leaves over them. Thus, their ‘awrah came to be concealed. This is what is meant by the verse of the Qur'ān: طِيَبًا يَحْفِصُانَ عَلَيْهِمَا مِنْ وُرُقِ الْجَبَّةِ (and they began to patch together upon themselves some leaves of Paradise - 7:22). From the
coming of Sayyidnā 'Ādam into this world right up to the last of the prophets, Sayyidnā Muḥammad al-Muṣṭafa, the concealment of 'awrah has remained obligatory in the religious code of every prophet. There could be a difference in the precise determination and limitation of body parts to be concealed, but the essential obligation of satr is decisively established in all religious codes of the prophets. Then, this obligation applies to all human beings, men and women, in its own right - whether nor not there be someone else to see. For this reason, should there be a person who offers his Ǧalah in naked state in the darkness of night -then, despite the fact that nobody is seeing him, his Ǧalah will not be acceptable, if he does have with him something to wear that is sufficient to cover the private parts of his body (Satr) - (Al-Bahr- ur-Ra'iq).

There is no difference of opinion in the fact that it is obligatory to cover those parts of the body which are included in 'awrah' before people, even when one is not performing Ǧalah. But, in a state of privacy where no one is around to look, even there, it is not permissible, according to the correct view, to sit naked with one's coverable parts ('awrah) exposed without a need recognized by the Sharī'ah, (Al-Bahr from Sharh al-Munyah).

This much was about the injunction of satr-ul-'awrah (the concealment of the coverable parts of the body) which has been obligatory from the advent of Islam, rather, from the very beginning, in all religious codes of the noble prophets, and in which, men and women are equal, equal in private and in public, just as it is not permissible to be naked before people, it is also not permissible to stay unnecessarily naked when alone or in private.

The second issue - the Ḥijāb of women

Ḥijāb essentially requires that women do not appear before male strangers without proper cover. About this issue, at least this much has always remained established among prophets and the righteous and noble persons that there should be no free mixing between male strangers and women. In the incident about the two daughters of Sayyidnā Shu'aib, it is mentioned in the Qur’ān (Sūrah Al-Qaṣaṣ, 28:23, Part 20) that when the girls went to water their goats on the public well in the locality, they found it crowded with people who were watering their own flocks. It appears in the Qur’ān that these girls were standing aside, aloof from them. Sayyidnā Mūsā, who was passing by as a traveler, saw the
girls standing so aloof from others. When he asked them about the reason for it, they told him two things:

1. 'Right now, there is a crowd of men out there. We shall water our goats when these people will have finished watering gone'.

2. 'Our father is old and weak' which indicates that coming out to water domestic animals was not the job of women in terms of the commonly recognized practice. But, it was because of the old age and weakness of the father, or because of the absence of any other man around, they had to do this job.

This state of the daughters of Sayyidnā Shu’āib pointed out in the noble Qur’ān tells us that, even during that time and in their religious code too, free mixing of men and women and their working together shoulder to shoulder was not liked. In fact, any job which caused free contact with men was just not entrusted with women. However, keeping this whole thing in view, it appears that the injunction requiring women to observe regular Ḥijāb was yet to be enforced formally. Similarly, during the early period of Islam, the same situation kept prevailing. It was in the Hijrah year 3 or 5 that women were obligated with the observance of Ḥijāb before male strangers, the details of which appear later.

Now we know that the satr of ‘awrah and the Ḥijāb of women are two separate issues and different from each other. Satr-ul-‘awrah (concealment of coverable parts) has always been obligatory. The Ḥijāb of women was made obligatory in the Hijrah year 5. Satr-ul-‘awrah is obligatory on men and women both while Ḥijāb is obligatory on women only. Satr-ul-‘awrah is obligatory both in public and in private while Ḥijāb is obligatory only in the presence of male strangers. These details have been provided for the reason that by the jumbling of both these issues so many doubts rise impeding the understanding of the rulings and injunctions of the Qur’ān. For example, the face and the palms of a woman are excluded from Satr-ul-‘awrah under the authority of consensus (ijma’). Therefore, should the face and palms remain uncovered in the state of Ṣalāh, the Ṣalāh is permissible, as agreed upon and as borne by consensus. As for face and palms, these are exempt in accordance with definitive textual authority. The feet have been
exempted by Muslim jurists on the analogy of face and palms.

But, whether or not the face and palms are exempted in the observance of Hijāb before male strangers is a matter in which difference exists, details of which have appeared earlier under the commentary on the verse of Sūrah An-Nūr: لَا تُبْدِينِ رَيْتُهُنَّ إِلَّا مَا ظَهَرَ مِنْهُنَّ (and must not expose their adornment except that which appears thereof - 24:31), a summary of which will follow later.

The degrees of Islamic legal Hijāb and the injunctions relating to them

The sum of seven verses of the Qur'ān and seventy narrations of Ḥadīth about the Hijāb of women seems to be that the real objective desirable in the sight of the Shari'ah is Hijāb-ul-ashkhas i.e. physical hiding of women from strangers. In other words, women and their movement should remain hidden from the sight of men, something that can be accomplished by means of the four walls of homes or tents or hanging curtains. All forms of Hijāb allowed other than this are all restricted by or conditional with the ground of need, time of need and measure of need.

Thus, the first degree of Hijāb - which is the really desired objective of the Shari'ah - is that women stay in their homes. But, the Shari'ah of Islam is a comprehensive and complete social system in which full consideration has been given to all human needs. Then, it is all too obvious that women will face inevitable circumstances when they have to go out of the house at some or the other time. For this purpose, the second degree of Hijāb, in the light of the Qur'ān, and Sunnah, seems to be that they should go out wearing a burqa' or long shawl concealing their whole body. To see their way, they leave only one eye open from inside the sheet, or use a patch of net before the eyes as is placed in a burqa' for this purpose. On occasions of need, this second degree of Hijāb too - like the first one - is agreed upon among all Muslim scholars and jurists.

From some narrations of Ḥadīth, there seems to emerge a third degree of Hijāb as well - in which the views of Šahābah, the Tabi'in and the jurists of Muslim community differ - according to which women, when they go out from the house, of necessity, they can let their face and palm remain open before people subject to the condition that their entire body is
concealed. A detailed description of these three degrees of Islamic legal Hijāb follows.

The first degree of Hijāb from people by virtue of staying home

According to the Qur'ān and Sunnah, this degree is the one really desired. It stands clearly proved by the verse of Sūrah Al-Ahzāb under study right now: And when you ask any thing from them (the blessed wives of the Prophet), ask them from behind a curtain. Still more explicit is the very initial verse of Sūrah Al-Ahzāb, that is: (And remain in your homes.) The manner in which the Holy Prophet put the guidance given in these verses into practice hardly leaves room for any further explanation.

We have already come to know that the first verse about the Hijāb of women was revealed at the time of the marriage of Sayyīdah Zainab رضي الله عنها. As in the narrations of Ḥadīth, Sayyidnā Anas  رضي الله عنها said, "I know this event of Hijāb more than anyone else for the reason that, at that time, I was present in the company of the Holy Prophet . When this verse requiring the observance of Hijāb was revealed, he put a sort of make-shift curtain from a sheet and had thus made Sayyīdah Zainab رضي الله عنها seated hidden behind it - not that he would conceal her personally in a burqa or long sheet.

The event relating to Sayyidnā 'Umar Ibn Khaṭṭāb  رضي الله عنها appearing under the Background of Revelation described earlier also seems to indicate that Sayyidnā 'Umar  رضي الله عنها simply wished that the blessed wives stay inside, away from the sight of men - as is evident from the words he used on this occasion: (among those coming to you there are [all sorts of people] the righteous and the sinning).

According to a narration of Sayyidah 'A'ishah رضي الله عنها appearing in the chapter of the battle of Mutah in the Ṣāhih of al-Bukhārī, when the Holy Prophet was informed of the Shahadah (martyrdom) of Sayyidnā Zayd Ibn Harīthah, Ja'far and 'Abdullāh Ibn Rawāhah  رضي الله عنها, he was in the Masjid. His blessed face showed signs of intense grief and shock. I was watching what was happening there from inside my room through a crack in the door.

This proves that, the Ummul-Mu'minin, even at the time of such a shocking occurrence, did not come out in a burqa to join the crowd of
people, instead, witnessed the proceedings from a crack in the door.

And in the chapter on 'Umratu 'l-Qada' in Kitāb- ul-Maghazi of the Ṣaḥīḥ of al-Bukhari, it appears that the nephew of Sayyidah 'A'ishah رضي الله عنها, Sayyidnā 'Urwah Ibn Zubayr ™️, and Sayyidnā 'Abdullāh Ibn 'Umar ™️ were sitting in the Mosque of the Prophet fairly close to the outer side of the living quarters of Sayyidah 'A'ishah and were busy talking about the 'Umra visits of the Holy Prophet ™️. Sayyidnā Ibn 'Umar ™️ says that, during that time, we could hear the voice of Sayyidah 'A'ishah doing her miswak and clearing her throat coming out from inside the living quarters. Onward from here, mentioned there are the 'Umra visits of the Holy Prophet ™️. From this narration too, we learn that soon after the revelation of the verses of Ḥijāb, it had become the regular practice of the blessed wives that they would observe Ḥijāb virtually by staying at home.

Similarly, there is a Ḥadīth in the chapter on the battle of Ta'īf in the Ṣaḥīḥ of al-Bukhari saying that the Holy Prophet ™️ gargled in a utensil of water and gave it to Sayyidnā Abu Mūsā and Bilāl ™️ to drink and wipe their faces with. Ummul-Mu'minin, Sayyidah Umm Salamah رضي الله عنها was watching this incident from behind a curtain. She called the two blessed souls from inside the curtain asking them to spare a little from that tabarruk for their mother (meaning for herself).

This Ḥadīth too testifies that soon after the revelation of the order of Ḥijāb, the blessed wives used to stay inside homes and behind curtains.

Special Note

Also noteworthy in this narration is the fact that even the blessed wives of the Holy Prophet ™️ were fond of his tabarrukat (plural of tabarruk meaning something blessed) just like other Muslims. This too is a singularity of his sanctified person alone, otherwise, the informal relationship a husband has with his wife would have made it habitually impossible to maintain this degree of reverence.

And according to a narration of Sayyidnā Anas ™️ in Kitāb-ul-'Adab of the Ṣaḥīḥ of al-Bukhari, he and Sayyidnā Abū Ṭalḥah ™️ were once going somewhere with the Holy Prophet ™️. He was riding a camel. Ummul-Mu'minin, Sayyidah Safiyyah رضي الله عنها was also riding with him. En route, the camel stumbled all of a sudden and, according to the
The report of Sayyidnā Abū Talḥah, when he and Sayyidah Šafiyyah fell down from the back of the camel, Abū Talḥah presented himself before him and submitted, 'May Allah accept me as ransom for you, are you hurt?' He said, 'No, you take care of the woman.' The first thing Sayyidnā Abū Talḥah did was to hide his face with a piece of cloth, then he reached Sayyidah Šafiyyah and threw a sheet of cloth over her after which she stood up. Then, in the same manner, keeping her hidden behind proper cover, he had her mount her camel.

In this event too which came suddenly in the form of an accident, there is a lesson. It provides testimony to the fact that the noble Sahabah and the blessed wives gave great importance to the matter of Hijāb. The attention paid and the care and concern shown in this incident hardly leave any room for further explanations.

A Ḥadīth of Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd in Jami‘ of Tirmidhī reports that the Holy Prophet ﷺ said:

إِذَا خُرْجَتِ الْمَرَأَةُ أَسْتَبْصَرْتُهَا السُّبُعُونُ (وَقَالَ النَّارَمْذِي هَذَا حَدِيثُ حَسنٌ صَحِيحٌ غَرِيبٌ).

When a woman comes out (of her house), the Shaytān marks her out (that is, makes her a means of spreading evil among Muslims) - (Tirmidhī has termed this Ḥadīth as ḥasan, saḥīh, gharīb).

And Ibn Khuzaymah and Ibn Hibbān have also reported the following additional words in this Ḥadīth: وَأَقْرَبْتُ مَا نَكَوْنُ مِنَ الْحُرُوجَةِ، وَهُنَّ فِي فُرُقٍ بَيْنَهُمَا. (And [a woman] is closer to her Rabb [Lord] when she is [hidden] in the midmost [section] of her house.

Present in this Ḥadīth too is the evidence of the fact that the real thing for women is no other but that they stay in their homes and do not go out (occasions of need remaining an exception).

And in a Ḥadīth, the Holy Prophet ﷺ has said: لَيْسَ لِبَيْسَاءَ صَبْبٌ فِي الْحُرُوجَ (إِلَّا مَسْتَطَرَّةٌ) (For women, there is no share in going out except when inevitable) - reported by Ṭabarānī, as quoted by Kanz, p. 283, v. 8)

And says a narration from Sayyidnā ‘Alī ﷺ: 'Once I was present in the company of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. He asked the noble Sahabah, أَيُّ شَيْ، خَيْرُها لِلنِّسَاةِ' What is better for women? The Sahabah kept silent. They said nothing in response. Later, when I went home, I repeated the same
question before Faṭimah رضي الله عنها. She said, لاتَبيِنِ الْرِّجَالَ وَلَا تُرَوَّنِهِنَّ [that is, it is better for women that] 'neither they see men, nor are seen by them.' When I reported the answer given by her to the Holy Prophet ﷺ, he said, ضَفَقَتْ إِنَّها بِضَعْةٍ مَّيِّيَّةٍ (She said it right. Of course, she is a part of me).

The reason why Sayyidah ‘A’ishah رضي الله عنها was left behind in the wilderness during the event of Ifk was no other but that the Ḥijāb of the blessed wives was not simply restricted to the burqa’ or long sheet, in fact, even while traveling, they used to be in their camel-litter (shughduf or hawdaj). This shughduf itself was mounted on the camel and was dismounted as such. A shughduf is like a miniature roomette for the traveler. During the course of this event, when the caravan started leaving, the attendants following their usual practice mounted the shughduf on the back of the camel assuming that the Ummul-Mu’mīnīn was already in there. But, the truth of the matter was that she was not there in it, rather, had gone out of it for physical relief. It was in this misunderstanding that the caravan departed and the Ummul-Mu’mīnīn was left behind in the wilderness.

This event too is a strong evidence of the fact that the sense of Islamic legal Ḥijāb as understood by the Holy Prophet ﷺ and his blessed wives was but that women stay in their homes and, if traveling, in their shughduf (camel-litter), their presence was not to be exposed before men. Then, this was the care and concern shown regarding the observance of Ḥijāb from men in the state of travel. From this, one can imagine the level of importance of Ḥijāb when a woman is in her normal residence.

The second degree of Ḥijāb with burqa’

On occasions of need, when a woman has to go out of her house, she is required to be covered up from the head to the feet in some burqa’ or long sheet in a manner that no part of the body is left exposed. This has its proof in the verse (59) of Sūrah Al-Ahzāb that is coming up a little later: ﴿يا بنتي السَّيِّدة ثَلَّتْ لَأَرْوَاجُكْ وَتَبَتَّكْ وَتَسَاوِي الْمُؤْمِنَاتْ الْمُؤْمِنَاتْ عَلَيْهِنَّ مِنْ حَلَايِبِهِنَّ (O prophet, tell your wives and your daughters and the women of the believers that they should draw down their shawls over them - 33:59). The original word used by the Qur’ān for 'shawls' is jilbāb (plural: jalābīb) which is a long sheet in which a woman gets to be hidden from the head to the feet. (This has been reported from Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ)
Ibn Jarir has, citing his own chains of authority, has reported from Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Abbās the manner in which a jilbāb is used, that is, a woman should be wrapped therein, from the head to the feet, and that her face and nose too be hidden behind it - leaving only one eye uncovered to see the way. A detailed explanation of this verse will appear later. Here, the only purpose is to point out that, on occasion of need, when a woman has to go out of the house, then, she has to opt for this degree of Ḥijāb, that is, she be covered up with a jilbāb or something similar from the head to the feet, and that her face too - with the exception of one eye - be hidden.

This form too is permissible on occasions of need in accordance with the consensus of the jurists of the Muslim community. But, there are Ṣahīḥ (sound) aḥadīth where some restrictions have been placed even on the choice of this form, for example, she should not be wearing perfume, or ringing ornaments, and that she should walk on the side of the street and that she should not enter a crowd of men.

The third degree of Islamic legal Ḥijāb about which jurists differ

The third degree of Ḥijāb is that the whole body of the woman is hidden from the head to the feet, but the face and palms remain open. The question whether this degree of Ḥijāb (where face and palms are exposed) is permissible has been a matter of difference of opinion between Muslim jurists which has emerged from different interpretations of the words إلا ما ظهر (except that which is open) occurring in Sūrah An-Nūr (24:31) Some commentators have interpreted these words to mean the face and palms, and therefore they have exempted them from Ḥijāb, and have held that it is permissible to leave them open. (as reported from Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās). But there are others among them who take the expression to mean burqa’, jilbāb etc. These commentators hold it impermissible to expose face and palms. (as reported by Sayyidnā Ibn Mas‘ūd). But, even according to those who have called it permissible, the permissibility is subject to the condition that there should be no apprehension of fitnah (situation resulting in some evil consequence). Since the face of a woman is at the center of her beauty and embellishment, therefore, the absence of any apprehension of fitnah is a rare likelihood. Ultimately, for this reason, under normal conditions, opening the face etc. is not permissible even according to the first group of commentators.
Three Imāms - Mālik, Shafiʿī and Aḥmad Ibn Ḥanbal - out of the four took to the strict position and held it absolutely impermissible to expose face and palms, whether or not there is an apprehension of fitnah. As for Imām Abū Ḥanifah, he has, though, taken a different view, yet he has subjected it to the condition that there is no apprehension of fitnah, and since this condition remains customarily missing, therefore, Ḥanafi jurists too have not permitted the opening of the face and palms before non-Maḥrams.

The citations regarding the views of the four Imāms have been given in detail with reference to authentic books of these schools in this humble writer's treatise entitled Tafsīl-ul-Khitāb, published as part of the major work on Aḥkam-ul-Qurān. Since the original ruling of the Ḥanafī jurists opts for the exemption of the face and palms from Ḥijāb, therefore, a few citations of the Ḥanafī jurists are being given here in which it is mentioned that, due to the apprehension of fitnah, exposing face and palms is forbidden:

"Let it be understood that there is no incumbency between the non-cover-worthiness of a certain part of the body and the permissibility of looking at it, because the permissibility of looking at it depends on there being no apprehension of sexual desire - although, that part of the body is not included under 'awrah (that which is coverable). For this reason, casting a look at the face of a female stranger (non-Mahram woman) or at the face of a beardless boy is forbidden when there is no doubt about the emergence of any sexual desire, although, the face is not included under 'awrah (that which has to be hidden)." (Faṭḥ-ul-Qādir, page 181, volume 1)

From this observation of Faṭḥ-ul-Qādir, we also come to know the exact meaning of the 'apprehension of sexual desire' i.e. for all practical purposes, though there may not exist any actual desire, but one may have a reasonable apprehension that such a desire will develop by looking at the face, it will be included in the fitnah. When such a doubt does exist, then, it is forbidden to look not only at the face of female strangers,
rather, even at the face of beardless boys. In addition to that, another explanation of the 'apprehension of sexual desire' appears in Jami' ar-Rumuz where it is said: 'It means that one's inner self is inclined to be close to her.' It is obvious that the absence of such a degree of inclination was rare even during the time of the early forbears of Islam (salaf). That the Holy Prophet ﷺ, when he saw Sayyidnā Faḍl looking at a woman, had turned his face to the other side with his own blessed hands is mentioned in Ḥadīth and is a clear proof of it. So, in this age infested with all sorts of corruption, who can claim to be immune to this apprehension?

And Imām Sarakhsi, the famous Ḥanafī scholar, has concluded his detailed discussion on the issue by saying:

وَهَذَا كَلَّهُ إِذَا لَمْ يُكُنْ النَّظَرُ عَنْ شَهْوَةٍ، فَإِنَّ كَانَ يَعْمَلُ أَنَاً إِنَّ نَظْرِ اسْتَهْيَى لَمْ يُحِلْ لَهُ النَّظَرَ إِلَى شَيْئَيِّ مَمَّاَهَا. (مُسْوَط، ص151، ج10)

And all this (the permissibility of looking at the face and palms) is restricted to a situation where one does not look at a woman with sexual desire. And if the person doing it knows that his looking at the face of a woman may motivate sexual inclinations, then, it is not lawful for him to cast a look towards any part of her body. (Mabsūt, page 152, volume 10)

And in Kitāb-ul-Karāhiyah of Radd-ul-Muḥtār, ‘Allamāh Shāmi has said:

فَإِنْ خَافَ السَّهْوَةِ أَوْ شَكَّ إِمْتَنَعَ النَّظَرِ إِلَى وَجْهِهَا، فَجَعَلَ النَّظَرَ مَقَدَّبًا بَعْدَ السَّهْوَةِ وَإِلَّا فَحْرَامٌ. وَهَذَا فِي زَمَانِهِمْ، وَأَمَّا فِي زَمَانِنَا فَمُعِنَّ مِنَ الشَّاَبَةِ إِلَّا النَّظَرُ لِحَاجَةٍ كَفَّاجِ مَشَاءً مَهْمِهِ وَمَشَهْدً أَكْسَبَ فِي شُرُوطِ الْصَّلَاةِ وَمُعِنَّ الشَّاَبَةِ مِنْ كَشْفِ الْوُجُوهِ بَيْنَ رَجَالٍ لَا لَوْنَ عُورَةَ بَلْ لِحَوْفِ الْفَتْنَةِ.

"If there exists an apprehension or doubt of sexual desire, looking at her will stand forbidden, because the lawfulness of looking is tied up with the absence of sexual desire, and when this condition is missing, it will be haram (forbidden) - and this is how it was during the time of the early forbears of Islam (salaf). But, as for our time, looking at women stands prohibited in an absolute sense - unless looking is needed for a valid reason recognized by the Sharī‘ah, such as, in the case of a judge or witness who have to give a verdict or evidence." And in Shurut-us-Ṣalāh, the author has further observed, "A young
woman is prohibited from leaving her face open before (non-Mahram) men not because the face is included in the 'awrah, but because of the apprehension of fitnah."

The gist of this debate and difference among jurists is that Imām Shafi‘ī, Imām Mālik and Imām Aḥmad Ibn Ḥanbal, may Allah have mercy on them, have held the act of glancing at young women as prohibited absolutely, because it is usually a cause of fitnah, even though in a particular case it does not cause fitnah in actual terms. This approach has many precedents in Shari‘ah. For instance, since traveling is usually a cause of difficulties, therefore, traveling itself has been held as a 'difficulty' for allowing concessions meant for difficult situations; thus a person may enjoy all concessions in  Salah and fasting etc. when traveling, even if he does not face any difficulty during his journey and finds it more comfortable than his home. Similarly, since one is unconscious while asleep and wind would pass usually, therefore, sleep itself has been taken by the Shari‘ah as passing of wind, and it is held that every sleep invalidates wudu', whether or not wind has passed in reality.

But, Imām Abū Ḥanifah did not hold the exposure of a woman's face and palms as fitnah in itself. Instead of that, he subjected the prohibition to the existence of fitnah in actual terms. In other words, this would be a situation in which there exists the apprehension or the probability of being attracted towards the woman seeking nearness to her. If so, it would stand prohibited; where this probability does not exist, it will be permissible. But, as we already know, the absence of such probability in this time of ours is absolutely rare. Therefore, the Ḥanafī jurists of later days, too, ultimately gave the same ruling given by the other three Imāms, that is, it is prohibited to look even at the face and palms of a young woman.

Now the outcome of this presentation is that, by a consensus of the four Imāms, this third degree of Islamic legal Ḥijāb, which stipulated that a woman appears before men after having covered her whole body in a burqa' or sheet etc., but leaving her face and palms exposed, stands prohibited. Therefore, what remains now of Ḥijāb is no more than its first two degrees. One of these is the real objective, that is, women remain inside their homes and do not go out without need. The other is going out
covered with *burqa'* or sheet on the basis of need, only at a time of need and to the extent of need.

**Ruling**

In the injunctions of Ḥijāb mentioned above, there are some exceptions. For example, some males identified as Mahrams are exempted from Ḥijāb and very old women too are somewhat exempted from the purview of the common injunction of Ḥijāb. Some of its related detail has appeared in the commentary on Sūrah An-Nūr. (Mā‘ariful-Qurān, volume vi) Some of it will appear later in the verses of Sūrah Al-Ahzāb where this exemption finds mention.

In view of the importance of the issue of Ḥijāb, we have reproduced a few essential points from our treatise entitled *Tafsil-ul-Khitab fi Aḥkam-il-Ḥijāb*, something sufficient for common readers. Should someone be interested in an exhaustive treatment of the subject, it could be seen in the treatise under reference. This treatise has been published in Aḥkam-ul-Qur’ān under the section dealing with the Tafsīr of Sūrah Al-Ahzāb. (And Allah, the Pure, the High, knows best).

**Verse 56**

إن الله وملَّيكَهُ يَصْلُونَ عَلَى النَّبيِّ يَا يَهُودُ الَّذِينَ أَمَنتُوا صُلُوا عَلَيْهِ وَسَلِيمًا تسليمًا

Surely, Allah and His angels send blessings to the Prophet. O those who believe, do pray Allah to bless him, and send your Salām (prayer for his being in peace) to him in abundance. [56]

**Commentary**

In verses previous to this, some peculiarities and distinctions of the Holy Prophet ﷺ were mentioned as an adjunct to which the command to observe Ḥijāb was revealed while some injunctions of Ḥijāb will also appear later on. In between, the present verse contains a command to do something for which all these peculiarities and distinctions have been instituted in his blessed person, that is, the recognition and expression of the greatness of the station of the Holy Prophet ﷺ as well as an invitation to imbibe into one's own self the virtues of reverence, love and
obedience for him.

The real purpose of the verse was to obligate Muslims to send Ṣalāh (durood) and Salām upon the Holy Prophet ﷺ. But the command was given in a manner that, first of all, Allah Ta'ālā pointed out that He Himself and His angels perform the act of Ṣalāh for the Holy Prophet ﷺ. After that, common Muslims were ordered to follow suit. By doing so, it is indicated that the station of the Holy Prophet ﷺ is so high that the act asked to be done by common Muslims in his respect is something already done by Allah Ta'ālā Himself as well as angels with Him. Now then, common believers who are indebted to so many favours done to them by as their noble Prophet should certainly give high priority to making this act their essential concern. Then there is yet another good outcome of this modality of expression. It proves the great merit accredited to Muslims who send Ṣalāh and Salām as Allah Ta'ālā makes them share in doing what Allah Ta'ālā Himself does and so do His angels.

The Meaning of Ṣalāh (durood) and Salām

The word: صلّي (Ṣalāh) is used in the Arabic language to convey the sense of: Mercy (rahmah), prayer (duʿāʾ) and praise (madh and thanāʾ). The Ṣalāh attributed to Allah Ta'ālā in the cited verse means His sending of mercy, but Ṣalāh from the angels denotes their prayer for him, and the sense of Ṣalāh (durood) from common believers is a combination of duʿāʾ (prayer) and thanāʾ (praise). Most commentators have given these very meanings and Imam Al-Bukhari has reported from Abū-l-ʿĀliyah that the Ṣalāh of Allah Ta'ālā means the honor accorded to him and the praise showered on him before the angels. As for the honor bestowed on him by Allah Ta'ālā within this mortal world, it translates as the high rank he was blessed with when, on many an occasion, his mention was joined with the mention of Allah Ta'ālā in adhān (the initial call for prayers) and iqamah (the call announcing the immediate start of the prayer) and elsewhere, and that Allah Ta'ālā made the religion brought by him spread and prevail throughout the world, and that He enjoined upon all people to keep acting in accordance with the Sharī'ah brought by him right through the last day of al-Qiyāmah and, along with it, He has undertaken to keep his Sharī'ah stand perennially protected. Then, as for the honor bestowed upon him in the Hereafter, it can be said that his station was made to be the most exalted of the entire creation and, at a
time when no prophet or angel could dare intercede on behalf of anyone, it was right at that time that he was blessed with the celebrated station of intercession called: مقام محمود (Al-maqām-ul- maḥmūd: Praised Station).

Given the interpretation that Allah's Salah in favour of the Holy Prophet ﷺ means praise, someone may raise a doubt that, according to the narrations of Ḥadīth, Salah and Salām are also offered to the family and companions of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. If so, how can anyone other than him be made to share in the honor bestowed and praise done by Allah Ta'ālā? This doubt has been answered in Ruh-ul-Ma'ānī etc. by saying that the degrees of such honor and praise are many. The Holy Prophet ﷺ has it at its highest, while his family and companions and believers in general are included with him only to a certain degree.

As for the word: سلام (Salām), it is an infinitive in the sense of السلام (as-salamah) and means staying in peace. And السلام عليك (As-salamu-‘alaik: conveniently taken as 'peace on you') means: May the state of peace and security from losses, defects and calamities be with you. And since, according to the rule of Arabic grammar, this is not the occasion to use the word: على (‘alā: on, upon), but since the word 'Salām' implies praise, hence the word: على (‘alā) is appended with it.

And some other early commentators have taken the word: Salām here to mean the sacred Being of Allah Ta'ālā, because Salām is among the beautiful names of Allah Ta'ālā. According to this view the sentence will mean that Allah is enough to take care of your security and well-being.

**The method of Ṣalāh and Salām**

There appears a Ḥadīth in the Sahīh of Bukhārī and Muslim, as well as in other books of Ḥadīth, where Sayyidnā Ka'b Ibn 'Ujrah ﷺ has been reported to have said: '(When this verse was revealed), someone asked the Holy Prophet ﷺ "(The verse orders us to do two things, Salah and salām.) We already know the method of saying salām, (being السلام عليك أيها النبي that is, may peace and safety be on you. O Prophet) now tell us the method of Salah also." He said: Say these words:

اللهم صل على محمد وعلى آل محمد كما صلبت على إبراهيم وعلى آل إبراهيم

إنك حميد مجيد

اللهمبارك على محمد وعلى آل محمد كما باركتم على إبراهيم وعلى آل إبراهيم

اللهم صل على محمد وعلى آل محمد كما صلبت على إبراهيم وعلى آل إبراهيم

إنك حميد مجيد
"O Allah, send mercy on Muḥammad and on the progeny of Muḥammad, as You sent mercy on Ibrāhīm and on the progeny of Ibrāhīm. Verily, You are Praised, Glorious. O Allah, send blessings on Muḥammad and on the progeny of Muḥammad as You sent blessings on Ibrāhīm and on the progeny of Ibrāhīm. Verily, You are Praised, Glorious."

Some other words in this respect have also been reported in other narrations of Ḥadīth.

As for the reason why the noble Ṣaḥābah asked this question, perhaps it is that they had already been taught the method of offering their Salām in the way that it is said: (tashahhud or saying of al-tahiyyāt: At-tahiyyat) where it is said: al-salām ʿalāika āiyuhannabīyyu wa rahmatullāhi wa barakātuh: Peace and safety on you, O Prophet, and the mercy of Allah and His blessings). Therefore, they did not like to determine, on their own, the precise words in the case of the saying of Salāh. Instead of that, they wanted the exact words of saying the Salāh to be determined by the Holy Prophet  himself. It is for this reason that Salāh (Salāh) has generally been adopted in these very words as part of the prescribed prayers, Namāz or Salāh. But, it does not mean that the obligation of sending Salāh (durud) is restricted to these specific words, because many different forms of Salāh (durud), have been authentically reported from the Holy Prophet  himself. The requirement of sending Salāh and Salām can be fulfilled by every such sentence that has the words of Salāh and Salām in it. Then, it is also not necessary that those words should have been reported exactly as said by the Holy Prophet . In fact, the obligation may be discharged and the reward of sending Salāh may be achieved by any style of address that conveys the words of Salāh and Salām. But, it is obvious that the exact words reported from the Holy Prophet  are certainly much more blessed and are the cause of bringing many more rewards. It was for this very reason that the noble Ṣaḥābah had asked the Holy Prophet  himself to determine the words of Salāh (Ṣalāh).

In the Qaʿdah (sitting position) of the prescribed prayer (Ṣalāh or Namāz), the saying of the words of Salāh and Salām exactly in the manner reported above is masnūn (per Sunnah) right up to the last day.
of Qiyamah, (even though these words are meant to address the Holy Prophet ﷺ by saying 'Salām on you, O prophet') As for occasions outside the prescribed prayers (Ṣalāh or Namāz), these exact words should have been employed when the Holy Prophet ﷺ was addressed during his lifetime. When, after his departure from this mortal world, one has the good fortune of standing before the sacred Rawdah (the holy tomb) of the Holy Prophet ﷺ and submitting his Salām to him, then, there too, it is masnūn to employ the form of second person: ﷺ (as-salamu 'alaik). Other than that, wherever Salāh and Salām is recited in absentia, then, the use of the third person form has been reported from the Ṣaḥābah, Tabi‘in and the Imāms of the Muslim Ummah - for example: ... (sallallahu 'alaihi wa sallam i.e. May Allah send mercy and peace to him.- as fully demonstrated by books of Ḥadīth at large.

The wisdom behind the aforesaid method of Ṣalāh and Salām

The outcome of the method of Ṣalāh and Salām which stands proved from the blessed words spoken by him and demonstrated practically through his deeds is no other but that all of us in the Muslim Ummah should pray to Allah Ta‘ālā for mercy, peace and safety for him. At this point, a question is worth noting. Is it not that the verse required us to personally fulfill the right of the Holy Prophet ﷺ that he be revered and honored, but the method proposed was that we pray to Allah? Embedded here is the hint that fulfilling the due right of honoring and obeying the Holy Prophet ﷺ was not within the power and control of any of us, therefore, it was made mandatory for us that we should supplicate before Allah Ta‘ālā. (Rūh-ul- Ma‘ānī)

The injunctions of Ṣalāh and Salām

In the last Qa‘dah (sitting position) of the prescribed prayers, (namāz or Ṣalāh), the saying of ﷺ (Ṣalāh, that is, the noble durūd) is Sunnah Mu‘akkadah (emphasized Sunnah) according to the majority of the Imāms. But, with Imām Shafi‘i and Imām Aḥmad Ibn Ḥanbal, it is wājib (necessary). If abandoned, it becomes necessary, according to them, to make namāz or Ṣalāh all over again.

Related Rulings

1. When someone mentions the name of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, or hears someone mentioning it, reciting the words of sending Ṣalāh (the noble durūd) becomes wājib (obligatory) on him or her. This is a point of
consensus among the majority of Muslim jurists. The reason is that there are warnings in Ḥadīth against not reciting the noble durud when his blessed name is being referred. According to Jamī' of Tirmidhī, the Holy Prophet ﷺ said: "Disgraced is the man before whom I am mentioned, yet he does not send Šalāh (Durūd) on me". (Tirmidhī calls this Ḥadīth 'Ḥasan', and Ibn-us-Ṣunni reports it with strong authorities).

And in another Ḥadīth it has been said: "A miser is he before whom I am mentioned yet he does not send Šalāh (Durūd) on me". (reported by Tirmidhī who rated it as 'Ḥasan Saḥīḥ').

2. If his blessed mention is made repeatedly in a single sitting, reciting the Šalāh (Durūd) only once may discharge the obligation. But, the desirable (mustahabb) thing is to recite the noble Durūd every time one makes his blessed mention himself, or hears someone else make it. Who can claim to mention the name of the Holy Prophet ﷺ more frequently than the scholars of the Ḥadīth? Their function is nothing but to narrate the aḥādīth of the Holy Prophet ﷺ in which they have to mention his name repeatedly. Still, their consistent practice was to recite or write the Šalāh each and every time. All books of Ḥadīth bear testimony to this fact. In doing so, they never bothered about this incidence of repetition of Šalāh and Šalām which would increase the volume of the book in a sizable measure, because fairly often, there come very short aḥādīth in which his blessed name finds mention after every one or two lines - and at places, it appears more than once within one single line - still, these respected scholars and experts of Ḥadīth never abandon or ignore Šalāh and Šalām anywhere.

3. The way it is Wājib (necessary) to say Šalāh and Šalām vocally at the time one makes his blessed mention verbally, similarly, it is also wajib to write Šalāh and Šalām with the pen when one uses it at the time of writing. In this case, there are people who would abbreviate its words and get away by writing صلائم (of which, "SAW" is a counterpart). This is not enough. One should write the full Šalāh and Šalām (that is: صلى الله عليه وسلم: Šallallāhu ‘alaihi wa sallam).

4. At the time his blessed mention is being made, the better, higher and more desirable choice is no other but that both Šalāh and Šalām be
recited and written. But, should someone take one of these, that is, only Salah or only Salām, as sufficient, then, it is no sin in the sight of the majority of Muslim jurists. Shaykh-ul-Islām Nawawī and others have declared it as makrūh (reprehensible) to take only one as sufficient. Ibn Ḥajar Al-Ḥaithami said that by Karāhah (reprehensibility) they mean its being Khilāf-ul-awla (contrary to the preferred choice) which is known as Makrūh Tanzihī (not desirable). And the consistent practice of the 'ulama' of the Muslim Ummah bears testimony to the fact that they invariably put these together while, on some occasions, they would go by only one as well.

5. Using the word: صلى الله عليه وسلم (Salāh) for anyone other than prophets is not permissible in the sight of the majority of 'Ulama'. In his Sunan, Imam Baihaqi has reported the fatwā of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās as follows: لا يُصَلُّ علَى أَحَدٍ إِلَّا عَلَى الْنَّبِيِّ صلى الله عليه وسلم لِكَنْ يَدْعُونَ الْمُسْلِمِينَ الْمُسْلِمَاتِ (Salāh is not sent upon any one except the Holy Prophet but prayer is made for Muslim men and Muslim women to seek forgiveness for them.)

With Imām Shafi‘ī, using the word: صلى الله عليه وسلم (Salāh) for any one other than a prophet is perennially Makrūh (reprehensible, repugnant). Imām Abū Ḥanifah and his pupils also hold the same view. However, it is permissible that after saying Salah for the Holy Prophet, some other people are also included in the same sentence, like his family members ('Āl), Companions and all believers.

And Imām Juwainī said that the rule about the word: صلى الله عليه وسلم (Salāh) is the same as the rule about the word: سلام (Salām), since it is not correct to use it for someone other than a prophet, except that one says السلام علیکم (as-salātun-‘alaikum) as a greeting while addressing someone. This is permissible, and Masnūn. But, saying or writing: عليه السلام (‘alaihissalām) with the name of someone absent is not correct in the case of someone other than a prophet (Al-khaṣā‘is-ul-kubrā, by Suyūṭī, v.2, p. 262)

‘Allāmah Liqa‘ī has quoted Qādī ‘Iyāḍ saying: Major authentic scholars of the Muslim Ummah have gone by this view, and this is the view of Imām Mālik, Sufyān and many Muslim jurists who hold that its use is not permissible for anyone other than a prophet. This is similar to the case of the use of الله سُبْحَانَاهُ وَتَعَالَی (Subḥanahū wa Ta‘ālā) which is
particular to Almighty Allah. Thus, in the case of common Muslims - with the exception of prophets - there should be a prayer for forgiveness and pleasure from Allah. This is as it appears in the Qur'an: رضئ‌الله عَنْهَمُ وَرَضُوا عَنْهُ (Allah is pleased with them and they are pleased with Him - 5:119, 9:100, 28:22, 98:8). (Ruh-ul- Maani)

A detailed discussion about the injunctions of Salah and Salam appears in the treatise Tanqih-ul-kalâm fi Ahkâm-is-Salah was-salam written by this humble author. It was published as part of the commentary on Surah Al-Ahzab in the major work Ahkam-ul- Qur'an in Arabic.

**Verses 57 - 58**

إنَّ الْذِّينَ يُؤْدُونَ اللَّهِ وَرَسُولَهُ لَعَنُّهُمُ الْلَّهُ فِي الدُّنْيَا وَالآخِرَةِ وَأَعْدَّلَهُمْ عُدَابًا مُّهِينًا ۖ وَالْذِّينَ يُؤْدُونَ الْمُوْمِينِ وَالْمُؤْمِنَاتِ بِغَيْرِ مَا أُكْتَسِبَوا فَقَدْ احْتَمَلُوا بِهِتَانِ وَإِنَّمَا مُهِينًا

Surely, those who annoy Allah and His Messenger are cursed by Allah in this world and the Hereafter, and He has prepared for them a humiliating punishment. [57]
And those who hurt believing men and believing women without their having done anything (wrong), they shall bear the burden of slander and a manifest sin. [58]

**Commentary**

In the previous verses, Muslims were warned against doing what caused pain to the Holy Prophet ﷺ. But, some Muslims used to get involved into doing such things unintentionally simply because of their lack of knowledge or attention. For example, walking into his living quarters without having been invited or, in the event of an invitation to eat at the house, coming in and sitting there much earlier than the time set for it or, once the meals were over, just keep hanging at the house talking to each other and keep delaying their due departure. Upon this, a warning has been served in the verse: يَبْلُوْنَ الْذِّينَ آمَنُوا لَا نَدُخُلْنَ بَيْوتُ النِّسَيْ (O those who believe, do not enter the houses of the Prophet - 33:53). This was the pain caused to the Holy Prophet ﷺ without any volition or intention, simply by negligence. On this, only a warning was considered sufficient.
Mentioned in the two verses cited above is the pain that was caused to him intentionally by the disbelievers and hypocrites. It is for this reason that Maulānā Ashraf ‘Alī Thanāvi has parenthetically added the word: فِيْلَمِ (qaṣdan: intentionally) at this place in his abridged summary which includes many a physical pain caused to him at the hands of disbelievers on different occasions as well as the emotional ones that were caused to him in the form of taunts and insults and false accusations against his blessed wives. The cited verses also gives a warning of Divine curse and punishment to those who cause such pains to him by intention.

Although, in the beginning of the verse, warning is given to those who cause pain to Allah (Surely, those who cause pain to Allah... 33:57), while Allah Ta‘ālā is beyond any effect or impression, and no one can cause pain to Him in real terms, yet the deeds that usually cause pain to others have been referred to as 'causing pain to Allah.'

Leading authorities of Tafsīr, however, differ in defining the acts that are termed here as 'causing pain to Allah'. Some of them have maintained that these are the words and deeds about which it has been specifically declared in the spoken aḥādīth of the Holy Prophet ﷺ that they cause pain to Allah Ta‘ālā. For example, it is mentioned in a Ḥadīth that those who curse the 'time' cause pain to Allah. The background of this Ḥadīth is that the people in the days of ignorance used to blame the 'time' for all sorts of accidents and sufferings, because they believed that the 'time' is the real cause of all happenings in this world. Therefore whenever they faced a suffering, they used to curse and hurl abuses to the 'time', while in fact the real doer of all acts is none but Allah Ta‘ālā, and in this context their curse and abuses would turn to Him. It is therefore mentioned in the of Divine curse and punishment Ḥadīth that this behavior causes pain to Allah Ta‘ālā. Moreover, as it appears in Ḥadīth narrations, making pictures of living creatures cause pain to Allah Ta‘ālā. the expression of 'causing pain to Allah' would be referring to these very words and deeds.

And other authorities of Tafsīr said that the real purpose at this place is to warn against causing pain to the Holy Prophet ﷺ. But, it has been termed in the verse as causing pain to Allah Ta‘ālā, because causing pain to the Prophet ﷺ is tantamount to causing pain to Allah Ta‘ālā Himself. This interpretation is supported by the context of the Qur‘ān, because it is the subject of causing pain to the Holy Prophet ﷺ that was mentioned in
the text earlier and the same subject is repeated again in the forthcoming words. And that the pain caused to the Holy Prophet ﷺ turns out to be pain for Allah Ta’ālā stands proved from the narration of Sayyidnā ‘Abdur-Rahmān Ibn Mughaffal al-Muzani ♦ given below:

فَالَ رَسُولُ اللَّهِ صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمُ: اللَّهُ اللَّهُ مَنْ أَحَبَّهُمْ أَحَبَّهُمْ وَمَنْ أَعْبَضَهُمْ أَعْبَضَهُمْ وَمَنْ أَذَابَهُمْ أَذَابَهُمْ فَقَدْ أَذَابَهُ اللَّهُ وَمَنْ أَذَابَ اَللهُ فَقَدْ أَذَابَهُ اللَّهُ (تَرْمِيْدٍ)

The Holy Prophet ﷺ said: "Fear Allah, fear Allah in the matter of my Companions. Do not make them the target of your objections and criticisms because whoever loves them loves them because of his love for me, and whoever dislikes them dislikes them because of his disliking against me, and whoever caused pain to them has definitely caused pain to me and whoever caused pain to me has definitely caused pain to Allah, and whoever caused pain to Allah, it is likely that he will be seized by Him." - (Tirmidhī)

Just as this Ḥadīth tells us that the pain inflicted on the Holy Prophet ﷺ causes pain to Allah Ta’ālā, very similarly, it also tells us that inflicting pain on any of the noble Companions or being audacious enough as to speak ill of them becomes pain caused to the Holy Prophet ﷺ.

There are several narrations relating to the background in which this verse was revealed. According to some of these, it was revealed about the false accusation made against Sayyidah ‘A’ishah ༫. For example, a narration from Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ♦ says: When false accusation was made against Sayyidah ‘A’ishah ༫, some people gathered at the home of the hypocrite, ‘Abdullāh Ibn ’Ubayy and indulged in the conspiracy of giving currency to this false accusation. At that time, the Holy Prophet ﷺ complained before his noble Companions saying that the man was causing pain to him - (Mażhari).

According to some other narrations, this verse was revealed when some hypocrites had thrown taunts at the time of the marriage of Sayyidah Sāfiyyah ༫. However, the the fact of the matter is that this verse has been revealed concerning each such case which caused pain to the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Thus, included here is the false accusation made against Sayyidah ‘A’ishah ༫, the taunts thrown by the
hypocrites on the occasion of the marriages of Sayyidah Safiyah and Zainab رضى الله عنها as well as calling other noble Companions bad, passing ill remarks against them or maligning them in any other way, public or private (tabarrā').

Causing pain to the Holy Prophet ﷺ in any form or manner is kufr (infidelity)

Ruling

A person who inflicts any pain on the Holy Prophet ﷺ, suggests any fault in his person or attributes, whether expressly or in an implied manner, becomes a kāfir - and according to this verse (57), the curse of Allah Ta‘ālā will be upon him in this world as well as in the Hereafter. (As stated by Qādī Thana‘ullāh in at-Tafsīr al-Ma‘ṣhārī).

The second verse has declared that causing pain to any believer is also forbidden (ḥarām) as being a grave sin a manifest slander, but in the case of common believers the prohibition of causing pain is subjected to a condition that they should not have deserved it by committing a wrongful act. This is because, in their case it is possible that they have done something as a consequence of which causing pain to them is permissible under the dictates of the Sharī‘ah, while in the case of the Allah and the Holy Prophet ﷺ it is simply impossible that causing pain to Allah and His Messenger may be justified on any ground. Therefore, no such condition is mentioned in verse 57.

Hurting or causing pain to any Muslim without a valid Islamic legal justification is forbidden (Ḥarām)

It stands proved from the cited verse (58): (And those who hurt believing men and believing women without their having done anything (wrong), they shall bear the burden of slander and a manifest sin.) that it is forbidden (Ḥarām) to cause any pain, harm or hurt any Muslim without a justification recognized by Sharī‘ah. The Holy Prophet ﷺ has said:

اِنْ اسْلَمُ مِنْ سَلَمَ الْمُسَلِّمُونَ مِنْ لِسَانِهِ وَأَيْدِيهِ ۖ وَالْمُؤْمِنُ مِنْ أَيْمَهُ النَّاسَ عَلَى دِمَاثِيْهِمْ

وَأَمْوَالَ أَيْمَهُمْ رَاهِيَةَ الْمُهَارِيِّنَ ۔ (صَحِيحَ)

A (true) Muslim is the one from whose tongue and hands all Muslims remain unharmed and safe. And a (true) mu‘min (believer) is the one
from whom people remain unaffected and safe in the matter of their lives (lit., bloods) and their properties (being his or her duty to ensure that so these do) - reported by Tirmidhī from Sayyidnā Abu Hurairah (Mażhari).

**Verses 59 - 62**

O prophet, tell your wives and your daughters and the women of the believers that they should draw down their shawls over them. That will make it more likely that they are recognized, hence not teased. And Allah is Most-Forgiving, Very-Merciful. [59] If the hypocrites and those having malady in their hearts and the ones who spread rumors in Madinah do not stop (their evil deeds), We will certainly stir you up against them, then they shall no longer live in it as your neighbors, but for a little while, [60] (and that too in a state of being) accursed. Wherever they are found, they shall be seized, and shall be killed thoroughly. [61] – a consistent practice of Allah in the matter of those who have gone before. And you will never find a change in Allah's consistent practice. [62]

**Commentary**

The previous verses have maintained that causing pain to any Muslim, man or woman, is forbidden and is a major sin, and in particular, inflicting pain on the Holy Prophet is an act of infidelity, liable to Allah's curse. Now, there were two kinds of pain caused by the hypocrites to all Muslims and to the Holy Prophet. Preventive measures against these have been provided in the verses cited above. As a corollary, stated
there are a few additional injunctions in a certain congruity to be unfolded later on. One of these two kinds of pain caused was at the hands of vagabonds from among the general run of hypocrites who used to molest bondwomen from Muslim homes when they came out to take care of family chores. Then on occasions, they would mistreat free women under the impression that they were bondwomen because of which pain was caused to Muslims at large and to the Holy Prophet ﷺ.

On the other hand, the Shari'ah of Islam has maintained a difference between free women and bondwomen in the matter of Hijāb. The limits of Hijāb prescribed for bondwomen are the limits observed by the free women before their mahrams (marriage with whom is forbidden), for example, as leaving the face open before their mahrams is permissible for free women, the same was permissible for bondwomen even when they went out of their homes, because their very job was to serve their masters, an occupation that took them out of the home repeatedly which made it difficult for them to keep their face and hands hidden. This is contrary to the case of free women who, even if they have to go out for some need, would be doing so rarely, an eventuality in which the observance of full Hijāb should not be difficult. Therefore, the command given to free women was that the long sheet with which they cover themselves when going out should be pulled from over their head downwards before their face, so that it does not get exposed before male strangers. Two things were accomplished thereby. It made their own Hijāb come out perfect while covering their faces served another purpose of distinguishing them from bondwomen, because of which they automatically became safe from being teased by wicked people. As for the arrangements made to keep bondwomen protected, the hypocrites were served with a warning to the effect that, should they fail to abstain from their low behavior, (the torment of the Hereafter aside) Allah Ta'ālā would have them punished at the hands of His Prophet and Muslims in this world as well.

The words used in the command about the Hijāb of free women in the verse under study (59) appear as follows: بِيْنَيْنَ عَلَيْهِنَّ مِنْ حَلَّابِيْبٍ in which the word: يُذْنِينَ (yudnīna) has been derived from: إِذَا (idnā) which literally means to draw, pull or make come closer. The second word: عَلَيْهِنَّ (‘alaihinn) means 'on' or 'over themselves' (hanging as a screen for the face). The third word: حَلَّابِيْبٍ (jalābīb) in: حَلَّابِيْبٍ (jalābībihinn) is the plural
form of: جُلَّابِ (jilbāb) which is the name of a particular long sheet. Sayyidnā Ibn Mas'ūd identified the form of this sheet as the one that is worn over the scarf (Ibn Kathīr) and Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbas described its form in the words given below:

أَمَرَ اللَّهُ بِنِسَاءِ الْمُؤْمِنَاتِ إِذَا خَرَجْنَ مِنْ بَيوْتَهُنَّ فِي حَاجَةٍ أَنْ يُغْطِينَ وُجُوهَهُنَّ مِنْ فُوْقِ رُوُسَاهُمْ بِالْجِلَّابِبِ وَتَبْلِيْنَ عِبَادَةً وَاحِدَةً (Ibn Kathīr)

"Allah Ta‘ālā commanded women of the believers that, when they go out of their homes to take care of some need, they hide their faces with the long sheet (hanging down) from over their heads leaving only one eye open (to see the way)." - (Ibn Kathīr)

And Imām Muḥammad Ibn Sirin says: 'When I asked 'Ubaidah Salāmānī about the meaning of this verse and the nature of Ḥijāb, he demonstrated it by hiding his face with the long sheet pulled from the top of his head and left to hang in front of it - and thus, by keeping only his left eye open to see, he explained the words: idnā: (bring close) and: jilbāb (long sheet or shawl) practically.'

'To have the long sheet come from over the head and hand on, or in front of, the face' which appears in the statement of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbas and 'Ubaidah Salāmānī is the explanation (Tafsīr) of the Qur’ānic word: عَلَيْهِنْ (alaihinn: over them), that is, the sense of bringing the sheet close over them is to let the sheet come from over the head and hang on, or in front of, the face.

This verse commands the hiding of the face with ample clarity which comprehensively supports what has been stated under the commentary on the first verse of Ḥijāb appearing earlier. There it was said that, though the face and the palms of the hands are not included under satr as such but, under the apprehension of fitnah, hiding these too is necessary. Only situations of compulsion stand exempted.

A necessary point of clarification

This verse instructs free women to observe Ḥijāb in a particular manner, that is, they should hide their face by bringing the sheet from over the head to hang on, or in front of, the face so that they could be recognized as distinct from bondwomen in general, and thus could stay protected from the fitnah of wicked people. The statement referred to immediately earlier has already made it very clear that it never means
that Islam has allowed some difference to exist between free women and bondwomen in the matter of providing protection to the chastity and honor, and has protected free women and left bondwomen (to fend for themselves). Instead, the truth of the matter is that this difference was made by these wicked and low people themselves, as they simply did not dare act high-handedly against free women, but chose to tease bondwomen. The Sharī'ah of Islam took a functional advantage from this difference put into practice by them by ordering the free women to distinguish themselves, so that the majority of women becomes automatically protected through their own standing conduct in this matter. As far as the matter of bondwomen is concerned, the protection of their chastity and honor is as much necessary in Islam as that of free women. But, it could not be carried out except by using the legal authority. So, the next verse spells out that those who violating the law will not be forgiven - in fact, as and where they are found, they will be caught and killed. This is what provided a security shield for the chastity and honor of bondwomen as well.

This submission makes it clear that the interpretation offered in this verse by 'Allāmah Ibn Ḥazm and others - as different from the majority of scholars and in an effort to escape the doubt mentioned above - is something just no necessary. A doubt could have come up only when no arrangement was made for the protection of bondwomen.

**A person who turns an apostate (murtadd) after having embraced Islam is killed in punishment**

Two mischiefs made by the hypocrites have been mentioned in the cited verse and it has been said that should they fail to abstain from indulging in these any further, the punishment they shall face will be: مَلَمْعَرِينَ أَيْنَا نَفَعُوْا أَحْدَنَا وَقُتِلْنَا قَتِيلًا (Wherever they are found, they shall be seized, and shall be killed thoroughly - 61). This punishment is not meant for disbelievers at large. Numerous textual authorities from the Qur‘ān and Sunnah bear it out that this is not the law of the Sharī'ah of Islam for disbelievers. In fact, the law is that they should first be invited to embrace Islam along with sincere efforts to remove any doubts they may have. If, even then, they elect not to enter the fold of Islam, they should be asked to live as Dhimmī subjects of the Muslim state. If they accept that, the protection of their life, property and honor becomes obligatory on Muslims very much like that of Muslims themselves. Yes, if there are
those who do not accept this too, and choose the option of fighting, then, the command is to fight back against them.

The reason why this punishment to seize and kill them has been awarded in an absolute sense in the present verse is because this matter related to the hypocrites who used to call themselves Muslims - and when a Muslim starts demonstrating open hostility to and denial of Islam, such a person is called: Murtadd: apostate) in the terminology of the Sharī'ah. With such a man, there is no compromise in the Sharī'ah of Islam - except that he repents and reverts to Islam and accepts the injunctions of Islam in word and deed. Otherwise, this person will be killed as it stands proved from clear statements of the Holy Prophet ﷺ and the collective practice of the noble Ṣaḥābah. The Jihad waged against the Liar Musaylimah and his cohorts with the collective approval of the Ṣaḥābah and the consequent killing of Musaylimah is sufficient as its proof. Then, in the last verse as well (62), this has been cited as the customary law and practice of Allah Ta‘ālā which tells us that the punishment of an apostate (murtadd) in the religious laws of past prophets was no other but killing.

Some Rulings:

This verse proves that:

(1) When women have to go out of the house to take care of some need, they should go with their whole body covered with a long sheet and walk face-hidden with this sheet brought from over the head to hang on, or in front of, the face. The common 'burqa' also serves the same purpose.

(2) Spreading rumors among Muslims that subject them to anxiety or worry or cause harm is ḥarām (forbidden, unlawful).

Verses 63 - 68
People ask you about the Hour (i.e. the Day of Judgment). Say, "Its knowledge is only with Allah." And what can let you know? It may be that the Hour is near.

Surely, Allah has cursed the infidels, and has prepared for them a flaming fire, wherein they will live forever, finding no one to protect or to help. The Day their faces will be rolled in the fire, they will say, "Oh, would that we had obeyed Allah and obeyed the Messenger!". And they will say, "Our Lord, we obeyed our chiefs and our elders, and they made us go astray from the path. Our Lord, give them twice the punishment, and send a curse on them, an enormous curse.

Commentary
Those hostile to Allah and the Messenger were warned of and alerted to curse and punishment in the present world and in the Hereafter while many factions among the disbelievers, in their own place, simply denied the eventuality of any Qiyāmah (Doomsday) or 'Ākhirah (Hereafter) and, because of their denial, used to mockingly ask: When would that Qiyāmah come? An answer to their question has been given in the cited verse, that the Doomsday may be in near future. It has been said so because nobody knows the exact date of the Doomsday, and therefore everyone should be prepared for it as if it were very close. Another reason for its being declared as close is that after facing the horrible incidents of Qiyāmah the entire worldly life of thousands of years will seem to be very short (and the Qiyāmah very close to it).

Verses 69 - 71
O those who believe, do not be like those who caused pain to Musa, then Allah cleared him of what they said. And he was honorable in the sight of Allah. [69] O those who believe, fear Allah, and speak what is straightforward. [70] Allah will correct your deeds for your benefit, and forgive for you your sins. And whoever obeys Allah and His Messenger achieves a great success. [71]

Commentary

That causing pain to Allah and His Messenger brings fatal consequences was the subject of the previous verse. The present verse instructs Muslims that they should particularly guard against falling into any stance of hostility to Allah and His Messenger because it causes pain to them.

In the first verse (69), by mentioning an event relating to Sayyidnā Musā, an event in which his people had caused pain to him, Muslims have been warned that they should never do something like that. From this, it does not necessarily follow that Muslims may have actually done so. Instead of that, by relating this incident, they have been forewarned as a matter of precaution. As for the incident of some Sahābah reported in a narration, it is likely that they would have not realized at that time that the word being said would cause pain to the Holy Prophet ﷺ. That a Sahābi would intentionally cause pain to the Holy Prophet ﷺ is not possible. Whatever incidents of intentional causing of pain there are, they all relate to hypocrites. Then, by citing the incident relating to Sayyidnā Musā, the Holy Prophet ﷺ has himself explained the meaning of this verse as it has been reported by Imām al-Bukhārī from Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah ﷺ in Kitabut-Tafsir and Kitabul-Anbiya’. There it is said that Sayyidnā Musā was a man of modesty and very particular in keeping his body properly covered. No one had the occasion to see his body uncovered. Whenever he needed a bath, he would take it inside a screened place. Conversely, his people, the Bani Isrā’īl, had a common custom of their own. Among them, men would bathe naked before everybody. So, some of them started saying that the reason why Sayyidnā Musā would not take a bath before anyone is that he had
some defect in his body, either leprosy or enlarged testicles or some other evil-fated deformity because of which he preferred to remain hidden. Allah Ta'ālā willed that Sayyidnā Mūsā  be cleared from the attribution of such defects. On a certain day, Sayyidnā Mūsā  went in for a bath in private while he put off his clothes and placed these on a rock. When done with his bath, he moved to pick up his clothes from the rock. At that time, this rock (moving under Divine command) started running away. Sayyidnā Mūsā  with his staff in hand, went after the rock saying: ُّنُّوُبَيْ حَجَرُ ُّنُوُبَيْ حَجَرُ (O rock, my clothes! O rock, my clothes!). But the rock kept moving until it stopped at a place crowded with the people of Bani Isrā’îl. At that time, when the Bani Isrā’îl saw Sayyidnā Mūsā  undressed from the head to the feet, they saw a body that was perfect (having no defect attributed by them). Thus, Allah Ta’ālā made it clear before everyone that Sayyidnā Mūsā  was free from these supposed defects. The rock had stopped at this place. Once Sayyidnā Mūsā  had picked up his clothes and put these on, he started beating up the rock with his staff. "By Allah," said the Holy Prophet ﷺ "the strikes of Sayyidnā Mūsā  against the rock left some three or four or five traces on it!"

After having recounted this event, the Holy Prophet ﷺ said: This is what this verse of the Qur’ān means, that is, the verse under study: ُّكَأَلَذِينَ أَوْدَاهُمْ مُؤُنَّسِينَ (Like those who caused pain to Mūsā... - 33:69). The explanation of the pain caused to Sayyidnā Mūsā  in this incident has been reported from the Holy Prophet ﷺ himself. There is yet another story relating to the pain caused to Sayyidnā Mūsā  reported from the noble Ṣahābah which is also necessarily appended to it. But, the weightier Tafsīr or explanation is the the one that is present in the Ḥadīth reported from the Holy Prophet ﷺ himself.

At the end of verse 69, it was said: ُّوَكَأَنَّ عَنِّدَ اللَّهُ وَمُجِيبَهَا (And he was honorable in the sight of Allah). The Arabic word used for Sayyidnā Mūsā  wajih denotes the honor and elegance of someone who deserves regard and consideration. When used with: ُّبِلَالَّهِ: in the sight of Allah), it would mean a person whose prayer is answered by Allah Ta’ālā and whose wish He does not turn down. Hence, the station of Sayyidnā Mūsā  as a person whose prayers were answered (popularly known as: mustajab-ud-da’awāt) is proved from many events mentioned in the
Qur'ān where he prayed to Allah for something and He answered it the way he wanted it to be. Most unique of these is the prayer he made about Sayyidnā Hārūn (Aaron) where he wished that he be made a prophet. Allah Ta'ālā accepted his prayer and made him a co-prophet with Sayyidnā Mūsā - although, the high office of prophethood is not given to someone on someone's recommendation. (Ibn Kathīr)

Customarily, Allah Ta'ālā keeps prophets free from physical defects causing aversion

In this event, Allah Ta'ālā has demonstrated such unusual concern to have Sayyidnā Mūsā absolved of the blame imputed to him by his people which took no less than a miracle whereby a rock ran away with Sayyidnā Mūsā's clothes and he, compelled by circumstances beyond his control, came out undressed before the people. This extra-ordinary care shown by Allah Ta'ālā to free his prophet from this blame points out to the fact that Allah Ta'ālā keeps even the bodies of His prophets generally free and pure from defects that appear repulsive and undignified - as it stands proved from the Ḥadīth of Bukhārī that all prophets are lineally high-born. The reason is that it would be hard to agree to listen to, accept and follow someone from the line and family regarded by people as customarily low. Similarly, the history of prophets does not bear out that any prophet was blind, deaf, dumb or handicapped. As for the case of Sayyidnā Ayyūb, it cannot be used to raise any objection, for what happened to him was the dictate of Divine wisdom, a particular trial, a temporary discomfort which was eliminated later on. Allah knows best.

O those who believe, fear Allah, and speak what is straight forward. Allah will correct your deeds for your benefit, and forgive for you your sins. (33:70-71)

The original word used in the text for "what is straight forward" is 'sadīd' which has been explained by some exegetes as what is the truth. Others explain it as straight, while still others, as correct. Quoting all of these, Ibn Kathīr calls all these true (on the beam hitting the target). The Holy Qur'ān has chosen this word, instead of ṣādiq or mustaqīm, because the present word holds all these attributes of ideal speech within itself. It
was for this reason that Kāshīfī said in Rūḥ-ul-Bayān: Qawl Ṣadīd is the saying of what is true having no trace of falsity; correct having no trace of error, right thing being no joke or fun; spoken softly, not harshly.

**Correct use of one's power of speech is an effective source of correcting all deeds issuing forth from other parts of the body**

The basic command given to all Muslims in this verse is: إِنْقُوْا الْلَّهِ (Take to taqwa, that is, fear Allah and act accordingly). The reality of taqwā lies in one's total obedience to all Divine injunctions whereby one carries out everything enjoined and abstains from everything declared prohibited and repugnant. And it is obvious that doing so is no easy task for human beings. Therefore, immediately after the main guideline of إِنْقُوْا الْلَّهِ (ittaquullāh: Fear Allah and act accordingly), there appears an instruction to start doing something particular, that is, the correction and reform of one's speech. Though, this too is nothing but a part of taqwa itself, yet it is one such part of it that, should this thing come under control, all other remaining components of the comprehensive requirement of taqwā would start becoming achievable automatically, as the verse itself has promised that, as a result of one's making his or her speech truthful and straight, Allah will correct his deeds. In other words it means that, 'should you succeed in holding your tongue and avoiding errors of speech and get used to saying what is correct, straight and right, Allah Ta'ālā will correct every other deed you do and make all of them better.' Then, concluding the verse, another promise was made and it was said: يُصَلِّيْ لَكُمْ أَنْعَمَّا لَكُمْ (and He will forgive for you your sins). It means: 'One who gains control over his tongue, learns to harness his or her power of speech and becomes used to saying what is true and right, then, Allah Ta'ālā will take care of the rest of his or her deeds, have them corrected and made better as well as forgive any errors or slips made therein.'

**Injunctions of the Qur'ān were made easy to follow**

Deliberation in the general style of the noble Qur'ān shows that at a place where acting upon a Qur'ānic injunction seems to be difficult, a method has also been suggested along with it to make it easy. And since taqwā is the essence of the entire religion of Islam and fulfilling its dictates on all counts is very hard indeed, therefore, speaking generally, wherever the command to observe taqwā ('ittaquullāh') has been given, there appears soon after, the suggestion to do something that facilitates
acting in accordance with the rest of the elements of Taqwā, something that comes from the side of Allah as His grace and taufīq. An apt and ready at hand example of it lies in this very verse where the suggestion of ُنْفِرْ وَتَفْلِيظُا سَيِّيِّبًا ُلْلَّهِ (ittaqullāh: Fear Allah). And immediately earlier too, in verse 69, after saying: ittaqullāh:( Fear Allah), it was said: "Do not be like those who caused pain to Mūsā whereby people were reminded that causing pain to righteous and favoured servants of Allah is the most serious impediment in the achievement of taqwa and, once this impediment was removed, the way to taqwā will become easy.

Similarly in another verse the command to observe Taqwā has been supplemented by the direction of having the company of 'truthful persons' (9.118) which means that the easiest way to acquire the quality of taqwā is to remain in the company of righteous people. At another place the command of taqwā is followed by the direction of pondering on what one has sent ahead for the Hereafter, because it leads one to observe Taqwā (59.18).

Saying what is right leads to doing what is right both here and Hereinafter

Shāh ‘Abdul-Qādir of Delhi has translated this verse in a way that leads to the conclusion that the promise of correction and betterment of deeds made to those who get used to speaking in straight forward manner is not restricted to religious deeds alone. In fact, everything one does in this material world is also included therein. Anyone who gets used to saying the right thing - that is, never lies, speaks with deliberation without erring or wavering, does not deceive anyone and does not say what would hurt - shall find his spiritual deeds for his eternal life in the Hereafter, also come out right for him. As for the things he must do to live in this mortal world, these too will turn for the better. (The Urdu speaking readers should refer to the original translation of Shāh Abdul Qādir to have a taste of its sweetness-editor)

Verses 72 - 73
We did offer the Trust to the heavens and the earth and the mountains, but they refused to bear its burden and were afraid of it, and man picked it up. Surely, he was unjust (to himself), unaware (of the end), [72] with the result that Allah will punish the hypocrites, men and women, and the Mushriks, men and women, and will accept the repentance of the believing men and women. Surely Allah is Most-Forgiving, Very-Merciful. [73]

**Commentary**

Emphasis has been placed in this entire Sūrah on the reverence of the Messenger of Allah and on the obligation of obeying him. Now in the later part of the Sūrah, the great station and rank of this obedience has been identified. Here, the obedience to Allah and His Messenger and the implementation of their commands has been expressed through the word: *amanah*: (Trust), the reason of which will appear later.

**What does "amanah" mean?**

What is meant by the word: *amanah* at this place? Many views of the leading exegetes among Ṣaḥabah and Tabi'īn, and others, have been reported to answer this question. Different things have been held to be the *'amanah*', such as, Islamic Legal Obligations, Protection of Chastity, Properties held under Trust, Removal of Impurity through having bath, Ṣalāh, Zakāh Fasting, Ḥajj etc. Therefore, the majority of commentators have said that all areas of religious conduct are included in it. (Qurtubi)

In Tafsīr Mazharī, it was said: The whole package of all obligations and prohibitions set by the Sharī'ah is *amanah*. In Al-Bahr-ul-Mīhīt, Abū Ḥayyān said:

أَلْتَأْهِرُ أَنَّهَا كَلِّ مَا بَوْعَضَ عَلَيْهِ مِنْ أَمْرٍ وَنَهْيٍ وَسَاهِرٍ دِينٍ وَذِنَابٍ وَالْشَّرْعُ كَلِّهِ أَمْانَةٌ

وَهَذَا قُولُ الْجَمْهُور

Apparently every thing one is trusted with (by the Sharī'ah) from obligations and prohibitions, and every state of life which relates to this world or the Hereafter - in fact, the Sharī'ah, all
of it, is *amanah*. And this is the position the majority of Muslim scholars has taken.

In short, *amanah* (trust) means to be obligated with the precepts and injunctions of the Sharī'ah and being under command to carry these out. Once this is accomplished to the best of one's ability, the eternal blessings of Jannah (Paradise) have been promised, and on any contravention or shortcoming, there shall be the punishment of Jahannam (Hell). Some early commentators have said that *amanah* (trust) refers to the capability of fulfilling the heavy responsibility placed by Divine injunctions, something that depends on a particular degree of reason and awareness and moving forward therein and deserving Divine vice-regency depends on this very capability. The species of creation that do not have this capability, no matter how high or superior their placement, simply cannot advance from their given place. For this reason, the skies and the earth, even angels, have no inherent ability to go forward from the place they are in. Everything from these creatures is restricted to whatever station of nearness (to the Creator) it has. Their state is aptly pointed to in a verse of the Qur'ān where it was said: *Mašša'ī ilā Lu, Mādham Mu'ālum* (There is no one among us who does not have a known station - As-Sāffāt, 37:164)

Under this sense of *amanah* (trust), all narrations of Ḥadīth about *amanah* turn out to be symmetrical and the sayings of the majority of commentators also converge on almost a mutual agreement.

In the Ṣaḥīḥs of al-Bukhārī and Muslim, and in the Musnad of Aḥmad, there is a narration from Sayyidnā Ḥudhaifah saying that, 'the Holy Prophet had told us about two things. One of these we have already witnessed with our own eyes. The unfolding of the other is still awaited. The first thing was that, "First of all, *amanah* was sent down into the hearts of the men of faith. Then, the Qur'ān was revealed and then the people of faith acquired knowledge from the Qur'ān, and practice from the Sunnah".

After that, he narrated the other Ḥadīth as follows: "A time will come when no sooner does a man rise from sleep, *amanah* (trust) will be confiscated from out of his heart leaving some of its traces behind, just like you would roll down an ember from the fire on your feet (and this ember will certainly roll away but) its traces will survive in the form of
inflammation or blister - although, no constituent element of the fire itself is left out there. So much so that people will enter into mutual transactions and contracts, but no one will fulfill the obligations of amanah due against him and (there will be such a dearth of trustworthy men that) people will be found saying that there is a trustworthy man in such and such tribe!"

In this Ḥadīth amānah has been declared to be something which relates to the heart and this alone has the ability of fulfilling the obligations and duties imposed by the Sharī'ah of Islam.

And according to a narration of Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Amr & appearing in the Musnad of Aḥmād, the Holy Prophet ﷺ has been reported to have said, "There are four things which, if you come to have them, and you have nothing out of so many worldly things, you are still no loser. (Those four things are): Guarding of trust, telling the truth, good morals and lawful sustenance. (From Ibn Kathīr)

**An investigation into the way the 'trust' was 'offered'**

In the cited verse (72), it was said that Allah Ta‘ālā placed this amānah (trust) before the heavens, the earth and the mountains and all of them refused to bear the burden of this responsibility shrinking from it out of the danger of not being able to fulfill its due right - but, man did.

Here, it is worth pondering that the heavens, the earth and the mountains that are inanimate and, obviously devoid of knowledge and consciousness, how then would it be possible to rationalize the presentation of such an offer before them and that of their response to it? Some early commentators have taken this to be a figure of speech - as the noble Qur'ān has said elsewhere by way of comparison: لَوْ أَنْزَلْنَا هَذَا الْقُرْآنَ عَلَى جَبَلٍ لَّوَلَّى لَهُ خَاسِبًا مَّتَضِدًا مِّنْ خَسِيفَةِ اللَّهِ (Had We sent down this Qur'ān to a mountain, you would have seen it humbled, burst apart out of awe for Allah - Al-Ḥashr 59:21). It is obvious that this example has been given as a matter of supposition - not that it was really revealed to or on a mountain. So, these commentators have taken the 'offer' of 'trust' to the heavens etc. also in a figurative or metaphorical sense.

But, in the sight of the majority of Muslim scholars, it is not correct, because in the verse of Sūrah Al-Ḥashr, the Qur'ān has itself made it clear, by initiating the statement with the word: 'if,' that it is just a
hypothetical statement. On the contrary, the present verse is an affirmation of an incident in a descriptive style, and it is not permissible to take it in figurative or metaphorical sense without any proof. And if it is argued that these things have no senses and therefore no question can be asked from them and no answer is expected from them, then this argument stands rejected on the basis of other express statements of the Qur'ān. The reason is that the Qur'ān has explicitly said: 

وَإِنَّ مِن شَيْءٍ إِلَّا يُسَبِّحُ بِحَمْدِهِ (And there is not a single thing that does not extol His purity and praise - Al-Isra', 17:44). And it is obvious that knowing Allah Ta'ālā, realizing that He is the Creator, the Master, the highest and the best, and glorifying Him consequently is something not possible without knowledge and consciousness. Therefore, it stands proved from this verse that knowledge and consciousness do exist in all elements of creation to the extent that these are also there in what is considered to be inanimate. On the basis of this knowledge and consciousness, these can be addressed and a response can be expected from them. Their response could take different forms. It could take the form of words and letters and - it is not rationally impossible - that Allah Ta'ālā could bestow on the heavens and the earth and the mountains the functional ability to verbalize and speak. Therefore, in the sight of the majority of the learned among the Muslim Ummah, the phenomenon of this 'ard of amānah (the placement or offer of trust) came to pass in reality and these entities expressed their inability to bear the burden of this responsibility - also in reality. There is no simile or metaphor at work here.

The acceptance of the offer of the 'trust' was optional, not mandatory

A question may be asked here. When Allah Ta'ālā personally made the offer of this great trust before the heavens and the earth and the mountains, how could they dare refuse it? If they had contravened the Divine order, they would have been destroyed totally. In addition to that, the obedience of the heavens and the earth to divine orders is also proved from the verse: 

آتَيْنَا طَالِبًا (we come in obedience - Fussilat, 41:11) which means: When Allah Ta'ālā ordered the heavens and the earth to come to implement His command, be it willingly or unwilling, both of these responded by saying that they were pleased to come to obey His command.

The answer is that, in the cited verse (41:11), the command given had a
mandatory command with it where it was also said that they were to come with pleasure, or without it but, no matter what is the case, they had to obey the command. This is contrary to the present verse featuring the offer of the trust where following its presentation, they were given the choice of taking or not taking this awesome responsibility.

Ibn Kathīr has, with the support of various authorities, reported from several Șahābah and Tabi'īn - Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās, Ḥasan al-Başri, Mujāhid and others - the following details of this offer of the trust:

What Allah Ta'ālā offered first to the heavens, then to the earth, and then to the mountains as a matter of choice was: Would you undertake to carry out the responsibility imposed by this trust (obedience to given injunctions) from Us against a return fixed for it? Everyone asked, 'What is the return?' It was said, 'If you fulfill the demands of this trust (obedience to given injunctions) to the best of your ability, you will have the best of reward, and particularly the honor of having nearness to Allah, and if you failed to implement these injunctions, or fell short in it, you will be punished.' Hearing this, all these huge big bodies responded by saying, 'O our Lord, we are operating under Your command even now. But (now when we have been given a choice), we find ourselves weak and unable to bear the burden of this heavy responsibility. As reward, we do not want it, and as for punishment, we cannot bear it.' And Tafsīr Qurṭubī, with reference to Hakim Tirmidhi, has reported from Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās that the Holy Prophet said: '(After the offer of the trust to the heavens and the earth and the mountains, and after their response), Allah Ta'ālā addressed Sayyidnā 'Ādam and said: 'We offered Our trust to the heavens and the earth but they expressed their inability to bear the burden of this responsibility. Now, would you assume this responsibility knowing that which goes with it?' 'Ādam asked, 'O Lord, what is it that goes with it?' The answer was: 'If you succeeded in fulfilling the demands of this trust to your best (that is, remained obedient to your best), you will be rewarded (which will be in the form of the nearness and pleasure of Allah and the eternal bliss of Jannah (Paradise), and if you let this trust go to waste, you will be punished.' 'Ādam (eager to advance towards nearness and pleasure of Allah Ta'ālā) went ahead and assumed this responsibility. However, from the moment he assumed the burden of this heavy trust, not much time had passed, not even that much as is between the Șalāh of 'Aṣr and Zuhr,
within which the Satan snared him into that well-known slip and he was made to leave Jannah.

**During which period of time did this event of the offer of trust take place?**

From the narration of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās which has appeared immediately above, it seems that this offer of trust made to the heavens and the earth and the mountains was made before the creation of ‘Ādām. Then, following the creation of Sayyidnā ‘Ādām, it was also said before him that this trust was also offered to the heavens and the earth earlier, and that they did not have the ability to bear the burden of this responsibility, therefore, they excused themselves out of it.

And what is apparent here is that this event of the offer of trust came before the Covenant of Eternity, that is, the Covenant of Alast because the Covenant of (Am I not your Lord?) is a phase of this very acceptance to carry out the responsibility of fulfilling the trust - and stands for taking a solemn pledge to hold and discharge the responsibilities enjoined by an office.

**For vicegerency on the earth, the ability to bear the responsibilities of the great trust was necessary**

As eternally predestined, Allah Ta’ālā had already decided to appoint Sayyidnā ‘Ādām His Khalīfah (vicegerent) on the earth and this Khilafah (vicegerency) could only be entrusted with one who bears the responsibility of upholding the essential obedience to Divine injunctions - because, it is the very objective of this Khilafah that the Law of Allah be implemented on the earth and that the creation of Allah be induced to obey Divine injunctions. Therefore, as a matter of creational imperative, Sayyidnā ‘Ādām agreed to bear the burden of the responsibility of this trust - although the inability of other humongous units of creation to bear it was already in his knowledge. (Mazhari and Bayān-ul-Qurān).

In the last sentence of verse 72: Surely, he was unjust (to himself) unaware (of the end), the word: ‘Zalūm’ means one who is unjust to himself, and ‘jahūl’ means one who is unaware of the end. From this sentence, it is generally assumed that it has appeared here blaming man in an absolute sense, that is, so ignorant was man that he went ahead inflicting injustice upon himself by accepting to carry such a big burden of responsibility, something beyond his power. But, in the light of
explicit statements in the Qur'an, this is not actually so because 'man' may mean either Sayyidnā 'Ādam or whole mankind. Now Sayyidnā 'Ādam is, as a prophet, protected by Allah from committing sins. The burden of responsibility which he had assumed was carried out by him duly and certainly. As a result of this, he was made a vicegerent of Allah (Khalīfatullāh) and sent to the earth. He was made the object of prostration by angels and, in the Hereafter, his station is far higher than that of the angels. And if 'man' must mean mankind, then, in this class, there are several hundred thousands of noble prophets and several millions of the righteous and the men of Allah (awliya' Allah) even angels emulate - those who proved by their conduct in life that they were capable of handling and deserving this Divine trust. It was because of the basis laid out by these very noble souls, who duly vacated the rights and demands inherent in the great trust, that the Holy Qur'an declared mankind to be the noblest of Divine creation: ُوُلِّدْنَا كُرْمَةً نَّبِيًّا أَدَمَ (And We bestowed dignity on the Children of 'Ādam - Al-Isra', 17:70). This proves that neither is Sayyidnā 'Ādam blameworthy, nor the mankind as a whole. Therefore, commentators have said that this sentence is not there to impute a blame, rather, it appears there as the description of the actual event with regard to the most of individuals in the class. As such, the sense is that the majority of human kind proved to be zalūm (one who inflicts injustice upon himself) and jahūl (one who is unaware of the end) that failed to fulfill the rights and demands of this trust and fell into the abyss of loss. And since this was the state of affairs with the majority, therefore, it was attributed to humankind.

In short, in the verse, the two words (Zalūm and Jahūl) mentioned above have been used for those particular individuals among human beings who did not obey the injunctions of the Shari'ah as they were expected to, and failed to fulfill the right entailed by the amānah or trust placed with them - that is, the disbelievers, hypocrites, transgressors, the wicked, and sinning Muslims of the community. This Tafsīr has been reported from Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās, Sayyidnā Ibn Jubayr, Hasan Al-Baṣrī and others. (Qurtubī)

And there are others who have said that Zalūm and Jahūl has been used at this place in the sense of 'naïve', as an affectionate form of address carrying the thought that man, brimming with love for his Creator and in quest of the station of nearness to Him, simply forgot the
end of the whole thing. Similarly, these words could also be taken to have been spoken for the entire humankind. In Tafsīr Mażhari, details of this aspect have been reported from Mujaddid Alf Thāni and other noble Ṣufīs.

\[\text{لَيْبُدْ النَّابِئُ النَّافِقَينَ وَالنَّافِقَةِ}
\]

(with the result that Allah will punish the hypocrites, men and women, and the Mushriks, men and women, and will accept the repentance of the believing men and women. Surely Allah is Most-Forgiving, Very-Merciful. [73]) The letter 'lam' used in the beginning of this verse is not for mentioning the cause or aim, as generally understood in common usage, but it is the lam of 'aqibah in the terminology of Arabic linguistics. It points out to the end of something, as it appears in a line of Arabic poetry which reads:

\[
لَدَّرَا لِلْمَوْتِ وَلِلْبَعْثِ لِلْخَرَابِ
\]

'Be born only to be dead and build only to be ruined'

It does not mean that the aim of one's birth was to be dead or that the aim of constructing of a building was that it could be ruined, but it simply means that the end of everyone born is death and the end of every building is falling into ruins.

The sense of the verse is that, as a result of man's assumption of responsibility for the trust, mankind will split in two groups: (1) Disbelievers, hypocrites and others who will rebel against Divine orders and become wasters of the great 'trust'. They will be punished. (2) There will be believing men and believing women who, through their obedience to Divine injunctions, will fulfill the dictates of the trust reposed in them. They will be treated with mercy and forgiveness.

The Tafsīr of the two words: Zalūm and Jahūl that has been reported above from most Tafsīr authorities finds additional support in this last sentence as well - that these words are not meant for the whole mankind. In fact, they particularly refer to those individuals who wasted away the Divine trust reposed in them. And Allah, Pure and High, knows best.

The Commentary on
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With the help of and praise for Allah Ta‘ālā
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With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

Verses 1 - 9

بِمِنِ اللَّهِ الرَّحْمَنِ الرَّحِيمِ

259
Praise be to Allah, to whom belongs all that is in the heavens and all that is on the earth. And for Him is the praise in the Hereafter. And He is the Wise, the All-Aware. [1] He knows all that goes into the earth and all that comes out therefrom, and all that comes down from the sky and all that ascends thereto. And He is the Very-Merciful, the Most-Forgiving. [2] And said those who disbelieve, "The Hour (i.e. the Day of Judgment) will not come to us." Say, "Why not? By my Lord, the knower of the Unseen, it will come to you. Nothing in the heavens and in the earth, even to the measure of a particle, can escape Him, nor is there anything smaller than that or bigger, that is not recorded in a manifest book. [3] (The Hour will come,) so that He rewards those who believed and did righteous deeds. For such people, there is forgiveness (from Allah) and a noble provision. [4] And those who strived against Our signs to defeat (the messenger), for such people there is a painful punishment of the divine wrath. [5] And those blessed with knowledge see that what is sent to you from your Lord is the truth and it guides (people) to the path of the All-Mighty, the All-Praised. [6] And the disbelievers said," Shall we point out to you a man who informs you that, when you are totally torn into pieces, you will certainly be (raised) in a new creation? [7] Has he forged a lie against Allah, or is there a madness in him?" No, but those who do not believe in the Hereafter are in torment and far astray from the right path. [8] Have they not, then, looked to the sky and the earth that lies before them and behind them? If We so will, We would make the earth swallow them up, or cause pieces of the sky fall upon them. Surely, in this there is a sign for a slave of Allah who turns to Him.[9]

Commentary

(41) (the knower of the unseen). This is an attribute of the Rabb (Lord ) in whose name an oath has been taken in verse 3. At this place, out of the many attributes of Allah Ta'ālā, the attribute of all-encompassing knowledge and the knowledge of the unseen has,
perhaps, been mentioned particularly because the text is dealing with the matter of the deniers of the day of Resurrection. The major reason why the disbelievers rejected the inevitability of Qiyāmah, the day of doom, was their inability to comprehend how the whole thing would work out. When all human beings die, and become dust, and the particles of this dust get scattered all over the world, they wondered, how would it be possible to collect all these particles, separate the particles belonging to each human being from the particles of all others, and then go on to put the relevant particles back into the frame of everyone’s existence? And they took it as impossible because they had very conveniently taken the knowledge and power of Allah Ta’ālā on the analogy of their own knowledge and power! Allah Ta’ālā has told them that His knowledge encompasses the entire universe in a manner that He knows everything in the heavens and the earth to the extent that He also knows where and in what state it is. Not a single particle of what has been created remains outside His knowledge - and this comprehensive and all-encompassing knowledge is hallmark of Allah Ta’ālā. No created entity, whether an angel or prophet, can ever have such an all-encompassing knowledge that no particle of this universe remains outside it. Then, for a Being that has such an all-encompassing knowledge, why would it be difficult to reclaim the scattered particles of a human being from all over the universe, each separate from the other, and reconstitute their bodies from these once again?

لَيْبَرَّرَی ٱلّذِیْنَ أَمْنُوا

(So that He rewards those who believed - 4)

This sentence is connected with the earlier one: ۚۛۜلَا تَكُنُّ نَكُومُ that is, al-Qiyāmah or the Doomsday is bound to come and its purpose will be to reward believers and to provide for them the best sustenance from Jannah (Paradise). And in contrast to them stand: ۚۜوَٱلّذِیْنِ ٱسْتَغْرَبُوا فِی ایٰبِنٰا (5) i.e. those who made efforts to find faults with Our verses and tried to stop people from believing in them.

The word: ۚۜمُتَّجِرُيْنَ which appears immediately after the verse cited above means that this effort by them was as if they would render Us helpless in seizing them and would thus go scot-free from having to be present on the last day of Qiyāmah.
The sentence that follows immediately after:  
أُلْيِكُمْ لَهُمْ عَذَابٌ مَّنْ رَٰخَىٰ إِلَيْهِ  
means that these people shall receive punishment, a severe punishment that will be painful.

Verse 6: (34:6) talks about believers in contrast with those who denied the coming of the Qiyāmah. The former had put their faith in it and became the beneficiaries of the knowledge given by Allah Ta’ālā to the Holy Prophet ﷺ by revelation.

Reported in verse 7: وَقَالُ الْذِّبَينَ كَفَّرُوا هَلْ نَذِلْكُمْ عَلَى رَجُلٍ يَبْتَغُكُمْ إِذَا مَزَقْتُمْ كُلَّ مَزَقٍ  
(Shall we point out to you a man...). There is a statement of disbelievers who denied the coming of Qiyāmah. In an exercise of mockery, they used to say, 'come, let us identify an unusual person for your benefit, a person who loves to tell you how, when you die and become dust, totally powdered into countless particles, even after all that, you will be brought into a new creation - and that you, all reshaped into the form you once were, will be made to stand up alive!'

It is obvious that the person alluded to here is no other but the Holy Prophet ﷺ who used to tell people that Qiyāmah will come when the dead will become alive once again, and exhorted people to put their faith in it. All these people who were deriding him knew him perfectly well, but in the present context, they have mentioned him in a manner as if they knew nothing else about him - nothing else but that he tells people about the dead rising alive on the day of Qiyāmah. They had purposely elected to refer to him in that manner just to mock and deride him.

The word: مُزَقَّمَ (when you are totally torn into pieces) is a derivation from: مَزَقَّ (mazq) which means splitting apart and rendering to pieces, and: كُلُّ مُزَقَّ مَزَقٍ (kulla mumazzaq: totally torn) means the disintegration of the human body in a manner that all its particles get dispersed separately. Onwards from here, they take up another mode to comment on his statement relating to the Qiyāmah.

They say: أَفْتَرَى عَلَى اللَّهِ كُبْرَا أَمْ بِجَنَّةٍ (Has he forged a lie against Allah, or is there a madness in him?" 34:8). The drive of their remark is that the idea that all totally disintegrated particles of the body will stand reassembled together, turn into the human body once again and be alive as well, is so unreasonable, to start with, that there remains practically no question of entertaining or accepting it. Therefore, this claim of the Holy Prophet ﷺ
is either a deliberate attempt to fabricate a lie against Allah Ta'ālā, or the person who says so is insane and no premise of his statement is correct.

The last verse (9) (Have they not, then, looked to the sky and the earth that lies before them and behind them?) carries two chastening messages:

(1) It proves that one can come to believe in the coming of the Qiyāmah by pondering over what has been created in the heavens and the earth, and once the perfect power of Allah Ta'ālā becomes visible through observation, the element of improbability which prohibited its deniers from accepting it could stand removed.

(2) Then, right along with this positive invitation to see and learn on their own, the deniers have also been served with a warning of punishment. They have been told that should they continue to hold firmly to their attitude of rejection and denial, then, they should also realize that it is within this power of Allah Ta'ālā which could make the very same blessings to become a punishment for them, such as, the earth swallows them, or that the sky cracks apart and falls on them.

Verses 10 - 14
And surely We bestowed grace from Us on Dāwūd." O mountains, pronounce with him Allah's purity repeatedly -- and you too O birds!" And We made the iron soft for him [10] (saying to him,)'Make coats of armour, and maintain balance in combining (their) rings, and do, all of you, righteous deeds. Surely I am watchful of what you do.' [11] And for Sulaymān (We subjugated) the wind; its journey in the morning was (equal to the journey of) one month, and its journey in the afternoon was (equal to the journey) of another month. And We caused a stream of copper to flow for him. And there were some Jinns who worked before him by the leave of his Lord. And whoever of them would deviate from Our command, We would make him taste the punishment of the blazing fire. [12] They used to make for him whatever he wished of castles, images, basins as (large as) tanks and big cook-wares fixed (in their places). "Do good, O family of Dāwūd , in thankfulness. And few from My slaves are thankful." [13] So, when We decided (that) death (should come) upon him, nothing gave them any indication of his death, except a creature of the earth that had eaten up his sceptre. So, when he fell down, the Jinns came to know that if they had the knowledge of the Unseen, they would not have stayed (so long ) in the humiliating punishment. [14]

Commentary

The preceding verses have addressed the arguments of those who denied the possibility of the life after death, and believed it to be irrational that a person may be revived after he has died and the parts of his body are decomposed and turned into dust. Now the stories of Sayyidnā Dāwūd and Sulaymān have been narrated in the present verses to show that Allah Ta'ālā has already demonstrated His power by the miraculous acts that were deemed by people to be impossible, like making iron as soft as wax, subjugating the wind and making copper as liquid as water.

The word: فضل (fadl) in the opening sentence of verse 10 وَلَقَدْ أُنْزِيَ دَاوُدَ مِنْ فضْلِهِ (And surely We bestowed grace from Us on Dāwūd) means excess, favor or grace. The reference is to particular attributes bestowed on him in excess of others. Allah Ta'ālā has blessed every prophet with some
unique attributes that are considered to be their distinctive excellence. Sayyidnā Dāwūd ʿalaihe ṣalāt was given a few of his own. Besides being a prophet and messenger of Allah, he was also blessed with power over the world of his time. Then there was his gifted voice. When he was busy with the dhikr of Allah or the recitation of Torah, the birds flying above would converge over him to listen. He was blessed with similar other miracles which find mention a little later.

The word: بِيْجَالَ أَوْرَيْنِ (awwibi) in the direct address appearing next: ُبِيْجَالَ أَوْرَيْنِ (ya jibalu awwibi) is a derivation from: تَوِيْبُ (ta’wib) which means to return or repeat. The sense is that Allah Ta’ālā had commanded the mountains that once Sayyidnā Dāwūd ʿalaihe ṣalāt starts making Dhikr and Tasbih (the glorification of Allah), the mountains too should start reciting the same words after him.

Similar to this is the tafsir of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ʿalaihe ṣalāt who has explained: أَوْرَيْنِ (awwibi: return, or repeat after) as being in the sense of: سُبِحْ (sabbihi: glorify, recite the praise of Allah). (Ibn Kathīr)

This Tasbih (glorification of Allah) the mountains used to do along with Sayyidnā Dāwūd ʿalaihe ṣalāt is in addition to the universal Tasbih done by the entire creation of Allah that goes on everywhere, all the time, in every age - as said in the noble Qur’ān: وَأَنْ مِنْ شَيْءٍ إِلَّا يُسْبِحُ بِحَمْدِهِ وَلَكَ نَفْقَهُونَ نَسْبِيَّحَهُمْ (And there is not a single thing that does not extol His purity and praise, but you do not understand their extolling - 17:44). The tasbih mentioned here has the status of a miracle shown at the hands of Sayyidnā Dāwūd ʿalaihe ṣalāt. For this reason, it is obvious that common listeners would be hearing and understanding this Tasbih. Otherwise, it would have just not been a miracle.

From here we also learn that the mountains synchronizing their voice with the voice of Sayyidnā Dāwūd ʿalaihe ṣalāt and repeating the Tasbih after him was not in the manner sound reverberates, something commonly heard when someone calls inside a dome or well or elsewhere and the voice reverberates or returns. The reason is that the noble Qur’ān has mentioned the manifestation of this phenomenon as a special gift and grace bestowed upon Sayyidnā Dāwūd ʿalaihe ṣalāt. The reverberation of sound is a physical thing. It has nothing to do with someone's excellence. It will work for anyone, even for a disbeliever. At a place where sound
reverberates, his or her voice too will shoot back.

The word: وَالْقَطْرُ (waṭṭair: and you too O birds) refers to the phenomenon of birds joining up in the air at his voice and doing tasbih like the mountains - as it has been mentioned in another verse of the Qur'ān: "إِنَّا سَخَّرْنَا الْجَبَالَ مَعَهُ بَيْسَبَعُ بِالْقَطْرِ وَالْقَطْرِ وَالْقَطْرِ مَعْمُودًا" (We had subjugated the mountains to join him (in) making tasbih (i.e. pronouncing Allah's purity) at evening and sunrise, and the birds as well mustered together 38:18).

In the last sentence of verse 10 and the first sentence of verse 11, it was said: وَالْقَطْرُ الْعَدِيدُ أَنْ اعْمَلَ سَبْبُ وَقَتْدِرُ فِي السَّرِّدُ (And We made the iron soft for him (saying to him))" Make coats of armour, and maintain balance in combining (their) rings,' - 34:10). This is another miracle that iron was made soft for him. Early tafsir authorities - Hasan Baṣrī, Qatādah, A'mash, and others - said that Allah Ta'ālā had, by way of a miracle, turned iron soft as wax for him. To make something out of it, he needed no fire, or hammer, or any other tools. The part of the statement appearing in verse 11 goes on to state that the iron was made soft for him so that he could easily make coats of mail with iron. In another verse, it has also been mentioned that Allah Ta'ālā had Himself taught him the making of coats of mail: (And We taught him making of armour as dress for you - 21:80). And what appears later in this very verse فَقِيتُ فِي السَّرِّدِ: (and maintain balance in combining (their) rings) also leads to the final stage of training in this craft. The word: قِيتُ (qaddir) is derived from: تَقْدِيرُ (taqdir) which means making on a certain measure while the word: سَرِّد (sard) literally means to weave. The sense thus released is to make a coat of mail in a manner that its links come out balanced and proportionate without one being small and the other being big, so that it turns out strong as well as looks good when seen. This tafsir of: فَقِيتُ فِي السَّرِّدِ (and maintain balance in combining (their) rings) has been reported from Sayyidnā 'Abdullāh Ibn 'Abbās (Ibn Kathīr)

Special Note

1. This also tells us that the consideration for apparent beauty in man-made things is desirable, since Allah Ta'ālā has given a particular instruction for it.

2. Some early commentators take taqdir in: قِيتُ فِي السَّرِّدِ (qaddir fi 's-sard: and maintain balance in combining (their) rings) to mean that
there should be a fixed measure of time devoted to this craft, lest most of the time is consumed in that single pursuit causing disruption in duties of 'ibadah and responsibilities of the office and state. In the light of this tafsir, we come to know that people in areas of industry and labor should also spare some time for 'ibādah and personal enrichment while remaining duly organized as far as the necessary management of time is concerned. (Rūh ul-Ma‘ānī)

The merit and grace of inventing, making and producing things

The verse under study proves that making and manufacturing things of need is so significant that Allah Ta‘ālā has taken it upon Himself to teach its mores to His great prophets. That Sayyidnā Dāwūd Ḥusaynī was trained to make coats of mail already stands proved from this very verse. Then, this is how Sayyidnā Nūḥ Ḥusaynī was inducted into boat building. He was told: "Build the boat before Us" [literally, 'with Our Eyes' or 'under Our Eyes'] - 11:37. 'Build before Us' simply means 'build the way We tell you to.' That some other prophets were also taught the making of different things in a similar manner stands proved from some narrations of Ḥadīth. There is a published book with the title of al-tibb al-nabawī attributed to Ḥadīth authority, Ḥafīz Shamsuddīn adh-Dhahabi. It contains a narration to the effect that the making of almost all important and necessary things in human life - such as, house-building, cloth-weaving, tree-planting, food-processing and wheel-based conveyances for transportation etc. - was taught by Allah Ta‘ālā to His prophets through the medium of wahy (revelation).

It is a sin to take the labourers as low in rank

In Arabia, different people used to go in different professions. No profession or occupation was considered low or disgraceful and no one was taken to be any better or worse on the basis of work, trade, or occupation, nor would brotherhoods and communities rise solely on the basis of occupation. The promotion of the idea of such communities as based on occupation and the attitude of taking some professions low and mean as such was alien there. This was a product of Hindu India. Having lived there with them, Muslims too were influenced by it.

The wisdom of having Sayyidnā Dāwūd Ḥusaynī trained into the making of coat of mail

From a narration of the Ḥadīth authority, Ḥafīz Ibn ‘Asākir, it has
been reported in Tafsīr Ibn Kathīr that during the period of his rule, Sayyidnā Dāwūd  used to visit bazaars and public places while in disguise and would ask people coming in from different sides as to what they thought about Dāwūd. Since, justice reigned in the kingdom of Sayyidnā Dāwūd, people were living a good life, no one had any complaints against the government of the time, therefore, whoever he asked, the addressee would have words of praise for him and express his gratefulness for the prevailing equity and justice.

It was for his education and grooming that Allah Ta'ālā sent an angel in the shape of a man. When Sayyidnā Dāwūd  came out on his routine quest for truth, this angel met him. As usual with him, he put the same question to him. The angel said, 'Dāwūd is a very good man and as compared to everyone, he is doing better for himself and better for his people and subjects too. But, he has one habit which, if it were not there, he would have been perfect.' Sayyidnā Dāwūd  asked, 'What habit is that?' The angel said, 'He takes the expenses on himself and his family from the property of Muslims, that is, from the Baytul-Mal (The Public Treasury of a Muslim State).'

Hearing this, Sayyidnā Dāwūd  made it a point to immediately turn to Allah subhanahu wa Ta'ālā with self-reproach, lamentation and prayer, saying, 'Teach me to do something for which I have to work with my own hands and support myself and my family with wages from it while working gratis (free, without compensation) to serve Muslims and run their state.' Allah Ta'ālā answered his prayer and taught him the art of making coats of mail and the honor, befitting a prophet, He bestowed on him was that iron was made wax for him so that it became unusually easy for him to earn his sustenance within a short period of time and thus use the rest of his time for 'Ibadah (worship) and obligations of state management.

Ruling

For a Khalifah (Muslim head of an Islamic state) of the time, or a king, or ruler who spends all his time in taking care of state affairs, it is permissible in the Sharī'ah of Islam that he takes his average living expenses from Baytul-Mal. But, should there be some other means of livelihood available, then, that would be more desirable - as it was with Sayyidnā Sulaymān  . Allah Ta'ālā had put the treasures of the whole
world at his disposal. Gold, precious stones and everything needed was available to him in abundance. Then Allah Ta’ālā had also allowed him to expend whatever he wished from the holdings of the Baytul-Mal, and according to the verse: فَامَنْ نُؤْنِي آمِنِثْكَ يُغْفِرْ جَنَابٌ (So, do favour (to someone) or withhold (it) with no (requirement to give) account - 38:39), he was also given the assurance that he could spend in whatever manner he wished and that he did not have to account for it. But, this event came to pass because Allah Ta’ālā, in His wisdom, would have the noble prophets occupy a very high station and, it was after that, that Sayyidnā Dāwūd - despite being the ruler of an empire - used to earn his living with his own hands, and was always satisfied with it.

‘Ulama’ (religious scholars) who serve the religious cause of education and communication (Ta’lim and Tabligh) without remuneration, and the Qādī (judge) and Mufti (juri-consult, Muslim jurist highly trained to deliver authenticated rulings on problems and issues for the benefit of the community at large) who spend their time in public service are also governed by the same injunction, that is, they can take their living expenses from the Baytul-Mal. But, should there be some other way to eke out a living - which does not hinder the ongoing religious service being performed - then, that would be better.

**Special Note**

From this conduct of Sayyidnā Dāwūd, whereby he demonstrated the great concern he had to find out the informal, free and totally unfettered opinions of people about his ways of doing things, it is proved that one usually does not know his own shortcomings, therefore, this should be found out from others. The well-known jurist of Islam, Imām Malik also paid particular attention to find out what common people thought about him.

We can now turn to verse 12: (And for Sulaymān: (We subjugated) the wind; its journey in the morning was (equal to the journey of) one month, and its journey in the afternoon was (equal to the journey) of another month). After having mentioned the blessings bestowed upon Sayyidnā Dāwūd, the text refers to Sayyidnā Sulaymān. It was said that the way Allah Ta’ālā had subjugated mountains and birds for Sayyidnā Dāwūd, similarly, the Wind was subjugated for Sayyidnā Sulaymān. It would take the
thron of Sayyidnā Sulaymān on which he was seated with a large
number of his courtiers to wherever he wished always under his
command. Early exegete, Ḥasan al-Baṣrī has said that the miracle of
the subjugation of the Wind was bestowed upon Sayyidnā Sulaymān in
return for what he had done once while inspecting his stable of horses. So
engrossed he became in this activity that he missed the Şalah of al-‘asr.
Since the horses became the cause of this negligence, Sayyidnā Sulaymān
decided to eliminate the very cause of negligence. He sacrificed these
horses by slaughtering them (since the sacrifice of horses was also
permissible in the law of Sayyidnā Sulaymān very much like the
cows and oxen) and since these horses were owned by Sayyidnā
Sulaymān, the question of bringing loss to the Baytul-Ma‘l simply
does not arise, and the doubt of wasting personal property because of the
sacrifice also does not hold good. Full relevant details about it will appear
in the commentary on Şūrah Sad (38:30-40, appearing later in this very Volume VII). In short, because Sayyidnā Sulaymān sacrificed the horses he
rode, Allah Ta‘ālā blessed him with a better ride. (Qurtubī)

In the other part of the verse taken up immediately earlier: گُنْدُوْهَا شَهَرَ (ghuduww) means moving in the morning and the word: ڑَّارَحُ (rawah) means moving in the evening. Thus, the sense
of the verse comes to be that this throne of Sulaymān perched on the
wings of the wind from the morning to the afternoon would cover the
travel distance of one month, and then, from early evening to late night,
that of another one month. In this way, it used to cover the travel
distance of two months in one full day.

According to Ḥasan al-Baṣrī, Sayyidnā Sulaymān would leave Baytul-Maqdis in the morning, reach Istakhr by afternoon
and had his lunch there. Then he would leave after Zuhr and by the time
he got to Kābul, it would be night. The travel distance between
Baytul-Maqdis and Istakhr is something a swift rider could cover in a
month. Similarly, the travel distance from Istakhr to Kābul is also what a
swift rider could cover in a month. (Ibn Kathīr)

To explain the next sentence of verse 12 (And We caused a stream of copper to flow for him), it can be said that Allah Ta‘ālā made a metal as hard as the copper turn into a liquid flowing like water, even gushing forth like a stream of water, and was not hot either - so
that, utensils and other things of need could be easily shaped from of it.

Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās  said that this stream started flowing as far as it would take a travel of three days and three nights to cover that distance. And this was located in the land of Yemen. Then, in the narration of Mujahid, it appears that this stream started from Sa‘ā' in Yemen and continued to flow like a stream of water up to a travel distance of three days and three nights. Famous grammarian, Khalīl Nahwi said that the word: قَطْر (qiṭr) mentioned in this verse means molten copper. (Qurtubī)

The next sentence: •••• (And there were some Jinns who worked before him by the leave of his Lord - 34:12) is also connected with the ellipsis (sakhkharna: مَهْدَف مح سن شرا) of: •••• (We subjugated). The sense is that 'We subjugated for Sulaymān such people from among the Jinns who would do the chores he assigned to them before him - as commanded by their Lord. The addition of the expression: •••• (baiyna yadayhī: before him) may, perhaps, be there to make it clear that the subjugation of Jinns was not of the kind mentioned in the Qur‘ān where the text talks about harnessing the Moon and the Sun into the service of human beings. Instead, this subjugation was in the nature of mastery over the Jinns who worked before him like vassals busy doing chores assigned to them.

The matter of the subjugation of Jinns

As for the subjugation of Jinns (for Sulaymān) mentioned at this place, it was by the command of Allah Ta‘ālā and there can be no doubt about its possibility. Similarly, what has appeared in some narrations about some noble Sahabah that they had Jinns made subservient to them, it was the same kind of subjugation by the leave of Allah with which they were blessed as a Karamah. It was not based on any act or recitation (Waṣīfah) on their part - as mentioned by 'Allamah Sharbini in Tafsīr As-sirajūl-Munīr under his commentary on this verse. He has cited several events relating to Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah, 'Ubaiyy Ibn Ka‘b, Mu‘adhdh Ibn Jabal, ‘Umar Ibn al-Khaṭṭab, Abū Ayyūb al-Anṣārī, Zayd Ibn Thabit and others which prove that the Jinns used to be at their service. But, it was nothing but the grace and mercy of Allah Ta‘ālā that, like Sayyidnā Sulaymān, He made some Jinns subservient to these blessed souls.
But, the particular 'subjugation' through incantations and correlated sets of self-invented actions popular among 'amils or practitioners of this line of activity is something one should take with a pinch of salt and first find out the Islamic rule of guidance in this matter. Qadi Badruddin Shibli al-Hanafi who is one of the scholars of the eighth century has written a book, 'Akam-ul-Marjan fi Ahkam-il-Jann' on this subject. According to him, it is Sayyidnā Sulaymān who has been the first one to have the Jinn into his service with the leave of Allah and as a miracle. And the people of Persia attribute this to Jamshaid Ibn Onjahan as being served by the Jinns. Similarly, there are events on record about 'Asif Ibn Barkhiya and others who were connected with Sayyidnā Sulaymān which indicate that they too had Jinns subservient to them. Then, the most famous among Muslims are Abū Naṣr Ḥamad Ibn Hilal al-Bukail and Hilal Ibn Wasif attributed to whom there are many unusual events of the subservience of the Jinns to them. Hilal Ibn Wasif has written a full book in which he has put together what the Jinns said to Sayyidnā Sulaymān and the pledges Sayyidnā Sulaymān took from them.

Qādī Badruddīn has written in this very book that generally the 'amils who do their thing to subjugate the Jinns use satanic words of infidelity (Kufr) and sorcery (Seḥr) liked by infidel Jinns and satans. The secret of why they would accept to become their vassals is nothing but that they stand placated by their deeds soaked in kufr and shirk and go on to do a few jobs for them by way of bribe. This is the reason why in doing things of this nature, they would write the Holy Qurān with blood and other impurities. Hence, the disbelieving Jinns and satans, pleased with their evil offering, would do what they want them to do. However, about a person named Ibn al-Imām, he has written that he lived during the period of Khalifah Mu'tadid bil-lah and he had subjugated the Jinns through the effective use of Divine Names. As such, there was nothing in his recitations that would go counter to the Shari'ah. (‘Akam-ul-Marjan, p. 100)

In short, if the Jinns get subjugated for someone, without his own intention or motivated action, solely being something from Allah, as it stands proved in the case of Sayyidnā Sulaymān and some noble Ṣaḥabah of the Holy Prophet, then, that is included under Mu‘jizah
(miracle shown at the hands of a prophet of Allah) or karamah (working of wonder in the nature of a miracle shown at the hands of men of Allah). And such subservience when achieved through bland pragmatism of formula incantations ('amaliyāt) would be judged on the basis of its active content. If it contains words of Kufr, or deeds of kufr, it will be nothing but kufr (disbelief, infidelity) - and if it is composed of disobedience or sin only, then, it is a major sin. Then, there are strange words used in such formula invocations and actions. Their meanings are not known. These too have been classed by Muslim jurists as impermissible on the basis that the possibility of such words being loaded with words that contain kufr, shirk and sinfulness cannot be ruled out. In 'Akam-ul-Marjan, Qādī Badruddīn has written that the use of words the meanings of which are not known is also impermissible.

And if this act of subjugation be through Divine Names or Qur'ānic Verses and there also be no such sin like the use of impurities in it, then, it is permissible with the condition that the aim thereby should be to remain personally safe against harm caused by the Jinns, or save other Muslims from it. In other words, the aim should be to remove harm, and not to secure benefits, because if it is adopted as a profession to earn money, it amounts to the enslavement of someone created free and to exacting forced labour without remuneration, hence prohibited (ḥarām). Allah knows best.

The last sentence of verse 12 is: (And whoever of them would deviate from Our command, We would make him taste the punishment of the blazing fire.) Most commentators have taken this to mean the punishment of Jahannam (Hell) in the hereafter. Some others have said that, in this world as well, Allah Ta'ālā had set an angel upon them who, in case they fell short in obeying Sayyidnā Sulaymān (as), would beat them with burning lashes and force them to work. (Qurṭubī) The doubt that the Jinns are made of fire after all and the fire would hardly affect them is not worth entertaining here. The reason is that the Jinns are made of fire in the same sense as man is made of dust. It means that the preponderant element of man is dust. Still if man were to be hit by a clod of clay, or stone, it would hurt him. Similarly, the preponderant element of the Jinns is fire. But, pure and potent fire would burn them too.
In verse 13: (They used to make for him whatever he wished of castles, images, basins as (large as) tanks and big cook-wares fixed in their places), there is a somewhat detailed description of the jobs Sayyidnā Sulaymān assigned to the Jinns. The word: مَحْرَابٍ (maḥarib, translated above as 'castles') is the plural form of: مِحْرَابٍ (miḥrab) and is used to identify the noblest part of the house. When kings and men of authority make a state operation chamber, sort of power niche for themselves, it is also known as mihrab. Then the word: is a derivation from: حَرَبٍ (ḥarb) meaning war. One makes a seat of power for himself, keeps it safe against being approached by others, and should anyone resort to any high-handedness, he would fight against the aggressor. Given this congruity, the special section of a mansion is called mihrab. Then the masajid or mosques as such are, on occasions, referred to as maharib. When reference is made to the maharib of sahabah from among the maharib of Banī Isrā‘îl and Islam, it means their Masajid or mosques.

**The injunction of having a separate place for making a Miḥrāb in Masajids**

As far as the blessed period of the Holy Prophet ﷺ and the rightly-guided Khulafa’ is concerned, the custom of making the place where the Imām stands as a separate special unit just did not exist. After the early centuries of Islam, the kings promoted this custom for their security and, among common Muslims, it found currency due to the expedient consideration that the whole row where the Imām stands remains empty. It is in view of the large number of people praying in the congregation of masajids already short on space that only a place for the Imām to stand is made by going in depth toward the wall facing the Qiblah so that full rows could be formed behind him. Since this method did not prevail during the early centuries of Islam, some ‘Ulama’ have dubbed it as bid‘ah (innovation in the established religious practice of Islam). Shaykh Jalaluddin as-Suyuti has written a regular treatise entitled: I’lam-ul-‘Aranib fi Bid‘atil-Maharib on this issue. However, the correct position in this matter is that, should mihrabs of this nature be made for the convenience of the people praying, and in the best interests of the masjid - without taking it to be the desired Sunnah - then, there is no reason to call it a bid‘ah (innovation in established religion). Yes, if
this is made to be the desired Sunnah, and whoever does anything against it gets to be censured, then, this excess (ghuluww) can make such an action fall under the purview of bid‘ah.

**Ruling**

If mihrab is made in the form of a regular place for the Imam to stand and lead the prayers, it is incumbent on the Imam that he stands slightly outside the mihrab in a manner that his feet remain out of the mihrab, so that the place in which the Imam and the muqtadis (those praying behind the Imam) can be counted as one. Otherwise, reprehensible and impermissible is the situation in which the Imam stands alone in a separate place and the rest of the muqtadis, in another. Some masajid would make a mihrab so spacious that it would be good enough to hold a small row of muqtadis within it. In a mihrab such as this, should a row of muqtadis also stand in the mihrab and the Imam stands ahead of them, being fully inside the mihrab, then, because of the Imam and the muqtadis being on common grounds, the element of karahah (reprehensibility) will no more be there.

The next word: 

ُتِمَاثِيلَ (tamathīl, translated above as 'images') is the plural form of: 

َتِمَاثِلَ (timthal). It appears in the Arabic Lexicon, al-Qamus, that: 

ُتِمَاثِلَ (tamthāl) with a fathah on the letter: 

ٍ (ta) is a verbal noun, and the word: 

َتِمَاثِلَ (timthal) with a kasrah on the letter: 

ُ (ta3) denotes a picture. In Aḥkam-ul-Qur‘ān, Ibn-ul-‘Arabi has said that timthal, that is, a picture is of two kinds: (1) The picture of animate and living things, (2) that of inanimate and lifeless things. After that, inanimate things are further divided in two kinds: (1) Jamad or inorganic in which there is no increase and growth, such as, rock or soil, (2) nami or organic in which increase and growth go on, such as, trees and crops. The Jinns used to make pictures of all kinds of these things for Sayyidnā Sulaymān. To begin with, the very generality of the Qur‘ānic word: 

ُتِمَاثِيلَ (tamathīl: images) lends support to the view that these pictures were not those of some particular kind, instead, were common to all kinds. Then there are the historical narratives in which the presence of the pictures of birds on the throne of Sayyidnā Sulaymān has also been mentioned.

**The prohibition of making and using pictures of the living in Shari‘ah**

The cited verse (12) tells us that making and using pictures of the
living was not haram (forbidden) in the Sharī'ah of Sayyidnā Sulaymān ﷺ. But, experience bore out that pictures of people were made among past communities to pay homage to them, then they were put in their houses of worship to serve as reminders of their devotion in the hope that it might enable them too to devote likewise. This did not happen. Gradually, what really happened was that these people made these very pictures the objects of their worship and thus began the worship of idols and icons.

In short, the pictures of the living creatures made in past communities became the conduit of idol-worship. Since it is divinely destined that the Sharī'ah of Islam must stay and survive right through the Day of Judgment, therefore, particular attention has been paid there to block the intrusion of the undesirable. Hence, the way sins and initially haram things have been made unlawful, similarly, their conduits and close causes have also been made unlawful by appending these to main sins and haram things. Of crimes, the real one, and the most serious, happens to be shirk and idol-worship. When this was forbidden, the law of Islam did not leave the ways and means that could smuggle idol-worship in it unchecked. It was boldly and wisely checked when the conduits and close causes of idol-worship were also prohibited. Making and using pictures of the living was made prohibited on this very basis. That it is unlawful stands proved on the authority of the aḥādīth of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, aḥādīth that are sound, authentic, and have been transmitted in an uninterrupted succession.

Similarly, when liquor was made haram, also made haram were its buying and selling, wages to deliver or carry it, and its making, everything about it, being the conduits of drinking. When theft was made haram, the very entry in someone's house without permission, in fact, even peeping in from outside the house was prohibited. When zina (fornication, adultery) was made haram, even casting a look intentionally at a non-mahram was also made haram. Comparable examples of it abound in the Sharī'ah of Islam.

The prohibition of pictures: A common doubt and its answer

It can be said that the use of pictures during the blessed time of the Holy Prophet ﷺ could have become a source of idol-worship. But, in our time, pictures serve many purposes, such as establishing identity of
criminals, advertising trade marks, meeting friends and relatives, investigating events and circumstances and so many other things. For this reason, it has been included in one of the necessities of life. In this, the apprehension of any idol-worship is far too remote to conceive. As such, this prohibition that was made to offset the danger of idol-worship should now be lifted.

Answer to this doubt is that First of all, it is not correct to say that, in our time, pictures are no more a source of idol-worship. Even today, there are so many sects and groups who worship their peers. Then, it is not necessary either that the wisdom behind an operative divine order should be found in every individual case. In addition to that, the sole reason for the prohibition of pictures is not that it is a conduit of idol-worship. In fact, there are Șahîh (sound and authentic) aḥādîth in which other reasons for this prohibition have also been given. For example, picture making is a duplication of the special attribute of Allah Ta'âlâ. The name: مَصْوَرٌ (musawwir: the giver of form, shape, color and real presence) is one of the most beautiful names of Allah Subhanahu wa Ta'âlâ, and making of pictures (and the giving of form, shape and presence) is, in reality, befitting for Him and it lies within His power to create among His creations thousands in terms of genus, race, class, category and kinds with millions and billions of living units in each kind, each different in shape. Take the example of human beings. The form and shape of men is different. So is the form and shape of women. There have been billions of individual men and women. None of them were absolutely like anyone else. The distinct features of every person are so manifest that an onlooker would easily recognize him without much hesitation. Who can claim to give the creatures such marvelous shapes other than Allah Almighty? A human being who makes a picture, or painting, or statue of someone living is claiming, for all practical purposes, that he or she too can make (the same) 'images.' Therefore, it appears in the Șahîh of al-Bukhari and in other aḥādîth that, on the Day of Judgment, those who make pictures will be told: When you have tried to imitate Us, make the imitation perfect too - if you have the power to do so. We did not simply make an image. We have invested it with a spirit too. If you claim to have 'created' it, then, you better put a spirit inside the thing you have 'made'.

Another reason why a picture is prohibited appears in Șahîh aḥādîth
where it is said that the angels of Allah hate pictures and dogs. Angels do not enter the house that has these, because of which, the bliss and radiance of the house is gone, and the ability of the inmates to worship and remain obedient to Allah is reduced. Then, along with it, not so wrong is the well-known saying: حانه خالی را دیو می‌گیرد (A vacant house is occupied by demons). So, when some house remains unvisited by angels of mercy, who else but the devils and demons will be all over it staying there to sow scruples of sins first and then give the intention and the courage to fall into them.

Yet another reason appearing in some aḥādīth is that pictures are unnecessary embellishment of this world. Of course, in our time, pictures yield many benefits but thousands of crimes, including those that range between immodesty and pornography, also breed and flourish from these very pictures. In short, it is not simply one reason alone that was made basis for its prohibition, rather, there is a host of reasons why the Sharī'ah of Islam has declared it prohibited to make and use pictures of the living. Now, if we were to suppose that there is some particular person in whom those causes are not found, then, from this stray incidence, the rule of the Sharī'ah cannot change.

According to a narration from Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd appearing in the Ṣaḥīḥ of al-Bukhari and Muslim, the Holy Prophet has been reported to have said:

آُسْتِدُ النَّاسَ عَدَّلَاَ بَيُومَ الْقِيَمَةِ المُصَوْرَونَ

Of people the most affected by punishment on the Day of Judgment shall be the makers of pictures.

And in some other narrations of Ḥadīth, the Holy Prophet has been reported to have cursed the makers of pictures. Then, a narration from Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās appearing in the two Ṣaḥīḥs of al-Bukhari and Muslim reports that the Holy Prophet said:

كُلُّ مُصَوْرٌ فِي النَّارِ

Every maker of pictures will be in the Jahannam.

This humble writer has put together detailed evidences concerning this issue from the narrations of Ḥadīth and the practice of the early forbears of Islam in his treatise entitled, *At-taswir li-aḥkam-it-taswir*. 
Also included in it, there are answers to doubts entertained by people. If needed, please consult.

**A photograph is also a picture**

Some people argue that a photo is outside the definition of taswir or picture, because it is a shadow, or reflection, as it would appear in mirror or water. So, they would argue, the way it is permissible to look at yourself in a mirror, in the same way, a photo picture is also permissible. But this argument is absolutely wrong, because a reflection or shadow is a reflection until it has not been made to last through some device. Take the example of mirror or water. Your reflection in it will be gone once you move away from it. If the reflection of this figure were to be made lasting through the use of some chemical process or device, this very thing will become a picture, the forbiddance and prohibition of which stands proved from āḥādīth appearing in an uninterrupted succession. A detailed discussion relating to the issue of photographs has also been included in my treatise on pictures referred to earlier.

The next word: يفان (jifan, translated in the text as 'basins') is the plural of: یف (jafnah) which means a large dish-like pan or tub to hold ample supply of water, and the word: یو (aljawāb, translated above as 'tanks') in: یو (kaljawāb) is the plural of: یو (jabiya). A small water tank is called: یو (jabiya). The sense is that they would make water-storing utensils so large as would hold water equal to that of a small tank. The first of the next two words: یو (qudur, translated above as 'cook-wares') is the plural of: یو (qidr) which is spelt with the Kasrah of the letter: ی. It means a pot (to boil or cook. The last of the two words: یو (rasiyat, translated as 'fixed at their place') refers to their state as being set where they were. The sense is that they used to make these cauldrons so huge and heavy that they were virtually immovable - and it is also possible that they would have made these cauldrons fixed on the ovens of solid rock, and therefore they were immovable in that respect. Early Tafsīr authority, Daḥḥāk has given this very explanation of these words.

In verse 13: (Do good, O family of Dāwūd, in thankfulness. And few from My slaves are thankful." [34:13]), after having stated that Sayyidnā Dāwūd and Sulaymān were particularly blessed by Allah Ta’ālā, they and their family and children
have been ordered to remain grateful.

The reality of Shukr (gratitude) and its injunctions

According to Al-Qurṭubi, the reality of shukr (gratitude) is that one admits that this blessing has been bestowed by such and such giver and then goes on to use it in consonance with the spirit of his pleasure and in obedience to him. Therefore, using the blessing bestowed by someone counter to his pleasure is ungratefulness and a virtual denial of that blessing. This tells us that the way gratefulness can be in words, it can also be expressed by acts. When expressed by acts, it would mean the use of that blessing in accordance with the pleasure of the giver and in obedience to him. Abu 'Abdur-Rahman As-Sulami has said that Salah is gratitude, fasting is gratitude, and every good deed is gratitude. And Muḥammad Ibn Ka‘b al-Qurazi says that gratitude is the name of piety and righteous conduct. (Ibn Kathir)

In the verse under study, the noble Qur’ān could have used the comparatively brief expression أُشْكُرْنِي (ushkuruni: thank Me), but the words used are إِعْمَالُوا شُكْرًا. Perhaps this expression is adopted to release the hint that the gratitude expected from the House of Dāwūd was gratitude in practice. (The translation in the text has taken care of this hint by saying, ‘Do good....’)

This injunction was carried out so faithfully by Sayyidnā Dāwūd and Sulaymān and their families and children, both in word and deed, that no time passed in their homes when they did not have an individual member of the family standing exclusively devoted to worship. In fact, specific time was allotted to all family members for this purpose. As a result, the prayer mat of Sayyidnā Dāwūd would not remain unoccupied at any time by one or the other maker of prayer. (Ibn Kathir)

According to Ḥadīth in al-Bukhari and Muslim, the Holy Prophet said that the dearest prayer to Allah is that of Dāwūd. He would sleep half of the night, stand in worship for one third of it, and then, sleep during the last one sixth. And the dearest fasts to Allah are the fasts of Dāwūd, for he would fast on alternate days. (Ibn Kathir)

It has been reported from Fuḍayl رحمه الله تعالى that following the revelation of this command of gratitude to Sayyidnā Dāwūd, he submitted before Allah Ta‘ālā: ‘O my Lord, how could I show my gratitude
to You fully and sufficiently while my gratitude too, be it oral or practical, is nothing but a blessing bestowed by You? On this too, a separate gratitude becomes due.' Allah Ta'ālā said, "آن شكرتني ظاثر مان" (Now, O Dāwūd, you did thank Me). The reason was that he had realized his inability to thank Him as was His due, and had made a confession to that effect.

Tirmidhī and Abu Bakr al-Jaṣṣāṣ report from Sayyidnā 'Ata' Ibn Yasār that when this verse: "إجعلوا آل داوود مكرر" (Do good, O family of Dāwūd, in thankfulness) was revealed, the Holy Prophet came to the pulpit, recited this verse and then said, "There are three acts whoever accomplishes them would achieve the same excellence as was bestowed on the House of Dāwūd." The noble Ṣaḥabah asked: "Ya Rasūlallāh, what are those three acts?" He said, "Staying firm on justice in states of pleasure and displeasure both; and taking the path of moderation in states of prosperity and adversity both; and fearing Allah both in private and in public." (Qurtubī, Ahkam ul-Qurān, al-Jaṣṣāṣ)

In the last sentence of verse 13: "وقليل من جنود الشكور" soon after having given the command for gratitude with special emphasis, the reality on ground was also pointed to by saying that 'And few from My slaves are thankful.' which is an admonition for a believer, and an incitement to observe gratitude.

The word: مِنساَء (minsā'ah, translated in the text as 'sceptre') in verse 14 beginning with: "فمن فضبٍ على الموت" (So, when We decided (that) death (should come) upon him, - 14) appears in the sense of staff or pole (as of purpose or authority). Some early commentators have said that it is a word taken from the Ethiopian language and denotes staff. Others have said that it is an Arabic word from: نَصَب (nasa') which means move back, drive away, postpone. Since a staff or stick is used to remove things undesirable or harmful, therefore, it was called: مِنساَة: 'minsā'ah,' that is, the device to remove. By describing the circumstances of Sayyidnā Sulaymān's unusual death, the text has opened a gateway of many lessons and gems of guidance.

The strange event of the death of Sayyidnā Sulaymān

The elements of guidance embedded in this event are many. For example, Sayyidnā Sulaymān was a ruler having such an unmatched state at his command that ruled not simply over the world of
his time, but over the Jinns and birds and the wind as well. Yet, despite all these assets at his command, he too had no escape from death, and that it had to come only when the time was appointed for it to come. The construction of Baytul-Maqdis started by Sayyidnā Dāwūd and completed by Sayyidnā Sulaymān had part of it still unfinished. This construction job was entrusted with the Jinns. They were contumacious by nature but kept working in fear of Sayyidnā Sulaymān. If they were to find out that he had died, they would have stopped working instantly and the structure would have been left incomplete. With the leave of Allah, Sayyidnā Sulaymān made appropriate arrangements to offset this situation. So, when came the time of his death, he got ready for it and entered the mihrāb (seat of authority in the palace) which was made of sparking transparent glass. His presence could be clearly seen from outside. As was his routine, he stood there in a stance of worship slightly supported by his scepter, so that, once his soul departs (when he dies), the body remains poised at its place with the support of his staff. The soul of Sayyidnā Sulaymān was taken away at the appointed hour, but he kept firmly reclining on his staff and from the outside it appeared as if he was engrossed in worship. In that state, Jinns would not dare come close and peek at him. They kept working under the impression that Sayyidnā Sulaymān was alive. Thus passed a full year and when the remaining work on Baytul-Maqdis was complete, Allah Ta’ālā empowered the termite, (which is referred to by the Qur’ān as dabbatul-ard: a creature of the earth), to occupy the staff of Sayyidnā Sulaymān. The termite ate out the wood and weakened the staff. When the staff was gone, Sayyidnā Sulaymān fell down. That was the time when the Jinns came to know about his death.

Allah Ta’ālā has given the Jinns the capability of traversing very long distances within moments. They used to be aware of many circumstances and events not known by human beings. When they would communicate this information to human beings, they took it to be news from the unseen surmising that the Jinns too possess the knowledge of the unseen (‘ilm-ul-ghaib). Moreover, the possibility that the Jinns themselves had a claim of possessing the knowledge of the unseen cannot be ruled out. But, this unusual incidence of death unfolded the reality of all that. The Jinns themselves found out - and human beings too - that the Jinns are no
possessors of the knowledge of the unseen. Because, had that been the case and had they been aware of the workings of the unseen, they would have come to know about the death of Sayyidnā Sulaymān more than a year ago, and would have been spared of the hard labor they went on doing on the assumption that he was alive. This is what has been stated in the last sentence of the verse:

\[
\text{فَلَمَّا خَرَّتْ نَجَاتُلَهُمُ� أنَّ لَوْ كَانُوا يَعْلَمُونَ الْغَيْبَ مَا لَبِثُوا فِي الْعَذَابِ الْمُعَذِّبِ}
\]

So, when he fell down, the Jinns came to know that if they had the knowledge of the Unseen, they would not have stayed (so long) in the humiliating punishment. (34:14).

Here, the expression: 
\(\text{الْعَذَابُ الْمُمِّغِينِ (al-‘adhab il-muhin: humiliating punishment)}\) refers to the hard labor they had to do in completing the edifice of Baytul-Maqdis under the orders of Sayyidnā Sulaymān. Part of this unusual event of the death of Sayyidnā Sulaymān has been mentioned in this very verse of the Qur’ān while its details have been reported from several Tafsīr authorities, including Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Abbās, and are there in Ibn Kathīr and all other Tafsīrs.

From this unusual event, we also learn the essential lesson that there is no escape from death for anyone and also that Allah Ta’ālā can, when He decides to have someone do something, arrange to have it done the way He wills. This is exactly as it happened during the course of this event when Sayyidnā Sulaymān was kept, despite his death, standing at his place and the Jinns were made to complete the work assigned to them. This event also shows that all causes and instruments of the whole world keep fulfilling their function until such time as Allah would let them do so. When He would not let them do so, causes and instruments fail, like the support of the staff here that was terminated through the termite. Moreover, soon after the death of Sayyidnā Sulaymān, there existed the danger that people, who notice the astonishing performance of the Jinns and come across their apparently unbelievable access to things unseen, might take them as their objects of worship. This danger was also eliminated by this event of death. Everyone came to know that the Jinns were really unaware and helpless in this matter.
From this submission, it becomes clear that Sayyidnā Sulaymān Ḥaḍīth had adopted this particular mode at the time of his death for two reasons: (1) That the remaining work on the construction of Baytul-Maqdis gets to be completed. (2) That people find out the truth about the Jinns, realize that they were really unaware and helpless, and thus there remains no danger of Jinns being taken by them as objects of veneration and worship. (Qurtubi)

According to a narration of Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Amr Ḥaḍīth reported by Imām Nasa’ī with sound chains of authority, the Holy Prophet Ḥaḍīth said, "When Sulaymān Ḥaḍīth accomplished the building of Baytul-Maqdis, he made some prayers that were answered. One of these was: O Allah, whoever enters this masjid with the sole intention of making Salah (and having no other worldly motive), purify him before he goes out of this masjid, from all his sins (making him) as pure as he was when born from the womb of his mother."

And in the narration of Suddiyy, it also appears that soon after Sayyidnā Sulaymān Ḥaḍīth was finished with the building of Baytul-Maqdis, he sacrificed twelve thousand cows and heifers and twenty thousand goats as a token of thanksgiving and declared the feast open to all. Celebrating the day as a day of rejoicing, he stood on the Sakhrah of Baytul-Maqdis praying: O Allah, it is You who bestowed this power, and all these resources, on me by virtue of which the edifice of Baytul-Maqdis reached its completion. Now, also give me the ability to thank you for this blessing; and give me death while adhering to the faith you chose for me; and once you have given me right guidance, let there come no crookedness or deviation in it." And he further supplicated, "O my Lord, for a person who enters this masjid, I ask you of five things:

(1) Accept the repentance of a sinner who enters this masjid to confess and repent, and forgive his sins.

(2) Guarantee peace for a person who enters this masjid to remain safe from fear and danger, and deliver him from all dangers.

(3) Heal the sick person who enters this masjid.

(4) Make the poor person who enters here need-free.

(5) Let Your mercy be on the person who enters it as long as he
remains here - except a person who is busy doing something unjust or faithless. (Qurtubi)

This Ḥadīth tells us that the work of building Baytul-Maqdis was already completed during the lifetime of Sayyidnā Sulaymān. But, the event mentioned above is really not contrary to the possibility that there remained some construction work left out even after the completion of the main building, as is usually done in the case of such huge projects. May be, Sayyidnā Sulaymān had devised the plan mentioned above for the completion of the remaining work.

It has also been reported from Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Abbās that Sayyidnā Sulaymān kept standing for a year supported by his staff, even after his death. (Qurtubi) And according to some narrations, when the Jinns found out that a long time had passed since the death of Sayyidnā Sulaymān while they had remained in the dark all along, they tried to determine the time of his death, and for that purpose, they went for an experiment. They released a termite on a piece of wood. Thus, from whatever of the wood was eaten by the termite in one day and night, they calculated that a year had passed over the staff of Sayyidnā Sulaymān in that state.

Special Note

Citing historians, al-Baghawi has said that Sayyidnā Sulaymān lived for fifty-three years and ruled for forty years. He had succeeded to the throne at the age of thirteen years and had started building Baytul-Maqdis in the fourth year of his reign. (Mażhari, Qurtubi)

Verses 15 - 19

লুক্ত কান লিসাতী ফের মস্কন্তেহু হইতে জেতিতে গৃহ যিনি বসিবা দিব্য উত্সাহে কোনা
মিন রেজি রেখে কে এ নথে বলা দোনে উল্লেখ ওভার আরুন ফাছার দেখাতে আলাহু সারলি এর গোষ্ঠে বিভকত নিজের জেনে
জীবনে আলু খমতে ও তাতে এতে সারনে এর কদি দীপ তলিয়াঁ ১৬ অরক্ষন করে হুলে নতুনি এ আলু ফাছার ১৭ জীবনা বসিবা যিনি বসিবা
There was indeed a sign for (the community of) Saba' in their home-land: two gardens, on the right and on the left." Eat of the provision from your Lord, and be grateful to Him-- (You have) a good city, and a Most-Forgiving Lord." [15] Then they turned away. So We released over them the flood of the dam, and replaced their two gardens with two gardens having fruits of bitter taste, and tamarisk and some of the lot-trees. [16] Thus We punished them because of their ungratefulness. And We do not give (such a) punishment but to the ungrateful. [17] And We had made towns to be seen between them and between the towns in which We had placed Our blessings, and had measured the journey between them: "Travel along them at nights and days peacefully." [18] Then they said," Our Lord, make (the phases of) our journeys more distant." And they wronged themselves, therefore We turned them into stories and tore them into pieces. Surely in this, there are signs for everyone who is ever-patient, fully grateful. [19]

Commentary

In previous verses, warning was given to those who denied prophethood and the Day of Judgment and failed to realize that the power of Allah Ta'ālā was most perfect. Reference was then made to miracles shown at the hands of past prophets and mention was made of the events relating to Sayyidnā Dāwūd and Sayyidnā Sulaymān. Now the text mentions the limitless blessings bestowed on the people of Saba' who were later punished because of their ungratefulness.

The people of Saba' and the particular blessings of Allah upon them

Ibn Kathīr has said that Saba' is the title of the kings and citizens of Yemen. Tababi'ah (plural of tubba') who ruled this country were these very people of Saba', and Queen Bilquīs who has been mentioned along
with Sayyidnā Sulaymān in Sūrah An-Naml was also from among these people. Allah Ta’ālā had opened the doors of His blessing on them providing their state with all conceivable comforts. Against these blessings they were asked to believe in one God and obey His commandments and thus be grateful for blessings bestowed on them. For a certain period of time, these people stayed straight with their mandate and kept enjoying ease and comforts. Then came the time when they became so engrossed in the good things of life they were blessed with that they started touching the limits of negligence, even denial. Then Allah Ta’ālā sent thirteen of His prophets to warn them. They did their best to admonish them and bring them round to the straight path. But, these people kept persisting with their attitude of negligence. Then came the consequence. A flood was sent over them, a punishment that devastated their once flourishing city of gardens. (Reported by Muḥammad Ibn Isḥāq - Ibn Kathîr)

Imām Aḥmad reports from Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās that someone asked the Holy Prophet if Saba’ mentioned in the Qur’ān was the name of a man, woman or some country. The Holy Prophet said: This is the name of a man who had ten sons among his progeny. Out of these, six remained settled in Yemen and four migrated to Syria. The names of those who lived in Yemen were: Mudhhij, Kindah, Azd, Ash‘ari, Anmar, Himyar (from the progeny of these six sons, there came to be six tribes known by those very names).

And the names of those who settled in Syria are: Lakham, Judham, ‘Amilah, Ghassan (tribes coming in their lines were known by the same names). This narration has also been reported by Ḥāfiz Imām Ibn ‘Abd-ul-Barr in his book, al-Qasd wa al-Amam bi Ma‘arifati Ansab-il-‘Arab wa-l-‘Ājam.

According to Ibn Kathîr's research with reference to scholars of genealogy, these ten sons were not directly from the loins of Saba’, rather, they were born in the third or fourth generation of Saba’. After that, their tribes spread out in Syria and Yemen and got to be known by their very names. And the real name of Saba’ was ‘Abd-ush-Shams. His genealogical tree becomes established by the name Saba’ ‘Abd Shams son of Yashhab son of Ya‘rub son of Qaḥṭan. Historians write that Saba’ ‘Abd Shams had, during this time, given the glad tidings of the coming of the Last Prophet, Sayyidnā Muḥammad al-Muṣṭafa. It is possible that he
came to know about it from early books of the Torah and Injīl, or from astrologers or soothsayers. He has also composed some lines of poetry in Arabic in which he has mentioned his coming and wished to have been during his time and been of some help to him. Then, he has also exhorted his people to believe in him and support him.

As for the statement of the Ḥadīth quoted above in which it is said that out of the ten sons of Saba’, six settled in Yemen and four went towards Syria, this event relates to the time after the coming of the punishment of flood against them which means that these people had scattered towards different directions and cities at the time the flood came. (Ibn Kathīr) Quoting Qushairi, al-Qurṭūbī has reported that the period of the people of Saba’ is after Sayyidnā ʿĪsā and before the coming of the Holy Prophet Ṣayyidnī ‘Īsā and thus it falls in the period known as: فترته (fatrah or gap).

The 'flood of the dam' (sayl al-ʿarım) and the Dam of Maʿārib (the sadd of Maʿārib)

The word: ʿarım (So We sent to them the flood of the dam - 16) carries several recognized meanings in terms of Arabic lexical usage and the scholars of tafsir have explained this verse in terms of every such meaning. But, the meaning more in consonance with the context of the Qurān is the one that appears in the Arabic lexicons like Qāmūs, Ṣiḥāḥ of Jawhari and others, that is, 'arım' means a dam that is made to block water. Sayyidnā Ibn ʿAbbās has also given the meaning of 'arım as dam. (Qurtubī)

The episode regarding the 'flood of the dam' referred to in this verse, according to the statement of Ibn Kathīr, is that in the country of Yemen, three miles away from its capital, Sanʿā’, there was a city by the name of Maʿārib settled in which the people of Saba’ used to live. The city was located in between two mountains. Water from rains used to come from the two mountains, leaving the city inundated. The city had the reputation of being a target of such deluges. Rulers of the city (of those, Queen Bilquis has been mentioned particularly) built a strong and fortified dam between these two mountains, a dam that would remain unaffected by the flow of water. This dam stopped the serial surges of flooded water that entered from the two mountains and turned the place into a great big storage of water. Even the water from rains falling on the
mountains started flowing in there. Provided inside this dam, there were three gates at appropriate levels, so that this storage of water could be released systematically for people of the city to irrigate their farms and gardens. To accomplish this objective, they would first open the topmost gate and use water as needed. When no water remained at that level, they would open the gate in the middle and after that came the turn of the third and last gate until came the time of rains next year, and the whole dam would stand filled to the brim all over again. Then, engineered and built under the dam, there was a huge big tank in which twelve outlets of water were provided to supply water to twelve canals serving different parts of the city with water flowing in all canals uniformly and was used to take care of various needs of the city. (Maẓhari)

The slopes of the two mountains to the right and left of the city were landscaped with rows of gardens fed by canals of water. These gardens stood adjacent to each other in two continuous rows by the slopes of the mountains. Though many in number, but the Qur'an identified them as: جَانَانَ (jannatan: Two gardens) because it has taken all the gardens in one row to be one due to their proximity, and then all the gardens on the other side as the other garden.

Trees and fruits of all sorts used to grow in these gardens so abundantly that, according to the statement of the leading early authority, Qatadah, and others, a woman would walk with an empty basket perched on her head, and it would automatically get filled with fruits falling off from the trees without the least need to make use of her hands. (Ibn Kathîr)

The second sentence of verse 15: (Eat of the provision from your Lord, and be grateful to Him-- (You have) a good city, and a Most-Forgiving Lord - 34:15) means that Allah Ta'âlâ had ordered them through His prophets that they should make use of their extended means of livelihood provided by Allah Ta'âlâ and continue to be grateful to Him through their good deeds and unfailing obedience to Divine injunctions, for He had made that city of theirs a really good city. It had a moderate climate without any extremes of heat or chill, so healthy, clean and bracing - to the extent that there was no trace of any hurting life forms like mosquitoes, flies, fleas, snakes and scorpions anywhere throughout the city. In fact, when travelers from outside would
reach the city - having lice or other harmful parasites in their clothes - these would die off naturally as soon as they arrived there (Ibn Kathîr).

At the end of the verse (15), by adding: 

**بَلَدَةٌ مُطْبِيَّةٌ (a good city)** along with **رَبُّ غَفُورٍ** (a Most Forgiving Lord), reference to divine blessings has been made all the more perfect by suggesting that 'this good life is not restricted to the life of the present world, in fact, should you remain consistent with your gratefulness, the promise of greater and more everlasting blessings of the Hereafter also holds good. The reason is simple. He is the creator and master-dispenser of all blessings and the one who sustains you - and should you, at one or the other time, inadvertently fail to be grateful or betray by negligence or shortcoming, Allah Ta'âlâ is a great forgiver too and will forgive your shortcomings.'

In verse 16, it was said: فَأَفْرَضْنَا عَلَيْهِمْ سَيْلٌ ﻃَعُونٌ (Then they turned away. So We released over them the flood of the dam). In other words, 'when the people of Saba' flouted the commandments of Allah through their contumacy and rebellion, despite having such blessings and despite having been warned by the noble prophets, We released a flood from the dam over them.' We already know that 'arîm means a dam. This flood was attributed to 'arîm for the reason that this very 'arîm, a source of security and prosperity, was transformed by Allah Ta'âlâ into a source of calamity for them. According to an account of the event given by Sayyidnâ Ibn 'Abbâs رضيّ اللّه عنه, Wahb Ibn Munabbîh, Qatâdah, Daḥḥak and other early Tafsîr authorities, when Allah Ta'âlâ decided to undo the dam of Ma'rib ('arîm) and punish and destroy these people through a flood, blind rats were set upon this great dam, who weakened its foundation and made it hollow. When came the time of rains and the flooding of water, the pressure of water broke through the already weakened foundation creating gaps and crevices in the dam. Ultimately, the water collected behind the dam ran over the entire valley in which this city of Ma'rib was located. Houses collapsed. Trees were uprooted. The water feeding the twin rows of gardens by the mountain slopes was dried up.

It appears in the report of Wahb Ibn Munabbîh that it was already predicted in the books of these people that rats will destroy this dam. When people saw rats near the dam, they were alerted by the danger. As a defensive measure, a large number of cats were released under the dam in the hope that they would stop the rats from coming close to the dam.
But, when came the divine decree, the rats overcame the cats and entered into the foundation of the dam.

Then there are historical narratives that also say that as soon as some smart and far-sighted people saw the rats, they decided to leave the place and move to somewhere else. In fact, they made the necessary arrangements and got out of there one by one. Others stayed. But, once came the flood, they too shifted. However, there were many who were swallowed by the flood. In short, the whole city was destroyed. Some details about residents of the city who had migrated to towns in other countries have been given in the Ḥadīth of the Musnad of Aḥmad appearing earlier. Six of their tribes were scattered in Yemen, four in Syria and some of these very tribes came to be the forerunners of the larger population of Madīnah-at-Ṭaiyyibah. Related details appear in books of history.

What happened to the twin rows of gardens after the coming of flood and the destruction of the city? This has been stated in the second sentence of verse 16 as: وَبَذَلَّنَّهُمُ الْمُجَنَّةَ جَنَّتَيْنِ ذَوَاتٌ أَكْلِيَ خَمْطَ وَأَثْلِيَ وَتَمَّرَ غَيْرَ مَنْ بِسْدِرٍ قَدْبُليٍ (and replaced their two gardens with two gardens having fruits of bitter taste, and Tamarisk and some of the lot-trees), that is, their trees that yielded fruit having good taste were replaced by trees that bore fruit having an evil taste. As for the word: خَمْطُ (Khamt), most commentators take it to mean the arak (a pungent, thorny desert tree). The lexicographer, Jawhari says that there is a kind of arak which bears some fruit and which is eaten. But, the fruit that grew on this tree was bad in taste. And ‘Abu ‘Ubaidah said that every tree that is thorny and of bitter taste is called: خَمْطَ (Khamt). The next word: أَثْلٌ (athl) means a kind of tree that is also known in Arabic as تُرْفَاءٌ (turfa’) according to the majority of commentators and both are generally equated with tamarisk in English. No fruit it bears is worth eating. Some commentators said that 'athl' in the sense of samr (Mimosa, Egyptian thorn) or babul or kikar, (Acacia Arabica found in the sub-continent) is a thorny tree the fruit of which is fed to goats.

The word: سِدْرُ (sidr) means beri or ber in Urdu and is translated in English as the lote-fruit or lotus tree in English. Sidr is of two kinds. The one planted on farms bears fruits of pleasant taste (something close to crunchy pears) and carries more of fruits and less of thorns. The other
kind is wild and grows in the form of thorny shrubs and trees with more thorns and less fruits that are bitter as well. At this place, the use of the word: قليل (qalil: little, some) along with (sidr: bair or lote) perhaps indicates that this too was wild which bears less fruit and is bitter. Allah knows best.

The next verse: (Thus We punished them because of their ungratefulness.- 34:17) means that they were punished because they committed kufr. Kufr has two meanings. It could mean ungratefulness and it could mean the denial of the true faith. At this place, both meanings can be applied because they did both. They were ungrateful and they rejected the thirteen prophets sent to them.

Special Note

There are two things here that are likely to raise a question. It has been said earlier that Allah Ta‘ālā had sent thirteen prophets to the people of Saba’. Then, it has also been stated above that the event relating to these people and the flood of 'arim or dam transpired during the interim period after Sayyidnā ‘Īsā and before Sayyidnā Muḥammad al-Muṣṭafa called the period of fatrah or gap. During this period, according to the majority of Muslim scholars, simply no prophet was sent which is the reason why it is called the period of fatrah or gap. If so, the question is, how can the coming of these thirteen prophets be held as correct? An answer to this appears in Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānī. There it is said that from the event of the flood of the dam (‘arim) being in the period of fatrah or gap, it does not become necessary that these prophets too came during that very period. It is possible that the coming of the prophets to these people dates back prior to the period of fatrah or gap while their contumacy and hostility to faith may have increased during the period of fatrah whereupon the punishment of the flood from the dam was sent upon them in the period of fatrah. Allah knows best.

The word: كفرُ (kafur) in the second sentence of verse 17: (And We do not give (such a) punishment but to the ungrateful - 34:17) is an emphatic form of: كَافِرِ (kafir) which means one who is very ungrateful or is an absolute disbeliever. As such, the verse could be taken to mean: 'We do not punish anyone other than the one who is very ungrateful or is an absolute disbeliever.' This, quite obviously, is counter to all those verses of the Qur‘ān and sound aḥādīth which prove that
Muslim sinners will also receive the punishment of Jahannam (Hell) to the measure of their deed - even though, finally, once they have gone through their punishment, they will be taken out of the Jahannam because of their 'Imān or faith and admitted into Jannah (Paradise). To resolve this difficulty, it has been said that it does not signify punishment in some absolute sense, instead, it means a mass punishment as was sent over the people of Saba'. This one is particular to disbelievers. Such punishment does not befall Muslim sinners. (Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānī)

This finds support in the saying of a Ta'bai Ibn Khiyarah. He said, 'The punishment of sin is that the sinning person becomes sluggish in acts of worship (‘ibādah) his economic conditions becomes straitened, and enjoyment (itself) becomes hard to bear...' Ibn Khiyarah explained the latter part of his statement by saying, 'When one is blessed with something halāl he can enjoy, there comes one or the other reason which spoils this enjoyment'. (Ibn Kathīr) This tells us that the punishments given to Muslim sinners are of this nature. No open punishment hits them either from the heavens or from beneath the earth. That is particular to disbelievers.

And sage Ḥasan al-Baṣrī said: 'Great is Allah and He said it right: The punishment of an evil deed exactly in proportion to it is not given to anyone but the kafur' - someone very ungrateful or absolutely disbelieving). (Ibn Kathīr) This is because a believer, who is no kafur, receives some concession with respect to his or her sins as well.

An interpretation of the sense of this verse appears in Rūḥ-ul-Ma‘ānī with reference to Kashf. There it is said that the statement is made in its real sense. Punishment as punishment is given only to a disbeliever and whatever pain is caused to a believing sinner through things like fire is only an apparent punishment. In reality, the purpose is to cleanse him from sin. This is like heating up gold in a furnace. The purpose is to remove its unwanted sediments. This holds true in the case of a believer as well. If he too is put in Jahannam as a consequence of some sin of his, it will be to burn out those elements of his body that have grown on him from consuming what is haram. Once this is taken care of, he is ready to go to Jannah and it does not take much time that he is taken out of
Jahannam (Hell) and admitted into the Paradise (Jannah).

In verse 18, it was said: وَجَعَلْنَا بِيْنَهُم مِّنَ الْقُرُونِ الْأَلْبَىَّ بَرَزْنَا وَقَدْ رَزَنَاهَا عَظَرَةً وَقَدْ رَزَنَاهَا السَّعِيرَةُ (And We had made towns to be seen between them and between the towns in which We had placed Our blessings, and had measured the journey between them: "Travel along them at nights and days peacefully.

18") This verse mentions yet another blessing Allah Ta'âlå had bestowed on the people of Saba’. Then it goes on to refer to the ungratefulness of those people who acted ignorantly and chose to ask for a reversal of this blessing by praying that the thing be made harder and more challenging for them. The statement: الْقُرُونِ الْأَلْبَىَّ بَرَزْنَا وَقَدْ رَزَنَاهَا (towns in which We had placed Our blessings) in this verse probably means the rural areas of the country of Syria, because the reference to the descent of mercy in several verses of the Qur'ân is specifically related to that country. The sense of the verse is that Allah Ta'âlå had made their travels to the towns of Syria very easy for them during their trips they had to undertake for their business. Given the conditions that prevailed in the world of that time, the travel distance between the city of Ma’arib and the country of Syria was fairly long with routes being uneven. In view of this difficulty, Allah Ta'âlå had blessed the people of Saba’ by having made a series of towns at intermittent distances all the way from the city of Ma’arib to the country of Syria.

These habitations were close by the main road, therefore, these were called: فَقُدْ رَزَنَاهَا السَّعِيرَةُ (had measured the journey between them). These habitations appearing one after the other were a source of convenience for weary travelers. If a traveler from one of them left home in the morning, he had the choice of reaching some other town on his way, stop there, have lunch or take rest as he wished and could leave after Zuhr and reach the next stage by sundown and spend the night there. The sentence: (Travel along them at nights and days peacefully - 18) means that these habitations were made at distances that were balanced and equal so that they would reach from one to the other within a fixed time.

In the last sentence of verse 18: (Travel along them at nights and days peacefully.), mention has been made of a third blessing bestowed on the people of Saba’. It means that these settlements were located at such equal and balanced distances that a traveler would be able to cover them
in almost identical time. Then the routes were secure. Theft and highway robbery were unknown. One could travel at any time of the night or day without any hesitation or concern.

Verse 19 opens with the statement: فَقَالُوا رَبّنَا بِعَذَابٍ أَسْمَعُوا فَمُعَذَّبُوهُمْ مَنْ يُعَذَّبُونَ (Then they said," Our Lord, make (the phases of) our journeys more distant." And they wronged themselves, therefore We turned them into stories and tore them into pieces - 34:19). It means that so unjust were these people that they would go to the extent of dismissing the very blessing of Allah placed there to eliminate the hardships of travel, rather went deeper into their lack of recognition and straight ungratefulness by coming forward to pray that their Lord makes the distances they cover in travel longer - hoping that the habitations do not appear at such close distances, and wishing to see some hard areas of a forest or wilderness which ask for some rough traversing as well. Their case was similar to that of the Bani Isra'il. They used to get the excellent sustenance of mann and salwa, all free of cost. Bored with it, they asked Allah to replace it with vegetables and greens. In return for their ungratefulness and lack of recognition for blessings, Allah Ta'ālā released the punishment on them that has been called the flood of the dam earlier. The ultimate consequence of this very punishment has been stated in this verse in strong words, that is, they were virtually expunged from this world leaving nothing but idle tales of their wealth and luxury.

The word: مُزَّقَنُهُمْ (mazzaqnahum) is a derivation from: تَمْزَقٌ (tamziq) which means to tear and scatter (a people) or to destroy (a kingdom). The sense is that some of the inhabitants of this city of Ma'arib were destroyed on the spot and some others were scattered in a manner that small groups of them spread out to various countries. This destruction and scattering away of the people of Saba' became proverbial in Arabia. On such occasions, there is an Arab idiom: نَفْرَقُوا أَبَاذِي سُبُبًا that is, these people got scattered away as were the luxury-laden people of the Saba'.

Ibn Kathīr and other commentators have reported a long narrative about a soothsayer who had come to know about the coming of the punishment of the flood a little before it actually did. He made a swift and unique plan. First of all, he sold his entire property. When he had the money in his hands, he told his people about the coming flood and exhorted them to get out of the area immediately. He also told them that
those who intend to shift to a safe far-away place should go to 'Amman, and those who have a taste for liquor, pita bread and fruits should move to Busra in the country of Syria, and those who would settle for rides that go through mud, come handy during the time of famine and prove efficient when dashing on a journey, should go to Yathrib (Madinah) which abounds in dates. His people followed his advice. The tribe of Azd went towards 'Amman, the Ghassān to Busra in the country of Syria and the Aws and Khazraj and Banū 'Uthmān started off in the direction of Yathrib, the home of date palms. After reaching Batn Murr, Banū 'Uthman liked the place and settled right there. Because of this divergence, Banū 'Uthmān were given the title of Khuza'ah. Batn Murr is closer to Makkah al-Mukarramah where they had chosen to settle down. As for Aws and Khazraj, they reached Yathrib and stayed there. After the long narrative in Ibn Kathīr, the same detail about people scattering to different places has been reported on the authority of Sa‘īd from Qatadah from al-Sha‘bi. Thus, says Ibn Kathīr, these people of Saba’ were shredded into pieces, people who have been mentioned in:

(We tore them into pieces).

The concluding statement in verse 19:  إن في ذلك لآيات للكل صبر شكر (Surely in this, there are signs for everyone who is ever-patient, fully grateful - 34:19) means that there is a great sign and lesson in the rise and fall and in the radical change that hit the life cycle of the people of Saba’ for a person who is enduring and grateful at its best, that is, when faced with some distress or pain, one observes patience over it, and when blessed with things of comfort, one is readily grateful for it. This is a life style in which one always comes out a winner. No matter what the state of his life is, he ends up in nothing but pluses, profits and gains. So says a Ḥadīth of Sayyidnā Abī Hurairah  appearing in the Ṣaḥīḥ of al-Bukhari and Muslim where the Holy Prophet  has been reported to have said:

‘Certainly unique is the state of life a true believer is always in. No matter what Allah decrees for him, it turns for him into nothing but good and profitable. If he is blessed in one way or the other or has the desire of his heart fulfilled, he thanks Allah for it and it becomes good and beneficial for him in the Hereafter. And if he suffers from some pain or distress, he bears it with considered patience for which he is rewarded in a
big way and thus, this suffering too, becomes good and beneficial for him'-from Ibn Kathîr.

Some commentators have taken the word: صَبَّارٌ (Šabbar: very patient) in the general sense of sabr or patience - which includes remaining firm in all acts requiring obedience as well as abstaining from sins. In the light of this tafsir or explanation, a true believer remains comprehensively attuned to Šabr (patience) and shukr (gratitude) under all conditions and then, for that matter, every sabr is shukr and every shukr is sabr. Allah knows best.

**Verses 20 - 21**

وَلَقَدَ صَدَقَ عَلَيْهِمْ إِبْلِيسُ ظُنُّهُ فَاتَبَعْهُ إِلَّا فَوْقَ اٰمَرْمِيْنِ

وَمَا كَانَ لَهُ عَلَيْهِمْ مَنْ سُلْطَنٌ إِلَّا لِتَعْمَلَ مَنْ يُؤْمِنُ بِالْآخِرَةِ

مَسْنُ هُوَمَهَا فِي سَبِيكَ وَرَبِّكَ عَلَى كُلِّ شَيْءٍ حَفِيضٌ

And Iblîs has found his assessment true about them. So they followed him, except a group of the believers. [20] And he did not have any power over them, but for the reason that We should know the one who believes in the Hereafter as distinct from the one who is in doubt about it. And your Lord is Watchful over every thing.

And he did not have any power over them, but for the reason that We should know the one who believes in the Hereafter as distinct from the one who is in doubt about it. And your Lord is Watchful over every thing. [21]

**Verses 22 - 27**

قُلِ اذْعَوْا الْذِّينَ زُعمُتمُ مَنْ دُونَ اللَّهِ لَا يُمْلِكُونَ مِثْقَالَ ذَرَةٍ فِى

الْسَّمَوَاتِ وَلَا فِى الْأَرْضِ وَمَا أَنْهَى فِيهِمْ مِنْ شَرِّكٍ وَمَا لَهُ مِنْهُمْ

مِنْ ظُهْرِهِ (٢۲) وَلَا تَنَفَّعُ الشَّفَاعَةُ عَنْهُ إِلَّا لَمْ يُذِنْ لَهُ حَتَّى إِذَا

فَرَّ عِنْ قُلُوبِهِمْ قَالُوا مَا أَدْرَاكَ قَالَ رَبِّكَ قَالَوا الْحَقُّ وَهُوَ الْعَلِيُّ

الْكِبَرُ (٢۳) قُلْ مَنْ يُزَكِّكَ مِنَ السَّمَوَاتِ وَالْأَرْضِ فَقَلِ اللَّهُ
Say." Call upon those whom you claim (to be your gods) beside Allah. They do not possess (any thing) even to the measure of a particle, neither in the heavens nor in the earth. They have no contribution at all in either of the two, and He (Allah) has no helper from among them. [22] And intercession before Him is of no benefit, but for the one whom He has permitted. (And those who will ask for intercession will remain fearful) Until when fear is removed from their hearts, they will say (to each other), "What did your Lord say?" They say, "the Truth". And He is the High, the Great. [23] Say, "Who gives you sustenance from the heavens and the earth?" Say, "Allah. And We or you are either on the right path or in open error." [24] Say, "You will not be asked about the sins we committed, and we will not be asked about what you do. [25] Say, "Our Lord will assemble us together, then will judge between us with truth. And He is the best Judge, the All-Knowing. [26] Say, "Show me the ones whom you have associated with Him as partners. Never! He is but Allah, the Mighty, the Wise." [27]

Commentary

These verses are meant to prove the falsity of three different types of idol-worshippers. The first group among them, and the most absurd of all, was of the people who believed that these idols, made of stones are the partners of Allah and His associates in all His powers. The beginning part of the verse 22 refutes their presumption by saying, "They do not possess (any thing) even to the measure of a particle...". The second group of them used to believe that these idols are the helpers of Allah in managing affairs of the universe. The last part of Verse 22 deals with this group by saying, "And He (Allah) has no helper from among them." There was a third group of people who did not hold the idols as gods or helpers of god, but they maintained that these idols are so close to Allah that their
intercession is always approved by Him, and whoever has the advantage of their intercession, his desires may well be fulfilled. Verse 23 has refuted this belief by saying, "And intercession before Him is of no benefit, but for the one whom He has permitted." The sense is that their assumption that idols are close to Allah is not correct. They are neither close to Allah, nor do they have any power of intercession before Him. Then the text clarifies that even angels who are close to Allah cannot intercede for anyone without Allah's permission, and even if they are allowed to intercede, it is not easy for them to do that, because of Allah's awe they have in their hearts. The usual way in which they receive a command from Allah is that they become nervous, due to Allah's awe, when they receive it. Then once they return to their normal condition, they ask each other about the command to ensure its correct nature. This is the sense of the later part of Verse 23 where it is said, "Until when fear is removed from their hearts, they will say (to each other), "What did your Lord say?" They say, "the Truth". [1]

As for angels becoming nervous out of awe referred to in verse 22, its full description is given in a report from Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah ﷺ appearing in the Šāhīh of al-Bukhari. Says the relevant part of the long Ḥadīth report: When a command from Allah Ta'ālā issues forth through the heavens, all angels start flapping their wings in humility and emotional readiness to obey (as if dazed or benumbed of consciousness). When that effect of nervousness, awe and majesty recedes from their hearts, they say: 'What did your Lord say?' Others tell them that He has spoken the truth and that such and such command has come from Him.

And it appears in the Šāhīh of Muslim that Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās ﷺ reports from some Ṣaḥābi that the Holy Prophet ﷺ said, 'When our Rabb, may His name be exalted, gives a command, the angels holding the Divine Throne start reciting tasbih (saying glory) for Him. Hearing the tasbih done by them, angels of the next lower level of the heavens follow suit until this chain of glorification reaches the lowest level that is the firmament of the world (making it a simultaneously recited tasbih by angels from all heavens). Then, they ask the angels who are close to the Throne, 'What did your Lord say?' This they tell them. Then, in the same manner, those of the lower heavens ask those of the upper the same

[1] This part is abridged from Khulasa-e-tafsīr. ('Uthmānī)
question until this chain of question and answer extends up to the firmament of the world' - excerpt from a long Ḥadīth. (Maţhari)

Consideration of the psychology of the addressee in debates and avoidance of any approach that may provoke violent attitude

In verse 24 (And We or you are either on the right path or in open error - 34:24), this address is beamed at polytheists and disbelievers. In their case, what was needed was already done. That Allah Ta‘ālā was the creator, the master, and all-powerful in the absolute sense was proved decisively and explicitly. That idols and everything else other than Allah was weak and helpless was demonstrated clearly. After having done all this, the occasion demanded that Mushriks are told in clear terms that they were ignorant and astray in bypassing Allah and electing to worship idols and satans. But, the noble Qur’ān has opted for a wonderfully wise form of address, something that should serve as a guidance for all those who are engaged in the mission of da’wah and tabligh or in debates against opponents of Islam and votaries of the false. It will be noticed that the disbelieving adversaries addressed in this verse were not called kafirs, infidels, disbelievers or the ones gone astray. Rather, a change was introduced in the mode and content of the address. The arguments and proofs were already clear. In their presence, no sensible person could say that tauhid (Oneness of Allah or pure monotheism) and shirk (the attribution of partners in the pristine divinity of Allah) are equally true and that the adherents of both are following the truth. Instead of that, it is certain that one of these two is following the path of truth while the other is in error. Now, it is up to you. You think and you decide as to who is on the side of truth. Is it we or is it you? Had the addressee been called a disbeliever or someone who had gone off the track of truth, it could have made him angry. This approach was avoided. In its place, the approach was kept so affectionate and disarming that it would make even the most diehard adversary left with no choice but to consider what was being proposed (from Qurṭubi and Bayān-ul-Qur’ān)

This method of prophetic call, good counsel and good-mannered debate - in line with the command of the Qur’ān: (wa jādilhum bil-latī hiya aḥsan: (and argue with them in the best manners - 16:125) - is something ‘Ulama’ should keep in sight all the time. Once this
stands ignored, everything done in the fair name of da’wah, tabligh and debate becomes ineffective, rather harmful. As a result, adversaries turn adamant and cling to their error far more firmly.

**Verse 28**

وَمَا أُرْسِلْنَا إِلَّا كَافَّةً لِّلَّنـَّاسِ بِشِرَارٍ وَنَذِيرٍ وَلَكِنْ أَكْثَرُ الْـنَّاسِ لَا يَعْلَمُونَ

And We did not send you (O prophet,) but to the entire mankind, as a bearer of good news and as a Warner, but most people do not know. [28]

**Commentary**

That Allah is One and that His power is absolute was the subject in previous verses. In the present verse, it is being said that the Holy Prophet Muhammad ﷺ was sent as the Messenger of Allah to all peoples of the world who are there now or will come in the future.

The word: ُكَانَةُ (Kaaffah) in: ُكَانَةُ لِلَّـنـَّاسِ (Kaaffatal-lin-naas: for all peoples) is used in the sense of making something universal and inclusive of all without the exclusion of anyone from it. The grammatical arrangement of the text required saying:ُلِلَّنـَّاسِ (lin-naasi kaaffatan: for the people as a whole) because the word: ُكَانَةُ (kaaffah: all) is grammatically an hal (adverb) relatable to the word ُنـَّاسُ (naas: people). But, in order to put a clear accent on the universality of the mission of the Last Rasûl of Allah, the word: ُكَانَةُ (Kaaffah: all) was set to come earlier.

The mission of a messenger or prophet assigned to all prophets sent before the Holy Prophet Muhammad ﷺ was restricted to some particular people and particular geographical area. It is the peculiarity of the Sayyidnâ Muḥammad al-Muṣṭafa ﷺ that his prophetic mission is common and open to all peoples of the world. In fact, it is not simply for human beings, but is so for the Jinns as well. And then, it is not just for those who were present during his blessed time, but is universally applicable to all human generations to come right up to the last day of Qiyāmah. And this very fact of the continuity and survival of his mission as prophet and messenger demands that he has to be the Last and Final of the prophets and that no prophet is to come after his appearance. The reason is that
another prophet is sent when the law and teachings of the one before him are distorted or altered. Thus, a second prophet is sent to reform the people and reinstate them according to Allah's pleasure. As for the Sharī'ah of the Holy Prophet ﷺ and that of His own Book, the Qur'ān, right through the last day of Qiyāmah, the responsibility of its protection has already been undertaken by Allah Ta'ālā Himself. Therefore, it will hold on and survive till Qiyāmah in its original state and there would be no need for some other prophet to be sent.

According to a narration of Sayyidnā Jabir ﷺ appearing in the Ṣaḥīḥs of al-Bukhari and Muslim and elsewhere, the Holy Prophet ﷺ has been reported to have said: 'I have been given five things that have not been given to anyone else before me: (1) That Allah Ta'ālā helped me by placing in my person such an awe as it is felt by the people from the distance of a month of travel. (2) That the whole earth has been declared to be a masjid and a purifier for me (in the religious codes of past prophets, their worship used to be performed only in particular places set up as houses of worship. Worship was not allowed outside their appointed prayer places, either in the open or inside homes. For the Muslim community, Allah Ta'ālā made the whole earth a masjid in the sense that Salah can be made everywhere - and in the absence of water not being available or its use being harmful, the dust of the earth was made tahur or purifier so that it could be used to make tayammum which becomes a valid alternate of wudu). (3) That property from the spoils has been made halal for me. Before me, it was not halal for any other community (among whom the rule was to assemble the war spoils collected from the disbelieving adversary and deposit it at an appointed place in the belief that some fire or lightening would descend from the heavens and burn it, and this act of burning would itself be the sign of the acceptance of their religious war. For the Muslim community, distributing the spoils in accordance with the rule enunciated by the Qur'ān and spending it as needed was made permissible). (4) That I was given the station of the Great Intercession (الشفاعة الكبرى: ash-Shafa'ah al-Kubrā) (that is, when no prophet would dare intercede on behalf of others on the fateful plains of the Resurrection [al-hashr], I shall, then, be given the opportunity to intercede). (5) That before me, every prophet was sent to his particular people - I have been sent as a prophet to all peoples of the world. (Ibn Kathīr)
And they say, "When will this promise (of the Day of Judgment) be fulfilled, if you are truthful?" [29] Say," You have the promise of a day from which you can neither be late for a while, nor can you be ahead of it. [30] And those who disbelieve say,"We will never believe in this Qur'an, nor in that which was before it." But if you could see when the wrongdoers will be made to stand before their Lord, repulsing words (of blame) to one another! Those who were held as weak will say to the overbearing," Had you not been there, we would have believed." [31] Those who were overbearing will say to those weak,"Was it we who stopped you from (accepting) guidance after it came to you? Rather, you were guilty. [32] And those weak will say to those overbearing,"But (it was your) intriguing day and night (that stopped us from accepting guidance), when you were directing us to disbelieve in Allah and to set up rivals to Him." And all of them will conceal (their) penitence when they will see the punishment.\(^1\) And We

\(^1\) They will conceal their penitence from each other, so that they may not face embarrassment before others.
will place iron-collars around the necks of those who disbelieved. They will not be recompensed except for what they used to do. [33]

Verses 34 - 38

And We did not send a Warner to a township, but said those who lived a luxurious life therein,"We reject what you have been sent with." [34] And they said, "We are superior in riches and children, and we are not going to be punished". [35] Say, "In fact, my Lord extends provision to whom He wills, and straitens (it for whom He wills),but most of the people do not know". [36] And neither your riches nor your children are the things that bring you near Us closely; however, the one who believes and acts righteously (is close to Us). Therefore, such people will have the double reward for what they did, and they will be at peace in the upper chambers (of Paradise). [37] As for those who strive against our signs trying to frustrate (them), they will be arraigned into the torment. [38]

Commentary

The age-old satanic illusion of taking worldly riches and honours as a proof of being loved by Allah

All along the lanes of time since the very beginning, people intoxicated with material wealth and luxury have always opposed the voice of truth and taken a stance of hostility against the prophets and the pious people, except those whom Allah willed otherwise. On top of this,
they also used to argue in favor of their satisfaction with the existing stance against the people of truth by saying: Had Allah disliked our doings and ways, why would He give us wealth, recognition and power in this world? The noble Qur'an has answered it in several verses taking different approaches. The revelation of the cited verses is also related to an event of this nature which provides an answer to this absurd argument.

It appears in Ḥadīth that, during the period of Jāhiliyyah, two persons ran a business in partnership. Then, one of them left the place and went to some coastal area. When the Holy Prophet Muhammad ﷺ was ordained as prophet, and people in Arabia started talking about it, the former business partner then living in a coastal area wrote a letter to his former business partner in Makkah and asked him about his reaction and the reaction of other people against this person claiming to be a prophet. The former partner in Makkah wrote back telling him that no one from among the Quraish had followed him, except that a few people of no consequence, mostly poor and needy, were going for him. The man of the coast left his business behind, came to Makkah and asked his former partner there to tell him the address of the person who claimed to be a prophet. This coastal friend who used to study old scriptures, such as the Torah and the Evangile, presented himself before the Holy Prophet Muhammad ﷺ and asked him: 'What is it to which you invite people to come?' He told him about the main elements of his da'wah of Islam. Immediately after having heard the da'wah (call) to Islam in his blessed words, he said: "Ashhadu annaka rasūlullāh." (i.e.'I bear witness that you are, without any doubt, the messenger of Allah'). He asked him: "How did you know this?" He submitted: '[As for your call being true, I understood it through my reason, and then the sign of it was that:] Adherents of all noble prophets who have come earlier have, in the beginning, always been the weak and the meek, the poor and needy, people who did not matter much among those they were sent to.' Revealed thereupon was the verse under study: "(And We did not send a Warner to a township, but said those who lived a luxurious life therein," We reject what you have been sent with." - 34:34) (Ibn Kathir and Maźhari)

In this verse, the word: مُتَرَفٌ (mutraf, translated above as 'those who lived a luxurious life) has been derived from: تَرَفٌ (taraf) which carries the
sense of a life abounding in material assets, ease and comfort. Hence, مُترَفِينَ (mutrafin) denotes rich people of a community (who are arrogant and careless about what is right or wrong). The Holy Qur’an is saying in the verse cited above that whenever Allah has sent a messenger, these people intoxicated with their riches and pampered by a life of luxury have always confronted him with a flat denial of his mission.

Quoted in the next verse (35) is their saying: نحن أكثر أموالاً وأولاداً وما نحن بمعتدبين which, in effect, means: "We are superior in riches and children, and we are not going to be punished." (Obviously, by it, they meant: If we had been deserving of punishment in the sight of Allah Ta’ālā, why would He give us all this wealth and recognition)? The noble Qur’an gives an answer in the next two verses by saying: فَلَوْ أنِّي بَيِّنَتُ الْبَرَّ وَلَيْمَنْ يَسْأَلُ وَيَفْدِرُ... ("In fact, my Lord extends provision to whom He wills, and straitens (it for whom He wills), but most of the people do not know"). 34:36] And neither your riches nor your children are the things that bring you near Us closely; however, the one who believes and acts righteously (is close to Us) وَمَا أَمَرَنَّكُمْ وَلَا أَوْلَادُكُمْ 34:37. The gist of the answer is that having more wealth and recognition in this world, or not having any, is no proof of someone being acceptable or unacceptable in the sight of Allah. In fact, it is in view of creational considerations that Allah Ta’ālā would give, at least in this world, property and wealth in abundance to whomever He wills, and gives less to whomever He wills. He alone knows the creational consideration behind it. But, taking the abundance of wealth and children to be a proof of being acceptable in the sight of Allah is sheer ignorance because, with Him, the criterion of acceptability, approval, support and pleasure is no other but ‘Imān (faith) and good deed. One who does not carry these two assets - no matter how much wealth and how many children one has - these cannot make him or her acceptable in the sight of Allah.

This very subject has been taken up in several other verses of the noble Qur’an. In Sūrah al-Mu‘minun, it was said:

أَبْخَسِسُونَ أَنَّا نُدْهِمْ مِن مَّالٍ وَأَوْلِيَاءَ نُشَارَعُ لَهُمُ فِي الْحَيَاةِ الدُّنْيَا بَلْ لَا يُشْعُروُنَ Do they think that by consistently providing them with wealth and children, We are accelerating the (real) good things to them? The fact, however, is that they do not understand (the reality) - 23:55,56.
And the reality is that wealth and children that make man negligent of Allah become a curse for him. Then, in a verse of Surah At-Taubah, it was said:

فَأَلَّا تَعْجِبَكَ أَمْوَالُهُمْ وَلَا أَوْلَادُهُمْ أَنَّمَا يُرْزِقُ اللَّهُ بِهَا لِيَبْعَدَهُمْ بِهَا فِي الْخِيَابَةِ الدُّنْيَا وَتُرْهَقُ آنفُسَهُمْ وَهُمْ كُفُّوُنَّ

And their wealth and children should not attract you. Allah only wants to punish them with these in this world and that their souls depart while they are disbelievers - 9:85.

In that case, it will end up into the everlasting punishment of the Hereafter. As for punishing through wealth and children right here in this world, it means that they become so involved in and infatuated with wealth and property that they never find the time to think about their ultimate fate or turn towards Allah and 'Akhirah - the end of which is punishment that will last for ever. Then there are many who have wealth and children both. It is within this world that, for the sake of wealth and children, rather, through the wealth and children, they have to suffer from thousands of distresses and pains. As such, their punishment starts taking effect right from this very world.

According to a narration of Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah رضي الله عنه, the Holy Prophet ﷺ said: Allah Ta’ālā does not see you or your wealth. He sees your hearts and your deeds - reported by Ahmad, Ibn Kathīr)

In the last sentence of verse 34:37, mentioned there is the state of the people of ‘Imān (faith) and good deeds for they are the ones acceptable with Allah. Whether or not they are recognized in this world, their return in the Hereafter will be double or manifold. The word: ضَعْف (di’f) with a kasrah of the letter: ضَّد (dād) is a verbal noun which means 'like a thing' or 'the likes of a thing'. The sense is that the way wealthy people keep amassing their wealth in the worldly life, Allah Ta’ālā would increase the return for His accepted people in the Hereafter many times over. For example, the return for one deed would be ten of its likes, or ten times as much. Then, it is not so restricted either. Granted the person's sincerity in deed and in view of other causes and considerations, the return of one such deed can go up to seven hundred
times. That returns at this high scale would also be given as stands proved from Ṣaḥīḥ aḥādīth. It is interesting that this too is not restricted. It could be more than that. In short, these people of faith and good deed shall be residing in the elevated chambers of Paradise in perfect peace and forever shielded against all sorrows.

The word: ُغُرَفَاتُ (ghurufat) is the plural form of: ُغُرَفَةُ (ghurfah). It denotes a part of the mansion considered distinct and high as compared to other parts.

Verse 39

قُلْ إِنَّ رَبِّي يَبْسُطُ الرَّزْقَ لِمَن يَشَاءَ مِنْ عَبْدِهِ وَيَقْدِرْنَهُ وَمَا
أنفَقْتُمْ مِنْ شَيٌّ فَهُوَ بِهِ خَيرُ الْرَّزْقِينَ \(39\)

Say, "Surely, my Lord extends provision for whomsoever He wills out of His servants, and straitens (it) for him. And whatever thing you spend, He replaces it. And He is the best of the sustainers. [39]

Commentary

This verse has appeared a little earlier (36) almost in the same words. As obvious, the same thing has been mentioned here, however, it has a difference. At this place, there is an addition of: ُمِنْ عَبْدِهِ (out of His servants) after: ُمَنْ يَشَاءَ (whomsoever He wills) and: ُلَهُ (lahu: for him or whomever) after: ُيَقْدِرُ (yaqdir: straitens). From the statement: ُمِنْ عَبْدِهِ (min 'ibadihi: from His servants), it is gathered that this rule of guidance has been put forth for His particular servants, that is, for the believers, and the purpose is to alert people of faith that they should not start loving wealth and comfort to the extent that their hearts choke when it comes to spending at occasions and on rights enjoined by Allah Ta‘ālā. As for the earlier verse (36) that carries the same text, it was addressed to disbelievers and polytheists who prided on the worldly assets of wealth and children and declared these to be the proof of their success in the Hereafter. Thus, any discordance between the addressee and the purpose of address stands eliminated. Maulāna Ashraf ‘Alī Thanāvi, in his ِkhulasah of Tafsir Bayān ul-Qur‘ān, has taken the same approach by first adding 'the believers' in parenthesis while explaining this verse.
Another difference between these two verses pointed to by some commentators is that mentioned in the first verse was the distribution of sustenance between different human beings, that is, Allah Ta’ālā gives more of wealth and property to some, and less to some others - all in His wisdom and in the light of universal considerations. And in this verse, only one person and his different states have been mentioned, that is, this one person has, at times, more with him, then, comes another time and the same person has much less as well. The word: ‘الله’ (lahu: for him) which appears in this verse after: ‘تَفَقَّدُ’ (yaqdiru: straitens) releases an indication in this direction. This approach too leaves no discordance behind. Rather, the first verse turns out as relating to different individuals and the present verse, to different states of one single person.

The sentence: 'مَا نَفْقَمُ مِنْ شَيْءٍ فَهُوَ يُحِيلُ عَلَيْهِ’ (And whatever thing you spend, He replaces it. And He is the best of the sustainers.) in verse 39 literally means: 'For anything that you spend, Allah Ta’ālā gives you a return from His unseen treasures - at times, within this world and at times, in the Hereafter and at times, in both.' In things happening around us, we see that water comes down from above, animals and humans use it freely, needs of farms and forests are satiated, and no sooner does that supply of water gets used up, than another supply descends to replenish it. Similar is the case of wells dug for water that, no matter how much water is spent out of these, it stands replenished by nature from other sources of water beneath the bed. Man eats up his food leaving the impression that he has finished it, but Allah Ta’ālā provides him with other food in its absence. Physical exercise burns out calories of food and other workings of nature turn it into energy. In short, whatever man spends out in this world, it is the customary practice of Allah Ta’ālā that He would replace it with something else similar to it. Something happening contrary to this, as an exceptional case, - either to punish one, or for the sake of some other creational consideration - will not be deemed as contrary to this customary Divine practice.

According to a Ḥadīth of Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah  in Ṣaḥīḥ of Muslim, the Holy Prophet ﷺ said, "Everyday when people rise to see another morning, two angels descend from the heavens and pray: ‘أَلَّمْ أَعْطَى مَنْ نَفَقَ خَلْفَةً وأَعْطَى مُمَسِّكَةً تَلْغَا’ (O Allah, bless the one who spends [out of what You gave him or her] with its return, and let the one who withholds [what
You gave him or her] find it wasted." And according to another Ḥadīth, the Holy Prophet ﷺ said, "Allah Ta’ālā has told me: You spend on people, I shall spend on you."

There is no promise of a return for spending that is not in accordance with the Sharī’ah

Says a Ḥadīth of Sayyidnā Jabir أَلْفِلْحِفْرُ لَنَكَ that the Holy Prophet ﷺ said, "Good deed is sadaqah (an act of charity in the way of Allah). When someone spends on himself or his children and family, that spending too falls under sadaqah. It brings thawab (reward from Allah). And one who spends to protect his integrity and honor, this too is sadaqah. And whoever spends whatever he does in obedience to the command of Allah, He has taken it upon Himself that He will give him its return - except that which is spent in (wasteful, extra to need) building or sinful activity, for there is no promise of a return for it."

After hearing this Ḥadīth from Sayyidnā Jabir أَلْفِلْحِفْرُ لَنَكَ, his disciple, Ibn al-Munkadir asked him: 'What is the meaning of spending to protect one's honor?' He said, 'There may be a person about whom one apprehends that, should he not give him something, he would go about maligning him in all sorts of ways. In this case, giving to such a person is in order to save one's honor.' (Reported by ad-Darqutni, Qurṭubī)

With the decrease in the use of something, its production also decreases

The hint embedded in this verse also tells us that as long as the things of use provided by Allah Ta’ālā for consumption of human beings and animals keep being consumed, these keep being replaced by Him constantly. The rule seems to be that the more the consumption of something, the more its production. The multiple uses made of domestic animals like goats, sheep and cows put them high on the list of consumption. They are slaughtered. Their meat is eaten. Then, they are also slaughtered under Islamic legal requirements, such as, the Qurbānī or sacrifice, and in Kaffarat (plural of kaffarah or expiation) and jinayat (faults, offences against religious prohibitions). The more they are consumed, the more increased becomes their frequency of production from Allah Ta’ālā. This is common experience everywhere. The number of these animals, despite being under the knife all the time, remains the highest in the world. The number of dogs and cats is not that high,
although the reproduction of dogs and cats should obviously be much more as they produce four or five puppies and kittens in a single pregnancy. A cow or goat delivers two calves or kids at the most. Cows and goats keep being slaughtered all the time. Dogs and cats are (generally) not touched by anyone. But, as far as common observations goes, it cannot be denied that the number of cows, sheep and goats comparatively exceeds the number of dogs and cats. Since the time restrictions have been placed on the slaughter of cows in India, the production of cows has gone down there in that very ratio. Otherwise, every village and every home would have been full of cows that stayed spared from being slaughtered.

Once the Arabs tapered down their use of camels for riding and transport purposes, the usual increase in the populations of their camels has also gone down. Incidentally, what has been said here also helps remove that atheistic doubt usually dished out with reference to the Islamic injunctions of sacrifice saying that it is likely to affect the economy of Muslims adversely.

Verses 40 - 42

And (remember) the Day when He will gather them all together, then will say to the angels," Is it you that these people used to worship?" [40] They will say, " Pure are You! You are our mentor, not these. Rather, they used to worship the Jinns. Most of these believed in them." [41] So, you have no power today to benefit or harm one another, and We will say to the wrongdoers, "Taste the punishment of Fire that you used to belie." [42]
Verses 43 - 50

And when Our evident verses are recited to them, they say," He is nothing but a man who wishes to divert you from what your fathers used to worship." And they say," This is nothing but a forged lie." And the disbelievers say about the Truth, when it came to them,"This is nothing but an explicit magic." [43] And We did not give them any books that they might study, nor did We send to them any Warner before you. [44] And those before them had rejected (the messengers), while these (infidels of Makkah) have not reached even one tenth of what We gave to those (before them). So, they rejected my Messengers. Then (imagine) how was My censure! [45]

Say," I advise you for one thing only : that you stand up before Allah, in pairs and in singles, then reflect; (you will easily appreciate that) there is no madness in your fellow (the Holy Prophet). He is none but a Warner to you in the face of a stern torment. [46] Say,"If I had ever
claimed any reward from you, then it is yours. My reward is with none but Allah. And He is witness over every thing." [47] Say," My Lord sends forth the Truth. He is the Best-Knower of the Unseen." [48] Say, "Truth has come, and falsehood (has vanished so as it) has no power to produce or reproduce (anything)." [49] Say, "If I go astray, I shall go astray only to my own detriment. And if I follow the right path, it is because of what my Lord reveals to me. Surely He is All-Hearer, Ever-Near. [50]

**Commentary**

The word: مَيْشَارٍ (mi‘shar) in verse 45: وَمَا نَزَّلُوا مِيثَارًا إِلَّا مَيْشَارٍ (while these (infidels of Makkah) have not reached even one tenth of what We gave to those (before them).) has been taken to mean: عِشْرٌ (‘ushr: a tenth) by some early commentators. Some scholars have interpreted it as: عِشْرٌ الْعِشْرَ (‘ushr-ul-‘ushr: a hundredth) while others call it: عِشْرٌ الْعِشْرِ (‘ushr-ul-‘ashir: a thousandth). Obviously, the later has a higher degree of exaggeration as compared to ‘ushr or ten. The sense of the verse is that not even a tenth, rather a thousandth, of the worldly wealth, power, blessings of age and health given to earlier communities was received by the people of Makkah. Therefore, they should take lesson from what happened to past communities and the evil end they faced. These were people who invited upon themselves the wrath of Allah when they rejected prophets and messengers and, consequently, when came the actual punishment, their power, bravery, wealth and fortified fortresses could do nothing for them.

**Call to the disbelievers of Makkah**

In verse 46: إِنَّمَا أَعُطُوكُمْ بَيَانًا (I advise you for one thing only), in order to negate any excuse for the people of Makkah, they have been shown a shortcut to ascertain truth. For this, they had to do just one thing: Stand for Allah, in pairs and singles. 'Standing for Allah' does not mean standing in the physical sense, something like standing up from the posture of sitting or lying. Instead of that, it means having the resolve to show full care and concern for the assignment in sight. Then, by adding: لِلِّهِ (lil-lah: For Allah) with the word: قَيَامٌ (qiyan: To stand), the purpose is to make it clear that one should start looking for truth with a mind cleansed of previous thoughts and beliefs for the good pleasure of Allah alone, so that previous thoughts and deeds do not obstruct one's way to
an acceptance of the truth. And then, the expression 'in pairs and singles' is not intended to point out a particular number. The sense is that there are two ways of pondering over something: (1) To think it out alone and in private. (2) To consult friends and elders, discuss it with them and then arrive at some conclusion. It is being said here that, 'out of these two methods, you can go by the one you like.'

The conjunction: (thumma: then) in the next sentence in verse 46: (thumma tatafakkaru: then ponder) refers back to: (an taqumu: That you stand) appearing earlier in the same verse where the purpose of standing has been spelt out - that is, 'cleanse your mind of all previous thoughts, get ready to act for the good pleasure of Allah, think about the call of the prophet of Islam, Sayyidnā Muḥammad al-Muṣṭafa and decide for yourself whether or not it is true and it does not matter whether you do this thinking on your own and all alone, or you do it by consulting others and arriving at some conclusion following discussions with them.'

Onwards from here, another line of thinking has been suggested: Here is a solitary person, all by himself, with no power or group to back him and no wealth or property to strengthen him. Here he comes proclaiming an article of faith counter to that of his own people, rather that of the whole world, something having taken firm roots over centuries and something they all agree to. Such a proclamation can come only in two forms: (1) Either the person making the proclamation is totally insane who has no idea of his gain or loss and is ready to invite the wrath of his people and all sorts of hardship for him. (2) Or, what he is saying might as well be true - that he is a rasul or messenger from Allah and fears none in conveying and implementing His command.

Now, think hard with an open mind as to which of the two things is the real thing. If you think in that manner, you would be left with no choice but to become certain that he cannot be insane. The entire city of Makkah and everyone in the large tribe of Quraish is aware of his wisdom and character. He has spent forty years of his life among his people. From childhood to his youth, everything about him has been before them. No one has ever found any word or deed issuing forth from him to be counter to reason, wisdom, sobriety and gentleness. And other than the kalimah of: لا ilaha il-lal-lah (there is no god but
Allah) to which he invites people, no one can doubt any of his word and deed to be counter to reason and wisdom, even today. Given these conditions, it becomes quite obvious that he cannot be insane. This was established in the next sentence of the verse by saying: 

(there is no madness in your fellow (the Holy Prophet)). Here, the word: 

(sahibikum: your fellow) releases a hint in this direction. It is suggesting that should it be the case of a visitor coming in from outside whose antecedents are unknown and who is heard saying something counter to the belief of a whole people, then, it is possible to call him insane. But, this cannot be true in his case. He is one of you, he lives in your city, he belongs to your brotherhood and abides in your company be it day or night. Nothing he does is hidden from you. In fact, even you yourselves have never cast aspersions against him in that manner before this.

And when the absence of the first situation becomes clear, the second situation stands established that has been mentioned in the last sentence of this very verse (46) as:

(He is none but a warner to you in the face of a stern torment). It means that his presence among them signifies nothing but that he has been sent there to save people from the severe punishment of the Day of Judgment by warning them of it in advance.

Verse 48: (Say," My Lord sends forth the Truth. He is the Best-Knower of the Unseen." - 34:48) Say, "Truth has come, and falsehood (has vanished so as it ) has no power to produce or reproduce (anything)". It means that my Lord who is the Knower of the Unseen strikes out the false with a throw of the truth (as a result of which the false is destroyed, as it was said: ifa'ada 'ahad): 'and there it is all gone'- Al-Anbiya', 21:18). Literally, the word: (qadhf) means to hit by throwing. Here, the purpose is to highlight the truth as set against the false. Perhaps, there may be a wise consideration behind expressing this phenomenon through the word: (yaqdhifu: He throws), may be the purpose is to point out to the after effect of the truth prevailing over the false. It appears here in the form of a simile as the throwing of something heavy over something feeble that shatters into pieces. So it happens in the confrontation between truth and falsehood when the later lies shattered. Therefore, it was said next: (and falsehood
(has vanished so as it) has no power to produce or reproduce anything) that is, falsehood becomes so incapacitated in the face of truth that it can neither originate anything nor can it bring it back.

Verses 51 - 54

وَلَوْ تَرَى إِذْ فَزَعُوا فَلَا قَوْتَ وَأُحِدُّوا مِن مَّكَانٍ قَرِيبٍ وَقَالُوا أَمَنَّا بِهِ وَأَنَّى لِنَهَٰمَ التَّناوُشْ مِن مَّكَانٍ بَعْيِدٍ وَقَدْ كَفَرُوا بِهِ مِنْ قَبْلٍ وَيَقُدُّونَ بَالْغِبِّ مِنْ مَكَانٍ بَعْيِدٍ وَجَيْلٍ بَيْنِهِمْ وَبَيْنِهِمَا مَا يُشْتَهُونَ كَمَآ فَعَلَ بَالْشَّيَاءِهِمْ مِنْ قَبْلِٰ إِنَّهُمْ كَانُوا فِى شَلِّي مُرِيبٍ

And if you could only see when they will be terrified! Then there will be no escape, and they will be seized from a place near at hand. [51] And they will say, "We believe in Him." And how can they achieve it (the faith) from a place (so) far off, [52] while they had rejected it before, and used to make conjectures from a place (so) far off? [53] And a barrier will be placed between them and that which they desire, as it will be done with the people of their kind who were before (them). They were in a perplexing doubt. [54]

Commentary

According to most commentators, the attending condition described in verse 51: (and they will be seized from a place near at hand) refers to the Day of Resurrection (al-ḥashr) from the terror of which disbelievers and sinners will not be able to escape even if they try to do so. In our normal experience in this world, when a culprit runs away, he has to be searched for. Something like that will not happen in the present case. In fact, all of them will be seized from where they are located. No one will have the chance to escape. Others have taken this time to be that of the agony of death, that is, when the time of death comes, they will be terrified and, unable to extricate themselves from the hands of the angels, they will be seized where they are with their soul taken out.
The word: جناوشع (tanawush) in verse 52:  وقالوا امنا به وانتئ ليهمل التناوشع من مكان (And they will say, "We believe in Him." And how can they achieve it (the faith) from a place (so) far off?) means to pick up something by stretching one's hand. Then, it is obvious that one can pick up only what is near at hand. If it is very far, it will be out of reach. The subject of the verse is that disbelievers and deniers, once they see reality as it is on the Day of Judgement, will say, "We have now come to believe in the Qur'an, or the messenger of Allah to whom it was revealed." But, they would not know that the time and place for embracing 'Iman (faith) has receded far away from them for the reason that 'Iman is a thing of the life of the mortal world and that alone is what is accepted. The 'Akhirah (the Hereafter) is not the venue of deeds, the place to act right (darul-'amāl). Nothing done there can be taken into account. Therefore, how is it possible that they pick up the great wealth of 'Iman just by stretching their hand for it.

The word: قذف (qadhf) in verse 53: وفده كفرؤا به من قبل وتفادون بالغيب من مكان (while they had rejected it before, and used to make conjectures from a place (so) far off) means to hit something by throwing. In the Arab idiom, anyone talking out of his hat having no proof for it is referred to by the expressions: رجم بالغيب (rajm bil-ghayb) and: قذف بالغيب (qadhf bil-ghayb), that is, this person shoots arrows in the dark which has no aim or target. At this place, the expression: من مكان بعيدي (from a place far away) means 'what they say is far from their hearts, that is, they do not believe in it by heart.'

In the last verse (54), it was said: وحبيل بينهم وبين ما ينتمون (And a barrier will be placed between them and that which they desire,) that is, they were not allowed to have it. This description could be true about the Day of Judgment in the sense that these people will be seeking salvation and Paradise but would fail to have it. Then, it could also apply to the time of death in the world, that is, they wished to have worldly wealth that was made to stay away from them by the barrier of death.

The word: استع (ashya) in: كما فعل باستعيهم (as it will be done with the people of their kind who were before (them). They were in a perplexing doubt.) is the plural form of: شيعه (shi'ah). One who is a follower of someone and thinks alike is called a shi'ah or partisan of that person. The sense is that the punishment of having been deprived of what they
wished to have was no other but a punishment that had already been given to people like them who indulged in doings their disbelief prompted them to do. The reason was that they were deep in doubt, that is, they did not believe in the prophethood of Sayyidnā Muḥammad al-Muṣṭafa ﷺ nor did they have the certitude of and faith in the Qurʾān being the Divine word. And Allah is Pure and High and He knows the best.

Alḥamdulillāh
The Commentary on
Sūrah Saba’
Ends here
All praise belongs to Allah, the Originator of the heavens and the earth, who makes the angels messengers having wings, in twos, threes and fours. He adds to the creation what He wills. Indeed, Allah is powerful to do every thing. [1] Whatever blessing Allah opens for the people, there is none to hold it back, and whatever He holds back, there is none to release it thereafter. And He is the Mighty, the Wise. [2] O mankind, remember Allah's blessing upon you. Is there any creator other than Allah who gives you provision from the sky and the earth? There is no god, but He. So, to where are you being turned around (by your desires)? [3]
Commentary

As for the statement: جاعل الملائكة رسلا (who makes the angels messengers), it means that angels were assigned to convey the messages and injunctions of Allah Ta'ālā. From this, it is obvious that they are sent to the noble prophets  عليهم السلام as the message-bearers or envoys of Allah. They convey the revelations and the injunctions of Allah to them. And it is also possible that the word: رسول (Rasūl) used here may be denoting the sense of link at this place, that is, they become a link between Allah Ta'ālā and His universal creation out of which the noble prophets  عليهم السلام are the superior-most. Thus, they also become an intermediary link for the transmittal of revelation from Allah Ta'ālā to them. Then, these very angels happen to be the means of bringing the mercy of Allah or His punishment to the universal creation.

The next statement: أولئك أُجْبِحَةٌ مَنْسِنَى وَثَلَاثٌ وَرَبَعٌ (having wings, in twos and threes and fours) means that Allah Ta'ālā has given to the angels feathered wings they can fly with. The wise consideration behind it is obvious as they traverse the distance between the heavens and the earth repeatedly, and this can become possible only when they are endowed with the necessary speed to so traverse, something that can come about in the mode of flying only:

And the words: مَنْسِنَى وَثَلَاثٌ وَرَبَعٌ (in twos and threes and fours) are, evidently enough, numerical adjectives referring to: أُجْبِحَة (wings) in the sense that the number of the feathers angels have varies from angel to angel. Some have only two wings. Others have three. Still others have four. Even the numbers mentioned here are not comprehensive, rather they are mentioned here just as an example, because it is proved by a Ḥadith in Ṣaḥīḥ of Muslim that Sayyidnā Jibra'īl, has six hundred feathers. (Qurtubī, Ibn Kathīr)

Moreover, it is also possible that these three words are numerical adjectives referring to the word: رُسُلْ (rusulan: bearers of the message) in the sense that these angels who deliver messages from Allah Ta'ālā to this world sometimes come in twos and at others in threes or fours. Once again, in this situation too, the number of four is not intended for restriction. It is there just for example because the coming of angels in a much larger number stands proved from the Qur'ān itself. (Abū Ḥayyān in al-Bahr ul-Muhīṭ)
The next sentence: (He adds to the creation what He wills) means that Allah Ta’ālā has the power to increase whatever He wills and as much as He wills in the creation of everything He has originated. This obviously is related to: (ajnighah: wings) in that the feathers and wings of the angels are not something simply restricted to two or four in numbers, for they could be many more than these if Allah Ta’ālā so wills. Most commentators say exactly this. And Tafsīr authorities Zuhri, Qatadah and others have said that this increase in creation is to be taken in its general sense which includes increase in the feathers and wings of angels as well as the increase of particular attributes in the creation of different human beings which, then, includes the beauty of form, the beauty of character, the beauty of voice and many more increased assets like these. Abī Ḥayyan has, in al-Bahr ul-Muḥīt, followed this track of explanation and said that things like good manners, beauty of figure and face, perfection of reason and intellect, politeness in discourse and similar others are all included therein. This second Tafsīr proves that the beauty or perfection of anything one has is invariably a gift and blessing from Allah Ta’ālā for which one should be grateful to Him.

The word: (rahmah: mercy) appearing in verse 2: (Whatever blessing Allah opens for the people, there is none to hold it back,) is general at this place. It includes blessings of one’s religion in this world along with those of the Hereafter, such as, faith, knowledge, rightly guided conduct as well as the mission of a prophet and the station of a Waliyy or man of Allah. And it also includes material blessings in the present world, such as, provisions, means, comfort, health, wealth, property, recognition and things like that. The meaning of the verse is quite obvious. It is being said here that the person for whom Allah Ta’ālā intends to open the doors of His mercy, there is no one who can stop it.

Similarly, the second sentence: (wa ma yumsik: there is none to hold it back) is general, meaning: what Allah Ta’ālā holds back cannot be released by anyone. This includes hardships and sorrows of the world. For example, when Allah intends to shield some servant of His from these, then, there is no one who can dare harass or harm him. And included here is the matter of mercy as well in the sense that, should Allah Ta’ālā
decide to deprive a person of His mercy due to some wise consideration of His, then, there is no one who can dare pass it on to him. (Abū Ḥayyān)

Related to this very subject of the verse, there is a Ḥadīth that reports that Sayyidnā Mu‘āwiyah ﺪ wrote to Sayyidnā Mughirah Ibn Shu‘abah ﺪ, his governor at Kufah, asking him to send back to him in writing some Ḥadīth he had personally heard from the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Sayyidnā Mughirah ﺪ called Rawwad, his chief scribe, in his office and dictated his report as: 'I heard from the Holy Prophet ﷺ soon after he finished his salah his recitation of the words: ُهُمْ لا مانعٌ لما أعطيت ولا مصير لما ش베عت ولنَзуف هذا الجدَّي بَيْنَكُما الجدَّ (O Allah, for that which You give, there is no one to stop, and for that which you hold back, there is no one to give it out, and no effort¹ by any maker of effort works against Your will'). (Ibn Kathîr from the Musnad of Ahmad)

And according to a narration of Sayyidnā Abū Sa‘īd al-Khudrî ﺪ in Sahîh of Muslim, he said these words at the time he raised his head from the (bending) position of ruku‘ before another sentence: أَحْكَمْ مَا قَالَ الْعَلِيٌّ وَكُلَّنَا لُكَ (that is, these words, out of all that a servant of Allah can say, are the most true, incumbent and superior).

Trust in Allah delivers from all hardships

The lesson taught by the cited verse (2) to all human beings is that one should not hope any benefit or fear any harm from anyone other than Allah, instead, one should keep his or her sight trained towards Allah alone. This is the master prescription for a better life in this world as well as in the life to come. This simple antidote delivers one from thousands of anxieties and sorrows. (Rûh-uld-Ma‘ânl)

Sayyidnâ ‘Amir Ibn ‘Abd Qays ﺪ said: Once I get to recite four verses of the noble Qur‘ān in the morning, I stop worrying about what would happen in the morning and what would happen in the evening. These verses are as follows. The first one is this very verse under study: ما بَفَعَلَ اللَّهَ مِنْ رَحْمَةٍ فَلا مَبِيسَكِ لَهَا وَمَا يَمْسِكَ فَلا مَرْسَلَ لَهُ مِنْ بَعْدِهِ (Whatever blessing Allah opens for the people, there is none to hold it back, and whatever He holds back, there is none to release it thereafter - 35:2). The second verse

[1] This translation is based on one way of reading this prayer, that is, jidd (with kasrah on the letter jim, but if it is read as jadd, the the correct translation would be: 'no high status of a person may benefit him against Your decree.

(Muḥammad Taqi Usmani)
having the same sense appears in Sūrah al-An'am, 6:17: ِإِنَّ يُمَسَّنَّكُمْ اللَّهُ بِضُرٍّ فَلَا َكَٰتِبِفْ لِهُ إِلَّا هُوَ وَإِنْ يَرْدَكُ فَبُخَٰرَ فَلَا رَأَى لِفَضْلِهِ (And if Allah causes you some harm, no one is there to remove it except He Himself; and if He causes you some good, then He is powerful over everything - 6:17). The third verse is from Sūrah At-Ṭalaq, 65:7: ِسُبْحَانَ اللَّهِ بِعَدَّ عَسَرٍ يُسِرًا (Allah will soon bring ease after a difficulty). The fourth verse is from Sūrah Hūd, 11:6: ِوَمَا بِنَّ دَابِرٍ فِي الْأَرْضِ إِلَّا َعَلَى اللَّهِ وَرَفِّهَا (And there is no creature on earth whose sustenance is not on Allah - 11:6). (Narrated by Ibn al-Mundhir, as in Ruḥ al-Ma‘ānī)

And when Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah ﺔ-radius saw rain falling, he used to say: ِعْطَرْنَا بِنَٰوَءَ الفَتْحِ (The rain has come upon us through the rise of fath: (the opening) and would, then, recite the verse: ِفَهُلَّ بِمَعْلُومٍ لَّهُ بِعَدَّ عَسَرٍ يُسِرًا (Whatever blessing Allah opens for the people, there is none to hold it back,- 34:2). This term of 'rise of fath' used by him was in rebuttal of the false notion prevailing among Arabs of those days who used to attribute the coming of rains to the rise of particular stars and said that the rains had come upon them through the rise of such and such star. Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah ﺔ-radius countered it by saying that (the mercy of) rains came to him through (the statement in) the verse of fath or opening. By this, he meant this very verse quoted above. He used to recite it particularly on such occasions. (Reported by Imām Mālik in al-Muwaṭṭa)

Verses 4 - 8

وَإِنَّكُمْ بِفَتْحٍ فَقَدْ كَذَِّبْتُ رُسُلَ مَنْ قَبْلَكُمْ وَإِلَى اللَّهِ تُرْجَعُ الْأَمْوَةُ ِ(۱) يَدُبِّرُ الْحَيَاةَ الْحَيَوَةَ الْدُّنْيَا وَلا ِ(۲) يُعَرِّجُهُ بِالْغَرُورِ ۚ (۳) إِنَّ الشَّيْطَانَ لَكُمْ عَدُوٌّ فَاتَخِذُوهُ عَدَدًا ِ(۴) إِنَّمَا يَدْعُوُوا حَزَّةً لِيَكُونُوا مِنْ أَصْحَابِ السَّبِيرِ ۚ (۵) أَلْدَيْنِ كَفَرُوا ِلَهُمْ عَذَابٌ شَدِيدٌ ۚ وَالْدَّيْنِ امْتَنُوا وَعَمَلُوا الصِّلَٰحَةَ لَهُمْ مُّغَيِّرَةٌ ِ(۶) وَأَحَرَّ كَبِيرٌ ۚ (۷) أَفَمَنْ رَبِّيَ ۖ وَإِنَّ اللَّهَ سُؤُو عَمْلِهِ فَرَأَهُ حَسَنًا ۗ فَإِنَّ اللَّهَ يُضِلْ مِنْ بَيْتٍ يَهْدِي مِنْ بَيْتٍ ۚ إِنَّا نَذَّبْنَ نُفُسَكَ عَلَيْهِمْ ۛ (۸) ۗ حَسَّاتٌ ۚ إِنَّ اللَّهَ عَلِيمٌ بِمَا يَصِنَّعُونَ
And if they reject you, (it is not something new, because) many messengers have been rejected before you. And to Allah all matters are to be returned. [4] O mankind, Allah's promise is definitely true, therefore, the worldly life must not deceive you, nor should you be deceived about Allah by the big deceiver (Satan). [5] Surely Satan is an enemy for you. So, take him as an enemy. He invites his group only to cause them to be among the people of blazing fire. [6] Those who disbelieve will have a severe punishment; and those who believe and do righteous deeds will have forgiveness and a great reward. [7] Is it, then, that the one whose evil deed has been made attractive to him so much that he deems it to be good (will be held equal to him who differentiates between right and wrong)? The fact, therefore, is that Allah lets go astray whomsoever He wills, and leads to the right path whomsoever He wills. So, let not your soul collapse in grief for them. Surely Allah fully knows what they are doing. [8]

Commentary

The word: ُزِرْعُ (gharur) is an emphatic form of an adjective that means one who is very deceiving (hence, rendered here as 'big deceiver'). It refers to the Shaitan (Satan) whose sole job is to deceive people and throw them into disbelief and sin. And the expression: لا يُعِنِّكُمُ اللَّهُ الْغَرْرُ (5) means 'nor should you be deceived about Allah'. To explain this deception, it can be said that the Shaitan may not, by showing your evil deeds as good, cause you to become so involved with these that you reach the stage when you go on committing a sin and, at the same time, keep thinking that you are of those accepted in the sight of Allah, and that you will not have to undergo any punishment.' (Qurtubi)

Imām al-Baghawi has reported on the authority of Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Abbās ṣ가 that the verse: فإن الله يُضِلْ مَن يُضِلُّ وَيُهْدِي مَن يُهْدِى (The fact, therefore, is that Allah lets go astray whomsoever He wills, and leads to the right path whomsoever He wills.- 8) was revealed at a time when the Holy Prophet Ṣ validations had made the prayer: 'O Allah, bless Islam with prestige and power, through 'Umar Ibn al-Khattab, or Abū Jahl.' Out of the two, Allah Ta‘ālā showed the right path to Sayyidnā 'Umar and made him the cause of Islam's prestige and power, while Abū Jahl remained as astray as he was. (Mażhari)
And Allah is the One who sends the winds, then they raise up the clouds, then We drive them to a dead land and revive the land through them after its death. In similar way shall be the resurrection. [9] Whoever desires honor, then all honor lies with Allah alone. Towards Him ascends the pure word, and the righteous deed uplifts it. As for those who plot evils, for them there is a severe punishment, and their plot itself will perish. [10] And Allah has created you from dust, then
from a drop of semen, then He made you couples. And no female conceives nor gives birth without His knowledge. And no aged person is made to advance in age, nor a part is curtailed from his age, but all this is (recorded) in a book. Surely all this is easy for Allah. [11] And two seas are not alike; this one is sweet, saturating, pleasant to drink, and that one is saltish, bitter. And from each, you eat fresh meat, and derive ornaments that you wear. And you see the boats therein cleaving through water, so that you may search for His grace, and that you may be grateful. [12] He makes the night enter into the day and makes the day enter into the night, and He has subjugated the sun and the moon; each one of them is running towards an appointed time. That is Allah, your Lord. To Him belongs the kingdom. And those whom you invoke beside Him do not own even the membrane on a date-stone. [13] If you call them, they do not hear your call, and even if they were to hear, they would not respond to you. And on the Day of Judgment they will deny your having held them as Allah's partners. and none can inform you like Him who is Aware. [14]

Commentary

In verse 10, it was said: (Towards Him ascends the pure word, and the righteous deed uplifts it). Immediately earlier to this, it was declared that the person seeking honor and power should understand that these matters are not controlled by anyone other than Allah. As for those who have taken certain things as objects of worship or have taken some people as friends in the hope of being honored by them, they cannot give honor to anyone. Given in the present verse, there is a method of acquiring the gifts of grace and honor from Allah Ta'ālā. It has two parts: (1) Good word (that is, the kalimah of tauhid: la ilaha il-lal-lah) and the knowledge of the being and attributes of Allah. (2) Good deed, that is, to believe by heart and then act in accordance with its dictates under the Shari'ah. Shah 'Abdul Qadir رحمه الله تعالى has said in Mudih-ul-Qur'ān that this prescription of becoming a recipient of honor is perfectly true and tested, however, the condition is that one remains constant in remembering Allah and doing good deeds. When this constancy reaches an appointed limit, Allah Ta'ālā blesses the doer of these with an everlasting and unparalleled honor both in this world and in the world to come.
These two parts have been expressed in the cited verse by saying that good word ascends towards Allah and reaches Him while good deed uplifts it and makes it reach Him. In the grammatical arrangement of: 

( the good deed uplifts it) there are certain probabilities. The meanings of the sentence change in terms of each such probability. Authorities in Tafsīr have explained it in line with the respective probabilities that they have deemed to be appropriate by them. According to the first probability, the subjective pronoun in: (uplifts) should be taken as reverting to: ... (the good deed) and the objective pronoun (it) to: ... (good word) meaning: 'good words ascend to Allah, but the thing through which they are made to ascend are good deeds (as in the khulasa-e-Tafsīr of Maulana Ashraf Ali Thanavi). The majority of Tafsīr authorities - Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās, Ibn Jubayr, Ḥasan al-Baṣrī, Mujahid, Dahhak, Shahr Ibn Hawshab and others - have opted for this very approach. And the sense of ascending to and being helped to ascend is being accepted in the sight of Allah, therefore, the gist of the sentence would be that good word, be it the kalimah of tauhid or others words of the remembrance and glorification of Allah, nothing of it gets to be acceptable with Allah without good deed. Here, the confirmation by heart is an integral part of good deed the most important part of which is the belief by heart in His Oneness. This belief by heart is a necessary condition for the acceptance of deeds in the absolute sense. Without it, neither the Kalimah: (la ilaha il-lal-lah) nor any other Dhikr of Allah is acceptable.

Then, there are the other parts of good deed, such as, prayers and fasting and abstinence from forbidden and reprehensible things. Though, the acceptability of the 'good word', that is, the kalimah of tauhid does not depend on such good deeds, yet these deeds too are conditions to a perfect acceptability of the 'good words'. If a person simply does not have faith, and its confirmation, in his heart, then, no matter how many times he repeats the words of the cardinal statement of one's Islam (Kalīmah Tauḥīd: la ilaha il-lal-lah) and remains engaged with dhikr and Tasbih of Allah, he will not deserve the least of acceptability in the sight of Allah. In contrast, there is the case of the other person who does have faith and its confirmation, but fails to do other good deeds or falls short in them, then, his saying of the kalimah of tauhid and the doing of the dhikr of
Allah will, though, not go to waste totally, however, its benefit will be restricted to delivering him from the everlasting punishment. The consequence will be that he will go through a certain punishment for some time that will be in proportion to his abandonment of duty and the shortcoming.

In a Ḥadīth, the Holy Prophet ﷺ has said, 'Allah Ta'ālā does not accept any word without deed, and any word and deed without the intention, and any word, deed and intention without compatibility with sunnah (as said and done by him).' (Qurtubi)

This tells us that correspondence with sunnah is the condition of perfect acceptability. Even if the word, the deed and the intention, all these, are also correct but the mode and method of conduct is not in accordance with sunnah, then, one cannot become a recipient of perfect acceptability with Allah.

Some commentators suggest another syntactical arrangement in respect of this sentence. According to them, the subjective pronoun in: ﴿تَرْفَعُهُ﴾ (uplifts) reverts to: ﴿ضَمِيرَ فَاعِل﴾ (good word) and the objective pronoun (i.e.'it') to: ﴿كَلِمَةً طَيِّبَ﴾ (good deed). Thus, the meaning of the sentence become totally different from that of the earlier, that is, 'good word' which is the dhikr of Allah, makes 'good deed' ascend and makes it rise higher up, that is, makes it worthy of being accepted. The outcome would then be that a person who does good deeds, and along with it, also does his dhikr of Allah abundantly, then, this dhikr of Allah embellishes his deed and makes it acceptable.

The sense of the verse: ﴿وَمَا يَعْمَرُ مِنْ عَمَّارٍ وَلَا يَنْفَضُ مِنْ عَمَّارٍ إِلَّا فِي كَتَابٍ﴾ (And no aged person is made to advance in age, nor a part is curtailed from his age, but all this is (recorded) in a book - 35:11), according to the majority of the commentators is that if Allah Ta'ālā blesses a person with a long age, it is a fact already on record in the Preserved Tablet (al-lawḥ al-mahfūz). Similarly, when the age of a certain person is kept at a lower mark in terms of the number of years, that too already stands recorded in al-lawḥ al-mahfūz. The outcome of it all is that the text, at this place, is not referring to one individual person's age being long or short, instead, the statement relates to humankind as a whole, in the sense that some individuals from it are given long ages and others, a comparatively
shorter ones. The explanation has been reported by Ibn Kathīr from Sayyidnā ‘Abdūllāh Ibn ‘Abbās Ⲣ. Abū Bakr al-Jaṣṣāṣ reports the same saying from Ḥasan al-Baṣrī and Daḥḥak. Therefore, in general books of Tafsīr, such as, Ibn Jarīr, Ibn Kathīr, Rāh ul-Ma‘ānī and others, this very explanation has been declared as the view of the majority of commentators. However, some early commentators have said: Should the length of age concerns one single person, then, decrease in age would mean that the age of every person as already written by Allah Ta’ālā is certain, and every day that passes decreases one day from this pre-fixed age. If two days pass, two days decrease. In the same way, every day, in fact, every single breath keeps decreasing one's age. This Tafsīr or explanation has been reported from Sha‘bī, Ibn Jubayr, Abū Mālik, Ibn ‘Atiyah and Suddiyy. (Rūḥ ul-Ma‘ānī)

This subject has been succinctly expressed in an Arabic couplet as:

حَيَاتُكُ أَنفَاسٌ تُعْدَّ فَكُلُّمَا...ٍ بَعْدَهَا نَفْسُ مِنْهَا انْتَقَصَتْ بِجُرُّهُ.

Your life is (the name of) counted breaths. So, whenever passes away a breath from it, a part of it decreases.

In his explanation of this verse, Imām an-Nasā‘ī has reported from Sayyidnā Anās Ibn Mālik ّ that he heard the Holy Prophet ّ saying, "سَأَلَّهُ أَنْ يُبِسْطِ لَهُ فِي رَزْقِهِ وَأَنْ يُصَلِّ رَحْمَهُ" This Ḥadīth has also been reported by al-Bukhari, Muslim and Abū Dāwūd on the authority of a narration from Yūnus Ibn Yazīd Ayli. The Ḥadīth means: 'He who wishes that his sustenance and age is increased should treat his close relatives well (Ṣilatu-r-raḥīm).' This obviously suggests that the these deeds increase one's age. But, another Ḥadīth given below has itself clarified its sense:

Ibn Abī Ḥatīm reports from Sayyidnā Abū-d-Darda’ ّ. He says, 'when we mentioned this (subject) before the Holy Prophet ّ, he said, "(Age as such is already fixed and determined by Allah), when the fixed term is over, no one is given the least respite. In fact, increase in age means (in the Ḥadīth cited above) that Allah Ta’ālā blesses one with good children who keep praying for him. This person is not there anymore, but he keeps receiving their prayers in his grave (that is, he keeps on receiving the benefits one would have received if one were alive. Thus, in a way, his age has increased"). (Both narrations appearing above have been
Siirah Fatir: 35:9-14

reported by Ibn Kathir. In short, Aḥadīth that say that some deeds cause age to increase mean increase in the barakah or bliss of age.

In the next verse: (And from each, you eat fresh meat, and derive ornaments that you wear - 35:12), it is being said that one gets fresh meat, that is, fish to eat from both waters, sweet or brackish. In this verse, by alluding to fish as meat, the hint released is that fish is meat, already halal by itself. One does not have to slaughter it. This is contrary to the case of the animals found on land. Unless one slaughters them with the name of Allah, they do not become halal. Fish does not have this condition. It is meat, ready to eat. And the word: جَلْيَةُ (ḥilyah) means ornament and refers to pearls. The verse tells us that the way pearls are found in brackish waters, they are also found in sweet waters, something contrary to the general belief, since it is well known that pearls are harvested from the brackish water of the seas. However, the reality is what is evident from the words of the Qur'an that they form in both - yes, much less in sweet waters and far more in the brackish waters of the sea. That they are found in seas excessively contributed to the popular belief that pearls come only from brackish waters.

By using the masculine form in the last word: تَلْبَسُونَاها (talbasunaha: that you wear), a hint is being released that the use of pearls is permissible for men as well - contrary to gold and silver, the use of which as an ornament is not permissible for men. (Ruh-ul-Maani)

In the last verse: (If you call them, they do not hear your call, and even if they were to hear, they would not respond to you. - 35:14). To explain, it can be said that if you call those idols or some prophets or angels you take as god and worship them asking them to help you in distress, they will, first of all, be unable to listen to you because idols do not have the ability to listen. Though, prophets and angels have this ability, yet they are not present everywhere nor do they hear that which is said by everybody. Further on, it was said that, should they, as a matter of supposition, be able to listen, as in the case of angels and prophets, still, they would not fulfill your request, because they themselves have no control over it, and cannot intercede with Allah on behalf of anyone without His permission.
The issue of the ability of the dead to hear (سمع العُمنى: sama'-ul-mawta) has appeared earlier. The present verse neither confirms nor rejects it. Arguments and proofs relating to this issue are different. They have already been mentioned in details under the commentary on Sūrah Ar-Rūm [30] (Ma'ariful-Qurān, Volume VI).

**Verses 15 - 26**

O men, you are the ones who need Allah, and Allah is the Need-Free, the Ever-Praised. [15] If He so wills, He can do away with you and bring a new creation. [16] And for Allah, that is not something difficult. [17] And no bearer will bear the burden of any other person. And if a person carrying a heavy load calls (someone) to (share) his load, nothing from it shall be carried (by the latter), even though he be a near of kin. You can
warn only those who fear their Lord unseen and establish salah. And whoever gets purified gets purified for his own benefit. And to Allah is the final return. [18] And the blind and the sighted are not equal, [19] nor darkness and light, [20] nor shade and heat of the sun. [21] And the living and the dead are not alike. Allah makes hear whomsoever He wills. And you cannot make hear those who are in the graves. [22] You are but a warner. [23] Surely We have sent you with truth as a bearer of good news and as a warner, and there was no community without a warner having passed among them. [24] And if they reject you, (it is not something new, because) those before them have (also) rejected (messengers). Their messengers came to them with clear proofs and with scriptures and with the enlightening book. [25] Then I seized those who disbelieved. So, how was My censure! [26]

Commentary

Verse 18: (And no bearer will bear the burden of any other person) means that, on the Day of Judgment, no one will be able to bear the burden of another person's sins. Everyone will have to bear his or her burden. As for what appears in Surah Al-Ankabūt (29:13): ّلإِنِّي أُتْلِي الْأَعْفَاضَ، which means that people who make others go astray will not only bear the burden of going astray personally, but will also bear the burden of having made others go astray. It does not mean that they will somehow lighten the burden of those they had caused to go astray. Instead, their burden will weigh on them as it was in its own place and because of the crime of those who made people go astray, being twofold, their burden too will become twofold, one: that of being astray and two: that of making others go astray. Therefore, there is no contradiction in these two verses. (Rūḥ-ul-Mānī)

Explaining this verse, Sayyidnā 'Ikrimah ﷺ said: On that Day, a father would say to his son, 'You know how affectionate a father I was to you?' He will say, 'yes, your favors to me are countless. You have certainly faced many a hardship for me during the life of the world.' Then, the father will say, 'son, today I need you. Give me some of your good deeds, so that I can have my salvation.' The son will say, 'father, the return you asked for is not much, but what can I do? If I were to give that to you, I shall be facing the same situation that you are facing now,
therefore, I am sorry, I cannot help you.' Then, he will say the same thing to his wife, 'I sacrificed everything for you during the life of the world. Today, I need a few of your good deeds. Please give these to me.' The wife will give him the same answer as was given by the son.

Sayyidnā 'Ikrimah said that this is what the verse: لَا أَنْتُ وَأَرْزُوُّ وَرَزُّ أُخْرَى (And no bearer will bear the burden of any other) means. Then he said that the noble Qurʾān has taken up this subject in several of its verses. At one place, it has said: لَا يَعْرَبُ الْأُمُّ وَالْبَنٌّ عَنْ وَلَدَيْهِ ولاَمَولْودُهُ وَسَأَبَاءُ عَنْ وَالِدَيْهِ سَيْبًا that is, on that Day, neither a father would be able to have his son be spared from the punishment, nor would a son be able to do that for his father (31:33). The essential sense is that no one will save another person by carrying the burden of his sins over one's own shoulders. However, the matter of intercession (shafaʿah) is different. Similarly, in another verse, it was said: يَوْمَ يَهْرُ أَلْمُرْهُ مَنْ أَخِيهِ وَأَمْهِ وَأَبِيهِ وَصَاحِبِهِهِ وَأَبْنِيهِ that is, on that Day, one will run from his brother and his mother and father and his wife and children (80:34,35). The purpose of running is no other but that he would be in fear, lest these people try to pass on the burden of their sins on him or come up with a request for some of his good deeds. (Ibn Kathīr)

At the beginning of the verse: وَمَا أَنتُ بِمُسْمِعٍ مِّنْ فِى الْقُبُورُ (And you cannot make hear those who are in the graves - 22.), disbelievers have been likened to the dead and believers, to the living. In congruence to this, the expression: مَنْ فِى الْقُبُورُ (those in the graves) here means the disbelievers. The sense is that 'the way you cannot make the dead hear you, you can also not make these living disbelievers hear you.'

This verse has itself clarified it that, at this place, making someone hear means the kind of listening that is going to be useful, effective and beneficial. Otherwise, the effort to make disbelievers listen, in the absolute sense, has remained an exercise in futility since ever. It has even been a matter of common observation that a call was beamed at them, and they did listen to it. Therefore, the verse means that 'the way you cannot bring the dead to the right path by making them hear the Divine Word because they have shifted from the avenue of deeds in the world to the arena of recompense in the Hereafter where, even if they confess to their faith, it will not be deemed as trustworthy, similar to that is the condition of the disbelievers. This proves that the negation of making the dead hear referred to in this verse means a particular listening that is
beneficial, something because of which the listener forsakes the false and takes to the true. From this presentation, it becomes clear that the present verse has nothing to do with the issue of the ability of the dead to hear. Whether or not the dead hear the living is a different issue in its own place. A detailed discussion about it has appeared in the commentary on Sūrah Ar-Rūm and Sūrah An-Naml (Ma’āriful-Qur’ān, Volume VI).

**Verses 27 - 28**

Did you not see that Allah has sent down water from the sky? Then We brought forth with it fruits having different colors. And among the mountains there are tracks, white and red—of different colors, and (others) utterly black. [27] And among humans and beasts and cattle, there are those having different colors as well. Only those of His slaves fear Allah who are knowledgeable. Surely Allah is Mighty, Forgiving. [28]

**Commentary**

**Sequence of the Verses**

Some early commentators have said that these verses return to the subject of Tauḥid, Oneness of Allah or pure monotheism supported by proofs of Divine power and mastery in nature. Some others have said that described in the previous verses were different states of people along with examples, such as: (And the blind and the sighted are not equal, (35:19) nor darkness and light, nor shade and heat of the sun - 35:20). What is being said here further clarifies that mutual difference in Divine creations is something inherent. It exists even in organic and inorganic substances, in fact, it is present not only in shapes and colors, but in traits and temperaments as well.
A subtle grammatical point

The Holy Qur'an has mentioned different colors of fruits at the first place in Verse 27, and of the mountains at the second place. But the grammatic style is different in both places. With regard to fruits the difference of colors is mentioned by an adverbial phrase (translated above as 'having different cobblers', while in the case of mountains, it has been expressed by an adjectival phrase (translated above as 'of different cobblers'. According to the Arabic grammar, an adjective normally refers to the permanent quality of a thing, while an adverb may refer to a quality or condition that is subject to change. Keeping this in view, there may be a hint here to the effect that the difference of colors in fruits does not remain constant in a single state, rather keeps changing after brief intervals. On the contrary, there are the colors of human beings and other life forms. These are generally fast and abiding, and do not change.

And in case of mountains, used there was the word: جَدَّ (judad). This is the plural form of: جَعَة (juddah) the well-recognized meaning of which is that of a mini pathway also known as: جَادَّ (jadah). Some respected elders have taken juddah in the sense of a tract, patch or segment that, in both situations, denotes parts of the mountains being different in colors. Out of these, white was mentioned first while black, last. In between, along with the mention of red, the expression: مَخْلِفٌ الْأُوْلَىٰ (of different colors) was introduced. This could be releasing a hint that, in reality, the colors in this world are no more than two - white and black. The rest of the colors in the spectrum emerge by compounding different degrees of white and black.

The place where the word: كَدَّالِكَ (kadhalik: translated above by the words, 'as well') appears in verse 28 just before: كَذَا لَكَ إِنَّمَا بَلَغْنِي اللَّهُ مِنْ عَبِيَادِهِ الْمُلْمَعُونَ (Only those of His slaves fear Allah who are knowledgeable), but in the translation above it has been separated from the next verse by a full stop, because this is the place of a stop (waqf) according to the consensus of the majority of commentators and scholars. As such, it is a sign denoting that this word is related to the previous subject, that is, the creation of all that exists in categories and kinds and different colors is a very special sign of the power and wisdom of Allah Ta'ālā.

Then there are narrations that suggest that this word is related to the
next sentence. If this interpretation is adopted, the full stop would be appropriate after the words, 'having different colors, and the word 'kadhalika' should be translated as 'similarly' in which case, it would mean that 'the way fruits, mountains, human beings and other life forms are marked out by different colors, similarly, there are different degrees among people who have the awe or fear of Allah in their hearts. Someone may have achieved its highest degree. Others may have arrived at what is less than that. Then, the whole thing depends on knowledge. Whoever has a certain degree of knowledge will have a corresponding degree of the awe or fear of Allah. (Rûh-ul-Ma‘nî)

In previous verses, it was said: (18) This is to give solace to the Holy Prophet which means, 'when you warn people and convey the message of Allah to them, only those who have the awe of Allah without having seen Him get the maximum benefit out of it.' In symmetry with this, the present verse: (Only those of His slaves fear Allah who are knowledgeable - 35:28) has mentioned people about whom it can be said that they have the awe of Allah and fear Him as is His due. Then, there is another parallelism here. Mentioned earlier were disbelievers and deniers along with the different states they were submerged in. In the present verse, what has been put forth is the opposite of it. The verse talks about the men of Allah (the auliya' of Allah) particularly. The word: اَئِمَّة (innama) is used in the Arabic language to describe ḥaṣr or exclusiveness. Therefore, this sentence obviously means that only the ‘Ulama’ (the knowing, the learned, the initiated) fear Allah or have the genuine awe of Allah. But Tafsîr authority, Ibn ‘Atiyyah and others said that the way اَئِمَّة (innama) is employed to show exclusiveness, it is also used to describe the singularity of something, and the later is what is meant here - that fearing Allah and remaining in awe of Him is a specially incumbent attribute of the ‘Ulama’. It does not necessarily imply that those other than them have no such fear and awe in them. (Al-Bahr ul-Muhî, Abû Ḥayyân)

And the word: عَلَمَةٌ (‘Ulama’) in the verse means people who have due knowledge of the being and attributes of Allah Ta‘âlî and who have the fact of His power and control, and His favors and blessings, on what He has created, always in sight. In the terminology of the Qur’ân, no one is considered to be an ‘alîm simply by virtue of knowing the Arabic
language, grammar and rhetoric unless he has acquired the knowledge and understanding of the attributes of Allah Ta'ālā in the manner stated above.

Explaining this verse, Ḥasan al-Baṣrī said: 'Alim is a person who fears Allah in private and in public, and likes what Allah likes him to do, and hates what is detestable in the sight of Allah.

And Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd ᵃ玩家来说:

 Memorizing many aḥādīth (or, talking a lot) is no ‘ilm (knowledge). Instead, (real) knowledge comes when one has the awe and fear of Allah with it.

In short, the degree of the fear of Allah one has shall go on to make him an ‘Alim of that very degree. And Aḥmad Ibn Ṣalīḥ al-Miṣrī said: Fear of Allah cannot be recognized on the basis of someone's prolific reporting of events or abundance of knowledge, in fact, it is identified through one's adherence to the Book of Allah and the Sunnah of the Prophet. (Ibn Kathīr)

Shaykh Shahabuddīn as-Suhrawardi رحمه الله تعالى said: This verse clearly indicates that a person who has no fear of Allah is no ‘alim. (Maẓharī) This is confirmed by the sayings of the early forbears of Islam (Salaf).

Sayyidnā Rabi‘ Ibn Anas ᵃ玩家来说:

 One who does not fear Allah is not an ‘alim.

And early commentator, Mujāhid said:

 Only he who fears Allah is the (real) ‘alim.

Someone asked Sa‘d Ibn Ibrāhīm: Who knows Divine Law at its best in the city of Madīnah? He said: (He who is the most fearing of his Lord).

And Sayyidnā ‘Alī al-Murtada ᵃ玩家来说 defined a Faqih (master of Islamic jurisprudence) by saying:
A Faqih, perfect as he must be, is he who would not make people lose hope in the mercy of Allah, nor leave them free to indulge in acts of disobedience to Him, nor give them the guarantee of remaining safe from the punishment of Allah, nor forsake the Qur'ān by indulging in pursuits other than it. (And he said): Verily, there is no good in an act of worship that is without knowledge, and there is no good in a knowledge that is without understanding, and there is no recitation (Qira'ah of the Qur'ān) without deliberation in it. (Qurtubi)

The clarifications appearing above also help remove the doubt about many ‘Ulama’ who do not seem to have the kind of awe and fear of Allah required of them. These clarifications tell us that, in the sight of Allah, the bland knowledge of Arabic is not what ‘ilm is, and certainly, the one who is proficient in it is not an ‘Alim. Anyone who does not have the fear of Allah in his heart is simply not an ‘Alim in the terminology of the Qur'ān. However, at times, awe and fear of Allah are rooted in one's creed and reason because of which one adheres to the injunctions of the Sharī'ah as a matter of obligation. Then, there are occasions when this awe and fear of Allah become the very state of one’s existence and rise to the degree of a firmly ingrained asset whereby the readiness to follow the Sharī'ah becomes a natural reflex. The first degree of the awe and fear of Allah is mandatory and, for an ‘Alim, necessary. The second degree is certainly superior and sublime, but not necessary. (Bayān ul-Qur'ān)

Verses 29 - 37
Surely those who recite Allah's Book and have established salah and have spent, from what We have provided them, secretly and openly,— they hope for a trade that will never crash, [29] so that He pays them their rewards in full, and gives them more out of His grace. Surely He is Most-Forgiving, Very-Appreciative. [30] And the Book We have revealed to you is the Truth, confirming what was (revealed ) before it. Surely Allah, in respect of His slaves, is All-Aware, All-Seeing. [31] Then We conveyed the Book as an heritage to those of Our slaves whom We chose. Then, some of them are those who wrong their own selves, and some of them are mediocre, and some of them are those who outpace (others) in righteous deeds with Allah's permission. That is the great bounty, [32] gardens of eternity they enter. They will be ornamented with bracelets of gold and with pearls, and their dress therein will be (of) silk. [33] And they will say, "Praise be to Allah who has removed all sorrow from us. Surely our Lord is Most-Forgiving, Very-Appreciative, [34] who, out of His grace, has made us land at a home of eternal living where neither we are touched by weariness, nor are we touched by boredom." [35] And those who disbelieve, for them shall be the fire of Jahannam; neither they will be
sentenced to death, so that they die, nor will its torment be lightened for them. It is in this way that We punish every infidel. [36] And they will be crying therein, "Our Lord, take us out from here, and we will act righteously, not in the way we have been doing before." (Allah will say to them,) "Did We not give you an age in your life in which lesson could have been learnt by the one who wished to take lesson? And (furthermore) the warner had (also) come to you. So, have a taste, because the wrongdoers will have no supporter. [37]

Commentary

Mentioned earlier, in verse 28, there was a quality of true 'Ulama' who acknowledge Allah. This quality related to the heart. It was to have Allah's awe in the heart. In the first of the present verses (29), some those qualities of the same blessed people, the awliya' or men of Allah, are mentioned that find expression through outward parts of the body. Out of these, the first quality is the tilawah (recitation) of the Qur’ān. This denotes the people who recite the Book of Allah constantly. The use of the aorist tense (mudarī’) in: يَتَلُونُ (yatiluna: they recite) releases a hint in this direction. Then, there are other elders who have taken: يَتَلُونُ (yatiluna) at this place in its literal sense, that is, they follow the Qur’ān in deed. But, the first Tafsīr is weightier, even though, it also stands determined from the context that recitation can be trustworthy only when it brings forth actions in accordance with the Qur’ān. But, the word: الْتِلاوَتْ (tilawah or recitation) used here appears in its recognized sense. Similarly, Mutarrif Ibn ‘Abdullāh Ibn Shikhkhir رحمه الله تعالى said: هِذِهِ أَيُّهَا الْفَرِّإِاءِ (This verse is for al-qurra'), the phoneticians of the Qur’ān, who make the recitation of the Qur’ān their special activity of life.

The second quality they have is the establishing of Šalah and the third is the spending of their wealth in the way of Allah. When the text says 'secretly and openly', it indicates that it is often better to spend secretly in order to stay safe from riya' (show off) in acts of worship. But, there are occasions when religious considerations require that it should be done openly, as in the case of congregational prayers for which the command is to call adhan from minarets and perform salah openly with the highest possible attendance. Similarly, there are occasions when it is necessary to let spending in the way of Allah be open in order to persuade others to do the same. Muslim jurists have laid out details in the matter of
salah and spending in the way of Allah. According to them, when it is fard (obligatory), Wājib (necessary) or sunnah mu'akkadah (emphasized sunnah), doing this openly is better. Other than this, when doing nafl salah, it is better to do it privately. Similarly, in instances when spending one's wealth is Fard or Wājib, such as, the obligatory Zakāh or sadaqatul-fitr or qurbani, spending openly on these is better and worthy of more merit. As for the rest of voluntary charities (Ṣadaqatun-nāfilah), spending these secretly carries more merit and grace.

From people who carry these three qualities in their person, that is, they recite the Qur'ān constantly, establish salah as due and spend in the way of Allah cheerfully, it is also expected that they would not simply stop at Fard and Wājib spending, rather, would also be contributing to voluntary charities. Identified next, there is yet another attribute of theirs: (they hope for a trade that will never crash,). The expression: (lan tabur) is a derivation from: (bawar) which means to go waste. The verse means that believers having these attributes hope to go in a trade that never runs into a loss. The very word: (yarjun: hope) indicates that a believer has no room for certainty in any good deed done by him or her in this mortal world. No one can say it will definitely bring forgiveness to them and that they will get its reward for sure - because, no matter how good one is in deeds, one simply cannot fulfill the right of reverence and worship Allah Ta'ālā has on His servants. Therefore, forgiveness for one and all will not be possible without the grace of Allah Ta'ālā, as has been clearly stated in a Ḥadīth. In addition to that, with the doing of everything good, one should not neglect the danger of some secret trick of Satan or one's own self getting mixed up with so many good deeds because of which they do not remain acceptable. Or, on occasions, along with a good deed, some bad deed gets to be committed which in turn stops the good deed from being accepted. Therefore, by introducing the word: (yarjun: hope) in the verse, it was pointed out that even after having become particular with all possible good deeds, no one has the right to become sure of his or her salvation and of high ranks that follow in its wake. The most one can do is hope. (Rūḥ-ul-Maānī)

**Good deeds likened with trade**

In this verse, good deeds mentioned above have been likened to a
trading activity - as it was done in another verse where Faith and Jihād in the way of Allah have been expressed as trade or business deal:

\[
\text{هَلْ أَدْكَلْكُمْ عَلَىٰ بَيَارُةٍ تَبْيِينُكُمْ مِنَ عَذَابٍ أَلِيمٍ.}
\text{Tُوْمِئْنُونَ بِاللَّهِ وَرَسُولِهِ وَتَحَاجَدُونَ}
\text{فِي سَبِيلِ اللَّهِ هَٰلَكُمْ وَانْفُسُكُمْ}
\]

O those who believe, shall I tell you about a trade that saves you from a painful punishment? (It is that) you believe in Allah and His Messenger, and carry out Jihād in His way with your riches and your lives - Aṣ-Ṣaff, 61:10).

It has been characterized as trade in the sense that a trader invests his capital and time in some venture only when he hopes that by doing so, his capital will increase and he will profit by it. But, every trading activity in this world is hemmed with the probability of loss along with the hope of profit. In the present verse, by adding the word: لَنْ تُبُرَ (lan tabur) to trade, it was pointed out that in this deal made for the sake of the benefits of the Hereafter, there was no probability of a loss. Then, the good people of Allah who take pains to do what is good and right do not go about running a business as businesses are commonly run. Instead of that, they hope to engage in a trading activity that never suffers a loss. As for the mention of the stance of hope on the part of such people, it serves as a delicate hint in the direction that Allah Ta‘ālā is the noblest of the noble and the most generous of the generous, so He will not sever the hope of the hopeful, instead, would fulfill it. In fact, in the next sentence, it was also said that their hope is limited to receiving only a full return of their deed, but Allah Ta‘ālā would, in His infinite mercy, bestow on them much more, far more than they would have ever hoped: لَيْوَافِيهِمْ أَحْوَرَّهُمْ وَرَزِيَّتَهُمْ مِنْ فَضْلِهِ (so that He pays them their rewards in full, and gives them more out of His grace - 30). The word: لَيْوَافِيهِمْ (liyuwaffiahum: so that He pays them in full) is connected with: لَنْ تُبُرَ (lan tabur: has no loss), that is, this trade of theirs not only that it admits of no loss, but that it will also bring their return and reward in full, and in addition to that, Allah Ta‘ālā will bless them, out of His grace, with much more, rather, far beyond their fondest hopes of returns.

Included within this grace and increase is the promise of Allah Ta‘ālā that He rewards the deed of a believer multiplied many times, the lowest denominator of which could be ten times of the deed, and the highest could reach seven hundred times, even higher than that. Then, also
included in this grace is the acceptance of their intercession on behalf of sinners - as it appears in a Ḥadīth narrated by Sayyidnā ʿAbdullāh Ibn Masʿūd رضي الله عنه where he has reported the explanation of this grace from the Holy Prophet ﷺ: 'These people will intercede on behalf of anyone who had done some favor to them during the life of the mortal world. Then, despite being deserving of the punishment of Jahannam, such people will stand delivered of it by virtue of their intercession.' (Tafsīr Mażhari with reference to Ibn Abī Ḥātim) (And it is obvious that intercession will be possible only for the people of faith. No one will be allowed to intercede on behalf of a disbeliever) Similarly, the foremost part of this grace is that they will have an opportunity to see Allah Taʿālā

The word: َثُمَّ (thumma: Then) in verse 32: َثُمَّ أُوْزِنَّا الْكُتْبَ إِلَّا أَيْنَ اسْتَطَعْنَا مِنْ عِبَادِنَا (Then We conveyed the Book as an heritage to those of Our slaves whom We chose.) serves as a conjunction to denote that the two things mentioned before and after it, despite having common characteristic, are marked by precedence and succession. What comes first has precedence, and that which comes after, succeeds. In addition to that, on some occasions, this precedence and succession takes effect in terms of time while, on some others, in terms of rank and degree. In this verse, the word: َثُمَّ (thumma: Then) is َعَطْف (atf: Conjunctive particle) connected to the word: َأُوْحَيْنَا (awhaina: We revealed). It means: This Book, that is, the Qurʾān which is nothing but the truth, and confirms all earlier Scriptures, We first sent to you as a revelation. After that, We made those We chose out of Our servants inherit the Book. The earlier and later of it, or the precedence and succession of it in terms of rank and degree is already very obvious in the sense that the sending of the Qurʾān to the Holy Prophet ﷺ through the medium of wahy (revelation) has precedence in rank and degree. Then, its bestowal on the community of Sayyidnā Muḥammad al-Muṣṭafa ﷺ takes effect in succession to it. And if making the Muslim ummah the inheritor of the Qurʾān is taken to mean that he ﷺ, rather than leave behind his legacy in the form of wealth and lands, left behind the Book of Allah as his legacy or inheritance - as borne by Ḥadīth: 'Prophets do not leave coins of gold and silver as inheritance: They leave (true) knowledge as their legacy.' Or, "Ulama' are inheritors of prophets" - then, in those terms, this precedence and succession could also reflect a time frame in the sense that 'We have blessed you with this
Book. After that, you passed it on to your ummah as its inheritor.' To make someone inherit something means to bestow it on someone, give it as legacy, gift. This act of bestowal when expressed as inheritance points out to the fact that the way an inheritor gets his or her share from the inheritance without he or she having done anything to acquire it, similarly, this wealth of the noble Qur'ān has been given as a gift to these chosen servant without any effort on their part.

A peculiarity of the Muslim Community, and that of its 'Ulama'

According to the majority of commentators, the sentence: 
الذين اصطفينا من عبادنا (those of Our slaves whom We chose) in verse 32, means the ummah (community) of Sayyidnā Muḥammad al-Muṣṭafa ﷺ, its 'Ulama' - directly, and others, through the 'Ulama'. Reporting a Tafsīr of this verse from Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās ﷺ, 'Alī Ibn Abī Ṭalḥah has said: The expression: 
الذين اصطفينا (those whom We chose) means the the ummah of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. These are the people Allah Ta'ālā has made the inheritors of every Book He has revealed (that is, the Qur'ān, as being the Book that confirms and preserves all previous Scriptures, encompasses the contents of all revealed Books. Being its inheritor amounts to inheriting all revealed Books). Then he (Ibn ‘Abbās) said: 
فَظَالَمُهُمْ يُغَفِّرُهُمْ وَمُفْتَصَدِهِمْ يُحِبْشُبُ جَسَابًا بَيِّنًا وَسَابِقِهِمْ يُدْخِلُهُمْ بِذَلِكَ الْجَحْمَةِ يَعْفِرُ جَسَابَ that is, even the unjust one from among them will be forgiven, and those who pursue a middle course among them will pass through a reckoning that is easy, while those who excel in good deeds will enter Jannah without reckoning. (Ibn Kathīr)

The word: 
إِسْتَفَائُنا (istafaina: We chose) used in this verse shows the great honor bestowed upon the Muslim ummah, because this word: 
إِسْتِفَاء (istifa': to choose) has frequently appeared for prophets in the Holy Qur'ān as in: 
(Allah chooses messengers from the angels and from men. - al-Ḥajj, 22:75) and in: 
إِنَّ اللَّهَ اصْطَفَى إِدَمَ وَلُوْهَا وَلَلْإِبْرَاهِيمَ (Verily, Allah has chosen Ādam and Nūḥ and the House of Ibrāhīm and the House of ‘Imrān over the worlds - Al-‘Imrān, 3:33). In the verse under study, Allah Ta'ālā has put the Muslim ummah in line with the chosen ones, the prophets and the angels, although the degrees of such choice vary. The choice of prophets and angels occupies a higher degree, while the choice of the Muslim ummah, one that is posterior.

Three kinds of the Muslim ummah

The sentence: 
فَجَنَّتَهُمْ طَالِمَمْ إِلَّا نَفْسِهِ وَمِنْهُمْ مَفْتَصَدُ وَمِنْهُمْ سَابِقُ بَلْخَرَابٍ (Then, some of
them are those who wrong their own selves, and some of them are mediocre, and some of them are those who outpace (others) in righteous deeds with Allah's permission - 35:32) is virtually an explanation of the first sentence of the verse. In other words, it means that 'there are three kinds of Our servants We have chosen and have made them inherit the Qur'an: (1) The unjust (2) The moderate (3) The excellent.

Imām Ibn Kathīr has explained these three kinds by saying: The one who wrong himself means a person who falls short in fulfilling some obligatory duties, and goes on to commit some of what is forbidden as well. And the one who follows the middle course is a person who fulfills all legally binding obligations and avoids everything forbidden, but on occasions, leaves out what has been recommended and falls into what is reprehensible. And excellent is the one who goes ahead of everyone in good deeds, fulfills all obligatory and recommended duties and avoids everything declared forbidden or considered reprehensible and goes on to leave what is allowed to him because of his devotion to acts of worship or because of some doubt in its lawfulness.

This is what Ibn Kathīr has said. Other commentators have reported many more sayings while explaining these three kinds. Tafsīr Rūḥ-ul-Maʻnī mentions forty-three sayings with reference to at-Tahrīr. But, on deliberation, the outcome of most is the same as stated with reference to Ibn Kathīr.

A doubt and its answer

The explanation given above proves that (those whom We chose) means the Muslim ummah that has three kinds and that its first kind - the unjust - is also included among the chosen servants of Allah. Taking this probability to be obviously remote, some people have said that this kind of people (who have wronged themselves) is excluded from the definition of: (We chose) and from the Muslim ummah. But, it already stands proved from many authentic ḥadīth that each one of these three kinds relate to Muslim ummah and are not excluded from the characteristic of: (We chose). In fact, this is the ultimate merit of the believing servants of the Muslim ummah that even those who are somewhat wanting in the matter of deeds are also sharers in this supreme distinction. At this place, Ibn Kathīr has put together all those Ḥadīth narrations, some of which are being cited below:
According to a narration of Sayyidnā Abū Sa`īd al-Khudrī, the Holy Prophet ﷺ said about these three kinds of: "الَّذِينَ اصْطَفَيْنَا" (those We chose): 'They rank alike and alike they are in Jannah, all of them.' The expression 'being in one rank' means that all of them will be forgiven and all of them will go to Jannah - not that there will be no variance among them in terms of their ranks.

Then, there is a Ḥadīth reported from Sayyidnā Abū-d- Darda’ which is supported by several chains of authorities. Ibn Kathīr has documented all of them. One of these has been reported by Ibn Jarir from Sayyidnā Abū Thabit who, when he went to the Masjid one of those days, found Sayyidnā Abū-d- Darda’ already sitting there. Sayyidnā Abū Thabit went close, sat down by his side and started making a prayer: "اللَّهُمَّ اعْفُ عَنِي وَأعْفَ عَنْهُمْ وَأَؤْمَنِي عَلَيْهِ وَبِيَّنِي جَلِيلًا صالِحًا" (O Allah, mollify the loneliness and anxiety of my heart, and have mercy on me in my state of homelessness, and make it easy on me by (sending) a good companion'). (At this point, it is worth recalling that the great emphasis was placed by the early forbears of Islam on the quest for a good companion. They took this need to be an important objective in life and considered it to be a cure of all anxieties, so much so that they would raise their hands of prayer before Allah and ask Him that they be blessed with one). When Sayyidnā Abū-d- Darda’ heard this prayer, he said, 'If you are honest in your prayer (for a companion), then, I am more fortunate than you (in the sense that Allah blessed me with a good companion like yourself, on the spot, without asking). Then, he said, 'I relate to you a Ḥadīth I have heard from the Holy Prophet ﷺ. But, since the time I heard it, I did not have the occasion to relate it before anyone. Here is the Ḥadīth: He mentioned this verse: "(Then We conveyed the Book as an heritage to those of Our slaves whom We chose - 32). Then, he said, 'As for those who race ahead of others in the matter of good deeds, out of the three kinds, they will go to Jannah without reckoning. And those who are in the middle will face an accounting that will be easy on them. And the unjust, the ones who fall short in deeds and are prone to slip into sins, will be overwhelmed with remorse at this juncture. After that, they too will be asked to enter Jannah and all their sorrows will stand removed from them.' It finds mention in the next verse: "وَقَالُوا اللَّهُمَّ احْمِدْ لِلَّذِينَ أَذْهَبَ عَنَا الْحَرَّمَ ("Praise be to Allah who has removed all sorrow from us. Surely our Lord
is Most-Forgiving, Very-Appreciative.

And at-Tabarānī reports from Sayyidnā ʿAbdullāh Ibn Masʿūd that the Holy Prophet ﷺ said, 'وَلَكُلُّهُمْ مِنْ هَذِهِ الْأَمْمَةِ' It means that each of the three kinds will be from this very Ummah of the Holy Prophet Muḥammad ﷺ.

Abū Dāwūd at-Ṭayalisi reports from ‘Uqbah Ibn Ṣahbān Hana’i that he asked the Tafsīr of this verse from Ummul-Mu’minin, Sayyidah ‘Ā’ishah رضي الله عنها. She said, "My son, all these three kinds are to go to Paradise. Out of these, those who were ahead of everyone in good deeds were people who passed away during the period of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. He himself testified that they are to go to Jannah. And those who took the middle course are people who followed the former as their role models to the extent that they joined up with them. As for those who have been unjust to themselves, they are people like me and you!"

Certainly great was the modesty of Sayyidah ‘Ā’ishah رضي الله عنها that she counted herself too as part of the third kind, that is, among those who are unjust to themselves - although, according to very clear statements in sound and authentic aḥādīth, she ranks high among the very first and foremost people (as-sabiqun al-awwalun) of early Islam.

And Ibn Jarīr has reported from Muḥammad Ibn-ul-Ḥanafiyyah رحمه الله تعالى who said, 'This ummah is a community of people blessed with the mercy of Allah so en masse that even the unjust one in it stands forgiven, and the one of the middle course is in Jannah and the one way ahead in good deeds enjoys high ranks with Allah.'

And Sayyidnā Muḥammad Ibn ‘Alī al-Baqir while explaining: طَالِمُ الْلَّيْنَىْ خَلَطَ عَمَلاً صَالِحاً وَأُمْلَى سَيِّئٌ (zālim linafsihi: who wrong himself), said: لْقُصْيَةً meaning: 'a person who mixes good and bad deeds.'

The great merit of the ‘Ulama’ of the Muslim ummah

In this verse, Allah Ta‘ālā has said that He has made a particular people to become inheritors of His Book, people who are chosen and honored ones from among His servants. Then, it is also obvious that ‘Ulama’ are the direct inheritors of the knowledge relating to the Book of Allah and the mission of prophets, as it has also been stated in the Ḥadīth: ‘Ulama’ inherit [the legacy of] prophets). In sum,
people who have been so blessed by Allah Ta'ālā that they engage in the pursuit of the fields of knowledge relating to the Qur'ān and Sunnah with unalloyed sincerity is, in itself, a sign of their being men of Allah worthy of the task. This is as it has been supported by a narration of Sayyidnā Tha'labah Ibn al-Hakam & that reports the Holy Prophet ﷺ to have said, 'Allah Ta'ālā will address the 'Ulama' of the Muslim community on the Day of Judgment and say, "I had placed My knowledge and wisdom in your chests, for I had intended to forgive you irrespective of the nature of your actual deeds." (From the earlier presentation, it is already established that a person who has no awe and fear of Allah is simply not counted as one of the 'Ulama'. Therefore, this address will be to people for whom the awe and fear of Allah has become their natural reflex. Hence, it would be virtually impossible for them to indulge in sins carelessly. Yes, on occasions, they too could slip or make a mistake under the dictates of human temperament. This very aspect was alluded to in the Ḥadīth mentioned above where it was said - no matter the nature of your deeds, forgiveness is destined for you).

All these narrations have been taken from Ibn Kathīr. The last Ḥadīth reported from Sayyidnā Tha'labah & has also been reported by at-Tabarani with all chains of authority cited by him being reliable. (Tafsīr Mażhari) And in Tafsīr Mażhari, the subject of the same Ḥadīth has been reported from Abū 'Umar San'ānī with reference to Ibn 'Asakir. Similarly, according to a narration of Sayyidnā Abū Mūsā al-Ash'ārī &, the Holy Prophet ﷺ said, 'On the Day of Resurrection (al-mahshar), Allah Ta'ālā will gather all His servants together. Then, He will assemble the 'Ulama' from among them at a prominent place and will say to them:

الْيِلَمْ أَمْ أَضْعَفْ عَلَمَيْنِ فِيَكُمْ إِلَيْكُمْ إِلَيْكُمْ لَمْ أَضْعَفْ عَلَمَيْنِ فِيَكُمْ أَغْيَرْتُ عَلَبْكُمْ

I had placed My 'ilm in you since I knew you (that you will fulfill the due rights of this 'ilm, the knowledge given to you) and I had not placed My 'ilm in you so that I punish you. Go, I have forgiven you - Mażhari.

Special Note
In this verse, mentioned first was the category of the unjust, then of those following the middle course, and finally, of those who are ahead in good deeds. The reason for this order may, perhaps, be that the number of
those unjust to them selves is larger, those following the middle course are less than them and those ahead in good deeds happen to be less than the later. Thus, those whose number was large were made to appear first.

A close look at the last sentence of verse 32 and the statement in verse 33: (That is the great bounty, gardens of eternity they enter. They will be ornamented with bracelets of gold and with pearls, and their dress therein will be (of) silk. - 35:32,33) shows that in the beginning of verse 32, Allah Ta’ālā has pointed out to three kinds of His chosen servants following which it was said: (That is, 'this counting of all these three among His chosen servants is the great bounty.' Next comes the statement relating to their recompense - that they will go to Jannah, that they will be given bracelets of gold and ornaments of pearls to wear and that their dress shall be of silk.

For men, in this mortal world, it is haram to wear ornaments of gold, and dresses made of silk too. To compensate, they will have these in Jannah. Let there be no doubt about it, something like: Ornaments are for women, not for men in whose case these do not suit. The reason is simple. Taking the conditions prevailing in the 'Akhirah (Hereafter) and Jannah (Paradise) on the analogy of conditions prevailing in the mortal world is unreasonable, even dumb.

According to a narration of Sayyidnā Abū Sa‘īd al-Khudrī, the Holy Prophet said, 'Crowns on the heads of the people of Jannah will be studded with pearls. Light emitted by the smallest of its pearls will fill the entire horizon from the East to the West.' (Reported by at-Tirmidhī and al-Hakim, who has authenticated it, and by al-Baihaqi - from Mazhari)

Imām al-Qurtubī said: Commentators explain that every inmate of Jannah will have bracelets to wear on their hands - of gold, silver, and pearls. About this celestial bracelet, a verse mentions 'of silver' (76:21) while others, 'of gold' (18:31; 22:23; 35:33; 43:53). The present explanation brings both verses in correspondence.

A person who will use utensils of gold and silver and dresses of silk will remain deprived of these in Jannah

Sayyidnā Hudhaifah says that he heard the Holy Prophet saying, 'Do not wear dresses of silk and do not drink water in utensils of
gold and silver, nor use plates made of these in eating food - because, these things are for disbelievers in this world and for you, in the Hereafter.' (al-Bukhari and Muslim)

And Sayyidnā ‘Umar reports that the Holy Prophet ﷺ said, 'Any male who wore a dress made of silk in this world will not wear it in the Hereafter' (al-Bukhari and Muslim). And a narration of Sayyidnā Abū Sa‘īd al-Khudrī ﷺ says, 'A male who wears a dress made of silk in this world will remain deprived of it in the Hereafter, even if he were to go to Jannah.' (Mażhari)

The next verse (34): (And they will say, "Praise be to Allah who has removed all sorrow from us.") tells us about what the people of Paradise will say when they enter Jannah. What does 'sorrow' mean at this place? Leading commentators have given various explanations about it. However, the truth of the matter is that all sorrows stand included therein. In this world, one may become a king or a prophet or a saint, yet no one can escape it:

In this world, no one is free of sorrow
And if one is, one is not a human being.

In this world of our experience, no one good or bad can get away from one or the other concern, anxiety or sorrow. Therefore, people of wisdom call this world a home of sorrows. The sorrow the removal of which this verse mentions includes all these mortal states of concern. The second concern is that of the Day of Judgment and Resurrection. The third concern is that of Reckoning of Deeds, and the fourth, that of the punishment of Jahannam. From the people of Jannah, Allah Ta‘ālā will remove all these concerns, anxieties and sorrows.

According to a narration of Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Umar ﷺ, the Holy Prophet ﷺ said, 'For the people who uphold the Kalāmah of ila il-lah (there is no God but Allah), there is no fear and loneliness at the time of death, nor in the grave, nor when they rise again on the Day of Resurrection - as if I am virtually seeing them rise from their respective graves saying: Ḥamdu lillāh (Praise be to Allah who has removed all sorrow from us.').' (Reported by at-Ṭabarānī, Mażhari)
At this point, let us refer back to the Ḥadīth of Sayyidnā Abū-D-Darda' that has appeared a little earlier. There it has been stated that it will be said by the unjust, those who have wronged their own selves. This is because they would initially face great anxiety on the plains of Resurrection but, finally, when they are asked to enter Paradise, it will stand removed. This statement does not contradict the Ḥadīth of Sayyidnā Ibn 'Umar appearing immediately above. Again, the reason is that the person who has wronged himself would have an additional sorrow on his hands, more serious than that of others, on the plains of the Resurrection as well - something that will stand removed at the time of one's entry into the Paradise. In short, this is a statement that will be made by all people of Jannah, no matter to which kind they belong, to the ones who have been ahead of all in good deeds, or to those who have followed the middle course, or to those who have been unjust to their own selves. But, the thought of everyone's roster of sorrows being separate from each other is not too far out.

Imām Abū Bakr al-Jašṣāṣ said: It is the typical state of a believer that he never remains free of concerns while in this world. The Holy Prophet has said that the world is a prison for the believer. This is the reason why it appears in the accounts of the lives of the Holy Prophet and his great Sahabah that these blessed souls used to look sad fairly often.

In verse 35: (who, out of His grace, has made us land at a home of eternal living where neither we are touched by weariness, nor are we touched by boredom.), some characteristics of Jannah have been described: (1) That it is an eternal home with no danger of any lapse of time, or expulsion from there at any time. (2) That no one will face any sorrow while there. (3) That no one there will experience the least fatigue or boredom, as it happens in the mortal world where one needs to sleep after work. Life in Jannah will be free from this too. This subject also finds mention in some narrations of Ḥadīth. (Māzhārī)

When the people in Jahannam will plead with their Lord that they be delivered from its punishment, so that they could do good deeds then, and not do the bad ones they did earlier, at that time they will be told: "Did We not give you an age in your life in which lesson could have been learnt by the one who wished to take
lesson - 37) Sayyidnā ‘Alī Ibn Ḥusain Zain ul-'Abidīn رحمه الله تعالى said, "It means the age of seventeen years." And Qatadah gave the age as eighteen years, meaning thereby the age of puberty. And the difference of seventeen and eighteen is possible in determining the age of puberty, as someone may reach puberty at the age of seventeen and someone else at, eighteen. In the Shari'ah, the age of puberty is the first line of demarcation after having crossed which a person is Divinely blessed with enough reason, so that one can understand what is good or bad in his or her case. Therefore, this address will be to disbelievers at large irrespective of their ages being long or short. However, the one who had a long lease of life, yet did not come to his senses, saw all sorts of physical proofs scattered around and heard the teachings of the prophets, still did not recognize the truth - so then, this one will be more blameworthy.

In short, the person who saw nothing beyond the age of puberty, he too was given enough power of discrimination by nature that he could have used to distinguish between the true and the false. When he failed to do that, he too is deserving of censure and punishment. But, the person who was given long years to live, the warning of Allah stood served against him in a more conclusive degree. Then, if he could still not shake off his disbelief and disobedience, he would be more deserving of punishment and blame.

Sayyidnā ‘Alī al-Murtada رحمه الله تعالى said, 'The age whereupon Allah Ta'ālā has asked His sinning servants to beware is that of sixty years.' Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās رحمه الله تعالى, according to one narration, has given it as forty years while, according to another narration, as sixty. He has said that this is the age when the argument and warrant of Allah stands served conclusively on an erring person who, then, is left with no room for making excuses. Ibn Kathīr has given preference to the second Ḥadīth of Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās رحمه الله تعالى.

From the presentation made above, it is clear that there is no contradiction in the narrations pointing out to the age of seventeen / eighteen and sixty. Though, someone at the age of seventeen/eighteen is able to distinguish between the true and the false. Therefore, one has been obligated with precepts of the Shari'ah from this benchmark this very age of puberty. But, the age of sixty is such a long period of time that, should one still fail to recognize the truth, there remains no room for
making any more excuses. Against such a person, the argument of Allah stands firmly established. Therefore, the aggregate ages of people in this blessed ummah are destined to be between sixty and seventy years - as said in Hadīth:

\[ \text{The ages of my ummah will be in between sixty and seventy and there will be few of those who will exceed that - reported by al-Tirmidhi and Ibn Majah, Ibn Kathīr.} \]

Towards the end of the verse (37), it was said: (And (furthermore) the warner had (also) come to you.). Given here is a hint that Allah Ta'ālā gives one from the age one attains puberty enough ability to rationalize and recognize at least his or her creator and master and then goes on to live a life the purpose of which is to seek His pleasure. To do only this much, human reason alone would have been sufficient. But, Allah Ta'ālā did not leave it simply at that. In fact, He sent His special people called: (nadhir) to help them reason it out. This word is usually translated as 'one who warns' or 'warner' in English (the later, though, not formally admissible in the language, but is still used in the absence of a suitable equivalent). In fact, a nadhir is a person who, by virtue of his mercy and compassion, asks his people to stay away from things that are likely to bring harm to them or cause their total ruination as a people and tries to instill the fear of such things in their hearts, lest it actually happens. In terms of its well-recognized meaning, it refers to the noble prophets and to the ‘Ulama’ who carry out their mission as their deputies. The outcome of the verse is: 'We gave them reason to recognize the true from the false. Along with it, We also sent Our prophets who would guide them on the path of truth and keep them safe from the false.'

And it has been reported from Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās, ‘Ikrimah and Imām Ja’far Bāqir that nadhir means the gray hair of the old age. When they flare up, they give a message to human beings: Here comes the time to go! This statement too is not contradictory to the first one for gray hair might as well serve as the standard bearers of warning along with Anbiya' and 'Ulama'.

And the truth of the matter is that all conditions faced by human
beings after their age of puberty and all minor and major changes that take place in their persons and in that they are surrounded with are, all of them, heralds of warning for human beings.

Verse 38 - 41

 Surely Allah is the Knower of the unseen in the heavens and the earth. Indeed He fully knows what lies in the hearts. [38]

He is the One who has made you successors (of the past generations) in the earth. So the one who becomes infidel, his infidelity will go against himself. And their infidelity adds nothing to the infidels but anger with their Lord, and their infidelity adds nothing to the infidels but loss. [39] Say, "Tell me about your (presumed) co-gods whom you invoke beside Allah. Show me that part of the earth that they have created, or do they have a share in the (creation) of the heavens? " Or have We given them a book so that they are upon a clear proof from it? No, but the wrongdoers promise one another nothing but delusion. [40] Undoubtedly, Allah holds back the heavens and the earth from leaving their existing state, and if they were to leave, there is none who can hold them back, except Him. Surely He is Forbearing, Most-Forgiving. [41]
Commentary

The word: \( (khalif) \) in verse 39: (He is the One who has made you successors (of the past generations) in the earth.) is the plural of: \( (khalifah) \) which means deputy or vice-regent. The general sense is that Allah Ta’alā has let human beings have lands and houses that keep passing on from one to the other. In this phenomena, there is a great lesson - turn to Allah. Then, the statement could also be taken to have been addressed to the ummah of the Holy Prophet saw saying, 'After past communities, We made you take their place with authority to make life better around you, so it is your duty that you learn your lesson from what happened to people earlier than you, and hence you, on your part, do not while away precious moments of your life in negligence.'

In the expression: \( (Undoubtedly, Allah holds back the heavens and the earth - 35:41) \), the 'holding' of the heavens or the skies does not mean that their movement was stopped. Instead, it means holding them from moving askance - as the word: \( (an tazula: from leaving their existing state,) \) bears it out. Therefore, in this verse, there exists no supporting evidence on either side as to the skies move or they are static.

Verses 42 - 45
And they had sworn forceful oaths that if a warner would come to them, they would be more receptive to guidance than any other community. But when a warner came to them, it added nothing to them but aversion, because of their showing arrogance in the land and plotting of evil. And the evil plot envelops none but its own people (who make it). So, they are looking for nothing but the (divine) practice with the earlier people. So you will never find in Allah's practice any change, and you will never find in Allah's practice any diversion. Did they not travel in the land and see how was the end of those before them? And they were stronger than these in power. And Allah is not such that something in the heavens or the earth can frustrate Him. Surely He is All-Knowing, All-Powerful. And if Allah were to take mankind to task for what they did, He would have not left a living creature on its back, but He delays them up to an appointed time. So when their time will come, then Allah is the One who will see His slaves.

Commentary

The word: (And the evil plot envelops none but its own people (who make it)) carries the sense of: (does not surround) or: (does not afflict). Thus, it comes to mean that the curse of making an evil plan falls on none but the one who makes it. In other words, a person who wishes evil for others, he himself falls a victim to it.

A doubt may arise at this point. It is commonly seen in this worldly life that someone with an evil plan gets away with it and the loss intended for anyone stands inflicted on him. The answer to this has been given by Maulana Ashraf Ali Thanavi by saying that the pain or loss inflicted on such a person was a loss limited to this mortal world, while the loss to be the fate of the maker of such evil plan in the Hereafter was not only heavier, but was more lasting too. So, if compared, his worldly loss amounts to nothing.

There is another answer given by some elders who say that there are
occasions when the curse of contriving against someone innocent or inflicting injustice on him, more than often, falls on the person causing it, right here in this world as well. Muḥammad Ibn Ka'b al-Qurazi said: There are three things the doer of which does not remain safe against its curse and punishment even in this world. These are: (1) Causing harm or pain to some innocent person by engineering evil against him. (2) Inflicting any injustice. (3) Breaking of pledge. (Ibn Kathīr) Particularly so, when things like that are done against a person who is helpless or does not have the power to avenge or elects to endure despite having that power. Experience bears out that no one who does things like that has ever remained unaffected by the curse of injustice thus inflicted even in this world. Hence, the outcome will be that the element of restriction (Ḥasr) visible here appears in terms of a majority rule and not in any absolute sense. Allah knows best.

Alhamdulillah
The Commentary on
Sūrah Faṭir
Ends here
Surah Ya Sin

Surah Ya Sin was revealed at Makkah and it has 83 verses and 5 sections

بِعَمِّ الْإِلَٰهِ الرَّحْمَٰنِ الرَّحِيمِ

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

Verses 1 - 12

1. Today, when I am beginning the Tafsir of Surah Ya Sin, this is the ninth day of the month of Safar. On the same day in the Hijrah year 1355, my respected father, Maulana Muhammed Yasin, may Allah have mercy on him, had died. His association with the name of this Surah and the date of his death revived fond memories of him. Generous readers are requested to pray for the forgiveness of this humble writer and his parents, and should someone have the heart to recite Surah Ya Sin and pray for the transmittal of its thawab to them, then, Subhanallah, it will be so nice of them. - the author.

Ya Sin [1] By the Qur'an, that is full of wisdom, [2] You are truly one of the messengers, [3] on a straight path
(this Qur'an being) a revelation from the All-Mighty, the Very-Merciful, so that you may warn a people whose fathers were not warned, and hence, they are unaware. The word has indeed come true about most of them, so they will not believe. Surely We have placed iron collars on their necks, so they are reaching up to their chins, and their heads are forced to remain upraised. And We have placed a barrier in front of them and a barrier behind them, and thereby they are encircled by Us; so they do not see. And it is all equal for them whether you warn them or do not warn them, they will not believe. You can (usefully) warn only the one who follows the advice and fears the Rāhmān (the All-Merciful) unseen. So give him the good news of forgiveness and of a noble reward. Surely We will give new life to the dead, and We are recording whatever (deeds) they send ahead and whatever effects they leave behind. And every thing is fully computed by Us in a manifest source-book.

Commentary

The Merits of Sūrah Yā Sīn

Sayyidnā Ma'qil Ibn Yāsār narrates that the Holy Prophet said: (Sūrah Yā Sīn is the heart of the Qur'an) and some words of this Ḥadīth tell us that a person who recites Sūrah Yā Sīn exclusively for the sake of Allah and the 'Akhirah is forgiven, and that it should be recited over the dead among us (reported by Aḥmad and Abū Dāwūd and an-Nasa'ī and Ibn Ḥibbān and al-Ḥakim and others - as in Rūḥ-ul- Ma'ānī and al-Maẓhari).

Imām al-Ghazzālī said that one reason for calling Sūrah Yā Sīn the heart of the Qur'an could be that, in this Sūrah, themes relating to the Day of Judgment and the Resurrection have appeared with particular details and eloquent presentation. Then, out of the principles of faith, there is the belief in the Hereafter, something on which depends the soundness of human deeds. The fear of the Hereafter makes one ready for good deeds and this is what stops one from indulging in desires that are impermissible and things that are unlawful. So, the way soundness of the body depends on the soundness of the heart, similarly the soundness of the faith (Imān) depends on the concern for the Hereafter (Rūḥ). And the way Yā Sīn is a well recognized name of this Sūrah, it is named in a Ḥadīth also as 'Aẓīmah (reported by Abū Naṣr as-Sajāzī from Sayyidah 'A'īshah.
And according to another Ḥadīth the name of this Sūrah has appeared in Torah as مَعْمَةٍ (Mu‘immah), that is, a Sūrah that universalizes its blessings in worldly life and in the Hereafter for its readers, and the name of its reader has been given as Ash-Sharīf, and it was said that his intercession on the Day of Judgment will be accepted for a number of people that would exceed the number of people in the tribe of Rabi‘ah (reported by Sa‘īd Ibn Maṣūr and al-Baihaqī from Ḥassan Ibn ‘Atiyyah) and in some narrations, its name has also been cited as: مَدَافِعَةٌ (mudāfi‘ah) that is, it removes misfortunes from its readers, while some others mention it by the name قَادِيَةٌ (Qādiyah) that is, the caretaker of needs (Rūḥ-ul- Ma‘ānī).

And narration of Sayyidnā Abū Dharr al-Ghifārī & says: The reciting of Sūrah Yā Sīn near a dying person makes the ordeal of death easy on him (reported by ad-Dailami and Ibn Hibbān - Maẓhari).

And Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Zubayr & said: Whoever puts Sūrah Yā Sīn ahead of his need, his need is fulfilled (reported by al-Mahāmili in his ‘Amali - Maẓhari).

And Yaḥyā Ibn Kathīr said: Whoever recites Sūrah Yā Sīn in the morning will remain happy until evening and whoever recites it in the evening will be happy until morning and he said that this thing was confided to him by a person who had experienced it (reported by Ibn al-Faris - Maẓhari).

Yā Sīn (يَس): According to the well-known position concerning this word, it is one of the 'isolated letters' (al-ḥurūf-ul-muqattātāt) the knowledge of which rests with Allah alone. Howver, Ibn-ul- ‘Arabi has reported that Imaṃ Malīk has said that it is one of the names of Allah. And a narration from Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās & also says that it is one of the Divine Names. And according to another narration, this is a word from the Ethiopian language that means: 'O human person' and denotes the person of the noble Prophet ﷺ. And, it is gathered from a saying of Sayyidnā Ibn Jubayr & that the word: Yā Sīn is the name of the noble Prophet ﷺ. It appears in Rūḥ-ul-Ma‘ānī that giving the Holy Prophet ﷺ a name composed of these two elegant letters - Yā and Sīn - has great secrets behind it.
About Giving someone the name: يس (Yā Sin: written as Yāsīn):

Imām Mālik does not like to name a person as Yāsin for the reason that, according to him, it is one of the Divine Names and its exact meaning remains unknown. Therefore, it is possible that it may have some meaning that is exclusive to Allah Ta'ālā, and nobody is allowed to have that name, for example: المخالق (al-khāliq: The Creator), الرزيق (ar-raziq: The Provider-Sustainer) and other names of this nature. Still, if this word is written with a script that reads: يس (Yasin), it is permissible to give that name to a human being, because the Qur'ān says: سلام َعلى َأَلي َيَسِين (Peace on Ilyāsin or Āl Yāsin) (Ibn al-'Arabi). The well recognized rendering (qira'ah) of this verse is: أَلي َيَسِين (ilyasin) but, in some renderings, it also appears as: أَلي َيَسِين (al-yāsin).

The word: آباء (fathers) in verse 6: لَيَنْبِدُونَ قَوْمَهُمْ َمَا َذَٰلِكَ َبَالْوَٰمِّمِ (so that you may warn a people whose fathers were not warned) means the Arabs. The sense is that no warner, that is, a prophet, has come to their ancestors since a long time, the reference being to the ones nearer among them. Since the coming of their patriarch, Sayyidnā Ibrahim the ḥālid and with him, Sayyidnā Ismā'īl the ḥālid, no prophet had appeared among the Arabs for several centuries, even though, the work of calling people to the true faith with warnings and glad tidings kept going on as mentioned in the verse of the Qur'ān: ْوَأَنَّ ْمِنْ َأَمْوَةَ َالْخَلْقِ َفِيهِ َلَدَيْهِ ْنَذِيرٌ (and there was no community without a warner having passed among them - 35:24) also confirms the same truth - that Divine mercy has never kept any nation or community deprived of the essential call and warning at any time and in any region. But, it is obvious that teachings of prophets when communicated by their deputies do not bring about the same effect as it is witnessed when the prophets do it in person. Therefore, in the present verse, it was said about the Arabs that no warner came to them. As a fall out of this situation, there was no regular system of education in Arabia where people could learn and teach which was why they came to be called: ُومَمَيْيْيْهِنَّ (ummiyyun: the unlettered ones).

Verses 7 and 8: لَقَدْ ْحَلَّ َالْقُوْلُ عَلَى َأَكْثَرِهِمْ فَفِهِمْ لَا يَوْمُونَ ْإِنَّا َجَعَلْنَا فِي ْأَعْقَابِهِمْ أَعْفَالَا (The word has indeed come true about most of them, so they will not believe. Surely We have placed iron collars on their necks, so they are reaching up to their chins, and their heads are forced to remain upraised.) mean that Allah Ta'ālā has already placed before human beings two alternate ways
of life - the way of kufr (disbelief) and 'Imān (faith) and the way of Jannah (Paradise) and Jahannam (the Hell) - and to give direction and substance to this call of faith, He also sent prophets and Books. In fact, He went further ahead by giving human beings the choice to first identify what is good or bad for one and then take to either of the two ways. Now if there is that unfortunate person who does neither think, nor ponders over proofs spread throughout nature, nor listens to the call of the prophets, nor deliberates in the Book of Allah, then, once this person has made a choice and has taken to a way thus chosen, Allah Ta‘ālā assembles for him everything he needs to achieve that end. One who embraces the wont of disbelief, for him the supply of things and circumstances that would increase his disbelief never run short. This is what has been expressed as: لَنَفْدِ حَقَّ الْقُوَّةِ عَلَى أَكْفَرِهِمْ فَهُمْ لَا يُسْمَعُونَ (7) which means, that against most of these people, because of their choice of the evil, the decisive verdict of Allah - that they are not going to believe - already stands pronounced.

Given next is a similitude of their condition by saying that they look like people whose necks have been shackled in a manner that causes their faces and eyes stay upraised rendering them totally unable to see their way on the ground. If so, it is obvious that one cannot remain safe against the likelihood of falling down into some ditch or abyss.

Then comes another similitude. It was said that it is like a wall having been placed as a barrier all around someone. Thus surrounded, this person becomes unaware of what is going on outside. Similarly, these infidels are surrounded by their ignorance and, on top of it, by their hostility and doggedness. Under these conditions, it is as if the truth present elsewhere simply does not reach them.

Imām Rāzī has said that there are two kinds of barriers against perception. One barrier is of the kind that prevents one from seeing even himself. The second barrier is the inability to see one's surrounding. For the disbelievers, both kinds of barriers against seeing the truth were present. Therefore, the first example is that of the first barrier, that is, one who cannot bend his neck to lower his eyes cannot see even his own self or the state in which he exists. Then the second example is that of the second barrier that stops one from seeing his surrounding. (Rūḥ-ul- Madāni)
The majority of commentators have declared the present verse to be a similitude of their disbelief and hostility only. And some commentators, on the basis of some narrations, have taken it to be the description of an event, that is, Abū Jahl and some others, bent on killing or hurting the Holy Prophet ﷺ, lunged towards him but Allah Ta‘ālā cast curtain over their eyes. Thus, rendered helpless, they went back. Many similar events have been reported in books of Tafsir, such as, Ibn Kathīr, Rūḥ-ul-Ma‘ānī, al-Qurtubi, Mazhari and others. But, most of these are weak narrations. The Tafsir of the verse cannot be based on such sources.

In verse 12, by saying: 

وَنَكُبْ مَا قَدْ مَوَأَوَانَا رُضُومُ (and We are recording whatever (deeds) they send ahead and whatever effects they leave behind.), the doing of deeds has been equated with 'sending ahead' to point out that good or bad deeds done in the mortal world have not gone the way of all flesh right here. Instead of that, these were their wherewithal, their baggage that has gone ahead of them to their destination in the next world that they have to confront. Now, if these deeds were good, they will make them look handsome in Paradise, and if they were bad, the embers of Hell will be their fate. The real purpose of 'recording' these deeds is to keep them preserved. Writing too is a means of doing that, so that there remain no probability of error, forgetfulness, increase or decrease.

**The effects of deeds are also recorded like the deeds themselves**

The terse statement: 

وَأَثَارَهُم (wa 'atharuhum: and their effects) in Verse 12 means that the way deeds done by them are written, so are their effects too. The word: 

أَثَرُ (qthār: traces, or effects) denotes fruits, outcomes and consequences that show up later and keep surviving. For example, someone helped people learn their religion, told them about its injunctions or wrote a book for to enable them to get the best out of their faith, or instituted some sort of endowment that turned out to be beneficial for people after him and, for that matter, did something that brought benefit to common Muslims, then, as far as the effects of this good deed remain, and as long as they bring fruits, they all will continue to be written in his Book of Deeds. Similar is the case of bad deeds, the evil fruits and effects of which continue to remain in the world. For example, someone instituted oppressive laws, or institutions that tend to corrupt the human deeds and morals, or made people follow the way of
error and evil, then, as far as and as long as the evil outcomes of his deed keep taking shape, these will continue to be recorded in his Book of Deeds - as it has been said by the Holy Prophet ﷺ himself while explaining this verse. Narrates Sayyidnā Jarir Ibn `Abdullāh al-Bajali ﷺ that the Holy Prophet ﷺ said:

من سنّة حسنة فله أجرها وأجرو من عمل بها من يعيد من غير أن ينقص من أجروهم شيئاً ومن سنّة سيئة كان عليه وزرها و وزرّ من عمل بها من يعيد لا ينقص من أورارهم شيئاً، ثمّ لا و كذلك ما قدّموا وأثارهم; (ابن كثير عن ابن أبي حاتم)

"Whoever started a good practice, he will have its reward, and the reward of whoever acts in accordance with it after him, without the least decrease in the reward of others acting upon it. And whoever started a bad practice, on him shall be its sin along with the sin of whoever acts in accordance with it after him, without the least decrease in the sins of others acting upon it" - Ibn Kathîr from Ibn Abī Ḥatim.

The word: أثار (اتثار: traces or effects) is also used in the sense of footprints. As in Ḥadîth, when one walks to the Masjid, one good deed is recorded at every step he takes. Some Ḥadîth narrations seem to indicate that the word: أثار (اتثار: traces) appearing in this verse refers to these very footprints. The way the reward of Ṣalāh is written down, similarly, on every step taken while going for Ṣalāh, one good deed is recorded. At this stage in his Tafsîr, Ibn Kathîr has put together all narrations that mention that there were many people in Madînah whose homes were at some distance from the Prophet's Masjid. They thought of setting up their homes closer to the Masjid. The Holy Prophet ﷺ told them not to do that. He advised them: Live where you do. When you walk in from afar, do not take this time to have been wasted. The more your steps, the more shall be your reward.

There could be a possible doubt here in that the present Sūrah is Makkî, while the event mentioned in these Ḥadîth belongs to Madînah. This could be answered by saying that the verse might as well be in its general sense - that is, the traces of deeds are also written - and that this verse may have been revealed in Makkah. But thereafter, when this event came to pass in Madînah, he mentioned this verse in support. Then he counted footprints too within the effects and traces the writing of which has been mentioned in this verse of the Qur'ān. This way the
apparent contradiction between these two explanations also stands removed (as explicated and preferred by Ibn Kathîr).

Verses 13-32

وأَضِرِبْ لَهُمْ مَثَّلاً أَصْحَبَ الْقَرْيَةَ إِذْ جَاءَهَا الْمُرْسَلُونَ (۱۲) إِذْ أَرْسَلْنَا إِلَيْهِمْ أَيْنَّا فَكَذَّبُوهُمْ فَعَرَزَنَا بِثَالَثٍ فَقَالُوا إِنَا إِلَيْكُمْ مُرْسَلُونَ (۳۱۵) قَالُوا مَا آتِمُنَّا إِلّا بِشَرٍّ وَمَا أَنْزَلَ الرَّحْمَٰنُ مِنْ شَيْءٍ إِنَّ آتِمُنَّا إِلّا تَكُونُونَ (۱۵) قَالُوا رَبُّنَا يَعْلَمُ إِنَا إِلَيْكُمْ نَمُرْسَلُونَ (۱۷) وَمَا عَلَّمُنَا إِلّا الْبَلَغُ الْمُبِينُ (۱۷) قَالُوا إِنَا نَطِيَّنَا بِكُمْ أَيُّهُمْ لَمْ نَتَنْهَوْا لَنْجُنُّكُمْ وَلَمْ نَمُسْكُنَّكُمْ مِنْ عِدَّادٍ (۱۸) قَالُوا طَائِرُكُمْ مَعَكُمْ أَيُّهُمْ ذَكَرُتُمْ بِلَّآ أَتَيْوَا الْمُرْسَلُونَ (۱۹) وَجَاهِدُوْنَ فِي أَقْصَأِ الْمُدَّةِ رَجُلٌ يُسِعُي قَالَ يَقُومُ أَتَيْوَا الْمُرْسَلُونَ (۲۰) فَاتَّبَعُوا مِنْ لَا يُسِلْكُنَّ أَجْرًا وَهُمْ مُهْتَدُونَ (۲۱) وَمَا لَهُمْ إِلَّا أَعْبُدُ الْمَلِيْكِ الْعَظِيمِ وَإِلَيْهِ تَرْجَعُونَ (۲۲) إِنَّهُمْ أُتِجَّنُ فِي دُوَّارِ الْيَوْمِ الْأَخِيرِ إِنَّ الْرَّحْمَٰنَ بَصَرَّ لَنْعَنُ عَيْنَيْ شَفَاعَتِهِمْ شَيْئًا وَلَا يِنْظُرُونَ (۲۳) إِنِّي إِذَا لَفَّي ضَلَالُ مُبِينٍ (۲۴) إِنْيَنِي آمَنتْ بِرَبِّي ذَٰلِكَ فَاسْمَعْنَاهُ (۲۵) فَيَبِلَّ أَذْهَلَ الْجَنَّةُ فَقَالَ يَلِتُ قُوَّمِيِّ يَعْلَمُونَ (۲۶) يَعْظُرُونَ رَبِّي وَجَعَلْنِي مِنَ الْمُكَرَّمِينَ (۲۷) وَمَا أَنْزَلْنَا عَلَيْهِ مِنْ بَعْدِهِمْ مِنْ جَنْدِ مِنَ السَّمَاوَاتِ وَمَا كَنَّا مُنِيرِينَ (۲۸) إِنْ كَانَتْ إِلَّا صَبِيحَةٌ وَاحِدَةٌ فَنَأَذِهِمْ خَيْبَةً (۲۹) يَحْسُرُهُمْ عَلَى الْعِبَادَةِ مَا بَلَغَهُمْ مِنْ رَسُولٍ إِلَّا كَانَوْا بِيْسَمِهِ لَمْ يَأْتِهِمْ أَلَّا يَبْعَثَنَاهُمْ مِنْ الْقُوَّرَونَ إِنَّهُمْ إِلَيْهِمْ لَا يُرْجِعُونَ (۳۰) فَإِنَّ كُلُّ لَهُ مَجْمَعٌ لِدَلِّيْنَا مُحَضَّرُونَ (۳۱)
And cite to them the example of the People of the Town, when the messengers came to it, [13] when We sent to them two (apostles), and they rejected them both, so We supported them with a third one. So they said, "We are sent to you." [14] They (The people of the Town) said, "You are no more than human beings like us, and the Raḥmān has not sent down any thing. You are but telling a lie." [15] They (the messengers) said, "Our Lord knows that we are undoubtedly sent to you. [16] And our obligation is no more than to convey the message clearly." [17] They (the People of the Town) said, "We take you as a bad omen for us. If you do not desist, we will certainly stone you, and you will be subjected to a painful punishment from us. [18] They said, "Your bad omen is with yourselves. (Do you take it as bad omen) if you are given a good counsel? Rather, you are a people who cross all limits." [19] And there came a man rushing from the farthest part of the city. He said, "O my people, follow the messengers. [20] Follow those who do not claim any reward from you, and they are on the right path. [21] And what excuse do I have if I do not worship the One who has created me and to whom you will be returned? [22] Shall I adopt those gods besides Him that if the Raḥmān intends to do harm to me, their intercession cannot help me in the least, nor can they come to my rescue? [23] In that case, I will be in open error indeed. [24] Undoubtedly I have believed in your Lord; so listen to me." [25] (Thereafter when his people killed him,) it was said to him, "Enter the Paradise". He said, "Would that my people knew [26] how my Lord has forgiven me and placed me among the honored ones!" [27] And We did not send down to his people any army from the heavens after him, nor were We (in need) to send down. [28] It was no more than a single Cry, and in no time they were extinguished. [29]

Alas for the slaves (of Allah)! No messenger came to them, but they have been mocking at him. [30] Did they not see how many generations We have destroyed before them who will not come back to them? [31] And all of them are but to be assembled together (and) to be arraigned before Us. [32]

Commentary

The expression: وَأَضْرَبْنَ أَرَاحِيْنَ مِثْلًا أَصْحَبْ (And cite an example) in verse 13: (And cite to them the example of the People of the Town) is generally
used to prove something by giving the example of a similar thing. The following event has been narrated by the Holy Qur'ān to alert people against disbelievers who rejected the very notion of there being a prophet or messenger.

**The town in which this event took place**

The Qur'ān does not tell us the name of this town. In historical narrations, Muḥammad Ibn Iṣḥāq has reported from Sayyidnā Ibn ʿAbdās, Kaʿb Aḥbār and Wahb Ibn Munabbih that it was the town of Anṭākiyah (Antioch) and majority of commentators have opted for it. Abū Ḥayyān and Ibn Kathīr have said that no statement counter to it has been reported from any of the commentators. According to details given in Muʿjim-ul-Buldān, Anṭākiyah is a well-known town of Syria, famous for its verdant growth and stability. Its fort and its protective wall around the town are considered ideal. The town has many churches with inlay work in gold and silver. This is a coastal town. During the Islamic period, it was conquered by the famous Ṣaḥābi Sayyidnā Abū ʿUbaydah Ibn ʿJarraḥ. Yaqūt al-Ḥamawī, the author of Muʿjim-ul-Buldān has also written that the grave of Ḥābīb Najjār (whose story appears a little later in this verse) is a known site in Anṭākiyah. People from far and near come to visit it. From this clear statement from him also, it seems likely that the town mentioned in this verse is this very town of Anṭākiyah.

Ibn Kathīr has written that Anṭākiyah is one of the four major towns which have been deemed to be the centers of the Christian faith, that is, al-Quds, (Jerusalem), Rumiyyah (Rome), Iskandariyyah (Alexandria) and Anṭākiyah (Antioch). And he also said that Anṭākiyah is the first city that embraced the faith brought by Sayyidnā ʿĪsā al-Masīḥ. It is on this very ground that Ibn Kathīr is reluctant in accepting that the town mentioned in this verse could be the famous town of Anṭākiyah - because, according to the explicit statement of the Qur'ān, this was a town of disbelievers who refused to accept any prophet or messenger. And according to historical accounts, they were idolaters and polytheists. If so, how can Anṭākiyah, that was foremost in welcoming and embracing the faith of Sayyidnā ʿĪsā al-Masīḥ, be the town referred to here?

In addition to that, it is also proved from the cited verses of the Qur'ān that this whole town was hit by a punishment that left no one alive. No such event about the town of Anṭākiyah - that all its inhabitants had
simultaneously died at some time - has been reported in history. Therefore, according to Ibn Kathîr, either the town mentioned in this verse is some town other than Anţâkiyah, or that it is some other town bearing the same name of Anţâkiyah which is not the famous town of Anţâkiyah.

Though, the author of Fath-ul-Mannan has also given answers to the doubts expressed by Ibn Kathîr, however, the easiest way out has been offered by Maulâna Ashraf ‘Ali Thânavî in Tafsîr Bayân-ul-Qur‘ân. To understand the subject of these verses of the Qur‘ân, he says, it is not necessary to determine the location of this town, and since the noble Qur‘ân has kept it ambiguous, there is just no need to exert so much effort to determine it. The famous saying of the early forbears of Islam that: ‘Leave ambiguous that which Allah has left ambiguous’ also requires nothing but this.

In the next sentence of verse 13: إِذَا جَاءَهُمُ الرُّسُلُونَ أَذَّنُوكُمْ إِلَيْهِمْ فَكُلُّكُمْ مُرْسَلُونَ (when the messengers came to it... - 13). The text has briefly mentioned the coming of messengers to the town. The number of the messengers sent has been identified in verse 14: إِذَا جَاءَ هُمَا أَيُّهَا الْإِنْسَانُ إِلَيْكُمْ مُرْسَلُونَ (when We sent to them two (apostles), and they rejected them both, so We supported them with a third one. So they said, "We are sent to you"). This shows that three messengers were sent to the said town. First came two, the people of the town rejected them and refused to listen to them. Then Allah Ta‘âlî strengthened them by sending the third messenger. After that, all three addressed the people of the town, telling them that they had been sent to guide them to the straight path.

**What does 'messenger' mean? Who were these people?**

In the Qur‘ân, the word: رسول (rasul: messenger) and: مُرْسَلٌ (mursal: sent) is generally used for a prophet or apostle of Allah. In this verse, Allah Ta‘âlî has attributed their sending to Himself. This too indicates that they are prophets who have been sent to accomplish some mission. This is what Ibn Ishâq reports from Sayyidnâ Ibn ‘Abbâs ﷺ, Ka‘b Aḥbâr ﷺ and Wahb Ibn Munabbih. According to the reports, these three elders mentioned as the ones sent to this town were the prophets of Allah. Their names as given in this narration are Şâdiq, Şadûq and Shalûm, while in another narration, the name of the third appears as Sham‘ûn. (Ibn Kathîr)
And it has been reported from Sayyidnā Qatādah that the word: مُرسَلُونَ (mursalūn: sent ones) has not been used here in its technical sense, instead, it appears in the sense of a bearer of message, and the three elders who were sent to this town were no prophets themselves, rather, were from among the disciples of Sayyidnā ‘Īsā and were sent for the guidance of this town under his order (Ibn Kathīr). And since their sender, Sayyidnā ‘Īsā was a messenger of Allah, therefore, in a way, his sending was indirectly the sending of Allah Ta’ālā. Hence, his sending has been attributed to Allah Ta’ālā. Out of the commentators, Ibn Kathīr has opted for the first saying while al-Qurtubī and others have gone by the second. From the apparent sense of the text of the Qurān too, it is generally gathered that these blessed souls were prophets of Allah. Allah knows best.

The word: تَتَأَمَّرُ (taṭayyur) in verse 18: قَالُوا إِنَّا تَتَأَمَّرْنَا بِكُمْ (We take you as a bad omen for us.) means the seeing of an evil omen in someone or taking someone to be wretched. It is being said here that the people of this town did not listen to these blessed souls sent to them and chided them as being wretched or carriers of misfortune. It appears in some narrations that a famine had overtaken this town, because the people of the town had curtly turned down the good counsel of the messengers. That is why the people of the town called them wretched, or may be they were hurt in some other way. So, as is the common habit of disbelievers, they would hasten to attribute any distress that afflicts them to prophets and the righteous who are nothing but their guides and benefactors. Hence, in this case too, they lost no time and attributed their own wretchedness to these blessed elders. This happens to be similar to what has been said in the Qurān about the people of Sayyidnā Mūsā فَإِذَا جَاءَتْ نَاهِيَةَ الْحَسَنَةِ قَاوُلُوا لَنَا تَعِزُّيْنَاهَا (So when something good come to them they said, "This is our right". And if they suffered from something evil, they ascribed it as an ill omen to Mūsā and those with him - 7:131).

Similarly, the people of Sayyidnā Sāliḥ said to him: تَعِزُّيْنَاهَا بِكَ وَبِسَنِ مَعَكَ (They said, "we regard you and those with you as a sign of bad omen". - 27:47).

The sense of the statement: قَالُوا طَلَّكُمْ مَعَكَ (They said, "Your bad omen is with yourselves - 19) is that misfortune is an outcome of your own
The word: طَأْرُ (ta’ir) essentially denotes bad omen or misfortune and, on occasions, it is also used to refer to the effects of misfortune, that is, wretchedness. Here, this is what it means. (Ibn Kathîr, Qurṭûbî)

In verse 20, it was said: وَجَاءَ مِنْ أَفْقَصِى الْمَدِينَةِ رَجُلٌ يُبْسَغُ (And there came a man rushing from the farthest part of the city.) In the first verse (13), the place where this incident transpired was expressed as: الْقَرْنُ (al-qaryah: town) which, according to the Arabic lexical usage, does not signify a small village, instead, it means a habitation in the absolute sense. It may be a small habitation or a big city. Now, in this verse, this place has been identified as: الْمَدِينَةِ (al-madinah), a name used only for a big city. From here, we learn that the habitation where this event took place was some big city. Hence, this too supports the saying where it has been identified as Anţâkiyah. The expression: أَقْصَى الْمَدِينَةِ (aqṣal-madinah: farthest part of the city) means outskirts of the city. The word: يُبْسَغُ (yas‘r: rushing) in the phrase: يُبْسَغُ رَجُلٌ has been derived from: يُسَغَّرْ (run) which means to walk in a running gait. Therefore, the expression would mean that a man came running from the farthest part of the city. Then, there are occasions when this word is also used in the sense of walking with concern, poise and sense of purpose to be accomplished - which may not include running - as in Sûrah Al-Jumu‘ah: فَأَسْأَعُوا إِلَى ذَكْرِ اللَّهِ (fas ‘aw ila dhikrî-lâh: hasten for the remembrance of Allah (Khutbâh and Šalâh of Jumu‘ah) - 62:9). Here, this very sense is intended.

The event relating to the person coming from the farthest part of the city

The noble Qur‘ân has left this too as ambiguous. It does not mention his name, nor does it say who he was. As part of historical narrations, Ibn Ishaq has reported from Sayyidnâ Ibn ‘Abbâs, Ka‘b al-Ahbâr And Wahb Ibn Munabbih that the name of this person was Ḥâbîb. There are different sayings about his profession. The most famous is the one that says that he was a carpenter. (Ibn Kathîr).

Other historical narrations reported by commentators at this stage tell us that this person too was initially an idolater. He happened to meet the two messengers who came to this town the first time. It was either as a result of their teachings or, as it appears in some narrations, by seeing extraordinary working of wonders at their hands, his heart was lit with faith. He repented from past idolatry, embraced Islam and retired to a
cave devoting to worship. When he got the news that the people of the
city have rejected the teachings of these messengers, have become hostile
to them and were threatening to kill them, he came to his people
prompted by the mixed objectives of his concern for their good as well as
the safety of the messengers. He advised them to follow these messengers
and declared that he himself had become a believer: (I have believed in your Lord; so listen to me.- 25). The addressee here could
be his own people where calling Allah Ta'ālā their Lord was to express a
reality - though, they did not accept it. Then, it could also be that this
address is to the messengers and the purpose of saying: (listen to me) may be that they should hear what he was saying and bear witness
before Allah that he was a believer.

Verse 26 states: (it was said to him, " Enter the Paradise". He said,"Would that my people knew how my Lord has forgiven me and placed me among the honored ones!" - 26, 27), that is, it was said to the person who had come from the
farthest part of the city to prompt people to believe in the messengers,
"Enter Paradise."

It is obvious that this address was communicated through some angel
who told him to go into the Paradise. In fact, the essential sense of asking
him to enter Paradise is to give him the good news that his place in
Paradise is a settled matter which would translate into reality at its
appointed time after going through the process of Resurrection. (Qurţubi)

And the possibility that he was shown his place in Paradise at that
very point of time is not so remote. In addition to that, there is the
post-death and pre-resurrection state known as barzakh. In this state of
Barzakh too, people bound to go to Paradise are treated well with
provision of comfort from Paradise. Therefore, the arrival of such people
in the state of Barzakh is, in a way, virtual entry into Paradise.

By the words, "Enter Paradise" a hint is released to suggest that this
person was martyred - because, entering Paradise or being enabled to
perceive the traces of Paradise can come about only after death.

In historical narratives, it has been reported from Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās and early Tafsīr authorities, Muqātil and Mujāhid that this
person was Ḥabīb Ibn Ismā'īl an-Najjār and he is among people who had
believed in our noble Prophet ﷺ six hundred years before he actually appeared - as it has been reported about the great tubba’ (line of kings in Yemen) that he had come to believe in him much before he was born by reading the prophesies of his coming given in past scriptures. The third respected elder who believed in him before he was ordained and gave his call as prophet is Waraqah Ibn Nawfal who has been mentioned in the Ḥadīth of the Ṣaḥīḥ al-Bukhārī as part of the events that relate to the initial descent of Wahy (revelation). This too is a singularity of the Holy Prophet ﷺ that these three persons had believed in him before his birth and ordainment. This did not come to pass in the case of any other messenger or prophet.

According to the report of Wahb Ibn Munabbih, this person was a leper. He lived in a house at the farthest gate of the city. For seventy years, he kept praying to his assumed gods that he be delivered from his ailment. By chance, these messengers entered the city of Anti̇ki̇yah from that very gate. When he met them the first time, they advised him to shun idolatry and invited him to turn to the worship of Allah Ta’ālā for all his needs. He asked them if they had any proof for the correctness of their assertion. When they answered in affirmative, he told them about the disease of leprosy he suffered from and asked them if they could remove it from him. They said, 'We shall pray to our Lord. He will make you healthy.' He said, 'How strange of you to say that. Here I am, praying to my gods for the past seventy years, yet nothing has happened. How can your Lord change my condition in a single day?' They said, 'Our Lord is powerful over everything, while those you have taken as gods have no reality. They can neither bring benefit to anyone nor can they cause loss.' After hearing what they said, this person believed and those blessed souls prayed for him. Allah Ta’ālā blessed him with perfect health, leaving no traces of the disease he suffered from. Now, his faith became firm, and he promised to himself that he would spend the half of what he will earn in a day in the way of Allah. When he heard that people of the city were mobbing the messengers, he came running, tried to explain that the messengers were true, and that he himself was a believer. The result was that his people charged at them in fury. It appears in the narration of Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas’ūd ﷺ that with their kicks and blows they martyred them. According to some other narrations, they threw rocks at
them. As for him, even at a time such as this, when he was being beaten mercilessly, he kept saying:  

(My Lord, show my people the right way).

It is mentioned in some narrations that these people martyred the three messengers as well. But, no authentic narration mentions specifically as to what happened to them. Probably, they were not killed. (Qurtubi).

Since this man of piety laid down his life valiantly in the way of Allah, he was blessed with honor as said in Verses 26 and 27: 

("He said, 'Would that my people knew how my Lord has forgiven me and placed me among the honored ones!"). He was asked to enter Paradise. When he saw the supreme rewards and blessings of Paradise, he remembered his people and wished that if his people could know how generously he was rewarded and what honors were bestowed on him in return for believing in the messengers, perhaps, they too would have believed. This is the wish expressed in this verse.

The prophetic method of da‘wah (preaching) : Significant guidance for message bearers of Islam

The way the three messengers sent to this habitation addressed polytheists and disbelievers, the way these blessed souls responded to their harsh remarks and threats, and similarly, the way in which Ḥabīb Najjār, who had believed as a result of the Da‘wah of these messengers, addressed his people is something worth repeated consideration, for it has great lessons for everyone who is serving the cause of religious preaching and public welfare.

In response to the honest call and advice of these messengers, the polytheists had said three things:

1. You are human beings like us. Why should we do what you ask us to do?
2. Allah, the Raḥmān has not sent any message and book to anyone.
3. You are plain liars.

Just think about it. What sort of reply would this hard talk deserve? Particularly so, when it was in answer to words of selfless good counsel?
But, imagine what these messengers said. They said no more than: رَبِّنَا يَعْلَمُ (Our Lord knows that we have been sent to you). And they said: مَعَ رَبِّنَا إِلَّا الْبَلَاغَةَ الْمَعْلُوَّمَةَ (Our obligation is no more than to convey the message clearly.) which amounts to saying, 'We had a duty to do. This we have done. We have spoken plainly and clearly making the message of Allah clear to you. From this point onwards, the choice is yours - you may or may not accept it.' Nothing in their speech has any reflection of the heated remarks made by their addressees. Indeed, their reply is kind and reflecting goodwill for them.

After that, these people became more aggressive. They said, "We take you as a bad omen for us. If you do not desist, we will certainly stone you, and you will be subjected to a painful punishment from us. (36:18) The answer that they deserved was: 'You yourself are the wretched ones and this is because of the nemesis of your own deeds.' But, these messengers said it briefly without alluding to their wretchedness openly and directly. In fact, they said: عِلَّامَةُ حُكُمْكُمْ (Your bad omen is with your selves). Then, they returned to the same soft approach and said: [Do you take it as bad omen] if you are given a good counsel? which amounts to saying: Would you just think about it? Have we done anything against you? What we have done here is no more than give you some good counsel in your interest. Yes, they did make the gravest of their remark when they said: بَلْ الْقَوْمُ ٱلْمُسْرِفُونَ (Rather, you are a people who cross all limits.) which amounted to saying that their remarks were out of context, not limited to what was being said.

That was a dialogue featuring these messengers. Now, let us turn to what a neo-believer who responded to the invitation of these messengers has to say to his people. He started by telling his people two things, and then invited them to listen to the messengers and accept their good counsel. The first thing he said was: Just imagine, here are these people coming to you from a far place only to give you some good counsel. They are taking care of themselves while bearing by the hardships of travel to and stay at a place that is not their home, yet they are not asking you for anything in return. This is something unusual, and by itself invites an honest person to think. These are selfless people. Why not listen to them? Why not give it a little thought? The second thing is about what they are saying. And what they are saying is reasonable, pure and simple, just
and right. If not this, what else could guide anyone to the true path? After that, since the purpose was to warn his people against their error and straying, it was said: You have forsaken your Creator who is powerful over everything and, in His place, you have taken to gods you have carved out yourself, assuming that they will give you what you need. Why does it not occur to you that they, on their own, can do nothing for you, nor do they have any access to Allah by virtue of which they could ask Him to do what you need to be done?

It will be noticed that Ḥabīb Najjār did not attribute all these things to them, rather, gave it the form of attributing it to his own self, something like saying, 'If I were to do so, it would really be a grave error' and he said: وَمَا لِيَ لَا أَحْبَبُ الْكَبْرُّ الْمُدَّنِيّ فَطَرَتْني (And what excuse do I have if I do not worship the One who has created me...). This he said so that the adversary might not be enraged, rather, should think about it with a cool mind. After that, when his people remained unmoved by his soft pleas, even threatened to kill him, even then, he uttered no word of curse against them, rather, surrendered his life saying nothing but: رَبِّ اهْدِ فِومِي (My Lord, show my people the right way). Far too strange is what happened after this oppressed martyr saw the blessings and rewards given to him by Allah in the Paradise. Even at that time, he remembered nobody but his own unjust people and, still filled with goodwill for them, he wished that somehow his people were to know how generously he was welcomed in Paradise - may be, they would abandon their ways of disbelief and started sharing the blessings of Paradise with him! Subhānallāh, the love and concern for the creatures of Allah run through their blood despite that they are treated unjustly. This is one thing that has changed the destinies of nations, taking them out of the darkness of disbelief and error, and blessing them with a station that even angels envy them.

In our time, da‘wah workers have generally abandoned this prophetic way, therefore, their call and communication have lost effectiveness. Betraying anger and making damaging comments against the adversary are supposed to be master strokes in lectures and sermons while, in reality, such tactics push the adversary to more hardened stances of doggedness and hostility. O Allah make us follow the way of prophets and bless us with the good fortune of doing what you like and are pleased with.
In verses 28 and 29, it was said: (And We did not send down to his people any army from the heavens after him, nor were We (in need) to send down. It was no more than a single Cry, and in no time they were extinguished.)

Mentioned here is the Divine punishment that descended upon the people who had rejected the messengers and had beaten up Ḥābīb Najjār until he died a martyr. And regarding the sending of punishment, it was said that Allah did not have to send an army of angels to seize these people - nor was it the way of Allah to send such an army, because just a single angel of Allah is enough to destroy the greatest, mightiest and the bravest of nations. Why would he need to send an army of angels? After that, given there was a crisp description of the punishment coming upon them - it was just a single shrill Cry of the angel, and there they were, all extinguished under its sonic sweep. It appears in Ḥadīth narrations that the archangel, Jibra'il al-'āmin, holding the two sides of the city gate, came up with a hard and horrendous Cry, the shock from which proved unbearable for any living soul, and they all succumbed to sudden death.

The state of their dying has been expressed through the word: خَمِيدُون (khāmidūn) by the Qur'ān. The words: خَمَاذًا (khāmada) and خَمُود (khumud) are used to mean the extinguishing or dying of fire. The life of the living depends on energy. When this energy is not there, what remains is death. So, 'khāmidūn' means extinguished, gone extinct, put off.

Verses 33 - 44

وَأيَّآ أَلَّهُمُ الْأَرْضُ الْمَيْتَةُ ۚ أَحْيِينَهَا وَأَخْرِجْنَاهَا مِنْهَا حَيَا فِي نَهَىٰ يَا كَلُونَ ۚ وَجَعَلْنَا فِيهَا جَنَّٰتًا مِّنْ نَهْيٍ وَأُعْيَنَ وَفَجَرْنَاهَا فِيهَا مِنْ الْعَيْوَنِ ۚ لَيَكُلُونَ مَنْ أَعَوْرُهُ وَمَا عَمِلْتُهُ أَيْدِيَهُمْ ۚ أَفَلَا يُشْكُرُونَ ۚ سُبْحَانَ الَّذِي خَلَقَ الْأَزْوَاجَ كُلَّهُمَا مِنْ نَفْسِهِمْ وَمِنْ أَنْفُسِهِمْ وَمِمَّا لَا يَعْلَمُونَۜ وَآيَةٌ لَّهُمَّ الْيَلِٰلُ ۚ يَسِلَّمُونَ مِنْهُ
And a sign for them is the dead land. We gave it life and brought forth grain from it; so from it they eat. [33] And We have placed gardens of date-palms and grapes and caused springs to gush forth therein, [34] so that they may eat fruits thereof, while it was not made by their hands. Would they not then offer gratitude? [35] Pure (from every fault) is the One who has created all the pairs of whatever the earth grows, and of the humans themselves, and of that which they do not know. [36]

And a sign for them is the night. We strip the (cover of) day from it, and they are suddenly in darkness. [37] And the sun is quickly proceeding towards its resting place. That is the designing of the All-Mighty, the All-Knowing. [38] And for the moon, We have appointed measured phases, until it turned (pale, curved and fine) like an old branch of date-palm. [39] Neither it is for the sun to overtake the moon, nor can the night outpace the day. And each one is floating in an orbit. [40] And a sign for them is that We boarded their children at the loaded ship, [41] and created for them things similar to it on which they ride. [42] And if We so will, We can drown them; then no one will respond to their cry, nor will they be rescued, [43] unless there be mercy from Us, and (unless) We let them enjoy for a while. [44]

Commentary

Most of the subjects taken up in Sūrah Yā Sīn related to signs of Divine power and the rewards and favors bestowed on human beings. These have been harnessed to prove that there is a life hereafter and that
people need to be firm in their belief in being raised again and having to face the Day of Judgment. In the verse cited above, the Divine signs pointed to are, on one hand, clear proofs of His perfect power, while on the other, they serve as mirrors of particular rewards and favors of Allah Ta’ālā bestowed on human beings and the rest of creatures. In this, lie unusual lessons of wisdom.

In the first verse (33), the land on which we live has been cited as an example. It is there, all the time, before everyone. It is physically seen, when rain come down from the sky and pour water over the dry land, that it is revived by the rain which makes it, so to say, live again. The outcome starts showing up in the form of vegetation, trees and their fruits. Mentioned thereafter were streams that were made to run below the land and on its surface in order to help the trees grow and survive. It was said: \( 
\text{إِنَّ ذَٰلِكَ لَا إِلَٰهَ إِلَّا هُوَ الْكُلُّ وَلِيٓاً مِّنَ النَّفْرِ } \\
\text{Iyēn zalakū lā Ilāh illā Huwa ala'lla wa'lla'īn min an fervhī} \\
\text{(so that they may eat fruits thereof).} \\
\text{In other words, the purpose of harnessing the entire range of the natural forces of winds, clouds and the land is that people get to eat their fruits. All these things can be observed by seeing with one’s own eyes. And everyone knows how to do that. Onwards from here, human beings were alerted to something for which this whole universal system was put into place.}

**Growth of vegetation is not an act of man**

It was said: \( 
\text{وَمَا عَمَلَهُ اٰيَّدِهِمُ:} \\
\text{wa mā ‘amilathu aiydīhim: while it was not made by their hands).} \\
\text{The majority of commentators have taken the letter:} \text{mā (mā) in this verse for negation which means that} \text{‘it was not made by their hands.} \\
\text{According to this interpretation, this sentence has a ring of warning given to heedless man: Just think about your job and the labor you put in it. What is your true share in the great blossoming of fruits? Of course, you put the seed in the land, water it, let the earth be soft so that delicate buds sprout without being obstructed by something. But, making a whole tree grow from that tiny seed, having leaves and branches shoot out from it and then commission it to produce all sorts of fruits is something totally different. What is your contribution in all these things?}

This is the unshared domain of the one who is absolutely powerful, wise and knowing, and this can only be an act of God. Therefore, human beings are duty-bound to derive benefit out of these things, yet they should never forget the Creator and master of whatever there is. Parallel
to this, there is a verse of Surah Waqi‘ah where it was said: أَفْرَأَيْتُ مَنْ مَا نَحْزَنُونَ إِنَّنَا نَحْزَنُ الرَّزَاعُونَ (Well, tell Me about that (seed) which you sow: Is it you who grow it, or are We the One who grows? - 56:63-64). The outcome is: 'Even though human beings do not share in the making of these fruits in any way, yet it was Our grace that We created them, made them the owners of the whole range, as well as taught them the ways of eating and deriving other benefits out of these.'

The particular difference between human and animal food

Ibn Jarir and some other commentators have not taken the letter (م) مَ in: وَمَا عَمِلَلَهُ (wa mā ‘amilath) for negation, rather have read it as a relative pronoun in the sense of: الْلَّدِي (al-ladhī: that which). In that case, this part of verse 35 would come to mean that all these things have been created, so that they eat fruits therefrom, and also eat that which human hands make, produce or process out of these vegetations and fruits. For example, desserts made from fruit, chutneys and pickles, and the extracts of oil from some fruits are the outcome of human effort and processing. This would come to mean that these fruits created by nature are firstly made edible without any functional human input, then Allah Ta‘ālā has given man the ingenuity to prepare all sorts of delicious and useful things from each single kind of fruit.

Thus, creating fruit and giving man the expertise to compound fruit with other ingredients and turn it into a variety of tasteful and useful edibles is yet another blessing from Allah. After having reported this Tafsir of Ibn Jarir, Ibn Kathir has said that this Tafsir is supported by the phonetic rendering (Qirā‘ah) of Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd as well because, the word: مَمْمَا (mimmā) takes the place of: مَ (mū) in his qira‘ah, that is: مَمْمَا عَمِلَلَهُ أَبْدِهِمْ (mimmā ‘amilathu aidīhim: from that which their hands have processed).

Going into a little detail, it can be said that animals too eat vegetation and fruits. Some eat meat. Some others eat soil. But, they all feed on simples. The grass eater eats grass only. The meat eater eats meat only. Preparing different kinds of food by combining a variety of ingredients whereby the addition of salt, chilies, sugar and the sour makes food turn into tens of kinds happens to be the singularity of human beings alone. They alone have been given the ability to put different edibles together and come out with a meal tasting different from the other. This is
ingenious. The preparation of meat with salt and seasonings and fruits with sweeteners is a culinary art Allah Ta'ālā has taught human beings to use to their advantage. The text, after recounting the substance and design of these great Divine blessings in these verses, concludes by saying: ṣuurna ẓagūrūn (afala yashkurun: Would they not then offer gratitude?) which means that even after having seen all these things how is it possible from a reasonable person that he does not be grateful to Allah? Onwards from here, after having mentioned land produce and climate, human beings and animals have been included in the spectrum whereby there appears yet another sign of the absolute Power: immutable (Pure is the One who has created all the pairs of whatever the earth grows, and of the humans themselves, and of that which they do not know. - 36:36). Here, the word: azwāj (azwāj) is the plural form of: zauj (zauj) and means pairs. A pair is two things of the same kind and refers to a couple, or a match of the other. For example, a married man and woman is a pair, hence, each one of them is the zauj of the other. Similarly, males and females of animals are pairs. In the botanical kingdom, many trees have been found as having males and females among them. Date palms and Papaya are common examples. Others may also be like these as is the case with all trees bearing fruits and flowers in which, according to modern scientific information, procreation has been identified. In the same way, it is not improbable if the same arrangement of male and female exists in solids, minerals and other elements of creation, though in a manner not discovered as yet - towards which the text points out in: immā lamūn (mimmā lā ya 'lamūn: and from that which they do not know - 36). Generally, commentators refer to: azwāj (azwāj: pairs) as categories and kinds because the way male and female are called pairs, similarly, two contrasting things are also referred to as pairs, like chill and heat, land and water, sorrow and happiness, health and sickness, then, within each of these, many further degrees, categories and kinds come up in terms of high, low and the average. Similarly, there are many categories and kinds in human beings and animals in terms of color, form, language and way of life. The word: azwāj (azwāj: pairs) is inclusive of all these categories and kinds. In the present verse (36), mentioned first is: immā (all the pairs of whatever the earth grows,) - These are the categories and kinds of vegetation. After that, in: immā (and of the humans themselves,) mentioned there are
the categories and kinds of human selves as such. And after that, in: 

(And and from that which they do not know) included there are thousands of such creations as have not yet unfolded before human beings. Allah Ta‘ālā alone knows how many categories and kinds of living forms, vegetation and minerals exist under the layers of the earth and in rivers and in mountains.

In verse 37, it was said: 

(And a sign for them is the night. We strip the [cover of] day from it, and they are suddenly in darkness.). After having described the signs of Divine power in what was created on the earth, the text mentions cosmic creations. The word: \( \text{sūlkh} \) literally means to skin. If the skin from an animal or the cover from things is removed, the thing inside becomes obvious. Allah Ta‘ālā has, in this similitude, pointed out that the real element in this world is darkness. Light is transitory, for it spreads over the earth through planets and stars. In a predetermined system, at a fixed time, this light that is spread over the darkness of the world is removed from on top. What remains is darkness. This, in common parlance, is called night.

In verse 38, it was said: 

(And the sun is quickly proceeding towards its resting place. That is the designing of the All-Mighty, the All-Knowing. 36:38). The word: \( \text{mustaqarr} \) is used to denote place of rest as well as time of rest, that is, it could be time-oriented and, space-oriented too. Then, this word is also employed in the sense of the end or destination of a course or journey - even if another journey begins immediately after it without any break or stillness (as mentioned by Ibn Kathīr).

Some respected commentators have taken the word: \( \text{mustaqarr} \) at this place as a time-oriented destination, that is, when the sun reaches the end of its movement already determined - and that time is the Day of Doom (the Qiyāmah). In the light of this Tafsir, the verse would mean that the sun is moving on its orbit supported by such a precise and perfect system that does never betray the difference of even a minute or second. Thousands of years have passed over this orbit. But, all this is not everlasting. There is a particular point in time and space for it. When that is arrived at, this solar system and the movement will stop, end - and that is the Day of Qiyāmah. This Tafsir has been reported from Qatādah (Ibn Kathīr).
And a verse from Sūrah Az-Zumar in the Holy Qur'ān also supports it, that is, the word: مُستَقَّر (mustaqarr) means a time-oriented destination or abode and refers to the Day of Qiyāmah. The words of the verse of Sūrah az-Zumar are:

وَزَيَّنَ الْيَتِمَّةَ الْيَتِيمَةَ وَالْأَرْضَ بِالْحَيْضَىٖ يُكُوَّرُ النَّهَارُ عَلَى النَّهَارِ وَيُكُوَّرُ الَّيْلُ عَلَى الَّيْلِ

He created the heavens and the earth in His wisdom. He wraps the night over the day and He wraps the day over the night, and He has put the Sun and the Moon under His command, each one of them moving for an appointed term. (39:5)

The statement in this verse is nearly the same as given in the present verse of Sūrah Yā Sīn. Firstly, the alternation of the night and the day has been described through a similitude in terms of common perception - Allah Ta‘ālā puts the cover of night over the day and that of day over the night. Thus, the night and the day have been likened to two covers. The cover of the night is draped over the day and it is night, and the cover of the day is draped over the night and it is day. After that, it was said that the sun and the moon are both subjugated before Allah Ta‘ālā and are subservient to His command. Each is moving up to an appointed term. The words used in the text are: أَجَلٌ مُُسْمَّى (ajalim-musamma) meaning fixed term, and the verse means that the movement of both the sun and the moon is not everlasting. When it reaches a certain fixed term, that is, the Day of Qiyāmah, this movement shall stand terminated. In the present verse of Sūrah Yā Sīn too, the word: مُستَقَّر (mustaqarr) quite obviously means this very fixed or appointed term, that is, a time-oriented point of arrival, destination or abode. In the light of this Tafsir, neither does the sense of the verse present any difficulty, nor is there any objection in terms of astronomy and mathematics.

And some respected commentators have taken it to mean a spatial destination or abode as based on the following Ḥadīth reported in the Ṣaḥīḥs of al-Bukhārī and Muslim and others from several Ṣaḥābah and chains of authority.

According to a narration of Sayyidnā Abū Dharr al-Ghifārī, once he was present in the company of the Holy Prophet ﷺ at the time of sunset. Addressing him, he said, "Abū Dharr, do you know where the sun sets?" Sayyidnā Abū Dharr ﷺ says that he submitted: "Allah and His
Messenger know best." Thereupon, the Holy Prophet \( 
\) said, "The sun keeps on moving until when it reaches beneath the 'Arsh (the Throne) it makes sajdah (sujūd or prostration)." After that, he said, "This is what 'mustaqarr' means in this verse: \( \text{وَالسُّمُسْ تُجْرَى لَمْ يُسْتَقْرِرْ لَهَا} \) (And the sun is quickly proceeding towards its resting place.).

In a narration, again from Sayyidnā Abū Dharr, there appear the additional words to the effect: "I asked the Holy Prophet \( 
\) the explanation of: \( \text{وَالسُّمُسْ تُجْرَى لَمْ يُسْتَقْرِرْ لَهَا} \) (And the sun is quickly proceeding towards its resting place.). He said: \( \text{مُسْتَقْرَرُهَا نَحْبَةُ العَرْشِ} \) (mustaqarruha that al-'Arsh: Its resting place is under the 'Arsh). Al-Bukhārī has reported this narration at several places and, with the exception of Ibn Mājah, this narration is present in all Six Books.

And there is a Ḥadīth bearing on the same subject reported from Sayyidnā 'Abdullāh Ibn Mas'ūd \( 
\) as well. It has some additions to the effect that, every day, when the sun reaches beneath the 'Arsh, it performs a Sajdah and seeks permission for the next orbit. After the permission, it starts the next orbit - until, there will come that day when it will not have the permission to start the next orbit. Instead, it will be commanded to go back towards where it had come from. In other words, it would be asked to go beneath the earth from the side of the West, then, return from the same side of the West and rise from the West. The day it happens, it will be the sign of the Day of Qiyāmah being absolutely close and, thereafter the doors of 'iman and taubah (repentance) will be closed.

That will be a time when the taubah (repentance) of anyone sunk in sin or the taubah of anyone soaked in shirk and kufr will not be accepted (Ibn Kathīr with reference to 'Abd-ur- Razzaq).

The prostration of the sun: A look into the phenomenon of the sun performing sajdah (prostration) beneath the 'Arsh

From these narrations of Ḥadīth, we learn that mustaqarr means a spatial destination, that is, a place where one orbit of the movement of the sun stands completed - and they also tell us that this place is beneath the 'Arsh. Hence, the verse would mean that, every day, the sun moves towards a particular destination, and once it has reached there, it performs sajdah before Allah Ta'ālā and seeks His permission for the next orbit. Once the permission is given, it begins the next orbit.

But, when seen outwardly, several strong difficulties arise on the
basis of principles laid down by experiments, observations and astronomy.

1. The state of the ‘Arsh of Raḥmān (generally referred to as the Divine Throne) as understood from the Qur'ān and Sunnah is that it surrounds all that we know as the masses of land and expanses of the sky. All these masses and expanses along with planets and stars, without any exception, are enclosed within the ‘Arsh - and the ‘Arsh of Raḥmān holds this entire cosmic universe inside itself. If seen from this angle, the sun is, in all conditions and at all times, simply under the ‘Arsh. What, then, would be the sense of going beneath the ‘Arsh after it sets?

2. It is common observation that the sun, after it sets at some place, does rise elsewhere. Therefore, its rising and setting is an ongoing phenomenon. What then is the meaning of going beneath the ‘Arsh after setting and doing Sajdah?

3. From the apparent sense of the Ḥadīth mentioned above, we learn that the sun, after having reached its destination (mustaqarr), pauses within which it offers Sajdah before Allah and seeks the permission for the next orbit - although, there being no break in the movement of the sun at any time is an open observation. And since this rising and setting of the sun keeps taking place all the time in terms of different locations, therefore, this pause should also be there all the time as a result of which the sun should not have any movement any time.

Such difficulties are related not only to astronomy, but also to observations and experiences that cannot be bypassed. Technically, the daily movement of the sun under the arrangement of the celestial sphere and its being positioned in the fourth heaven is a theoretical assumption of Ptolemy that was refuted by Pythagoras. Modern knowledge has confirmed the error in the theory of Ptolemy and also brought the soundness of the theory of Pythagoras to the level of certitude. Then there are the space flights in our time and the spectacle of human access to the moon that makes at least this much certain that all planets are in the lower space of the sky, not inside. The verse of the Qur'ān: وَكُلُّ فِي فَلَکٍ بَيْنَ كُلِّيْنَ (And each one is floating in an orbit. - Ya Sīn, 36:40) which is to appear a little later also confirms this view. Since this view is also suggestive of the daily rising and setting as being from the movement of the earth and not from the movement of the sun, another technical
difficulty is added to the understanding of the aforementioned Ḥadīth.

To understand its answer, it must be borne in mind that to the extent the explanation of the cited verse is concerned, no difficulty out of the doubts and difficulties mentioned above relates to the Qur’ān. The sense it carries is no more than that Allah Ta’ālā has commissioned the sun to move in such an organized and steady way that it keeps moving continuously in a single state towards its destination (mustaqarr). If, this destination is taken to mean a time-oriented destination - that is, the Day of Qiyyāmah - as in the Tafsir of Qatādah, then, it would mean that this movement of the sun shall continue in a single state right through the last Day of Qiyyāmah - and shall terminate on that very Day. And if it were to be taken as a spatial destination, even then, its destination can be said as being the point in the orbit of the sun, the point from which the sun started its movement at the time of the initial creation. When it reaches that point, one orbit through a day and night stands completed, for this very point is the end of its journey and, once it reaches there, the next orbit begins. As for the precise determination of where lies that point from which this magnificent orbit of the sun started in eternity, the noble Qur’ān does not throw human beings into unnecessary debates of this nature, something that does not bring them any benefit, neither in this world nor in the world-to-come. This is an inquiry of this very nature. Therefore, the Qur’ān has bypassed it and drawn attention to the essential purpose. That purpose is to put particular aspects of the most perfect power and wisdom of Allah Ta’ālā into clear focus. It was said that the sun is the largest and the brightest sphere of this universe. That too did neither come into existence automatically, nor does it move on its own, nor can it sustain. In its present movement through days and nights all the time, it moves under the permission and will of Allah Ta’ālā.

Any doubt, out of the doubts mentioned above, does not apply to what has been said in the cited verse. However, all these doubts and difficulties in comprehension do arise from the Ḥadīth statement about the sun that soon after its setting, it goes beneath the ‘Arsh, performs sajdah and seeks permission to start the next orbit. And this debate sprung up in relation to this verse for the reason that, in some words of the Ḥadīth, reference has been made to this verse. Answers to these doubts given by experts of Ḥadīth and commentators of the Qur’ān differ. From the apparent
connotation of the words there, it is generally gathered that this *sajdah* of the sun takes effect only once in a day-night span after its setting. Respected writers, who have taken the Ḥadīth in terms of its apparent sense, have laid down three probabilities concerning the setting: (1) That it may refer to the setting in the main part of populated areas, that is, of a place the setting of the sun whereat holds good for its setting for the majority of the population of the world; (2) that it be the setting of the Equator; or (3) the setting on the horizon of Madīnah. Thus, the difficulty that the setting and rising of the sun is a phenomenon which keeps manifesting itself all the time, every moment, does not remain there, because this Ḥadīth is talking about the setting of a particular horizon. But, the clear-cut and cloudless rejoinder seems to be that which my teacher, ‘Allamah Shabbīr Aḥmad Usmani has given in his treatise: *(Sujudush-Shams: The Prostration of the Sun)* which finds support in the statements of several leading commentators.

Before one proceeds to understand the presentation, it is useful to first understand a matter of principle about prophetic teachings and interpretations. The noble prophets, may peace be upon them, and the Scriptures they bring incessantly invite the entire Divine creation to ponder over whatever has been created in the heavens and the earth, and it is from these that they build their argument to prove the existence of Allah Ta’ālā, His Oneness, Knowledge and Power. But, deliberation in these things is desirable, according to Shari’ah, only to the extent of its relevance to one’s worldly and social requirement or religious and other worldly need. Beyond that, the great mass of the creation of Allah is not thrown into the senseless concern of digging into bland philosophical hair splitting and the ultimate reality of things. The reason is that, first of all, the real and perfect knowledge of the ultimate reality of things is something scientists and philosophers have themselves been unable to find out, despite having spent their entire lives in the pursuit - not to say much about the poor masses. Let us suppose, even if this could be acquired somehow, yet it fulfills no religious need, nor does it help to acquire something materially sound and worthwhile, what is the sense of indulging in this unnecessary and wasteful debate? Obviously, nothing but a waste of wonderful years of life and a waste of precious wealth!

It should be borne in mind that the argument of the Qur’ān and the
noble Prophets through the creations in the heavens and the earth and
the major changes that occur therein is limited to the extent that could be
rationalized by every human beings by virtue of bare observation and
elementary deliberation. Technical refinements of philosophy and
mathematics that can be resolved by experts in the field alone are not the
material on which an argument of this nature is based, nor are people
invited to deliberate in these. The reason is simple. Believing in Allah
Ta’ālā and acting in accordance with His message is the duty of every
human being - learned or illiterate, man or woman, urbanite or villager,
dweller of some mountain or island. Therefore, prophetic teachings are
synchronized with the level of perception, reason and understanding of
common people that need no technical expertise.

Take the example of knowing the times of Ṣalāh, fixing the
orientation to Qiblah, and knowing the months, years and dates. The
knowledge of all these things can also be acquired through mathematical
computations. But, the Sharī‘ah of Islam has, rather than rely on
high-tech mathematical calculations to determine any of these things,
placed reliance on common observations. Months and years and their
dates were set in accordance with the lunar calendar. The basis of
determining whether the new moon has or has not appeared was declared
to be physical observation alone, the seeing of the new moon. The days of
fasting and the Ḥajj were fixed on that very basis. When some people
asked the Holy Prophet ﷺ about the secret behind the waning, waxing
and disappearing of the moon and then its rising again, the answer to it
was given by the Qur‘ān on his behalf: ﴿قُلُّ هَيْنَ ٍ مَوَايِفَٰتُ لِلنَّاسِ وَالْحَجِّ﴾ (Say: They
are indicative of time for the people, and of the Ḥajj - Al-Baqarah, 2:189). In
other words, the Holy Prophet ﷺ was asked to tell people that all those
changes occurring in the life of the moon are there so that they could find
out when the month begins and ends and then find out its dates and
determine the days of the Ḥajj. This answer served them with a warning
against their unnecessary and ineffectual question, because no business
of theirs, in this world or in the next, hinges on finding the reality behind
it. Therefore, they were supposed to ask only about something that
related to either their worldly or other worldly need.

After these initial remarks, let us give a little thought to the essential
matter before us. Is it not that, in the cited verses, Allah Ta’ālā has, after
having mentioned some manifestations of His perfect power and infinite wisdom, invited human beings to believe? Of these, mentioned first was the land that is before us all the time: "وَأيَّةٌ لَّهُمُ الْأَرْضُ (And a sign for them is the land.- 33). Then, mention was made of how rains made it come alive and the growth of trees and other produce became possible - something everyone sees and knows: أُحِبَّبَاهَا وَأُخْرِجَهَا مِنْهَا حَيًّا (We gave it life and brought forth grain from it.- 33). Mentioned first after that was the daily alternation of the night and day: "وَأيَّةٌ لَّهُمُ اللَّيْلُ (And a sign for them is the night) Mentioned thereafter were planets and stars. Out of these, about the sun it was said: وَالْشَّمْسِ تَجْرِى لِمَسْتَفْتَرُ أَنْ هَا ذَلِكَ تَقْدِيرُ الْعُزُوْرِ الْعَبِيلِمِ (And the sun is quickly proceeding towards its resting place. That is the designing of the All-Mighty, the All-Knowing.- 38). Think about it. The purpose here is to tell that the sun is not moving on its own, not of its volition or power. Instead, it is moving in subservience to the One who is Mighty and Knowing, and moving under the predetermined system originated by an entity with great power and knowledge. The Holy Prophet ﷺ, close to the time of one sunset, had alerted Sayyidnā Abū Dharr al-Ghifārī ﷺ to the reality behind it during a question answer interlude with him. He has told him that the sun, at the time of its setting, performs a Sajdah before Allah Ta’ālā beneath the ‘Arsh and seeks the permission to start the next orbit. When it has the permission, it moves as usual and rises from the east in the morning. Its outcome is no more than that the atmosphere of the world goes through a new transformation at the time of the setting and rising of the sun, something that depends on the sun. The Holy Prophet ﷺ, took this moment as suitable to teach human beings their essential lesson that they should not take the sun to be an independent entity moving of its own volition and power. It moves only under the permission and will of Allah Ta’ālā. Every time it rises and every time it sets has to be with His permission, for it is subservient to His permission. This very act of moving under the command of Allah Ta’ālā has been declared to be its sajdah, the act of prostration before its creator. The reason is that a Sajdah made by anything happens to be appropriate to its state of being as the Qur’ān has itself clearly said: كُلُّ قَدْ عَلِمَ صَلَوْنَهُ وَتَسْبِيحَهُ: "Everything [in the creation of Allah] already knows its Ṣalāḥ [mode of worship] and its tasbih [mode of Divine glorification” - An-Nūr, 24:41]. It means that the entire creation of Allah is engaged in worshipping and glorifying Allah, but each has its own separate way of doing it that has
already been taught to it just like human beings who have been told how
to do their Ṣalāh and Tasbīḥ. Therefore, taking the sajdah of the sun to
mean that it can take effect only when it places its forehead on some floor
like a human being would not be correct.

And when it stands clarified from the statements of the Qur'ān and
Sunnah that the Divine Throne, the ‘Arsh of the Raḥmān, surrounds all
heavens and stars and surfaces, it is already obvious that the sun is
nowhere but under the ‘Arsh, at all times and at every place. And when
experience bears out that the time the sun is setting at one place, it is also
rising at another. Therefore, no moment of the sun is free of either rising
or setting. Thus, the being of the sun under the ‘Arsh is also perennial
under all states and so is its setting and rising. Therefore, the outcome of
the subject mentioned in the Ḥadīth is that the sun, in its entire orbit,
remains in the state of prostration (Sajdah) before Allah under the ‘Arsh,
that is, it moves under His permission and command. And this cycle will
stay activated right through the proximity of the last day of the Qiyāmāh
until comes the time for the emergence of the sign that the Qiyāmāh is
very close. When this happens, the sun will, rather than start its next
orbit, be commanded to turn back - and then, it will rise from the west. At
that time, the door of taubah (repentance) will be closed and no
declaration of faith (Īmān) or repentance (Taubah) from anyone shall
remain acceptable at that hour.

In short, this particularity of the setting of the sun, its passing under
the ‘Arsh, the making of prostration there and the incidence of seeking
permission for the next orbit mentioned in the narration being studied is
simply a similitude in consonance with the mores of effective prophetic
teaching and in terms of common perception. Neither does it make it
necessary that it performs Sajdah on some land surface like a human
being, nor does it make it necessary that there be some pause in the
movement of the sun at the time of making a sajdah, nor does it mean
that it goes to some particular place doing only one sajdah during a day
and night, and nor that it goes beneath the ‘Arsh after setting only. But,
at this time of great alternation, when people are seeing that the sun is
receding away from them, what has been done is that they have been
appraised of the truth of what is happening in the manner of a similitude
while the reality is that this whole thing is happening because of the sun
moving beneath the 'Arsh in subservience to the Divine command - the sun does not have any capability or power of its own. So, the way, at this time, the people of Madīnah were convinced that the sun would now make its sajdah and seek permission for the next orbit, similarly, the message was relayed onwards to every place where the sun would be setting and everyone there would stand advised of the lesson thereof. Thus, the truth of the matter turns out to be that the sun at every moment while moving on its orbit keeps offering sajdah before Allah Ta'alā and keeps seeking permission to move ahead - and it needs no pause or break to make Sajdah or seek permission.

Following this submission, there remains no doubt concerning the Ḥadīth quoted, neither in terms of observations, nor in terms of the rules of astronomy, nor in the light of the position taken by Ptolemy or Pythagoras - though, the latter has found support in newer investigation. In either case, there remains no doubt or difficulty in the comprehension of the said Ḥadīth.

As for the question about the sun making Sajdah and seeking permission to start the next orbit as mentioned in the Ḥadīth, where it is stressed that doing all this required life, awareness and reason. The sun and the moon are devoid of life and consciousness. How could these actions issue forth from them? An answer to this has already appeared under the verse of the Qur'ān: وَأَنَّ مَا ذَٰلِكَ إِلَّا يَسَّابِعُ بَيْحَمِدهُ (And there is not a single thing that does not extol His purity and praise - Al-‘Isrā', 17:44). (For commentary, please see Ma‘ariful Qur‘ān, English, Vol. V, pp. 506-510). There it was said that things we take to be devoid of life, sense and consciousness do have a special share of spirit, life, sense and consciousness. However, their life, sense and consciousness are insignificant as compared with humans and animals, so insignificant that these cannot be perceived commonly. But, there is no proof for its absence either, neither in the revealed law, nor in reason while the noble Qur‘ān, in the verse cited above, has proved their being possessors of the elements of life, reason and consciousness, something also recognized in new investigations: وَاللَّهُ سَمِيحَانَ وَتَعَالَىَ أَعْلَمَ And Allah who is pure and High knows best.

Special Note

From these clarifications of the Qur‘ān and Ḥadīth, it is established that both the sun and the moon are in motion, moving for a fixed term.
This refutes the theory that the sun has no movement at all. The findings of the latest research have also refuted this presumption.

The text now turns to: (And for the moon, We have appointed measured phases, until it turned [pale, curved and fine] like an old branch of date-palm.- 36:39). The dried bough of a date tree that gets bent like a bow is called: عُرْجُون (urjūn).

The stages of the moon

The word: منازل (manāzil) is the plural of: منزل (manzil) and denotes the place one arrives at. Allah Ta’ālā has bound the movement of the sun and the moon both with particular points, each of which is known as a Manzil or stage. Since the moon completes its orbit in one month, therefore, it has thirty or twenty-nine stages. But, as the moon disappears at least for a day during every month, therefore, its stages are generally taken to be twenty-eight. Astronomers have given these stages particular names in congruence with the stars that are found in the frontal proximity of these stages. Even during the days of Arabs of Jahiliyyah, stages were determined by these very names. The Holy Qur’ān is far above these technical names. What it means to communicate are only the distances the moon traverses during particular days.

Relevant details have appeared in the commentary on Sūrah Yūnus. It can be seen in Ma‘āriful-Qur’ān, English, Volume IV, pages: 515-520. In this verse of Sūrah Yūnus 10:5, the stages of the sun and the moon both have been mentioned: جَعَلَ الْشَّمْسَ ضِياءً وَالْقَمرَ نُورًا وَفَقَرَ مَنَازِلٍ: "[He is the One who] has made the sun a glow and the moon a light, and determined for it the stages - 10:5". The only difference is that the stages of the moon are identified through observation, while the stages of the sun are calculated mathematically. By saying: حَتَّى غَادِئَ كَالْعُرْجُونِ الْقُدْيمِ (until it turned [pale, curved and fine] like an old branch of date-palm.- 36:39), described there is the state of the moon towards the end of the month when it recedes from the stage of the full moon to the extent that it transforms into the shape of a dried old bough bent like a bow. It is in consonance with the Arab surrounding that it has been likened to a dried bough of the date tree that assumes the shape of a crescent.

In verse 40, it was said: وَكُلُّ فِي فَلَکْ فَلَکُ (And each one is floating in an orbit - 40). Literally, the word: فَلَکُ (falak) does not mean the sky.
Instead, it means the orbit in which some star moves. This verse has also appeared earlier in Sūrah Al-Anbiya' (21:33). It tells us that the moon is not contained within some sky as presumed by the astronomical theory of Ptolemy. Instead, it moves in a particular orbit in the space lower than it. Then, there are recent investigations as well as the human access to the moon that have made it certain.

In verse 41 and 42, it was said: َوَآيَةٌ لَهُمْ أَنَّا خَلَقْنَاهُمْ فِي الْقُرُونِ الْمُفْتَرِىَّاتِ وَخَلَقْنَاهُمْ لِيَسْتَطِيعُوا مَا يَرْكُبُونَ (And a sign for them is that We boarded their children at the loaded ship, and created for them things similar to it on which they ride.). Mentioned earlier to these verses were manifestations of Divine power and wisdom in what was created on the earth and in the heavens in that order. In the present verses, Divine power over the sea and its adjuncts has been mentioned. It was said that Allah Ta'ālā has made heavily laden boats and ships capable of sailing on the surface of the waters and reach distant places without getting drowned in route. Then, it was said in the verse that "We boarded their children at the loaded ship" - although, those who embarked the Ark were these very people. Perhaps, children were mentioned for the reason that one's children and family place a great burden of responsibility on parents, particularly when unable to move around. Thus, the sense of the verse is to emphasize that it is not only they who were riding the boat, but there also were young children and aged men and women and their belongings with them. The boat carried both, people and their things. In the verse following immediately (42), it was said: َخَلَقْنَاهُمْ لِيَسْتَطِيعُوا مَا يَرْكُبُونَ (and created for them things similar to it on which they ride.- 36:42). It means that human beings have not only been provided with boats and ships that serve as rides for themselves and carry their things, but Allah has also created other rides like the boat. From this, people of Arabia have taken it to mean the ride of camels as habitually familiar to them, particularly so, because the camel is a carrier of things. It takes heavy loads across countries, therefore, the Arab called camels: The Boat of the Land.

No wonder if the Qurʾān is alluding to the aeroplane!

But, it is obvious that the Qurʾān has not specifically named a camel or some other particular mode of conveyance at this place. This includes every such means of transportation that carries people and their baggage, accompanied or unaccompanied, right up to their desired destination. In
our time, the invention of aeroplanes has made it amply clear that aeroplanes are the greatest substantiation of the Qur'ānic statement: بَنَّ مَثْلِهِ (mim-mithlihi: things similar to it). Then, its similarity with boat or ship is strongly supportive of it, because the way the ship of the sea sails on the surface of the water, and the mass of water does not make it drown, similarly, the airplane sails or flies over the bed of air and it does not throw it down. No wonder if the Qur'ān may have left the statement: مَثْلِهِ مَا يَرْكُبُونَ (mim-mithlihi mā yarkabūn: things similar to it that they ride) ambiguous, so that all modes of conveyance and transportation that continue to be invented right through the last Day of Qiyyāmah get to be included therein. And Allah knows best.

Verses 45 - 47

وَإِذَا قَبَلَ لَهُمْ أَنْفَقُوا مَانِعِينَ أَيْدِيَيْكُمْ وَمَا خَلَفَكُمْ لَعَلَّكُمْ تُرْحَمُونَ

وَمَا تَأْنَى فَشَكَعُوا مَنْ أَيْتَى مَنْ أَيْتَ رَبُّهُمْ إِلَّا كَانُوا عَنْهَا مُعَرَّضِينَ

وَإِذَا قَبَلَ لَهُمْ أَنْفَقُوا مَنْ رَفَعَكُمْ اللَّهُ فَقَالَ الَّذِينَ كَفَرُوا لِلَّذِينَ أَمَنَّا أَنْفَقُوا مَنْ لَوْيَشَأَهُ اللَّهُ أَطْعَمَهُ شَيْئًا إِنْ أَنْتُمْ إِلَّا فِي ضَلْلٍ

And (they pay no heed) when it is said to them, "Save yourselves from that (punishment) which is before you (in this world) and that which will come after you (die), so that you may receive mercy". [45] And there comes to them no sign from the signs of your Lord, but they turn averse to it. [46] And when it is said to them, "Spend (to the needy) from the provision Allah has given to you", the disbelievers say to the believers, "Shall we feed those whom Allah could have fed, if Allah so willed? You are but in the open error." [47]

Commentary

In the previous verses, through a description of Divine manifestations of power and wisdom in the creation of the heavens and the earth, people were invited to recognize their creator and believe that He alone is worthy of worship and, on the acceptance of this invitation, a promise of everlasting blessings was made along with a warning of severe
punishment on its rejection. In the present verses and in the verses following these, there is a description of the disbelieving people of Makkah who were their direct addressees and who remained unmoved and unaffected either when persuaded to do something reward worthy, or when warned against some likely punishment.

In this connection, two dialogues between believers and disbelievers have been narrated. Believers invite them to fear the punishment of Allah that can come before them even in this mortal world while, after their death, it has to come to them in the Hereafter after all. If they, it is said to them, were to believe in fear of this punishment, it would be better for them. But, the disbelievers show their aversion despite having heard all that. This aversion of theirs has not been expressly mentioned here in the words of the Qur'an, because the 'I'rād' or aversion mentioned in the next verse automatically proves their aversion here too. And in accordance with the rule of syntax, the apodosis or principal clause of the condition: (idhā qīla lahum: When it is said to them) remains elided. The word of the next verse (46) bear witness to this elision, that is, whenever a verse or sign from their Lord comes to them, they show nothing but their aversion to it. (And that is why the words "they pay no heed" are added in brackets in the translation of this verse above.)

The wisdom behind some people receiving their sustenance indirectly

In the second dialogue, believers exhort the disbelievers to help the poor and needy and feed the hungry and prompt them to give to the destitute from what Allah had given to them. In their sarcastic response, the disbelievers say: You say that Allah is the provider and sustainer of the entire creation, yet He did not give them anything. Why should we? As for your words of advice to us that we should provide for them, this is nothing but that you have gone astray. Do you want to make us their Razzaq: Provider? These disbelievers too confessed that Allah Ta'ālā was the Provider as in the Qur'an: وَلَنَّ سَالِفَهَمَ مَن تَزَوَّلَ مِنْ السَّمَاءِ مَا أَحَبَّا أَلْرَزُضَ مِنْ بَعْدِهِ مَرْجُوًى لِّيُفْوِّلُنَّ اللَّهُ (And if you ask them "as to who sends down water from the sky, then revives the land with it, they will certainly say, "Allah". - Al-'Ankabūt, 29:63)

This tells us that they too regarded Allah Ta'ālā as the ultimate Razzaq or Provider, but when in confrontation with believers, they
sarcastically remarked: When Allah is the Razzaq, the Provider, let Him provide for them too - why should we? This was as if these dim-witted people thought that giving in the way of Allah and providing for the poor was contrary to Allah's attribute in being the Master-Provider of all sustenance! They just did not understand that as the absolute Giver and Provider, He has His own wise law operating in this world. By giving to one person, He makes that person a conduit for others and thus gives them indirectly - although, he is perfectly and certainly capable of having everyone's sustenance delivered personally and directly, as is the case with animals and insects where everyone in that kingdom receives sustenance directly. There is no one rich and no one, poor. No one gives to anyone. Everyone dines from nature's own food spread. But, human beings are different. It is to make their system of social living just and to inculcate in them the spirit of mutual help and cooperation, that He makes some of them the medium of delivering sustenance to some others, so that the one who spends gets its reward, and the one who receives becomes grateful to the giver. The reason is that this whole phenomenon of mutual human cooperation and help on which depends the entire functional order of the world can survive only when one person needs the other. A poor person needs the money a rich person has, and a rich person needs the labor of a poor person. Neither of the two is free of the need for the other - and a little reflection would reveal that nobody is doing a favor to anybody. Whatever a person gives to the other person gives, in the ultimate analysis, in one's own interest and for one's own good.

Now, there remains the question: On which basis, did the believers ask the disbelievers to spend in the way of Allah, particularly when they simply did not have the very faith in Allah and, as the jurists maintain, they were no addressees of the subsidiary injunctions of the Shari'ah? The answer to that is clear. When the believers said that, they had no intention to have disbelievers implement some religious injunction, it was said on the basis of the accepted norm of human good will, sympathy and gentleness.

Verses 48-68
وصيةً وَلَا إلى أخيهم يرحلون ۵۵ وَنُفِّخ في الصور فَإذَاهمٌ من الأجداد إلى رُبِّهم يُبَشِّرون ۵۱ قَالُوا يُؤْرِينَا من بُعُنَّا مِن مَّرَأَة ۵۲ فَهَذَا مَا وَعَدَ الرَّحْمَن وَصِدِّقَ الْمُرْسَلِينَ ۵۳ إِنَّ كَانَت إِلا صِيَاحَةً وَاحِدَةٌ فَإِذَاهمٌ جَمِيعٌ لَّدِيا مُحْضَرُونَ ۵۴ فَالْيَوْمَ لَأُظْلَمُ نَفْسُ شَيْئًا وَلَا تَجْرَوْنَ إِلا مَا كَانُوا تَعَقَّبُونَ ۵۵ إِنَّ أَصْحَبَ الْجَنَّةِ الْيَوْمَ فِي شَّجْلِ فَكْهَوْنَ ۵۶ هُم وَأَرْوَاحُهُمْ فِي ظَلِّهِ عَلَى الْآرَائِيْك مُكِّتَنُونَ ۵۷ لِمَّا فِي هَذَا أَفْكَأْتُهُمْ وَلَهُمْ مَا يَدْعُونَ ۵۸ سَلَّمَ قَوْلًا مِنْ رَبِّ رَحْمَةٍ ۵۹ وَأَمَنَّا الْيَوْمَ أَيْهَا الْجَهَّاْمِيمُ ۶۰ قَالُوا أَلْمَ أَعْهَدَ إِلَيْكُم بِيَبِينَ إِذَاً أَنَّ لَّ تَعْبُدُوا الشَّيْطَانَ ۶۱ إِنَّهُ لَكُنْ ۶۲ عَدُوٌّ مُبِينٌ ۶۳ وَأَنَّ عَدُوِّي هُذَا صِرَاطٌ مُسْتَقِيمٌ ۶۴ لَنَلَعْدَ أَصْلُ مَنْكَمْ جَبَلًا كَبِيرًا ۶۵ أَفَلَمْ تَكُونُوا تَعْقُبُونَ ۶۶ هَذِهِ جَهَنُمُّ الَّتِي كُنْتُمْ تَعْقِلُونَ ۶۷ إِصْلَوْهَا الْيَوْمَ بِمَا كَانْتُمْ تَكَفُّرُونَ ۶۸ الْيَوْمَ نَخْيَمُ عَلَيْ أَفْوَاهُمْ وَنُكَلُّمُنَا أَيْدِيهِمْ وَنَشْهَدُ أَرْجُلَهُمْ بِمَا كَانَوْا يُكَبِّسُونَ ۶۹ وَلَوْ نَشَاءَ لَكُنْسِنَا عَلَى أَعْيُنَهُمْ فَأَسَبِينَوْا ۷۰ الصِّرَاطُ فَأَنَّى يُصِرُّونَ ۷۱ وَلَوْ نَشَاءَ لَمَسْحُونُ عَلَى مَكَانَتِهِمْ ۷۲ فَمَا استطاعوا مُضَيِّى وَلَا يُرِجَّعُونَ ۷۳ وَمَنْ نَعْمَهُ نَنْسِيْهُ فِي ۷۴ ٱلْخَلْقِ أَفَلا يُعْقِلُونَ ۷۵

And they say, "When will this promise come true, if you are truthful?" [48] They are looking for nothing but for a single Cry that will seize them when they will be quarreling. [49] So they will not be able to make a bequest, nor will they return to their household. [50] And the Horn will be blown, and suddenly they will be rushing from their graves towards their Lord. [51] They
will say, "Woe to us! Who has raised us from our sleeping place?" This is what the Rahman had promised, and the messengers had told the truth. [52] It will be no more than a single Cry, and in no time they will all be arraigned before Us. [53] Then, nobody will be subjected to injustice in the least, and you will not be recompensed but for what you used to do. [54] The people of the Paradise are engaged today in (their) activities, happily enjoying (them). [55] They and their spouses are in pleasant shades, reclining on couches. [56] For them there are fruits, and for them there is whatever they ask for. [57] "Salam" (Peace upon you) is the word (they receive) from Merciful Lord. [57] "And get apart (from the believers) today O the guilty ones. [58] Did I not direct you, O children of 'Adam, that you must not worship the Satan, (because) he is an open enemy for you, [60] and that you must worship Me, (because) this is the straight path? [61] And he had misguided lot many people from among you. So, did you not have sense? [62] (Now) this is the Jahannam of which you were consistently warned. [63] Enter it today, because you have been persistently denying (the truth)." [64] Today We will set a seal on their mouths, and their hands will speak to Us, and their legs will bear witness about what they used to do. [65] And had We willed, We would have wiped out their eyes, and they would have been racing towards the way, but how would they see? [66] And had we willed, We would have disfigured them at their places, and they would have not been able to move, nor would they return. [67] And whomsoever We give long life, we reverse him in creation. So, do they not have sense? [68]

Commentary

(They are looking for nothing but for a single Cry that will seize them - 36:49). The question of the disbelievers quoted here is the one they used to ask the Muslims by way of mockery, and the real purpose was to deny the Day of Judgment. It was not asked for finding out the truth, nor as a serious effort to reach the reality. It was simply a way of taunting the Muslims and making fun of them. And even if it were for finding out the true nature of the event, then, the mercy of the Lord of the universe requires that the full and precise knowledge of the year and day of the coming of Qiyāmah should not be given to anyone, so much so that it was not given even to any one from among His noble prophets and
messengers. Even if this question asked by these dimwit people was no more than a fact-finding exercise on their part, it was patently absurd. Therefore, rather than tell them, in response, the time when Qiyāmah will come, they were admonished. They were told that reasonable people, once they become aware of something that is bound to come in all certainty, should start making necessary preparations ahead of it, and not go about wasting precious time in trying to find out its precise hour and day. Common sense required that, once they had heard the foreboding of Qiyāmah, they should have believed and did what it takes to achieve success in that life to come. But, so entangled they are in their heedlessness that they virtually seem to be waiting for nothing short of the time when the day of Qiyāmah comes before them - and then, they would think about it. Therefore, it was said that these people were waiting for the Qiyāmah - while, Qiyāmah will have a scenario of its own, for it would be just one terrible sound of the Horn (Ṣūr) that will seize everyone all of a sudden in a way that people will be busy in their businesses settling their disputes and they all, in this very condition, will lie dead.

It appears in Ḥadīth that two men will be engaged in their activity of buying and selling cloth. Stretched before them will be the yardage of the cloth pieces while, of a sudden, Qiyāmah will come - and they would be unable to complete their deal of cloth. Then, there will be someone else busy plastering his water tank who will fall dead in the same state (reported by Abū Nuʿaym from Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah Ḥ - al-Qurtubī).

In verse 50, it was said: فَلا يَسْتَيْلِعُونَ نَوْصَةً وَلَا إِلَى أَهْلِهِمْ يُرْجِعُونَ (So they will not be able to make a bequest, nor will they return to their household.), that is, people who are gathered there will not have the respite to make a will among themselves to do something on their behalf, and those who are still outside their houses will not find the respite even to go into their houses. They will lie dead in the very state in which they would be at that time. This is a description of the first blowing of the Horn of the day of Qiyāmah as a result of which the entire gamut of the earth and heavens will be destroyed.

After that, it was said: وَتَفْجَّحُ فِي الصُّورِ قَادَاهُم مِّنَ الْاَجْدَاثِ إِلَى رَبِّهِمْ يُسِلِّلُونَ (And the Horn will be blown, and suddenly they will be rushing from their graves towards their Lord. (36:51). Here, the word: أَجْدَاث (ajdāth) is the plural
form of: جَدْث (jadath) which means a grave. And: يُسِيلُونَ (yansilûn) is a derivation from: نُسَلَان (nasalân) which means to walk swiftly as it appears in another verse: يُخْرُجُونَ مِنَ الْجَنَّاتِ سَرَاعًا (they will come out of their graves in haste - Al-Mârij, 71:43). As for what is said in another verse: فَإِذَا هُمْ قُوَّمٌ يَبْزُرُونَ (and suddenly, they will stand up, looking around - Az-Zumar, 39:68), it is not contrary to that, for first came the instant of standing up in wonder and then came the act of racing toward the plains of the Resurrection. There is no contradiction in between these two. Then, as it is already proved from the verses of the Qur'ân that the angels will call them to come to the plains of the Resurrection, it becomes clear that the presence of disbelievers on the plain of the Resurrection will not be out of their pleasure, rather, it would be out of compulsion whereby the call of the angels will prompt them to come hastening toward it.

In verse 52, it was said: قَالُوا يَا أَاوْلِي الْآخِرَةِ مِنَ الْمُرْقَدِينَ (They will say, "Woe to us! Who has raised us from our sleeping place?"). Though the disbelievers were already having their punishment in their graves with no sign of any relief, yet this punishment will appear as nothing when compared with the punishing circumstances of the day of Qiyâmah, therefore, they will cry out as to why they had to be taken out of their graves, for it would have been better if they had stayed right there. A response to this will come from either the angels or the common believers.

This response appears immediately next in verse 52: هَذَا مَا وَعَدَ الرَّحْمَنُ وَصَدَقَ الْمُرْسَلُونَ ("This is what the Raḥmân had promised, and the messengers had told the truth.") - to which they paid no attention. At this place, a choice has been made in using the word: رَحْمَانُ (Raḥmân: The Most Merciful) out of the many attributes of Allah. It serves as an indicator - as for Him, He had already made elaborate arrangements, in His mercy, that you remain safe from this punishment, and that His act of alerting you in advance through His promise and through His Books and Prophets was, in fact, but a dictate of His attribute of mercy.

Then, in verse 55, it was said: إنَّ اسْتَحْيَاثَ الْبُنْيَانِ مِنْ عَشْقٍ فَأَكِهُونَ (The people of the Paradise are engaged today in (their) activities, happily enjoying [them]) - 36:55). After having mentioned the worries of the people of Jahannam, described here is the state of the people of Paradise on the day of Qiyâmah that they will be enjoying themselves. The word: فَأَكِهُونَ (fâkîhûn) is the plural form of: فَآِكِيَةَ (fâkih). It signifies happiness of the
heart as well as happiness out of one's surroundings. As for the expression: (شغول) (fā shugul) appearing before it, it could also mean that they will be totally unaffected by the misfortunes afflicting the people of Jahannam (as said by some commentators).

And then it is also possible that, at this place, this expression: (شغول) (fā shugul) has been added to remove the thought - when, in Jannah, there will be no religious duty like obligatory or necessary worship, nor the job of earning one's livelihood, would this lack of activity not leave one uptight or bored? - hence, it was said that their enjoyment itself will be their principal activity, and the question of any boredom simply does not arise.

Next, in verse 56, it was said: (They and their spouses...). The word: (azwāj) as used here includes the Ḥūrs of Jannah as well as wives of the mortal world.

The word: (yaddaʿūn) appearing in verse 57: (لاهم ما يذكرون) is a derivation from: دعوئ (daʿwah) which means to call, that is, the thing the people of Jannah will call or wish to have, will come to them. The Qurʾān has not used the word: (يستلون) (yasʿalūn: they ask) at this place, because having something after having asked for it is also a sort of exertion, something the Jannah will be free from, in fact, it will be a place where everything needed will be ready and present.

In verse 58, it was said: (And get apart from the believers today O the guilty ones.- 36:58) On the plains of the Resurrection, initially when people rise from their graves, they will be scattered all mixed up as said in the Qurʾān: (كأنهم جراوة منيثرة) (kaannahum jarādum-muntashir: as if they are scattered locusts - Al-Qamar, 54:7). But, later on, group by group, they will be separated in terms of their deeds - disbelievers at one place and the believers, at another, and sinners at one place and the righteous and the accepted, at another - as it has been stated elsewhere: (وإذا الطوفُ روجَت) (And when the persons will be divided into pairs- at-Takwir, 81:7) In the said verse, this same distinction to be made has been described.

In verse 60, it was said: (Did I not direct you, O children of ʿĀdam, that you must not worship the Satan, (because) he is an open enemy for you.- 36:60). In other words, this would be said on
the day of Qiyāmah to all human beings, (even to the Jinn). But, the question remains that the disbelievers did not generally worship the Satan. They worshipped idols or other things. Therefore, how does this blame fall on them? The answer is that submitting before some entity in the absolute sense and to obey that entity in word and deed in everything and under all conditions is nothing but worship. Since these people always followed Satanic teachings, therefore, they were called the worshipers of the Satan - as said in Ḥadīth that a person who, driven by love for money or spouse, starts doing everything that would increase wealth or please the spouse, even at the cost of the displeasure of Allah, is an obedient servant of the silver coin and the obedient servant of the spouse (‘Abd-ud-dirham, ‘Abd-uz-zawjah).

In verse 65, it was said: (Today We will set a seal on their mouths). On the day of Resurrection, when comes the time to account for deeds, everyone will be free to offer any excuse one has. But, Mushriks, the practitioners of shirk, those who associate partners in the pristine divinity of Allah Ta’ālā, will declare on oaths that they never had anything to do with shirk and kufr: (By Allah, our Lord, we ascribed no partners to Allah - Al-An'am, 6:23).

And some of them will also say that they were free of whatever the angels had written down in their book of deeds. At that time, Allah Ta’ālā will put a seal on their mouths, so that they would not speak. Then, He will give power of speech to their own body parts, the hands and the feet, who will testify to all their deeds as court witnesses against them. As for the present verse, it mentions the speaking of hands and feet only. In another verse, mentioned there is the speaking of one's ear, eye and skin: (their ears and their eyes and their skins will testify against them - 41:20). As for what has been said at one place: (and their tongues will testify against them - An-Nūr, 24:24), it is not contrary to 'putting a seal on their mouths' because putting a seal means that they will be unable to say anything out of their own volition. Their tongue will speak counter to their personal choice and will testify to the truth.

As for the question how these parts of the body would acquire power of speech, the Qur'ān has already answered that by saying: (Why did you testify against us? - 41:20) that is, these parts of
the body will say that Allah, who has given power of speech to all things endowed with the ability to speak, has also enabled us to speak.

In the last of the verses cited above, it was said: (And whomsoever We give long life, we reverse him in creation. Do they then not have sense?). The word: (nu'amir: We give a long life) in this verse has been derived from: (ta'mir) which means to prolong years of life. And the word: (nunakkishū) is a derivation from: (tankis) which means to reverse, invert or turn upside down. In this verse, Allah Ta’ālā has described yet another manifestation of His perfect power and eloquent wisdom in that every living being lies under the free will of Allah Ta’ālā all the time. The process of nature is going on. The thing started from a lifeless drop. Wrapped with three layers of darkness in the womb of the mother, that which came to be was this essence of the universe, and a small world in its own right. Countless was the number of most delicate mechanisms that were embedded into its life form. Then it was made to come alive with the infusion of the spirit. After having been nourished and grown for nine months inside the womb of the mother, a perfect human being came into this world. Of course, perfect it was, but the body it had was weak. Nature took care of that by placing in the breast of the mother food that would suit an infant’s physical requirement. This gave it the gradual supply of needed energy. From that time to the time of youth, passed many stages and then came a strong body at its total bloom. Then came claims of the power thus acquired and rose the desire to defeat every conceivable adversary.

But, that was not the end. When the creator and master of this new aspirant into the world decided otherwise, all these strengths started waning. Even the decline was not sudden. It took time. There were countless stages. Finally, came the fag end of the years of life. Once there, just imagine, has this person not reached back into the stage of one’s childhood. Habits started changing. Reflexes became different. Things that used to be the dearest started appearing hateful. What was comfort once turned into suffering. This is what the Qur’ān calls "tankīs," that is, being turned upside down. One trusts what one sees with one’s own eyes and what one hears with one’s own ears in the life of this world. This too does not remain trustworthy during the later years of old age. Clearly understanding what is being said becomes difficult because one becomes
hard of hearing. The same thing happens to the sense of sight that becomes weak. One cannot see well enough. The classical Arab poet, al-Mutanabbi has said:

ومن صحب الدنيا طويلا تقلبُينُ على عينيه حتى يرى صدفها كذبًا

And for one who lives long in the world, it will turn upside down right before his eyes to the extent that what he saw as truth will start appearing to be a lie.

Not only that this major change in man's frame of existence is a standing manifestation of the unique power of Allah Ta'ālā, it is also a great favor to him. Is it not that all strengths the supreme Creator has placed in the living presence of man are, in reality, the God-given functional devices issued to him with the clarification that they were neither his property nor were they everlasting and that, finally, they will be taken back from him. This obviously required that, once came the time of such take over, all such strengths should have been taken back simultaneously. But, the most merciful and sublime Lord has not elected to do that. Instead, He has allowed that these strengths be taken back in installments that too are prominently long and spaced apart. Thus, these are taken back gradually, bit by bit, so that one gets alerted and starts getting ready to embark on the ultimate journey of the Hereafter. And Allah knows best.

Verses 69 - 75

وَمَا عَلَّمَهُ الْمَيِّضُ وَمَا يَنْبِيعُهُ لَهُ إِنَّهُ إِلَّا ذِكَرٌ وَقُرآنٌ مُبِينٌ

ليُبْنِدْ مِنْ كَانَ حِيٌّ وَيَجِّلَ الْقَوْلَ عَلَى الْكَفِيرِينَ

أَوْلَمْ يَرُوَّا أَنَا خَلْقُنَا لَهُمْ مَعَ عَمَلَتِ أَيْدِيَنَا أَنْعَامًا فَهُمْ لَهَا مِلْكُونَ

ذِلِّلْنَاهَا لَهُمُ فِيهَا عِشْرٌ عَمِيدًا وَهُمْ يَأْكُلُونَ

وَلَهُمْ فِيهَا مَنَافِعُ وَمَشَارِبٌ فَإِلا يُشْكُرُونَ

وَاتِنَّعُوا بِمِنْ دُونِ اللَّهِ الْيَهَةَ لَعَلَّهُمْ يَنْصُرُونَ

لاَ يَسْتَطِيعُونَ نَصْرُهُمْ وَهُمْ لَهُمْ جَنَّتٌ مَحْضِرُونَ
And We did not teach him (the Holy Prophet) poetry, and it is not proper for him. It is nothing (of that sort) but (it is) an advice and a readable book that explains (the truth ), [69] so that it warns him who is alive ( to listen to the truth ), and so that the word may prove true against the disbelievers. [70] Did they not see that We have created for them cattle, among things made (directly) by Our hands, then they are their owners? [71] And We have brought them under their control, so as some of them are their means of transport, and some of them they eat. [72] And for them there are (other) benefits in them and things to drink. So, would they not be grateful? [73] And they have adopted other gods than Allah, so that they may be helped (by them). [74] They cannot help them, rather they (the disbelievers themselves) are (like) an army brought forth for (protecting) them (the so-called co-gods) [75]

Commentary

In the first verse cited here, it was said: '4j & Lj31 Lj (And We did not teach him poetry and it is not proper for him.) Since the deniers of the appearance of a prophet and messenger with a mission could not deny the unique effectiveness of the Qur'ān and its ability to move hearts that was a matter of common experience, therefore, they invented convenient excuses. At times, they would call this Divine Word, some magic and the Holy Prophet , a magician. Then, on other occasions, they would say that this Word was poetry and he was a poet. By saying that, they wanted to prove that this unique effectiveness did not come out of the Divine Word as such, instead, they were either words of magic or sorcery that made an impression on hearts, or it is poetic speech for that too affects hearts.

In this verse, Allah Ta'ālā said that He did not teach His prophet the art of poetry, nor was it appropriate to his station and saying that he was a poet, is false and wrong.

Here, we have a question. Is it not that Arabs are a people who have poetry in their blood? Even their women and children would compose impromptu lines of poetry. They knew poetry and its reality. How could they say that the Qur'ān was poetry and the Holy Prophet was a poet? On what basis could this be because neither is the Qur'ān restricted by the compulsion of poetic meter, nor of radīf (the unchanging word that
appears at the end of the hemistich) and qāfiyah (the changing rhymed word that appears before the radīf) anywhere in the text? Not even someone who is pathetically ignorant of the mores of poetry would think of calling this poetry.

To answer this, it can be said that, essentially, poetry is composed of self-structured imaginary subjects, whether in poetry or prose. By calling the Qur‘ān, poetry and the Holy Prophet ﷺ, a poet their purpose was to tell him that the Divine Word he claims to have brought, is no more than imaginary tales. Or, may be, they called him a poet in terms of the well recognized meaning of poetry with a certain congruity in mind, that is, the effect produced by the Qur‘ān is similar to the effect produced by poetic compositions.

Quoting his own chain of authority, Imām Abū Bakr al-Jaṣṣāṣ has reported that someone asked Sayyidah ‘A’ishah ﷺ if the Holy Prophet ﷺ used to recite some verse of poetry once in a while. To that, she said, "No, however, he once did recite a verse of Ibn Ṭarfah:

"The time will reveal to you that which you did not know, and the news will be brought to you by one whom you did not appointed to do so.

But the holy Prophet ﷺ recited this as: وزن شعرى in a manner that broke the poetic measure. Sayyidnā Abū Bakr ﷺ submitted, 'Yā Rasūlallah, this verse is not like that.' He said, 'I am not a poet, nor is poetry appropriate for me.'"

Ibn Kathīr has reported this narration in his Tafsīr, and at-Tirmidhī, an-Nasa’ī and Imām Aḥmad have also reported it. This tells us that he simply did not consider reciting verses of poetry composed by others as appropriate for him. That he would compose it himself was unthinkable. As for some sentences having the resonance of poetic measure reported from the Holy Prophet ﷺ himself, they did not issue forth from him with the intention of composing formal poetry. They were casual, and should some one or two lines issue forth from a person that fall into poetic measure, these do not make him a poet. But, from this natural condition of the Holy Prophet ﷺ that was based on great considerations of wisdom, it does not become necessary that poetry should be taken as blameworthy
in any absolute sense - as explained under the details of injunctions relating to poetry in our commentary on verse 224 of Sūrah Ash-Shu'ara' (26) appearing at its end in Volume VI of Ma'āriful-Qur'ān, English. Those interested may see it there.

In verse 71, it was said: (Did they not see that We have created for them cattle, among things made (directly) by Our hands, then they are their owners?). Along with the mention of the Divine novelty and beneficence in the creation of the cattle in this verse, yet another great favor of Allah Ta'ālā has been identified. It has been said that man has played no role in the creation of these cattle. Allah Ta'ālā made them, exclusively, by His own hands, so to say. Then, He not only let human beings benefit from these cattle with His permission, but also made them their owners, so that they could dispose them off in any manner they chose - use them to their advantage or sell them off and use the money thus acquired.

**Gift of God - not capital or labor - is the real wisdom behind the ownership of things**

In our day, debate is still going on between various economic theories as to the basis of production of things and their ownership. Is it wealth, or is it labor? The votaries of the capitalist economic system declare capital and wealth as its basis. The protagonists of the socialist and communist system support labor as the real reason or justification behind production of things and their ownership. This decree of the Qur'ān tells us that none of these two has any role to play in the creation of things and their ownership. The creation of anything does not rest in the possession or control of human beings. That is an act of Allah Ta'ālā, directly. Then, reason demands that the one who creates something should also be its owner. Therefore, when it comes to things of this world, the essential and real ownership is that of Allah Ta'ālā. The ownership of human beings in anything whatsoever can take effect only when Allah Ta'ālā passes it on to them in His mercy. Allah Ta'ālā has already revealed the law of the proof and transfer of ownership through his prophets. Counter to this law, no one can become the owner of anything.

In verse 72: (And We have brought them under their control), yet another favor and blessing has been pointed to. If one were to look at the camel, horse, elephant, ox and other animals, it will be
realized that they are seemingly far stronger than human beings. Man is weak as compared to them - as a result of which, it should have not been possible for him to tame and control them. But, Allah Ta‘ālā had it arranged in His own way. The way He created these animals and gifted them to human beings, in the same way, He made these free animals naturally subservient to man. A boy reins a strong horse and rides on its back to anywhere he likes to go. This thing too is no achievement of man. This comes from Allah Ta‘ālā as His grace, a blessing that is given to man without asking.

In the last verse cited above (75), it was said: وَهُمْ لَهُمْ جَنَّتَانِ مَخْصُوصَانِ (rather they are an army brought forth for them). One sense of this verse is to take the word: جَنَّ (army) in the text to mean an opponent or adversary and take the verse to mean that the things they have made their objects of worship in the mortal world will turn against them on the Day of Judgment and also bear witness against them.

And according to a Tafsir reported from Ḥasan and Qatādah, it means that these people had taken to idols as gods in the hope that they would help them. But, the reality on the ground proved to be that they were already incapable of helping them. As a result, the very people who used to worship them as their servants and soldiers are now guarding them to the extent that they would take their side and fight against anyone who opposes them (al-Qurṭubi). The translation given in the text (with brackets) is based on this interpretation.

Verses 76 - 83

فَلاَ يَحْزِنُكَ قَوْلُهُمْ إِنَّا نَعَلَمُ مَا يَسْرُونَ وَمَا يُعْلِينَونَ (76) أُولَمْ يَرْ
الْإِنْسَانُ أَتَا خَلْقُهُ مِنْ نَفْتَةٍ فَإِذَا هُوَا خَصِيمُ مُسِينًَّ (77) وَضَرِبَ لَنَا
مَثَلًا وَنَبِيٌّ خَلْقُهُ قَالَ مِنْ يَحْيَيُ العَظَمَ وَهُوَ رَمَيَّ مُقَلُّ (78) قُلْ
يُحْبِيهَا الَّذِي أَنْشَأَاهَا أَوْلُ مَرَّةٍ وَهُوَ بِكُلِّ خَلْقٍ عَلِيمٌ (79) إِلَّٰ ذِئْ
جَعَلُ لَكُمْ مِنَ الشَّجَرِ الْخَضْرٍ نَارٍ فَإِذَا أَتَتْ مَنْ تَوَفَّدُونَ (80)
أُوْلَٰٰئِكَ الَّذِي خَلَقَ السَّمَوَاتِ وَالْأُرْضَ يُقْدِرُ عَلَى أَنْ يَخْلُقَ مَثَلَهُمْ
So, their remarks must not grieve you. Surely We know what they conceal and what they disclose. [76] And did man not see that We have created him from a drop of semen? Then suddenly he stood as an open adversary (to Us). [77] And he has set up an argument about Us and forgot his creation. He said, "Who will give life to the bones when they are decayed?" [78] Say, "These will be revived by the same One who had created them for the first time, and who is fully aware about every creation, [79] – the One who created for you fire from the green tree, and in no time you kindle from it." [80] Is it that the One who has created the heavens and the earth has no power to create ones like them? Why not? And He is the Supreme Creator, the All-Knowing. [81] His practice, when He intends to do something, is no more than He says, "Be", and it comes to be. [82] So, pure (from every fault) is the One in whose hand is the dominion of all things. And towards Him you are to be returned. [83]

Commentary

The last five verses of Sūrah Yā Sīn were revealed in the background of a particular event. This event has been attributed to Ubayy Ibn Khalaf in some narrations, and to ʻĀṣ ibn Wāʿil in some others. And there is no improbability in that such an event came to pass with both of them. The first narration was reported by al-Baihaqī in Shuʿabal-ʻImān, and the other reported by Ibn Abī Ḥaṭīṭīm from Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās. He says that ʻĀṣ ibn Wāʿil picked up a bone from the sandy and pebble-strewn valley of Makkah and after breaking it with his hands rubbed it into a handful of bone meal and then said to the Holy Prophet, "Will Allah revive this bone you are seeing in my hands?" The Holy Prophet said, "Yes, Allah Taʿālā will put you to death, then bring you back to life and then He will put you in Hell." (Ibn Kathīr)

The expression: (an open adversary) in verse 77 means that this man was created from a lowly drop, yet he has the audacity to...
challenge Allah, and refuse to accept His power. In verse 78, it was said: 
(And he has set up an argument about Us). Here, the expression refers to the event described above, that is, while smashing and rubbing the bone into bone meal, its revival was considered improbable. After that, it was said: (and forgot his own creation). It means while he was giving that example, he forgot the example of his own creation as to how he himself was created by infusing life in a lowly, impure and lifeless drop - a bland anatomy of his creation indeed. Had he not forgotten his real genetic origin, he would have never come up with such examples and would have never dared saying no to Divine power.

In verse 80, it was said: (the One who created for you fire from the green tree ). Two trees used to be well known in Arabia - Markh (Cynanchum Vinimale) and 'Afār. The Arabs were accustomed to cutting two twigs from these two trees as they did with siwāk or miswāk. These twigs would be solid, green, and full of fresh water inside. By rubbing one on the other, it worked like firestone. They could strike fire out of these. This is what has been alluded to in striking fire out of the green tree. (Ququbi) And if we were to consider the ultimate fate of trees, every green tree that flourishes initially, then, later on, once dried, it becomes a source of fuel and fire. Seen from this angle, every tree can be meant here - as seems to be the sense in the following verse of the noble Qur'ān: (Now tell Me about the fire you kindle: Is it you who have originated its tree, are We the Orginiator? - 56:71, 72).

But, in the present verse, since the quality of the 'shajar' or tree has also been mentioned as being 'akhdar' or green, therefore, here it seems that meant here are those particular trees that used to be a source of fire despite being green and moisturized.

In verse 82, it was said: (His practice, when He intends to do something, is no more than He says, "Be", and it comes to be.). In other words, the verse means that when Allah Ta'ālā intends to create something, He has no need to follow the way things are made by human beings who have to collect raw materials, assemble technicians and work for a certain period of time until the thing is ready. His way, to use an understatement, is different. Whenever, He intends to create something, for Him it is sufficient to give the command: "Be." Right
then, the thing so commanded comes into existence. From this, it does not necessarily follow that the creation of everything should invariably be instant. Instead, when the creation of something instantly under the dictate of the wisdom of the Creator is expedient, it stands created on the beam without any gradual mode or respite. And when the creation of something is decreed to be appropriate only as gradual due to some wise consideration, it comes into existence gradually - whether it is destined to be created along with a particular gradual mode in the very first decree, or it is addressed with a separate command of 'kun' or 'be' at each gradual stage. (And Allah, the Pure, the High knows best).
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Surah Aş-Şaffat is Makki and it has 182 verses and 5 sections

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

Verses 1-10

(I swear) by those who stand in rows, [1] then by those who prevent firmly [2], then by those who recite the dhikr, [3] surely your God is but One, [4] the Lord of the heavens and the earth and what is between them, and Lord of the points of the sunrise. [5] Verily, We have decorated the nearest sky with an adornment, the stars, [6] and (have made them) a security against every rebellious shaitan (satan). [7] They cannot listen to the Upper Realm and are hit from every side [8] to be driven off, and for them there is a lasting punishment, [9] however, if one snatches a little bit, he is pursued by a bright flame. [10]

Commentary

Subjects of the Surah

This Surah is Makkī, that is, it was revealed in Makkah
al-Mukarramah. Like other Makki Sūrahs, matters of faith have been taken up as its essential subject. In it, beliefs about Divine Oneness, the mission of messengers and the certain eventuality of the Hereafter have been fortified with proofs presented in various ways. As a corollary, a refutation of the beliefs of Mushriks as well as the scenes of Paradise and Hell also appear in the Sūrah. After providing rational support for beliefs that formed part of the call of the noble prophets صلى الله عليه وسلم and after removing doubts and objections raised by disbelievers, the Sūrah describes how Allah تَعالَى dealt with those who embraced these beliefs in the past and what was the fate of those who opted to take the road to denial and disbelief? Accordingly, in that wise, events relating to Sayyidnā Nūh, Ibrāhīm, Mūsā, Hārūn, Ilyās, Lūṭ and Yūnus صلى الله عليه وسلم have been mentioned, briefly at some places and in details at others.

The Mushriks of Makkah used to call angels: Daughters of God. Towards the end, this belief has been refuted in details and an overall view of the Sūrah seems to indicate that the refutation of this particular kind of shirk (ascribing partners to the Divinity of Allah by declaring angels to be the daughters of God) has been kept in marked sight. Therefore, the Sūrah has been initiated with an oath taken in the name of angels combined with a declaration of the attributes of their servitude. واللّهُ، سَبِيعَةَ اَلْعِلْمِ (And Allah, who is Pure, knows best).

**Tauḥīd: The Oneness of Allah is the first subject**

The Sūrah has been initiated by a description of the belief in Tauḥīd, the Oneness of Allah and the real purpose of the first four verses is to state: إنّلّهُ، إِنَّهُ، إِنّهُ، إذنّهُ، لَوْاحِدُ (surely your God is but One - 37:4). But, before this is asserted, three oaths are sworn ahead of it. A simple literal translation of these oaths is given below: "(I swear) by those who stand in rows, [1] then by those who prevent firmly [2], then by those who recite the dhikr.

Who are these people identified as "those who stand in rows," then, "those who prevent firmly" and then, "those who recite the dhikr?" There is no clarification in the words of the noble Qurʾān about it. Therefore, different commentators have expressed their views to explain it. Some respected commentators say that these refer to living warriors who come out to wage Jihad in the way of Allah and who stand in rows after rows, so that they prevent the aggression of the forces of the false, and even when they file in readiness for combat, even then, they remain engaged in dhikr,
tasbih and the recitation of the Qur'ān as well.

Some others have said that they mean the performers of prayers who stand in rows in the Masjid and prevent Satanic thoughts denying access to them by means of a total concentration on dhikr and the recitation of the Qur'ān (Tafsīr Kabīr and Qurṭubī). Other than these, there are some explanations that do not bear much congruity with the actual words of the Qur'ān.

But, the Tafsīr or explanation which found the widest acceptance with the majority of commentators was that the reference here is to angels, and given here are three attributes credited to them:

1. The first attribute is: (those who stand in rows). This expression comes from the word: صَافَ (saff) and it means 'to align some group on a straight line' (Qurtubī). Thus, it means precisely as it has been translated above.

That the angels stand in the formation of rows has also been mentioned later in this very Sūrah: وَإِنَّا لَنَعْلَمُ الْقَبْلَاتُ (and We, surely We are those who stand in rows - 37:165). When are these rows formed? In answer to that, some respected commentators - such as, Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās, Ḥasan al-Baṣrī and Qatādah - have said that angels are always standing in their rows in space awaiting the command of their Lord, and when it comes, they carry it out (Maḥārī). Some others particularize it with the time of worship, that is, when the angels are engaged in 'ibādah, dhikr and tasbih (worship, remembrance and glorification of Allah), they are in a row formation (Tafsīr Kabīr).

Discipline is desirable in Islam

From this verse, we learn that doing everything in an organized and disciplined manner and giving due consideration to order and skill in whatever we do is something expected of us and is certainly liked by Allah Ta'ālā; It is obvious that the two objectives of the worship of Allah Ta'ālā and the implementation of His command might have as well been achieved if the angels, rather than form rows, could have assembled in the form of a disorganized mob. But, instead of being subjected to something so haphazard, they were given the taufiq or ability to make rows. Then, by mentioning this very attribute first out of their good attributes in this verse, it was pointed out that Allah Ta'ālā likes this style...
of propriety very much.

The importance of making rows come straight and right in \textit{Salāh}

So this is not for angels only. Human beings too have been induced to and bound with the need to make their rows straight and right during 'ibādah'. According to a narration of Sayyidnā Jābir Ibn Samurah Ḥ, the Holy Prophet Ḥ said to him and those with him, "Why do you not align yourself in perfect rows (while offering \textit{Salāh}) as do the angels before their Lord?" The Ṣāḥibah asked, 'How do the angels form their rows before their Lord?' He said, "They complete the rows and stand compactly (that is, leave no gap in between the row)." (\textit{Tafsīr Māzhari})

So many \textit{ahādīth} stressing on the need to make rows complete and keep them straight in \textit{Salāh} have appeared that they could fill an independent treatise on the subject. Sayyidnā Abū Mas'ūd al-Badrī Ḥ says that the Holy Prophet Ḥ would touch our shoulders with his blessed hand during \textit{Salāh} and say, "Stand straight, do not step ahead or fall behind, otherwise, it will cause dissension to creep up in your hearts." (\textit{Jam' al-Fawa'id}, with reference to Muslim and an-Nasā’ī, p. 91, v.1)

2. The second attribute of the angels has been described as: \(\text{فَالْزَجَرَابِرْ خَرَّاً}\) (\textit{fazzajirāti zajrān}: those who prevent firmly). This word has been derived from \(\text{زَخَرْ}\) (\textit{zajr}) which means to hold in check, block, prevent or restrain, also to drive back, repel or reprimand. Maulana Thanavi has translated it in the sense of those who place an impregnable check - which comprehends every possible sense of the word. Now, what is that against which the angels place their check? In view of the context of the Holy Qur'ān, most commentators have answered it by saying that the enforcing of check at this place means the act of angels through which they stop the satans from reaching the higher levels, and a detailed description of which is going to appear a little later in the Qur'ān itself.

3. The third attribute is: \(\text{فَالْتَأْثِيَتِ الْذِّكْرَ} \) (\textit{fattaliati dhikran}) that is, these angels are those who recite the 'dhikr'. The core sense of 'dhikr' is 'word of good counsel' as well as 'the remembrance of Allah.' In the-first instance, it would mean that these angels are those who recite everything Allah Ta'ālā has revealed as word of good counsel through Scriptures. And this recitation could be as a means of earning \textit{barakah} and also as an act of 'ibādah'. Then, it is also possible that it means the angels who
bring wāhi (revelation) to the prophets, since they recite these Scriptures carrying good counsel before the prophets and thus they convey the message of Allah to them. And in the second instance, if 'dhikr' were to be taken to mean the remembrance of Allah, then, it would mean that they keep busy reciting those words, words that prove their commitment to the glory and sanctity of Allah.

At this place, by mentioning these three attributes of angels, the noble Qurʾān has put together all essential qualities of ideal servitude. To sum up: (1) Stand in perfect linear formation for ḫudāyah, (2) preventing rebellious forces from disobedience to Allah and (3) to recite the good counsel and commandments of Allah in person as well as to communicate to others. It is obvious that no act of servitude can remain devoid of these three departments. Hence, the sense of all four verse (37:1-4) turns out to be: 'By the angels who imbibe in them all ideal attributes of servitude, your true Lord is but One.'

Why has the statement been sworn by the angels?

The reason why angels have been sworn by in the Sūrah particularly - as already submitted - lies in the central theme of this Sūrah. It aims at refuting the peculiar kind of shirk (ascribing of partners in the pure divinity of Allah) based on which the people of Makkah used to call angels the daughters of Allah. Accordingly, at the very beginning of the Sūrah, by swearing in the name of the angels, described there were their unique attributes that demonstrated their perfect servitude. In other words, the sense is that should you ponder over these angelic attributes of servitude, they will themselves become a witness before you that their relationship with Allah Taʿālā is not that of a father and daughter, instead, it is that of servants and the Master.

Injunctions about sworn statement of Allah Taʿālā: Three questions and their answers

In the noble Qurʾān, there are statement in which Allah Taʿālā has sworn in various ways in order to lay emphasis on many matters of principles relating to faith and its articles. At some places, it is that of His own Being while, at other places, it is that of particular things out of what He has created. This raises many questions. Therefore, it has become a detailed issue in the science of the Tafsīr (exegesis) of the noble Qurʾān. Ḥāfiẓ Ibn Qaiyyīm has written a regular book on the subject entitled البيان.
at-Tibyan fi Aqsam-il- Qur'an. 'Allāmah as-Suyūṭī has, in his book al-Itqān on the principle of Tafsīr has discussed it in details in the sixty-seventh category of discussions. Some necessary components are being given here:

**Question One:** When Allah Ta'ālā makes a sworn statement, a question naturally arises: Is it not that Allah Ta'ālā is the most need free of all? Why would he need to strengthen His statement with an oath in order to make someone believe?

Abulqasim al-Qushairi has answered to this question by saying that Allah needs not to swear before anyone, but His compassion towards His servants invited Him to do so in the hope that they, after hearing such a sworn statement made by Allah Ta'ālā, may tend to accept the truth and save themselves from the punishment. When an Arab bedouin heard the verse

> And in heaven is your provision, and that you are promised, it is surely true as that you have speech - 51:22-23

where Allah Ta'ālā has sworn by 'the Lord of the heavens and the earth', he remarked, "Who has annoyed the Almighty to make Him swear an oath?"

In short, as said earlier, this is something necessitated by Divine compassion for His creation. Is it not that we have with us a recognized method of settling disagreements and differences? A witness is presented to support a claim. If there is no witness, a sworn statement is offered. Similarly, Allah Ta'ālā has elected to go by this familiar way of human beings in their interest. On occasions, He has laid stress on the subject by using the word: 

> (witness) as in: (Allah bears witness that there is no god but He - And [so do] the angels and the men of knowledge - 'Al-'Imrān, 3:18). Then, there are occasions when words of oath have been used as in: (Yes, by my Lord, it is true - Yūnus, 10:53).

**Question Two:** When it comes to taking an oath, it is usually done in the name of someone comparatively higher, bigger or more significant. But, how is it that Allah Ta'ālā has sworn by things in His creation that are inferior to Him in all conceivable respects?

It can be answered by saying that there simply is, nor can there be, any being or entity greater than Allah Ta'ālā. When so, it is obvious that
the oath of Allah Ta'ālā cannot be like that of the common creation. Therefore, on occasions, Allah subhānahu wa Ta'ālā has sworn by His own pristine Being as in: إِنِّي أَرْبَتُي (Yes, by my Lord - 10:53). Then, there are seven places in the Qurʾān where oaths are sworn by Allah Himself. Then there are other places where oaths are sworn by Divine acts or attributes and the Qurʾān itself, for example: وَالسَّمَاءُ وَمَا بَنَّاهَا، وَالْأَرْضُ وَمَا طَحَّاهَا، وَفَنَّسٌ وَمَا سَوَّاهَا (And by the sky, and One who built it, and by the earth, and the One who spread it, and by the soul, and who made it well - ash-Shams, 91:5-7). And most of such oaths relate to the objects of creation that, being the means of recognition of Allah, do but revert back to Allah Himself as the ultimate source of all creation. (as mentioned by Ibn-ul- Qayyim)

Out of the things in creation that have been sworn by, at places, the purpose is to highlight the sublimity of that particular thing, as is the case with an oath by the blessed life of the Holy Prophet ﷺ in the Holy Qurʾān by saying: لَعَمَّرَكُ إِنْ شَاءَ أَنْفَسَ سَكْرِبُوهُمْ لَعْمَعَوهُنَّ (By your life [O prophet], they are wandering blindly in their intoxication [misguidance] - al-Ḥijr, 15:72). Ibn Marduwayh reports the saying of Sayyidnā ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ that Allah Ta'ālā has not created anyone or anything in this world more sublime and esteemed than the Holy Prophet ﷺ himself, and it is for this reason that no oath by the person of any prophet or messenger appears anywhere in the entire Qurʾān. The only such oath being by the blessed life of the Holy Prophet ﷺ appears in the verse mentioned here. Similarly, the two oaths in: وَالْبَقَآئِبُ (By the Mount - at-Ṭūr, 52:1) and وَالْمَطْعُوْرُ (By the Written Book - at-Ṭūr, 52:2) appear there to highlight the greatness of the two objects sworn by.

And on occasions, a certain created object has been sworn by for the reason that it yields a lot of benefits as in: وَالْبَيْتُ وَالْبَيْتُونُ (By the fig, and the olive - at-Tin, 95:1). And there are other occasions where some created object has been sworn by for the reason that its creation is the manifestation of the great power of Allah Ta'ālā, and an important source of getting to know the Master-Creator of the universe. And in most cases, the thing sworn by does have some role to play in proving the subject stressed with the force of an oath. This unveils itself with a little deliberation wherever it occurs.

**Question Three:** For human beings in general, the well-known rule of the Shari'ah is that swearing by anyone other than Allah Ta'ālā is not
permissible. This poses a question: Is it not that the statements sworn by Allah Ta'ālā in the name of His own created objects go on to prove that a statement sworn in the name of someone other than Allah will also become permissible for others as well? This has been answered by Ḥasan al-Baṣrī by saying:

إن الله يقسم بما شاء من خلقه وليس أحد ان يقسم الا بالله

(رواہ ابن ابي حاتم از مظہری)

Surely, Allah Ta'ālā has the right to swear by whatever of His creation He wills, but it is not for anyone else to swear by anyone other than Allah (reported by Ibn Abī Ḥātim, as in Maẓhari).

Here, the core sense is that taking one's own self on the analogy of the most-exalted Allah is wrong and false. Once the Divine Law has prohibited swearing by anyone other than Allah in the case of human beings at large, any effort to counter argue on the basis of what He elects to do on His own, simply cannot be anything but false.

Explanation of verses

Turning to the explanation of the verses cited above, we see that the statement: متعود برحق (Verily, your God is but One - 4) has been placed at the end of the first three verses in which oaths by angels are sworn. Though, during the course of these oaths, mentioned therein are particular attributes of angels that, if deliberated upon even in a modest measure, would turn out to be nothing short of initial proofs of the belief in Tauḥīd, the Oneness of Allah. But, in the six verses that follow next, a standing proof of Tauḥīd has also been supplied.

It was said: رَبّ السَّمُوَاتِ وَالْأَرْضِ وَمَا بَيْنَهُمَا وَرَبّ الْمَشْرِقِ (the Lord of the heavens and the earth and what is between them, and Lord of the points of the sunrise. - 37:5). Now, a Being to whom goes the credit of having created and sustained such a mind-boggling range of creations has to be the One most deserving of ownership. And this entire universe is a positive proof of His existence and Oneness. The word: الْمَشْرِقِ (al-mashāriq) as used here is the plural form of mashriq or East. Since, the sun rises from a new point every day of the year, therefore, its orientations in the East are many, and it is on this basis that the plural form has been employed here.

In the next verse, it was said: إنا رَبُّ السَّمَاءِ الَّذِينَ يَزَيْنُونَهَا بِرُبْنَةِ الْكَوَاكِبِ (Verily, We
have decorated the nearest sky with an adornment, the stars, - 37:6). Here, the expression: 

\[(\text{as-sama'ud-dunya}: \text{the nearest sky})\]

means the closest sky. The sense is that Allah Ta’ālā has made this sky closest to the world look good through the glittering presence of stars. Now, it is not necessary that these stars are located precisely within the sky. In fact, even if they are detached from it, even then, should they be looked at from the earth, they appear to be on the sky - and keep imparting a glow to it. What is being said here is no more but that this star spangled sky is an open proof of the fact that it did not come into existence on its own, instead, it has been created by its creator. And why a Being that can bring such enormous things into existence would need any partner and sharer in His creation? In addition to that, when even the disbelievers find it a settled matter that Allah Ta’ālā is the creator of all heavenly bodies, would it not be injustice that, despite His being the Creator and Master, someone or something else be taken as the object of worship? As for the problem of stars being part of the sky or being separate from it in the light of the Qur’ān as well as that of the coherence of astronomy with the noble Qur’ān, these have been taken up in detail in the commentary on Sūrah al-Ḥijr (Ma‘ārif-Qur’ān, Volume V, Verses 15:16, page 302)

In the last four verses, (37:7-10): [have made them] a security against every rebellious shaitan [satan]. They cannot listen to the Upper Realm and are hit from every side, to be driven off, and for them there is a lasting punishment, (however, if one snatches a little bit, he is pursued by a bright flame - 37:10). It has been said that stars have yet another benefit besides being a decoration of the sky. Through these, wicked Satans are restrained from approaching the higher levels to eavesdrop. They do that to gather whatever news of the unseen they can gather by reaching the fringes of the sky. But, they are denied the opportunity to listen to what angels say to each other. If some Satan picks up even a part of their conversation, and tries to decamp with it, he is hit by a blazing flame, so that he remains unable to pass on this information to his devotees among soothsayers in the world. It is this blazing flame that has been called: 

\[\text{(shihāb thāqib: meteor).}\]

Some details about meteors have appeared in Sūrah al-Ḥijr
(Maāriful-Qurān, volume V. 15:17,18, pages 303-305). At this place, it should be borne in mind that early Greek scientists believed in meteors being terrestrial substance that rose up with vapors and would burn up when it reached the fire zone. But, the words of the Qurān, as they appear here, seem to suggest that a meteor is not some terrestrial substance, rather, is something generated only in the upper atmosphere. At this stage, earlier commentators have been saying all along that the Greek assumption about meteors - that it was some terrestrial substance - was no more than a conjecture. Therefore, this cannot be used to raise an objection against the Qurān. As for the other possibility - that some terrestrial substance rises up and ignites itself in the upper atmosphere - that too offers no contradiction with the Qurān.

But, once we are in the age of modern scientific discoveries, the question has been put to rest. Astronomers tell us that meteors (shihāb thāqib) are small pieces from countless stars, generally of the size of large bricks. They stay in space. One of their groups is known as 'asadiyyah', (Leo, or Lion, out of the signs of Zodiac). It keeps revolving around the sun on its path through the imaginary belt in the heavens. One orbit by it is completed in thirty-three years. Light is emitted in these pieces because of their speed and abrasion against heavenly bodies. These pieces fall mostly during the nights of August 10 and November 27. Then, during the nights of April 20, October 18 and November 28, and on the nights of December 6, 9 and 13, their fallings tapers off. (Tafsir al-Jawahir by Tantawi, page 15, volume 8).

This investigative approach of modern science corresponds to the Qurānic description. Yes, as for people who take the phenomena of satans being hit by meteors beyond conception, the late Tantawi has offered a good advice for them in his Tafsir al-Jawahir. He has said:

"Our forebears and scholars also took it with a heavy heart that the noble Qurān would say something counter to contemporary astronomy of their time. But, the commentators of the Qurān did not compromise their position. They did not agree to accept their thinking and surrender the position of the Qurān. Instead of doing something like that, they bypassed their philosophical assumptions and continued to stay with the Qurān. After the passage of some time, it became automatically established that the early Greeks were wrong in their assumptions. Now, if we
were to acknowledge that these stars hit, hurt and burn satans, what is there to stop us from doing so? Thus, here we are in our time embracing this statement of the Qur'ān as true. And we are faithfully waiting for the future (when science will also confirm it)." - al-Jawahir, page 14, volume 8.

The Real Objective

At this place, by mentioning the skies, the stars and the meteors, two objectives have been achieved. The first real objective is to assert the Oneness of Allah who has, all by Himself, created and managed a universal system so magnificent and, therefore, He alone is worthy of being worshipped as well. Then, there is the second objective whereby the false notion of those who take satans as their objects of worship has been refuted by telling them that they are the most accursed of the creation, and have nothing to do with the supreme station of godhead.

In addition to that, also refuted here is the objection of those who used to degrade the Divine revelation (wahy) sent to the Holy Prophet ﷺ as the predictions of the soothsayers. These verses clearly indicate that the noble Qur'ān rejects the soothsayers for the sum-total of their information is what they receive through the satans. And the Qur'ān says that the satans do not have access to the higher echelons. They cannot bring back the true information out of what remains in the realm of the Unseen (alghayb). When the Qur'ān states this as its creed relating to soothsaying, how can it become soothsaying as such? Thus, these verses carry clear hints to the subject of Allah's Oneness and the veracity of the mission of the prophet. Later on, through the example of these very cosmic creations, the belief in the Hereafter has been proved.

Verses 11 - 18
Now ask them, "Are they stronger in the formation of their bodies, or those (other beings) We have created?" Certainly, We did create them from sticky clay. [11] But you wonder (at their denial), and they mock (at the idea of an Hereafter). [12] And when any advice is given to them, they pay no heed to it. [13] And when they see a sign, they make fun of it, [14] and say, "This is nothing but an open magic. [15] Is it when we have died and become dust and bones, that we shall be raised again, [16] and even our fathers of a foretime?" [17] Say, "Yes - and you shall be disgraced (too)!" [18]

Commentary

After having proved the belief in the Oneness of Allah, described in the present eight verses is the belief in the 'Ākhirah or Hereafter along with an answer to doubts entertained by disbelievers about it. First of all, a rational proof has been given in support of the possibility of human resurrection in the very initial verse cited above. In gist, it refers to the huge heavenly bodies of the universe mentioned in previous verses, and points out to the obvious weakness of human beings as compared to them. Now when disbelievers do recognize that such great objects of creation as angels, Moon, stars, Sun and the meteors, were created by Allah Ta'ālā through His infinite power, how could it become difficult for Him to make a weak creation like human beings die and then come alive once again? It is being said that the way they were fashioned in the beginning with sticky clay followed by a blowing of spirit in them, similarly, when they will have died and become dust, even then, Allah Ta'ālā will give them life once again.

As for the statement: (Certainly, We did create them from sticky clay - 37:11), either it means that their forefather, Sayyidnā Adam, was created with clay, or it is also possible that it means every human being. Therefore, if seen with a little deliberation, water-based clay is the essence of every human being cyclically. Human creation is from sperm, sperm from blood and blood from food. The essence of food, no matter in which form, is vegetation and vegetation comes from the combination of clay and water.

Anyway, the first verse (11) provides a rational proof of the belief in the 'Ākhirah or Hereafter. This has been posed in the form of a question beamed right at them: Who is more difficult in the process of creation?
You? Or, are the many objects of creation We have mentioned more difficult to create? Therefore, no elaborate explanation was considered necessary. It was deemed sufficient to allude to it through a hint by saying - 'Certainly, We did create them with sticky clay.'

After that, in the five verses that follow it, described there is the reaction the disbelievers show on hearing the proofs in support of the Hereafter. The proofs of the belief in the Hereafter presented before disbelievers were of two kinds: (1) Rational proofs as given in the first verse. (2) Reported proofs, that is, they were shown miracles in support of the veracity of the mission of the Holy Prophet \$\& as prophet and messenger of Allah asserting that he was, as such, from Allah and a prophet of Allah can never lie. He receives the authority of what he says from the heavens. And when he is telling us that the last day of Qiyāmah will come, there will be a Resurrection and human beings will account for their deeds, then, this information given by him is definitely true, and it must be accepted as true.

As for the reaction of disbelievers on rational proofs, it was said: َبِنَالْجِبَتَ وَيُعْجِرُونَ وَذَٰلِكَ ذُكُرَ لَأَيْذَآ كُرُونَ (But you wonder [at their denial], and they mock [at the idea of an Hereafter]. And when any advice is given to them, they pay no heed to it. - 12,13). Given here first is the stance of the Holy Prophet َّبِنَّا who wonders as to how could these people, after having such clear proofs before them, still remain reluctant to accept the truth while these people, on the contrary, indulge in making fun of the proofs and beliefs presented by him before them. In fact, no amount of advice and counsel given to them works. They are just averse to any understanding.

As for reported proofs, their reaction is: َوَإِذَآ رَوَآ أَيْبَةٍ يُعْجِرُونَ (And when they see a sign, they make a fun of it - 37:14). It means if they see a miracle that confirms the veracity of his prophethood, and the belief in 'Ākhirah ultimately, they ridicule even something so serious and dismiss it by saying that it was nothing but clear magic. Why would they so scoff and jeer? Did they have some basis, some argument in support?

They did and it was: َإِذَا إِذَا مِنَّا وَكَنَّا مُتَرَابِطِي وَعَظَامًا إِذَا لَمْ يُعْجِرُونَ أُولَٰئِكَ أَوْلُو الْأَوَّلِينَ (Is it when we have died and become dust and bones, that we shall be raised again, and even our fathers of a foretime?" - 16,17). In other words, the problem of comprehension that confronted them was as to how in the
world could they - once they and their forefathers had become dust and bones - be brought back to life all over again. They were really not willing to admit any proof in this matter, neither that of reason nor that of miracle. Allah Ta‘ālā has chosen to answer their question in a single sentence at the end in the words: قُلْ نَعمَ وَأَنتُمْ دَاجِرُونَ (Say, "Yes - and you shall be disgraced (too)!" - 37:18)

Outwardly, this is a dismissive answer, as is usually given to rigid people. But, a little deliberation would reveal that it happens to be a full-fledged argument as well. Imām Rāzī has explained it in Tafsīr Kabīr. He says: By the rational proof of resurrection given earlier, it already stands established that the rising of human beings once again after death is not something impossible. Then, the rule is that the physical happening of anything rationally possible can be proved on the authority of the statement of someone who is harbinger of nothing but the truth. So, once this much is settled that rising again is possible, then, should some true prophet of Allah simply say thereafter: 'Yes, you shall definitely rise again," this will be an absolute proof that the said event is bound to happen.

The proof of the miracles of the Holy Prophet

The word: آية (‘āyat) in verse 14: وَذَٰلِكَ رَوْا آيَةً (And when they see a sign) literally means 'sign' and at this place it means 'miracle.' Hence, this verse proves that Allah Ta‘ālā had given to the Holy Prophet some other miracles as well in addition to that of the noble Qur‘ān - which refutes those who take the miracles of the Holy Prophet as effects of physical causes, and thereby claim that no miracle, other than that of the Qur‘ān, was shown at the blessed hands of the Holy Prophet.

In this verse (14), Allah Ta‘ālā has clearly said: وَذَٰلِكَ رَوْا آيَةً مُّسْتَجِرَوْنَ (And when they see a sign, they make fun of it). Some people who deny miracles say that, at this place, the word: آية (‘āyat) does not mean مستجز (‘mu‘jizah) or miracle, instead, it means rational arguments. But, this approach is patently wrong in view of what is said in the next verse that follows immediately: وَقَالُوا إِن هَذَا لَا يَسْتَجِرُونَ (and they say, "this is nothing but an open magic - 37:15). It is obvious that declaring an evidence and argument to be open magic does not make any sense. They could have said something like this only when they had seen a miracle.

Some deniers of miracles also say that the word: آية (‘āyat) means ayat
or verses of the Qur'ān, as it is these verses that the disbelievers declare as magic. But, the word: رَأَوْا (rā aw: they see) of the noble Qur'ān is flatly contradicting this assertion. The verses of the Qur'ān were not seen. Instead, they were heard. Hence, wherever Qur'ānic verses have been mentioned in the noble Qur'ān, the words used there are those of hearing, not of seeing. And place after place in the Qur'ān, the word: آية (Ayat) has appeared in the sense of mu'jizah or miracle. For instance, while reporting the demand of the Pharaoh from Sayyidnā Mūsā it was said:

إِنْ كُنْتَ جَعَلْتَ بَيْنَاهُمَا آيَةً فَإِنْ كُنْتَ مِنَ الصَّادِقِينَ

If you have come with a sign bring it out, if you are one of the truthful (7:106).

In response, Sayyidnā Mūsā had shown the miracle of his staff turning into a serpent. As for the verses of the Qur'ān where it has been mentioned that the Holy Prophet did not accede to their demand for a miracle, the fact is that miracles had been repeatedly shown thereby, but they used to ask for an ever-new miracle of their choice almost everyday. It was in response to such demands for miracles that they were turned down. It was done for the reason that a prophet of Allah shows miracles at the will and command of Allah Ta'ālā. If anyone still refuses to accept the true message conveyed by him, then, coming up with a new miracle everyday is counter to the dignity of the prophet, as well as counter to the will of Allah Ta'ālā.

In addition to that, it has been the customary practice of Allah Ta'ālā that, once some people were granted the miracle they had asked for - and they still failed to believe - then, they were destroyed through a mass punishment. But, in view of the intended survival of the community of the Holy Prophet and with the objective of keeping it safe from any mass punishment, no such miracle on demand was shown before it.

**Verses 19 - 26**

فَإِنَّمَا هَيِّنَ زَجْرَةٌ وَاحِدَةٌ فَإِذَا هُمْ يَتَّشَرُّونَ ۖ وَقَالُوا يُولِّيْنَا هَذَا يَوْمُ الْيَتِينِ ۖ ۚ هَذَا يَوْمُ الْفَضْلِ الَّذِي كُنْتُم بِهِ تُكْتَبُونَ ۖ أَحْشَرُوا الْيَتِينَ ۚ وَأَزْوَاجَهُمْ وَمَا كَانُوا يُعْبَدُونَ ۖ مِنْ
So, it will be only a single (castigating) Call, and all of a sudden they will begin to see. [19] And they will be saying, "Woe to us; this is the Day of Retribution." [20] (It will be said to them,) This is the Day of Judgment that you used to deny. [21] Muster all those who were unjust, and their fellows, and whatever they used to worship [22] other than Allah, and show them the way to Jahannam, [23] and make them stop (for a while) - they are to be questioned: [24]" What has happened to you that you do not help each other?" [25] On the contrary, all of them today are totally submissive. [26]

Commentary

After having shown the possibility and proof of 'Ahirah or Hereafter, Allah Ta‘âlâ has described some events relating to Resurrection in these verses.

Given in the first verse (19) is the mode in which the dead will rise again. It was said: (So, it will be only a single [castigating] Call and all of a sudden they will begin to see - 37:19). The word: زَجْرَةُ (Zajrah) is a noun derived from زَجْرُ (zajr), and it is used to carry many meanings in the Arabic language. Out of these, one meaning is: 'To utter such sounds which, when heard by cattle, would motivate them to rise and get moving.' Here, it means the second Şûr (Horn or Trumpet) that will be blown by the angel, Sayyidnâ Isrâfîl 𐭯𐭠𐭩. Hence, it has been expressed as 'zajrah' for the reason that the way some sounds are produced to prompt cattle to rise and get moving, very similarly, this Şûr will be blown to make the dead rise. (Tafsîr al-Qurtubi)

Though Allah Ta‘âlâ is, in His infinite power, inherently capable of making the dead rise again without having the Şûr blown, yet this Şûr will be blown in order to highlight the awe of the Resurrection (Tafsîr Kabîr). Its effect on the disbelievers has been identified as: (and all of a sudden they will begin to see - 37:19), that is, the way they could see in the mortal world, in the same way, they would be able to see there.
Some other commentators have explained it by saying that, overtaken by wonder, they will start looking at each other. (Qurtubi)

In verse 22, it was said: (Muster all those who were unjust, and their fellows). Here, the text has used the word: (azwāj) for cohorts, fellow travelers, or people of the same persuasion - a word literally meaning 'pair'. Then, this word is very commonly used in the sense of spouses. That is why some commentators have said that it means wives of the Mushriks who were also Mushriks. But, in the sight of most commentators, the word: (azwāj) at this place means nothing but people of the same persuasion, and it also finds support in a saying of Sayyidnā ‘Umar ٓ. Imām al-Baihaqī, ‘Abd-ur-Razzaq and others have reported this saying of Sayyidnā ‘Umar ٓ under their explanation of this verse. They have said that the word: (azwāj) in the text means 'other people like them.' Thus, (while mustering the unjust), huddled together there will be the people of the same interest, fornicators with other fornicators and drunkards with other drunkards. (Rūh-ul-Ma‘ānī and Mażhari)

In addition to that, by saying: (and whatever they used to worship - 37:22), it was expressly laid out that, along with the Mushriks, all those false objects and entities like idols and satans they used to worship and equate with Allah as His associates in the life of the world will all be mustered together - so that, at that time, the helplessness of these false objects of worship could be demonstrated publicly.

After that, a command will go forth to angels: (and show them the way to Jahannam - 37:23). When the angels will take them away, and reach close to the Bridge of Sirat, they will be commanded: (make them stop - they are to be questioned - 37:24). Thereupon, at this place, they will be questioned about their beliefs and deeds - that have been mentioned in the Qur‘ān and Ḥadīth at many places.

Verses 27 - 40
And some of them (the followers of their chiefs) will turn to others (the chiefs), asking questions from one another. [27] They (the followers) will say, "You were the ones who used to come to (mislead) us forcefully."

[28] They (the chiefs) will say, "On the contrary, you yourselves were no believers. [29] And we had no authority over you at all, but you yourselves were a transgressing people. [30] So, the word of our Lord has come true against us. Indeed, we have to taste (the punishment). [31] We did misguide you, (because) we were ourselves erroneous." [32] So, this day, they will be sharers in the punishment. [33] This is how we deal with the criminals. [34] They were those to whom when it was said: 'there is no god but Allah', they waxed proud, [35] and used to say, "Are we really to leave our gods because of an insane poet?" [36] No, he has come with the truth and has confirmed all the messengers (of Allah). [37] Surely you have to taste the painful punishment- [38] And you will be recompensed for nothing but for what you used to do - [39] unlike the chosen servants of Allah. [40]

Commentary

When the leading elders among disbelievers who had misled their common adherents appear before their followers on the plains of resurrection, they would, rather than help each other, start arguing among themselves. The present verses carry a sampling of the same
mutual argumentation between the contesting parties as well as the sad end they will have to face. Two things are noteworthy here:

1. The word: يمين (Yamin) in: إنكم كنتم تأودونا عن اليمينِ (You were the ones who used to come to [mislead] us forcefully.- 37:28) may have several meanings. One possible meaning of the expression: عن اليمينِ ('ani 'l-yamin) is 'powerfully' or 'forcefully'. The translation given in the text above is based on this meaning, which seems to be fairly clear and cloudless. In addition to that, 'yamin' is also used to mean oath. Some commentators have explained it as: 'you came to us with oaths,' that is, 'you made us believe on oath that our creed is correct and the teaching of the messenger of Allah is, God forbid, false.' In terms of the words of the Qur'ān, both these explanations are possible and acceptable comfortably.

2. From verse 33: فاتِهمُ يُومَمِينَ في الْعَذَابِ مَشْهُرُونَ (So, this day, they will be sharers in the punishment.), we learn that should a certain person invite someone else to participate in what is impermissible and use his clout to coax him into sin, then, he will certainly incur the punishment of so inviting that person to sin. But, a person who accepts his invitation of his volition and choice, he too cannot be absolved from the sin of his deed. He cannot appear in the Hereafter and get away by saying that he was made to go astray by this or that person. Yes, if he has not committed sin by his volition and choice, instead, has done so under coercion, just to save his life, then, insha'Allah, it is hoped that he will be forgiven.

Verses 41 - 61
Those are the people for whom there is a known provision, [41] the fruits; and they will be honored [42] in Gardens of Bliss [43] facing each other on couches. [44] They will be served with a cup from a flowing drink, [45] white, delicious for those who drink. [46] There will be no headache therein, nor will they be intoxicated with it, [47] and by their side there will be females restricting their gazes (to their husbands), having pretty big eyes, [48] as if they were eggs hidden (under feathers protected from pollution). [49] Then they will turn to each other asking questions mutually, [50] A speaker from them will say, "I had a companion [51] who used to say (to me), 'Are you one of those who believe? [52] Is it when we have died and become dust and bones? Is it true that we are going to be recompensed [for our deeds]?'" [53] He (the speaker) will say (to other people in Paradise) "Would you like to have a look (to Jahannam to find out what happened to that companion of mine)?" [54] So he looked - and he saw him in the middle of Jahannam. [55] He said, "By Allah, you were going almost to ruin me. But for the favour of my Lord, I would have been among those produced for punishment." [57] (Then the speaker will address the other people of Paradise in delight and wonder, saying, "Are we not then to die anymore [58] beyond our first death, nor are we going to be punished? [59] This is, indeed, the great success. [60] For this kind (of achievement), all workers must work. [61]

Commentary

After having described the condition of the people of Jahannam (Hell), the verses cited above have mentioned the condition of the people
of Jannah (Paradise). This description is in two parts. The initial ten verses describe the comforts the people of Jannah will be blessed with. After that, the verses that follow take up an event relating to a particular inmate of Jannah which has lessons of guidance. Out of what has been said in the first ten verses, a few things are worth mentioning. These are as follows:

1. It was said in the first verse (41): (Those are the people for whom there is a known provision). Commentators explain it variously. (1) Some say that it refers to the detailed description of the provisions of Paradise mentioned in different Sūrahs of the Qur'ān. Maulānā Ashraf 'Alī Thānānvi has elected to go by this very Tafsīr. (2) Others have said that 'known provision' means that its timings are determined and known, that is, it will be bestowed punctually all mornings and evenings as indicated in another verse (Maryam, 19:62) where the words: صبح و شام (morning and evening) have been explicitly mentioned. (3) Then, there is a third Tafsīr as well. According to this explanation, 'known provision' means that this provision will be certain and everlasting - unlike the world of our experience where no one can say with any degree of certainty what and how much of that provision he or she is going to get; nor does anyone know how long his provision will remain available to him or her. Every human heart is all the time under the fear that the blessings he has may disappear in future- may be, comes a tomorrow and they are no more there. Jannah will be free of this danger. Instead, the provision of Paradise will be certain and everlasting, both. (Qurṭubī, and others)

2. By saying: (fawākih: fruits - 42) immediately after, the Qur'ān has itself explained 'rizq' (provision) - that it will comprise fruits. The word: explained (fawākih) is the plural form of: (fākiyah) and it denotes everything eaten for the taste and not to remove hunger. It is conveniently translated as fruit since it is eaten for the taste. Otherwise, the sense of fākiyah is much wider than that of fruit. Imām Rāzī has culled the subtle point from this very word that the cuisine offered in Jannah will be for the taste of it, and not for removing hunger. The reason is that in Jannah there is nothing one would really need. Once there, one would need no food or energy-giving intake in order to sustain
life or preserve health. Yes, there will be wish. The fulfillment of wish will bring the pleasure of satiation - and that would be the objective of all blessings of Paradise. (Tafsir Kabir, page 98. v.7)

3. Then, by saying: وَهُمُ مُكِرَّمُونَ (wa hum mukramūn: and they will be honored), it was given to understand that this provision will be presented to the people of Jannah with full protocol of hospitality and honor, for an absence of it would render even the most delicious offering remain without relish. From here, we also learn that the right of a guest is not fulfilled simply by feeding him or her. In fact, the warmth of hospitality and the according of honor to a guest is also included under his or her rights.

4. After that, it was said: عَلَى سُرُورٍ مُتَّقَابِيْلِينَ (‘alā sururim-mutaqabilīn: facing each other on couches. - 37:44). This is a portrayal of the state in which the people of Jannah will be sitting - no backs against each other. How would that seating arrangement turn out to be in practice? That only Allah knows best. Some commentators say that the circuit of the seating arrangement would be so extensive that no one will need to sit with one's back towards anyone, and Allah Ta’ālā will bless the people of Jannah with such power of sight, audition and speech that they would be able to comfortably converse with people sitting at varying distances. Then, there are some other commentators who have also said that these couches, thrones or settees will be revolving - readily zooming towards whomsoever one wishes to talk to. And Allah knows best.

5. The word: لَذِي نَالُوْ بَشَارِيْنَ (ladhdhatil-lishšāribin: delicious for those who drink) is essentially a verbal noun which means 'to be tasteful'. Therefore, some commentators have said that, at this place, the adjunct (mudaf) stands elided. Initially, it was: دَأْبَ لُذَّةَ (dhati ladhdhatin: having taste). But, there is no need for this labored approach. First of all, even if 'ladhdhah' is taken to mean nothing but a verbal noun is frequently used in the sense of ismul-fi’il. In that case, it would mean that it would be 'a taste personified' for those who drink. In addition to that, there is another adjectival form of: لَذِي لَذَّةَ: ladhdhatun besides لَذِي لَذَّةَ: ladhidhun - that is, لَذِي لَذَّةَ: ladhdhun. It is possible that the word: لَذِي لَذَّةَ: ladhdhatun used here may be a feminine form of the same لَذِي لَذَّةَ: ladhdhun (Tafsīr Qurṭūbī). In this case, it would mean: 'delicious for those who drink.'
6. The word: گُل (ghaul) in verse 47:  لا فیها غول گُل (lā fiḥā ghaulūn) has been explained variously as 'headache' or 'abdominal pain' or 'smell or corruption' or 'muddling of reason'. The fact is that the word: غول (ghaul) is used to convey all these meanings, while Ḥāfīz Ibn Jarīr says that 'ghaul' appears here in the sense of bane, trouble or unwelcome consequences which makes it mean that the drink offered in Jannah will have no such evil consequences as are found in wines consumed in the mortal world - no hangovers of headache, stomach pain, bad breath or loss of reason. (Tafsīr Ibn Jarīr).

7. In verse 48, it was said: فِصْرَتِ الْعَرَفَ (restricting their gazes). This is an attribute of the hurs or houris of Jannah - wide eyes with lowered gaze. It means that except for the mates to whom Allah Ta'ālā gives them in marital bond, they will not raise their eyes to cast a look at any other male. 'Allamah Ibn-ul-Jauzi reports: These women will tell their spouses, 'By the honor of our Lord, I see no one better than you in this Jannah. Praised be Allah who made me your spouse and made you, mine.'

'Allamah Ibn-ul-Jauzi has given yet another sense of 'those with lowered gaze' when he says that they will cause the gaze of their spouses remain lowered. In other words, they will be so beautiful and so faithful that their spouses would simply not have a wish to look at anyone else. (Tafsīr Zad-ul-Masīr, pages 57, 58, volume 8)

8. In verse 48: ۚکَانُوا ۚبَيِّضُ مَكْطُونٌ (as if they were hidden eggs). As obvious, the hurs of Jannah have been likened to hidden eggs in this verse. The simile was popularly recognized among the people of Arabia. The egg hidden under feathers remains safe from the pollution, therefore it is always neat and clean. Moreover, its color is yellowish white, which was deemed by the Arabs as the most attractive color for women. Then there are other commentators who say that this simile does not relate to eggs as such, instead, the simile relates to the membrane hidden in the egg, and the sense is that the skin of those women will be as soft as the membrane of the eggs. (Rūh-ul-Maṭānī) Allah knows best.

An inmate of Jannah and his disbelieving acquaintance

After having described the general condition of the people of Jannah, one of them has been mentioned particularly. Once he has settled down with other inmates of Jannah, he will recall a disbelieving acquaintance
who denied the possibility of the Hereafter during his mortal life. Then, with the permission of Allah Ta’álá, he will be given an opportunity to talk to him by peeping into the Jahannam. The identity of this man has not been given in the Qur’án. Therefore, it cannot be said with any degree of certainty as to who this person could be. Still, some commentators have opined that the name of the believer was Yahudah and the name of his disbelieving acquaintance was Maṭrus, and they were the same two comrades mentioned earlier in the verse of Sūrah al-Kahf: ...A... (And give them an example. There were two men... - 18:32). (Tafsīr Mažharī)

And to determine the identity of this person, ‘Allāmah as-Suyūṭī has reported yet another event from several tabi’īn that there were two partners in a business. They earned eight thousand dinars out of it, and took four thousand dinars each. One partner spent one thousand dinars from his share to buy a land. The other partner was a pious man. He prayed: ‘O Allah, this person has bought a plot of land for one thousand dinars. I buy a plot of land from You in Jannah against one thousand dinars’ - and gave away one thousand dinars in Ṣadaqah (charity). Then, his partner-friend spent another one thousand dinars and made a house for himself. Then, the pious man said, ‘O Allah, this man has made a house for himself by spending one thousand dinars. I propose to one of the women in Jannah and offer this modest sum of one thousand dinars’ - and, having said that, he gave away yet another one thousand dinars in Ṣadaqah. Finally, when his partner-friend bought some attendants and things by spending one thousand dinars, the pious partner, once again, gave out one thousand dinars in Ṣadaqah and prayed to Allah that he be blessed with attendants and things of Jannah against it.

After that, this believing servant of Allah was caught in some dire need, and he thought of his former partner hoping that he would be good enough to help him. So, he told him about his need. His former partner asked him, ‘What became of your share of money?’ In answer, he told him
the whole story. Wondering thereupon, he asked, 'Do you really believe it as true that, once we die and become dust, we shall get another life and, in that life, we shall be given the return for our deeds? Get lost. I am not going to give you anything.' After that, both of them died. The man of Jannah referred to in the cited verses is the servant of Allah who had given all his wealth in Šadaqah for the sake of Ākhirah (life in the Hereafter), and his acquaintance in Jahannam is the same partner who had chided him on his confirmation of the life to come, the Ākhirah. (Tafṣīr ad-Durr-ul-Manthūr with reference to Ibn Jarīr and others, p. 165, v. 5)

**An advice to avoid bad company**

Anyhow, whoever this person may be - it does not matter. This event has been mentioned with a purpose. The noble Qur’ān is really alerting people towards a beneficial rule operative in human relations. Let everyone make a careful survey of his or her circle of friends, and try to find out whether or nor there is someone included therein who may actually be dragging them towards the sad end of the Jahannam. The destruction bad company can bring about can only be discovered fully and truly in the Hereafter - and that will be a time when there will be no escape from such destruction. Therefore, it is better to take one's guard right here in this world in matters concerning the taking of friends and promoting of relationships, something that must be done with due caution and judgment. There are occasions and circumstances when one does not foresee what would happen after having inculcated relationships with someone who disbelieves or disobeys. What ultimately happens is that one starts becoming affected by his ideas, thoughts and way of life without having any sense of that which is happening to him. This attitude proves lethal for one who is so affected in terms of the end he would have in the Hereafter.

**Wondering about not having to die anymore**

When the man who has been mentioned here will peep into Jahannam to have a look at his disbelieving acquaintance, it has been mentioned that the same man will be so delighted with the blessings of Jannah that he will exclaim: "Is it that we do not have to die anymore?" It does not mean that he will not be certain of the eternal life of Jannah. Instead, it is like the case of a person who achieves the highest degree of happiness. Such a person would occasionally break into exclamations that
show as if he does not believe his eyes on having received such enormous blessings. These remarks are of the same nature.

Towards the end, the noble Qur'ān turns our attention to the essential lesson embedded in this event and says: ُلِيْمَلُ هذَا قَلِيمَ الْعَيْلُوْنَ which means 'For this kind (of achievement), all workers must work.'

Verses 62 - 74

Is that better as hospitality or the tree of Zaqqūm? [62] We have made it a test for the unjust. [63] It is a tree that comes out in the bottom of Jahannam. [64] Its fruits are like the heads of satans. [65] So, they have to eat from it and have to fill their bellies with it. [66] Then they will have, on top of it, a mixture made of boiling water. [67] Then, their return is but to the Fire. [68] They found their fathers on the wrong path. [69] So, they used to run in their foot steps. [70] And most of the earlier ones (too) had gone astray before them. [71] And We did send warners among them. [72] So look, how was the end of those warned - [73] except the chosen servants of Allah. [74]

Commentary

After having described the conditions prevailing in Jahannam and Jannah briefly, Allah Ta'ālā has invited every human being to compare and decide as to which of the two conditions is better. It was said:
that is, 'there are these blessings of Jannah mentioned here - are they better? Or, is it the tree of Zaqqūm the fruits of which will be fed to the people of Jahannam?

The reality of Zaqqūm

A tree by the name of Zaqqūm is found in the territory of Tihāmah, a part of the Arabian Peninsula, and 'Allāmah 'Alūsi has written that it is also found in other barren deserts. Some say that this is the same tree known as thohar (Euphorbia neriifolia or antiquorum) in Urdu and Hindi. Some others point out to another tree known as nagphan (hood of serpent) found in India as being the zaqqūm that appears to be more likely. Now, commentators differ in this matter. What tree is it the fruit from which the people of Jahannam will be given to eat? Is it one of the trees found somewhere in this world, or is it some other tree? Some support the view that it is what is found growing in this world. Some others say that the zaqqum of Jahannam is an entirely different thing. It has nothing to do with the earthly zaqqūm. Apparently, the way there are snakes and scorpions in the mortal world, it seems they are there in Jahannam as well. But, it goes without saying, that the snakes and scorpions of the Jahannam will be far ferocious than their counterparts here. Similarly, the zaqqūm of Jahannam will, though, be like the zaqqum of this world in terms of its genus, but it will be far too gruesome to look at, and far too unpalatable to eat. And Allah is pure and high who knows best.

In verse 63, it was said: إِنَّا جَعَلْنَا هَٰذَا شَجَرَةً لِّلْمَلَائِكَةِ (We have made it [the tree of zaqqum] a test ['fitnah'] for the unjust). Here, according to some commentators, fitnah (fitnah) means punishment, that is, 'have turned this tree into a source of punishment.' But, most commentators say that it is more appropriate to translate 'fitnah' at this place as 'trial' or 'test'. The purpose here is to say that Allah wishes to test as to who believes in it, and who ridicules it. Consequently, what happened was that the disbelievers of Arabia failed this test. Rather than fear this punishment and believe, they opted for the method of confrontation and ridicule. According to Ḩadīth narrations, when the verses of the Qurʾān in which it has been mentioned that the disbelievers will be made to eat the fruit of zaqqūm, Abū Jahl said to his accomplices: "Your friend (Sayyidnā Muḥammad al-Muṣṭafa ﷺ) says that there is a tree in the Fire -
although, fire eats the tree - while we, by God, do know this much that zaqqum is the name of butter-topped dates. So, come and eat this date and butter" (ad-Durr-ul-Manthūr, p. 277, v. 5). In fact, in the language of the Berbers, dates topped with butter or cream were known as zaqqum, therefore, Abū Jahl made use of this opportunity to ridicule the prophet of Islam. To the two things he said, Allah Ta’ālā gave an answer in a single sentence by saying: إِنَّهَا شَجَرَةٌ تَخْرُجُ فِي أُصُلٍّ ٱلْجَهَنَّمَ (That is a tree that comes out in the bottom of Jahannam - 37:64). Thus, neither does it mean date and butter, nor the objection as to how could a tree survive in fire hold valid - particularly when that tree owes its very origin to the fire itself. Hence, Allah Ta’ālā has placed such properties in it that instead of getting burnt in fire, it is actually nurtured by it. For example, there are many life forms that would survive only in fire that does not burn them, in fact, makes them grow.

By saying: طَلَعَتْهَا كَأَنَّهُ رِوْسُ ٱلْشَّيَاطِينِ (Its fruits are like the heads of the satans.- 65), the fruits of zaqqūm have been likened to the heads of the satans. Some commentators have translated the word: ٱلْشَّيَاطِينِ (ash-shayāṭīn) in this verse as 'serpents' since the fruit of zaqqūm resembles the hood of the serpent. Therefore, in Urdu and Hindi too, it is called 'nagphan' (hood of the serpent) for this very reason. But most commentators have said that the word: ٱلْشَّيَاطِينِ (ash-shayāṭīn) here should be taken in its well-recognized sense. Thus, it would mean that, in its ugliness, the fruit of zaqqūm is like the head of the satans. Now, let there be no doubt here that nobody has seen the Shaitan, why then, would something be likened to him? The reason is that it is an imaginative simile. Speaking metaphorically, things ugly and grotesque are commonly likened to satans, Jinns and ghosts. The purpose is only to express an extreme degree of ugliness. The simile used here is also of this very nature. (Rūḥ-ul-Ma‘āni and others).

The sense of the rest of the verses is clear from their translation.
And Nūḥ did call Us (for help after he was disappointed from his people), so We were the best to respond. [75] And We delivered him and his family from the great agony, [76] and made his progeny the sole survivors. [77] And We left for him (a word of praise) among the later people, (that is): [78] Salām be on Nūḥ among (the people of) all the worlds. [79] Certainly, this is how We reward those who are good in deeds. [80] He was one of Our believing servants. [81] Then, we drowned others. [82]

Commentary

In the previous verses, it was said that Allah had sent messengers to warn the earlier communities as well, but most of the people did not listen to them, therefore, they met a very sad end. Now, from here details of that brief statement made earlier are being given. As a corollary, events relating to several noble prophets have been narrated. Mentioned first in these verses was Sayyidnā Nūḥ. The event relating to Sayyidnā Nūḥ has appeared in Sūrah Hud (11) with sufficient details. A few things connected with the explanation of these very verses particularly are being taken up here.

In verse 75, it was said: (And Nūḥ did call Us). According to most commentators, it means either the prayer of Sayyidnā Nūḥ mentioned in Sūrah Nūḥ: رَبِّ لَا تَأْدِرَ عَلَى الْأَرْضِ مِنَ الْكَفَّارِينَ ذَٰلِكَ (My Lord, do not leave on earth even a single inhabitant (surviving) from the disbelievers - 71:26), or that which appears in Sūrah Al-Qamar: إِنَّ مَعْلُوبَ فَاتَتِي (I am overpowered, so defend me - 54:10). Sayyidnā Nūḥ had made this prayer at a time when his people had crossed all limits in being wicked and unruly to him and had gone as far as conspiring to kill him.

And in verse 77, it was said: (And [We] made his progeny the sole survivors.). According to most commentators, this verse means that the majority of world population was annihilated in the great flood during the time of Sayyidnā Nūḥ. After that, all races in the
entire world originated from the three sons of Sayyidnā Nūḥ خلفًا. Sam was one of his sons. His children were the forbears of the peoples of Arabia and Persia. The second son was named Ham. The populations in African countries came from him. Some scholars have included the people of India in the same racial stock. Yafīth was the third son. From him came the races known as Turk, Mongol and Gog and Magog. Out of the people who had embarked the ark of Sayyidnā Nūḥ خلفًا and had survived the Flood, the three sons of Sayyidnā Nūḥ خلفًا were the only ones whose progeny survived later on.

However, some scholars - whose number is very small - hold the view that the Flood during the time of Sayyidnā Nūḥ was not world wide, instead, it was restricted to the land of ancient Arabia. In their sight, it was only in that land area where the progeny of Sayyidnā Nūḥ خلفًا flourished and survived, and it was through them that the Arab race came. That the race of others spread out in other regions of the world does not go on to contradict this verse. (Bayān-ul-Qur'ān)

A third group of commentators says that as for the Great Flood, it was worldwide, but the universal racial stock did not come from the sons of Sayyidnā Nūḥ خلفًا alone. Rather, it spread out from all those people who were on board with Sayyidnā Nūḥ خلفًا. This group of commentators takes the restrictive statement of the Qur’ān in the sense of relative restriction, and says that, at this place, the real purpose is to state that the race of the people drowned did not continue. (Qurtubi)

Given the context of the Qur’ān, this third view is very weak, while the first view is the best for the reason that it is supported by some aḥādīth as well which Imām Tirmidhī and others have reported directly from the Holy Prophet ﷺ under the Tafsīr of this verse. In a narration from Sayyidnā Samurah Ibn Jundub ﷺ, the Holy Prophet ﷺ has been reported to have said: "Sam is the father of the people of Arabia; Ḥām is the father of the people of Ethiopia, and Yafīth, that of the people of Byzantine." Imām Tirmidhī calls this Ḥadīth as Ḥasan, while Imām Ḥākim rates it as Šaḥīḥ (Rūḥ-ul-Maʿānī, p. 98, v.23).

In verses 78 and 79, it was said: وَرَكَّزْنَا عَلَيْهِمْ فِي الْأَخْرَىِّينِ سَلَامًا عَلَّىٰ نُوحٍ فِي الْعَالَمِينَ (And We left for him (a word of praise) among the later people, (that is): Salām be on Nūḥ among [the people of] all the worlds.). It means that, in
the sight of those who were born after Sayyidnā Nūh, he was made so revered that they would continue praying for his peace and well-being right through the last day of the Qiyāmah. As such, this is how it actually happened. All religions with attribution to Divine Scriptures subscribe to the mission of Sayyidnā Nūh as a prophet and hold him in great reverence. In addition to Muslims, even Jews and Christians regard him as being their spiritual leader.

Verses 83 - 98

And certainly from his adherents was Ibrāhīm. [83] (Remember) when he came to his Lord with a pure heart, [84] when he said to his father and his people, "What is that which you worship? Do you wish (to have) fallacious gods other than Allah? [86] Then, what is your opinion about the Lord of the worlds?" [87]

Then, he cast a look at the stars, [88] and then said, "I feel indisposed" [89] So they departed from him, turning their backs. [90] And he made his way to their gods and said to them, "Why would you not eat? [91] What is wrong with you that you do not speak?" [92] Then he attacked them striking with his right hand. [93] Then, they (the idolaters) came to him rushing. [94] He said, "Do you worship what is carved by yourselves, [95] while Allah has created you and what you make?" [96] They said, "Build for him a structure, and throw him
into the blazing fire." [97] So, they intended to bring harm to him, but We made them the lowest (by frustrating their plan). [98]

Commentary

After having related the event concerning Sayyidnā Nūh  the Qur'ān mentions two events from the blessed life of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm  Both events highlight the great sacrifices Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm  offered for the sake of Allah alone. Out of these, the first event mentioned in the verses cited above relates to Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm  being thrown into the fire. Its details have already appeared in Sūrah Al-Anbiya' (21: 51-70). Yet, the way it has been described at this place, it needs some explanatory notes that appear below.

The word: (shi'ah) in verse 83:  (And certainly from his adherents was Ibrāhīm.) is used in the Arabic language for a group or party the individuals from which are similar to each other in basic concepts and methods - and here it is obvious that the pronoun in:  (shi'atihi) is reverting to Sayyidnā Nūh . Therefore, it would mean that Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm adhered to the way of Sayyidnā Nūh , the prophet preceding him, and that there was a perfect agreement between them on the basic principles of faith - and it is also possible that the religious codes they had could also be the same, or similar. Let us bear in mind that, according to some historical narratives, there is a gap of two thousand six hundred and forty years between them, and there was no prophet except Sayyidnā Hūd and Sayyidnā Śalih during this period. (Kashshaf, p. 48, v. 4)

In verse 84, it was said:  (when he came to his Lord with a pure heart,). Here, 'coming to his Lord' means 'to turn to Allah, to zero in one's attention towards Him and to worship Him.' By placing the restriction of 'with a pure heart' it has been indicated that no act of devotion (ibādah) to Allah is acceptable until the heart of the devotee is cleansed pure from false beliefs and ill intentions. If a certain act of devotion is performed while laced with some false belief, then, no matter how hard the devotee has worked in this process, it will still not be acceptable. Similarly, if the main purpose of the devotee happens not to be the seeking of the sole pleasure of Allah - but, is a simple show off or some material gain, then, that act of devotion is not praiseworthy. The
passion with which Sayyidna Ibrāhīm ﷺ turned towards Allah was free of all such adulterations.

In verses 88 and 89, it was said: قُلْ نَظَرْنَا فَيَّ النُّجُومِ فَقَالَ إِنِّي سَقِينِمُمَّ. (Then, he cast a look at the stars, and then said, "I feel indisposed" 37:88-89). There is a background to these verses. The people of Sayyidna Ibrāhīm ﷺ used to have a festival on a particular day. When that day came, they invited Sayyidna Ibrāhīm to go with them and enjoy the festival. Their purpose was that if he accompanies them in the festival, he might be impressed with them and forget about calling them to his faith. (ad-Durr-ul-Manthūr, Ibn Jarir and others). But, Sayyidna Ibrāhīm ﷺ had something else on his mind. He wanted to make use of this occasion to pursue an agenda of his own. He thought when all these people go to celebrate their festival, he would have the time to go into their temple and break their idols, so that when they returned, they would see the helplessness of their false gods with their own eyes. It was quite possible that this scenario makes someone's heart lit with the spark of true faith and, may be, he repents and shies away from shirk. This being his aim, Sayyidna Ibrāhīm ﷺ refused to go with them. But, he chose a particular method of saying 'no' to his people when he cast a full, animated look at the stars (expressed in the text by saying: ﴿فِي النُّجُومِ﴾ [fī-n-nujūm: into the stars] as explained below) and then said that he was indisposed. His people took his excuse to be valid, left him alone and went away to enjoy their festival.

Several exegetic and juristic issues are related with this event. A gist is being presented here.

The purpose of casting a glance at the stars

The first debatable issue is to determine the purpose for which Sayyidna Ibrāhīm ﷺ cast a glance at the stars before he could give an answer. Some commentators have said that this happened as a matter of chance. When someone has something important on his mind, there are occasions he would start looking at the sky quite unintentionally. At the time Sayyidna Ibrāhīm ﷺ was invited to come to the festival, he was left thinking as to how could he excuse himself out of this invitation. It was in this state of indecision that he, quite involuntarily, cast a glance towards the stars and, only after that, came his response. This explanation of casting a glance towards the stars apparently seems to be
cloudless. But, in view of the style of the noble Qurʾān, it is difficult to call it correct. First of all because the style of the Qurʾān is such that it limits itself to the narration of only important and necessary units of events while it leaves off details that are unnecessary. Even in these very verses under study, several units of the events have been elided to the extent that its entire background was also not spelt out. Therefore, it is not possible to believe that the Qurʾān would have left out the background of this event, lest it becomes too long while it would take an absolutely involuntary action not even distantly related to the event and describe it in a whole verse. Secondly, if no particular wise consideration was in sight while casting a glance towards the stars, instead, it had happened involuntarily - then, according to the grammatical rules of the Arabic language, one would say: $	ext{نظرة} ightarrow 	ext{النجوم}$ and not: $	ext{نظرة} ightarrow 	ext{النجوم}$ as in the text.

This tells us that Sayyidnā Ibrrāhim  did have some particular expedient consideration before him in having a glance at the stars, and that is why the noble Qurʾān has mentioned it with such stress on its importance. Now the question is: What was that expedient consideration? In answer, most commentators have said that the people of Ibrrāhim  believed in astrology and used to do everything they had to do by looking at stars. The purpose behind the answer that Sayyidnā Ibrrāhim  gave by looking at the stars was to let his people understand that the statement being given by Sayyidnā Ibrrāhim  about his indisposition was not something unfounded, instead, what he was saying was being said on the basis of his assessment of the movement of stars. Although, Sayyidnā Ibrrāhim  was not a believer in astrology personally, but the method he used functionally in order to avoid his participation in the festival was precisely what would appear trustworthy in their sight - and since he made no reference to astrology verbally, nor did he declare that his aim was to seek help from his knowledge of stars - instead, what he did was no more than having looked at the stars rather fully - therefore, this also had no aspect of some lie in it.

Here, one may doubt that this act of Sayyidnā Ibrrāhim  might have encouraged disbelievers who were not only believers in astrology, in fact, took stars to be effective agents in the events of the world. But, this doubt can be answered by saying that the likelihood of an encouragement was possible only when Sayyidnā Ibrrāhim  would have not clearly
warned them on their erroneous conduct later on. Here, this entire plan was being enacted for the sole purpose that the invitation to pure monotheism be communicated to them in the most effective manner possible. Hence, it was after a short while that Sayyidna Ibrāhīm صلی الله اعفیأ عليه laid bare every possible error of their conduct before his people. Therefore, there is no question of providing encouragement to disbelievers simply on the basis of this ambiguous act. Here the purpose was to get rid of the compulsion of having to participate in the festival so that effort could be made to create a conducing atmosphere to present the call of true faith. This method of considered ambiguity for the purpose in sight is based on nothing but wisdom - and no reasonable objection can be raised against it.

This explanation of casting a glance towards the stars has been reported from most commentators. Maulānā Ashraf ‘Alī Thānawi has also gone by this very Tafsīr in Bayān-ul-Qur‘ān.

Astrology: Its status in Islam

Another question which comes under this verse relates to the status astrology has in the Sharī‘ah of Islam. A brief answer to this question is being submitted here.

At least this much is a settled matter that Allah Ta‘ālā has placed specific properties in the Moon, Sun and the stars that affect human lives. Some of these are such as could be observed by everyone, for instance, the feeling of being hot or cold due to the Sun being near and far or the high and low tides of the seas due to the waxing and waning of the Moon and similar other phenomena. Now, some commentators just limit themselves to saying that the properties of these stars are no more than what we can gather from common observation - while there are others who say that there are some additional and particular properties in the position and movement of stars which affect most human matters. The moving of some star in a particular constellation becomes for some human beings the cause of happiness and success while the cause of sorrow and failure for some others. Then there are some people who believe that stars are the sole effective agents in the case of all successes and failures. And there are still others who say that there is no effective agent but Allah Ta‘ālā, however, He has endowed stars with such properties, therefore, very much like other causes, they too serve as yet another cause of human successes and failures.
As for those who believe in stars being effective agents, and hold that events and revolutions of the world depend on stars alone, and they alone decide what happens in the world - their notion is wrong and false without any doubt. In fact, this belief takes one to the borderline of shirk (the ascribing of partners to the pristine divinity of Allah). This was the kind of belief the people of Arabia entertained in the matter of rains. According to them, a particular star (called: نور : 努: :naw') brought rains and it was an effective agent as far as rains are concerned. The Holy Prophet ﷺ has strongly refuted this belief the detailed description of which appears in ahadith.

Now, there remains the thinking of people who, for all intents and purposes, do believe that Allah Ta‘ālā is the ultimate effective agent in world events, yet they also subscribe to the view that the Almighty has endowed stars with such properties which affect human lives in the degree of a general cause. For example, as far as rain is concerned, it is Allah alone who brings it, but clouds happen to be the obvious cause of rains. Similarly, the real fountainhead of all successes and failures is no other but the will of Allah Ta‘ālā. But, these stars become the cause of those successes and failures. Hence, this thinking is no shirk - and neither do the Qur‘ān and Ḥadīth confirm or reject it. Therefore, it is not too far out to think that Allah Ta‘ālā might as well have embedded some such effects in the position, movement, rising and setting of stars. But, the acquiring of the knowledge of astrology in order to pursue and discover these effects, and then placing reliance on this knowledge, and then issuing decrees for the future on that basis is, after all, prohibited and impermissible and ahadith forbid it. According to a narration of Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mās‘ūd ﷺ, the Holy Prophet ﷺ said:

إذا ذَكَرَ الْقُدْرَ فَأَمِسَكُوْا وَإِذَا ذَكَرَ الْمَجْرُوحَ فَأَمِسَكُوْا وَإِذَا ذَكَرَ الْأَضْحَابِي فَأَمِسَكُوْا

(تَحْرِيْجُ إِحْبَاهِ الْعَلَمِ لِلْعَرَائِفِ بِحَوَالَةِ طَبْرَانِيَّ وَهُوَ حَدِيثٌ حَسَنٌ الْعَرَائِفِ)

When destiny is mentioned - observe restraint; and when stars are mentioned - observe restraint; and when my Companions are mentioned - observe restraint [that is, do not deliberate or debate or dwell on differences]. ‘Iraqi on Ḥiyā-‘ul-Ulum, with reference to Tabarānī, and rating as ‘ḥasan’

And Sayyidnā Umar ﷺ said:
Acquire knowledge of stars to the extent you are guided right on
land and at sea - then, stop. (Thyā'-ul-'Ulum - Ghazzālī)

This prohibition does not necessitate rejection of properties and effects
of stars. But, any relentless digging into these properties and effects - and
wasting precious time while hankering after these is what has been
prohibited. Imām al-Ghazali has, while discussing this subject in
Iḥyā'-ul-'Ulum, identified several elements of wisdom behind this
prohibition.

The first wise consideration under which astrology has been declared
as blameworthy and prohibited lies in a person's accelerated devotion to it.
Experience bears out that once this happens, he gradually starts taking
stars as the be-all and end-all of everything, and this false perception
then drags him on to the polytheistic belief of taking stars as the real
effective agents.

Then there is yet another wise consideration behind it. Even if Allah
Ta'ālā has placed some properties and effects in the stars, we have, on our
part, no certain source of knowledge about these, except through wahy or
revelation. It appears in aḥādīth about Sayyidnā Idrīs al-aswād (Enoch) that
Allah Ta'ālā had given him some knowledge of this nature. But, that
knowledge based on Divine revelation (wahy) is no more there in this
world. Now, whatever the so-called experts of astrology have with them is
merely a collection of inferences, conjectures and whims based on which
no certain knowledge can be acquired. This is the reason why countless
predictions of astrologers keep being proved false. Someone has made a
lively comment on this field of knowledge by saying:

مفيد هذه معلومة غير معلومة غير مفيدة

The useful of it is unknown, and the known of it is useless!

'Allāmah 'Ālūsi has, in his Tafsīr Rūḥ-ul-Ma‘ānī, has cited several
examples from historical events where the way an event should have
transpired under the accepted rules of astrology came, in reality, to
transpire almost contrarily. Therefore, so many great people that devoted
their lives to astrology were finally compelled to confess that the ultimate
end of this field of knowledge is no more than conjectures and estimations.
A famous astrologer, Koshyar Dailami has written in his book al-Mujmal fi-l-Ahkam:

"Astrology is a field of knowledge not supported by evidence, proof, or argument. It has a lot of leeway for human scruples and conjectures."
(Rūḥ-ul-Ma‘āmī, p. 116, v. 23)

‘Allāmah ’Alūsī has also reported similar sayings from several other scholars of astrology. Nevertheless, this much is settled that astrology is not a field of knowledge that could offer any degree of certainty. Countless probabilities of errors lurk behind it. But, what actually happens is that people who pursue this field of knowledge end up giving it status of a science that is absolute and certain. On this very basis they arrive at their decrees for the future, and because of it they go on to entertain good or bad opinions about others. Moreover, far serious is the false pride in this field that, on some occasions, pushes its votaries to start claiming that they have the knowledge of the unseen (al-ghayb). And it goes without saying that everything pointed to here generates all sorts of corruption.

There is yet another reason for the prohibition of astrology in that it amounts to allowing dear life to be consumed in a pursuit that has no benefit in the real sense. When one cannot have something certain come out of it, how is it going to be helpful in doing so many things one has to do in this world? Now, running after something useless for no valid reason is totally against the spirit and temperament of the Shari‘ah of Islam. Therefore, it has been prohibited.

How to explain the 'indisposition' of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm ?

The third problem that emerges from this verse relates to the statement of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm . In response to the invitation of his people, he said: (I feel indisposed). Now the question is: Was he really sick at that time? In the Qur‘ān, there is no clarification about it. But, from a Ḥadīth of the Šāhīh of al-Bukhārī it seems that he was not so sick at that time as would make him unable to go with his people. Therefore, we have to determine as to how could he say that.

The answer to that, according to the majority of commentators, is that Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm had really employed the mode of : tauriyah (equivocation). Tauriyah means: 'To say something that is apparently
counter to the actual fact, but the speaker means a remote sense in it that matches the actual fact. Here, the apparent sense of the remark made by Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm is that 'Right now, I am sick.' But, this is not what he really meant. Now, what did he really mean? About this, commentators have expressed different opinions. Some said that it was prompted by his instinctive aversion at the sight of the polytheistic activities of his people. This view is supported by the fact that the word used here is: 'ṣaqīm' (indisposed), a word that is much lighter than: marīd (sick). This sense could be conveyed in English by saying: I am indisposed (as in the translation of the text). It is obvious that this sentence has ample room to incorporate the sense of instinctive aversion alluded to earlier.

And some commentators have said that by saying: 'inni ṣaqīm', Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm intended to convey the sense of 'I am going to be sick' for the reason that, in the Arabic language, the form of active participle noun (ism-u-l-fa‘il) is frequently used for the future tense. In the Qur‘ān itself, it was said while addressing the Holy Prophet: ‘And indeed, you both are dead and they both are dead.’ But, as obvious, it means: 'Certainly, you will die and they too are dead.' But, as obvious, it means: "Certainly, you will die and they [too] will die - (Az-Zumar, 39:30). Similarly, Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm had said: 'inni ṣaqīm' (inni saqim) only to convey the sense of 'I am going to be sick' and he said that because one has to fall sick some or the other time much before death comes. Even if someone does not suffer from a regular sickness, even then, one is temperamentally disturbed before death that is something inevitable.

If someone is not satisfied with these interpretations, then the best explanation is that Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm was really somewhat indisposed at that time, but his indisposition was not such as would have prevented him from participating in the festival. Actually, he talked about his casual indisposition in a particular setting where his listeners thought he was suffering from some major disease because of which he was really unable to go with them. This explanation of the equivocation used by Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm is most reasonable and satisfactory.

This explication also makes it clear that the use of the word: kadhibah: lie) for the statement: 'inni ṣaqīm' (inni saqim) uttered by
Sayyidnā Ibrahim, as is reported in the Ḥadīth of Bukhārī, actually means "(نوْرَهَة: equivocation) which has the apparent form of a lie but it is no lie in terms of the sense intended by the speaker. In some narrations of this very Ḥadīth, the following words have also appeared:

ما منها كذبة إلا ماحل بهَا عَنْ دَينِ اللَّهِ

Out of these, there is no lie that has not been spoken for the sake of defending and supporting the religion of Allah.

These words are self-explanatory. They tell us that the word 'kadhib' or lie in the Ḥadīth carries a sense that is separate from its common meaning. A slightly detailed discussion regarding this very Ḥadīth has already appeared in the commentary on Sūrah Al-Anbiyā' under the verse: (He said Rather, this is done by this chief of theirs - 21:63). (Ma‘riful-Qurān, volume VI)

The Islamic legal ruling on (equivocation)

Also from these very verses comes the ruling that resorting to tauriyah on occasions of need is permissible. One form of tauriyah is verbal, that is, saying something the apparent sense of which is counter to the actual fact, while the inward sense corresponds to it. Then there is the practical tauriyah, that is, to act in a manner that makes the onlooker interpret one's intention in a certain way while, in reality, one's intention is quite different. This is also known as: i‘hām. When Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm cast a glance towards the stars, it was i‘hām (as held by most commentators) and calling himself sick was tauriyah or equivocation.

On specific occasions of need, resorting to both these kinds of tauriyah stands proved from the Holy Prophet in person. When he was on his journey of hijrah, and the disbelievers were looking for him frantically, someone en route asked Sayyidnā Abū Bakr about the Holy Prophet. He answered by saying: هوُمَهَادٌ يَهْدِينِيْ (He is my guide. He shows me the way). From his answer, the listener gathered that he was referring to him as some usual pathfinder or guide (hired for this purpose in travel through unknown desert terrain). Therefore, he did not bother and went his way - although, Sayyidnā Abū Bakr had still not surrendered the truth of the matter that he was his religious and spiritual guide or leader.

Similarly, says Sayyidnā Ka‘b Ibn Malik, 'when the Holy Prophet
had to go in a certain direction for Jihad, he would, while coming out of Madīnah, rather than go in his intended direction, would start marching towards some other direction - so that onlookers do not find out the correct destination towards which he was really headed (Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim and others). This was practical tauriyah (equivocation) and 'iham.

On occasions of good cheer and light humor too, tauriyah stands proved from the Holy Prophet ﷺ. According to narration from the Shama‘il of Tirmidhi, the Holy Prophet ﷺ humorously said to an old woman, "No old woman will go to Paradise." That woman became very anxious. Then he explained that he meant that the old women will not go Paradise in the state of their old age - yes, they will go there after having turned young.

Verses 99 - 113

And he said, "I am going to my Lord. He will show me the way. [99] O my Lord, bless me with a righteous son."
So, We gave him the good news of a forbearing boy.

Thereafter, when he reached an age in which he could work with him, he said, "O my little son, I have seen in a dream that I am slaughtering you, so consider, what do you think?" He said, "O my dear father, do what you have been ordered to do. You will find me, insha'Allah, (if Allah wills) one of those who endure patiently." So, (it was a great episode) when both of them submitted themselves (to Allah's will), and he laid him on his forehead and then We called out to him, "O Ibrāhīm, you did make the dream come true." This is how We reward those who are good in deeds.

This was indeed a trial that clearly demonstrated (their obedience). And We ransomed him with a great sacrifice. And We left for him (a word of praise) among the later people, (that is,)" Salam be on Ibrāhīm! This is how We reward those who are good in deeds. Surely, he is among Our believing servants. And We gave him the good news of Ishāq, a prophet from among the righteous. And We did bless him, and Ishāq - and among the progeny of both of them, some are good and some are utterly unjust to their own selves.

Commentary
The sacrifice of a son

Another event in the blessed life of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm has been described in the verses cited above. This is the event of the sacrifice of his first-born son in the way of Allah.

Explanatory Notes on the verses

The first verse (99) opens with the words: ... (And he said, "I am going to my Lord...."). Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm said this at a time when he was totally disappointed by his countrymen, for nobody except Sayyidnā Lūṭ, his nephew, was willing to believe in him. The statement: (I am going to my Lord) means that he will leave the abode of disbelief and go to a place whereto Allah Ta’ālā has commanded him to go, a place where he will be able to worship his Lord in peace. So, he started on a journey accompanied by his blessed wife, Sayyidah Sārah and his nephew, Sayyidnā Lūṭ. After having passed through different areas of Iraq, he finally reached Syria. Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm had no children until then, therefore, he made the prayer mentioned in the next verse (100).
He said: رَبِّ هَبْ لِي مِنَ الصَّلِحِينَ (O my Lord, bless me with a righteous son." - 100). His prayer was answered and Allah Ta'ālā gave him the good news of the birth of a son.

Thus, by saying 'forbearing' in: فَبَدِّلْنَا بِكَ عَلَمَ خَيْرٍ (So, We gave him the good news of a forbearing boy- 101), it was indicated that this newborn would demonstrate such patience, control and forbearance in his life as would be exemplary in the world. The birth of this son had a background of its own. When Sayyidah Sārah realized that she is not being blessed with children, she took herself to be barren. On the other hand, the Pharaoh had given his daughter named Hajirah as gift to Sayyidah Sārah, so that she could help her in household chores. Sayyidah Sārah passed on this very Hajirah as gift to Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm who married her. Then the son mentioned here was born to this Hajirah and he was named Isma'īl.

In verse 102, it was said: فَلَمَّا بَلَغَ مَعَهُ السُّئِفَ قَالَ بَنِيُّ إِبْرَاهِيمُ أَرَى فِي الْمَنَامِ أَنِّي أُذْبَحْكُ (Thereafter, when he reached an age in which he could work with him, he said, "O my little son, I have seen in a dream that I am slaughtering you, so consider, what do you think?"). From some narrations, it appears that this dream was shown to Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm for three consecutive days (Qurtubī). Then, it already stands settled that the dream of blessed prophets is a revelation (wahy). Therefore, this dream meant that Allah Ta'ālā was asking Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm to slaughter his firstborn son. For that matter, this command could have been revealed directly through an angel. But, the wisdom behind communicating it through a dream was to unravel the obedience of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm at its most sublime form. A command given through a dream could have a lot of room for interpretations and excuses by the human self. But, this was Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm. He did not take to the way of excuses. On the contrary, he simply bowed down (sans interpretations, sans hesitations) before the command of his Lord. (Tafsīr Kabīr)

In addition to that, the purpose of the great Creator here was neither to have Sayyidnā Isma'īl be slaughtered actually, nor was it to make it binding upon Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm that he slaughters him ultimately, instead, the purpose was to give the command that he should, on his part, do everything necessary to slaughter him and take all steps leading to his slaughter. Now, had this command been given to him
verbally, it would disclose that the actual slaughter is not intended, and the element of test would have remained missing. Therefore, he was shown in a dream that he was slaughtering his son. From this Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm understood that what he was been commanded with is slaughter - and he was all set for it literally and comprehensively. Thus, the element of trial went the full circle, and the dream also came true. So, as said earlier, if this thing were to come through a verbal command, either there would have been no test, or the command would have to be abrogated afterwards.

How hard this test was! It is to allude to this aspect that Allah Taˈālā has placed additional words in the statement here: فَلَمَّا بَلَغَ مَعَهُ السِّمَاءِ (Thereafter, when he reached an age in which he could work with him, - 102). In other words, it could be said that he was commanded to sacrifice his son he had so wistfully prayed for at a time when this son was old enough to walk by the side of his father, and the days when he could become the right arm of his father were not far. Commentators say that the age of Sayyidnā Isma‘īl was thirteen years at that time. Some others say that he had crossed the age of puberty. (Tafṣīr Mażhari)

In the next sentence of verse 102, it was said: فَأَنْظُرْنَا تُرِى (So consider, what do you think?) When Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm posed this question before Sayyidnā Isma‘īl he really had no hesitation about carrying out the Divine command. In fact, he wanted to accomplish two things by doing so. Firstly, he wanted to test his son as to the extent to which he was ready to face this trial. Secondly, the noble prophets always have a way of their own - they are prepared to carry out Divine commands at all times. But, they always opt for methods that are suitable in such obedience, methods that are based on wisdom and all possible convenience. Had Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm started laying down his son in readiness for slaughter without having said any thing to him or having heard any thing from him in advance, it would have caused difficulties for both of them. Now, this thing that he said to him was in the spirit and manner of a tender consultation with his son. What he intended thereby was to let his son become aware of the command of Allah in advance, so that he is all prepared to endure the pain of being slaughtered well before the zero hour comes. Moreover, even if there emerged some hesitation in the heart of his son, there will still be the time to make him understand
the situation. (Rūh-ul- Ma`ānī and Bayān-ul-Qur`ān)

But, that son was no less than the son of the Friend of Allah, and the one who himself was bound to rise to the office and station of a prophet. In his answer, he said: (ο my dear father, do what you have been ordered to do - 102). Not only that this statement provides an evidence of the unique passion of Sayyidnā Isma`īl to surrender his life in the way of Allah, it also shows the kind of intelligence and knowledge Allah Ta`ālā had blessed him with at such a tender age. It should be borne in mind that Sayyidnā Isma`īl had not referred to any command from Allah before him, in fact, had mentioned a dream only. But, Sayyidnā Isma`īl got the point. He understood that the dream of a prophet is a revelation (wahy) - and this dream too was, in reality, a form of Divine command as such. Hence, in his response, rather than mention the dream, he referred to the Divine order.

The proof of 'revelation not recited' (wahy ghayr matluww)

Right from here comes a clear refutation of those who deny the authority of Ḥadīth and who do not accept the existence of any revelation that is not recited. They say that wahy or revelation is only that which has been revealed in the Scripture, the Book of Allah - other than that, no other form or kind of revelation exists. You have already noticed that the command to sacrifice his son was given to Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm through a dream, and Sayyidnā Isma`īl had declared it to be the command of Allah in very clear words. Now, if 'the revelation not recited' (wahy ghayr matluww) is nothing, then where did this command come from and in which Scriptures was it revealed?

After that, Sayyidnā Isma`īl also gave an assurance to his great father from his own side by saying: (You will find me, insha’Allah, [if Allah wills] one of those who endure patiently."- 102). Just look at the extreme etiquette and modesty demonstrated by Sayyidnā Isma`īl in this brief statement of his. First of all, by saying "insha’Allah" (if Allah wills), he entrusted the matter with Allah Ta’ālā, and thus he eliminated any flair of having made a boastful claim through this promise. Then, he could have also said: 'You will, insha’Allah, find me enduring.' But, he did not say that. What he actually said was: "You will find me one of those who endure patiently."). Thereby he released the
hint that all this endurance and patience is no feat of his all alone, rather, there have been many more of those who have been enduring and patient - *insha'Allah*, he too will hope to become one of them. Thus, through this statement, he eliminated the possibility of any traces of pride, arrogance, egotism and conceit, rather replaced it with the finest in manners and modesty. (Rūḥ-ul-Ma'ānī) From here we learn the lesson that no matter how much confidence one has in one's own self, he should never make tall claims that smack of pride and bragging. If there is a compulsive need to have to say something of this nature, due attention should be paid to the choice of words that are being said. The best course is to shift the focus from one's own person and say what shows trust in Allah. In manners and attitudes too, one should try not to cut loose from the norms of modesty to the best of one's ability.

The word: طَلَّ بَيْنَنَا أَسْلَمْ (aslama: both of them submitted) in verse 103: نُقِيْنَا أَسْلَمْ means to submit, bow down, become obedient, rendered ready to carry out the command. Hence, it releases the sense of having bowed down before the Divine command, that is, in plain words, the father resolved to slaughter the son and the son, to be slaughtered by him. At this place, the word used is: لَنَا (lamma: when), but its apodosis or the complement of the condition has not been mentioned - in other words, it has not been said later on as to what happened when this thing came to pass. This releases a hint towards the uniqueness of this bold initiative of self-submission undertaken by the father and son - so unique that words just fail to convey a fuller description.

Some historical and exegetical reports tell us that the Shaitan tried to seduce Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm (as) away from it three times and every time Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm (as) pelted seven pebbles on him, and drove him away. Right through up to this day, on the three pillars of Minā, pebbles are thrown to commemorate this very endearing act. Finally, when both father and son reached the place of slaughter to offer this unique act of worship, Sayyidnā Ismā’īl (as) said to his father, "My dear father, tie me down well enough so that my body may not toss and turn too much; and also keep your dress protected, lest the drops of my blood spoil it which might reduce my reward with Allah, and moreover, if my mother were to see this blood, she will be virtually smitten with sorrow. And sharpen your knife, and run it fast over my throat, so that my last breath comes easy on
me, for death is hard; and when you return to my mother, pay my respects to her and should you wish to take my shirt to her, you are welcome to do so, may be it would give her the comfort she needs." Hearing these words coming from the lips of the only son a father has, who can imagine what would have been going on in his heart. But, here was Sayyidnā ʿIbrāhīm ʿAlī. Like a mountain of fortitude, he says to his son, "Son, what a good helper you are for me in this task assigned by Allah." Saying this, he kissed his son and, with wet eyes, he tied him. (Mazhari)

And then came the stage about which the text says: وَلَتْلَهُ لِلْحَيْبَةِ (and he laid him on his forehead - 103). According to an explanation of this statement as reported from Sayyidnā Ibn ʿAbbas ʿAlī, 'he laid him down on his side in a manner that one edge of the forehead was touching the ground' (Mazhari). Lexically, this explanation is weightier for the reason that the word: جبين (jabīn) is applied to the two curvatures of the forehead while the middle part of the forehead is called: جبهة (jabhah). Therefore, Moulānā Thānānvi has translated it carrying the sense of 'laying down on the side.' But, other respected commentators have explained it as 'laid him down on the ground face down.' Whatever be the case, the reason given in historical accounts for this manner of laying him down is that, initially, Sayyidnā ʿIbrāhīm ʿAlī had laid him down face up. But, once he started moving the knife on his throat, it would not cut despite repeated efforts, because a copper plate had come as a barrier in between by the will of Allah. At that time, the son himself requested his father that he be laid down on the side face down for the reason that once he looked at him, his filial compassion unnerved his hand, and the throat is not cut as required. In addition to that, he said, when he looked at the knife, he too started feeling nervous. So Sayyidnā ʿIbrāhīm ʿAlī started using his knife in the manner he was told (Tafsīr Mazhari). Allah knows best.

In verse 104, 105, it was said: وَنَادَيْنَاهُ ʿأَنِ ُنَُّيَّرِهِمْ قَدْ صَدَّقَتَ الْرَّأَا يَا (and then We called out to him, "O ʿIbrāhīm, you did make the dream come true."), that is, in accomplishing the task entrusted with him in obedience to the command of Allah, he left nothing undone, in fact, did it perfectly to the letter (more likely so because in the dream too, it was shown that Sayyidnā ʿIbrāhīm ʿAlī is simply moving his knife to slaughter his son). Now that test was over, so he should let him go.
By saying: (This is how We reward those who are good in deeds - 110), the sense is, ‘when a servant of Allah bows down before the command of Allah and is ready to sacrifice all personal thoughts and feelings, then, ultimately, We take care of him, so that he remains safe from whatever could have afflicted him here in this world, and as for the recompense and reward of the Hereafter, that We write down in his book of deeds.’

In verse 107, it was said: (And We ransomed him with a great sacrifice.). In Ḥadīth reports, it is said that on hearing this voice from the heavens, Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm  looked up and saw Sayyidnā Jibrā‘il with a ram. From some reports, it appears that it was the same ram that was offered as sacrifice by Hābib (Abel), the son of Sayyidnā  Ḥādīm. Allah knows best. In short, a present of this ram of Paradise was made to Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm , and he sacrificed it in lieu of his son as commanded by Allah. This sacrificial animal was called: (‘azīm: great) because it had come by way of mercy from Allah, and no one can entertain any doubt about the acceptance of its sacrifice. (Tafsīr Mazhari, and others)

Which son was to be slaughtered? Was it Sayyidnā Isma‘īl ? Or, was it Sayyidnā Ishaq ?

The Tafsīr of the verses cited above has been described on the assumption that the son who was to be slaughtered was Sayyidnā Isma‘īl . But, the truth of the matter is that there is a severe difference of opinion among commentators and historians about it. That this son was Sayyidnā Ishaq has been reported from among the Ṣaḥābah by Sayyidnā ‘Umar, Sayyidnā ‘Alī, Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd, Sayyidnā ‘Abbās, Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Abbās and Sayyidnā Ka‘b al-Aḥbār , and from among the Tabi‘īn by Sa‘īd Ibn Jubayr, Qatādah, Masrīq, ‘Ikrimah, ‘Atā’, Muqātil, Zuhri and Suddiyy . Counter to this is the narrations from Sayyidnā ‘Alī, Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās, Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Umar, Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah and Sayyidnā Abū-ṭ-Ṭufayl from among the Ṣaḥābah, and Sa‘īd Ibn Musaiyyab, Sa‘īd Ibn Jubayr, Ḥasan al-Baṣrī, Mujāhid, ‘Umar Ibn ‘Abd-ul-‘Azīz, Shab‘i, Muḥammad Ibn Ka‘b al-Qurazi from among the Tabi‘īn from whom it has been reported that that this son was Sayyidnā Isma‘īl . It is to be noted that the names of Sayyidnā ‘Alī, Ibn ‘Abbās and Sa‘īd Ibn Jubayr
appear in both groups. This is because reports of both views are attributed to them. (Usmāmī)

Out of the latter commentators, Ḥāfiż Ibn Jarīr at-Ṭabarī has preferred the first view, while Ḥāfiż Ibn Kathīr and others have not only gone by the second view, but have also refuted the first one. Here, it is not possible to present a critique of arguments advanced by the two groups. Nevertheless, in terms of the descriptive arrangement of the noble Qurʾān and the strength of Ḥadīth narrations, the weightier view seems to be that the son of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm who was commanded to be slaughtered was but Sayyidnā Ismāʿīl. Relevant proof appears below:

1. After having reported the whole event relating to the sacrifice, the noble Qurʾān says in verse 112: (And We gave him the good news of Isḥāq, a prophet from among the righteous). This clearly tells us that the son who was to be sacrificed under Divine command was someone else - other than Sayyidnā Ishaq - and the glad tidings of the birth of Sayyidnā Ishaq was given after the event of the sacrifice.

2. Mentioned in this very glad tidings relating to Sayyidnā Ishaq is that he will be a prophet. In addition to this, it has been said in another verse that along with the glad tidings of the birth of Sayyidnā Ishaq, it was also said that, later on, Sayyidnā Ishaq will have a son - Sayyidnā Yaʿqūb (so, We gave her the good news about Ishaq, and about Yaʿqūb after Ishaq - Hud, 11:71). It clearly shows that he will live a long life to the extent that he will be blessed with an offspring. How could he, then, be commanded to slaughter that very offspring - before becoming a prophet - which would have given Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm the understanding that he has to become a prophet and the birth of Sayyidnā Yaʿqūb is due to come from his loins, therefore, the act of slaughtering cannot bring death to him. It is obvious that, in this situation, neither would this have been some major trial, nor had Sayyidnā Ibrahim been deserving of any praise on its implementation. This element of trial is possible only in a situation that Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm fully realizes that his son will die as a result of this act of slaughtering, and only then he takes the initiative of slaughtering him. This whole thing perfectly falls into place in the case of Sayyidnā Ismaʿīl, because Allah Taʿālā had made no prediction about his remaining alive and becoming a prophet.
3. From the statement of the Qur'an it seems that the son who was to be slaughtered under Divine command was the first son of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm. Therefore, while migrating from his homeland, he had prayed for a son. In answer to this prayer, he was given the good news that he will have a son who will be forbearing. Then, about this very boy it was said that, by the time he grew old enough to work with his father, came the Divine order that he be slaughtered. This whole chain of events is telling us that this boy was the first son of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm. Now, it was Isma'īl who was the first son of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm, while Sayyidnā Ishaq was his second son. After that, no doubt remains about the fact that the son who was to be slaughtered under Divine order was but Sayyidnā Isma'īl.

4. Then, it is also nearly settled that this event of the sacrifice of a son has come to pass within the environs of Makkah al-Mukarramah. It is for this reason that the custom of sacrifice during the period of Hajj pilgrimage prevailed among the people of Arabia. In addition to that, the horns of the ram sent from Paradise as ransom for the son of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm have remained hanging in the Holy Ka'bah for years. Ḥafīẓ Ibīn Kathīr has reported several narrations in support, and has gone on to even quote 'Amīr Sha'bi as saying: 'I have personally seen the horns of this ram in the Ka'bah' (Ibn Kathīr, p. 18, v. 4). And Sufīyan says: 'The horns of this ram remained hanging in the Ka'bah continuously until when (during the time of Ḥajjāj Ibn Yūsuf) there was a fire in Ka'bah during which these horns were also burnt to ashes' (Ibn Kathīr, p. 17, v. 2). Now it becomes fairly obvious that Sayyidnā Isma'īl was the one living in Makkah al-Mukarramah - not Sayyidnā Ishaq. Therefore, it is equally obvious that the command to slaughter related but to Sayyidnā Isma'īl - and not to Sayyidnā Ishaq.

As for the narrations in which it has been said that different Saḥāabah and tabī'īn have declared Sayyidnā Ishaq as the dhabih (the one to be slaughtered), Ibn Kathīr has said:

'Allah knows best, but evidently all these sayings have come from Ka'b al-Aḥbār. When he embraced Islam during the period of Sayyidnā 'Umar, he started telling him reports from his old (Jewish) books. On occasions, Sayyidnā 'Umar listened to what he had to say. This provided room for others too. They too heard his
narrations and started passing them on. These narrations were a bunch of absurdities. This ummah does not need even one word out of it. Allah knows best. - Tafsir Ibn Kathir, p. 17, v. 4)

This reasoning of Ḥāfiẓ Ibn Kathīr is fairly acceptable, because the basis of taking Sayyidnā Isḥāq ʿṣṣ as the dhabih (the one to be slaughtered) rests on Isra'ilite reports that take Sayyidnā Isḥāq ʿṣṣ as dhabih instead of Sayyidnā Isma'īl ʿṣṣ. This event has been described in the current Bible in the following words:

"After these things God tested Abraham, and said to him, 'Abraham,' And he said, 'Here am I.' He said, 'Take your son, your only son Isaac, whom you love, and go to the land of Moriah, and offer him there as a burnt offering upon one of the mountains of which I shall tell you." (Genesis 22: 1,2)

Here, the event of the slaughter has been attributed to Sayyidnā Isḥāq ʿṣṣ. But, a little justice and proper investigation would reveal that the Jews have, following their traditional prejudice, interpolated in the text of the Torah - because, the word "your only son" in the very text of Genesis quoted above is telling us that the son whose sacrifice Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm ʿṣṣ was ordered to make was his 'only' son. Later on, in the chapter, it also appears:

"you have not withheld your son, your only son, from me." (Genesis 22:12)

In this sentence too, it is explicitly said that this son was the 'only' son of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm ʿṣṣ. On the other hand, it is already established that Sayyidnā Isḥāq ʿṣṣ was not his 'only' son. If the word 'only' can be applied to anyone, it has to be Sayyidnā Isma'īl ʿṣṣ alone. There are several other textual evidences from the Book of Genesis itself that bear testimony to the fact that the birth of Sayyidnā Isma'īl ʿṣṣ had taken place much before the birth of Sayyidnā Isḥāq ʿṣṣ. For example:

"Now Sarai, Abram's wife, bore him no children. She had an Egyptian maid whose name was Hagar; and Sarai said to Abram, 'Behold now, the Lord has prevented me from bearing children; go in to my maid; it may be that I shall obtain children by her....And he went in to Hagar, and she conceived....And the angel of the Lord said to her, 'Behold, you are with child, and shall bear a son; you shall call his name Ishmael;...Abram was eighty-six years old when Hagar bore Ishmael to Abram." (Genesis 16: 1-4 and 10-16)
In the next chapter, it appears:

"And God said to Abraham, 'As for Sarai your wife,...I will bless her, and moreover I will give you a son by her;...Then Abraham fell on his face and laughed, and said to himself, 'Shall a child be born to a man who is a hundred years old? Shall Sarah, who is ninety years old, bear a child? And Abraham said to God, 'O that Ishmael might live in thy sight!' God said, 'No, but Sarah your wife shall bear you a son, and you shall call his name Isaac.'" (Genesis 17:15-20)

After that, the birth of Sayyidnā ḫaq  has been described as follows:

"Abraham was a hundred years old when his son Isaac was born to him." (Genesis 21:5)

It becomes very clear from the texts quoted above that Sayyidnā ḫaq  was fourteen years younger than Sayyidnā Isma’il  - and during this period of fourteen years, he was the 'only' son of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm . Contrary to this, there was no time in the life of Sayyidnā ḫaq  when he could be taken as the 'only' son of his father. Now, after that, when the Book of Genesis mentions the sacrifice of the son in chapter 22, we see that the word 'your only son' as used here is testifying to the fact that it means Sayyidnā Isma’il  while some Jewish scribe has added the word: "Issac" with it so that the line of ḫaq - and not the line of Isma’il  - receives this honor.

In addition to that, in this very Book of Genesis in the Bible, where Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm  has been given the good news of the birth of Sayyidnā ḫaq  , it has also been mentioned there:

"I will bless her, and she shall be a mother of nations; kings of people shall come from her"(Genesis 17:16) *

Now, in the matter of a son about whom it has already been announced that he will have children and nations will come from his progeny, how can an order be given that he should be sacrificed? This too

* These extracts are taken from the revised standard version of the Bible published by the British and Foreign Bible Society 1952. And the next sentence in Genesis 17:19 is more clear on the point that the long life of Sayyidnā ḫaq  was predicted well before his birth. It says, "I will establish my covenant with him (Isaac) as an everlasting covenant for his descendants after him." (Muhammad Taqi Usmani)
tells us that this command related to Sayyidnā Isma'īl and not to Sayyidnā Ishāq.

After having seen these statements in the Bible, one comes to realize the truth of what Ḥāfīẓ Ibn Kathīr has said:

"It has been clearly stated in the sacred books of the Jewish people that, at the time Sayyidnā Isma'īl was born, the age of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm was eighty six years and when Sayyidnā Ishāq was born, his age was one hundred years. Then, it is also written in their books that Allah Ta'ālā had commanded Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm to slaughter his only son - and in another copy of the text, the word "firstborn" has been used instead of "only." So, the Jews have added the word "Ishāq" on their own by way of malignant imputation. There is no justification in declaring it as correct, because it is counter to what their books clearly say. They have added this word for the reason that Sayyidnā Ishāq is their venerable forefather, while Sayyidnā Isma'īl is that of the Arabs. So envy drove them to add this word, while now they explain "only" as meaning: "the son, other than whom, there is no one else present with you at that time" - because, Sayyidnā Isma'īl and his mother were not present there at that time (therefore, given that sense, Sayyidnā Ishāq could be called "only"). But, this interpretation is totally wrong amounting to a distortion of the text, because the word "only" is applied to a son whose father has no son other than him." - Tafsīr Ibn Kathīr, p. 14, v. 4.

The same Ibn Kathīr has also reported that someone from among the Jewish scholars had converted to Islam during the time of the pious caliph, 'Umar Ibn 'Abdul-'Azīz who asked him, "Which of the sons of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm was it who was commanded to be slaughtered?" He said, "By Allah, O Commander of the faithful, he was Sayyidnā Isma'īl. The Jews know it well. But, they say so because of their envy for you Arabs." (Tafsīr Ibn Kathīr, p. 14, v. 14)

In the light of these proofs, it is almost certain that Sayyidnā Isma'īl was the dhabīh (the son Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm was commanded to slaughter). Allah is Pure and He knows best.

In the last verse, it was said: (and among the progeny of both of them, some are good and some are utterly unjust to their own selves.- 37:113). Refuted through this verse is the false pride of the Jews that being among the progeny of these noble prophets.
is in itself sufficient to bless one with merit and salvation. This verse openly declares that having lineal connection with a man of virtue is not a sufficient guarantee of one's salvation, in fact, this thing depends on one's own beliefs and deeds.

**Verses 114 - 122**

\[
\text{وَلَقَدْ مَنَّا عَلَيْ مُوسَى وَهُروْنَ}^\text{114} \quad \text{وَنَجِينَهُمَا وَفَوْقُهُمَا مِنَ}
\text{الْكَرْبِ الْعَظِيمِ}^\text{115} \quad \text{وَنَصِرْنِهِمْ فَكَانُوا هُمُ الْعَلِيَّينَ}^\text{116} \quad \text{وَأَتَبَيَّنَهُمَا الْكِتَابَ الْمُسْتَبِئَينَ}^\text{117} \quad \text{وَهُدِينَهُمَا الصَّرَاطَ الْمُسْتَقِيمَ}^\text{118} \quad \text{وَتَرَكْنَا عَلَيْهِمَا أَنفَعَالْكِسْرَةَ فِي الْآخِرِينَ}^\text{119} \quad \text{سَلَمَ عَلَيْ مُوسَى}^\text{120} \quad \text{وَهُروْنَ}^\text{121} \quad \text{إِنَّا كَتَبْنَاهُ آخِرِى الْمُحَسَّنِينَ}^\text{122} \quad \text{إِنَّهُمَا مِنْ}
\text{عِبَادَانَا الْمُؤْمِنِينَ}^\text{123}
\]

And We did bestow favors upon Mūsā and Hārūn, [114] and We delivered them and their people from the great agony, [115] and We helped them, so they became victors, [116] and We gave them the clear book, [117] and guided them to the straight path. [118] And We left for them (a word of praise) among the later people, [119] (that is,) Salam on Mūsā and Hārūn! [120] This is how We reward those who are good in deeds. [121] Surely, both of them are among Our believing servants. [122]

**Commentary**

Described in the verses cited above is the third event relating to Sayyidnā Mūsā and Hārūn. It has appeared in details at several places. Here it serves as an indicator. The purpose is to tell how Allah Ta‘ālā helps out His sincere and obedient servants, and how He bestows so many of His rewards on them. Mentioned here are His favors bestowed upon Sayyidnā Mūsā and Hārūn. These favors are of two kinds. First come positive favors that bring benefits as in: وَلَقَدْ مَنَّا عَلَيْ مُوسَى وَهُروْنَ (And We did bestow favors upon Mūsā and Hārūn - 37:114). This points out towards those beneficial favors. Then there are negative favors that save from loss or harm. Later verses spell out details of the other kind.
Verses 123 - 132

And surely, Ilyās (Eliah) is one of the messengers. [123] (Remember) when he said to his people: "Do you not fear Allah? Do you invoke Ba'l, and ignore the Best of the creators, [125] that is, Allah who is your Lord and the Lord of your forefathers?" [126] Then they rejected him. Therefore, they will be arraigned - [127] except the chosen servants of Allah. [128] And We left for him (a word of praise) among the later people, [129] (that is,) "Salam on Ilyāsin (Ilyās). [130] This is how We reward those who are good in deeds. [131] Surely, he is from among Our believing servants. [132]

Commentary
Sayyidnā Ilyās ﷺ

Described in the verses cited above is the fourth event relating to Sayyidnā Ilyās ﷺ. Before we take up the explanation of these verses, a few bits of information about Sayyidnā Ilyās ﷺ are being given below.

Sayyidnā Ilyās ﷺ has been mentioned in the noble Qur'ān only at two places: Firstly, in Sūrah Al-An'am (6:85) and secondly, in these very verses of Sūrah Aṣ-Ṣaffāt (37:123) and (37:130). As for the reference in Sūrah Al-An'am, his good name appears there only as part of a list of righteous prophets, and no event finds mention there. However, at this place in the present Sūrah, an event relating to his mission and call has been described very briefly.

Since details about the personal antecedents of Sayyidnā Ilyās ﷺ do not find mention in the noble Qur'ān, nor do these appear in authentic
ahādith, different sayings and variant narrations about him are found in books of Tafsīr, most of which have been taken from Isra‘īlī narratives.

A small group of commentators holds that 'Ilyās' is simply another name of Sayyidnā Idrīs (Enoch), and there is no difference between these two persons. Some others have also said that there is no difference between Sayyidnā Ilyās and Sayyidnā Khādir (ad-Durr-ul-Manthūr, pp. 285, 286, v. 5). But, researchers have refuted these sayings. The Qur‘ān too has mentioned Sayyidnā Idris and Sayyidnā Khadir separately in a manner that it leaves no room for declaring these two as being the same. Therefore, what Hafiz Ibn Kathīr has adjudged as correct is but that both of them are two separate messengers (al-bidāyah wa-n-nihāyah, p. 339, v. 1).

**When and where did he appear?**

The Qur‘ān and Ḥadīth also do not tell us as to when and where he appeared. But, historical and Isra‘īlite narratives almost concur that he was sent to the Bani Isra‘īl after Ḥizqīl (Ezekiel), and before Al-Yāsā‘. This was a time when the kingdom of Bani Isra‘īl had split into two states. One part was called Yahudiyah (Judah) with its capital at Baytul-Maqdis (Jerusalem) while the other part was known as Isra‘īl, and its capital was Samaria (present Nablus). Sayyidnā Ilyās was born at Jal‘ād in Jordan. The name of the king who ruled the Isra‘īl has been given as Aḥab in the Bible and Ajib or Akhib in Arab historical and exegetic writings. His wife Isabelle worshiped an idol called Ba‘l, and it was she who had put the entire Bani Isra‘īl on the path of idolatry by raising a huge altar dedicated to Ba‘l in the country of Isra‘īl. Allah Ta‘ālā commanded Sayyidnā Ilyās to go in that area, preach pure monotheism and dissuade Israelites from indulging in idol worship (please see Tafsir Ibn Jarīr, p. 53, v. 23; Ibn Kathīr, p. 19, v. 4; Tafsir Mażhari, p. 134, v. 8 and the Bible: Kings I: 16:29-33 and 17:1).

**Sayyidnā Ilyās: The struggle with his people**

Very much like other noble prophets Sayyidnā Ilyās too had to engage in a severe struggle with his people. Since the noble Qur‘ān is no book of history, therefore, rather than describe details of this struggle, it restricts itself to saying only that which was necessary for taking a lesson. In other words, his people belied him, and no one except a few chosen servants of Allah listened to Sayyidnā Ilyās, therefore,
they will have to face their terrible fate in afterlife.

At this stage, some commentators have described this struggle in details. Out of the customary books of Tafsir, the most exhaustive mention of Sayyidnā Ilyās ﷺ appears in Tafsir Mażhari with reference to ‘Allāmah al-Baghawī. The events mentioned there have almost all been taken from the Bible. Some parts of these events in other books of Tafsir as well have been described with reference to Wahb Ibn Munnabih and Ka‘b al-Aḥbār ﷺ, being those who report Isra‘īlī narratives mostly.

In sum, the common factor that emerges from all these narratives is that Sayyidnā Ilyās ﷺ, by asking Ahab, the king of Isra‘īl, and his people to shun idolatry, invited them towards pure monotheism. But, except for a few votaries of truth, no one listened to him, in fact, tried to harass him in all sorts of ways, so much so that Ahab and his wife, Isabelle planned to kill him. He took refuge in a far out cave where he stayed for a considerably long period of time. After that he prayed that the people of Isra‘īl be seized with famine, so that he may show them some miracles at his hand for removing the famine, may be, they would, then, come to believe. So, they were struck with a famine.

After that, following a command of Allah Ta‘ālā, Sayyidnā Ilyās ﷺ met Ahab and told him that the famine was there because of disobedience to Allah, and if he were to abstain from it even that late, that punishment could stand removed. Then this was, he told him, the best opportunity for him to test his veracity. He said, 'you say your god Ba‘l has four hundred and fifty apostles in this part of Isra‘īl. Gather them together before me on a day of your choice. Let them offer their sacrifice in the name of Ba‘l, and I shall offer my sacrifice in the name of Allah. The one whose offering the heavenly fire would come and burn to ashes will be the one whose faith will be true'. Everyone readily agreed to this proposal.

So, they gathered at Mount Carmel, the appointed place. The false apostles of Ba‘l offered there sacrifice and remained busy with their entreaties before Ba‘l from morning till afternoon. But, no answer came. After that, Sayyidnā Ilyās ﷺ offered his sacrifice whereupon came the fire from the heavens and burnt the sacrifice offered by Sayyidnā Ilyās ﷺ reducing it to ashes. Seeing this, many people fell prostrated in sajdah - the truth laid manifested before them. But, the false apostles of
Ba'l still remained adamant. Therefore, Sayyidnā Ilyās  had them killed in the valley of Kishon.

After this event came heavy rains. The whole region turned verdant. But Isabelle, the wife of Ahab, was still not ready to learn her lesson. Rather than believe in the message of Sayyidnā Ilyās , she actually turned more hostile against him by preparing to have him killed. When Sayyidnā Ilyās  came to know about it, he left Samaria, and went into hiding once again. After the passage of some time, he started preaching in Judah, the other country of the Bani Isra'īl - because, the epidemic of idolatry had gradually reached there as well. Jehuram, the king out there also did not listen to him until he was destroyed following a prophecy of Sayyidnā Ilyās . A few years later, he returned to Isra'īl once again, and tried to reform Ahab and his son, Ahaziah. But they continued to stick to their misdeeds until came the time when they were hit by foreign intrusions and fatal diseases. Thereafter, Allah Ta'ālā recalled His prophet back unto Him.

Is Sayyidnā Ilyās  alive?

Also debated among historians and commentators there is the issue whether Sayyidnā Ilyās  is alive, or has he died? In the lengthy narrative reported in Tafsîr Mażhari with reference to 'Allamah al-Baghawi, it has also been mentioned that Sayyidnā Ilyās  was lifted towards the heavens mounted on a horse of fire, and that he is alive there like Sayyidnā 'Īsā  (Mażhari, p. 141, v. 8). 'Allāmah as-Suyūṭī has also reported several narratives from Ibn 'Asakir, Hakim and others which indicate that he is alive. It has been reported from Ka'b al-Ahbar that four prophets are still alive: two on the earth - Sayyidnā Khaḍîr and Sayyidnā Ilyās ; and two in the heavens - Sayyidnā 'Isa and Sayyidnā Idris (ad-durr-ul-manthîr, p. 285, 286, v. 5). Indeed, some have gone to the extent of saying that Sayyidnā Khiḍr and Sayyidnā Ilyās get together in Baytul-Maqdis during the month of Ramaḍān and keep fasts. (TafsîrQurtubi, p. 116, v. 15)

But, authentic scholars like Ḥāfîz Ibn Kathîr have not declared these narratives to be sound. About narratives of this nature, he writes:
This is one of those Isra'īlī (Judaic) narratives that are neither confirmed nor falsified. Instead, what is obvious is that (the proposition of) its soundness is remote.

In addition to that, he says:

"Ibn 'Asākir has reported several narratives of people who have met Sayyidnā Ilyās ֲֳ. But, none of these is satisfactory - either for the reason that the chain of authority cited therein is weak, or for the reason that people to whom these events have been attributed are unknown" - al-bidayah wa-n-nihayah, p. 339, v. 1)

It is fairly evident that this idea of Sayyidnā Ilyās ֲֳ having been lifted towards the heavens has been taken invariably from the Isra'īlī narratives. The Bible says:

"And as they still went on and talked, behold, a chariot of fire and horses of fire separated the two of them. And Elijah (Ilyās) went up by a whirlwind into heaven." (2 Kings 2:11)

For this reason, came the belief among Jews that Sayyidnā Ilyās ֲֳ will return to the earth once once again. Hence when Sayyidnā Yaḥyā ֲֳ was sent as a prophet, they doubted if he was Sayyidnā Ilyās ֲֳ. It appears in the Bible:

"And they asked him, 'What then? Are you Elijah?' He said, 'I am not.'" (Gospel of John 1:21)

It seems that scholars like Ka'b al-Aḥbār and Wahb Ibn Munabbih who were well versed in the religious background of the People of the Book would have described these very narratives before Muslims as a result of which this idea of Sayyidnā Ilyās ֲֳ being alive found currency among some Muslims. Otherwise, there is nothing in the Qurʾān, or the Ḥadīth, that provides any proof of his being alive or having been raised up unto the heavens. What we have here is only one narrative found in the Mustadrak of al-Ḥākim where it has been said that, on his way to Tabūk, the Holy Prophet ֲֳ met Sayyidnā Ilyās ֲֳ. But, this report is, as held by Ḥadīth experts, 'mawdu' or fabricated or technically apocryphal. Ḥāfīẓ adh-Dhahabi says:

 بل هو موضوع فتّح الله من وضعه وما كنت احسب ولا أُجِوز أن الجهل يبلغ بالحكام الى أن يصبح هذا (درمتور, ص 282 ج 5)
"In fact, this is fabricated. Cursed be whoever fabricated it. I had never imagined that the inadvertence of al-Ḥākim could overtake him to the extent that he would admit this thing as sound - ad-Durr-ul-Manthur, p. 286, v. 5.

In short, it is not proved from any authentic Islamic report that Sayyidnā Ilyās is alive. Hence, in this matter, the safest (and the sanest) course is to observe silence. Particularly, in the case of Isra‘īlī (Judaic) narratives, one should follow the teaching of the Holy Prophet ﷺ: 'neither confirm, nor falsify these.' The reason is that the Qur’ān has a purpose - that is, it should be understood, provide lessons and give good counsel. This purpose can be achieved fully even without having to do something like this. And Allah is Pure and High - He knows best. Now, we can turn to an explanation of the verses.

The word: بعل (ba’l) in verse 125: (Do you invoke Ba’l...) literally means husband, master etc. But, it was the name of a particular idol that the people of Sayyidnā Ilyās had taken to as the object of their worship. The history of the worship of ba’l (Baal) goes way back in time. It was worshipped in the country of Syria during the time of Sayyidnā Musā and it used to be the most popular idol-god they had. Ba’labakk, (Baalbek or ancient Heliopolis in present Lebanon), the once famous city of Syria was also named after it. Some people think that Hubal, the well-known idol of the pre-Islam people of Hijāz, was this very ba’l (Qaṣaṣ-ul-Qurān, p. 28, v. 2).

In the next sentence of the same verse, it was said: (Do you invoke Ba’l, and ignore the Best of the creators,.) This refers to Allah Ta’ālá while the expression: (ahsanul-khāliqīn: the best of the creators) never means that there could be, God forbid, some other creator as well. On the contrary, the drive and the sense of the statement is that He is the one most exalted of all those false objects of worship they had taken to as being some sort of a creator (Qurtubī). Some commentators have said that the word: خالق (khāliq: creator, maker) has been used here in the sense of صانع (sāni’: maker), that is, 'He is far ahead and far better than all other makers.' What do all other makers really do? They do no more than take different components, put them together and here is something they have made. Bringing something out from nothingness into existence is what they do not have under their power and control -
and Allah Ta‘ālā does. He has that inherent power to make what is not become what is. (Bayān-ul-Qur‘ān)

Ascribing the attribute of creation to anyone other than Allah is not permissible

At this point, it should be borne in mind that خَلَقٌ (khalq) means to create, that is, to bring something from the state of non-being into the state of being solely on the strength of the creator’s inherent power. Therefore, this attribute is particular to Allah Ta‘ālā. Ascribing it to someone else is not permissible. Hence, the custom prevailing in our time that the articles of writers, compositions of poets and paintings of painters are readily referred to as their ‘creations’ is simply not permissible. How can people who write become ‘creators’ of those articles? It is not correct. Allah is the khāliq, the creator. This is Him alone - no one else can be. Therefore, their good writings should be called articles or something else that alludes to their effort, imagination, research work or whatever applies as appropriate - but, not 'creation.’

In verse 127, it was said: "Then they rejected him. Therefore, they will be arraigned." It means that they will have to taste the consequence of having belied the true messengers of Allah. It could also be referring to the punishment of the Hereafter as well as their sad end within this world. That the rulers of both the countries of Isra’il and Judah had to face destruction as a result of their having rejected Sayyidnā Ilyās has been mentioned earlier. The detailed account of this destruction is present in Tafsīr Mażhari and in the Bible: Kings I, Chapter 22; Kings II; Chapter 1 and Chronicles II; Chapter 21.

In verse 128, it was said: (except the chosen servants of Allah). Here, the word used is: مُخْلَصِينُ (pronounced with a fathah on the letter lam) which means chosen, elected, people Divinely identified as special. As such, these will be people whom Allah has elected to become recipients of the honor of having obeyed Him perfectly and made themselves deserving of the best returns and rewards from Him. Hence, it would be more appropriate to translate it in the sense of ‘the chosen' rather than 'sincere.'

The word: (Salam on il ya sin - 130) is also the very name of Sayyidnā Ilyās. The people of Arabia
are used to adding the letters 'yā' and 'nūn' with non-Arab names fairly often - for example, سين (sīnā: Sinai) could take the form of سينين (sinin). Similarly, here too, two letters have been added.

**Verses 133 - 138**

وَأَنَّ لُوطًا لَّمِينَ الْمُرْسَلِيَّنَ ﴿۱۳۳﴾ ِإِذْ نُجِيْبُهُ وَأَهْلُهُ أَجْمَعُيْنَ ﴿۱۳۴﴾ إِلَّا عَجُورًا فِي الْعُرْبِيْنَ ﴿۱۳۵﴾ ُثُمَّ دُمِرَتْ الْأَخْرَيْنَ ﴿۱۳۶﴾ وَانْتَكَمْ لَتَمُرُّونَ عَلَيْهِمُ مُصْحِيْنَ ﴿۱۳۷﴾ وَبَالَيْنِ أَقْلًا نَعْظَلُونَ ﴿۱۳۸﴾

And surely, لُوط is one of the messengers. [133] (Remember ) when We saved him and his family, all of them, [134] except an old woman among those remaining behind. [135] After that, We destroyed others [136] and you do pass over them at daybreak [137] and by nightfall. Would you still not understand? [138]

**Commentary**

Mentioned in these verses is the fifth event that relates to Sayyidnā لُوط. This event has appeared at several places earlier, therefore, no more details are needed. Here, the people of Makkah have been particularly admonished that they passed by the site of Sadum (Sodom) day and night while traveling with theirs trade caravans to the country of Syria, and Sadum was a place where this grave event came to pass, an event full of vital lessons, yet they failed to learn any. The time of morning and evening was particularly mentioned for the reason that the people of Arabia generally used to pass through here during these very hours. Says Qadi Abu-s-Sa'ud: 'Perhaps, this site of Sodom was located at a stage on this route that those who departed from here did so in the hours of the morning and those who arrived here did so at the time of the evening' (Tafsir abi-s- Sa'ud).

**Verses 139 - 148**

وَأَنَّ يُوسُفَ لَّمِينَ الْمُرْسَلِيَّنَ ﴿۱۳۹﴾ إِذْ أَقْبَ إِلَى الْفَلُّكِ الْمُشْحُونِ ﴿۱۴۰﴾ فَسَأَهْمَ فَكَانَ مِنَ الْمُدْحِصِينِ ﴿۱۴۱﴾ فَالتَّقُمَةُ الْحُرُوتُ ﴿۱۴۲﴾
And surely, Yūnus (Jonah) is from among the messengers. [139] (Remember) when he ran away towards the boat already loaded. [140] Then he participated in drawing lots (to offload one of the passengers) and was the one who was defeated. [141] Then the fish swallowed him while he was reproaching his own self. [142] Had he not been of those who proclaim Allah's purity, [143] he would have definitely lived in its belly till the day when the dead will be raised. [144] Then We cast him ashore in the open while he was ill. [145] and We caused a tree of ours to grow over him. [146] And We had sent him (as messenger) to one hundred thousand, or more. [147] So, they believed, then, We let them enjoy for a time. [148]

Commentary

The last event described in this Sūrah is that of Sayyidnā Yūnus ( عليه السلام). This event, along with its details, has appeared towards the later part of Sūrah Yūnus (please see Ma'āriful-Qur'ān, English, Volume IV, pages 573-588). However, a few necessary comments about these particular verses are being given below.

In the opening verse (139), it was said: وَحَدَّى مِلِمَّ (And surely, Yūnus is from among the messengers). Was Sayyidnā Yūnus ( عليه السلام) ordained as a messenger much earlier than his encounter with the fish, or did it come to pass after that? This issue has been a subject of debate among some commentators and historians. Some of them think that he was made a messenger after this event. But, in view of the apparent order and style of the noble Qur'ān, and from most Ḥadīth narrations, it is more likely that he was invested with the mission of prophethood earlier. The event of the fish came later.

The word: (abaqa) in the next verse (140): (when he ran towards the boat already loaded) has been derived from: اِبْاقُ
(ibaq) which means 'escaping of a slave from his master'. Allah Ta’ālā has used this word for Sayyidnā Yūnūs ﷺ for the reason that he had started off without waiting for the revelation from his Lord. The noble prophets are the close ones among the servants of Allah. The slightest slip from them causes the swiftest grip. Hence comes this strong expression ('abaqa': 'he ran').

Verse 141 opens with the statement: فَسَافَهُمَّ (fasahama: Then he participated in drawing lots...). These lots were drawn at a time when the boat was caught by a storm while in the middle of the waters. It was apprehended that its excessive weight might cause it to drown. It was decided that one person from the boat should be cast off into the waters. Lots were drawn to determine who would it be.

The Injunction of drawing lots

At this point, it should be borne in mind that the drawing of lots is a method of selecting somebody to do something through which one can neither prove someone's right, nor indict someone as a criminal. For example, no one can be proved to be a thief by drawing lots. Similarly, should two persons differ about the ownership of some property, it cannot be decided by drawing lots as to who owns it. However drawing of lots is permissible - rather, better - on an occasion where a person is totally entitled, Shari'ah-wise, to opt for any course out of the few permissible courses of action available. Now, it is up to him. He can, rather than go by his will and choice and select a course of action, arrive at a decisive line of action by drawing lots. For example, someone who has more than one wife and is going on a journey, then, he has the right to take the wife he elects to take with him. Now, rather than do this following his will and choice, if he were to draw lots, it would be better - so that no one is disheartened. The Holy Prophet ﷺ used to do that.

The purpose behind the drawing of lots in this event relating to Sayyidnā Yūnūs ﷺ was not to label anyone as some culprit. In fact, to save a whole boat-full of passengers, anyone could have been cast away into the waters. So, the name of the person to be cast was determined by drawing lots.

Immediately next in the verse, it was said: "and was the one who was defeated." The word: إِذْخَاشَ (idḥāḍ) literally means to
defeat someone or to make him fail, lose. The sense is that it was his name that came up in the draw - and he threw himself into the waters. No one should raise the objection that it was some sort of a suicide plunge, for it is possible that the shore was near and he intended to swim ashore.

In verse 143, it was said: (Had he not been of those who proclaim Allah's purity, ....). From this verse, it is wrong to assume that had Sayyidnā Yūnus not been making tasbih, that fish would have been living right through the last day of Qiyāmah. Instead, the sense is that the very belly of this fish would have been made the grave of Sayyidnā Yūnus.

Distress is removed by *tasbih* (remembrance) and *istighfar* (repentance)

From this verse we also learn that *tasbih* (the act of proclaiming the purity of Allah) and *istighfar* (the act of seeking forgiveness from Him) have a proven efficacy of their own. It has already appeared in Sūrah Al-Anbiyā' [21] that Sayyidnā Yūnus, while in the belly of the fish, used to recite the following sentence of *tasbih*:

\[
\text{لَا إِلَيْهِ أَلَا أَنتُ سُبْحَانَكَ إِنَّكَ كُنْتُ مِنَ الْطَّلَّابِ}
\]

There is no god but You - Pure are You - Indeed I was among the wrongdoers - Al-Anbiyā', 21:87.

By the Barakah of this very *Tasbih*, Allah Ta`ālā had him delivered from this trial, and he came out safe and sound from the belly of the fish. Therefore, it has been continuously reported from pious elders that they recite this tasbih one hundred and twenty-five thousand times at the time they faced any individual or collective distress and, by virtue of its barakah, Allah Ta`ālā would have this distress removed from them.

According to a narration from Sayyidnā Sa`d Ibn Abī Waqqās appearing in Abū Dāwūd, the Holy Prophet said: "Any Muslim who recites the prayer Sayyidnā Yūnus had made while in the belly of the fish, that is: (lā ilāha illā anta - subḥānaka - inni kuntu minaz-zālimīn: There is no god but You - Pure are You - Indeed I was among the wrongdoers - 21:87) for any (permissible) objective, his du'a or prayer will be answered." (Tafsīr Qurṭubi)
In verse 145, it was said: فَنُزِلَهُ بِالْأَرْضِ وَهُوَ سَمْيُمٌ (Then We cast him ashore in the open while he was ill.) The word: الْأَرْضِ (al-‘arā) used in the text means an open land with no trees. Some narrations tell us that, at that time, Sayyidnā Yūnus ﷺ had become very weak because of having remained confined within the belly of the fish and that he had no hair left on his body.

Said next, it was: وَأُثِبِّتْ عَلَّهُ شَجَرَةٌ مِّنْ يَقِطَعُونَ (and We caused a tree of gourd to grow over him. - 146). The word: يَقِطَعُونَ (yaqṭūn) signifies every such tree that has no trunk. It appears in Ḥadīth narrations that it was a gourd creeper. The purpose of having a tree grow there was to make the provision of shade for Sayyidnā Yūnus ﷺ. The word: شَجَرَةٌ (shajarah: tree) at this place serves as an indicator of two possibilities: Either Allah had made this very plant of gourd grow with a trunk by way of a miracle, or it was some other tree on which the creeping plant of gourd was made to wind its way up, so that it could provide a thick shade, otherwise, having enough shade from a winding plant alone would have been difficult.

It was said in verse 147: وَأَرْسَلْنَاهُ إِلَى مِلْيَةَ الْأَفْئِ أَوْ يَرْبِدُونَ (And We had sent him [as messenger] to one hundred thousand, or more). A difficulty may arise here. Is it not that Allah Ta‘ālā is Knowing and Aware? Why would He have to express the doubt that the number of those people was ‘one hundred thousand, or more?’ It can be answered by saying that this statement has been made in congruity with the view of common people, that is, if an average person would have seen them, he would have said that their number is one hundred thousand, and also more than that - for example, if one eliminates the fraction, their number was one hundred thousand, and if the fraction were also taken into account, it would be more than one hundred thousand. (Bayān-ul-Qur‘ān)

The expression: إِلَى جَنَّٰٓٔ (ilā hīn: for a time) in: فَأَمْنَوْا فَمُتَّعِنِّهِمْ إِلَى جَنَّٰٓٔ (147) So, they believed, then, We let them enjoy for a time. - 148) means that as long as they did not revert to their kufr and shirk, no punishment visited them.
Exposing the fraud of the Qadyani imposter

It has already been demonstrated in the Tafsīr of Sūrah Yūnus (Mā'riful-Qurān, English, Volume IV), and it is clear from this verse too, that the reason why the punishment due to visit the people of Sayyidnā Yūnus was averted was that his people had started believing on time - before it actually materialized. This puts the fraudulent claim of Mirzā Ghulām Aḥmad Qādīani (the false pretender to prophethood from Qadian located in Punjab, now called Haryana in India) when he had challenged his adversaries that, should they continue to oppose him, it stood decreed that Divine punishment would descend upon them by such and such time. But, quite conversely, the adversaries became stronger and more vocal, yet the punishment never came. At that time, in order to salvage himself out from the disgrace of failure, the Qadiani imposter started saying that since his adversaries were really scared in their hearts, therefore, this punishment stood removed from them - as it had stood removed from the people of Sayyidnā Yūnus. But, this verse of the noble Qurān declares this interpretation to be false and rejected. The reason is that the people of Sayyidnā Yūnus had stayed safe from the punishment because of their 'iman, belief and faith. Contrary to this was the case of the adversaries of Mirzā Ghulām Aḥmad of Qādīan - not only that they did not believe in him, in fact, their struggle against him gained more strength and momentum.

Verses 149 - 166

فَأَسْتَفْتَخَهُمْ أَلَّا يَكُونُوا لِلَّدَّنَّاتِ وَلَهُمُ الْبَنُونَ ۚ وَلَدَّ الْلَّهُ وَأَنْتُمْ كِتَابُ ۚ أَصْطَفَى الْبَنَاتُ عَلَى الْبَيُّنِينَ ۚ مَلْكُكُمْ كَيْفَ تَحْكُمُونَ ۚ أَفَلَا تَذَكَّرُونَ ۚ إِنَّ الْمُتَّقِينَ ۚ وَجَعَلْنَاهُمْ مُبَيِّنًا وَبَيْنَ الْجَنَّةِ وَالْجَحِيمِ ۚ وَلَقَدْ عَلَمْتُ الْجَنَّةَ ۗ إِنَّهُمْ نَحْضَرُونَ ۚ سُبْحَانَ اللَّهِ عَمَّا يَصِفُونَ ۖ إِلَّا عَبَادُ اللَّهِ
So ask them, "Does your Lord have daughters while they have sons?" [149] Or, did We create the angels as females while they were witnessing? [150] Beware! They are the ones who, by way of a lie of theirs, (have the audacity to) say, [151] "Allah has children" - and they are absolute liars. [152] Is it that Allah has chosen daughters (for Himself) instead of sons? [153] What is the matter with you? How (arbitrarily) do you judge? [154] Then, is it that you do not think about it? [155] Or, is it that there is some open authority with you? [156] Then bring your book, if you are truthful. [157] And they have made up between Him and the Jinns some kinship, while the Jinns already know that they are bound to appear (before Him). [158] Pure is Allah from what they describe - [159] except the chosen servants of Allah. [160] So, you and those whom you worship - [161] none of you can make one turn away from Him - [162] except the one who is to burn in Jahannam. [163] And (the angels say,) "There is no one among us who does not have a known station, [164] and We, surely We, are those who stand in rows [165] and We, surely We, are those who proclaim Allah's purity." [166]

Commentary

Events relating to the noble prophets described earlier provided some good counsel and some lessons to learn. Now, once again, the text turns to the essential subject of the affirmation of pure monotheism (tauhīd) and the refutation of ascribing partners to the pristine divinity of Allah (shirk). Then, described at this particular place is the shirk of a particular kind. The disbelievers of Arabia believed that angels were the daughters of Allah Ta'ālā, and the daughters of the chieftains of Jinns were the mothers of angels. According to ‘Allāmah Wāhidī, this belief was not restricted to the Quraish alone. It also prevailed among the tribes of Juhainah, Banū Salamah, Banū Khuza'ah and Banū Maliḥ (Tafsīr Kābir, p. 112, v. 7)

In verses beginning with: فَأَسْأَلُهُمْ (So ask them... -149) and ending at:
(if you are truthful - 157), arguments have been given in support of the refutation of this belief of the disbelievers of Arabia. In gist, it has been said here: To begin with, this belief of yours is totally wrong in terms of your own recognized practice and customs, since you yourself regard daughters to be a source of shame. Now, what is a source of shame for you personally, how could this thing be proved to be good for Allah Ta’ālā? Then, you have declared angels to be daughters of Allah. What proof do you have for saying so? There could be three kinds of arguments to prove a claim: (1) Observation (2) Report, that is, the saying of an entity or person whose veracity is established and (3) Reason. As far as observation is concerned, it is obvious that you have just not seen Allah Ta’ālā creating angels that could have given you the knowledge of the gender of angels. Therefore, you have no proof from observation with you. When it was said: اَلَّا أَنْهَمْ مُنْ إِنْفَكَاحُونَ (Or, did We create the angels as females while they were witnessing? - 150), this is what it means. As for a reported proof, you do not have that too because one only goes by the word of people who are trustworthy and whose veracity is well established. Quite contrary to this, there are those who hold this kind of belief but they are liars. Nothing they say can be a binding argument. When it was said: ... (Beware! They are the ones who, by way of a lie of theirs, [have the audacity to] say, "Allah has children" - and they are absolute liars - 151,152), this is what it means. As for the rational argument, even that does not go in your favor because, in your view, daughters have a lower status as compared to that of the sons. Now, think of the great Being of Allah that holds the superior most status in the entire universe - how can this superior most Being like to have something of a lower status? When it was said: اِفْتَنِي عَلَى الْبَيْنِينِ (Is it that Allah has chosen daughters (for Himself) instead of sons? - 153), this is what it means. Now, this leaves only one likelihood unexplored - may be, you have been blessed with some scripture from the heavens through the medium of revelation (wahy) in which you have been asked to believe as you do. So, if this be the case, come out and show us the proof - where is that revelation and where is that Book? When it was said: اَمْ لَكُمْ سُلُطُنُ (Or, is it that there is some open authority with you? Then bring your book if you are truthful - 156, 157) this is what it means.
An *ilzāmi* (الراضي) answer (based on adversary's assumption) is more appropriate for the obstinate

From these verses we learn that it is more appropriate to tackle people bent on obstinacy with an *ilzāmi* response. An *ilzāmi* response means that their claim should be refuted through the analogy of some other view of things they themselves have. In doing so, it is never necessary to concede that we too subscribe to this other view, in fact, there could be occasion when that other view is also incorrect. But, it is only to drive some sense into the obstinate adversary that it is put to use functionally. Here, to refute their belief, Allah Ta'ālā has used their own view that the existence of daughters is a cause of disgrace. It is obvious that it does not mean that it is so with Allah Ta'ālā as well, nor does it mean that, had they called angels 'sons of God' rather than 'daughters of God,' it would have been correct. In fact, this is an *ilzāmi* response, and its aim is to refute their belief by citing their own claims. Otherwise, the real response to beliefs of this nature is no other but that which finds mention in the noble Qur'ān itself - that Allah Ta'ālā is independent and need-free and neither does He need any children, nor does it befit His Most Exalted State of Being.

In verse 158, it was said: (And they have made up between Him and the Jinns some kinship). There are two explanations of this sentence. According to the first Tafsīr, this is a description of the false belief held by the Mushriks of Arabia that the daughters of the chieftains of the Jinns are mothers of the angels. As if, God forbid, the daughters of the chieftains of the Jinns have marital relations with Allah Ta'ālā and, as a result of this bond, angels have come to exist. Hence, it appears in an exegetical narration when the Mushriks of Arabia declared angels to be the daughters of Allah, Sayyidnā Abū Bakr asked, "Who is their mother?" They said, "Daughters of the Jinns" (Tafsīr ibn Kathīr, p. 23, v. 4). But, this Tafsīr leaves an unresolved difficulty behind: The verse is talking about the attribution of kinship between Allah Ta'ālā and the Jinns, while the marital relationship of a husband and wife is not based on kinship.

For this reason, another Tafsīr that has been reported from Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās, Hasan al-Basri and Dahhak seems to be weightier. According to this Tafsīr, some of the people of Arabia also believed that, God forbid,
Iblis was a brother to Allah Ta‘ālā who was the creator of good while he was the creator of evil. Here, this very false belief has been refuted (please see Tafsīr ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr al-Qurṭubī and Tafsīr Kabīr).

Immediately next within verse 158 it was said: \( \text{وَلَقَدْ عَلَّمَتَ النَّجْنَةَ إِنْ هُمْ لَمُحَصَّرُونَ } \) (158)', while the Jinns already know that they are bound to appear (before Him).' Here, 'they' could be referring to the kinds of Mushriks who took Jinns and satans as equals of God, meaning thereby that the Jinns know that these Mushriks will appear before Allah Ta‘ālā for being punished, and could also refer to the Jinns themselves. In this situation, the sense of the verse would come to be that 'the satans and Jinns you have taken to be associated with Allah in one or the other form already know very well that they are going to face a terrible fate in the Hereafter. For example, Iblis is perfectly aware of his evil end. Now, someone who himself believes that he has to taste his punishment could hardly be the equal of God and taking him to be so would certainly be a gross lack of good sense.

Verses 167 - 179

\[ \text{وَإِنَّ كَانُوا لَيَقْوِلُوُنَّ (۱۶۷) لَوْ أُنَّى عَندَنا ذِكْرًا مِّنَ الْوَلِيدَ} \]
\[ \text{لُكْنَا عِبَادٌ اللَّهِ الْمُخْلَصُينَ (۱۶۸) فَكَفَرُونَ بِهِ فَسَوَّفْ يَعْلَمُونَ} \]
\[ \text{۱۸۸} \]
\[ \text{۱۷۰} \]
\[ \text{۱۷۲} \]
\[ \text{۱۷۳} \]
\[ \text{۱۷۴} \]
\[ \text{۱۷۵} \]
\[ \text{۱۷۶} \]
\[ \text{۱۷۷} \]
\[ \text{۱۷۸} \]
\[ \text{۱۷۹} \]

And they used to say, [167] "Had there been a scripture like that of the former ones with us, [168] certainly we would have been the chosen servants of Allah." [169] Then they disbelieved in it. So, very soon, they will come to know. [170] And Our Word has already gone
ahead in favor of Our servants - the messengers - [171] they are the ones who will have Allah's support, [172] and verily it will be Our army (of chosen servants) that prevails. [173] So, withdraw your attention from them for a time. [174] But, see them for they shall soon see. [175] Are they asking for Our punishment to come sooner? [176] So, when it descends in their courtyard, then, evil will be the dawn of those warned. [177] So, withdraw your attention from them for a time. [178] And watch them, for they shall soon see. [179]

Commentary

After having provided proofs of the basic beliefs of Islam, these verses now mention the obstinacy of the disbelievers. It has been said that, before the blessed appearance of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, these people used to crave for the coming of some prophet from Allah, so that they could follow him. But, when he did come, they started confronting him with a posture of obstinacy and hostility. After that, the Holy Prophet ﷺ has been comforted that he should not worry about the pain these people cause to him. The time was coming very soon when he will prevail, and his oppressors will be defeated and punished. That this will unfold comprehensively in the Hereafter is already settled, but in the mortal world too, Allah Ta’ālā showed the spectacle that, in every Jihad from the battle of Badr up to the conquest of Makkah, His blessed rasul came out victorious and his adversaries, disgraced.

The sense of 'the victory of the people of Allah'

In verses 171-173, it was said: وَلَعْدَ سِبْعَةَ كُلِمَاتٍ (الَّيْ قُولُهُ تعالى) وَإِنَّ جَنُّدَانِ لَهُمْ أَعْلَمُونَ (And Our Word has already gone ahead in favor of Our servants - the messengers - they are the ones who will have Allah's support, and verily it will be Our army that prevails). The sense of these verses is that it stands predetermined with Allah that His chosen servants, that is, the prophets would be the ones to prevail. This may raise a difficulty, for in the mortal world, some prophets did not. For an answer to this, it could be said that the majority of prophets consists of the noble souls whose people belied them and met their punishment while they were kept safe from it. There are only a few among the blessed prophets who, though, could not prevail outwardly and physically right up to the end of their tenure in this world, but they always enjoyed ascendancy in the field of logic and argument, and the ultimate intellectual victory remained always theirs.
However, the physical traces of this ascendancy were - due to some consideration of wisdom, such as a trial, or its likes - deferred until the Hereafter. Hence, as said by sage Thanavi, it is like the case of a highway robber, who starts harassing a high appointee of the state while on his journey. But, this appointee would never, by virtue of his God-given intellectual sobriety, stoop to the low-down robber, until he reaches the capital of his state where the robber will be seized and punished. Therefore, simply due to this temporary ascendancy, neither can we call that robber an authority, nor that authority a subject. In fact, given the true state of affairs, that robber - despite this temporary ascendancy - is still a subject, while that man of authority - despite his temporary lack of ascendancy - is still the authority he had been all along. Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās has expressed this more briefly and lucidly by saying: "ان نَزَلَ بِسَاحَتِهِمْ فَسَاءَ صَاحِبَ الْمَنْذَرِينَ" (Those who are not helped to ascend in the present world are helped to ascend in the Hereafter) - Bayān-ul- Qurān, the Tafsīr of Sūrah al-Ma'īdah (5).

But, it should always be borne in mind that no group of people achieves this supremacy or ascendancy, whether in the present world or in the Hereafter, simply by having particular racial traits, or by belonging to a religion only in name. In fact, this actually happens only when every human being makes himself a member of 'the army of Allah.' It necessarily implies that he or she should be committed to the obedience of Allah in every department of life as the objective of his or her life. Here, the word: "جُنُد़" (Our army) is telling us very clearly that the person who embraces Islam will have to enter into a solemn pledge to devote his or her entire life in waging a struggle against the forces of self and Satan - and his or her supremacy, whether material or moral, whether in this world or in the Hereafter, depends on this condition.

In verse 177, it was said: "فَإِذَا نَزَلَ بِسَاحَتِهِمْ فَسَاءَ صَاحِبَ الْمَنْذَرِينَ" (So, when it descends in their courtyard, then, evil with be the dawn of the warned). The word: "سَاحَة" (saḥah) appearing in this verse literally means a courtyard, and the expression: "نزَلَ بِسَاحَتِهِ" (nazala bisaḥatihi: descended in his courtyard) is an Arabic idiom that denotes the appearance of a calamity face to face, while the time of morning has been specified, as an attack would usually come at that hour among the people of Arabia. This also used to be the practice with the Holy Prophet that, should he
reach the territorial jurisdiction of some enemy at the time of night, he used to postpone his attack until the morning (Maqhari) According to Hadith narrations, when the Holy Prophet ﷺ attacked the fort of Khaibar during the morning hours, he said: لله أكبر، خربت خيبر، أننا إذا نزلنا بساحة قوم فمساء صباح المنذرين (Allâhu Akbar, Khaibar is destroyed. Verily, when we descend on the courtyard of a people, the morning of those who had been already warned is too bad).

**Verses 180 - 182**

سُبْحَنَ رَبِّي ۚ رَبِّ الْعَزَّةِ عَمَّا يَصِفُونَ ۛ وَسَلَّمْ عَلَى الْمُرْسَلِينَ ۖ ۛ وَالْحَمْدُ لِلَّهِ رَبِّ الْعَلَمِيِّنَ ۛ (181)

Pure is your Lord, the Lord of all might and honor, from what they describe [180] and salam be on the messengers [181] and praised is Allah, Lord of all the worlds. [182]

**Commentary**

Sûrah Aş-Ṣaffât has been concluded on these verses, and the truth of the matter is that it would take volumes to explain this beautiful finale. In sum, Allah Ta’âlā has compressed all subjects of this Sûrah in these three verses. The Sûrah began with a description of tauhid, the theme of the Oneness of Allah, the essence of which was that Allah Ta’âlā is free from everything the Mushriks attribute to Him. Accordingly, the first verse serves as an indicator of this very detailed subject. After that, described in the Sûrah there were events relating to the noble prophets. Accordingly, a hint towards these has been made in the second verse. After that, it was very openly and explicitly that the beliefs, doubts and objections of disbelievers were refuted, both in terms of report and reason and, along with that, it was also declared that supremacy will ultimately be the lot of the people of truth - and whoever listens to these statements with good sense and insight is bound to end up praising Allah Ta’âlā. Accordingly, it is on this note of praise for Allah that the Sûrah has been concluded.

In addition to that, in these verses, the basic beliefs of Islam - tauhid (Oneness of Allah) and risalah (prophethood) - were mentioned clearly,
while the mention of the Hereafter also came up as a corollary, things the confirmation of which was the real purpose of the Sūrah. Along with it, given there was the teaching that it is naturally expected of a true Muslim that he or she would conclude every article, every address and every sitting by admitting and stating the greatness of Allah Ta‘ālā, and by saying words of praise for Him. Accordingly, at this place, ‘Allāmah al-Qurṭubī has, on his authority, reported this saying of Sayyidnā Abū Sa‘īd al-Khudrī):

"I have heard it many times from the Holy Prophet ﷺ that he, after the Šalāh was over, used to recite these verses:

\[
سِبْخْمِنَ رَبِّكَ رَبِّ الْعَزَّةِ عَمَّا يُصَفْعُونَ
\]

"Pure is your Lord, Lord of great might and honor, from what they describe and salam be on the messengers and all praise belongs to Allah, Lord of the worlds - 180-182 - Qurṭubī.

In addition to that, there are several commentaries in which the following saying of saying of Sayyidnā ‘Alī has been reported with reference to Imām al-Baghawi:

"Whoever wishes to have the best of return filled to the brim on the Day of Judgment should recite this at the end of every sitting attended:

\[
سِبْخْمِنَ رَبِّكَ رَبِّ الْعَزَّةِ عَمَّا يُصَفْعُونَ
\]

Ibn Abī Hatim has also reported this very saying, from a narration of Sha‘bi that ascends to the Holy Prophet ﷺ - Tafsīr Ibn Kathīr.

By the grace of Allah Ta‘ālā

The commentary on
Sūrah Aṣ-Ṣaffāt
Ends here.
Sūrah Ṣād

Sūrah Ṣād was revealed in Makkah and it has 88 verses and 5 sections

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

Verses 1 - 16
Sad. By the Qur'an, (the book) of advice, (this is true,) [1] but those who disbelieve are (involved) in false pride and opposition. [2] How many a generation We have destroyed before them, so they cried out (for mercy), while no time was left for having refuge. [3] And they wonder that a warner has come to them from among themselves. And the disbelievers say, "This is a magician, a sheer liar. [4] Has he (not) turned all the gods into a single God? Certainly, it is a very strange thing." [5] And the leaders among them went forth saying (to their followers)," Walk away (from the Prophet) and stay firm on (adhering to) your gods. This (call of the Prophet) is surely something designed (for his personal benefit). [6] We never heard of it in the former faith (of ours). This is nothing but a false invention. [7] Is it (believable) that the message of advice has been sent down to him (alone) from among all of us?" The fact is that they are in doubt about My message; rather, they have not yet tasted My punishment. [8] Do they have the treasures of the mercy of your Lord, the Mighty, the Bountiful? [9] Or do they have the ownership of the heavens and the earth and what lies between them? Then let them ascend (to the sky) by ropes. [10] What is there (in Makkah) is just a host of the (opposing) groups that has to be defeated. [11] Even before them, the people of Nūḥ and 'Ad and Fir'aun (Pharaoh), the man of stakes, [12] and Thamud and the people of Lūṭ and the people of Aykah have rejected (the messengers). They were the (strong) groups. [13] All of them did nothing but declare the messengers as liars; hence, My punishment became due. [14] And these people are waiting for nothing but for a single Cry (the sound of the Trumpet to be blown on the Doomsday) that will have no pause. [15] And they say, "O our Lord, give us our share (of the punishment) sooner, before the Day of Reckoning." [16]

Commentary
The background of the revelation
The background of the revelation of the initial verses of this Sūrah was that Abū Ťalib, the uncle of the Holy Prophet ﷺ was doing his best as his guardian, despite that he had not yet embraced Islam. When he fell sick, the chiefs of the tribe of Quraish held a consultative meeting in which Abū Jahl, ‘Aṣ Ibn Wā’il, Aswad Ibn Muṭṭalib, Aswad Ibn ‘Abd Yaghuth and several other chiefs participated. They discussed the
situation they faced. Abū Tālib was sick. If he were to pass away and they were to take some strong action against the Holy Prophet ﷺ to restrain his activities in favor of promoting his new faith, the people of Arabia will throw taunts at them and say, 'Here are these people who could do nothing against him while his uncle Abū Tālib was alive while, now when he has died, they have stood up against him as their target. So, they came to the conclusion that they should decide this thing about Muḥammad ﷺ while Abū Tālib was still alive, so that he would stop speaking ill about their objects of worship.

Accordingly, these people came to Abū Tālib and said to him that his nephew spoke ill of their objects of worship. They appealed to his sense of justice, and asked him to tell his nephew that he was free to worship any god he liked, but say nothing against their objects of worship. The truth of the matter was that the Holy Prophet ﷺ himself did not say about these idols anything more than that they were insensate and lifeless. They were not their creators, nor their sustainers, and that nothing that could benefit or harm them was in their control. Abū Tālib asked the Holy Prophet ﷺ to come in the meeting. To him, he said, 'My dear nephew, these people are complaining about you that you speak ill of their objects of worship. Leave them on their faith and, on your part, you keep worshiping your God.' People from the Quraish also kept making their comments following it.

Finally, the Holy Prophet ﷺ said, 'My dear uncle, should I not be inviting them to something that is better for them?' Abū Tālib said, 'What thing is that?' He said, 'I want them to say a particular kalīmah (statement) by virtue of which the whole Arabia will be at their feet, and they will become masters of the non-Arab lands beyond it.' Thereupon, Abū Jahl said, 'Tell us. What that kalīmah is? By your father, not simply one kalīmah, we are ready to say ten of them.' To this he replied, 'Just say: ٓاَلللَّ (lā ilaha il-lāh: There is no god (worthy of worship) but Allah). Hearing this, all of them rose to leave saying, 'Are we supposed to leave all objects of worship we have, and take to just one? This is something very strange.' It was on this occasion that these verses of Sūrah Ṣād were revealed. (Tafsīr Ibn Kathir, pp. 27, 28 v. 4)

In verse 6, it was said: ... (And the leaders among them went forth saying (to their followers)," Walk away (from the Prophet) and
stay firm on (adhering to) your gods - 12). This is pointing out to the event mentioned above that, once they heard the call to pure monotheism (tauhid), they left the meeting.

(12). The literal meaning of this expression appearing in verse 12 is 'Pharaoh of the stakes or pegs'. The commentators have explained this phrase in different ways. Some of them have said that this phrase refers to the stability of his dominion, and the sense is that the stakes or pegs of his kingdom were well-rooted in his country. Maulānā Thānawi has translated the phrase according to this explanation. Some others have said that he used to punish people by making them lie flat on the ground and driving stakes or pegs through their hands and feet, and on top of that, he would have snakes and scorpions released over the victim's body. Still others have said that he used to play some kind of a game with ropes and pegs and then, there are those who say that 'al-autad' or pegs means buildings for he had set up very strong structures (Tafsir Qurṭubi). Pure is Allah who knows best.

(They were the [strong] groups. - 38:13) One explanation of this statement is that it is the description of the word 'groups' in verse 11. In other words, 'these are the groups or Confederates that have been pointed out in this verse.' Maulānā Thānawi has gone by this Tafsīr in his explanation of the verse. But, other commentators explain it in the sense that actually they were the groups that were really strong, not these people of Makkah. In other words, those who possessed real strength and power were the people of Nūḥ and 'Ad and Thamud and others like them. Compared with them, the Mushriks of Makkah were nothing. When such powerful people could not escape Divine punishment, they would hardly count. (Qurṭubi)

The word: مَلَأُهَا مِنْ مَوَاقِ (fawāq) in verse 15: مَلَأُهَا مِنْ مَوَاقِ (that will have no pause.) is used in Arabic to convey several meanings. To begin with, 'fawāq' is the period of time that intervenes between milking an animal and creation of milk in its teats once again. Then, it also means 'comfort.' Whatever the case, the sense is that the Horn (Ṣūr) blown by Sayyidnā Israfil would be so continuous that there will be no pause in it. (Qurṭubi)
Bear patiently with what they say, and remember Our slave Dāwūd, the man of might. Surely he was ever-turning to Allah. [17] We had subjugated the mountains to join him (in) making tasbih (i.e. pronouncing Allah's purity) at evening and sunrise,[18] and the birds as well, mustered together. All were turning to Allah with him. [19] And We made his kingdom strong, and gave him wisdom and decisive speech. [20]

Commentary

It was said in verse 17: (and remember Our servant, Dāwūd, the man of might). Nearly all commentators have explained it in the sense that he used to demonstrate great courage and strength during the course of his acts of worship (ʿibādah), therefore, soon after it, comes the sentence: (Surely, he was ever-turning to Allah - 38:17). Accordingly, in a Ḥadīth of the Ṣaḥīḥayn (al-Bukhārī and Muslim), the Holy Prophet ﷺ said: "In sight of Allah, the most liked Salah is the Salah of Dāwūd َُّ ََّ and the most liked fasts are the fasts of Dāwūd َُّ ََّ. He would sleep half a night, worship a third of it, and then sleep during the sixth part, and would fast one day and remain without fast on the other; and when he confronted the enemy, he would never desert the battlefield; and, without any doubt, he turned to Allah sincerely and profusely." (Tafsīr Ibn Kathīr)
This method of ‘ibādah has been called most likeable for the initial reason that it is harder. A lifetime of fasting would make one used to it with the result that, after a passage of time, it does not remain that hard. But fasting by skipping a day in between is different. Here, the element of hardship continues. Then, there is another aspect of this method of fasting in that one who fasts in that manner becomes capable of combining his or her ‘ibādah with the necessary fulfillment of the rights of one’s self, family and circle of acquaintances.

In verse 18, it was said: ... (We had subjugated the mountains to join him in making tasbih (i.e.pronouncing Allah’s purity) at evening and sunrise). In this verse, mention has been made of mountains and birds joining Sayyidnā Dawūd in the act of tasbih. Detailed explanation of this phenomenon has already appeared in the commentary on Sūrah Al-Anbiya’ and Saba’. Here, it is worth noting that the tasbih of mountains and birds has been mentioned at this place in a manner that it was a particular blessing for Sayyidnā Dawūd. The question is: How did this become a blessing for Sayyidnā Dawūd and what particular benefit accrued from the tasbih of mountains and birds?

One answer to this is that it unravels a miracle at the hands of Sayyidnā Dawūd - and it goes without saying that it is a great reward and blessing. In addition to that, Maulānā Thānawi has given a subtle explanation about it. He says that the tasbih performed by mountains and birds had created in him a special taste for the remembrance of Allah, something that generates initiative, courage and verve in acts of worship (‘ibādah). Collective dhikr has another benefit - that the Barakah that issues forth from it reflects on each other from the participants. There is a particular method of dhikr and spiritual engagement (shughl) recognized among the noble Sūfis in which the participant imagines that the whole universe is making dhikr. This method has an unusual efficacy of its own in correcting and purifying one’s inner state as well as in his enthusiasm for ‘ibādah. The basis of this method of dhikr is also deduced from this verse. (Masa’ilu-s- Sulūk, Maulānā Ashraf ‘Alī Thānawi)

The Ṣalāh of ad-Duḥā (صلاة الضحى)

At the end of verse 18, it was said: ... (at evening and sunrise).
The word: ٌعَشِي (‘ashiyy) used here means the time following Zuhr up to the next morning while ٌإِسْرَائُقُ (ishraq) means the time of the morning when sunshine has spread over the land. From this verse, Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Abbās ۴۰۳ has argued that the ٌسَلَاحَ of ad-duḥā stands proved. This ٌسَلَاحَ is also called the ٌسَلَاحَ of al-Awwābīn. There are others who call it the ٌسَلَاحَ of al-Ishrāq - though, later on, the name of the ٌسَلَاحَ of al-Awwābīn became particularized with the six nafls made after Maghrib, while the ٌسَلَاحَ of al-Ishrāq became well known for the two or four nafls offered close after sunrise.

In the ٌسَلَاحَ of ad-duḥā, one could choose to offer any (even) number of rakʿāt from two to twelve. Ḥadīth mentions many benefits it brings. According to a narration of Sayyidnā Abī Hurairah ۴۰۱ appearing in Jami‘ of Tirmidhī, the Holy Prophet ۴۱۰ said: "Anyone who were to become particular about two rakʿāt of the ٌسَلَاحَ of ad-duḥā, has his sins forgiven - even if they be like the froth of the sea." In another narration from Sayyidnā Anas ۴۰۲, he is reported to have said: "Anyone who were to make twelve rakʿāt of the ٌسَلَاحَ of ad-duḥā, for him or her Allah Ta‘ālā will make a palace of gold in Jannah." (Qurtubi)

‘Ulama‘ have said that any (even) number of rakʿāt from two to twelve that can be performed conveniently is correct. But, having some particular routine in the case of its number is better, and if this routine reaches the minimum of four rakʿāt, it is much better - because, the normal routine of the Holy Prophet ۴۱۰ was to do four rakʿāt.

The word: ٌعَلَّامَةُ ٌالْحِكَمَةِ وَفَضْلُ (al-hikmah) appearing in verse 38:20: ٌوَأَتَىَ ٌالْحِكَمَةَ وَفَضْلُ (and gave him wisdom, and a decisive speech), as obvious, means wisdom, that is, 'We had blessed him with the precious assets of reason, insight and vision.' Some elders have suggested that it means 'nubuwwah', the station and mission of a prophet. As for the second gift: ٌفَضْلُ ٌالْحِكَمَةِ (faṣl al-khitāb: translated here as: a decisive speech), it has been explained in different ways by commentators. Some have said that it means power of oration - and the fact is that Sayyidnā Dāwūd ۴۱۰ was a great orator. He was the first one who started saying ٌأَنَاَ بِذَٰلِكَ (ammam ba‘d: after that) following ٌحَمْدَ and ٌسَلَاحَ in his religious sermons. Some others have said that it means the ability to make a decision at its best, that is, Allah Ta‘ālā had given him the ability and power to resolve disputes and decide matters comprehensively. The truth of the matter is
that the words used in the Qur'ān seem to have ample room for both meanings, and both are meant. Incidentally, the translation done by Maulānā Ashraf 'Alī Thānawi - 'Faisla kar denay wali taqrir' - helps accommodate both meanings. (And so does the English translation given above.)

**Verses 21 - 25**

وَهَلْ أَنْتُ بِعَدْوَانِ تَحْصُمْ إِذْ تَسْوَّرُوا الْمُحَرَّابَ (٢١) إِذْ دَخَلُوا عَلَى

٢٠٣٠٣٠٣٠٣٠٣٠٣٠٣٠٣٠٣٠٣٠٣٠٣٠٣٠٣٠٣٠٣٠٣٠٣٠٣٠٣٠٣٠٣٠٣٠٣٠٣٠٢٠٣٠٢٠٣٠٢٠٣٠٢٠٢٠٢٠٢٠٢٠٢٠٢٠٢٠٢٠٢٠٢٠٢٠٢٠٢٠٢٠٢٠٢٠٢٠٢٠٢ And has there come to you the story of the litigants, when they entered the sanctuary by climbing over the wall? [21] When they entered upon Dāwūd, and he was scared of them, they said, "Be not scared. We are two litigants; one of us has wronged the other, so decide between us with truth, and do not cross the limits, and guide us to the right path. [22] This is my brother; he has ninety nine ewes, and I have a single ewe; still he said, 'Give it into my charge.' And he overpowered me in speech." [23] He (Dāwūd) said, "He has certainly wronged you by demanding your ewe to be added to his ewe. And many partners oppress one another, except those who believe and do righteous deeds, and very few they are." And Dāwūd realized that We had put him to a test, so he prayed to his Lord for forgiveness, and bowing down, he fell in prostration, and turned (to Allah). [24] So we forgave him that (lapse), and surely he
has a place of nearness in Our presence, and an excellent resort. [25]

Commentary

In these verses, Allah Ta'ālā has mentioned an event relating to Sayyidnā Dāwūd عليه السلام. The way in which this event has been described in the noble Qur'ān, it tells only this much that Allah Ta'ālā had put him to some test by sending two disputing parties into his place of worship. Alerted thereby, Sayyidnā Dāwūd عليه السلام sought forgiveness from Allah Ta'ālā, and fell in prostration, and He forgave him. Since the real purpose of the noble Qur'ān at this place is to communicate that Sayyidnā Dāwūd عليه السلام used to turn to Allah Ta'ālā in every matter of concern he faced, and should he ever sense the least slip issuing forth from him, he would immediately seek forgiveness for it. Therefore, no details have been given as to what that test was, and what was that slip he committed against which he sought forgiveness, something that Allah Ta'ālā forgave him for.

Therefore, some investigative and cautious commentators have said in their explanation of these verses that Allah Ta'ālā has not given a detailed description of this slip and test relating to this great prophet of His due to some particular wise consideration. Hence, we too should not go about pursuing it, and whatever has been mentioned in the noble Qur'ān should be precisely what we should believe in. Even a great research-oriented commentator of the class of Ibn Kathīr has elected to follow this rule and has observed silence as far as details of this event are concerned. Then there is no doubt that this is the ideal course of caution, moderation and sound policy. Therefore, the learned from among the early forbears of Islam (salaf) used to say: اِبْنُوْمَا اِبْنُهُمْ اِبْنُهُمْ الاَّلُ (What Allah has left ambiguous, you too let it remain ambiguous). In this, there is wisdom, and expedient consideration. Then, it is obvious that it means the ambiguity of matters that do not relate to what we do and what we take as halal and haram and, as for matters that concern the collective deeds of Muslims, any ambiguity existing there has already been removed by the Holy Prophet ﷺ through his word and deed.

But, there are other commentators who have tried to determine the exact nature of this test and trial in the light of pre-Islam narratives. In this connection, there is that vulgar yarn that Sayyidnā Dāwūd عليه السلام...
happened to have cast a look at the wife of Uriah, who was one of his military officers, that put the desire of marrying her in his heart and he, in order to get Uriah killed, entrusted with him a dangerous mission in which he was really killed and later on, he married his wife. It was to admonish him on this act of his that these two angels were sent in human form and shape.

But, this narrative is doubtlessly from among the absurdities that had found currency among Muslims under the influence of Jews. This narrative has been taken from the Bible, the Book of Samuel II, chap. 11. The only difference is that, in the cited reference, an open charge has been leveled against Sayyidnā Dāwūd that he had (refuge with Allah) committed adultery with the wife of Uriah prior to marriage. As for these narratives accommodated in some exegetical works, the part relating to adultery has been deleted. It appears that someone looked at the Judaic narrative, took out the allegation of adultery, and did an edit-copy-paste job while explaining the above mentioned verses of the noble Qurān - although, this book of Samuel itself is inherently baseless, while this narrative has the status of absolute lie and fabrication. For this reason, all authentic commentators have sternly rejected it.


"Some commentators have mentioned a tale at this point most of which has been taken from Judaic narrations. Nothing the following of which is obligatory is proved in this matter on the authority of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Only Ibn Abī Ḥatīm has reported a Ḥadīth here, but its authority is unsound."

In short, in the light of many proofs - some detail of which is available in Tafsīr Kabīr of Imām Rāzī and Zād-ul-Masīr of Ibn-ul-Jauzī - this Ḥadīth report goes out of the pale of discussion totally as far as the Tafsīr of this verse is concerned.

Maulānā Ashraf ‘Alī Thānawi has explained this element of test by saying that these two adversaries climbed over the wall, barged in and started addressing him so insolently that they started off by asking
Sayyidnā Dāwūd  to be just and not to be unjust. This audacity would have been reason enough for an ordinary person who would have answered them only by punishing them. Allah Ta‘ālā tested Sayyidnā Dāwūd  by seeing whether he too is enraged and punishes him or listens to them demonstrating the high moral traits of pardon and forbearance.

Sayyidnā Dāwūd came out successful in this test, except a little slip that remained - when he was giving his verdict, rather than address the perpetrator of injustice, he addressed the one oppressed which betrayed a certain element of partisanship - but, he immediately got alerted, fell down in prostration and Allah Ta‘ālā forgave him. (Bayān-ul-Qur‘ān)

According to the explanation of this 'slip' given by some commentators, when Sayyidnā Dāwūd  found the defendant silent, it was without listening to what he had to say, and rather having listened to the plaintiff only, he said things as part of his advice that virtually appeared to be supportive of the plaintiff - although, he should have first asked the defendant as to what his stand was. This statement of Sayyidnā Dāwūd  was, though, simply advisory in nature, and time has not yet arrived for the final judgment in the case, however, for a great prophet of his caliber, it was not befitting. To this very thing he was later alerted and fell into prostration. (Rūḥ-ul- Ma‘ānī)

Some others have said that Sayyidnā Dāwūd  had managed his time in a manner that every twenty four hours of a day and night one or the other member of his household would be found engaged in some act of devotion to Allah like 'ibādah, dhikr and tasbiḥ. On a certain day, he submitted before Allah Ta‘ālā, 'My Lord, there is not a single moment of day and night during which one or the other member of the household of Dāwūd is not busy with 'ibādah, Ṣalāh, tasbiḥ and dhikr before Thee!' Allah Ta‘ālā said, 'O Dāwūd, all this comes from My taufiq. If I do not help you do it, you cannot do it on your own - and one of these days I am going to leave you on your own.' Thereafter, came a day when something different took place. That was a time when Sayyidnā Dāwūd  was supposed to be engaged in worship. When this unforeseen thing happened, his timetable was shattered, and he got busy with resolving a dispute. No other member of the household of Sayyidnā Dāwūd  was
engaged in remembering Allah at that time. Sayyidnā Dāwūd  was alerted immediately. He recalled the self-congratulatory statement that had slipped out of his tongue. He realized he had made a mistake. Therefore, he sought the forgiveness of Allah and fell in prostration. This explanation is supported by a saying of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās  which has been reported in the Mustadrak of Ḥākim with sound chains of authority. (Ahkam-ul- Qur‘ān)

It has been unanimously agreed upon in these explanations that this litigation was not hypothetical. In fact, it was real and the form of the litigation had nothing to do with the test or slip of Sayyidnā Dāwūd  Contrary to this, many commentators have explained it in a manner that postulates that parties to this dispute were not human beings. Rather, they were angels, and Allah Ta‘ālā had sent them to present such a simulated form of litigation as would alert Sayyidnā Dāwūd to his slip.

Accordingly, these commentators say that as far as this story of the killing of Uriah and marrying his wife is concerned, it is incorrect. But, conditions that actually prevailed among the people of Bani Isra’il were such that asking someone - 'divorce you wife and give her in marriage to me' - was not considered offensive. This kind of request had also become customary at that time, and was not taken to be impolite as well. It was in this prevailing climate and on this basis that Sayyidnā Dāwūd  had made his request to Uriah whereupon Allah Ta‘ālā alerted him by sending these two angels. Some others have said that this was a simple matter. Uriah had already sent a proposal to a woman. Sayyidnā Dāwūd  happened to send his proposal to the same woman. This hurt Uriah. Thereupon, as admonition, Allah Ta‘ālā sent these two angels and alerted him to his slip in a subtle manner. QāḍĪ Abī Ya‘lā has based his argument on the words of the Qur‘ān: (And he overpowered me in speech - 23). He says that this sentence supports the view that this matter came to pass only in connection with: خُطَبٌ (khitbah: proposal of marriage), for Dāwūd  has not yet married her. (Zād-ul- Masīr by Ibn-ul-Jauzī, p. 116, v. 7)

Most commentators have preferred the last two explanations, and they find support in some reports from the Ṣaḥābah (please see Rūḥ-ul-Ma‘ānī, Tafsīr Abī-s- Sa‘ūd, Zād-ul-Masīr, Tafsīr Kabīr etc.) But, the truth
of the matter is that any detail of this test or slip is neither proved from the Qurʾān, nor from some Sahih Ḥadīth. Therefore, at least this much stands settled that this widely known story of having Uriah killed is incorrect. But, about the actual event, all probabilities mentioned above exist, and no one of these can be called absolute and certain. Therefore, the safest way out is what Ḥāfīẓ Ibn Kathīr has taken: 'That which Allah Taʿālā has left ambiguous should be left as is. We should not force out its details through our guesses and conjectures - particularly when no deed of ours hinges on it. Certainly there is some wisdom in this ambiguity as well. Therefore, one should believe in as much as has been mentioned in the Qurʾān. As for the details, let these be resigned to Allah. Nevertheless, since there are many benefits that issue forth from this event, more attention should be paid to these. Therefore, let us now turn to an explanation of the verses where, insha'Allah, these beneficial notes will keep appearing as we go along.

In the first verse (21), it was said: إِذَا نَسَواْ الْمِحْرَابَ (when they entered the sanctuary by climbing over the wall?). The word: مِحْرَابُ (miḥrāb) is essentially applied to an elevated chamber, or the front elevation of a house. Later, the front portion of a mosque or any other House of Worship came to be called by that name in particular. In the Qurʾān, this word has been used in the sense of a place of worship. ‘Allāmah Suyūṭī has written that contemporary arched mihrabs of mosques in vogue now were not present during the time of the Holy Prophet (Rasul-Allāh).

About Sayyidnā Dāwūd al-Ṣāliḥī, it was said in verse 22: فَقَرَعَ مَنْهِمْ (and he was scared of them). The reason of being scared was quite obvious. Two men barging into one's privacy in that manner at an odd hour beating the security cordon can only be because of some bad intention in most cases.

Natural fear is not contrary to the station of a prophet or man of Allah

This tells us that being naturally affected at the sight of something fearful is not contrary to the station of a prophet or man of Allah. Yes, allowing this fear to overtake one's heart and mind and abandoning duties enjoined is certainly bad. Hence, a doubt may arise here. Is it not that the Qurʾān portrays the elegant status of the noble prophets by saying: لَا يَخْشُوْنَ أُحَدًا إِلَّا اللَّهُ (They do not fear anyone but Allah - Al-Aḥzāb,
33:39)? Why then, was Sayyidnā Dāwūd in fear on this occasion? For an answer, it could be said that there are two kinds of fear. There is the fear that comes from being hurt by what causes pain. In Arabic, this is called: خُوَفٍ (khauf: fear). Then there is the other kind of fear. This emerges because of someone great, majestic, awesome. This is called: خَشْيَةٌ (khashyah: awe) (al-Mufradāt, Rāghib al-İsfahānī). There should be no khashiyah for anyone other than Allah - and noble prophets, may peace be on them all, are exactly like that. They are not awed by anyone. Yes, as said earlier, one can have a feeling of fear from naturally hurtful things.

Observe patience against contravention of established rules of etiquette until attending circumstances unfold

The statement in verse 22: (They said: "Be not scared") was made by the sudden entrants who said this and then started telling Sayyidnā Dāwūd what they wanted to while he kept listening to them silently. This tells us that, should someone commit something irregular all of a sudden, one should not start rebuking and chastising him for that on the spur of the moment, instead, one should first listen to what he has to say, so that one can find out whether or not this person had any justification for his irregular behavior. Had it been someone else, he would have unleashed his anger against such unauthorized entrants on the spot. But, Sayyidnā Dāwūd waited till the reality was unfolded, may be these people had some genuine excuse.

The entrant also said: وَلَا تَخْيَضُ (and do not cross the limits - 38:22). This manner of address was obviously very audacious as coming from a stranger. First of all, they came at a late hour, and that too by climbing over the wall. Then, once they were in, they started teaching a prophet as august as Sayyidnā Dāwūd lessons in morality by asking him to be just and not to be unjust. All this was heedless simplicity. But, Sayyidnā Dāwūd observed patience over whatever they did and said, and just avoided telling anything bad to them in response.

A man of stature should observe patience to the best of his ability over errors made by those in need

This tells us that a person whom Allah has blessed with some high rank - and the needs of people are tied to him should do his best to remain patient over their irregular behavior and errors of expression, for this is
the demand of his rank or office. Particularly so, a Ḥākim (official of the government), a Qāḍī (judge of the judiciary) and a Muftī (authentic consultant responsible for giving fatwa in the light of Islam's sources of jurisprudence) should pay full attention to this need. (Rūḥ-ul-Ma‘ānī)

Verse 24 opens with the words: 'He has certainly wronged you by demanding your ewe to be added to his ewe.' (He said, 'He has certainly wronged you by demanding your ewe to be added to his ewe.') Two things are worth pondering here. First of all, Sayyidnā Dāwūd made this statement simply after having listened to the plaintiff. He did not hear the statement of the respondent. About it, some elders have said that this was the slip for which he sought forgiveness from Allah. But, other commentators have said that, in reality, full details of the litigation are not being described here. Taken up here is only what was necessary. Sayyidnā Dāwūd must have surely heard the stand of the defendant. But, it was not described here for the reason that this is the recognized method when judgments are delivered. Everyone can understand that the part relating to asking the defendant at this place is elided (understood).

In addition to that, it is also possible that, though the visitors had asked Sayyidnā Dāwūd for a court judgment, but that was no time for a court session, nor was it a judicial sitting, nor Sayyidnā Dāwūd had the necessary resources available at hand in order to implement his judgment, therefore, he did not give his judgment in the status of a qadi (judge), instead, what he gave was a fatwa (ruling) in his status as a mufti (juri-consult) - and it is not the job of a mufti to go about investigating into the nature of an event, rather, the thing depends on the question asked, and it is in accordance with it that he has to give his answer.

Soliciting contribution, or even gift, under pressure of any kind is usurpation

Something else worth pondering here is that Sayyidnā Dāwūd equated the act of a person demanding simply an ewe with injustice or oppression - although, casually asking someone for something is not a crime. The reason is that the form in which it was being asked did have the outward anatomy of a request. But, in the presence of the amount of verbal and practical pressure being put behind this asking, this thing had assumed the proportions of usurpation, something being taken forcibly,
compulsively, illegally or by extortion.

From here we learn that, should a person ask for something from someone in a manner that the addressee, whether willing or unwilling, is left with no way out other than giving it, then, (soliciting aside) even demanding a gift in that manner is also included under *ghasb* or usurpation. Therefore, if the person asking is a man of office or power, or someone respectable and elegant-looking - and the addressee cannot afford to say no because of the pressure of this man's personality - then, even if the form of the situation is that of soliciting a gift, but in reality, it translates as nothing but ghasb or usurpation, and, the use of the thing acquired in this manner is never permissible for the person asking for it. This point needs the particular attention of those who solicit and receive contributions for *madaris* and *makātib* (religious schools), *masajid* (mosques) or societies and associations in the religious field. For them, only that donation is halal and good that has been given to them by the donor voluntarily and cheerfully. If those seeking such contributions use the pressure of their personality or eight or ten of them simultaneously descend on someone, render him helpless, and succeed in gouging that contribution out of him, then, this would be a flagrantly impermissible act on their part. The Ḥadīth carries a very clear statement of the Holy Prophet in this matter:

لا يحلَّ مالٌ مَرْيٌ مَسْلِمًا إِلاَّ بَطِيبٍ نَفْسُ مَنَّهُ

The property of a Muslim is not halal unless it is with his sweet will.

**Partnership in transactions needs great caution**

In verse 24, it was said: وَأَنَّ كَيْبِرًا مِنْ الْحِلْطَةِ لَيْبِيغِي بِغَضْبِهِ عَلَى بَعْضِهِمْ عَلَى بَعْضٍ (And many partners oppress one another). By saying this, we have been alerted that it is not unusual when mutual rights are compromised between two persons having a partnership deal. There are occasions when one of them would take something as ordinary, and goes ahead and does it. But, in reality, it becomes the cause of sin. Therefore, great caution is needed in this matter.

Later, in the same verse, it was said: وَطَنْتُ دَوُّدًا إِنَّمَا فَتْنَتُهُ (And Dāwūd realized that We had put him to a test,- 38:24). If the form of the litigation is taken to be a similitude of the slip of Sayyidnā Dāwūd عليه السلام, then, the
occurring of such a thought is fairly obvious. And if the form of the litigation has nothing to do with it, even then, the overall condition of the parties involved was enough to show that the two of them have been sent by way of a test. On the one hand, these disputants were in such hurry to get their litigation resolved that they were audacious enough to jump the wall and barge in. On the other hand, when the case was presented, the defendant sat silent and accepted, verbally or practically, the plea of the plaintiff without any ifs and buts.

If the defendant agreed with the event as described by the plaintiff, he hardly had the need to come to Sayyidnā Dawūd  to seek a verdict in the dispute. Even a person of average intelligence could have gathered that, in this situation, Sayyidnā Dawūd  will invariably decide in favor of the plaintiff. This mysterious conduct of the two disputants was betraying that it was an event of some extraordinary nature. Sayyidnā Dawūd  had no difficulty in seeing through it, that they had come as sent from Allah and their objective was to test him. In some narrations, it also appears that, after having heard the verdict, they exchanged furtive smiles, and in no time disappeared into the skies. Allah knows best.

In the last sentence of verse 24, it was said: (so he prayed to his Lord for forgiveness, and bowing down, he fell in prostration, and turned [to Allah].) It should be noted that the word used here is that of: رُكْوَةٌ (ruku‘) which literally means 'to bow down' while, with most commentators, it denotes سَجْدَةٌ (sajdah: prostration). According to the Ḥanafīyyah, by reciting this verse, sajdah becomes obligatory.

**By doing ruku‘ the sajdah of tilawah (recitation) stands performed**

And Imām Abū Ḥanīfah has proved from this verse that, in case a verse requiring sajdah has been recited within the Şalāh, then, forming the intention of sajdah in the ruku‘ makes the obligation of sajdah stand performed. The reason is that here Allah Ta‘ālā has used the word: رُكْوَةٌ (ruku‘) for: سَجْدَةٌ (sajdah) which proves that ruku‘ too can become the replacement of sajdah. But, in this connection, a few necessary points should be borne in mind.

**The sajdah of tilawah (recitation): Some rulings.**

1. Sajdah when being performed through an obligatory ruku‘ in
Salāh can only be performed validly on condition that the verse of sajdah has been recited within the Salāh. When reciting the Qur'ān outside the Salāh, the sajdah of tilāwah cannot be performed validly through a rukū'. The reason is that rukū' is an act of 'ibādah only in Salāh - outside Salāh, it is not recognized as an act of worship. (Bada'i').

2. A rukū' can stand for sajdah of tilāwah only when rukū' has been done soon after having recited the verse of sajdah or having recited at the most two or three additional verses. And if, after the verse of sajdah, one has made a long recitation in the standing position, the rukū' would not stand for sajdah.

3. If one is thinking of performing the sajdah of tilāwah in the position of rukū', then, he should better make the intention of the sajdah of tilawah while bowing down for the rukū', otherwise, the obligation of sajdah will not stand discharged by this rukū'. Yes, once the person starts going for sajdah, the sajdah will stand performed even without the intention.

4. The preferred practice, however, in any case is that the sajdah of tilawah is performed as a regular sajdah before rukū', and then, one rises from the state of sajdah, recites one or two verses and then goes for rukū', rather than it is performed in the obligatory rukū' of the Salāh. (BadB'i').

In verse 25, it was said: وَإِنَّ لَهُ عَرَضًا مَثَلًا وَرَحْمَةً مَّاَبِ (and surely he has a place of nearness in Our presence, and an excellent resort.). By concluding this event on this verse, a hint was released towards the fact that, no matter whatever the slip of Sayyidnā Dāwūd صَلَّى الله عليه وسلم would have been, once he had sought forgiveness from Allah and had passionately turned to Him, it goes without saying that the level of his communion with Allah Ta'ālā had increased further.

When warn, warn with wisdom!

Yet another aspect of this event needs to be mentioned here. Let this slip of Sayyidnā Dāwūd صَلَّى الله عليه وسلم be whatever it was, it was a matter between him and his Lord who could have alerted him to it even directly through a revelation. But, rather than do something of this nature, why was a particular method used when the case of a dispute was sent in his court to alert him thereby? The truth of the matter is that this method invites deliberation. It helps us realize that it provides guidance for those who
are engaged in preaching and bidding the Fair and forbidding the Unfair. Those who do their duty in this field should know that the conduct of a person is not to be corrected casually. It takes a lot of wisdom to do it. To alert someone to his error, it is better to take to a method that helps the concerned person realize his error on his own, without having recourse to warn him verbally. For that purpose, it is more effective to use such examples as may convey the message without hurting the addressee in the least.

Verse 26

Verse 26

O Dāwūd, We have made you a vicegerent on earth, so judge between people with truth, and do not follow the selfish desire, lest it should lead you astray from Allah's path. Surely those who go astray from Allah's path will have a severe punishment, because they had forgotten the Day of Reckoning. [26]

Commentary

Not only that Allah Ta'ālā had made Sayyidnā Dāwūd  a prophet, He had also placed a government and state at his command. Accordingly, in this verse, he has been entrusted with a basic guideline for the conduct of governance and politics. Three things have been said in this guideline:

1. We have made you Our khalifah (caliph, deputy, successor, vicar, vicegerent) on the earth.

2. In this capacity, your basic duty is to decide matters in accordance with the truth.

3. And to accomplish this mission, abstention from following personal desires is a binding condition.

As for the sense of making someone a khalifah on the earth, it has been discussed in the commentary on Sūrah Al-Baqarah (please see Ma‘āriful-Qurān, English, Volume I, pages 158-171) and from it emerges the
essential principle of Islamic political theory that "Sovereignty belongs to Allah Ta'ālā." All rulers of the earth are bound to operate in accordance with His injunctions alone. They cannot go out of it. Therefore, the ruler of Muslims, the consultative body or assembly might explain or codify Islamic law as such, but the reality is that they are not lawgivers, instead, are introducers of the law of Allah.

The basic function of an Islamic state is to establish truth

Secondly, it has been made very clear here that the basic function of an Islamic state is to establish truth. It is incumbent on the government that it should establish the rule of truth and justice in all its matters from administration to resolution of disputes.

Since Islam is a religion for all times to come, it has not fixed such administrative details as would have to be changed with changing circumstances. Instead of that, it has blessed its followers with the basic guidelines in the light of which administrative details can be settled according to the needs of every period of time. Therefore, no doubt, this much has been made clear here that the essential function of the government is to establish truth, but along with it, its administrative details have been left in the safe hands of sound thinking Muslims of every period.

The relationship of the Judiciary and the Executive

Accordingly, no such fixed injunction as would stand unalterable in every period of time has been given on the issue of whether the Judiciary remains separate from the Executive or remains part of it. If, in some period of time, full trust can be placed in the honesty and trustworthiness of the rulers, the duality of the judiciary and the executive branches of the government can be eliminated - and if, in a certain period, full trust cannot be placed in the honesty and trustworthiness of the rulers, the Judiciary can also be kept totally independent of the Executive.

Sayyidnā Dāwūd  was a great prophet of Allah. Who could have claimed to be as honest and trustworthy as he was? Therefore, he was simultaneously made the head of both the Executive and the Judiciary who also had the responsibility of delivering a verdict in disputes. In addition to the noble prophets عليه السلام, the same practice continued among the rightly guided khulafa’ of the Muslim community (al-khulafa’
ar-rashidūn) when the amirul-mu'minīn (the leader of Muslims or head of the Muslim state) used to be the Qādī (judge) as well. This practice was discontinued by later Islamic governments when the amirul-mu'minīn was made the head of the Executive, and the qadi-l-qudat (Chief Justice) that of the Judiciary.

The third guideline on which the heaviest stress has been laid in this verse simply says: Do not follow the desires of your self and keep the day of Reckoning in sight all the time. The reason for such a stress is that this thing is the very foundation of any effort to establish the supremacy of truth. Only a Ḥākim (ruler) or Qādī (judge) who has the fear of Allah and the concern of Hereafter in his heart can establish the supremacy of truth and justice in the real sense of the term. Nothing short of this would work. You are welcome to make laws, the best you can. The ability of the desiring human self to conceal its stratagems and carve out an operational outlet through any law or system is virtually unbeatable. As long as this thing is there, the best of law and system cannot establish the rule of law, truth and justice. The history of the world and the current scenario of our time bear witness to this submission.

The first thing to watch around offices charged with responsibility is the character of the human being sitting there.

Right from here we also learn that in order to place someone in a position of authority, such as an official of the government, or a judge of the judiciary (or someone in any other role of public or private responsibility), the first thing one has to look for is whether or not this person has the fear of Allah in his heart, the concern for 'Ākhirah, the life to come on his mind and, of course, the state of his morals and character. If it is realized that he has nothing of the sort as the fear of Allah in his heart, instead, his desiring self sits there as the monarch of all it surveys, then, no matter how high his degrees in education, and no matter how superb his expertise and experience in the field, he is not deserving of any high office of responsibility in the sight of Islam.

Verses 27 - 29

وَمَا خَلَقْنَا السَّمَاءَ وَالْأَرْضَ وَمَا بَيْنَهُمَا بَاطِلًا ذَلِكَ ظَنُّ الْدُّنْيَا
كَفِرُواْ فَوَيْلٌ لِّلْدُنْيَا لِكَفِرُواْ مِنَ الْآخِرَةِ أَمَّ نَجِعُ الْدُّنْيَا امْتَنِعْوَا
And We did not create the heavens and the earth and what is between them in vain. That is the thinking of those who disbelieve. So, woe to the disbelievers because of the Fire (they have to face). [27] Shall We make those who believe and do righteous deeds equal to those who commit mischief on the earth? Or shall We make the God-fearing equal to the sinners? [28] This is a blessed Book We have revealed to you, so that they deliberate in its verses and, and so that the men of understanding may take to advice. [29]

Commentary

The delicate order of the verses

These verses in which the basic beliefs of Islam, particularly that of the Hereafter, have been emphatically confirmed appear in between the description of events relating to Sayyidnā Dāwūd ְַלַּיְהַ with an order that is extremely delicate and sublime. Says Imām Rāzī, if someone is refusing to understand because of obstinacy, the wiser approach is to put away the subject under discussion aside, and start talking about something totally unrelated - and when his mind stands diverted from the first subject, he should be brought around during the flow of conversation to concede to the original proposition. At this place, it is to dwell upon and secure confirmation of the Hereafter that this very method has been used. Being mentioned before the description of the event relating to Sayyidnā Dāwūd ְַלַּיְהַ there were some postures of obstinacy demonstrated by the disbelievers that concluded at the verse: (And they said, "O our Lord, give us our share [of the punishment] sooner, before the Day of Reckoning."). The outcome of all this was to state that those people rejected the existence of the Hereafter and made fun of it. Immediately after that, it was said: (Observe patience over what they say and remember Our servant, Dāwūd - 38:17). By saying so, a new subject was introduced. But, the event relating to Sayyidnā Dāwūd ְַלַּיְהַ has been concluded with the statement:
O Dāwūd, We have made you a vicegerent on earth, so judge between people with truth. (38:26).

Now, from here it is in an imperceptible manner that the Hereafter has been positively confirmed by positing that here is the supreme Being of Allah asking his deputy on the earth to establish the rule of law and justice resulting in punishment for the evil and peace for the good - when so, is it not that the same Being would necessarily establish justice and equity in this universe? Most certainly, it is the dictate of His wisdom that He, rather than herd everyone good or bad with the same stick, punishes the doers of evil and rewards the doers of good. This, then, is the purpose of the creation of this universe, and in order that it translates into reality, it is necessary that there be a Qiyāmah (the Last Day) and an 'Ākhirah (the Hereafter) - something that precisely corresponds to His wisdom. Those who reject the Hereafter are virtually saying that this universe has been created aimlessly, devoid of any wisdom behind it, for everyone good or bad will live his or her time and die with nobody around to ask questions - although, one who has faith in the wisdom of Allah Ta'ālā can never accept this line of reasoning.

In verse 28, it was said: (Shall We make those who believe and do righteous deeds equal to those who commit mischief on the earth? Or shall We make the God-fearing equal to the sinners?) - that is, this can never be. In fact, the end of both will be totally different. Right from here, we learn that this difference between a believer and disbeliever is there in terms of the injunctions of the Hereafter. While living in the present world, it is quite possible that a disbeliever has a lot more comforts than a believer. Likewise, it cannot be deduced thereby that the material rights of the disbeliever cannot be equal to the rights of the believer, instead, the truth of the matter is that a disbeliever could be allowed human rights equal to a believer. Accordingly, non-Muslim minorities who live in an Islamic state under mutual pledges shall be given all human rights that will be but equal to those of Muslim.

Verses 30 - 33
And We blessed Dāwūd with Sulaymān. He was an excellent slave (of Allah). Surely, he was great in turning (to Us, in penitence and praise). [30] (Worth remembering is the incident) when the swift horses of high breeding were presented before him in the evening. [31] He said, "I held the love of the good things (i.e. these horses) dearer than the remembrance of my Lord, until it (the sun) went behind the veil. [32] Bring them back to me" - and he started passing his hands over the shanks and the necks. [33]

Commentary

In these verses, an event relating to Sayyidnā Sulaymān Ḥasan has been mentioned. The gist of the well known Tafsīr of this event is that Sayyidnā Sulaymān Ḥasan was so engrossed in the inspection of the horses that he missed to perform the Ṣalāh of Al-'Aṣr at his usual time. Later, when he was alerted to this loss, he slaughtered all those horses as the unfortunate interference in the remembrance of Allah took place because of them.

This missed Ṣalāh could be a nafl ṣalāḥ. Given this situation, there should be no difficulty in understanding what Sulaymān Ḥasan did, for the noble prophets try to make amends for even this much of negligence. And it is also possible that the Ṣalāh concerned was obligatory (fard) and his engrossment in the inspection might have caused him to forget. Although if someone forgets to perform the fard (obligatory) Ṣalāh, it does not cause a sin to have been committed, but Sayyidnā Sulaymān Ḥasan, in view of his high station, expiated for that too.

This Tafsīr of the cited verses has been reported from several leading authorities among the commentators. Even a great scholar of Ibn Kathīr’s stature has preferred this Tafsīr. Then, it is also supported by a marfu’ Ḥadīth (attributed to the noble Prophet ﷺ) reported by ‘Allamah Suyūṭī with reference to the Mu’jim of aṬabarānī, Ismā’īlī and Ibn Marduwayh:
From 'Ubaiyy Ibn Ka'b ﷺ, from the Holy Prophet ﷺ: About the word of Allah: (and he started passing his hands over the shanks and the necks.), he said: "Cut their legs and necks with the sword."

'Allāmah Suyūṭī has declared its rating as Ḥasan. (ad-Durr-ul-Manthūr, p. 309, v. 5) and quoting this Ḥadīth in Majma‘-uz-Zawa‘id, 'Allāmah Haithami says:

'Ṭabarānī has reported this in al-Awsat. Sa‘īd Ibn Bashīr is one of the narrators there. He has been called trustworthy by Shu‘bah and others. Ibn Ma‘in and others call him weak. The rest of the men reporting are trustworthy.' (Majma‘-uz-Zawa‘id, p. 99, v. 7, Kitabu-t-Tafsir)

Because of this Ḥadīth, this Tafsīr becomes fairly strong. But, it generally lends to the doubt that the horses were a gift of Allah and wasting one's property in that manner does not seem to befit the station of a prophet. Commentators have answered it by saying that Sayyidnā Sulaymān ﷺ owned these horses, and the sacrifice of horses was also permissible in his code of law very similar to that of cows, goats and camels. Therefore, he never wasted the horses, in fact, sacrificed them in the name of Allah. Just as the act of sacrificing a cow or goat is not tantamount to wasting it, instead, it is an act of 'ibādah, the sacrifice of horses offered by him was nothing but an act of 'ibādah (Rūh-ul-Ma‘ānī).

Most commentators have explained this verse in this very manner. But, there is another Tafsīr of these verses reported from Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ where the description of the event differs. A gist of the Tafsīr is that the horses presented before Sayyidnā Sulaymān ﷺ were specially prepared for Jihād. Sayyidnā Sulaymān ﷺ was pleased to see them while he also said that the attachment he had to those horses was not because he loved worldly life, rather it was because of his remembrance of Allah in that these were prepared for Jihād, and Jihād was and act of worship at its highest. In the meantime, that lineup of horses went out of his sight. He asked that they be brought back again. Accordingly, when they appeared before him once again, he started stroking and patting their necks and legs with affection.
According to this Tafsīr, the word: عَنِ الدِّرَارِ (‘an: from or because) in: خَلَقَ دُرَارًا (‘an dhihri-rabbi: from or because of the remembrance of my Lord) is the ‘an of cause’ عَنِ السَّبِيْلِه (‘an sababiyah), and the pronoun in: نَوَازَتَ (tawarāt: disappeared) is invariably reverting to horses, and: مَسْحُ (mash) does not mean to cut, instead, it means to pass or wipe hands (over the body of the horses) with affection.

Classical commentators like Ḥāfīẓ Ibn Jarīr Ṭabarī, Imām Rāzī and others have preferred this very Tafsīr, because it is free from any possible doubt about property being wasted.

In terms of the words of the noble Qur‘ān, there is room for both explanations. But, since a marfu’ Ḥadīth has appeared in favor of the first Tafsīr, a Ḥadīth that is hasan (good) as regards its authority, therefore, it has become weightier and more acceptable.

The story of the return and resetting of the Sun

Some early interpreters have, while following the first Tafsīr, also said that soon after having missed the Ṣalāh of al-‘Asr, Sayyidnā Sulaymān سُلَيْمَان (rudduhā: Bring it back to me - 38:33) prayed to Allah Ta‘ālā, or requested the angels, that the Sun should be made to return. Accordingly, the Sun was returned and he was enabled to perform his appointed Ṣalāh. After that, the Sun set once again. These people take the pronoun in: رَدُّوُها (rudduhā: Bring them back to me) as reverting to the Sun.

But, investigative commentators, for instance, ‘Allāmah ‘Ālūsī and others have rejected this fictional approach, and have said that the pronoun in: رُدُوُها (rudduhā: Bring them back to me) is reverting to 'horses' and not to the Sun - not because, refuge with Allah, making the Sun to return is not within the power and control of Allah Ta‘ālā, but because this story does not stand proved from the Qur‘ān and Ḥadīth. (Rūḥ-ul-Maʿānī)

In the event one neglects the remembrance of Allah, some self-imposed penalty is in order as part of one's remorse

Anyway, this much does stand proved from the event that, should there come a time when one happens to have been neglectful of the remembrance of Allah, then, in order to punish one's aberrant self, depriving it of some lawful thing is permissible. This, in the terminology of the noble Šūfīs, is called: غِيْرَت (ghayrah: sense of honor or shame).
Imposing such penalties on one's own self for the purpose of training it to do what is good is a prescription of self-reform - and this event seems to suggest its justification, in fact, recommendation. It has also been reported from the Holy Prophet ﷺ that, on a certain occasion, Sayyidnā Abū Jahlm presented to him the gift of a Syrian throw-over shawl having some sort of design embroidered or painted on it. He made his Ṣalāh covering himself with this shawl. Then, he came to Sayyidah 'A'ishah ﷺ and said to her, "Return this shawl to Abū Jahlm, because I happened to have cast a look at the design it had during the course of my Ṣalāh, and this design would have almost thrown me into some trial" (Aḥkām-ul- Qurān with reference to al-Muwatā’ of Imām Mālik).

Similarly, there is an incident related to Sayyidnā Abū Ṭalḥah ابـ . Once, while making Ṣalāh in his fruit-farm, he happened to have turned his attention to look at a bird, and as a result, his attention was diverted away from the Ṣalāh (a contravention of the essential etiquette of Ṣalāh being offered before Allah Ta’ālā). After that, he gave the whole farm as sadaqah (charity).

But one has to bear in mind that the penalty thought of for this purpose should be permissible by itself. Wasting away some property for no valid reason is not permissible. Therefore, no such action is correct as would result in the wastage of property. Among the Ṣūfīs, the famous Shiblī رحمه الله تعالى had once burnt his clothes as part of this kind of self-imposed penalty. But, the more discerning among Ṣūfīs, such as Shaikh ‘Abdul-Wahhāb Sha‘rānī رحمه الله تعالى, did not approve of that action of his as correct and sound. (Ruh-ul-Ma‘ānī)

The ruler should personally keep watching over the functions of the state

The second line of conduct that emerges from this event is that the person responsible for the affairs of the state or its high officials (who share this responsibility with him) should personally keep watching over their subordinate departments in a way that they never sit relaxed after having passed on the trust to their deputies and assistants. This is the reason why Sayyidnā Sulaymān ʿalayhissalam who had a host of subordinates at his command, inspected the horses in person. This concern (to be
personally vigilant against any malfunction of the state system) stands proved also from the examples set by the rightly guided caliphs of Islam, particularly from the practice of Sayyidnā ‘Umar ą.

At the time of one act of ‘ibādah (worship), engaging in another is an error

The second line of conduct that stands proved from this event is that the time of an ‘ibādah that is already bound with a certain hour should not be spent in getting busy with some other act of ‘ibādah. It is obvious that the inspection of horses prepared for Jihad amounted to a significant act of worship in its own right. But, as this was not the time for this kind of ‘ibādah, rather, was the time of the prescribed ‘ibādah of Ṣalāh, therefore, Sayyidnā Sulaymān ą counted this too as an error, for which he made amends. Hence, Muslim jurists say that the way it is not permissible to stay occupied with buying and selling activity after the adhan (call for prayer) of Jumu‘ah Ṣalāh, similarly, it is also not correct to stay occupied with some chore other than the preparation for the Jumu‘ah Ṣalāh, even if it happens to be the ‘ibādah of reciting the Qur‘ān or making nafl ṣalāh.

Verse 34

وَلَقَدْ فَتَنَّا سُلَيْمَانَ عَلَىٰ كُرْسِيَّهُ جَسَدًا مَّنْ آتَبَّٰٓ

And We, indeed, tested Sulaymān while We threw on his throne a body after which he turned (to Us). [34]

Commentary

In this verse, Allah Ta‘ālā has mentioned yet another test of Sayyidnā Sulaymān ą with a simple statement saying that, during this test, some body, or part of it, was put on the throne of Sayyidnā Sulaymān ą. As for what that body was and what its placement on the throne means and how it was a test, these details are not available in the noble Qur‘ān, nor are they proved from any Šahīh Ḥadīth. Therefore, some authentic commentators, for instance, Ibn Kathīr seems to incline to the approach that anything the Qur‘ān has left ambiguous should be left as is, without having to dig into its details. One should simply believe this much that Allah Ta‘ālā had put Sayyidnā Sulaymān ą to some test after which he turned to Allah more than before - and the real purpose of
the Qur'an stands accomplished by saying that which has already been said.

Still, some commentators have tried to go after the details of this test, and have come up with several probabilities in this connection. Some of these probabilities happen to have been extracted exclusively from Judaic narratives. For example, the story that secret of the power of Sayyidnā Sulaymān was in his ring. On a certain day, the Satan got hold of his ring, and ended up sitting on the throne of Sayyidnā Sulaymān as the ruler looking like him. Forty days later, that ring of Sayyidnā Sulaymān was retrieved from the belly of a fish. After that, he regained his authority as the ruler once again. This narrative annexed with additional tales appears in several books of Tafsīr. But, Ḥāfīz Ibn Kathīr, after identifying all such narratives as Judaic reports, writes in his Tafsīr:

"There is a group among the people of the Book that does not believe in Sayyidnā Sulaymān as a prophet. Therefore, it is obvious, all these false tales have been forged by them" - Tafsīr Ibn Kathīr, p. 36, v. 4.

Hence, labeling narratives of this nature as being the Tafsīr of this Qur'ānic verse is not correct by any standard.

There is another event relating to Sayyidnā Sulaymān that finds mention in the Şahīḥ of al-Bukhārī and elsewhere too. Finding some parts of this event resembling the text of this verse, some commentators have declared it to be the Tafsīr of this verse. The gist of the event is that once Sayyidnā Sulaymān confided as to when he would go to his wives, each of them would give birth to a boy who will carry out Jihad in the way of Allah. But, while verbalizing his thought, he forgot to say: Insha'Allah (If Allah wills) Allah Ta'ālā did not like this slip coming from his great prophet, and He proved this claim of his as false as only one out of all his wives gave birth to a still child that had one side missing.

Some commentators have applied the anatomy of this event on this verse, and have said that the expression: 'threw or put the body or its part on the throne' means that some attendant of Sayyidnā Sulaymān brought this body of the baby, and put it on the throne. Thereupon, Sayyidnā Sulaymān got alerted, and he realized that it was the
consequence of not saying: \textit{Insha'Allah} on his part. Accordingly, he turned to Allah and sought forgiveness for this slip.

Discerning commentators like Qādī Abū-s-Sa‘ūd, ‘Allāmah ‘Alusi and others have followed this Tafsīr. Maulānā Ashraf ‘Ali Thānavi has also gone by it in his Tafsīr Bayān-ul-Qurān. But, the reality is that even this event cannot be called the Tafsīr of this verse in a certain manner for the reason that no Ḥadīth narration that mentions this event has any indication that the Holy Prophet ﷺ has ever mentioned it as part of his explanation of the verse under study. Even Imām Bukhari has reported this Ḥadīth in his Kitāb-ul-Jihād, Kitāb-ul-Anbiyā’, Kitāb-ul-Aymān wā-n-Nudhūr and elsewhere with various versions, but he has not mentioned it under the head of the Tafsīr of Sūrah Šād anywhere in his Kitābu-t-Tafsīr. In fact, he has reported another narration under the verse: \textit{فزء لي ملكا} (bless me with a kingdom - 38:35) (which follows immediately next to the verse under discussion here) and has not made any mention of this Ḥadīth. This shows that, even in the sight of Imām Bukhari, this particular event is not a Tafsīr of the verse under study. Instead, this too, like the several other events relating to the noble prophets described by the Holy Prophet ﷺ, is a separate event that does not necessarily have to be the Tafsīr of one or the other verse.

A third Tafsīr is credited to Imām Rāzī and some others. According to this Tafsīr, once Sayyidnā Sulaymān ﷺ became very sick. He grew so weak because of it that, at the time he was brought in to sit on the throne, he gave the impression of a body without the soul. Later, Allah Ta’ālā enabled him to get well. At that time, he turned to Allah, expressed his gratitude before Him, sought His forgiveness - and along with all that, also prayed for an unmatched kingdom for himself in the future.

But, this Tafsīr too is simply conjectural. It also does not carry much congruence with the words of the noble Qurān, and there is no proof for it from any Ḥadīth narration as well.

The reality is that there is no source with us to find out the certain details of the event alluded to in the verse under study - nor are we duty-bound to go about finding it. Therefore, we have zero in our faith on this much that Allah Ta’ālā had put Sayyidnā Sulaymān ﷺ to a certain test after which his passion to return to Allah came out stronger than ever
before - and that the real purpose of the Qurʾān in mentioning this event is to invite all human beings to turn to Allah like Sayyidnā Sulaymān  as and when they face any distress or trial. As for the details of the test and trial of Sayyidnā Sulaymān , let these be entrusted with Allah. Allah knows best.

Verses 35 - 40

He said, "O my Lord, forgive me, and bless me with a kingdom that will not be available to anyone after me. Surely, You are the Bountiful. [35] Then We subjugated the wind for him that blew smoothly on his command to wherever he wished, [36] and (We subjugated to him) the satans (among Jinns), all builders and divers, [37] and many others held in chains. [38] This is Our gift. So, do favor (to someone) or withhold (it), with no (requirement to give) account. [39] He has a place of nearness in Our presence, and an excellent end. [40]

Commentary

It was said in verse 35: (bless me with a kingdom that will not be available to anyone after me.). Some commentators explain the sense of this prayer as 'let not a great kingdom like mine belong to anyone else during my time.' In other words, they take "min baʾdī": or 'after me' in the sense of 'other than me.' Maulānā Ashraf 'Alī Thānawi has done his translation accordingly. But, with most commentators, the sense of the prayer is: 'Even after me, let no one have a kingdom as great as this.' Accordingly, so it happened. The kingdom that Allah Taʾālā gave to Sayyidnā Sulaymān was a kingdom the like of which never became the lot of anyone else. The reason was simple. The subjugation of the wind and the command over the genre of the Jinn
were exclusive traits of his kingdom, and no kingdom that followed him had these characteristics. There are some people who carry out mysterious exercises ('amaliyyāt) through which they are known to subjugate Jinns, a phenomenon that does not fall contrary to this, because it cannot be compared, in the least, to the subjugation of the jinn Allah had allowed for Sayyidnā Sulaymān َ عليه السلام. Moreover, these experts in ‘amaliyyāt are able to make just about one or a few Jinns become obedient to them, but the kind of wide spread kingdom that Sayyidnā Sulaymān َ عليه السلام had was not acquired by anyone.

Praying for office and power

At this place, it should be borne in mind that no prayer made by the noble prophets is made without the will and permission of Allah Ta’ālā. Sayyidnā Sulaymān َ عليه السلام had made this prayer too by the will and permission of Allah Ta’ālā. And since some bland seeking of power was not his aim, rather the driving desire to implement Divine laws and the passion to make truth triumph was behind it - and Allah Ta’ālā knew that once Sayyidnā Sulaymān َ عليه السلام had the power, he would work for these very high objectives, and would never entertain negative feelings of office, power and recognition - therefore, he was given the permission to make this prayer, and it was accepted as well. But, common people have been prohibited in Ḥadīth from seeking power following their own initiative. The reason is that such an initiative usually gets to be tainted with the desire for power, influence, money and property. Accordingly, where one has the certitude of being free of such selfish desires and one really would love to see the banner of truth fly high without the least hunger for power hidden anywhere in the recesses of his heart - then, for such a person, praying for power and authority of government is permissible. (Rūḥ-ul-Ma‘ānī etc.)

In verse 38, it was said: مَكِّرِينَ فِي الْأَسْفَاطِ (held in chains). Details about the subjugation of Jinns and the services they performed have appeared earlier in the commentary on Sūrah Saba’ within this Volume VII. Here, it has been said that Sayyidnā Sulaymān َ عليه السلام was holding the unruly Jinns by having them chained. Now, it is not necessary that these chains be the visible chains of iron. It is possible that there could have been some other method used to tie them up more tightly or securely - and it has been expressed as 'chains' for the sake of common comprehension.
Verses 41 - 44

And remember Our slave, Ayyūb (Job) - when he called his Lord, "The Shaitān (Satan) has inflicted weariness and pain upon me." [41] (Allah said to him,) "Strike (the ground) with your foot: Here is a cool water to bathe, and a drink!" [42] And We let him have his family and the like of them besides, as a mercy from Us, and a reminder for the people of understanding. [43] And (We said to him,) "Take (a bundle of) thin twigs in your hand, and strike with it, and do not violate your oath. Surely, We found him very enduring. He was really an excellent slave. Surely, he was great in turning (to Us, in penitence and praise). [44]

Commentary

The event relating to Sayyidnā Ayyūb has been introduced here to comfort and prompt the Holy Prophet so that he would also observe patience. This event has appeared with details in our commentary on Sūrah Al-Anbiyā’ (Ma‘āriful-Qurān, Volume V). A few significant notes are being added here.

In the opening verse (41), it was said: (The Shaitān has inflicted weariness and pain upon me). Some early commentators have given details as to how the Shaitān had caused this affliction and pain. They say that the disease from which Sayyidnā Ayyūb suffered had overtaken him under the influence of the Shaitān. What happened was that once the angels praised Sayyidnā Ayyūb in a manner that made the Shaitān envy him. He prayed to Allah Ta’ālā that he be given such control over his body, wealth and children that allowed him to do whatever he liked with him. Allah Ta’ālā too intended to test Sayyidnā Ayyūb, therefore, the Shaitān was
given this right, and he made him suffer from this disease.

But, discerning commentators have refuted this story by saying that, in terms of the clear statement of the noble Qur'ān, the Shaitān cannot gain control over the blessed prophets, therefore, it is not possible that he could have made him suffer from this disease.

Some others have explained the Shaitān having afflicted pain by saying that the Shaitān used to plant all sorts of scruples in the heart of Sayyidnā Ayyūb عليه السلام, while he was very sick which hurt him all the more. This is what he has mentioned here. But, the best explanation of this verse is what Maulānā Ashraf ‘Alī Thānavi has given in Bayān-ul-Qur'ān. This is being reproduced here from the Khulāsā-e-Tafsīr in Ma'āriful-Qur'ān:

'This affliction and pain, according to the saying of some commentators, is what Imām Aḥmad has reported from Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās عليه السلام in his Kitābu-z-zuhd, in which it has been stated that the Shaitān had once met the wife of Sayyidnā Ayyūb عليه السلام in the guise of a physician during the days of his sickness. Since he had posed himself as a physician, she requested him to treat her husband. He agreed subject to the condition that once he got cured, she would tell him that she was the one who cured him, and assured her that he wanted no more in return. She mentioned this to Sayyidnā Ayyūb عليه السلام. He said, "O my simple wife, he was the Shaitān. Now, I solemnly resolve that, should Allah Ta'ālā make me get well again, I am going to beat you with one hundred sticks of branches.' So, he was particularly shocked that Shaitān had become so high-handed that he wanted to make his own wife say words that evidently amount to shirk, though they may not prove to be so if subjected to interpretation. Though, Sayyidnā Ayyūb عليه السلام had made prayers for the removal of his affliction earlier as well, yet after this incident, he turned back to Him in plaint and prayer more fervently, and his prayer was answered: (Reported by Aḥmad).

The nature of the ailment of Sayyidnā Ayyūb عليه السلام

The Qur'ān tells us only this much that Sayyidnā Ayyūb عليه السلام was afflicted with a serious disease, but nothing was said about the nature of this disease. Even in Aḥadīth, no details about it have been reported from the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Nevertheless, from some reports attributed to the
Sahābah, it appears that blisters had erupted all over his body, and people had put him off on a dirt-heap out of nausea. But, some discerning commentators have refused to accept these attributed reports as correct. They say that diseases can afflict the blessed prophets, but they are not made to suffer from such diseases as would make people nauseated with it. Hence, this sort of disease cannot be attributed to Sayyidnā Ayyūb ⲱ.Fatl. Instead, they say, it was some common disease. Therefore, reports in which blisters have been attributed to Sayyidnā Ayyūb ⲱ.Fatl or in which it has been said that he was put off on a dirt-heap are not trustworthy, neither in terms of the authenticity of the report, nor rationally (abridged from Rūḥ-ul-Maʿānī and Aḥkām-ul-Qurān).

In verse 44, it was said: (Take [a bundle of] thin twigs in your hand). This was said in the background when Sayyidnā Ayyūb ⲱ.Fatl intended to fulfill the oath he had taken. But, as his wife had taken good care of him, and had done nothing to deserve being chastised (with one hundred strokes of some stick as sworn by him), Allah Taʿālā, in His mercy, showed him the way-out as to how he could do it symbolically and still fulfill his oath (as in khulasa-e-Tafsīr of Bayān-ul-Qurān).

**Some issues relating to legal aspects of this event are being identified here.**

**Firstly:** This event tells us that, should someone declare on oath that he or she would punish someone else to a count of one hundred strokes (using a small, thin, dry branch as beating stick) and then, rather applying one hundred strokes separately, he makes a bundle of all these branches and applies a single strike with it, the oath stands fulfilled. This was the reason why Sayyidnā Ayyūb ⲱ.Fatl was asked to do so. This is also the ruling given by Imām Abū Ḥanīfah. But, as says ‘Allāmah Ibn-ul-Humām, it is subject to two essential conditions: Firstly, each stick must have made contact with the body of the particular person length-wise or width-wise. Secondly, it should have caused at least some pain. If the strokes were so light that they caused no pain, the oath will not be fulfilled. When Maulānā Thānawi said in Tafsīr Bayān-ul-Qurān that the oath will not be fulfilled, he probably meant thereby the same thing, that is, if there is no pain at all, or one of the sticks fails to make contact with the body, the oath will not be fulfilled. Otherwise, Hanafi jurists have clearly said that, should the striking be accomplished subject
The Islamic Legal Status of Stratagems

Secondly: From this verse, we also learn that in order to sidetrack and remain unaffected by something inappropriate or reprehensible, should some legal stratagem be opted for, then, it becomes permissible (known as *shari'i hilah* [plural: *hiyāl*] as admissible in the *Shari'ah* of Islam). It is obvious that the essential requisite of the oath in this event of Sayyidnā Ayyūb was that he should subject his blessed wife to full one hundred strokes to vacate his oath. But, his wife was innocent. She had taken remarkably good care of Sayyidnā Ayyūb during the days of his suffering. Therefore, Allah Ta'ālā Himself prompted Sayyidnā Ayyūb to take to a via media, a *hilah* or smart escape route (from his predicament), and also made it clear to him that his oath will not stand broken thereby. Therefore, this event provides an argument in favor of the justification of the device of *hilāh*.

But, one should remember that such *hiyal* or stratagems become permissible only when they have not been reduced to an excuse for nullifying the objectives of the *Shari'ah*. And if the purpose of such *hilah* is to nullify the right of some genuine holder of right, or to make what is openly haram become halal for one's own person while the spirit of the prohibited act has been retained intact, then, such a *hilah* is absolutely impermissible. For instance, there are people who make a *hilah* to avoid having to pay Zakāh. Just before the end of the year, they would pass on their wealth and property into the ownership of their wives. After some time, the wife passes it on into the ownership of her husband. And when the next year is about to close, the husband gifts it to the wife. This way no one remains obligated with the payment of Zakāh. Since, doing something like this is an effort to nullify the objectives of the *Shari'ah*, therefore, it is *harām* (unlawful) - and perhaps, the curse of this stratagem might as well be more punishing than the curse that would fall as a result of the abandonment of Zakāh. (*Rūh-ul-Maānī* from al-Mabsut of Sarakhsi)

Resorting to an oath to do what is inappropriate

The third ruling that we come to know from this verse is: If someone utters an oath to do an act that is inappropriate or wrong or impermissible, the oath stands effectively concluded, and should it be
broken, one will have to make amends and pay *kaffārah* (expiation). It is evident enough that, should there have been no kaffarah becoming due in that situation, Sayyidnā Ayyūb would have not been asked to take to that hilah. But, along with it, one should also bear in mind that in the event one happens to have uttered an oath to do something inappropriate, then, the law of the Sharī'ah is that the oath should be broken, and *kaffārah* should be paid. In a Ḥadīth, the Holy Prophet is reported to have said:

"A person who utters an oath, then he decides that doing otherwise is better, then he should invariably do what is better - and pay *kaffārah* for his oath."

**Verses 45 - 64**
And remember Our servants - Ibrāhīm and Ishāq and Ya'qub - men of strength and men of vision. [45] We chose them for a trait of remembering the (eternal) Home (in the Hereafter). [46] And surely they are, in Our sight, among the the chosen, the best of the righteous. [47] And remember Isma‘īl and al-Yasa‘ and Dhul-Kifl. Each of them was among the best of the righteous. [48] This is a reminder (of what has passed). And surely the God-fearing will have the best place to return: [49] everlasting gardens, with (their) doors opened for them. [50] They will be relaxing therein, calling there for plenteous fruits and drinks; [51] and in their company there will be females restricting their glances (to their husbands, and) of matching ages. [52] This is what you are being promised for the Day of Reckoning. [53] Surely, that is provision provided by Us to which there is no end. [54] Having said this, the transgressors will surely have the most evil place to return: [55] the Jahannam, in which they will enter. So, how evil is that place to rest? [56] Let them taste this: hot water and pus, [57] and other things similar to it of various kinds. [58] (When the leaders of the infidels will see their followers entering the hell after them, they will say to each other,) "This is a multitude rushing in (the hell) with you - they are not welcome - they are to burn in the Fire." [59] They (the followers) will say (to their leaders) "No, it is you - you are not welcome - you are the ones who brought this upon us." So, how evil is the place to stay (for ever)! [60] They (the followers) will say, "Our Lord, whoever has brought this on us, do increase his punishment twofold in the Fire." [61] And they (the infidels) will say, "What is the matter with us that we do not see those men whom we used to count amongst the worst? (i.e the Muslims whom the infidels used to treat as the worst people among them) [62] Had we taken them as a laughing-stock (unjustly), or have our eyes missed them?" [63] That is going to happen definitely, that is, the mutual quarrel of the people of the Fire. [64]

Commentary

The expression: أُولِى الْآفِئَةِ وَالْبَصَارِ (translated as: men of strength and men of vision) literally means 'owners or possessors of hands and eyes.'
The sense is that they devoted their physical and intellectual energies in remaining obedient to Allah Ta’ālā. When this is said, a hint is being released to the fact that the real end use of human body parts is no other but that they are spent or utilized in obedience to the Divine commands, and the those parts of the body that are not utilized in it, their existence or non-existence remains equal.

**Concern for ‘Ākhirah is a distinct attribute of the noble prophets**

The word 'home' in the statement: ۚذَكْرَى الدَّارِ (remembering the [eternal] Home [in the Hereafter]- 38:46) refers to the ‘Ākhirah, (the Hereafter, the life-to-come). Instead of using the word: ‘Ākhirah, the text has used the word: ۚأَلْدَارِ (ad-dar: home) whereby it has warned human beings that they must take ‘Ākhirah as their real Home, and make the concern for it the basis for whatever they think and do. Right from here, we also come to know that the concern for ‘Ākhirah further sharpens and furbishes one’s intellectual and physical faculties (helping it to flourish in an essentially true perspective). Hence, the view of some atheists that such concern blunts human faculties is baseless.

**The Prophet : (al-Yaṣā‘: Elisha)**

In verse 48, it was said: ۚوَالْيَسُّ (and [remember] al-Yaṣā‘). Sayyidnā al-Yaṣā‘ ۚالْيَسُّ is a prophet from among the prophets of Banī Isra‘īl, peace be upon them all. He has been mentioned in the Qur‘ān only at two places, once in Sūrah Al-An‘ām and then, here in Sūrah Ṣād. No details have been mentioned at any of the two places, rather his name appears there as part of a list of the blessed prophets.

Historical chronicles report that he is a cousin of Sayyidnā Ilyās ۚيَلِيشُعُ and was his deputy. He lived in his company and was made a prophet after him. Details about him appear in the Bible, the Book of Kings I, Chapter 19, and Kings II, Chapter 2, and elsewhere. There he has been mentioned by the name of ۚيَلِيشُعُ بن سافط (Elisha son of Sāfit).

In verse 52, it was said: ۚوَمَعَنَّهُمْ قُصُرَاتُ الْطُّرُفِ أَتْرَابٍ (and in their company there will be females restricting their glances (to their husbands, and) of matching ages.). Meant by these are the Ḥūrs or Houris of Jannah (referred to, fondly enough for some people, even as 'nympha of Paradise'). Being of matching ages could mean that they will be of the same age as among themselves. And it could also mean that they will be
of the same age as their spouses. In the first situation, if they were of the same age, the good thing about it would be that they would be relating to each other in mutual amity as friends, and not as 'the other woman' something very welcome for spouses.

Consideration of matching age between spouses is better

Then there is the other situation. If being of the same age is taken to mean that spouses will be of the same age, the good thing about it would be that there would be temperamental harmony between them, and they will have consideration for each other's preferences. This tells us that consideration should be made to keep ages of spouses matched, for it generates mutual love, and makes the relationship of marriage pleasant and permanent.

Verses 65 - 88
Say, "I am only a warner - and there is no god but Allah, the One, the All-Dominant, [65] the Lord of the heavens and the earth and what is between them, the Mighty, the Very-Forgiving." [66] Say, "It is a great news [67] to which you are averse. [68] I had no knowledge of the Heavenly Beings when they were debating (about the creation of 'Adam)." [69] Revelation is sent to me only because I am a plain warner. [70]

When your Lord said to the angels, "I am going to create man from clay. [71] So, once I make him perfectly and breath My spirit into him, you fall down in prostration before him. [72] Then, the angels prostrated, all of them together - [73] except Iblis. He waxed proud, and became one of the disbelievers. [74] He (Allah) said, "O Iblis, what did prevent you from prostrating before what I created with My hands? Did you wax proud or were you among the lofty ones?" [75] He said, "I am better than him. You created me from fire, and created him from clay." [76] He said, "Then, get out from here, for you are accursed, [77] and on you shall remain My curse till the Day of Judgement." [78] He said, "O my Lord, then give me respite till the day they are raised again." [79] He said, "Then, you have been made one of those given respite, [80] until the Day of the Appointed Time." [81]

(1). The reference here is to the conversation that took place between Allah Ta'âlâ and His angels when He expressed His intention to create 'Adam, and which is being mentioned in verse 71 below.

(2). The sense is that I never knew about what Allah said to His angels when He intended to create 'Adam, nor was there any source of knowledge available to me other than the revelation from Allah. Now that I am narrating to you these events without having any other source of knowledge, it clearly proves that I am receiving revelation from Allah which has been sent to me only for the purpose that I warn you clearly about the evil fate of rejecting the truth.
He said, "Then, I swear by Your Might, that I will definitely lead them astray, all of them - [82] except Your chosen servants among them." [83] He (Allah) said, "Then, the truth is-and it is (always) the truth that I speak--- [84] that I will definitely fill the Jahannam with you and with those who will follow you from among them, all together." [85]

Say, "I do not demand from you any fee for it, nor am I from among those who make up things artificially. [86] It is nothing but an advice for all the worlds. [87] And you will come to know its reality after a while." [88]

Commentary

A Gist of the Subjects of the Sūrah

In verse 65, it was said: (Say, "I am only a warner)

At the beginning of the Sūrah, you have seen that the real objective of this Sūrah was the affirmation of the prophethood of the noble Prophet ﷺ a refutation of what the disbelievers said. In this connection, events relating to blessed prophets of the past were mentioned for two reasons. Firstly, that they bring comfort to the Holy Prophet ﷺ and that he too observes patience against the absurd allegations leveled by those who disbelieved - the same patience as observed by the blessed prophets before him. Secondly, that those who were denying the credentials of a true prophet should themselves learn their lesson through these events. After that, another method was used to invite the disbelievers to Islam. For this purpose, their attention was drawn to the good end of the believers, as opposed to the severe punishment awaiting disbelievers, while they were also warned that the people they were following were the ones who were prompting them to belie the true messenger of Allah, and the same people will refuse to help you in any way on the Day of Judgment, in fact, they would paint you black and you would curse them.

After a delineation of these subjects, the text has, in the concluding part, reverted to the main purpose, that is, it takes up the confirmation of prophethood of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. In this process, along with a presentation of necessary arguments, a compassionate invitation to believe has also been given.

In verse 69, it was said: (I had no knowledge of the Heavenly Beings when they were debating (about the
creation of 'Adam). Means: 'It is a clear proof of my prophethood that I am telling you these things from such a high assembly, things that cannot be found out through any medium other than wahy (revelation).' The words 'these things' refer to the conversation between Allah Ta'âlå and the angels at the time of the creation of Sayyidnâ 'Adam and which finds mention in Sûrah Al-Baqarah where the angels had said: (They said, "Will You create there one who will spread disorder on the earth and cause bloodshed...? - 2:30). This conversation has been expressed here through the word: (ikhtisâm) which literally means 'quarrel' or 'debate' - although, the angels never posed that question in terms of some objection or debate, instead, they wanted to find out the wise consideration behind the creation of Sayyidnâ 'Adam, but the outward pattern of the questions and answers had taken the form of some sort of a debate, therefore, it was alluded to as 'ikhtisam' or debate. This is similar to a younger person questioning an elder person, who refers to that question and answer, in a frank and casual manner, as a debate or quarrel.

In verse 71, it was said: (When your Lord said to the angels...):

Mentioned here is the event of the creation of 'Adam. Not only that it alludes to the conversation between Allah Ta'âlå and the angels mentioned above, but also invites our attention towards the way Iblîs had refused to prostrate himself before Sayyidnâ 'Adam just because of his envy and arrogance, very similarly, the Mushriks of Arabia were not willing to accept his advice because of their envy and arrogance - hence, they were going to meet the same fate as was met by Iblîs. (Tafsîr Kabîr)

In verse 75, it was said: (what I created with My hands...):

Here, it is about Sayyidnâ 'Adam that Allah Ta'âlå has said that it is He who had created him with His hands. There is a consensus among the majority of the Muslim Ummah that "hands" do not mean that Allah Ta'âlå has hands as human being do. The reason is that Allah Ta'âlå is absolutely pure and free from the need of body or its active limbs. Therefore, it means the power and control of Allah Ta'âlå and that the word: (yad: hand) is commonly used in the Arabic language in the sense of power - for example, it was said: (in whose hand lies
the marriage tie - 2:237). Therefore, the verse means: 'I created 'Ādam with My power.' For that matter, everything in this universe owes its creation to nothing but Divine power. But, when Allah Ta'ālā intends to manifest the particular sublimity of something, He would specially attribute it to Himself, for instance, by such attribution the Ka'bah becomes Baytullah, the House of Allah; the she-camel of Sayyidnā Śāliḥ  نَقْطَتُ اللَّهِ  'nāqatullāh', the She-Camel of Allah; and Sayyidnā 'Īsā  - 'kalīmatullāh,' 'the Word of Allah' or 'rūhullāh,' 'the Spirit of Allah.' Here too, this attribution has been introduced there to enhance the grace of Sayyidnā 'Ādam  (Qurtubi) 1

In verse 86, it was said: (nor am I from among those who make up things artificially.).

The blameworthiness of artificial behavior

The statement means: 'I am not declaring my prophethood artificially, nor am I falsely pretending to have knowledge and wisdom, rather, I am conveying the commandments of Allah to you as they are. From this we learn that feigned formality and pretension is blameworthy in the light of the Sharī'ah. Accordingly, there are some aḥādīth that condemn it. In the Sahāhayn (al-Bukhārī and Muslim), it has been reported from Sayyidnā 'Abdullāh Ibn Mas'ūd  : "O people, whoever from among you knows something, let him tell people about it. But, that which he does not know, let him simply say: 'Allah knows best' (because) Allah Ta'ālā has said about his Rasūl : 'Fāl mā as-nākhum  fī 'ahnd wu ma  Allāhu akbar. (Say, "I do not demand from you any fee for it, nor am I from among those who make up things artificially." - 38:86)." (Rūh-ul-Ma'ānī)

alḥamdu'llillāh

The Commentary on
Sūrah Śād

1. This interpretation is based on the line adopted by some theologians. The others are of the view that the word 'yad' (hand) used for Allah does not refer to a limb like the hand of human beings. It is rather an attribute of Allah Ta'ālā, the exact nature of which is unknown. The third view is of some other elders who abstain from indulging in the interpretation of such expressions and prefer to keep silent about them, and leave their exact meaning to Allah Ta'ālā. Muhammad Taqi Usmani
Siirah Az-Zumar
(The Groups)

Sūrah Az-Zumar is Makkī, and it has 75 verses and 8 sections

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

Verses 1 - 6

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful
This is the revelation of the Book from Allah, the Mighty, the Wise. [1] Surely We have revealed the Book to you with the truth; so worship Allah in submission to Him exclusively. [2] Remember, Allah alone deserves the exclusive submission. As for those who have taken to guardians other than Him (saying), "We worship them for no other reason than that they would bring us near to Allah closely." Allah will judge between them in the matters they had been differing in. Surely, Allah does not give guidance to anyone who is liar, highly infidel. [3] Had Allah opted to have a son of His own, He would have definitely chosen anyone, as He wished, out of what He had created. (But), Pure is He. He is Allah, the Only One, the All-Dominant [4] He created the heavens and the earth in His wisdom. He wraps the night over the day and He wraps the day over the night, and He has put the Sun and the Moon under His command, each one of them moving for an appointed term. Remember, He is the Mighty, the Most-Forgiving. [5] He created you from a single person, then (once this person was created,) He made from him his match, and sent down for you eight pairs of the cattle. He creates you in the wombs of your mothers, creation after creation, in three layers of darkness. That is your Allah, your Lord. To Him belongs the whole kingdom. There is no god but He. Then, to where are you being diverted? [6]

Commentary

In verse 2, it was said: فَاعْبُدُوا اللَّهَ مُخْلِصًا لَّهُ الْمَالِ وَلَهُ الْهُدُوْيُوْلَ مُخْلِصًا (so worship Allah in submission to Him exclusively. Remember, Allah alone deserves the exclusive submission.). The word: دِينَ (dīn) at this place means worship, submission, devotion or obedience which is inclusive of adhering to all religious injunctions. In the first statement earlier to this, the address was to the Holy Prophet ﷺ where he was commanded to make the worship of and obedience to Allah sincere and exclusive for Him, so as there remains no trace of shirk or of any hypocrisy or false pretension. The second statement is to emphasize the first statement in that sincerity in worship is the exclusive right of Allah and no one else, other than Him deserves it.

It has been reported from Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah ﺔ that someone submitted before the Holy Prophet ﷺ, 'Ya rasūlallāh, there are occasions when I give in charity or do a favor to somebody, but my intention gets
mixed up - I do look forward to seek the pleasure of Allah thereby, but I also hope that people will praise me for it.' The noble prophet of Allah said, "By the One in whose hands lies the life of Muhammad, Allah Ta'ālā does not like anything in which someone or something else has been associated as a partner or sharer with Him. Then he recited the verse quoted here as the proof: َلَيْبُوتُ الْقُلُوبَ (Remember, Allah alone deserves the exclusive submission.)." (Qurtubi)

Acceptance of deeds with Allah depends on unalloyed measure of sincerity

Several verses of the Qurān bear out that the deeds are not measured with Allah by numbers, instead, they are measured by weight, for example: وَنَضِلْنَا الْمُؤَذِّنَينَ الْقَسْطَ لِيَوْمِ الْقِيَمَةِ (and We shall place scales to do justice on the Day of Judgment - Al-Anbiya', 21:47). This verse read in juxtaposition with the verses cited above tell us that the value and weight of deeds is judged by the amount of sincerity with which they are performed, and it goes without saying that perfect sincerity cannot be achieved without perfect faith, because perfect sincerity means that one should not take someone as having intrinsic power to benefit or harm someone other than Allah, nor take someone other than Allah as disposer of one's acts, nor allow the thought of someone other than Allah enter into any act of worship or obedience of his volition. As for non-voluntary scruples, Allah Ta'ālā forgives them.

The noble Sahabah are the front line of Muslims. Their practice of prayers and good deeds may not appear to be very prominent numerically. But, despite all this, the reason why the single insignificant most of their deeds was superior to the highest of the high deeds of the rest of the Ummah was no other but their very perfection of 'īmān (faith) and perfection of ikhlaṣ (sincerity).

The next sentence in verse 3 says: وَالَّذِينَ أَتَّخِذُوا مِنْ دُوَّارِهِمْ أُولِياءً مَا نُعَمِّدْهُمْ إِلَّا يَقُولُونَ إِلَى الْهَيْوَنَ (As for those who have taken to guardians other than Him [saying], "We worship them for no other reason than that they would bring us near to Allah closely." - 39:3). This is a description of the creed of the Mushriks of Arabia. Even the common people among them during that period of time more or less had the same belief that Allah Ta'ālā is the creator, owner and master in all matters. But when the Shaitān (Satan) instigated them, they started making idols in the image of angels,
as they imagined they would be. They knew it well that these idols made by them had no consciousness, reason or power, yet they believed that by showing their reverence for these idols, those angels (in whose images these idols are designed) will be pleased with them, and the angels have nearness to Allah. They compared Allah’s nearness with that of the worldly kings where a courtier who is pleased with someone could put in a good word for him with the king and have him included among his inner circle. So, they surmised that the angels too could recommend anyone they chose very much like the royal courtiers of their world. But, all these ideas they nursed were totally false, in fact, they were nothing but satanic deception. First of all, who can say whether or not these idols happen to be on the real form of the angels and, even if they were, one cannot expect angels close to Allah showing their pleasure over being worshipped by somebody on the earth. In fact, they temperamentally hate everything that Allah Ta‘ālā does not like. In addition to that, angels cannot intercede on behalf of anyone before Allah on their own, unless they are allowed to make their intercession about a particular person. The verse of the Qur‘ān: 

وَكَمْ مِنْ مَلِكِ فِي السَّمَوَاتِ لَتَفْقِي يَضَافِعَّهُمْ غَنِيًا إِلَّا مَنْ يَبْدِئُ أَنْ يَذَّرِنَّ اللَّهُ يَمْسَىٰ يَسَاءَ وَيُبْرِضَىٰ (And how many angels there are in the heavens whose intercession cannot benefit (anyone) at all, but after Allah allows (it) for whomsoever He wills and pleases - An-Najm, 53:26) means exactly this.

Even the polytheists of that period were better than the disbelievers of today

Modern day materialistic disbelievers already deny the very existence of Allah Ta‘ālā and would not demur when making audacious remarks against Him. Kufr or disbelief is now an imported stuff. Take the kufr that is imported from Europe. It may come in different colors and shades, like capitalism and communism. Yet, there is a common denominator. God forbid, they hold, nothing like God exists. We are masters of our destiny. There is no one to question us as to what we are doing. Terrible ingratitude indeed! As a consequence, peace has disappeared from the whole world. Ever-new gadgets of comfort proliferate, but real comfort remains missing. Advancements in health care have never been at a level they are today, but there is a matching abundance of diseases hitherto unheard of. Security arrangements, police, guards, surveillance abound, but the graph of crime keeps rising. This craze for new instrumentation and gadgetry and this relentless pursuit of pleasure and comfort through
state-of-the-art objects one is being pushed to live with are things, if someone cares to think about it, that have assumed the proportions of a curse for innocent human beings so fondly created by their Maker. As for the punishment of *kufr* in the Hereafter, it is, as due for all disbelievers, an everlasting stay in the *Jahannam*. But, one should not forget that this blind ingratitude could not go unaccounted for. The ungrateful person has to undergo some punishment for it within this world for the reason that the ungrateful person used the blessings of Allah even to ride the skies, yet failed to thank Him for it. How apt is the Persian quip: 'In the middle of the house, I forgot the master of the house!'

The first sentence of verse 4:13; (Had Allah opted to have a son of His own) is a refutation of the allegation of those who said that angels were the progeny of Allah. The idea was false and absurd. Taking it on as a supposition of the impossible, it was said: If Allah Ta‘álá were to have, God forbid, any children, it goes without saying that it could not have happened without His intention and will, for it would have been impossible as children are not imposed on anyone - definitely not so in the case of Allah. Then, suppose He had the intention, in which case, everyone other than Him happens to have been created him, so He would have picked up one of them to be His progeny. Now, children have to be of the same genus as the father, and the created cannot be of the same genus as the creator, therefore, the intention to have progeny from the created becomes impossible.

In verse 5, it was said: (He wraps the night over the day and He wraps the day over the night,). The word: ْتَكُورُ (takūr) means to throw something on top of the other and thereby hide it. The *Qur‘ān* has elected to express the phenomenon of the alternation of the night and day in terms of common perception - when night comes, it is as if a curtain has been thrown against the light of the day, and when the day comes, the darkness of the night goes behind the curtain.

**Both the Moon and the Sun move**

Later in verse 5, it was said: (each one of them moving for an appointed term.) This tells us that both the Sun and the Moon move. Scientific researches in astronomy and geology are not the subject of the noble *Qur‘ān*, or of any other scripture. But, it is obligatory to believe in whatever appears there as a corollary in this matter.
Scientific findings, old or new, keep changing all the time. Qur’ānic facts are changeless. Whatever the cited verse tells us - that the Sun and the Moon are both moving - believing in it is obligatory. Now, there remains the other matter - does the rising and setting of the Sun relate to the movement of the earth, or to the movement of these very planets? The Qur’ān neither confirms nor rejects it. Hence, there is no hitch in accepting what experience or experiment bears out.

In verse 6, it was said: (and sent down for you eight pairs of the cattle.). The creation of the cattle has been expressed in this verse by saying that they have been 'sent down from the skies' whereby an indication has been given that a major factor in their creation is water that is sent down from sky. Therefore, it can be said that these too were as if sent down from the skies. The noble Qur’ān has used the same expression for human dress: (We have sent down to you clothing - Al-Ārāf, 7:26). Then, this word also appears in relation to some minerals, for instance, iron: (and We sent down iron - Al-Ḥadīd, 57:25). The purpose is to emphasize that these things were created through the intrinsic power of Allah Ta’ālā, and that they were given to human beings as His blessings. (Qurtubī)

Towards the later part of verse 6, it was said: (He creates you in the wombs of your mothers, creation after creation, in three layers of darkness.) Here, some clues to the mysteries of Divine power that work in the creation of man have been released. First of all, it was well within the power of Allah Ta’ālā that He could have made the infant come to be created whole and complete in the womb of the mother within a single instant. But, such was the dictate of wisdom and expedient consideration that it was not done. Instead, a process of gradualness was opted for as indicated by: (creation after creation). The purpose was to ensure that the woman in whose womb this 'mini universe' was taking shape should gradually become used to bearing its burden. Secondly, the creation of this matchless marvel of beauty and efficiency provided with hundreds of precision gadgets, hair-thin veins to carry life-blood and spiritual input was not to look like things created by common industrialists in spacious factories under glowing lights. Instead of that, this marvel of creation has reached its completion at a place shielded by three layers of darkness, a location so
hidden from sight that it beats all imagination. (So glorious is Allah, the best of the Creators - Al-Mu‘minūn, 23:14).

Verses 7 - 10

If you disbelieve, then, Allah does not need you at all, however He does not like for His servants to be disbelievers, and if you are grateful, He will like it for you. And no one will bear the burden of someone else. Then, to your Lord is your return, so He will tell you about what you used to do. He is aware of whatever lies in the hearts. [7] And when man is afflicted by pain, he calls his Lord turning to Him passionately. Thereafter, when He blesses him with some favor from Him, he forgets that for which he was calling Him earlier, and sets up partners for Allah, so that he leads others astray from His way. Say, "Enjoy (the pleasure of) your disbelief for a while, (then) surely, you are from among the people of the Fire." [8].

Can (such people be equal to) the one who worships during the hours of the night, prostrating and standing,
fearing the Hereafter and having hopes in his Lord's mercy? Say, "Can those who know and those who do not know become equal?" It is only the people of understanding who are receptive of the advice. [9] Say (on My behalf) "O My servants who believe, fear your Lord. Those who do good in this world will have a good return, and the earth of Allah is wide. Certainly those who observe patience will be given their reward in full without measure. [10]

Commentary

In the opening verse (7), it was said: َإِنْ يَكُفُّكُونَ عَلَيْهِمْ فَإِنَّ اللَّهَ غَفُورٌ عَلَيْهِمْ (If you disbelieve, then, Allah does not need you at all,) that is, neither does your faith bring any benefit to Allah Ta'ālā, nor does your disbelief or ingratitude, any loss. According to a Ḥadīth in Ṣaḥīḥ of Muslim, Allah Ta'ālā said: "O My servants, even if the first and the last among you and the humans and the Jinns, all of them, were to fall in sin and disobedience, it does not affect My power and authority in the least." (Ibn Kathīr)

Next it was said: َوَلَا يَرْضَى إِبْعَادَهُ الْكَفَرُ (however He does not like for His servants to be disbelievers,) The word: ِرَضْاءٌ (ridā) means love, liking, pleasure, or to intend to do something without objection. Its antonym: سُخْطٌ (sakhat) means to detest something or take it to be objectionable - even if it is coupled with intention.

Ruling

Ahl-us-sunnah wa-l-Jama'ah believe that nothing good or bad, faith or disbelief can come into existence without the will and intention of Allah Ta'ālā. Therefore, for everything to come into existence, the intention of Allah Ta'ālā is a binding condition. However, the pleasure and favor of Allah Ta'ālā relates to ىَمَانٍ (faith) and good deeds only. Kufr (disbelief), Shirk (ascribing of partners to Allah) and acts of disobedience are things He does not like. Shaikh-ul-Islam Nawawi writes in his book, الاَصْوُلُ وَالْضَّوَابِطُ al-uṣul wa-d- ḍawabiṭ:

The creed (madhhab) of people who follow the truth
(ahl-ul-haqq) is to believe in destiny (al-qadr) and that all existents, good or bad, come into existence under the decision (qadā') and destination (qadar) of Allah Ta‘ālā, and Allah Ta‘ālā does make the intention to create these, but He dislikes acts of disobedience and sin - though, the intention of creating these materializes in view of some wise consideration which He alone knows in His most exalted majesty. (Rūḥ-ul-Ma‘ānī)

In the first sentence of verse 9, it was said: (Can (such people be equal to) the one who worships during the hours of the night, prostrating and standing, fearing the Hereafter and having hopes in his Lord's mercy?). The first word: آمنُ (amman) is a combination of two words: ام (am: an interrogative particle) and: م (man: relative pronoun). Before this sentence, the disbelievers have told on behalf of Allah Ta‘ālā that they can go ahead and enjoy the fruits of their disbelief and sin during this mortal life, but finally they are doomed to stoke the fire of Jahannam. After then, the present sentence takes up the description of an obedient believer that has been initiated with the question word of آمنُ (amman). Scholars of exegesis have said that there is an ellipsis of a sentence that should have appeared earlier, that is, the disbeliever will be told, 'are you better, or is it the obedient believer who has been mentioned later?'. The word: قايت (qanit) has been explained variously. That which comprehends all these meanings comes from Sayyidnā Ibn Mas‘ūd. According to him, it means devotedly obedient, and when this word is used in conjunction with صل، as in: فمِن لِلَّهِ قايتين (Stand before Allah in total devotion - Al-Baqarah, 2:238), there it means the person who lowers his gaze in salah, does not see right and left, does not play with his body or clothes and does not voluntarily remember anything from his worldly life. Any incidence of forgetfulness or involuntary scruple would not be considered contrary to this. (Qurtubi)

Immediately next in verse 9, it was said: (during the hours of the night). The expression means hours of the night and denotes the early, the middle and the last part of the night. Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās said that, 'a person who wishes that Allah Ta‘ālā would make the reckoning on the plains of Resurrection easy on him should so manage himself that Allah Ta‘ālā finds him in the state of Sujud (prostration) and Qiyam (stance of standing) during the darkness of the night in an emotional condition in which he is concerned about his fate in the
Hereafter, yet is hoping for the mercy of Allah.' Some early commentators have identified the time between Maghrib and 'Isha' also as included in the expression: اناء الليل (‘ana’-ul-lail). (Qurtubi)

In verse 10, it was said: وَأَرَاضُ اللَّهِ وَاسِعَةٌ (and the earth of Allah is wide). In the sentence previous to this, Good deeds had been enjoined. This might prompt someone to come up with the excuse, 'The city or country in which I live, or the social milieu I am stuck with around me stops me from doing good deeds.' This sentence carries an answer to this excuse - 'if you find adherence to Islamic legal injunctions difficult while living in some particular country, city or social setup, then, leave it. The earth of Allah is wide enough. Go and live at a place and in a surrounding that is conducive to remaining obedient to Divine commandments.' This persuades one to migrate from a place living in which one cannot dutifully follow and observe what has been enjoined by his religion. Some rules relating to hijrah (emigration) have already appeared in the commentary on Sūrah An-Nisa' (Ma‘âriful-Qur‘an, Volume II, Index p. 659, see under Hijrah).

In the last sentence of verse 10, it was said: إِنَّمَا يُؤْتَى الْصَّابِرُونَ أُجْرًا مَّيْثَرَ جَسَابُ (Certainly those who observe patience will be given their reward in full without measure.) The expression: بَيَّنَجِر جَسَابُ (bighayri-ḥisāb: without measure) means that the reward of those who endure ordeals will not be given to them under some pre-determined calculations or measures, instead, it will be sans-calculation, sans-reckoning, in a spirit of generosity at its most sublime as mentioned in a Ḥadīth narration that follows. Some others have interpreted this expression in the sense of request, or claim, that is, in this worldly life, should someone have some right due on someone, he has to initiate the claim for it. But, with Allah, those who observe patience will be given their reward without any request or claim.

Qatādah reports from Sayyidnā Anas  that the Holy Prophet  said, 'On the Day of Judgment, a Scale of Justice will be set in place. When people who had given Sadaqah (charity) come forward, whatever they had given will be weighed, and they will be given their full reward against it. Similarly, the acts of worship such as Ṣalāh and Ḥajj will be weighed, and its reward would be duly given to those who had performed these. And when come those who had stood patient against trials and
tribulations, for them, there will be no measure and weight, instead, their return and reward will be rolled down towards them without calculation, measure or reckoning - because, Allah Ta’ālā has said: إِنَّمَا يُوْقِيُّ الْمُتَّمَنِينَ أَجْرَهُمْ; يُغْفِرُ جَسَابُ (Certainly those who observe patience will be given their reward in full without measure. - 39:10). So much so that people who had lived their life of the mortal world in perfect peace and comfort would wish, 'alas! Had our bodies been shredded with scissors during our life in the mortal world, we too would have earned a similar return for our endurance and patience against trials.'

Imām Mālik رحمه الله تعالى has taken: صابرين (ṣabirūn) in this verse to mean people who endure hardships and remain patient over sorrows of the mortal life. Some elders have said that it means people who hold their self in check against acts of disobedience and sin. Qurṭubī says, 'when the word: صابر (sābir: patient) is uttered unaccompanied by some other word, it invariably means a person who observes patience against hardships caused during the process of making one's desiring self abstain from sins. And when the word: صابر (sābir) is used for a person who remains patient against distress, it is coupled with some other words: صابر على كذا (one who is patient against such and such distress). Allah knows best.

**Verses 11 - 20**

قُلْ إِنَّ أُمَّةَ يُطِرُّ أَبُو بَكْرَ الصَّلِّيْبِيَّ (1) وَأُمِّيَّةَ لَنَ أنَّ أُوْلِيَ الْمُسْلِمِينَ (2) قُلْ إِنَّ أَحَدٌ أَخَافَ إِنْ عَصَى مُحَامِي عَزَّوُا عَدَابَ يُومِ عَظِيمٍ (3) فَأُعِزُّوْا مَلِكُ الْجَاهِلِيَّةِ (4) فَأَعْلَمُوْا مَلِكُ الْجَاهِلِيَّةِ (5) فَأَعْلَمُوْا مَلِكُ الْجَاهِلِيَّةِ (6) فَأَعْلَمُوْا مَلِكُ الْجَاهِلِيَّةِ (7) فَأَعْلَمُوْا مَلِكُ الْجَاهِلِيَّةِ (8) فَأَعْلَمُوْا مَلِكُ الْجَاهِلِيَّةِ (9) فَأَعْلَمُوْا مَلِكُ الْجَاهِلِيَّةِ (10) فَأَعْلَمُوْا مَلِكُ الْجَاهِلِيَّةِ (11) فَأَعْلَمُوْا مَلِكُ الْجَاهِلِيَّةِ (12) فَأَعْلَمُوْا مَلِكُ الْجَاهِلِيَّةِ (13) فَأَعْلَمُوْا مَلِكُ الْجَاهِلِيَّةِ (14) فَأَعْلَمُوْا مَلِكُ الْجَاهِلِيَّةِ (15) فَأَعْلَمُوْا مَلِكُ الْجَاهِلِيَّةِ (16) فَأَعْلَمُوْا مَلِكُ الْجَاهِلِيَّةِ (17) فَأَعْلَمُوْا مَلِكُ الْجَاهِلِيَّةِ (18) فَأَعْلَمُوْا مَلِكُ الْجَاهِلِيَّةِ (19) فَأَعْلَمُوْا مَلِكُ الْجَاهِلِيَّةِ (20)
Say, "I have been ordered to worship Allah, making my submission exclusive to Him. [11] And I have been ordered to be the first of those who submit." [12] Say, "if I were to disobey my Lord, I fear the punishment of a great day." [13] Say, "It is Allah whom I worship, making my submission exclusive to Him. [14] So, worship what you wish other than Him." Say, "Indeed, the losers are those who (will) lose their selves and their people on the Day of Judgment. Beware, that is really the obvious loss." [15] For them there are canopies of fire on top of them and canopies (of fire) underneath them. That is the thing against which Allah frightens His servants. 'So, O servants of Mine, fear Me.' [16] And those who abstain from worshipping the Taghut and turn fervently to Allah, for them there is good news. So, give the good news to My servants [17] who listen to what is said, then, follow the best of it. Those are the ones whom Allah has guided, and those are the ones who possess understanding. [18] So tell Me about the one for whom the word of punishment is destined, - is it you, then, who would save someone who is already in the Fire? [19] But, for those who fear their Lord, there are chambers with chambers on top of them built ready, with rivers running from underneath them. This is a promise of Allah. Allah does not go back on the promise. [20]

**Commentary**

In the Tafsīr of verses 17 and 18: سِّنَمُ القُرْآنَ عِنْدَكَ لِتَرَاهُ مَرَّةً، مَا أَحْسَنَ مِنْ أَنْ تَقْتُلَ ۚ أُوْلَٰئِكَ الَّذِينَ هَدَٰبُهُمُ اللَّهُ وَآوَّلِيُّكَ هُمُ ۖ أُوْلُوا ٱلْقُرْآنِ (So, give the good news to My servants who listen to what is said, then, follow the best of it. Those are the ones whom Allah has guided, and those are the ones who possess understanding), there are several views expressed by learned commentators. One of these is what Ibn Kathīr has opted for. Maulānā Ashraf ‘Alī Thānavi has also gone by it. According to this view, the word:
القول (al-qawāl: what is said) used here means Qur’ān, the Word of Allah, or it means the Qur’ān inclusive of the teachings of the Holy Prophet ﷺ - and all of it is but the best. Therefore, the obvious dictate of the occasion was to say: (who listen to what is said, then, follow it). But, that is not how it was said, instead, the word:  أَحْسَنُ (ahsan) was added which indicates that these people did not follow the Qur’ān and the teachings of the Holy Prophet ﷺ with any lack of discernment as is the way of some common people who hear something from someone and start following it without any inquiry, deliberation or insight. In fact, these are believers who have followed the Word of Allah and the teachings of His Rasūl after having found it true and best. As a result, towards the end of the verse, they have been praised as being: أُولُو الْأَلْبَابِ (ulu-l-al-bab) that is, the people of understanding, (the wise, the farsighted, and the discerning ones). Another example of this appears in the Qur’ān itself when Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ is being addressed about the Torah in the following words: نَفَذْهَا بِقَوْمِكَ وَأَقْرَباً فَأَخْذُوا بِأَحْسَنِهَا (So hold it firm, and ask your people to hold on to the best things in it - Al-A’rāf, 7:145). Here too, the word: أَحْسَنُ (ahsan) means the entire Torah and its injunctions. Similarly, in the verses cited above, 'listening to the word' means 'listening to the Qur’ān' and 'following the best' means 'following the entire Qur’ān' which has been referred to as: أَحْسَنُ الْبَلَاغَاتِ (ahsan al-Hadīth: the best thing said). In connection with this very Tafsīr - that 'al-qawāl' should be taken to mean the Qur’ān particularly - some elders have also said that in the Qur’ān as well there are many injunctions that have degrees of حَسَنٌ (hasan: good) and أَحْسَنٌ (ahsan: better, best). For example, retaliation and pardon are both permissible, but pardon is better and more graceful: وَأَنْ تَصِيرُوا لَهُمْ خَيْرًا لَّكُمْ (and that you be patient is better for you - An-Nisā’ - 4:25). There are many things in which the Qur’ān gives one the choice to take to what one likes without any apprehension of sin, but, on occasions, it has also pinpointed one of these as being the best and most graceful thing to do, for example: وَأَنْ تَعْفَوْا أُؤْفَى لِلْتَّقْوَى (And it is closer to taqwa that you forgive - Al-Baqarah, 2:237). There are many things in which concession has been granted, but opting for the way of courage and determination has still been called better and more graceful. Thus, the verse comes to mean that these people listen to the injunctions of the Qur’ān - those relating to concession (rukhsah) as well as those relating to the courageous determination (‘aṣīmah) - but elect to follow the course of determination instead of
concession. And in everything where they have a choice between two things, one being good and the other, better, then, invariably they elect to do what is better.

Then, there are many commentators who take 'al-qawl' at this place to mean what is said by common people that includes things about tauhīd, shirk, kufr, Islām, ḥaqq and bāṭil, even about the refinements of truth as good, better, weightier and outweighed. If we were to follow this Tafsīr, the verse would mean that, as far as listening is concerned, these people do listen to what everyone has to say - be they disbelievers or believer, be it truth or falsehood, good or bad, everything - but, when it comes to following, they follow only that which is the best. Thus, they follow tauhīd, not shirk; ḥaqq (truth), not bāṭil (falsehood), and if they have to choose between the degrees of ḥaqq, they follow that which is better and weightier. Therefore, these people were credited with two attributes: (1) Firstly, by virtue of: حَدِّيْشُكُمُ اللَّهُ (Allah has guided them - 39:18), therefore, they do not go astray after having listened to so many different things. (2) Secondly, by the compliment of: أَوْلَيْكُمْ هُمُ أُولُو الْأُنْبَاتِ (and they are the ones who possess understanding - 39:18), that is, they are sensible people, and their good sense, insight and discernment helps them draw the line between good and bad, true and false. Thus, when such people have the ability to distinguish between good and better and when it comes to opting for one of the two, they would opt for the better.

Therefore, it has been said that this verse was revealed about Sayyidnā Zayd Ibn ‘Amr Ibn Nufayl, Sayyidnā Abī Dharr al-Ghifārī and Sayyidnā Salmān al-Farīsī رضي الله عنهم اجمعين. Sayyidnā Zayd Ibn ‘Amru Ibn Nufayl used to hate shirk and idol worship even during the days of Jāhiliyyah. The other two Șahābah, Sayyidnā Abī Dharr al-Ghifārī and Sayyidnā Salmān al-Farīsī Rضي الله عنهم اجمعين listened to people of different religions, to the mushriks, the Jews and the Christians, and saw their ways of life, and it was only then that they embraced Islam and, finding the teachings of the Qur‘ān as the best, they preferred them. (Qurtubi)

Verses 21 - 23
Have you not seen that Allah sent down water from the sky, then made it penetrate into the earth (and gush forth) in the form of springs? Then He brings forth with it the crops of different colors, and afterwards they wither, and you see them turned yellow, then He makes them chaff. Surely in that there is a lesson for the people of understanding. [21] So I ask about a person whose heart Allah has opened up for Islam, and consequently he proceeds in a light from his Lord. (Can he be equal to the one whose heart is hardened?) So, woe to those whose hearts are too hard to remember Allah. Those are wandering in open error. [22] Allah has sent down the best discourse, a book containing subjects resembling each other, mentioned again and again, shivered from which are the skins of those who have awe of their Lord. Then, their skins and their hearts become soft enough to tend to the remembrance of Allah. This is the Guidance of Allah with which He brings to the right path whomsoever He wills. As for the one whom Allah lets go astray, for him there is no one to guide. [23]

Commentary

The word: ٰنبَيِّعُ (yanābi‘) in verse 21: ٰنبَيِّعُ ٰنبَيِّعُ ٰنبَيِّعُ (made it penetrate into the earth [and gush forth] in the form of springs) is the plural form of: ٰنبَيِّعُ ٰنبَيِّعُ ٰنبَيِّعُ (yanbu‘) which means springs that gush out from the soil. The sense is that the act of sending down water from the sky is by itself a great blessing, but also crucial was the arrangement to conserve it underground. But for this arrangement to save this blessing of water, its
users would have derived benefit from it only at the time of rains, or for a few days following it. Although, on water depends their life, and it is the kind of need one cannot stay free from, even for a day. Therefore, Allah Ta'ālā did not consider it sufficient to just send down this blessing, instead, made elaborate and very unique arrangements for its conservation. Some of it gets deposited in ditches, ponds, tanks and reservoirs. Then a huge supply is turned into ice and made to sit on mountain peaks and its ridges, an arrangement that takes care of the danger of water going bad. Then ice melts and water travels through veins in the mountains until it reaches the land and gushes out in the form of streams, all over, on its own, without any human input, and finally finds its way through the land in the form of rivulets and rivers. Rest of the water keeps flowing underground which can be retrieved by digging a well almost anywhere.

Details of this water supply system as they appear in the noble Qurān have been given in the commentary of Sūrah Al-Mu'mīnīn under the verse: (then We lodged it in the earth, and of course, We are able to take it away - Al-Mu'mīnun, 23:18). (Please see Maṣārif-ul-Qurān, Volume VI, under 23:18, pages 311 to 313).

Later in verse 21, it was said: (the crops of different colours). At the time the crops grow and ripen, colors keep changing from one to the other. Since these colors change, therefore, the word: (mukhtalifan), in terms of its grammatical analysis, has been used in the form of: حال (hāl: state, circumstantial condition) which denotes change.

In the last sentence of verse 21, it was said: (Surely, in that, there is a lesson for the people of understanding), that is, in this process - when water is sent down, is conserved, is made available to human beings to grow all sorts of crops and trees the colors of which change following which they turn yellow and dry making grains separate from chaff - there is a great lesson for people of understanding, because they provide the proof of the infinite power and wisdom of Allah Ta'ālā. These are visible signs that could lead human beings to discover the reality behind their own creation, and that in turn, could become the means through which one succeeds in recognizing his or her own creator and master.
In the first sentence of verse 22, it was said: "أَفْتَمَنَّ شَرَّحَ اللَّهُ صَدْرَهُ إِلَٰإِسْلَامٍ فَهُوَ عَلَىٰ لَوْرَٰيَةٍ مِّن نَّيْبٍ (So I ask about a person whose heart Allah has opened up for Islam, and consequently he proceeds in a light from his Lord.). The word: شَرَّحُ (sharḥ) literally means to open, enlarge or extend. The expression: شَرَّحُ الصَّدر (sharḥ-us-sadr) means the capacity or capability of the heart (to receive and accommodate input). The sense is that one's heart is capable of learning lessons and receiving benefits by deliberating into Divine signs of creation in the heavens and the earth, particularly so by deliberating in his own creation. Similar is the case with other signs of Allah revealed in the form of scriptures and injunctions. One's heart also has to have the ability to deliberate in them and be benefited by them. In contrast, there is a heart that is straightened or hardened. The statement in a verse of the Qur'an: "يَجْعَلُ صَدْرَهُ ضَيْفًا حَرِّجًا (He makes his heart narrow, much too narrow - Al-Anām, 6:125) and the one in the next verse at this place: "لِلَّقَابِسِيَةِ فَلَوْبَهُمُ الْقُرْآنُ "woe to those whose hearts are too hard to remember Allah - 39:23" has appeared in contrast to this very 'sharḥ-us-sadr' (a heart opened to acceptance of truth and at ease with it).

According to a narration from Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd, when the Holy Prophet recited this verse: "أَفْتَمَنَّ شَرَّحَ اللَّهُ صَدْرَهُ (Is it not that, a person for whom Allah opens up his heart...), we asked him about the meaning of 'sharḥ-us-sadr'. He said, "when the light of 'īmān (faith) enters the human heart, it enhances its capacity (which makes the comprehension and implementation of Divine commandments easy on the person concerned)." We submitted, ‘yā rasūlallāh, what is the sign of it (that is, of 'sharḥ-us-sadr')?’ Then, he said:

"Longing passionately for the eternal home, and seeking refuge from the deceptive abode, and preparing for death before its arrival." - Reported by al-Ḥākim in al-Mustadrak and al-Baihaqī in Shu‘ab-ul-īmān (Rūḥ-ul-Ma‘ānī).

The verse under study has been initiated as headed by an interrogative particle: اَفْتَمَنَّ (afaman). The sense it carries can be explained by saying: 'Can a person whose heart has been opened up for Islam - and he is on the light coming from his Lord, that is, does everything under it - and another person with a hardened heart be equal?' The contrasting
part relating to the hardened heart has been mentioned in the next verse with a warning of woeful punishment attached to it.

In this verse (22), it was said:  قَمِيَّةٌ (al-qāsiyah) is a derivation from:  قَسَى (qasawah) which means to be hard-hearted, having no mercy for anyone, and also the one who remains totally unaffected by the need to remember Allah and follow His injunctions.

Verse 23 opens with the words:  اللَّهُ مَنْ أَحَسَسَ الْحَدِيثِ كَتِبَهَا مُتَشَابِحَةً مَنْ تَأَذَّنَهُ (Allah has sent down the best discourse, a book containing subjects resembling each other, mentioned again and again.). In the verse previous to it, the state of the faithful servants of Allah was mentioned as:  يَسْتَمِعُونَ الْفُوْلُ فَيَتَعَفَّنُونَ أَحْسَنَهُ (who listen to what is said, then, follow the best of it - 39:18). Here, in the verse under study (23), we have been told that the whole Qur'ān is 'ahsan-ul-hadīth,' the best of what is said. The word: حدīth (Hadīth) literally means the speech or account that is related. The outcome of calling Qur'ān, 'ahsan-ul-hadīth, is that, out of everything human beings say or relate, the Qur'ān remains the most eloquent. Onwards from here, some attributes of the Qur'ān have been mentioned: (1) It is: كتاباً مُتَشَابِهَةً (a book containing subjects resembling each other). At this place, the word: مُتَشَابِهَهُ (mutashabih) means resembling each other or mutually corresponding, that is, the subjects dealt with in the Qur'ān are related to each other, and are similar. So much so that one verse gets to be explained or confirmed by another verse. This 'word' is free of contradiction and conflict. (2) The second attribute is: مَتَّنَى (mathani) which is the plural form of: مَتَنٌ (mathnā) which means repeated. The sense is that a subject is taken up repeatedly in the Qur'ān to help make it settle down in one's mind. (3) As for the third attribute, it was described in very eloquent words by saying:  تَفْسِيرُ مِنْهُ جُلُودُ الْدِّينِ يَخْضَعُونَ رَبِّهِمْ (shivered from which are the skins of those who have awe of their Lord.) that is, 'so overwhelmed and apprehensive the God-fearing become before the greatness of Allah that they, when reciting the Qur'ān, are gripped with such an state of awe that it makes their hair stand on end.' (4) The fourth attribute has been identified as: ثمَّ تَيْلُونَ جُلُودَهُمْ وَقُلُوبَهُمْ إِلَى ذُكُورِ اللَّهِ (Then, their skins and their hearts become soft enough to tend to the remembrance of Allah.), that is, the recitation of the Qur'ān affects them in two ways. First, as said immediately above, when they hear the warnings of
punishment, it makes their hair stand on end. Then they listen to the verses promising mercy and forgiveness which takes them to a state when their bodies and hearts turn tenderized, mellowed in the remembrance of Allah. Sayyidah Asma' bint Abī Bakr ﷺ says that this used to be the common emotional state of the noble Șahābah - when the Qur'ān was recited before them, tear would be rolling down their eyes, and the hair would be standing on end. (Qurțubi)

It has been narrated by Sayyidnā 'Abdullāh Ibn 'Abbas ﷺ that the Holy Prophet ﷺ said, "A servant over whose body hair would stand on end due to the fear of Allah, then, Allah Ta'ālā forbids the Fire from ever touching his body. (Qurțubi)

**Verses 24 - 28**

Tell Me about the one who tries to save himself from the worst punishment with his face on the Day of Doom, (whether he is equal to the one who is not liable to any punishment.) And it will be said to the wrongdoers, "Have a taste of what you used to earn." [24] Those before them had also rejected (the messengers) and consequently, the punishment came upon them in a way that they had never imagined. [25] Then Allah made them taste disgrace in the worldly life, and of course the punishment of the Hereafter is much greater. Only if they knew! [26] And We have cited for people all sorts of examples in this Qur'ān, so that they may receive the message [27] through an Arabic Qur'ān that has no digression (from the truth), so that they may be God-fearing. [28]
Commentary

Verse 24: (Tell Me about the one who tries to save himself from the worst punishment with his face ...) carries a description of the terrifying scenario of Jahannam. If one faces something hurtful in his mortal life, he tries to fight it off by using his hands and feet as defensive shields to protect his face. But, refuge with Allah, the people of Jahannam will not be able to use even their hands and feet to defend themselves. The punishment that comes will fall directly on their faces. Even if he wished to ward off the punishment in defense, he would have no option but to use his very face as the shield, because he would have been thrown in Jahannam with his hands and feet tied. We seek refuge with Allah from such a fate.

Out of the authorities of Tafsīr, ‘Atā’ and Ibn Zayd said that a person condemned to Jahannam will have his hands and feet tied before being dragged in there. (Qurtubi)

Verses 29 - 35

Allah has given an example: There is a (slave) man owned by some partners quarrelling with each other, and (on the other hand,) there is a man solely owned by a single man. Can they be equal in comparison? Praise
be to Allah! (The truth stands established). But, most of them do not know. [29] Verily, you are to die and they are to die. [30] After that, on the Day of Doom, you will surely place your disputes before your Lord. [31]

So, who is more unjust than him who forges a lie against Allah and rejects the truth when it reached him? Is it not that in Jahannam (hell) there is an abode for the disbelievers? [32] As for the one who has come with the truth and believed it to be true, then such people are the ones who are God-fearing. [33] For them, with their Lord, there is what they wish. That is the reward of those who are good in deeds, [34] so that Allah wipes out from them the worst deeds they did, and gives their reward to them for the best of what they used to do. [35]

Commentary

In verse 30, it was said: إِنْكَ مَمَاتُ وَأُمَمُ مَمَاتُونَ (Verily, you are to die and they are to die). The word: مَمَاتُ (māyīt) with a doubling sound on the letter: ال (al-ya‘) denotes someone who will die in the future and مَمَاتُ (māt) with the letter al-ya‘ remaining quiescent, someone who has died. In this verse, the address is to the Holy Prophet ﷺ and it is being said to him that he too is to die and so are his friends and foes, who will also die. The objective behind the statement is to alert and persuade everyone to be concerned about the Hereafter and be ready to do everything necessary to achieve this goal. Then, as an inter-related side of the subject, the purpose is also to make it very clear that the Holy Prophet ﷺ too, despite being the most sublime among the creation and the foremost among prophets, is not exempted from death, so that people would not differ about this matter after his passing away from this mortal world (from al-Qurṭubi).

Justice in the court of Resurrection: The form in which the right of the oppressed will be retrieved from the oppressor.

In verse 31, it was said: إِنْ كُنْتَ مُتُومُ الْقَيْمَةِ عَمَّنْ رَكَّزْنَتْ تَحْصُصُونَ (After that, on the Day of Doom, you will surely place your disputes before your Lord.). Sayyidnā ʿAbbas ę says that the word: إِنْ كُنْتَ (innakum: surely you...) at this place includes - believers, disbelievers, Muslims - all of them, oppressor or oppressed. All of them will submit their cases in the court of their Lord, and He will have the right of the oppressed paid back by the oppressor whether a disbeliever, or believer. And the form in which
these rights will be paid back will be what has mentioned in a narration of Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah ﷺ that appears in the Ṣaḥīḥ of al-Bukhārī. According to this, the Holy Prophet ﷺ said, 'a person who has a right of someone due against him should either pay it off, or have it forgiven right here in this world and become halal, that is, stand absolved of any responsibility on that count. The reason is that there are not going to be any currencies of dirhams and dinars (or any others found in the mortal world) in the universe of the Hereafter. If the oppressor has some good deeds in his account, then, these deeds will be taken from him to the measure of the oppression he did, and will be given to the oppressed. And in case he has no good deeds with him, bad deeds and sins of the oppressed will be taken from him and put into the account of the oppressor.

And there is a narration of Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah ﷺ in Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim according to which the Holy Prophet ﷺ on a certain day asked his noble Sahabah, "Do you know who a pauper is?" The Sahabah said, 'yā rasūlallāh, as for us, a pauper is one who has neither cash nor things needed (to run one's life).' He said, "The real pauper in my Ummah is a person who will come to the Day of Judgment with lots of good deeds, prayers, fasts, zakah and things like that, but such would the record (of his dealings with others) that he (in his mortal life) would have hurled invectives on someone, leveled false accusation against someone, devoured someone's property by unfair means, had someone killed, beaten or harassed. All those so oppressed will take their plaint before Allah, and the good deeds of the oppressor will be distributed over the oppressed. After that, when no good deeds are left, and the claims of the oppressed still remain to be settled, then, the sins of the oppressed will be passed on to the oppressor, and he will be thrown into the Jahannam. [Hence, this person despite having everything, ended up being a pauper on the Day of Judgment - he is what a real pauper is!]

And Ṭabarānī, citing a trustworthy authority, has reported from Sayyidnā Abū Ayyūb al-Anṣārī ﷺ that the Holy Prophet ﷺ said, "The first case presented in the court of Allah will be that of man and his wife and, by God, the tongue will be silent there, instead, hands and feet of the woman will bear witness as to blames she used to impute to her husband. Similarly, the hands and feet of the man will bear witness as to
how he used to cause pain to his wife. After that, servants will be brought before their respective masters, and redress will be provided for their complaints. After that, people from common markets with whom one had one or the other dealing will be presented, and if one of them has been subjected to some injustice, his right will be duly vacated.'

All deeds will be given against oppressions and infringement of rights, but one's 'imān (faith) will not be given

After having reported all Ḥadīth narrations cited above, it has been said in Tafsīr Maẓhari that the thing mentioned about giving the deeds of the oppressor in settlement of the rights of the oppressed means deeds other than 'imān (faith). The reason is that all oppressions and injustices are acts of sin. They are not kufr or disbelief. And the punishment of sinful deeds will be limited as against 'imān (faith) which is a limitless deed. Its reward too is limitless, that is, living in Jannah forever - even though, it may happen after having gone through the punishment of sins and staying in Jahannam for a certain period of time. The outcome is, when the good deeds of the oppressor - with the exception of 'imān (faith) - will finish once given to the oppressed to the last deed leaving nothing behind but 'imān, then, this 'imān will not be taken away from him forcibly. Instead, the rights of the oppressed will be paid back by putting the sins of the oppressed in the account of the oppressor. As a result, this person will, after he has undergone the punishment of his sins, will finally enter the Jannah, and then this state of his will be everlasting. The author of Tafsīr Maẓhari says that Imam al-Baihaqī has also said so.

In verse 32, it was said: كُذِّبَ الْصِّدْقِ (rejects the truth) while in verse 33, it was said: (As for the one who has come with the truth): At both these places, the word: الحَدِيثُ (as-ḥadīth: the truth) means teachings brought by the Holy Prophet ﷺ, whether it be the Qur'ān, or be other teachings of aḥādīth in addition to the Qur'ān. And the expression: وَمَنْ سَتَّقَ بِهِ (ṣaddāqa bihi: and believed it to be true - 39:33) includes all believers who have testified to it.

Verses 36 - 41

الَّذِيُّ الْلَّهُ كَافِعٌ عَبَدُهُ وَيَحْوَفْوُنَّهُ بِالْذَّيْنَ مِنَ الدُّوْرِهِ وَمَنْ يُصِبْرِلِلْلَّهُ فَمَالَهُ مِنْ مُّضْلِلٍ
Is Allah not sufficient for (the protection of) His slave? And they are frightening you of those (false gods whom they worship) other than Him. And whomsoever Allah would let go astray, for him there is no one to guide. [36] And whomsoever Allah gives guidance, for him there is no one to misguide. Is it not that Allah is Mighty, Powerful to avenge? [37] And if you ask them as to who created the heavens and the earth, they will certainly say, "Allah." Say, "Then, tell me about those whom you invoke other than Allah, if Allah intends to cause some harm to me, are they (able) to remove the harm caused by Him? Or if He intends to bless me with mercy, are they (able) to hold back His mercy (from me)?" Say, "Allah is sufficient for me. In Him trust those who (rightly) trust (in someone)." [38] Say, "O my people, do at your place (what you are doing). I am to do (what I have been ordered to do). Very soon, you will come to know [39] as to who will be visited by a punishment that will disgrace him, and upon whom a lasting punishment will befall. [40] We have sent down to you the Book for the people with the truth. So, whoever follows the guidance, it is for his own good, and whoever goes astray, he will go astray only to his detriment - and you are not responsible for them. [41]

Commentary
In the first verse (36), it was said: 'آَلِیَسَ اللَّهُ بَعِيرُ ذِی اقتِیام (Is Allah not sufficient for (the protection of) His slave?)'. This verse was revealed in the
background of an event. The disbelievers had threatened the Holy Prophet ﷺ and his noble Ṣaḥābah by saying that, should they act irreverently against their idols, they would never escape the curse of these idols, something very lethal to face. In reply, they were told: Is Allah not sufficient for His slave? 

Therefore, some commentators have taken: ʿعدة (ʾabdahu: His slave) here to mean a particular slave of Allah, that is, the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Maulānā Ashraf ‘Alī Thanāni, a summary of whose Tafsīr appears in the original edition of Maʿāriful-Qur‘ān, has also opted for this very Tafsīr. Then there are other commentators who have taken ʿabd or slave in its general sense. Another qiraʿah (rendition) of this verse as: ʿعبادة (ʾibādihi: His slaves) supports this position. And as for the subject itself, it is, after all, general in the sense that Allah Taʿālā is sufficient for everyone among His slaves.

A lesson, and a good counsel

In verse 36, it was said: ʿوَيَخَفُّونَكُمْ بَالَّذِينَ مِنْ دَوَابِبِهِمْ (And they are frightening you of those [false gods whom they worship] other than Him.), that is, 'the disbelievers frighten you with the displeasure of their false objects of worship'. Readers of this verse generally tend to pass by it thinking that it is talking about a particular event that relates to the threats of disbelievers and to the blessed person of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, hence they would not exert enough to find out the guidance that it has for us. Although, it is an open fact that anyone who threatens a Muslim on the ground that, should he not do such and such haram act or sin, his superiors at whose mercy he is, will be displeased with him, and may even hurt him is also included under this verse, even if the person giving a threat is a Muslim, and the person he is being threatened of is also no one else but a Muslim, virtually Muslims on both sides. And these are terrible times for all. This happens all over the world, in most jobs they do. They have to face a dilemma. Are they willing and ready to contravene the Divine laws (they are bound with)? Or else, are they prepared to become targets of the wrath and retribution of their superior officers? This verse gives a guideline good enough for all of them: Is Allah Taʿālā not sufficient to protect you? Here you are. You make a resolve that you will abstain from committing sins exclusively for the sake of Allah. Then you simply do not care about any officer, any authority asking you to act
counter to Divine laws. If you do just that, the help and support of Allah Ta’âlâ shall be with you. The worst that can happen is that you may lose that job. So, what? Allah Ta’âlâ will make some other arrangement for your sustenance. And for that matter, it is typical of a believer that he himself keeps trying to find a suitable job elsewhere after which he is placed in a position of leaving it immediately.

Verses 42 - 45

Allah fully takes away the souls (of the people) at the time of their death, and (of) those who do not die, in their sleep. Then He withholds those on whom He had decreed death, and sends the others back upto an appointed term. Surely, in this, there are signs for a people who ponder. [42] Is it that they have adopted intercessors out of those (whom they invoke) other than Allah? Say, "(Do you take them as intercessors) even though they have no power at all, nor do they understand?" [43] Say, "Intercession belongs entirely to Allah. [44] And when Allah is mentioned alone, the hearts of those who do not believe in the Hereafter are filled with disgust, and when those (whom they worship) other than Him are mentioned, they become happy forthwith. [45]

Commentary

The time to sleep and the time to die: How is the soul exacted and what is the difference between the two

In verse 42, it was said: (Allah
fully takes away the souls [of the people] at the time of their death, and [of] those who do not die, in their sleep.). The word: تُوَافََفُ (tawaffa) literally means to receive, to take back, exact. In this verse, Allah Ta'ālā has stated very clearly and emphatically that the spirits or souls (arwah) of living beings are under the free will and discretionary dispensation of Allah Ta'ālā at all times and under all conditions. He can seize, exact and take them back at will. And there is at least one manifestation of this absolutely autonomous dispensation that every living being sees and feels everyday when, once asleep, the rūḥ (spirit, soul) of a person is, so to say, taken away from the body, then, returned on rising from sleep, and ultimately, one such time is bound to come when this ruh stands seized, absolutely and conclusively, following which, this will never be returned.

According to Tafsīr Mażhari, the sense of 'taking the rūḥ away' is to sever its connection with the human body. There are occasions when it is totally severed, both outwardly and inwardly. This is what death is. Then, there are occasions when it is severed only outwardly while it remains active inwardly, the effect of which is that it is only the sense and volitional movement - being obvious signs of life - that are severed, however, the connection of rūḥ with the body remains active inwardly. Under this arrangement, one breathes and stays alive, however, the form it takes is that the human spirit (rūḥ) is made to turn its attention to a (panoramic) study of the universe of images ('Alam-ul-mithal), and whereby it is made to pass into a state of forgetfulness and suspension away from this universe, so that one can become fully at rest. And then, at times, even this inward connection is severed because of which the life of the body goes extinct, totally.

In the verse cited above, the word: يَتَوَافََفُ (yatawaffa) in the sense of 'takes in full' (qabḍ) is used by way of 'umum-ul- majāz which covers both meanings. This difference of ruh (spirit, soul) being taken away both in death and sleep delineated earlier also finds support in a saying of Sayyidnā ‘Ali. He said that, at the time of sleep, the rūḥ of a person goes away from his body, but a beam or ray of rūḥ stays behind in the body due to which one remains alive - and it is through this 'beamed' connection that one sees a dream. Then this dream, in the event that it has been seen in the state the attention of the ruh was raptly turned towards the universe of images, is a true dream. But, if it was seen in a
state when the \( r\u00f8h \) was returning back to the body, then, it becomes polluted with Satanic inputs, and that dream no more remains a true dream. And he also said that the \( r\u00f8h \) that comes out of the body of a person during the state of sleep returns to the body when one wakes up within a time that is much less than an eye would take to wink.

**Verses 46 - 52**

قُلِ اللَّهُمَّ قَاطِرُ السَّمَوَاتِ وَالأَرْضِ عِلْمَ الْغَيْبِ وَالشَّهَادَةِ آتِ تَحْكُمٍ بَيْنِ عَبَادِكِ فِي مَا كَانُوا فِيهِ يُخَلَّفُونَ (۴۶) وَلَوْ أَنَّ لِلَّدِينِينَ ظَلَّمُوا مَا فِي الأَرْضِ جَمِيعًا وَمَثِلُهُ مَعَهُ لَآفْتَدَوْا بِهِ مِنْ سُوَاءِ العَذَابِ يَوْمَ الْقِيَمَةِ وَبَدَا لِهِمْ مَنْ الْحَيَاةِ الْأَخِرَى مَتَّعًا يُكُونُوا يُحْتَسِبُونَ (۴۷) وَبَدَا لِهِمْ سَيِّاتُ مَا كَسَبَوْا وَحَاقَ بِهِمْ مَا كَانُوا بِهِ يُسَتَّهِءُونَ (۴۸) فَإِذَا مَسَّ الإِنسَانَ سُرٌّ دَخَانًا ثُمَّ إِذَا هُوَ خُلْوُتُهُ نَعْمَةً مِّنْهُ قَالَ إِنَّا أُوْيِيَتْنَاهُ عَلَى عَلَمٍ بَلْ هَيْ فَتَنَّا وَلَكِنْ أَكْثَرُهُمْ لَا يَعْلَمُونَ (۴۹) قَدْ قَالَاهَا الَّذِينَ مِنْ قَبْلِهِمْ فَمَا أَغْلَى عَنْهُمْ مَا كَانُوا يُكْسِبُونَ (۵۰) فَأَصَابَهُمْ سَيِّاتُ مَا كَسَبَوْا وَالَّذِينَ ظَلَّمُوا مِنْ هُؤُلَآءِ سُيُصِيبُهُمْ سَيِّاتًا مَا كَسَبَوا وَمَا هُمْ بِمُعَجِّرِينَ (۵۱) أُوْلِي الْأَمْرِ يَعْلَمُوا أَنَّ اللَّهَ يُبْسِطُ الرَّزَقَ لَمَّا يُحِبِّ الْيَشَاءَ وَيُقَدِّرُ إِنَّ فِي ذَلِكَ لَا لِيْلَةٌ يُقْوَمُ يُؤْمِنُونَ (۵۲)

Say, "O Allah, the Creator of the heavens and the earth, the Knower of the unseen and the seen, you will judge between Your servants in that about which they used to differ. [46] And were the wrongdoers to own all that is on earth, and even twice as much, they would surely seek to ransom themselves with it against the evil punishment on the Day of Judgment. And there will appear to them from Allah what they have never imagined. [47] And unveiled to them will be the evils of what they used to earn; and encircled they will be by what they used to ridicule. [48]

And when man is visited by a trouble, he prays to Us, but when, after that, We favor him with some blessing from.
Us, he says, "This is given to me because of (my) knowledge." No, but this is a trial, yet most of them do not know. [49] The same was said by those before them, but what they used to earn was of no avail to them, [50] and they were overtaken by the evils of what they had earned; and the wrongdoers from these (infidels too) will be overtaken by the evils of what they have earned— and they are not (able) to escape. [51] Do they not know that it is Allah who extends provision for whomsoever He wills, and straitens (it for whomsoever He wills). Surely in that, there are signs for a people who believe. [52]

In verse 46, it was said: (Say, "O Allah, Creator of the heavens and the earth...). According to a narration of Sayyidna 'Abd-ur-Rahmān Ibn 'Awf appearing in Sahih Muslim, he says, "I asked Sayyidah 'A'ishah about what it was from which the Holy Prophet began his nightly prayer (tahajjud)? She said, 'When he rose for the salah of tahajjud, he used to recite this prayer:

اللَّهُمَّ رَبَّ جَبَرِيلَ وَمِكَارِئِلَ وَإِسْرَافِيلَ قَاطِرُ السَّمَوَاتِ وَالأَرْضِ عَلَمُ ٱلْغَبِّ وَٱلْشَهَادَةَ إِنَّ تَعَقُّبُ مَيْنَ يَحْكُمُ بَيْنَ عَبْدَكَ فِي مَا كَانَتْ لَهُ فِيهِ يَخْتَلِفُونَ إِنَّمَا يَخْتَلِفُ فِيهِ مِنَ ٱلْحَقِّ يَأْذَى إِنَّكَ تُهْدِي مِنْ نَسَأَءَعُو إِلَى صِرَاطٍ مُسْتَقِيمٍ.

O Allah, Lord of Jabra'il and Mikra'il and Israfil, Creator of the heavens and the earth, Knower of the unseen and the seen, you will judge between Your servants in that about which they used to differ. Guide me, with Your will, to the truth in which people have disputes, for You are the One who guides whomsoever He wills to the straight path.

A prayer that is answered

Sayyidnā Sa'id Ibn Jubayr says that he knows a verse of the noble Qur'an after reciting which the prayer one makes is answered. Then he pointed out to this very verse that begins with the words: اللَّهُمَّ قَاطِرُ السَّمَوَاتِ وَالأَرْضِ (O Allah, Creator of the heavens and the earth... to the end of verse 39:46) - (al-Qurtubi)

In verse 47, it was said: (And there will appear to them from Allah what they have never imagined.) The famous tabi'i, Sufyān Thawrī recited this verse and said, 'Ruined are those who did good deeds only to pretend their piety before people. (He repeated this sentence twice) This verse is about them. They did good deeds in their mortal life to impress people, who took them to be good people. Even they
themselves used to deceive themselves by thinking that these deeds will become a source of salvation for them in the Hereafter. But, as these were never performed with unalloyed sincerity ('ikhlāṣ), they deserve no reward in the sight of Allah. So, once they are in the life after death, the punishment would come upon them suddenly against their expectation.' (Qurtubi)

**An important instruction concerning 'mushājarāt' (disagreements among Ṣaḥābah)**

Someone asked Rabi' Ibn-ul-Khaitham about the shahādah (martyrdom) of Sayyidnā Ḥusain &. He sighed and recited the verse (O Allah, Creator of the heavens and the earth, Knower of the unseen and the seen, You will judge between Your servants...) and said, 'whenever you have a doubt in your heart about the mutual difference of the noble Ṣaḥābah, do recite this verse.' Tafsīr Rūḥ-ul-Ma‘ānī reports this statement and then says: This teaches us the best etiquette in regard to this issue, and is something one should always bear in mind.

**Verses 53 - 61**

قَلْ يَعْبَدَيْنَ الَّذِينَ أَسْرَفُوا عَلَى أَنْفُسِهِمْ لَا تَقْنُطُوْا مِنْ رَحْمَتِ اللُّهِ إِنَّ اللَّهَ يُغْفِرَ الذُّنُوبَ جَميِعًا إِنَّهُ هُوَ الْعَفَّوُ الْرَّحِيمُ وَأَيْبُوْا إِلَى رَيْكَمْ وَأَسْلِمُوا لَهُ مِنْ قَبْلِ أَنْ يَتَيَّبِكُمُ الْعَذَابُ ثُمَّ لَا تَنْصُرُوْنَ وَنَأُبَيِّنُوا أَحْسَسْ مَا أَنْزَلَ إِلَيْكُمْ مِنْ رَيْكَمْ مِنْ قَبْلِ أَنْ يَتَيَّبِكُمُ الْعَذَابُ بِغَيْرِ وَأَحْتَمَّ لَا تَشَهَّرُونَ ۖ أَنْ تَقْوِيْنَ نَفْسَكُمْ ۗ فَمَا فَرَطْتُ فِي جَنْبِ اللَّهِ وَإِنَّ كَنْتُ لَسْمَانَ السَّحْرِيْنَ ۗ أَوْ تَقْوِيْنَ ۗ أَنْ تَرَى الْعَذَابَ أَوْ أَنْ تَرَى إِلَى كَرَّةَ فَأَكُونَ مِنْ الْمُحِسِّنِينَ ۗ بَلْ قَدْ جَاءَتْكُ إِنَّ فِكْرَاتُ يَهَاوَاتُكُ وَكَنْتُ مِنْ الْكِفْرِينَ ۗ وَيَوْمَ الْقَيَامَةِ تَرَى الَّذِينَ كَبَّارُ عَلَى اللَّهِ وَجُوُهُمْ مُسَوَّدَٰٰ
Say (on My behalf), "O servants of Mine who have acted recklessly against their own selves, do not despair of Allah's mercy. Surely, Allah will forgive all sins. Surely, He is the One who is the Most-Forgiving, the Very-Merciful. [53] Turn passionately towards your Lord, and submit to Him before the punishment comes to you, after which you will not be helped. [54] And follow the best of what has been sent down to you from your Lord before the punishment comes to you suddenly when you do not even expect, [55] lest someone should say, "Pity on me, because I fell short in respect of (observing the rights of) Allah and in fact, I was one of those who mocked", [56] or, (lest) someone should say, "If Allah were to show me the way, I would have surely been among those who fear Allah", [57] or, (lest) someone should say when he sees the punishment, "If I had a chance to return, so that I may become one of those who are good in deeds." [58] Why not? My verses had reached you, but you called them untrue, and waxed proud, and became of those who disbelieved. [59] And on the Day of Judgment, you will see those who had forged lies against Allah (in a state) that their faces are turned black. Is it not that in Jahannam there is an abode for the arrogant? [60] And Allah will save the God-fearing (from Jahannam), with utmost success granted to them, so as no evil will touch them, nor will they grieve. [61]

Commentary

Verse 53 opens with the words: فَلَمْ يُعَاذِنِيُّ أَلْدَنِيَّ أَسْرُوُوا (O servants of Mine who have acted recklessly against their own selves, do not despair of Allah's mercy. Surely, Allah will forgive all sins.). Taba'i, Sa'id Ibn Jubayr reports from Sayyidnā Ibn `Abbās that there were some people who had killed a lot of people unjustly and had committed a lot of shameful acts. They came to the Holy Prophet and submitted before him, 'The religion you invite us to is, no doubt, very good, but we have a problem. We think about all those major sins we have already committed. Now if we were to become Muslims, do you hope that our repentance will be accepted?' Thereupon, Allah Ta'ālā revealed this verse to the Holy
Prophet - reported by al-Bukhārī in that sense (al-Qurtubi).

Therefore, the outcome of the subject taken up in the verse comes to be that, well before death arrives, the repentance made from sins, no matter how serious, even from *kufr* (disbelief) and *shirk* (ascribing of partners to Allah), gets to be accepted. And by virtue of a genuine taubah (repentance), all sins will be forgiven, therefore, no one should lose hope in the mercy of Allah.

Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Umar said that, out of all verses of the Qurān, this verse brings the strongest message of hope for sinners. But, Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Aabās said that the strongest such verse is: "إنَّ رَبَّنَآ نُذُوُّ مَغْفِرَةً وَلَمْ نُؤْتِِنَّ إِلَيْهِمْ مَّعْفُورةً بَلْ نُؤْتِنَّ عَلَيْهِمْ (And surely, your Lord is the lord of forgiveness for the people against their wrongdoings - Ar-Ra'd, 13:6)

In verse 55, it was said: "وَاتَّبَعْنَا أَخْسَسَنَّ مَا نُؤْتِ نُؤْلُ إِلَيْكُمْ (and follow the best of what has been sent down to you). The second phrase: "أَخْسَسَنَّ مَا نُؤْلُ (the best of what has been sent down) means the Qurān, and the whole Qurān is but ahsan, the best - and the Qurān can be called: "أَخْسَسَنَّ وَأَكْمَلَ (best) also in the sense that out of all scriptures - Torah, Injīl, Zabūr - revealed from Allah Ta‘ālā, the Qurān is the best and the most perfect. (Qurtubi)

The next three verses (56-58), beginning from: "أَنْ تَقُولْ نَفَسُكُ يُحْسَرَتْنِى (Pity on me, because I fell short in respect of Allah... 39:56) and concluding on: "مِنْ الْمُخْسِسِينَ (...become one of those who are good in deed - 39:58), have elaborated and emphasized the subject of the three verses earlier to it (53-55), that no sinner of any description should despair of the mercy of Allah, for should he repent, Allah will forgive all his past sins. But through the use of the expression: "أَنْ تَقُولْ نَفَسُ (lest someone should say) at the head of the three verses: 56, 57 and 58, it was reminded that the time of taubah has a deadline - it has to be well before death. If someone were to think of making his taubah after death on the Day of Judgment, or is simply filled with remorse over what awful things he had done to himself, then, that will bring him no benefit.

In this context, it has been mentioned that some disbelievers, on the Day of Judgment, would express different wishes, regretting what they had done. Someone will be filled with remorse as to why did he have to fall short in obeying the commands of Allah Ta‘ālā. Then, there will be that odd person even at a place like that who would love to wriggle out of
the impasse blaming his destiny for his misconduct by saying: 'Had Allah Ta'ālā given me the necessary guidance, I too would have been one of those who feared Him, but since He gave me no guidance, there was nothing I could do about it.' Still someone else would wish: 'Would that I were to be sent back into the world to become an observing believer, obeying the commandments of Allah at its best.' But, that will be a time when no wish and no remorse of any kind will work.

These three different wishes could belong to different people, and it is also possible that these three wishes could have come, one after the other, from a single group of disbelievers, because, with the last saying which mentions the wish to be sent back to this world, it has been said in the verse that it will come to pass after they had seen the punishment. This obviously suggests that the first two sayings belong to a time before they saw the punishment, that is, it will be on the very first day of Qiyyamah that they will remember the shortcomings of their deeds and say: بُسِلَتُنِي عَلَيْهِ مَا قَرَّطْتُ فِي جَنَبِ اللَّهِ (Pity on me, because I fell short in respect of Allah ...39:56). Later, as an excuse, they will say that they were helpless, and had Allah guided them, they too would have become obedient and fearing, but when He Himself gave them no guidance, they were hardly at fault. After that, when they see the punishment, they would wish to be sent back into the world. In these three verses, Allah Ta'ālā has made it very clear that the forgiveness and mercy of Allah is very extensive. But, it can be won only when one repents before death. Therefore, Allah was alerting them right there against the possibility that they start to show remorse after death, and indulge in these redundant wishes in the Hereafter.

In verse 59, it was said: بِلَيْلَى فَدَ جَآهَا نَكُبِ الْيَتِمِّي فَكَلَّبَتْ بِهَا (Why not? My verses had reached you, but you called them untrue, and waxed proud, and became of those who disbelieved....). In this verse, what the disbelievers said in: (If Allah were to show me the way, I would have surely been among those who fear Allah";- 39:57) has been answered. The outcome of this verse is that Allah had already given the necessary guidance, fully and conclusively. He had sent His books, verses and signs. Therefore, their claim that Allah gave them no guidance was absurd. Of course, once He had given the guidance, Allah never forced anyone to be good and obedient. In fact, every servant of His was given the choice to take to
either the way of the truth or the way of the false. This was a test for the maker of the choice. On this depended his or her success or failure. Whoever took to the way of error by one's own free will, choice and volition, he or she is, himself or herself, responsible for it.

Verses 62 - 67

Allah is Creator of everything, and He is the Guardian over everything. [62] To Him belong the keys to the heavens and the earth. As for those who have rejected the verses of Allah, it is they who are the losers. [63] Say, "Is it, then, someone other than Allah that you ask me to worship, O ignorant people?" [64] And it has already been revealed to you and to those before you (that): If you associate (partners with Allah), your deeds shall be rendered useless, and you shall be among the losers. [65] On the contrary, it is Allah whom you should worship; and be among the grateful. [66] And they did not hold Allah in His true esteem. And the whole earth will be in a single grip of His hand on the Day of Doom, and the heavens (will be) rolled up on his right hand. Pure is He, far too high from what they ascribe to Him. [67]

Commentary

The word: ـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَ~ (maqālid) in: ـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَ~ (To Him belong the keys to the heavens and the earth.) - 39:63) is the plural form of: ـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَ~ (pl.)
(miqlad) or: مَقْلِيد (miqlid) meaning a key. It has been said that this word has really been Arabicized from the Persian language. In Persian, a key is called کلید (kalid). When Arabicized, it became: الْقِلْدَ (iqlid) with its plural being: مَقْلَيْد (maqālid) (رُهُ-ال-مَائِن). Having keys in one's hand denotes ownership, possession and the ability to dispense at will. Therefore, the sense of the verse is that the keys to whatever treasures lie hidden in the heavens and the earth are in the hands of Allah and He alone is the custodian and the dispenser in that it is He who gives whenever He wills to whomever He wills and as much as He wills - and would just not give to anyone He so wills.

And in some narrations of Ḥadīth, the third kalimah, that is: سبحان اللَّهِ وَلاَهْدَمَ الْلَّهُ وَلاَ إِلَهَ إِلاَّ الْلَّهُ وَاللَّهُ أَكْبَرُ وَلاَ حَوْلَ وَلَا قُوَّةَ إِلَّا الْبَلَاغُ المَعْلُوْمُ (Pure is Allah and Praised is Allah and there is no god worthy of worship but Allah and Allah is Great and there is no strength and there is no power except from Allah, the High, the Great) has been called: مَقْلَيْدُ السَّمَوَاتِ وَالْارْضُ (the keys to the heavens and the earth' - 39:63). The outcome is: One who recites this kalimah, mornings and evenings, is blessed by Allah Ta'ālā from the treasures of the heavens and the earth. Ibn-ul-Jawzi has declared these narrations to be: موضوع (mawdu‘: fabricated, forged;). But, other Ḥadīth experts have rated these as weak ضعيف (da‘if) ahadith that can be relied upon in the matter of the merits of good deeds. (رُهُ-ال-مَائِن)

In the last verse (67), it was said: وَالْارْضُ جَيْبًا قَبِضَهَا بِوُجُومِ السَّمُوَاتِ وَالْمَلَائِمِ مَطَوِّبَةً (and the whole earth will be in a single grip of His hand on the Day of Doom and the heavens, rolled up on His right hand). The earth being in the hand-grip of Allah Ta‘ālā and the heavens being rolled up on His right hand appears here, in the view of the early forbears of Islam, in its real sense. But, the subject of the verse falls in the category of al-mutashabihat (of hidden meaning) the reality of which is not known to anyone except Allah Ta‘ālā. For people in general, even trying to find out its reality is forbidden. Hence, the thing to do is no more but to believe that whatever Allah Ta‘ālā means thereby is true and correct. And since the apparent words of this verse seem to suggest grasp, grip or a hand holding something (‘qabdah’, mutthi, handful) as well as the presence of a right hand that are parts of a body while Allah Ta‘ālā is pure and free from body and physicality. To this, towards the end of the verse, a hint was released: Do not take these words on the analogy of your body limbs.
Allah Ta’ālā is free from these: (Pure is He, far too high from what they ascribe to Him - 39:67).

Later day scholars, taking this verse to be metaphorical, explain it by saying that having something grasped in hand and having something in the right hand is an allusion to having something under full possession and control - and it is this perfect possession and control that is meant here. And Allah, He is pure and high - He knows best.

Verses 68 - 75

And Horn (sūr) will be blown, and all those in the
heavens and all those in the earth will faint, except the one whom Allah wills (otherwise). Thereafter, it will be blown once again, and suddenly they will stand up, looking around. [68] And the earth will shine with the light of its Lord, and the book (of everyone's deeds) will be placed, and the prophets and the witnesses will be brought, and matters will be decided between them with truth, and they will not be wronged. [69] And everyone will be paid in full for what he did - and He knows best as to what they do. [70] And those who disbelieved will be driven towards the Jahannam in groups, until when they reach it, its gates will be opened, and its keepers will say to them, "Did messengers from among you not come to you reciting to you the verses of your Lord, and warning you about the meeting of this day of yours?" They will say, "Yes (they did), but the word of punishment had become certain against those who disbelieved." [71] It will be said, "Enter the gates of Jahannam to live in there forever. So, how evil is the dwelling-place of the arrogant! [72] And those who used to fear their Lord will be led towards the Jannah in groups, until when they reach it, while its gates will be (already) opened (for them), and its keepers will say to them, "salamun-alaikum (peace be on you). How good are you. So, enter it to live here forever." [73] And they will say, "alhamdulillah: Praise belongs to Allah who made His promise come true for us, and made us inherit the territory, so as we can dwell anywhere we wish in Jannah. So, excellent is the reward of those who did (good) deeds. [74] And you will see the angels ringed around the Throne proclaiming the purity of their Lord, along with His praise, and matters will stand settled between them rightfully, and it will be said: "alhamdulillahi-rabbil'alamîn: Praise belongs to Allah, the Lord of the worlds." [75]

Commentary

In verse 68, it was said: "and all those in the heavens and all those in the earth will faint, except the one whom Allah wills." The word: ضَعَفَ (sa'îqa) literally means to swoon, faint or fall unconscious, and the sense is that they all will become unconscious first, then die, and those who had already died, their spirits will become unconscious (as in Bayān ul-Qurān under the commentary on Sūrah An-Naml and in Ibn Kathîr likewise).
The last part of the verse: "except those whom Allah wills [otherwise]" needs to be explained. Included here, according to the narrations of ad-durr-ul-manthur, there are four angels - Jibrail, Mika'il, Israfil and 'Izra'il (the angel of death) - and as in some narrations, the angels bearing the Throne are also included therein. That they have been so exempted means that the effect of the blowing of the sur will not cause death to them. But, later on, they too will meet their death. And no one, except the one and single Being of Allah subhanahu wa ta'ala, will remain alive at that time. Ibn Kathir has also opted for this view, and has said that, even out of all of them, the angel of death will be the last to die. Another verse similar to this has appeared in Sûrah An-Naml also where instead of the word: صعٍّ (sa'ïqa: faint), the word used is: فرعٍ (fazi'a: frightened). Some details about it have been given there as well. (Ma'ariful-Qur'an, Volume VI, please see under commentary on Sûrah An-Naml, 27:87).

In verse 69, it was said: وَجَاءَهُمْ يَتَوَفَّى وَالشَّهْدَاءُ (and the prophets and the witnesses will be brought,) It means that, at the time of reckoning on the plains of Resurrection, present there will be all prophets as well as all other witnesses. The prophets themselves will also be among the witnesses as said in the Qur'an: جَنِّبْنَا مِن كُلِّ أمَةٍ وَسَهِيْدٍ (We shall bring a witness from every community - An-Nisa', 4:41). And angels too will be among the witnesses, as in the Qur'an: مَعَهُمْ سَائِلٌ وَسَهِيْدٌ (with each someone [meaning an angel] to drive and someone [meaning an angel] to bear witness - Qaf, 50:21) where the identity of the driver and the witness has been clearly established as being the angels (Tafsir Ad-Durr-ul-Manthur). And among the witnesses, there will be the followers of the prophet of Islam as in the Qur'an: لِتَكُونُوا شُهَدَاءَ عَلَيّ النَّاسِ (and [so that] you become witnesses to [other] people - Al-Âjaj, 22:78). And, for that matter, even one's own body limbs will appear as witnesses as said in the Qur'an: يُكْلِمُنَا أَبْدُوهُمْ وَتُشَهِّدُ أَرْجَلِهِمْ (their hands will speak to Us and their feet will bear witness - Ya Sin, 36:65).

In verse 74, it was said: وَنَقْبَدُ أَيْنَ نَشَاءُ (we can dwell anywhere we wish in Jannah). The sense is that, apart from their own special dwelling places, the people of Jannah will be allowed to visit others there and take pleasure trips around. Tabaranî, Abû Nu'aym and Diya', have reported, through a chain rated as 'hasan', from Sayyidah A'ishah رضي الله عنها that someone came to the Holy Prophet ﷺ and said to him, 'yâ rasûlallâh, I
love you so much that I keep thinking of you even when I go back home and I remain uncomfortable and impatient until I return to you. But, when I remember my death and remember your death, then, it occurs to me that you will be in the higher stations of Jannah and even if I reach there somehow, it is certain that I shall be on a level much below it. My worry is: How am I going to see you?' The Holy Prophet ﷺ heard what he said, but he remained silent until came the angel, Jibra’il with the following verse:

وَمِنْ يُطِعِ اللَّهَ وَالرَّسُولَ ۛ فَأُوْلَٰٰئِكَ مَعَ الَّذِينَ أَنْعَمَ اللَّهُ عَلَيْهِمْ مِنَ النُّبُوَّاتِ ۛ وَالشَّهَادَةِ وَالصَّلَاحٍ وَحَسَنٌ أُوْلَٰٰئِكَ رَفِّيَّةٌ

And those who obey Allah and the Messenger are with those whom Allah has blessed, namely, the prophets, the Šiddiqin,¹ the Shuhada’,² and the righteous - and what a good company they are. - an-Nisā‘, 4:69.

In this verse, it was clearly stated that Muslims who obey Allah and the Messenger would invariably be with the prophets and those others mentioned therein. Then, from the verse under study we also come to understand that they will be allowed to visit higher stations of Jannah. May Allah Ta‘ālā, in His mercy, make us join up with them in Jannah.

Alhamdulillah
The Commentary on
Sūrah Az-Zumar
Ends here

1. Šiddiq, lexically means 'very truthful'. In the Islamic terminology, it normally refers to those Companions of a prophet who excel all others in their submission to Allah and His Messenger. They enjoy the highest status of piety after the Prophets, like Sayyidnā Abū Bakr رضي الله عنه. (back)

2. Shuhada (pl. of Shāhīd) means the persons who sacrificed their lives in the way of Allah. The word has not been translated here by the word 'martyr' which sometimes is taken as an equivalent of Shahid, because the word 'martyr' is also applied for the persons killed in ethnic or racial wars while they may not be termed as 'Shuhada' in the Islamic terminology.
Sūrah Al-Mu’min
(The Believer) or
Sūrah Ghāfir
(The Forgiver)

Sūrah Al-Mu’min is Makki, and it has 85 verses and 9 sections

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

Verses 1 - 9

بِمِلَأٍ وَرُسُلُ اللَّهِ مُرَاحِيْ ١٢٤٠ غافِرُ الدُّنِيَا وَقَافِلِهِ النَّبِيَّ شَهِيدُ الْعَقَابِ ۴ ذَٰلِكَ الْعَادُ لَأَلِيِّهَا إِلَّآ أنُبُوْيَهَا أَلِيِّهَا المَصِيرُ ۱٣٠ مَا يُجَادِلُ فِي آيَتِ اللَّهِ إِلَّآ الْآتِيَنَ كَفَرُوا فَلَا يَعْرُكُ تَقْلِبُهُمْ فِي الْبَلَادِ ۱٣١ كَذَٰلِكَ قَبْلَهُمْ قُوَّمُ نُوحٍ وَأَخَرَّجُوْهُمْ بَعْدَ هَمٍّ وَهُمْ كُلُّ أَمْرٍ يُسْرَوْلُهُمُ الْيَبْحَشُوْهُمُ الْيَخْطُوْهُمُ الْيَحْذَرُوْهُمُ الْيَقْبِلُوْهُمُ الْيَعْلَمُوْهُمُ الْيَكْفِيَّ فَكَانَ عَقَبًا ۱٣٢ وَكَذَٰلِكَ حَقَّتْ كَلِمَتُ رَبِّكَ عَلَى الْآتِيَنَ كَفَرُوْهُ آنِهِمْ أَصْحَبُ النَّارِ ۱٣٣ الْآتِيَنَ يَحْلُوْنَ العَرْشَ وَمَنْ حَوْلَهُ يُسَيَّرُونَ بِحَمَدِ رَبِّهِمْ وَيَوْمُونَ يِنْهَؤُونَ يِنْهَؤُونَ لِلْآتِيَنَ أَمْتَأْوَا رَبَّنَا وَسُعِيتُ كُلُّ شَيْءٍ رَحْمَةٌ وَعِلْمًا فَاعْلِفْ لِلْآتِيَنَ تَابَوْا وَاتَّبَعُوْا سَبِيلَكَ وَقِيْهِمْ عَذَابًا
This is revelation of the Book from Allah, the Mighty, the All-Knowing, the One who forgives sins and accepts repentance, the One who is severe in punishment, the One who is the source of all power. There is no god but He. To Him is the ultimate return (of all). No one quarrels about the verses of Allah, except those who disbelieve. So, their (prosperous) movements in the cities should not deceive you. Before these, the people of Nūḥ and the groups after them had rejected (the messengers). And every group intended to seize their messenger, and raised disputes on the basis of falsehood, so that they might refute the truth with it, hence I seized them. So, how was My punishment? And similarly, the word of your Lord has become due against those who disbelieve, that they are the people of the Fire.

Those who are bearing the Throne and those who are around it pronounce the purity of your Lord along with His praise, and believe in Him, and pray for the forgiveness of those who believe: "Our Lord, Your mercy and knowledge comprehends everything, so forgive those who repent and follow Your way, and save them from the punishment of the Fire. And, our Lord, admit them to the eternal gardens of Jannah that You have promised for them, and (admit) those as well who did good from among their fathers and wives and children. You, only You, are the Mighty, the Wise, and save them from evils (of punishment). And whomsoever you save from evils that day, it is surely because you bless him with mercy. And that is the great achievement indeed.

Commentary

Sūrah Al-Mu‘min: Characteristics and Merits

From here (40) to Sūrah Al-Ahqāf (46) starts a series of seven Sūrah that begin with the isolated letters: ح (Hā Mīm). These are called:
(Al Ḥa Mīm) or حواميم (hawāmīm). Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd said, ‘(Al Ḥa Mīm) is: دياباج القرآن (dibāj-ul- Qurān): Dibāj, in Arabic, is the cloth of pure silk, and here it signifies embellishment. Mis‘ar Ibn Kidām says, ‘These are called: عرسات (‘arā‘is: brides).’ Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās said, ‘Every thing has an essence. The essence of the Qurān lies in آل خم (Al Ḥa Mīm)’ or said, ‘حواميم (hawāmīm).’ All these reports appear in Faḍā’il-ul-Qurān by the great scholar, Abū ‘Ubaid Qasim Ibn Sallam.

And Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh (Ibn Mas‘ūd) said that the example of the Qurān is similar to that of a person who started out to look for a place where he and his family could live. Here, he finds some green open land and is pleased with it. Then, he moves ahead, and finds gardens and settling places far more verdant and growth-prone. He says, ‘I was wondering about the greenery produced by rains that I saw first, but these are more wonderful’. Then, it would be said to him, ‘The first all green layout is like the Qurān in general, and the gardens and lodges are like آل خم (Al Ḥa Mīm) from out of the Qurān.’ Therefore, Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd said, ‘As for me, when I, during the recitation of the Qurān, arrive at: آل خم (Al Ḥa Mīm), it is as if I am enjoying myself.’

**Protection against everything unwelcome**

Al-Bazzār, quoting his own chains of authority in his Musnad, reports from Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah that the Holy Prophet said, "A person who has recited the ‘Ayah of Kursīyy and the first three verses (1-3) of Sūrah Al-Mu‘min up to: إلَيْهِ الْمُصِيرِ (ilaihil-masir: To Him is the return) early during the day, he (or she) will, on that day, remain safe from everything bad and painful." It has also been reported by Tirmidhi, though, one of the reporting links in the chain of authority is doubtful. (Ibn Kathīr, page 69, volume 4)

**Protection against an enemy**

There appears a narration from Sayyidnā Muhallab Ibn Abī Ṣafrah in Abū Dāwūd and Tirmidhī through a chain rated as ‘Ṣahīh’ in which he said, ‘it was reported to me by a person who had himself heard the Holy Prophet saying (on the occasion of some Jihad concerning a night vigil) that 'should you be attacked at the time of night, you recite: خم لا ينسرون (Ḥa Mīm la yunsarun) which means reciting خم (Ḥa Mīm) and praying that the enemy does not succeed. Then there are some narrations in which this formulation appears as: خم لا ينسرون (Ḥa Mīm la yunsaru -
without the letter: نون (nun) at the end) the outcome of which is that, 'should you say: حَمْ (Hā Mīm), the enemy will not succeed.' From this we learn that حَمْ (Hā Mīm) serves as a fortress against the enemy. (Ibn Kathîr)

A strange event

Thâbit Bunani says, 'I was with Sayyidnâ Mu'sâb Ibn Zubayr in a certain section of the city of Kufah. I walked into a garden to make two raka'ât of salah there. Before I would start my salah, I recited the verses of Hā Mīm Al-Mu'min (40:1-3) up to: إلَيْهِ الرَّحْمَنَ (Elîhî ar-râhîmâ: To Him is the return). Of a sudden, I saw a man in Yemeni attire astride a white mule standing behind me. This man said to me, 'when you say: غَفِيرُ الْذَّنْبِ (ghafirul-danbî: Forgive of sins), with it, you should pray: يَا غَفِيرُ الْذَّنْبِ (yâ ghafirul-danbî, ighfirli: O Forgiver of sins, forgive me). And when you say: قَابِلُ التَّوبَ (qabilat-tawbi: Accepter of repentance), you should pray: يَا قَابِلُ التَّوبَ (yâ qabilat-tawbi, iqbal tawbati: O Accepter of repentance, accept my repentance). After that, when you say: شَدِيدُ الْعَقَابِ (shadidil-'iqâbi: Severe in punishment), you should pray: لا تَعَذِبْنِي (la tu'aqîbni: O Allah, severe in punishment, please do not punish me). And when you say: الْطَّوْلُ (dhat-tawli: Source of all power), you should pray: دَعَ أَمْرِي (dha't-tawli, tul 'alaiyya bikhayr: O source of power, bestow the best on me).

Thâbit Bunani says, 'After having heard this good counsel from him, when I looked back at him, there was no one there. Looking for him, I went to the gate of the garden. I asked people there if they had seen a person in Yemeni attire passing through here. Everyone said that they had not seen anyone like that.' In another narration from Thabit Bunani, it has also been said that people think this person was Sayyidnâ Ilyâs while it has not been mentioned in the other. (Ibn Kathîr)

The effect of these verses in reforming people, and a great directive of Sayyidnâ 'Umar

Ibn Kathîr has reported on the authority of Ibn Abî Ḥâtim that there was a man of strong and dignified bearing among the Syrians who used to visit Sayyidnâ 'Umar. When he did not show up for a longer than usual period of time, Sayyidnâ 'Umar inquired about him. People said, 'yâ amiral-mu'mînîn, please do not ask about him. He has become a drunkard. Sayyidnâ 'Umar called his scribe and dictated a letter to him in which he said:
"From ‘Umar son of al-Khaṭṭāb to --- son of ---. salamun ‘alaik, peace on you. After that, I praise Allah before you, other than whom there is no god worthy of worship. He is the One who forgives sins and accepts repentance, the One who is severe in punishment, the One who is the source of all power. There is no god but He. To Him is the ultimate return (of all)."

Then he turned toward those around him and said, 'Let us all join in to pray for him that Allah Ta‘ālā reverses his heart and accepts his repentance.' Sayyidnā ‘Umar ﭼ had instructed the messenger who was to deliver his letter that he was not to hand over the letter to the person addressed until such time that he became sober, and that he was not to hand over the letter to anyone other than the person intended to receive it. So, when this person received this letter, he read it repeatedly and thoughtfully while realizing that it carried a warning of punishment against him with a concurrent promise of forgiveness for him. Then he started weeping. Finally, he stopped drinking and made such a firm taubah that he never touched it again.

When Sayyidnā ‘Umar ﭼ learnt about the effective manifestation of these words, he said to people around, 'In such matters, you too should do the same. When some brother falls into some slip of conduct, think of ways to bring him back to his normal and better self. Prompt him to turn to Allah, to place his trust in Him, to rely on His mercy. Pray to Allah for him, pray that he is enabled to repent and make his taubah. And do not become an accomplice of Satan against him (that is, if you chide him or infuriate him and thereby estrange him from his religion, then, you would actually be helping the Satan). (Ibn Kathīr)

A warning

For people who work for the betterment of Allah's creation and serve in the field of tabligh and da'wah, this verse offers great guidance. Here is a person you would love to become a better person. First, you yourself pray for him. Then, use soft ways to bring him towards that betterment. Do not be aggressive towards him, for it would do no good to him, in fact, it would amount to helping the Satan, for he would push him onto more
ways of error.

Explanation of Verses

Some commentators have said that: خم (Ḩā Mīm) is the name of Allah Ta‘ālā. But, in the sight of early authorities, these isolated letters (al-ḥuruf-ul-muqatta‘āt) are all from the category of: متشابهات (mutashabihat: of hidden meaning). Their meanings are known to Allah Ta‘ālā alone - or, that they are a secret between Allah Ta‘ālā and the Holy Prophet ﷺ.

The expression: غافر الغُنْب وقابِل التَّوب (ghāfiridh-dhanb) in verse 3 literally means the one who puts a cover on sins (in the sense that they are no more seen or known by anyone), and: قابِل التَّوب (qābilit-tawb) means: He who accepts taubah or repentance. These two expressions appear separately, though the sense of both appears to be almost the same. The reason is that by saying: غافر الغُنْب (ghāfiridh-dhanb), the purpose is to indicate that Allah Ta‘ālā does already possess the standing authority and power to forgive the sin of a servant even without taubah - while forgiving those who repent is yet another attribute of Allah. (Mażhari)

The word: طَوْل (tawl) which follows immediately in: ذِى الطُّوْل (dhit-tawl) literally means vastness and being need-free. Then, it could also mean power or favor. (Mażhari)

In verse 4, it was said: مَا يَحْكَأُ فِي الْبَيَّنَّ اللَّهُ إِلَّا الْذِّيْنَ كَفَرُوا (No one quarrels about the verses of Allah, except those who disbelieve.). This verse declares quarreling in the matter of the Qur‘ān an act of kufr (disbelief). And the Holy Prophet ﷺ has said: إن جدلا فِي الْقُرْآن كُفْرُ (Surely, quarreling (jidāl) in the Qur‘ān is kufr.' (Reported by al-Baghawi, al-Baihaqi in ash-Shu‘ab from Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah ﷺ; and reported by Abū Dāwūd and al-Ḥākim who has rated it as 'Ṣahih- Mażhari)

It appears in Ḥadīth that, on a certain day, the Holy Prophet ﷺ heard two persons quarreling about some verse of the Qur‘ān. He got angry, and came out with his blessed face showing the signs of anger. He said, 'communities before you were ruined because they had started quarreling in the matter of the Book of Allah.' (Reported by Muslim from ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Amr Ibn Shu‘aib - Mażhari)
This جدل (jidāl) declared as: كفر (kufr) by the Qurān, and Ḥadīth, means throwing taunts, passing sarcastic remarks, engineering disputes over self-invented and absurd doubts, or to give such meaning of a verse of the Qurān as is counter to other verses of the Qurān and to the binding textual imperatives of Sunnah - something that amounts to alteration in the Qurān. Otherwise, any honest inquiry about something ambiguous or vague, or trying to find a solution of a difficult word or expression, or to mutually investigate and discuss possibilities while deducing injunctions and rulings from the text of some verse are things not included under this jidal, in fact, it is an act of thawāb (reward) in its own place (al-Qāḍī al-Baidawi, Qurṭubī and Mażhari).

In the last sentence of verse 4, it was said: فإنهم في البلاد (So, their [prosperous] movements in the cities should not deceive you.). The kuffar (disbelievers) from the tribe of Quraish used to travel to Yemen during winter and to Syria in summer with their trading caravans. They were held in esteem all over Arabia because of their services to Baytullah at Makkah, therefore, they remained safe during their travels and profited from their commercial ventures. This was the backbone of their wealth and territorial power. That this state of affairs with them kept continuing despite the challenge from Islam and the Holy Prophet ﷺ was a matter of pride for them - 'Had we been the culprits in the sight of Allah, all these blessings would have been taken away from us!' This situation could have made even some Muslims easy victims of doubt. Therefore, in this verse, it was said that Allah Ta‘ālā had granted them a temporary respite in His wisdom and under His expedient consideration. So, let Muslims not be deceived by this leash given to them. Once this period of respite is over, they are going to be visited by a punishment, and this territorial power of theirs is going to be taken away from them. This started from the Battle of Badr, and up to the Conquest of Makkah, the foreboding manifested itself fully and conclusively within a span of six years.

In verse 7, it was said: الذين يحملون العرش ومن حوله (Those who are bearing the Throne and those who are around it). The present count of angels who bear the Throne ('arsh) is four and, on the day of Qiyyāmah (the Day of Judgment), they will be eight, and only Allah knows the number of angels around the 'arsh. Some Ḥadīth narrations give the number of
their rows that reaches several hundred thousands. They are called: کُرُوب (karrubi, [Heb. Kerubh or kerub], plural: [Eng. Cherubin, or Cherubim, Heb. Cherubim]). They are angels close to Allah. In this verse, it has been said that all these angels close to Allah pray for all believers, particularly those who repent from their sins and follow the Sharī'ah of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Either Allah Ta'ālā has appointed them to perform this task, or their nature is such that they keep praying for the good servants of Allah. Therefore, Sayyidnā Mutarrif Ibn ʿAbdullāh Ibn Shikhkhir said that out of all servants of Allah, the angels of Allah are the foremost among those who wish well for believers. Firstly, they pray for them. They implore Allah to forgive them, to save them from the punishment of Jahannam and to admit them to the everlasting gardens of Jannah. Along with it, they also pray for:

... those as well who did good from among their fathers and forefathers, and their wives, and their children - who meet the criterion of goodness that makes them deserving of forgiveness, a criterion that requires that they should have departed from the mortal world while adhering to their 'īmān or faith - yes, admit them too with the same believers into the Jannah.

This tells us that one's 'īmān or faith is the basic condition of salvation (najah). After 'īmān come other good deeds. The relatives of Muslim believers - fathers, grandfathers or wives and children - even if they are ranked lower than them, such is the munificence of Allah Ta'ālā that He would, in deference to them, also let the relatives of a lesser rank be along with them in Jannah, so that their happiness becomes total and complete as it has been said in another verse of the Qurān appearing elsewhere: ...

(We will join their children with them - At-Tūr, 52:21).

Saʿīd Ibn Jubayr has said, 'When a believer goes to Jannah, he will ask about his father, son, brother and others, and would want to know where they are. He will be told that their deeds were not like yours (therefore, they will not be there). He will say, 'whatever good I did (was not for me alone), in fact, it was for me and them both.' Then, the command will come, 'admit them too into the Jannah.' (Ibn Kathīr)

After having reported this Ḥadīth narration in Tafṣīr Mazhari, the author said, 'this ʿmawqūf' (a Ḥadīth mawqūf or restricted tradition from
a Companion who does not connect it to the Holy Prophet (ﷺ) has the same authority and force as 'marfu' (a Hadīth marfu' is a tradition attributed to the Holy Prophet) and is explicit on the point that 'doing good' that is held as a pre-condition for having this privilege means 'Imān' or adhering to the true faith.

Verses 10 - 12

Those who disbelieve will be addressed (by a voice saying): "The hatred of Allah (for you), when you were invited to the true faith and you refused, used to be greater than your hatred for yourselves (today when you are hating your own selves out of remorse). [10] They will say, "Our Lord, You gave us death twice and You gave us life twice. Now we confess our sins. So, is there any way to come out of here?" [11] (The reply will be, "No.") This is because whenever Allah alone was invoked, you used to disbelieve, and if partners were associated with Him, you used to believe. Now the decision lies with Allah, the High, the Great." [12]

Verses 13 - 22

هُوَ الَّذِي يُرِيْكُمُ اِليْهَ وَيَنْزِلُ لَكُمْ مِنَ السَّمَاةِ رِقَاقًا وَمَا يَتَذَكَّرُ الَّذِيْنِ مِنْ يَتَبَيِّنُونَ (١٣) فَادْعُوا اللَّهَ مُحْلِصِيْنَ لَهُ الرُّوحُ وَلَوْ كَفَّرُونَ (١٤) رَفِيعُ الْدُّرِّجَاتِ دُوَاعُ السُّرُّ وَلِيْقَى الرُّوحُ مِنْ أَمْرِهِ عَلَى مَنْ يَشَاءُ مِنْ عِبَادِهِ لِيُنَادِ يَوْمَ الْقِيَامَةِ (١٥) يَوْمَ هَمْ بِنَزُولِهِ لَا يَحِي نَّعَلَى اللَّهِ مِنْ هَٰذِهِ الْأُمُورِ حَيَّةً (١٦)
It is He who shows you His signs and sends down provision for you from the sky; and no one takes lesson but the one who turns to Him. [3] So, worship Allah, making your submission exclusive for Him, even though the disbelievers dislike. [14] He is High in stations, the Owner of the Throne. He sends the spirit down, under His command, on whomever He wills from among His servants, so that he warns of the Day of Encounter - [15] the day they will come in open view. Nothing about them will remain hidden from Allah: To whom belongs the kingdom today? To Allah alone, the One, the All-Dominant. [16] Today, everyone will be recompensed for what one earned. There is no injustice today. Surely, Allah is swift in reckoning. [17] And warn them of the Day of approaching horror, when hearts will jump up into the throats, (and they will be) choked. There will be neither a friend, for the unjust, nor an intercessor to be listened to. [18] He knows the treachery of the eyes and whatever is concealed by the hearts. [19] And He will give His judgment with truth. And those whom they invoke beside Him cannot judge anything. Surely, it is Allah who is Hearing, Seeing. [20] Have they not traveled through the earth and seen how was the fate of those who used to be before them? They were stronger.
than these in power and in traces left on the earth, but Allah seized them because of their sins. And there was no one to save them from Allah. [21] That was because messengers used to come to them with clear signs, but they disbelieved. Then, Allah seized them. Surely, He is Strong, severe in punishment. [22]

Commentary

The word: زِيَّعُ الْدَرَجَاتُ (darajāt, translated above as 'stations') in: زِيَّعُ الْدَرَجَاتُ (He is High in stations - 40:15) has been taken by some commentators as meaning 'attributes.' If so, the sense of the expression would be that His attributes of perfection are most exalted. Ibn Kathīr has relied on the words as they appear outwardly and has said that it refers to the most exalted 'arsh' (throne) for it comprehends all land masses and heavens and is located above them all like a roof as in Sūrah Al-Ma’ārij: منَ اللَّهِ ذَٰلِكَ المَعْرَجُ تَرْجَعُ إِلَيْهِ وَالْرُّوحُ إِلَيْهِ فِيَوْمٍ كَانَ مُقَادَرَةً خَمْسِينَ آفِ السَّنَةِ (From Allah, the Lord of the stairways to whom ascend the angels and spirit, in a day the length of which is fifty thousand years - 70:3,4).

According to some further investigation into this verse by Ibn Kathīr, it should be borne in mind that this measure of fifty thousand years is a description of the travel distance from the seventh level of the earth up to the ‘arsh, and this is what has been declared as the preferred position by a majority of earlier and later scholars. He has also said that according to many scholars, ‘arsh is made of a red ruby the diameter of which is so big as would take a travel distance of fifty thousand years to cover. Similarly, its height would take an identical travel distance to cover. Then there are commentators who have said that زِيَّعُ الْدَرَجَاتُ (rafi'u-d-darajāt) appears in the sense of زِيَّعُ الْدَرَجَاتُ (rafi'u-d-darajāt: that is, the One who elevates others in ranks), that is, Allah Ta’ālā is the one who elevates the ranks of believers who have His fear in their hearts as borne by verses of the Qur’ān, such as: زِيَّعُ دِرَجَاتٍ مِنْ نَجَاتٍ (We raise in ranks whom We will - Al-An'am, 6:83) and هُمْ دِرَجَتُ عِندَ اللَّهِ (They are of various ranks with Allah - 'Al-Imrān, 3:163).

The word: بارِزُونَ (barizun) in verse 16 (the day they will come in open view) refers to what would happen on the day of Resurrection when its land surface will be turned into a single level without any mountains, caves, trees or buildings that could obstruct the view. Therefore, everyone will be in an open expanse, open to view.
In the concluding sentence of the same verse, it was said: 

(To whom belongs the kingdom today?). This statement has appeared in this verse after (a day of encounter) and (the day they will come in open view) and it is obvious that 'the day of encounter' and 'the day of gathering together' will materialize after the second Horn has been blown. Similarly, the event of 'the day they will come in open view' will also materialize after the second Horn has been blown, and a new venue in the form of a level surface will be put in place, a place with no natural or man-made object obstructing the view. After that, now that this statement: 

(To whom belongs the kingdom today?) has been introduced, it only shows that this statement of Allah Ta‘ālā will be made after everyone has been raised again by virtue of the blowing of the second Horn. Al-Qurtubī has presented a Ḥadīth in support with reference to Nahḥas. This Ḥadīth has been reported by Abū Wa‘īl from Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd. According to this Ḥadīth, all human beings will be assembled together on a clear surface, a surface on which no sin would have been committed by anyone. At that time, a herald will be commanded to herald: 

(To whom belongs the kingdom today?). Thereupon, the entire creation, believer or disbeliever, will respond saying: 

(To Allah alone, the One, the All-Dominant.). As for the believers, they will be more than pleased to say so, for this would be part of their belief. As for the disbelievers, they will confess to it sadly and helplessly.

But, some other narrations show that this statement will be made by Allah Ta‘ālā Himself when the entire creation will lie annihilated after the blowing of the first Horn, and when even specially close ones, the angels - Jibra‘īl, Mika‘īl, Isra‘īl and the angel of death - will also meet death, and no one except the One Being of Allah subḥānahu wa ta‘ālā will remain, that will be the time He will say: 

(To whom belongs the kingdom today?). Since there will be no one to answer at that time, He will Himself answer: 

(To Allah alone, the One, the All-Dominant.). Sage Hasan al-Basri has said: In this situation, the entity asking the question and the entity responding to it is no other but the entity of one and only Allah. Muḥammad Ibn Ka‘b al-Qurā‘ī also says this. It is supported by the Ḥadīth of Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah and Ibn 'Umar in which it is said, 'On the Day of Judgment, Allah Ta‘ālā will -
with all earth surfaces rolled up in His left hand and all heavens rolled up in His right hand - say: "I am the owner of the kingdom. Where are the tyrants? Where are the arrogant?). In Tafsir Ad-Durr-ul-Mantähr where, after reporting both narrations of this nature, it has been said that it is possible that this statement is made twice, the first being at the time of the annihilation of the existing universe following the first blowing of the Horn, and the second at the time the entire creation has been brought back to life following the second blowing of the Horn. Maulānā Asfār ‘Alī Thānānī has said in Bayān-ul-Qur'ān that the Tafsir of the noble Qur'ān does not hinge on declaring it as made twice only, instead, it is also possible that the cited verse is mentioning the event that will come to pass after the first blowing of the Horn, but it has been referred to here (while mentioning the events after the second blowing) as a reminder of what happened before. Allah knows best.

In verse 19, it was said: (He knows the treachery of the eyes), in other words, eyes that betray the trust. It means the action of a person who would, secretly and surreptitiously, cast a glance over something haram and impermissible for him or her, for example, casts a glance at a non-mahram person with sexual desire, and takes it away in the event someone was around, or casts a glance in a manner that is not noticed by others. All these things are open before Allah Ta'ālā.

**Verses 23 - 46**

وَلْقَدْ أَرْسَلْنَا مُوسَى بَيْنَهَا وَسُلْطَنَ مُيْيِنٍ (٣٢) إِلَى فِرْعُوْنَ وَهَامُ (٣٣) وَقَالُوْنَ فَقَالَوْا سَيْحُ كَذَابٞ (٣٤) فَلَمَّا جَاءَ هُمْ بِالْحَقِّ مِنْ عِنْيْنَا قَالُوا أَقْتُلُوا أَبْنَاءَ الْمَلِيْكِ إِنَّهُمَا كَانَ مَعَهُ وَأَسْتَحْيَىْ نَسَاءَ هُمْ وَمَا كَيْدُ الْكَفَرِينَ إِلاَّ فِي ضَلَالِ (٣٥) وَقَالَ فِرْعُوْنَ دُوْرَنٌ أَقْتُلُ مُوسَى وَلَبَدَّ عَرَبُهُ إِنَّ أَخَافُ أَنْ يَبْلُدَ دِينَكُمْ وَأَنْ يَظْهَرَ فِي الْأَرْضِ َالْمُسَادَ (٣٦) وَقَالَ مُوسَى إِنَِّ أَعْتُنَ مِنْ أَيْتُمُ ىَرِيْكُمْ مِنْ كُلِّ مُتَكَبِرِ َلاَ يُؤْمِنُ بِبِيْعَمْ الْحِسَابِ (٣٧) وَقَالَ رَجُلٌ مُؤْمِنٌ سَيْنَ مِنْ إِلَٰ فِرْعُوْنَ (٣٨)
يُكَتِمُ إِيمَانُهُ،َ أَنْتُنَّ لَهُوَ رَجُلٌ أَنْ يَقُولُ رَبِّيُ اللَّهُ وَقَدْ جَاءَ كُنِّي بِالْبَيْنِ، مَنْ رَيَّكَ وَإِنْ يَكُ كَأَذِبًا فَعَلَّهُ كَذِبَهُ، وَإِنْ يَكُ صَادِقًا يُصَبِّكَمُ بَعْضُ الْمَلَكِ يُعِيدُكُمُ، إِنَّ اللَّهَ لَا يَهْدِيهِ مِنْ هُوَ مُسْرِفٌ كَذَّابٌ {٤٨} يَقُومُ لَكُمُ الْمُلْكُ يَوْمَ الْيَوْمِ الْمُطْهِرِينَ فِى الْأَرْضِ، فَمَنْ يَنْصُرُنا مِنْ بَأْسِ اللَّهِ إِنَّ جَاهِزٌ نَا، قَالُ فَرَعُونُ مَا أَرْيِكُمُ إِلَّا مَا أَرَى، وَمَا أَهْدِيُكُمُ الْبَيْلِ الرَّشَادِ {٤٩} وَقَالَ الَّذِى أَمَنْ يَقُومُ إِلَى أُحَافِ عَلَيْكُمْ مِنْ يَوْمِ الْأَحْزَابِ {٥٠} مِثْلُ ذَاتِ قُوَّةِ نُوحٍ وَعَادٍ وَثَمَودٍ وَالَّذِينَ مِنْ بَعْدهِمْ، وَمَا اللَّهُ رَبِّ يَزِيدُ ظَلَمًا لِلْيَوْمِ {٥١} وَيَقُومُ إِلَى أُحَافِ عَلَيْكُمْ يَوْمَ الْدِّيْنِ {٥٢} يَوْمُ تُوْلُوْنَ مُدْرِبِينَ مَالُكُمْ مِنْ اللَّهِ مِنْ عَاصِمٍ، وَمَنْ يُضَيَّضُ اللَّهُ فَمَالَهُ مِنْ هَادٍ {٥٣} وَلَقِدْ جَاءَ كَمْ يُوسُفُ مِنْ قَبْلِ الْبَيْنِ فَمَا زَلَّنِى فِي شَائِئٍ مَّا جَاءَ كَمْ بِهِ حَتَّى إِذَا هَلَكَ قُلْتُمْ لَنْ يَّبْعَثَ اللَّهُ مِنْ بَعْدِهِ رَسُوْلًا ۡ كَذَٰلِكَ يُضْلِلُ اللَّهُ مِنْ هُوَ مُسْرِفٌ مَّرْتَبٌ {٥٤} إِلَّا ذَٰلِكَ يَجَادِلُونَ فِى اِبْنِ الَّذِينَ يَغْيَرُ سُلْطَٰنُ أَبْنُهُمْ كَبِيرُ مِقْتَةٍ عَنْ الَّذِينَ وَعَدْنَ الَّذِينَ إِنْ أَمْنَوا كَذَٰلِكَ يُطْعِمُ اللَّهُ عَلَى كَلِّ قَلْبِ مُتَكِّرٍ جَبَارٍ {٥٥} وَقَالَ فَرَعُونُ يَهَامُنَ أَبْنِيَ لِي صَرْحَا لَعَلَّي أُلْبِلِ الَّذِينَ أَسْبَابٍ {٥٦} أَسْبَابَ السَّمَوَاتِ فَأَطَلَّعُ إِلَى إِلَّهِ مُوسَى وَأَيْتَى لَأَظَنُّ كَأَذِيبَا، وَكَذَٰلِكَ زَيْنُ يَفْرَعُونُ سَوَى عَمْهُ وَصَدٌّ عَنِ السَّبِيلِ، وَمَا كَأَذِيَ فَرَعُونُ إِلَّا يَفْرَعُونُ إِلَّآَشَبَابِ {٥٧} وَقَالَ الَّذِى أَمَنْ يَقُومُ إِلَى أُحَافِ عَلَيْكُمْ سَبِيلُ الرَّشَادِ {٥٨} يَقُومُ إِنَّمَا هَذِهِ الْحَيْوَةُ الْزَّنَيْنِ مَنْ تَعَاطِ، وَإِنَّ الْأَحْيَةَ الْكَبِيرَةَ هِيُ دَارُ الْقَرَارِ {٥٩} مِنْ عَمَلِ سَيَتَّةٍ فَلَا يَجَزِّى الَّذِينَ أَشْرَكُوا مَنْ عَمِيلٍ صَالِحًا مِنْ ذَّكَرٍ أَوْ أُنثى وَهُوَ
And We did send Mūsā with Our signs and a manifest proof [23] to the Pharaoh and Hamān and Qarūn, but they said, "He is a sorcerer, a liar." [24] And when he brought them the truth from Us, they said, "Kill the sons of those who have accepted faith with him, and spare the lives of their women." And the plot of the disbelievers is nothing but a failure. [25] And the Pharaoh said, "Let me kill Mūsā, and let him call his Lord. I am afraid that he will change your religion or that he will cause havoc to appear in the land." [26] And Mūsā said, "I have sought protection of my Lord and your Lord from every arrogant man who does not believe in the day of reckoning." [27] And said a believing man from the House of the Pharaoh who had kept his faith secret, "Would you kill a man because he says - 'Allah is my Lord' - while he has come to you with clear signs from your Lord? And if he is a liar, then, his lie will fall back on himself, and if he is truthful, some of that (punishment) of which he warns you will afflict you. Indeed, Allah does not give guidance to anyone who is transgressor, a liar. [28] O my people, the kingdom is yours today, while you are dominant on the land. But, who is going to help us against the punishment of Allah, if it comes upon us?" Pharaoh said, "I do not give
you an opinion unless I myself believe it to be correct, and I do not direct you to anything but to the right way." [29] And said he who had believed, "I fear for you something like a day of the (disbelieving) groups (of the past), [30] like the fate of the people of Nūḥ and 'Ad and Thamūd and those who were after them - and Allah does not intend to do any injustice to His servants. [31] And O my people, I fear for you a day when people will call one another, [32] a day when you will turn back on your heels, having no one to save you from Allah - but, whomever Allah lets go astray, for him there is no one to guide. [33] And Yusuf had already come to you earlier with clear signs, but you remained in suspicion about what he brought to you - until when he died, you said, 'Allah will never send a messenger after him.' That is how Allah lets him go astray who crosses limits and lives in doubt, - [34] those who quarrel in the matter of the verses of Allah without any authority having reached them. It is terribly hateful with Allah and with those who believe. That is how Allah stamps a seal on the entire heart of an arrogant tyrant." [35] And the Fir'aun (the Pharaoh) said, "O Haman, make a tower for me, perhaps I could reach the ways- [36] the ways to the heavens, and peek towards the God of Mūsā. And I do think that he is a liar." And that is how his evil deeds were made attractive to Fir'aun, and (how) he was held back from the way. And the evil design of the Fir'aun was (to end) in nothing but ruin. [37] And said he who had believed, "O my people, follow me, I will show you the path of guidance. [38] O my people, this life of the world is only a (momentary) benefit, while the Hereafter is, indeed, the place of permanent living. [39] The one who does something evil will not be punished but in its equal proportion, but the one who does a righteous deed, be he male or female, while he is a believer, then, such people will enter the Jannah where they will be provided with bounties beyond reckoning. [40] And O my people, what is wrong with me that I call you to salvation and you call me to the Fire? You invite me to reject my belief in Allah and ascribe to Him partners about whom I have no knowledge, while I invite you to (Him who is) the Mighty, the Most-Forgiving. [42] It is obvious that those (gods) to whom you are inviting me are not worth calling, neither in this world nor in the world to come, and that we have to return back to Allah, and that the
transgressors are indeed the people of the Fire. [43]
Soon you will remember what I am saying to you. And I
entrust my matter with Allah. Surely, Allah has all
(His) servants in sight." [44] Then Allah saved him from
the evils of what they designed, and the House of the
Pharaoh was encircled by an evil punishment. [45] It is
the Fire before which they are presented morning and
evening. And on the day when the Hour (of final
judgment) will take place, (the order will be released):
"Admit the family of the Pharaoh into the most severe
punishment." [46]

Commentary

Frequent references were made earlier in the text to the warnings
given to deniers of pure monotheism and prophethood which brought
more opposition and hostility from disbelievers. Naturally, this situation
made the Holy Prophet sad. It was to comfort him that, in nearly two
sections cited above, mentioned there is the story of Sayyidnā Muṣā and Pharaoh. In this story, there is a lengthy dialogue between the
Pharaoh, his people and a righteous elder who, despite being a scion of
the House of the Pharaoh, had believed in the faith of Sayyidnā Muṣā after having seen the miracles shown at his hands - but, had kept his
faith secret until that time. Once this dialogue took place, his faith stood
declared automatically and conclusively.

Out of early Tafsir authorities, Muqāṭil, Suddiyy and Ḥasan have
said that he was a cousin of the Pharaoh and was the same person who,
at the time they were talking in the court of Pharaoh about killing
Sayyidnā Muṣā in retaliation against the killing of the Copt, had come
running from the far side of the city and apprised Sayyidnā Muṣā of
the danger and advised him to go out of Egypt. This event has been
mentioned in Sūrah Al-Qāṣās: (And there came a
man running, from the farthest part of the city. - Al-Qāṣās, 28:20)

The name of this believing member of the House of the Pharaoh has
been given as Ḥabib in some sources. But, the truth of the matter is that
Ḥabib is the name of the person who has been mentioned in Sūrah Yā
Sīn (36:20). The name of this person is (Shamān). Suḥailī considers
this name as most correct. Others say that his name is Ḥızqīl. Thaʿlabī has
reported the same name from Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās.
In a Ḥadīth, the Holy Prophet ﷺ said, 'Of some صدوقين (ṣiddiqin: the truthful ones), there is Ḥabib najār (carpenter) whose incident appears in Sūrah Yā Sīn; the other is the believer from the House of Pharaoh; the third, Abū Bakr (Sayyidnā Abū Bakr aṣ-Ṣiddiq ﷺ), and he is the foremost among them.' (Qurtubī)

In verse 28, it was said: يَكْفِمُ أَيْمَانَهُ (who had kept his faith secret). This tells us that a person who does not declare his 'imān (faith) before people, yet remains staunch in his faith by heart, then, this person is a believer. But, it stands proved from clear textual authority (of the Qurʾān and Ḥadīth) that, for 'imān to be acceptable, the simple certitude of the heart is not enough, instead, it is subject to the condition of a verbal confession and declaration. Unless the person concerned declares it verbally, he or she will not be regarded as a believer. However, making this verbal declaration before people publicly is not necessary. The only reason why it is needed is that unless people come to know about the person's 'imān, they would remain unable to interact with him or her in the same way as they do with Muslims. (Qurtubī)

Earlier in the verse, by saying: مَؤْوِمٌ مِنْ الْبَرْقَعَانِ (a believing man from the House of the Pharaoh), it is virtually demonstrated that the believer, in his ensuing dialogue with Pharaoh and his people, invited them toward truth and faith as well as restrained them from killing Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ.

In verse 32, it was said: أَيْمَانُ (O my people, I fear for you a day when people will call one another). The last word: نَادَ (tanād) with a kasrah on the letter: دل (dāl) is an abbreviated form of the word: نَادِيَ (tanādī) which means calling each other. The day of Qiyāmah (the Day of Doom, or Judgment) was called: يَوْمُ الْيَوْمُ الْيَوْمُ الْيَوْمُ الْيَوْمُ (yowm-ut-tanād) for the reason that this horrendous day would be reverberating with countless calls and cries. According to a narration of Sayyidnā 'Abdullāh Ibn 'Umar ﷺ, the Holy Prophet ﷺ said, 'When comes the day of Qiyāmah, an announcer from Allah will proclaim: 'Let the adversaries of Allah stand'. It would mean people who rejected taqdir or predestination. And then, the people of Jannah will call out to the people of Jahannam, and the people of Jahannam will call out to the people of Jannah, and the people of the 'Araf (Heights) will call out to both, all saying things about themselves. And at that time, names will be announced, names of the lucky and the
unlucky, along with their parentage. It will be like an announcement of results indicating that such and such person named is fortunate and successful, and that the probability of any misfortune for him or her stands eliminated - and that such and such person has turned out to be unfortunate, and that the probability of any good fortune for him or her stands eliminated." (Reported by Ibn Abi Ḥātim in As-Sunnah - Maẓhari)

And it has been reported from Sayyidnā Aḥū Ḥāẓim Al-Aʿraj that he used to address his own self saying, "O Aʿraj, when comes the call on the day of Qiyāmah: 'Let those who committed such and such sins stand' - you would be standing with them; and when comes the call: 'Let those who committed such and such sins stand', you would be standing with them too; and when comes the call: 'Let those who committed such and such sins', you would be standing with them too - and I believe, every time a sin is announced, you would have to stand with them (because you have all sorts of sins in store with you!)" - Reported by Abū Nuʿaym - Maẓhari.

In verse 33, it was said: 

(yowm ūt-tanād) (a day when you will turn back on your heels,). In the summary of tafsīr from Bayān-ul-Qur'ān of Maulānā Ashraf ‘Alī Thānāvi (forming a part of the original Urdu edition of Maʿāriful-Qur'ān), it has been said with reference to Imām al-Baghawi that this is a description of the state in which culprits will be taken from the locale of reckoning out to the Jahannam. The outcome is that all calls and announcements mentioned in the explanation of 'yowm-ut-tanād' ('a day when people will call one another') would have been made and, after that, these people will be made to detour from the locale of reckoning on to their final destination towards the Jahannam.

And according to some commentators, this reflects the state that will prevail in the world at the time of the first blowing of the Horn, that is, when the Horn will be blown the first time, the earth will crack open, and they will start running here and there but there will be angels on every outlet, and there will be no way of escape. In the view of these commentators, this (yowm ūt-tanād) too means the time of the first blowing of the Horn, for here too there will be calls and cries coming from all corners. This view finds it support from another قراءة ت (qirāʿah: rendition) of this verse reported from Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās and Daḥḥāk who used to recite the words: 

(yowm ūt-tanād) with a tashdid (double sound) on the last letter: دل (dāl) which is a derivation
from the infinitive: نَادَ (nadd) meaning to run away. Hence, according to this Tafsīr, يُؤْمَيْنَ النَّارَ (you will turn back on your heels - 33) will become its explanation.

There is a lengthy Ḥadīth in Tafsīr Mazhari. It has been reported from Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah  with reference to Ibn Jarīr, Musnad Abū Ya'la, al-Baihaqī, Musnad ‘Abd Ibn Ḥumaid and others. It mentions three soundings of the Horn on the day of Qiyāmah. The first blowing of the Horn will cause consternation, the second, unconsciousness and the third, resurrection. The sonic outburst causing consternation will make the entire creation panic, then, this very outburst will become long enough to make everyone unconscious following which everyone will die. Generally, the combination of these two sonic outbursts has been called the first blowing of the Horn for the obvious reason that a single blowing will bring forth two manifestations, first - panic, then - swoon or unconsciousness. In this Ḥadīth too, it has been mentioned that, at the time of the blowing causing consternation, people would be running around in panic: (And that is what Allah says the day of myriad calls is) which tells us that, in this verse, the statement: يُؤْمَيْنَ النَّارَ (youm-ut-tanād) means people running around in panic at the time of the first blowing of the Horn. And Allah is Pure and High who knows best.

In verse 35, it was said: (That is how Allah stamps a seal on the entire heart of an arrogant tyrant), that is, the way the hearts of Pharaoh and Haman remained unaffected by the good counsel of Sayyidnā Mūsā  and the believer from the House of Pharaoh, similarly, Allah Ta’ālā cancels out or puts a seal on the heart of every such person who is arrogant and tyrannical (someone proud and arrogant, someone unjust and oppressive). When this happens, the effect is that the light of faith does not enter that heart, and one is rendered unable to distinguish between good and bad. In one قراءَت (qirā’ah: rendition of the Qur‘ān), the words for 'arrogant' and 'tyrant' have been identified as attributes of the heart for the reason that the heart is the reservoir of all morals and deeds. Every deed, good or bad, is born in the heart. Therefore, it has been said in Ḥadīth that there is a piece of flesh (heart) in the human body which, when it works right, it makes the whole body work right, and when it goes bad, it makes the whole body go bad.
(Qurṭubi)

The word: َسَرْحَ (ṣarḥ) in verse 36: َوَقَالَ فِرْعَوْنَ َبَابَاهَامَنَ ابْنِ لِيَ صَرْحَا (And the Pharaoh said, "O Haman, make a tower for me,") means a structure that rises high. An outward look at this statement suggests that the Pharaoh ordered his minister, Haman to build a structure that rises high into the sky close enough for him to go up, peek in and have a glimpse of God. If this wild thought, not imaginable even in the case of a man of very ordinary commonsense, really comes from Pharaoh, the sole master of the kingdom of Egypt, then, it is an evidence of his unbelievable folly - and if the minister carried out his orders, then, the apple did not fall far from the tree, as the king, so the courtier! Since no one expects any head of the state to go that wild in his imagination, therefore, some commentators have said that this much he too knew that, no matter how high a structure is made for him, he still cannot reach the skies (by that mode of ascent). But, he did that only to impress or confuse his people. Then, we have no sound and strong report to prove whether or not such a palatial high structure was ever raised. However, al-Qurṭubi reports that this building was constructed, but once it reached its higher levels, it collapsed.

My respected father, Maulānā Muḥammad Yāsīn, a dear disciple of Maulānā Muḥammad Ya‘qūb, the first principal of the famous Darul-Uloom of Deoband in India has reported his learned teacher saying, 'For this lofty palace to collapse, it is not necessary that it be hit by some Divine punishment. The fact is that the height of every building depends on the capability of its foundation to bear weight. No matter how deep the foundation is laid, it cannot go deeper than a certain limit. Now, when levels after levels were added to this building, it was inevitable that, once it exceeded the capability of its foundation to bear additional weight, it must collapse.' This provides another proof of the folly of Pharaoh and Haman. Allah knows best.

In verse 44, it was said: َفَسَسَدَ ُعُوْنَ مَا أَقُولُ نَكْرُمَ وَأَقَوْضُ أَمْرِي إِلَى الْلَّهِ إِنِّي اللَّهُ يَصِبِرُ َبِالْعِبَادِ (Soon you will remember what I am saying to you. And I entrust my matter with Allah. Surely, Allah has all (His) servants in sight.). This is what the believer from the House of Pharaoh said at the end of his address to his people inviting them to accept the message of truth. Here, it was said that, should they not listen to him within that point of time,
there would come a time when the punishment would seize them, and they would remember what he had told them. But, the remembrance of that particular time will be useless. And when by virtue of this lengthy dialogue, advice and invitation, the 'imān or faith of this believer from the House of Pharaoh stood disclosed before these people, he realized that they might bring some harm to him, therefore, he said that he was leaving his case to rest with Allah, for He is the guardian and protector of His servants. Early tafsir authority, Muqatil says: When the people of the Pharaoh, as he had apprehended, went after him, he escaped towards the mountains and they could not catch him.

This has been mentioned in verse 45 in the following words: ءبِنَةَ الْأَشَاطَى بِهِمْ مَكْرُوا وَخَافُوا بِيْلَاءَ فِرْعَوْنَ سُوءَ الْعَذَابِ (Then Allah saved him from the evils of what they designed, and the House of the Pharaoh was encircled by an evil punishment.), that is, Allah Ta‘ālā saved the believer from the harm the people of Pharaoh planned to bring to him, but they themselves were seized by a severe punishment. First of all, Allah Ta‘ālā, in His mercy, saved the believer belonging to the House of Pharaoh right here in this world from the aggressive designs of the people of the Pharaoh against him, the details of which have not been mentioned in the Qur‘ān. But, the words of the Qur‘ān seem to say simply that the people of the Pharaoh had made many plans to hurt and kill him, and when the people of Pharaoh were drowned, Allah Ta‘ālā saved this believing servant of Allah along with Sayyidnā Mūsā R.A. As for salvation in the Hereafter, it is fairly obvious.

In the last verse cited here, it was said: أَلْتَابِ يُمْرِضُونَ عَلَيْهِمْ عَذَابًا وَعَمِّيْتُونَ عِيْنًاءٍ وَيَوْمَ تَفْرُضُ السَّاعَةُ فَأَخْلَصُوا إِلَىَّ نَفْرُونَ أَشَدُّ الْعَذَابِ (It is the Fire before which they are presented morning and evening. And on the day when the Hour (of final judgment) will take place, (the order will be released,): "Admit the family of the Pharaoh into the most severe punishment." - 46). Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd  mentioned this verse by saying, "Spirits of people from the House of Pharaoh are presented before the Jahannam in the form of black birds, twice every day, morning and evening, and by pointing out to the Jahannam, it is said to them: This is your abode." (Reported by ‘Abd-ur-Razzāq and Ibn Abī Ḥātim - Mażhari)

And according to a narration of Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Umar  appearing in the two Şāfi‘īs of al-Bukhārī and Muslim, the Holy Prophet
said, (the meaning of which is): "When one of you dies (and is in the universe of *barzakh*, the post-death ~ pre-resurrection state) he is shown, morning and evening, the place he is to reach after the reckoning of the Day of Judgment. And this place is shown to him everyday, and he is told that he has to reach there finally. If this person is from among the people of Jannah, then, Jannah will be shown to him as his place. And if he is from among the people of Jahannam, then, Jahannam will be shown to him as his place."

**Punishment in graves**

This verse is a proof of punishment in graves. Uninterrupted reports of *ahādīth* and the consensus (*ijma*) of the Muslim Ummah confirm it. This humble writer has put together all such material, along with relevant verses from the Qur'ān, in a regular treatise entitled: السبب بعذاب القبر *As-sābr bi'adhabi-l-qabr*. This treatise has been published in Arabic as part of *Aḥkām-ul-Qur'ān*.

**Verses 47 - 50**

وَإِذْ يَجِعُونَ فِي النَّارِ فَيَقُولُ الْضَّعُفَاءُ لِلَّذِينَ أُسْتُكِبَرُوا إِنَّا كُنَّا نَخْلَمُ لَا كَيْفَ اسْتَكِبَرْوَ نَجَّوْنَ أَنَّ اللَّهَ قَدْ ذََّحَّكَمْ بَيْنَ الصِّحَاحِ وَالْبَغَاحِ قالَ الَّذِينَ فِي النَّارِ لِلْخَيْرَةِ جَهَنَّمَ أَدْعُوا رَبَّكُمْ يُحْفَفَ عَنَّا يَوْمَ أَيْنَ الْعُدَّابِ قالَوْا أَوَلَمْ تَأْتَيْكُمْ رَسُلُ اللّهِ بِالْبُيُوتِ قَالُوا بَلِيَّ انَّا قَالُوا فَأَدْعُوْا وَمَا دُعِّعَ الْكَفِيرُونَ إِلَّا فِي ضَلَالِّي أُ أَنَّا قَالُوا أَوَلَمْ تَأْتَيْكُمْ رَسُلُ اللّهِ بِالْبُيُوتِ

And (worth remembering is the time) when they (the infidels) will argue with each other in the Fire. So, the weak will say to those who were arrogant, "Surely, we used to be your followers, would you, then, stand for us in (suffering at least a) part of the (punishment of) Fire?" [47] Those who were arrogant will say, "We all are in it. Allah has already passed the judgment between (His) servants. [48] And those in the Fire will say to the keepers of Jahannam, "Pray to your Lord to lighten the punishment for us some day." [49] They will say, "Had
your messengers not been coming to you with open signs?" They will say, "Of course, (they had come)." They (the keepers) will say, "Then, you pray" - and praying of disbelievers (in the Hereafter) is no more than straying off the track. [50]

Verses 51 - 60

Surely, We do help Our messengers and those who believe in the worldly life, as well as on the day in which witnesses will stand (to give their testimony) - [51] a day when the apology of the unjust will bring them no benefit, and on them shall be the curse, and for them will be the evil abode. [52] And We gave Guidance to Mūsā, while We made the children of Isra'il inherit the Book - [53] as a guide and advice for people of understanding. [54] So, be patient – surely the promise
of Allah is true - and seek forgiveness for your sins, and proclaim the purity and praise of your Lord in the afternoon and at dawn. [55] Surely, those who quarrel in the matter of the verses of Allah without any authority having reached them, there is nothing in their hearts but pride of greatness that they are not (able) to reach. So, seek refuge with Allah. Surely, He is the All-Hearing, the All-Seeing. [56] Certainly, the creation of the heavens and the earth is greater than the creation of human beings, but most human beings do not know. [57] And the blind one and the sighted one are not equal, and those who believed and did good deeds and the evil ones are not (equal) either. Little you learn! [58] Certainly, the Hour is bound to come. There is no doubt in it, but most of the people do not believe. [59] And your Lord has said, "Call Me, I will respond to you. Definitely those who show arrogance against worshipping Me shall enter Jahannam, disgraced. [60]

Commentary

In the opening statement of verse 51, it was said: 

Surely, We do help Our messengers and those who believe in the worldly life, (Surely, We do help Our messengers and those who believe in the worldly life, 40:51). This verse carries the promise of Allah Ta’ālā that He would keep helping His messengers and believers, both in the present world and in the Hereafter. It is obvious that this help is intended to be against adversaries and enemies. That it so happened in the case of most prophets, peace be on them all, is clear enough. But, there were prophets, such as, Sayyidnā Yaḥyā, Zakariyyā and Shu‘aib, who were either martyred by enemies or had to abandon their home country and migrate to some other place - as was the case with Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm and the last of the prophets, Sayyidnā Muḥammad al-Mustafā. There may be some doubt about that.

Ibn Kathīr has, with reference to Ibn Jarīr, answered this possible doubt by saying that, in this verse, (nuṣrah: help) means: (intisār: victory) or subduing of the enemy in retaliation - whether it happens at their hands while they are alive, or after their death. This meaning applies to all prophets and believers without any exception. History bears witness as to how those who killed their prophets were later on subjected to terrible punishments and the disgrace that followed. Upon those who killed Sayyidnā Yaḥyā, Zakariyyā and Shu‘aib, their enemies were set who showed no mercy while disgracing
and killing them. As for Namrūd (Nimrod), terrible was the punishment that overtook him. And Allah Ta'ālā set the power of Byzantine against the enemies of Sayyidnā 'Isa ﷺ that defeated and disgraced them. And to him Allah Ta'ālā will give ascendency over his enemies close to the last day of al-Qiyāmah. As for the enemies of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, Allah Ta'ālā had them stand subdued at the hands of Muslims themselves. Their arrogant chiefs were killed. Some were taken prisoners. The rest were rounded up at the time of the conquest of Makkah, but the Holy Prophet ﷺ let them have their freedom. His message spread all over. The faith prevailed. The state of Islam stood established on the entire Arabian Peninsula within the lifetime of the Holy Prophet ﷺ.

In the later part of verse 51, it was said: (as well as on the day in which witnesses will stand [to give their testimony]. It means the day of Qiyāmah (Doomsday). Once they are there, Divine help for prophets and believers will show itself specially.

In verse 56, it was said: (there is nothing in their hearts but pride of greatness that they are not [able] to reach). It means that people who quarrel in the matter of the verses of Allah without having any valid argument really look forward to rejecting this faith simply because their hearts are filled with pride and arrogance. They would like to stay ahead in the game and are so dim-witted that they have taken for granted that they have this position of strength as a result of their staunch adherence to their faith, and if they were to surrender this stance by becoming Muslims, they will be left without any power and territory of their own. The Qur'ān said: (they are not [able] to reach), that is, these people will never reach the goals of their assumed pride, greatness and state power without embracing Islam. However, had they embraced Islam, honor and greatness would have followed in their footsteps. (Qurṭubi)

The reality of du‘ā’ (supplication) and its merits, levels and conditions of acceptance

In the last verse cited in this unit, it was said:

وَقَالَ رَبُّكَ اذْكُرْهُ أَسْتَجِبْ لَكُمْ ٍ إِنَّ الَّذِينَ يَسْتَكْبِرُونَ عَنْ عِبَادَتِي سَيَدْخَلُونَ جَهَنَّمَ دَأْرَاهُمْ

And your Lord has said, "Call Me, I will respond to you."
Definitely those who show arrogance against worshipping Me shall enter Jahannam, disgraced. - 40:60.

Literally, \textit{\textit{du'a}} means to call, and it is frequently used to call for something needed. On occasions, the \textit{dhikr} of Allah (acts devoted to His remembrance) is also referred to as \textit{du'a}. This verse confers a special honor on the large community of the followers of the Holy Prophet (popularly identified as Ummah Muḥammadiyyah) when they were ordered to make \textit{du'a} with the assurance that it would be answered. And whoever does not make a prayer has been warned of punishment.

Qatādah reports from Ka'b Aḥbār that earlier this used to be peculiar to prophets, as they were the ones who were ordered by Allah Ta'ālā that they should make \textit{du'a} and He would answer. Now, it is the distinction of the followers of the Holy Prophet (popularly identified as Ummah Muḥammadiyyah) that this order was universalized for his entire Ummah. (Ibn Kathīr)

Explaining this verse, Sayyidna Nu‘mān Ibn Bashīr narrated a Ḥadīth that the Holy Prophet (Surely, prayer is worship on its own) and then supported it by reciting this verse: (Definitely those who show arrogance against worshipping Me shall enter Jahannam, disgraced.) (reported by Imām Aḥmad, Tirmidhī, Nasaʿī, Abū Dāwūd and others - Ibn Kathīr)

It appears in Tafsir Mazhari that, if looked at under the rules of Arabic diction (confining of the predicate to the subject), the Ḥadīth: (Surely, prayer is worship on its own), could mean: '\textit{du'a}' is the very name of 'ibādah' or worship, that is, every \textit{du'a} is but 'ibādah. Then, by reversing the same rule (confining the subject to the predicate), it could also mean that every act of 'ibādah is itself nothing but a \textit{du'a}. Both probabilities exist here. And at this place, the meaning is that \textit{du'a} (prayer, supplication) and 'ibādah (worship, devotion) are, though separate from each other in terms of the literal sense, yet in terms of substantiation, they are unified, as every \textit{du'a} is 'ibādah and every 'ibādah is \textit{du'a}. The reason is that 'ibādah is the name of the attitude of showing one's utter modesty and abasement before someone, and it is all too obvious that showing one's utter helplessness before someone and extending one's hand before him with the beggar's bowl is a matter of great disgrace - which is the very sense of
'ibādah. Similarly, the outcome of every 'ibādah is also to ask Allah Ta'ālā for forgiveness and Jannah and that He blesses us with a perfect state of well being in this world and in the world to come. Therefore, it appears in a Ḥadīth qudsī (- a Ḥadīth in which the Holy Prophet ﷺ conveys a saying from Allah that is not included in the Qur'ān) that Allah Ta'ālā said: "One who is so engrossed in remembering Me that he does not have even the time to ask for what he needs, I shall give him more than those who ask (by fulfilling his needs without the asking)" (reported by al-Jazri in An-Nihayah) and in a narration appearing in Tirmidhi and Muslim, the words are: من شغله القرآن عن ذكرى ومستلئي أعطيتة أفضل ما أعطي السائلين ("One who is so engrossed in the recitation of the Qur'ān that he does not have even the time to ask for what he needs, I shall give him even more than what those who ask ever get"). This tells us that every 'ibādah brings the same benefit as is the benefit of du'a'.

And in the Ḥadīth of 'Arafat, it appears that the Holy Prophet ﷺ said, "In 'Arafat, my du'a and the du'a of prophets before me is (the saying of): لَا إِلَهَ إِلَّا اللَّهُ وَحْدَهُ لَا شَرِيكَ لَهُ لَهُ الْمَلْكُ وَلَهُ الْحَمْدُ وَهُوَ عَلَيْ كُلِّ شَيْءٍ قَدِيرٌ (la ilaha il-lal-lahu wahdahu la sharika lahu lahul-mulku wa lahul-hamdu wa huwa 'ala kulli shai'in qadir: There is no god but Allah who is one. No one shares His godhead. To Him belongs the kingdom and to Him belongs all praise, and He is powerful over everything) (reported by Ibn Abi Shaibah - Māzhari).

Here, عبادة (‘ibādah: worship) and ذكرِ الله (dhikrullāh: the dhikr or remembrance of Allah) has been called: دعاء (du‘a’: prayer, supplication).

In this verse under study, those who abandon du'a in the sense of ‘ibādah the warning of Jahannam given to them is in the eventuality of being too proud, that is, a person who, in his pride, considers himself in no need of making a du‘a and actually abandons it, then, this is a sign of kufr (open infidelity), therefore, the warning of Jahannam became due against him. Otherwise, making of du‘a’s, prayers and supplications as such is not fard (obligatory) or wajib (necessary). Leaving it off brings no sin. However, by a consensus of ‘ulama’, doing so is mustahabb (recommended) and is: افضل (afdal: better, meritworthy) (Māzhari) and in accordance with clarifications in aḥādīth, it is a source of many a barakah (blessing)
Merits of du‘ā’

**HADITH:** The Holy Prophet ﷺ said, "There is nothing more deserving of regard by Allah Ta‘ālā than du‘ā’" - Tirmidhī, Ibn Mājah and Ḥakīm from Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah ﷺ.

**HADITH:** The Holy Prophet ﷺ said, "du‘ā’ is the essence of ‘ibādah" - Tirmidhī from Sayyidnā Anas Ibn Mālik ﷺ.

**HADITH:** The Holy Prophet ﷺ said, "Ask Allah Ta‘ālā of His grace because Allah Ta‘ālā likes being asked, and it is a great act of ‘ibādah that one waits for ease while in hardship" - Tirmidhī from Sayyidnā Ibn Mas‘ūd ﷺ.

**HADITH:** The Holy Prophet ﷺ said, "Verily, one who does not pray to Allah in his needs, He becomes angry with him" - Tirmidhī from Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah ﷺ, Ibn Ḥibbān and Ḥākim.

In Tafsīr Maẓhari, after having reported all these narrations, it has been said that the warning of Divine wrath on a person who does not make a du‘ā’ is applicable only when this abstention from asking is based on arrogance, and on taking oneself to be need free, as it stands proved from the words of this verse: 40:60. (Definitely those who show arrogance against worshipping Me shall enter Jahannam, disgraced.

**HADITH:** The Holy Prophet ﷺ said, "Do not be weary of du‘ā’, for nobody dies of making du‘ā’" - Ibn Ḥibbān and Ḥākim from Sayyidnā Anas Ibn Mālik ﷺ.

**HADITH:** The Holy Prophet ﷺ said, "du‘ā’ is a weapon of the believer, a pillar of the faith, and the light of the heavens and the earth" - Ḥākim in al-Mustadrak from Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah ﷺ.

**HADITH:** The Holy Prophet ﷺ said, "If the gates of du‘ā’ are opened for someone (actually) the doors of mercy are opened for him, and no du‘ā’ made before Allah Ta‘ālā is appreciated more than that in which one asks of ‘afiyah (well-being) from Him" - Tirmidhī and Ḥākim from Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Umar ﷺ.

The word: غافیبة (‘afiyaḥ) appearing in the Ḥadīth mentioned immediately earlier is a very comprehensive word (usually rendered in
English as 'well-being' meaning a state of being healthy and happy, though somewhat outdated in contemporary usage). Apart from a good life, it includes other things like security from unwelcome happenings, trials and calamities as well as a satisfactory fulfillment of all needs in life.

**Ruling:**

Making *du'ā'* for committing a sin or for severance of blood relationships is *harām* (forbidden) - and, for that matter, such a *du'ā'* does not get to be accepted with Allah either - as in a Ḥadīth from Sayyidnā Abū Sa'īd al-Khudrī.

**Du'ā' and the promise of acceptance**

In this verse, it has been promised that the *du'ā'* a servant makes is accepted. But, on occasions, one also sees that a *du'ā'* was made and it was not accepted. The answer to this appears in a Ḥadīth of Sayyidnā Abū Sa'īd al-Khudrī where the Holy Prophet has been reported to have said, "Whatever a Muslim prays for before Allah, He would let him have it - subject to the condition that the *du'ā'* made was not for something sinful or for the severance of relationships that Allah has enjoined to be kept intact. As for the acceptance of *du'ā'*, it takes one of the three forms given here: (1) That one gets exactly what one asked for. (2) That in lieu of what one wanted to have, one was given a certain return or reward of the Hereafter. (3) That one did not, though, get what one wanted, but some hardship or calamity that was due to fall on one stood removed. (Musnad Aḥmad - Maẓhari)

**Conditions of the acceptance of *du'ā'***

As for the present verse, it obviously seems to have no condition, almost to the extent that even being a Muslim is not a condition of *du'ā'*. Allah Ta'ālā accepts the *du'ā'* of a kafir (disbeliever) as well in this world to the extent that the *du'ā'* of Iblis to be allowed to live until the last day of Qiyāmah was accepted. For *du'ā'*, there is no condition of time, nor is there any condition that one must be with taharah (state of purity from pollutants) or wudu (ablution). But, there are trustworthy *aḥādīth* that identify a few things that preclude the chances of its acceptance. One must abstain from these. It appears in a Ḥadīth from Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah that the Holy Prophet said, "...a man having been on a long journey is all disheveled and dust-coated and he stretches his hands upwards for *du'ā'* (saying): 'O my Lord! O my Lord!' while his food is
haram (unlawful), his drink: ḥarām, his dress: ḥarām, and he himself was brought up on the haram - how then, could his duā’ become worth accepting?" (Reported by Muslim)

Similarly, if we were to say the words of duā’ negligently, heedlessly, without paying any attention, the Ḥadīth says something about that too - that such a duā’ is also not accepted. (Tirmidhī from Sayyidnā Abī Hurairah ﷺ)

Verses 61 - 68

Allah is the One who made for you the night, so that you may have rest in it, and the day to let you see. Surely, Allah is most kind to the people, but most of the
people do not offer gratitude. [61] This is Allah, your Lord, the Creator of everything. There is no god but He. Then, from where are you being reversed (by your selfish desires)? [62] Similarly reversed were those who used to deny Our verses. [63] Allah is the One who made, for you the earth a place to live, and the sky a roof; and shaped you, and made your shapes so good - and provided you with a lot of good things. That is Allah, your Lord. So, Glorious is Allah, the Lord of the worlds. [64] He is Ever-living. There is no god but He. So worship Him making your submission exclusive for Him. All praise belongs to Allah, the Lord of all the worlds. [65] 

Say, "I have been ordered not to worship those whom you invoke beside Allah when clear signs from my Lord have (already) come to me, and I have been ordered that I submit to the Lord of the worlds." [66] He is the One who created you from dust, then from a drop of semen, then from a clot. After that, He takes you out as an infant. Then, (He makes you grow) so that you reach your full maturity, and, thereafter, become old - and some of you die earlier - and so that you reach the appointed term, and so that you understand. [67] He is the One who gives life and brings death, and when He decides to do something, He only says to it: "Be" and it comes to be. [68] 

Commentary

In the verses cited above, after having presented a few manifestations of Allah's blessings and His perfect power, an invitation to belief in the Oneness of Allah has been extended. 

In the first verse (61), it was said: (جَعَلَ لَكُم مَّا لَبِثْنَ مِنَ اللَّهِ وَالْيَوْمِ الْآخِرِ) (Allah is the One who made for you the night, so that you may have rest in it, and the day to let you see.). Just imagine how great a blessing it is that all human beings, even animals, have been naturally tuned to a set time for sleep, and that this time has been, in a manner of saying, virtually switched off in perfect synchronization with the need to sleep. In fact, it was made the part of everyone's psyche that this is the time, the time of night, that would bring a sound sleep. Otherwise, had sleep been in one's own control and had everyone been making one's own program to sleep at different hours, as he or she does to set a timetable for business or personal preferences, it would have left all sleepers deprived of the bliss of
sleep, nor would it have been convenient for those awake to set their own hours of work right. The reason is that human needs are inter-related. Had sleeping hours been different, jobs of the awake connected with the sleeping would have gone topsy-turvy, and the jobs of the sleeping connected with the awake would have fared no better. Also, if only human beings had a set time for sleep - with wild beasts and animals sleeping at some other time - even then, the system of human engagement with work would have gone haywire.

In verse 64, it was said: (and shaped you, and made your shapes so good -). Allah Ta'ālā has blessed the human person with the most distinct, superior and better-balanced form and shape out of all animals. He was given reason. He was given such hands and feet that he could get together materials to make things for his needs and comfort. Then, his eating and drinking is different, rather far distinct from common animals. They eat or graze or drink directly with their mouth. He uses hands. Common animals eat singles. Some eat meat, others eat grass or leaves, that too in singles. Contrary to that, man eats by combining different things like meat, vegetables, spices, herbs and fruits. He eats by making his food taste good. His culinary creativity knows no bounds when he would take a single fruit from nature, and turn it into all sorts of delicious eatables like pies, fruit cakes, jams, preserves and chutneys.

فَتَابَ اللَّهُ الْأَحْسَنَ الخَالِقِينَ (Blessed is Allah, the Best Creator).

Verses 69 - 78
Have you not seen those who quarrel in the matter of the verses of Allah? From where are they being turned away (by their selfish desires?) [69] - those who rejected the Book and what We sent with Our messengers. So, they will soon come to know. [70] - when shackles will be round their necks, and chains. They will be dragged into the hot water after which they will be thrown in the Fire as a fuel. [72] Then, it will be said to them, "Where are those whom you used to associate (in worship) [73] beside Allah?" They will say, "They are lost to us, rather, we used to invoke nothing at all. This is how Allah makes disbelievers get lost. [74] (It will be said to them,) "This is because you used to rejoice on the earthwrongfully, and because you used to show arrogance. [75] Enter the gates of Jahannam to live in it forever. So, how evil is the abode of the arrogant. [76]

Therefore, be patient. Surely, the promise of Allah is true. Then, whether We show you (in your life) a part of the promise We are making to them, or make you die (before they are punished), in any case they have to be returned to Us. [77] And We had sent messengers before you. Among them there are those whose history We have narrated to you, and of them there are those whose history We did not narrate to you. And it is not up to a messenger that he could come up with a Sign without the permission of Allah. So, when the command of Allah will come, matters will stand decided justly, and on that occasion all adherents of falsehood will turn into losers. [78]

Commentary

In verses 71 and 72, it was said: (They
will be dragged [71] into the hot water after which they will be thrown in the Fire as a fuel.). The word: حَيْمٍ (al-ḥāmīm) is boiling hot water. The verse seems to suggest that the people of Jahannam will first be put into the hamim, then, into the jahim, that is, the Jahannam. Again, it also seems to suggest that the hamim is somewhere outside the Jahannam.

The verse: فَنَمَّا كُنُّتمْ تَفْرَحُونَ فِي الْأَرْضِ يُعْلِنُ أَلْحَقَ وَفَنَمَّا كُنُّتمْ تَفْرَحُونَ (Surely, you and whatever you worship other than Allah are the fuel for Jahannam - Al-Anbiyā', 21:98)

A little deliberation shows that there is no contradiction between these two things. There will be many strata or sections of Jahannam itself serving as venues of many kinds of punishment. One of these could be that of hamim which could as well be called as being outside the Jahannam because of its separate and distinct location, and since this is also a section of Jahannam itself, therefore, it could also be called the Jahannam. Ibn Kathīr has said that the people of Jahannam, shackled in chains, will sometime be dragged into the hamim and at others, in Jahannam.

In verse 74, it was said: فَأَنْفُذُوا ضُلُوْجَ عَنا (They will say, "They are lost to us,...), that is, once they reach Jahannam, the disbelievers will say that all those idols and satans they used to worship to have disappeared in the worship they have disappeared in the sense that they do not see them around, though, they might as well be lying somewhere in a corner of Jahannam, as their being in Jahannam stands proved from other verses of the Qur'ān, for instance: أَنْكُمُ وَمَا تَعْلَوْنَ مِنْ دُونِ الْلَّهِ حَصُّبُ جَهَّلٌ (Surely, you and whatever you worship other than Allah are the fuel for Jahannam - Al-Anbiyā', 21:98)

The word: تَفْرَحُونَ (tafrāhun) in verse 75: (This is because you used to rejoice on the earth wrongfully, and because you used to show arrogance.) has been derived from: فَرَحَ (farāh) which means to be happy while the word: تَمْرَحُونَ (tamraḥun) is
from: مَرَحُ (marḥ) which means to exult unduly or to trample over the rights of others by priding on one's wealth and power. Hence, this kind of marah or undue exultation is absolutely blameworthy and ḥarām (unlawful). As for farah or mirth, it can be explained by saying that seeking enjoyment out of sinfulness under the intoxication of wealth coupled with the absence of any thought of there being a God is certainly ḥarām and impermissible. Meant in this verse is this kind of farah - as it also appears in the story of Qārūn (Korah) in the same sense: لاَفَتَخَرَّ إِنَّ اللَّه ٌ لَا يُحِبُّ الْفَرْجِيَّنَ (“Do not exult. Surely, Allah does not like the exultant.-al-Qasas, 28:76). There is another degree of farah - that one takes good things of life as blessings from Allah Ta'alā, and expresses his or her joy on having these - this is permissible, in fact, is recommended (mustahab), and desirable. It is about such farah that the Qur'ān has said: مَعَهُمْ فَالْحَمْرَاءِ (with these they should rejoice - Yūnus, 10:58). As for marah, it is a cause of punishment absolutely, without any restriction. Therefore, no qualifying words were added to it. But, in the case of farah, the words: بِغَيْرِ الْحَقِّ (bi ghayril-haqq: wrongfully) are added. It was thus pointed out that jubilating over the undue and the impermissible was forbidden (ḥarām) while being pleased with blessings that are rightful and permissible as an expression of gratitude was an act of 'ibādah (worship of Allah) and thawāb (reward from Him).

In verse 77, it was said: فَأَصْبِرْ إِنَّ رَبِّكَ حَقٌّ فَإِنَّمَا تَرَيْنَكَ (Therefore, be patient. Surely, the promise of Allah is true. Then, whether We show you [in your life] a part of the promise We are making to them, or make you die [before they are punished], in any case they have to be returned to Us). From this verse it appears that the Holy Prophet was hopefully waiting for the disbelievers to be punished. Therefore, it was to comfort him that he was asked to be somewhat patient about it. The promise of Allah for them, that they will be punished, will certainly be fulfilled - may be during his lifetime, or after he has departed from the mortal world. Waiting for the disbelievers to be punished apparently seems contrary to the dignity of one who was sent with universal mercy. But, here the matter is different. When the purpose of punishing criminals is to bring comfort to innocent believers who were oppressed, then, the punishment of criminals is not contrary to compassion and mercy. Nobody regards the punishment given to a criminal against the dictate of mercy.
Allah is the One who made for you the cattle, so that you may ride some of them, and of them you eat. [79] and for you there are (other) benefits in them and so that, (riding) on them, you meet any need you have in your hearts; and on them and on boats you are carried. [80] And He shows you His signs. Then, which of the signs of Allah would you (still) deny? [81] Have they not traveled through the earth and seen how was the fate of those before them? Most of them were more in numbers than these, and superior in vigor and vestiges left on the earth. So then, whatever they used to earn did not work for them at all. [82] And when their messengers came to them with manifest signs, they exulted because of whatever of knowledge they had, and they were encircled by what they used to ridicule. [83] And when they saw Our punishment, they said, "We have (now) come to believe in Allah alone, and We have rejected everything we used to ascribe (to Him) as partners." [84] But, their profession of faith was not (competent) to benefit them, once they had seen Our punishment - a
customary practice of Allah that has been there all along in the matter of His servants - and hence, the disbelievers became the losers. [85]

Commentary

In verse 83, it was said: فُرُجُوا بِمَا عِنْدُهُمُ مِّنَ الْعِلْمِ (they exulted because of whatever of knowledge they had,) that is, when the messengers of Allah Ta’ālā came to these deniers, who were utterly oblivious to their end, with clear arguments in favor of tauḥīd (Oneness of Allah) and ‘īmān (faith), they took their knowledge to be better and truer than the knowledge brought by prophets, and started rejecting what they said. What was this knowledge with which the disbelievers were exultant to the extent that they would even reject the body of knowledge brought by prophets? It could be some sort of 'compounded ignorance' (al-jahl-ul-murakkab whereby an ignorant person, despite his sheer ignorance, believes himself to be knowledgeable). This does not qualify to be 'knowledge' at all. Or, this knowledge of theirs means awareness in the fields of trade, industry and things like that. They really had expertise in these fields according to their time. The noble Qur’ān alludes to this knowledge of theirs in a verse of Sūrah Ar-Rūm in the following words: بَيْعُولُوْنَ طَأْهَرًا مَّنَ الْحَيَوَاةِ الْالْدُّنْيَا وَهُمْ عَيْنَ الْاَخْرَجَةِ (They know something superficial of the worldly life, but of the Hereafter they are negligent.- Ar-Rūm, 30:7) It means that these people do know a good deal about the material life of the world, and also know how to get most benefited by it, but are totally ignorant or heedless of the Hereafter where they have to live for ever, either in bliss or in bane, and both of which are also everlasting. In this verse, even if we were to take this knowledge to be the worldly knowledge only, it would means 'since these people deny the Day of Judgment and the Hereafter and do not know, or want to know, its everlasting reward and punishment, therefore, they do not see anything beyond their knowledge of the apparent and are quite pleased with it, and as a result do not pay heed to areas of knowledge brought by the noble prophets.' (Maţhari)

In verse 85, it was said: (But, their profession of faith was not [competent] to benefit them, once they had seen Our punishment), that is, it is after seeing the punishment that these people are confessing to the true faith, but a declaration of faith at this late hour is not acceptable and trustworthy with Allah. It appears in Ḥadīth: يَقُولُ اللَّهُ تَوْبَةُ العَبِيدِ مَالِمُ يُغْفَرُ (Allah accepts the taubah [repentance] of the servant
before the agony and rattle of death overtakes him). (Ibn Kathîr) Similarly, once Divine punishment has come face to face, no repentance and no declaration of faith made by anyone remains acceptable.

O Allah, we ask of You the obliteration of all sins, and well-being, and repentance before death, and ease and pardon at the time of death, and forgiveness and mercy after death with the barakah of 'Al Ḥā Mîm, and blessings of Allah on the noble prophet. Àصلى الله عليه وسلم.

Alḥamdulillâh

The Commentary on

Sûrah Al-Muʾmin

[Ghâfir]
Sūrah Ḥāmīm As-Sajdah

Sūrah Ḥāmīm As-Sajdah is Makkī. It has 54 verses and 6 sections

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

Verses 1 - 8

He says: "This is a revelation from the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful. [2] A book whose verses are elaborated in the form of an Arabic Qur’ān for a people who understand, having good news and warning. Yet most of them turned away, so they do not listen. [4] And they say, "Our hearts are [wrapped] in covers against that to which you invite us, and in our ears there is deafness, and between you and us there is a barrier. So, do (in your way). We too are doing (in our own way)."

[5] Say, "I am but a human being like you; it is revealed
to me that your god is only One God. So, become straight towards Him, and seek forgiveness from Him, and woe to the Mushriks (those who ascribe partners to Allah) [6] who do not pay zakāh; and of the life of the Hereafter, they are deniers." [7] As for those who believe and do righteous deeds, for them there is a reward that will never be interrupted. [8]

Commentary

The seven Sūrah that commence with "Ḥā Mīm" are known as 'Al Ḥāmīm' or 'Hawamīm'. Some more words are added as suffixes in their names to differentiate between them, for example, the 'Ḥā Mīm' of Sūrah Mu'min is called 'Ḥā Mīm Al-Mu'in, and 'Ḥā Mīm' of this Sūrah is called 'Ḥā Mīm Sajdah' or 'Ḥā Mīm Fuṣṣilat'. Both the names of this Sūrah are well-known.

The first addressees of this Sūrah are Quraysh of 'Arabia among whom Qur'ān was revealed in their own language. They had witnessed the marvel of the Qur'ān, and they had also seen innumerable miracles of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. And yet they turned away from the Qur'ān. What to say of understanding, they did not even bear to listen to the Qur'ān. Eventually, in response to the affectionate advices of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, they declared that they neither understand what he says, nor do their hearts accept it, nor are their ears prepared to listen to it, and that there are double barriers between him and them, so he should carry on with his business and leave them to their own.

This is the meaning of the first five verses of this Sūrah. In these verses, Allah Almighty has specially addressed and advised Quraysh that Qur'ān has been revealed in Arabic language, so that you do not have any difficulty in understanding the contents. At the same time three qualities of the Holy Qur'ān have been stated. Firstly it is said, َفُصِّلَتْ مَا بَيْنَهُمَا Here, the word 'fuṣṣilat' is a derivative of faṣl which originally means distinguishing the subjects by separating them. So َفُصِّلَتْ means stating things very clearly by explaining in detail, either by separating them subject-wise in different chapters, or by mentioning them at one place. Different subjects like injunctions of Shari'ah, stories, beliefs, refutation of the people of false beliefs, etc. have been stated separately in the verses of the Holy Qur'ān, and each subject has been explained by examples as well. The second and third qualities of the Holy Qur'ān have been stated
as that of communicating good news of everlasting happiness to the believers and of warning the non-believers of perpetual scourges.

And after stating these qualities, it is said towards the end of the verse-3, (for a people who understand) which means that the verses of the Holy Qurān being in Arabic, their being clear and evident and their communicating good news as well as warnings can only benefit those people who intend to ponder over them and understand them. But the Arabs and the Quraysh, despite all this, turned away from the Qurān, and let alone trying to understand, they did not even bear to listen to the Qurān. This has been mentioned at the end of verse 4: “Yet most of them turned away, so they do not listen.”

An offer by the infidels of Makkah to the Holy Prophet ﷺ

The infidels of Quraysh, who are the direct addressees of this Sūrah, tried very hard to suppress the propagation of Islam in early days after the revelation of the Qurān, through the use of physical force, and tried equally hard to intimidate the Messenger of Allah ﷺ and those who believed in him by causing to them all sorts of pains and agonies. But despite their opposition, Islam kept on widening the circle of its adherents, and increasing in strength. At first powerful and valiant persons like Sayyidnā ‘Umar Ibn Khattāb ﷺ entered Islam, then Sayyidnā Hamzah ﷺ, one of the accepted leaders of Quraysh, embraced Islam. Now the Quraysh of Makkah started thinking that, instead of intimidation, persuasion and temptation may be more effective in blocking the way for Islam. An incident of this nature has been reproduced by Ḥāfīz Ibn Kathīr from the reports of Musnad of Bazzār, Abū Ya‘lā and Baghawī. There are some differences in these reports. Ḥāfīz Ibn Kathīr has considered the report of Baghawī to be the nearest to the truth. And then he has reproduced this incident from the book 'Kitāb-us-Sirah' written by Muḥammad Ibn Ishāq and has preferred this version to the other three. Therefore, this incident is being reproduced here in accordance with the report of Ibn Ishāq.

Muḥammad Ibn Ishāq has stated that Muḥammad Ibn Ka‘b Qurāzī says that this report has reached him from ‘Utbah Ibn Rabī‘ah who was recognized as one of the foremost leaders of Quraysh. One day he was sitting in Almasjid-ul-Ḥarām with a party of Quraysh, while the Messenger of Allah ﷺ was sitting alone in a corner on the other side.
'Utbah asked his people, "If you agree, I would like to talk to Muhammad ﷺ and offer him some attractions, so that if he accepts them, we give them to him and he, in exchange, would cease to propagate against our religion and faith. This was a time when Sayyidna Ḥamzah ﷺ had become a Muslim, and the number of Muslims was increasing, and they were getting stronger day by day. All of 'Utbah's men spoke with one voice, and said "O 'Abul-Walid ('Utbah's filial name)! "Do so. Please talk to him".

'Otbah got up from his place, and went up to the Holy Prophet ﷺ and said, "O nephew! you know that you are high-born and a noble man of the Quraysh; your family is large, noble and respectable to all of us. But you have put the tribe in a great difficulty. You have given such an invitational call which has created differences among us, has made us fools, has stigmatized our deities and our religion, and declared our forefathers to be infidels. So please listen to me. I am going to present a few things to you, so that you may select any of them. The Holy Prophet ﷺ said, "O 'Abdul Walid! go ahead and say what you wish to say; I am listening to you."

'Otbah 'Abul Walid said, "O nephew! If the purpose of your movement is to collect possessions, we promise to collect so much wealth for you that you would become the wealthiest person of the nation. If the purpose is to become a leader and a ruler, then all of us would accept you as the leader of the whole of Quraysh, and would not do anything without your order. If you want kingdom, then we accept you as our king. And if the case is that some Jinn or Satan comes to you, and compels you to do these things and you are unable to drive him away, then we will have you treated at our expense, because we know that a person prevailed upon by a Satan can be cured by treatments." 'Utbah kept on speaking at some length and the Holy Prophet ﷺ kept on listening to him.

At the end, the Holy Prophet ﷺ said, "O 'Abdul Walid! Have you finished? When he said yes, then the Holy Prophet ﷺ said to him, "Now please listen to me." And 'Utbah replied, "No doubt, I would listen to you."

The Holy Prophet ﷺ, instead of saying anything himself started reciting Sūrah Fussilat (the present Sūrah):
"With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful."

Merciful. Ḥā Mim. This is a revelation from the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful--a book whose verses are elaborated in the form of an Arabic Qur'an for a people who understand.

Bazzār and Baghawi narrate that, during the recitation of the verses of this Sūrah, when the Holy Prophet reached this verse:

"So, if they turn away, then say, "I have warned you of a calamity like the calamity of 'Ad and Thamīd," (41:13)

‘Utbaḥ put his hand on the blessed mouth of Holy Prophet, and asked him to have mercy on his lineage and relationship, and not to recite any further for their sake. Ibn Ishāq narrates that when the Holy Prophet commenced the recitation of these verses, ‘Utbaḥ listened quietly and attentively while supporting his back by his hands, till the Holy Prophet reached the verse of Sajdah in this Sūrah and prostrated. Then he addressed ‘Utbaḥ, and said to him, "You have heard what you heard, and now you are free to do what you like." ‘Utbaḥ got up and started walking towards his party. When they saw him coming, his party members started saying among themselves that, by God, ‘Abul Walid’s face has changed—it is not the same as it was when he had gone. When ‘Utbaḥ reached them, they asked him, “What is the news you have come with?” He said to them:

"I heard such a discourse that, by God, I have never heard any discourse like it before; by God, it is neither a sorcerer’s enchantment, nor a poet’s poetry, nor a wizard incantation (which they obtain from satans). O my tribe of Quraysh! Listen to me, and let me handle this matter. My advice is that you should give up confronting him, and let him go about his business, because this discourse of his is bound to receive
eminence. You should wait and see how the rest of Arabia treats them. If, besides Quraysh, the rest of Arabs defeat them, then your problem is solved without any effort on you part, and if he prevails on the rest of Arabs, then his rule will be your rule, their honor will be your honor, and you will be the luckiest people because of him." (Ibn Kathīr p. 91, vol. 4)

When his Qurayshi companions heard his speech, they said to him "O Abīl Walīd! Muḥammad ﷺ has cast an enchanting spell upon you with his words." ‘Utbah replied to them, “I have given you my advice, and now it is upto you to do what you like.

When their hearts are [wrapped] in covers against that to which you invite us ﷺ, 41:5) Here three statements of the infidels of Quraysh are reproduced. Firstly, they said that there was a cover on their hearts against his discourse, and therefore they do not understand what he says. Secondly, that their ears are deaf to listen to his speech. Thirdly, that there are barriers between him and them. The Holy Qur‘ān has reproduced this statement of theirs in the context of denouncing it, which indicates that these statements are wrong. But at another place, Qur‘ān has also stated their condition to be the same. A verse of Sūrah An‘ām states:

\[ 
\text{But We have put coverings on their hearts, so that they do not understand, and heaviness in their ears. - 6:25.} 
\]

One may doubt that there is a conflict between this verse and that of Sūrah An‘ām in this respect. But the answer is that the infidels, by saying the above, meant that they were helpless and excusable, because their hearts were curtained, their ears were leaden and there were barriers between them and him. So how could they listen to him and accept what he said? This is how they proved themselves to be helpless. And when the Holy Qur‘ān stated their condition (in Sūrah An‘ām) to be the same, it did not consider them to be helpless, rather held them fully capable of hearing and understanding. It is when they refused even to hear, and had no intention of understanding, then as a punishment, heedlessness and ignorance were imposed upon them, but not to the degree that they were deprived of their volition; rather if they had changed their minds even then, their abilities of hearing and
understanding would have been restored fully. (Bayān-ul-Qurān)

**Prophetic reply to the Denial and Ridicule of Disbelievers**

The infidels saying that their hearts were covered and their ears were leaden, etc., was not because they had become deaf and bereft of intellect; rather it was a kind of ridicule and jest that they used to make. But the reply to this offensive ridicule that the Holy Prophet ﷺ was directed to give was not to be offensive in the like manner, but to express his humility that he ﷺ is not God, having authority over everything, rather he ﷺ is also a human being; the only difference is that his Lord has given him guidance through wahy, and has supported him with miracles. It should have resulted in all of them declaring their faith in him. Even now they are advised to turn in worship and obedience to Allah only and to repent and renounce the past sins.

Toward the end of the address, both the aspects of glad tidings and of warnings of the Qur'ān have been presented to them, making it clear that there are dire consequences for the mushrikīn (those who associate partners with Allah) and eternal rewards for the believers. In the context of the evil fate of the Mushriks, one reason for it has been mentioned that these people did not use to pay Zakāh. This gives rise to some questions. The first one is that these verses were revealed in Makkah, whereas Zakāh was made obligatory in Madīnah. So, how can they be accused of non-payment of Zakāh before Zakāh was made obligatory?

Ibn Kathīr, in reply to this question, has said that Zakāh, in principle, had been obligated along with Ṣalāh right from the beginning of Islam, as mentioned in Sūrah Muzzammil. However the determination of the Nisāb (minimum capital and property for the applicability of Zakāh) and the arrangements for its collection were made in Madīnah. Therefore it is not correct to say that Zakāh was not obligated in Makkah.

**Are Non-Muslims required to follow the practical injunctions of Shari'ah?**

The second doubt is that many jurisprudents do not consider Non-Muslims to have been asked or required to carry out religious deeds such as Ṣalāh, Fasting, Ḥajj and Zakāh. The direction is that they have to embrace the faith first, and then they are liable to the practical precepts of Shari'ah. According to this view, they are not liable to pay
zakāh. Why then have they been reprimanded for not paying Zakāh in this verse?

It can be said in reply that many of the leading scholars and experts of Islamic jurisprudence are of the view that even the Non-Muslims are required to carry out the obligatory duties of religion; if this view is adopted, there remains no doubt about this verse that has mentioned non-payment of zakāh as one of the reasons for their being punished. As for those scholars who do not consider Non-Muslims to have been asked to carry out the obligatory duties, they can say that the real denunciation is not for non-payment of Zakāh, but because this non-payment is due to their disbelief and is a sign of it. Therefore the object of the reprimand is that had they been believers, they would have been strict in paying Zakāh; their fault is their failure to embrace the faith. (Bayān-ul-Qurʾān).

The detailed discussion of whether or not the infidels have been asked to follow the practical precepts of Shari'ah may be found in the fifth volume of the author's Arabic book "Aḥkām-ul-Qurʾān".

The third question which arises here is that the commandment for Ṣalāh is the most important of all the commandments of Islam which has not been mentioned here, so what is the wisdom behind making a special mention of Zakāh? Qurtubi etc., have said in reply that Quraysh of Arabia were wealthy people, and they were known for their trait of giving alms and charity and helping the poor. But when somebody would become a Muslim, they would deprive him of such financial help and social assistance also. Zakāh has been specially mentioned because the object is to denounce this practice. (Allah knows best)

> For them there is a reward that will never be interrupted.....41:8) The word mamnūn used here means something interrupted. The sense is that the reward of those people who are firm in their faith and regular in their good deeds would be continuous and eternal. Some exegetes have explained the intention of the verse that if a Muslim, despite being regular in religious duties, could not perform them at any time due to illness, travel or some other reason, the reward for the good deeds is not cut off. Rather, Allah Almighty orders the angels to keep on crediting those good deeds to his account which he used to carry out regularly in normal conditions, but could not do them due to illness or
some other reason. Aḥādīth on this subject are narrated in Ṣaḥīḥ of Bukhārī as reported by Sayyidnā Abū Mūsā Ash‘arī and in Sharḥ-us-Sunnah of Baghawi by Sayyidnā Ibn ʿUmar and by Sayyidnā Anas and in Razīn by Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd (Mażhari)

Verses 9 - 12

Say, Do you really disbelieve in the One who has created the earth in two days, and ascribe to Him partners? That is the Lord of the worlds. [9] He has placed firm mountains in it (the earth) towering above it, and put blessings in it, and proportioned its foods therein, in four days, equal for those who ask. [10] Then He turned straight to the sky, while it was a smoke, and said to it and to the earth, “Come (to My obedience), both of you, willingly or unwillingly.” Both said, “We come willingly.” [11] So He accomplished them as seven skies in two days, and settled in every sky its (due) thing. And We have decorated the closest sky with lamps, and protected it properly. All this is the determination of the All-Mighty, the All-Knowing. [12]

Commentary

The real objective of these eloquent verses is to warn the people who, denying the Oneness of Allah, associate others with Him. With reference to the great creations of Allah Almighty in the form of heavens and the earth, and the wisdom underlying their creation, the Mushriks are
reprimanded that they are so irrational in their beliefs that they believe such a Great and Omni-potent Creator to be in need of having partners in carrying out His divine functions. A reprimanding statement with a similar nature has also appeared in Sūrah Al-Baqarah in the following words:

"How is it that you deny Allah despite that you were lifeless and He gave you life, then He will make you die, then make you alive again, and then to Him you will be returned? It is He who created for you all that the earth contains; then He turned to the heavens and made them seven skies -- and He is the knower of all things." (Verses 2:28-29)

The order of creation, the number of days in which this creation took place and other details are not given in the verses of Sūrah Al-Baqarah; they are mentioned here in Sūrah Fussilat.

The order of creation of the skies and the earth, and the Days of Creation

Maulānā Ashraf 'Alī Thānawi has stated in Bayān-ul-Qur'ān that, although the creation of the earth and the skies has been mentioned briefly or in detail at hundreds of places in the Qur'ān, yet the sequence of their creation is probably mentioned in three verses only. One is this verse of Hā Mīm Sajdah, the second is the above mentioned verse of Sūrah Al-Baqarah, and the third is the following verse of Sūrah Nāzi'īāt:

"Are you more difficult to create, or the sky? He has built it, He has raised its height, then made it proper and darkened its night and brought forth its daylight and, after that, He spread out the earth. From it He brought out its water and its meadows, and firmly fixed the mountains." (79:27-32)

During a cursory look into these three verses, one may feel a sort of apparent contradiction between them, because we find from Sūrah Al-Baqarah and Sūrah Hā Mīm that the earth was created before the
sky, whereas in Surah Nāzi'at, earth appears to have been created after the sky. Maulānā Thānawi has stated that after a careful study of all these verses, it appears to him that only the matter of the earth came into existence first, and before it was molded into shape, the matter of sky came into existence in the form of a smoke. After that, the earth was molded into shape with mountains, trees, etc. and then the seven skies were given form out of the floating smoky matter. He hopes that this clarification would explain the harmony between all the verses. Only Allah knows the truth. (Bayān-ul-Qurān—Surah Al-Baqarah, section 3).

Some questions regarding this verse and their answers given by Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās have been reported in Ṣaḥīḥ of Bukhārī. The explanation of this verse given by Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās is about the same as that given above by Maulānā Thānawi— the words quoted by Ibn Kathīr are:

وخلق الأرض في يومين ثم خلق السماء ثم استوى إلى السماء فسويهُن في يومين آخرين ثم دُجِّي الأرض ودحِبُها ان خرج منها السماء والمرغني وخلق الجبال والرمال والجماد والآكام وما بينهما في يومين آخرين فذلِك قوله تعالى ذَٰلِكَ.

Hāfīẓ Ibn Kathīr has also quoted the following as explanation of this verse given by Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās with reference to Ibn Jarīr:

“The Jews of Madinah came to see the Holy Prophet ﷺ, and asked him about the creation of the earth and of the skies. The Holy Prophet ﷺ told them that Allah Almighty created the earth on Sunday and Monday, the mountains and the minerals therein on Tuesday, and the trees, water springs, cities, buildings and desolate plains on Wednesday—all this in four days as stated in the verse.

ثم خلق السماء ثم استوى إلى السماء فسويهن في يومين آخرين ثم دُجِّي الأرض ودحِبُها ان خرج منها السماء والمرغني وخلق الجبال والرمال والجماد والآكام وما بينهما في يومين آخرين فذلِك قوله تعالى ذَٰلِكَ.

Then He created the sky on Thursday. And on Friday, He created the stars, the sun, the moon and the angels. All this was completed on Friday when three hours were still left. All the disasters and troubles that everything is going to face were created in the second hour, and in the third period Sayyidnā ‘Adam Ἐ was created and lodged in Paradise, Iblīs was
commanded to prostrate before Sayyidnā 'Ādam ﷺ and turned out of Paradise when he refused to prostrate. All this was completed till the end of the third hour... (Ibn Kathīr). At the end, Ibn Kathīr says: “This Ḥadīth has an element of gharabah” (that is, the contents of this Ḥadīth are not corroborated by other sources).

The commencement of creation took place on Saturday according to a Ḥadīth narrated by Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah ﷺ, reported in Sahih of Muslim. As per this Ḥadīth, it took seven days for the creation of the earth and skies. But generally the explicit verses of the Qur’ān mention the duration of creation to be six days.

وَلَقَدْ خَلَقْنَا السَّمَوَاَلَّ أَرْضًا وَمَا بَيْنَهُمَا فِي سَبِيكَ أَيُّهَا الْيَارِبُ ۚ وَمَا مَسَّنَا مِنْ لَعْبٍ

“And We created the heavens and the earth and all that is between them in six days, and no weariness even touched Us.” (50:38)

Because of this, and also because of its (weak) chain of narrators, this Ḥadīth has been held as ‘ma’lul’ (defective) by the leading muḥaddithīn. Ibn Kathīr رحمه الله تعالى has stated that this Ḥadīth is one of the strange ones of Sahih of Muslim, and then stated that Īmām Bukhārī, in his book Tarikh Kābir, has considered this narration to be ma’lul (defective). And some scholars have quoted this statement as a saying of Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah ﷺ, narrated by Ka‘b Aḥbār, and not as a statement of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, and have said that this is the most correct. (Ibn Kathīr p. 94, vol. 4)

Similarly, other masters of Ḥadīth like Ibn-ul-Madini, Baihaqī, etc. have also considered it to be a statement of Ka‘b Aḥbār. (Foot note of Zād-ul-Masīr by Ibn-ul-Jauzi, p. 273, vol. 7)

The narration of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ quoted above from Ibn Jarīr has also an element of gharabah, (being against other sources) according to Ibn Kathīr. One reason for its gharabah is that in this narration creation of Sayyidnā ’Ādam ﷺ took place alongwith the creation of skies in the last hour of Friday, and the divine order for prostration and the exit of Iblis from the Paradise is also mentioned to have taken place in the same hour. But it is patently clear from the text of many verses of the Qur’ān that creation of Sayyidnā ’Ādam ﷺ took place a long time after the creation of the earth and skies, when the earth
was provided with all the necessities, and it was inhabited by the Jinns and satans (devils). It was after all this that Allah Ta'ālā told the angels that He was going to make a vicegerent on the earth. (Mażhari)

Briefly, of all the aḥādīth wherein the duration, days and sequence of creation of the earth and skies is narrated, no narration is such which can be said to be as absolutely certain as the Qurʾān. Rather, it is very likely that these may be Israelite traditions, not noble aḥādīth, as clarified by Ibn Kathīr about the Ḥadīth quoted in Ṣaḥīḥ of Muslim and Naṣā`ī. Therefore conclusions should be drawn from the verses of the Qurʾān only. The one thing found absolutely certain from the verses of the Qurʾān collectively is that the earth, the skies and whatever is inside them were created in six days only. The other thing found from the verses of Sūrah Ḥā Mim Sajdah is that the creation of the earth, its mountains, trees, etc. took full four days. The third thing found is that the creation of skies took two days – it is not clarified whether it took two full days. There is some indication that two full days were not used and some part of the last day, being Friday, was left unused. It appears from these verses that it took four days for the creation of the earth and the remaining two days for the creation of the skies, the earth having been created first. But the verse of Sūrah Nazi’āt states clearly that the laying out of the earth and its completion took place after the creation of the skies. Therefore the sequence stated above, with reference to Bayān-ul-Qurʾān, that the creation of the earth took place in two stages, is not beyond reason. In the first two days, the earth and the matter for mountains, etc. were created, in the next two days the skies were created, and in the last two days the laying out of the earth and the creation of the mountains, trees rivers, springs etc. was completed. In this way the four days of the creation of the earth were not continuous. As for the sequence mentioned in the present verse of Sūrah Ḥā Mim Sajdah, it is stated first that the creation of the earth took place in two days: خَلَقَ الْأَرْضَ فِي يَوْمَيْنِ (the One who has created the earth in two days, - 41:9), then after giving a reprimand to the mushrikīn, it is stated separately: وَجَعَلَ فِيهَا رُوَابِيْسِ مِنْ قَوْفَيْهَا وَبَرُكَ فِيهَا وَقَدَّرَ فِيهَا أَفْوَاتَهَا فِي أَرْبَعَةٍ أَيَامًا (He has placed firm mountains in it [the earth] towering above it, and put blessings in it, and proportioned its foods therein, in four days - 10). It should be remembered that the four days mentioned in this verse are inclusive of the first two days mentioned in verse 9, according to the
consensus of the exegetes. The first two days and the later four days are not separate, otherwise the total period of creation would become eight days which is against the explicit statement of the Qurʾān.

It appears that it would have been more proper at this point if, after mentioning the creation of earth in two days, the creation of mountains etc. were also mentioned in two days, and thus it would have been known that the total number of days taken for the creation of earth was four. But by choosing to state that the number of days including the remainder of the earth’s creations totals four, Qurʾān has probably indicated that the four days were not continuous, but in two parts—two days before the creation of the skies, and two days after it. The creation of mountains etc. mentioned in the verse 41:9, relates to the period after the creation of the skies. And Allah knows best.

(He has placed firm mountains in it (the earth) towering above it,...41:10) The mountains have been created to maintain the earth’s balance as has been clarified in many verses of Qurʾān. It was not necessary for this purpose to raise them above the earth’s surface and to make them so high—they could have been placed inside the earth also. But in raising them above and making them so high as to keep them away from the reach of human beings and animals, generally, there were thousands, rather innumerable, benefits for the inhabitants of the earth. Hence the words, “towering above it” in this verse point out to this special blessing.

(and proportioned its foods therein, in four days, equal for those who ask......41:10) (Aqwāt) is plural of Qūt which means food, sustenance, including common necessities of human life. (Abū ʿUbaid – Zad-ul-Masir by Ibn-ul-Jauzi)

Hasan and Suddī have said in its explanation that Allah Almighty has predetermined the sustenance and maintenance for the inhabitants of every region according to their need and expedience in the sense that He issued directions that such and such items be produced in such and such qualities in this region of the earth. This predetermination has caused every region of the earth to have characteristics of its own, and different kinds of minerals, different kinds of vegetation, trees and animals have been created according to the needs, nature and preferences...
of that zone.

This arrangement results in every region having different products and different dresses – ‘Aṣb in Yemen, Saburi in Sābūr, Tayalīsah in Ray, wheat in some region, rice and other grains in other regions, cotton in some areas, jute in some others, apples and grapes in some areas, mangos in others; these differences in items accord with the differences in the nature of the different regions. ‘Ikrimah and Ḍaḥḥāk state that these differences in the products in different regions have opened ways for international trade and for mutual cooperation between different regions and countries of the world. No region is independent of other regions for the fulfillment of its needs; mutual wants are the only firm basis for mutual cooperation. ‘Ikrimah has stated that in some areas salt is sold for an equal weight of gold.

In fact, Allah Almighty has made this earth, so to say, such a great store of all necessities such as food, shelter, clothes, etc. of all its inhabitant, including billions and billions of humans and innumerable animals that are to come in this world up to Doomsday. These necessities have been kept inside it, and they will keep on growing and being supplied as needed until the Last Day of this world. All a man has to do is to take the necessities out of the earth according to his need and use them.

Further on, the text states: ﴿سَوَاءٌ لِّلْمُسَأْلِينَ﴾ (equal for those who ask -10). Most of the commentators (mufassirīn) have related this sentence to the four days. It means that all these great creations took place in exactly four days. Generally ‘four’ does not always mean exactly four – it may be slightly more or slightly less, but the fractions are disregarded in such cases, and it is still called ‘four’. The addition of the word ‘equal’ here in the verse has eliminated this possibility, and clarified that the creation of the earth and the skies and what is placed in them took place in exactly four days. And the word ‘for those who ask’ means those people who asked the Holy Prophet ﷺ regarding the creation of the earth and the skies, as the Jews did according to Tafsīr Ibn Jarīr and Ad-Durr-ul-Manthur. They have been told that all this creation took place in exactly four days. (Ibn Kathīr, Qurṭubī, Rūḥ)

And some exegetes Ibn Zayd, etc., have linked the words ‘for those
who ask’ with the foregoing sentence ‘proportioned its foods therein’ and held ‘those who ask’ to mean the needy people who ask for food. The meaning in this case would be that Allah Almighty has created all these different kinds and species of foods and necessities for the benefit of those who need and seek them, and since needy people usually ask for food, they have been called ‘those who ask’. (Al-Bahr-ul-Muhît)

Ibn Kathîr has quoted this explanation and said that it is like the statement of the Qur’ân (And He gave you whatever you asked for. - 14:34) ‘you asked for’ in this verse means ‘you were in need of even though it has not been asked literally, because Allah Almighty has bestowed those things even to those who did not ask for them.

(And He gave you whatever you asked for. - 14:34) (And He gave you whatever you asked for. - 14:34) (and said to it and to the earth, “Come [to My obedience], both of you, willingly or unwillingly.” Both said, “We come willingly.” - 41:11) This command addressed to the earth and sky and their compliant and obedient reply, according to some exegetes, is a metaphorical expression for the readiness of the earth and the sky to comply with every order from Allah Almighty. But Ibn ‘Atîyyah and other leading research scholars have stated that this is no metaphor – it is based on reality. Allah Almighty had endowed the earth and the skies with the faculty of intellect and comprehension of the commands addressed to them and also with the power of speaking and replying. Tafsîr Al-Bahr-ul-Muhît, after quoting this explanation, has held it to be the most suitable and the best. Ibn Kathîr, after quoting the above explanation, has also quoted the statement of some exegetes that the earth’s reply was given by that portion of the earth on which Baytullah has been constructed and the sky’s reply was given by that portion of the sky which is just above the Baytullah, known as Al-Bayt-ul- Ma’mûr.

Verses 13 – 25
So, if they turn away, then say, “I have warned you of a calamity like the calamity of ‘Ad and Thamūd, [13] when the messengers came to them from their front and from their back, saying, “Do not worship anyone but Allah.” They said, “Had our Lord (really) willed to send someone as messenger), He would have sent down angels. So, we are deniers of what you have been sent
with." [14] As for 'Ad, they showed arrogance in the land with no right (to do so), and said, "Who is stronger than us in power?" Did they not see that Allah, who created them, is stronger than them in power? And they used to reject Our signs. [15] So, We let loose a wild wind on them in unlucky days to make them taste the humiliating punishment in the present life. And of course, the punishment of the Hereafter will be much more humiliating, and they will not be helped. [16] And as for Thamud, We showed them the way, but they preferred blindness to the guidance. Therefore, they were seized by the bang of the abasing punishment because of what they used to earn. [17] And We saved those who believed and used to be God-fearing. [18] And (remind them of) the day when Allah's enemies will be mustered towards the Fire. So they will be kept under control, [19] until when they will come to it, their ears and their eyes and their skins will testify against them about what they used to do. [20] And they will say to their skins, "Why did you testify against us?" They (the skins) will say, "We were made to speak by Allah, the One who has made every thing to speak." And He had created you the first time, and to Him you are going to be returned. [21] And you had not been hiding your selves (when committing sins) because of (the apprehension) that your ears and your eyes and your skins would bear witness against you, but you thought that Allah did not know much of what you did. [22] And this thought of yours that you conceived about your Lord brought you to ruin, and you became among the losers. [23] Now, if they endure patiently, even then the Fire is their abode, and if they seek forgiveness, they are not among those (who could be) forgiven. [24] And We had assigned for them fellows (in the worldly life) who beautified for them what was before them and what was behind them, and thus they believed that whatever they were doing was good. 'what was before them' refers to their present acts, while 'what was behind them' refers to their past acts. And (thus) the word (of punishment) became due against them along with the communities that passed before them from Jinns and human beings. Surely they were the losers. [25]

Commentary

The basic purpose of these verses is to warn the people of Makkah
that if, even after seeing the manifest proofs of the Oneness of Allah, they
do not accept the call of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, they may face a punishment
like the earlier people of ‘Ad and Thamūd had faced. In this context, a
brief account of what happened to these people has been given. The
people of Makkah are also reminded that their punishment on the Day of
Judgment will be much more severe, and they will not be able to escape it,
because even the organs of their body will testify against them. And in
this context, some events of that Day are mentioned.

(So, We let loose a wild wind on them - 41:16) This
is the explanation of what was mentioned as ‘calamity of ‘Ad and
Thamūd’ in the earlier verse. The Arabic word used in the text is șā‘iqah.
It originally means ‘something that renders one unconscious. That is why
the thunderbolt is also called șā‘iqah, and unforeseen calamity and
disaster is also called șā‘iqah. The storm which entrapped the people of
‘Ad was also a ‘șā‘iqah’, and has been mentioned in the present verse as
‘wild wind’ which was a wild tempest of extremely high speed and had
piercing sound. (Qurtubī)

Mentioning the details of this tempest, 下さい (in unlucky days....41:16). It is established by the
principles of Islam and ahādīth of the Holy Prophet ﷺ that no day or
night is in itself unlucky or ill-omened. The days of the windstorm over
the people of ‘Ad have been called ‘unlucky’ because those days had
become ill-omened for them due to their misdeeds. It does not necessarily
mean that those days were ill-omened for every body. (Mazharī and Bayān-ul-Qurān). The detailed investigation as to whether anything can be ill-omened by its nature can be seen in the author’s book Aḥkām-ul-Qurān Vol. 5 in Arabic)

(And you had not been hiding your selves [when committing sins] because of [the apprehension] that your ears and your eyes and your skins would bear witness against you,.....41:22) This verse means that if anyone wants to commit a sin or a crime, he may hide it from others, but how can he hide it from his own limbs and organs? When it is known that our ears, eyes, hands, feet, skin and hair are not ours, rather they are witnesses of the state against us, and when they would be questioned about our deeds, they would give true evidence, then there is no way to hide the commitment of a crime or a sin. The only way to avoid the disgrace is to keep away from sin. Although it is not expected from the deniers of Oneness of Allah and of prophethood, that it would enter their minds that their organs and limbs would speak up before Allah Almighty and give evidence against themselves, yet any intelligent person could have understood that it is totally impossible that the One who has created him from a lowly matter, given him ability to hear and see, brought him up and made him young, will not fully know his deeds and state of affairs. But you had thought, against this evident matter, that Allah Almighty had no knowledge of many of your deeds. This false assumption encouraged you to commit ‘shirk’ and ‘kufr’. This is the meaning of Verse 23 where it is said, ّدِيَّكَمْ نَظَرۡيْنَ أَنْ نُفَهَمۡهَا عَلَیۡكُمُ جَزَآئُكُمْ “And this thought of yours that you conceived
about your Lord brought you to ruin…"

The Evidence of Man’s Limbs and organs after Resurrection

According to a narration reported in Sahih of Muslim Sayyidnā Anas ﺑﻲ ﺒـ ﺟائد ﺑـ ﺒـ ﺟائد says, “One day we were with the Holy Prophet ﷺ when he started laughing. Then he asked us whether we knew why he was laughing. We said that Allah and His Rasūl ﷺ knew best. Then he said “What made me laugh was the dialogue a slave will have with his Lord on the Day of Resurrection. The slave will say, “O my Lord! Did you not give me protection from injustice?” Allah Almighty will say, ‘No doubt, I did.’ Then this slave will say, ‘Since this is so, I would not be satisfied with any evidence in the matter of my accountability, except that some part of my own being stands up as witness.’ Allah Almighty will say, ‘Your own being is enough today to take your account. (17:14)’ Then his mouth will be sealed, and his limbs and organs will be asked to tell about his deeds. Every organ would speak up and give true evidence. After that his mouth will be unsealed, and then he will say to his own organs in displeasure, ‘May you be ruined. May you be destroyed; whatever I had done in the world was only to make you comfortable’, (whereas you have stated to furnish evidence against me.)

And according to another narration by Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah ﺑﻲ ﺒـ ﺟائد, this person’s mouth will be sealed, and his thigh will be called to speak and tell about his deeds. Then his thigh, its flesh and bone will all give evidence of his deeds. (Muslim, Mazhari)

Sayyidnā Ma’qil Ibn Yasār ﺑﻲ ﺒـ ﺟائد has narrated that the Holy Prophet ﷺ has said that every new day calls the humans saying, ‘I am a new day, and I shall be a witness to whatever you do today. So you should do some good deed before I come to an end, in order that I may give evidence, because once I am gone, you will never find me again. Similarly, every night gives the same call.’ (Al-Qurṭubi, with reference to Abī Nu‘aim)

Verses 26 – 29

وَقَالَ الَّذِينَ كَفَرُوا لَا تَسْمَعُوا لِهذَا الْقُرْآنِ وَلَعَنَّا فِيهِ لَعَلَّكُمْ تَعْلَمُونَ (26) فَلَنْ يَذِينَ الَّذِينَ كَفَرُوا عَذَابًا شَدِيدًا وَلَنْ جَزِينَهُمْ
And said those who disbelieved, “Do not listen to this Qur’ān, and make noise during its recitation, so that you may overcome.” [26] So, We will certainly make them taste a severe punishment, and will certainly recompense them for the worst of what they used to do. [27] That is the recompense of the enemies of Allah– the Fire. For them there is the eternal home, as a recompense for their persistent denial of Our verses. [28] And those who disbelieve will say, “Our Lord, show us the two who led us astray, out of the Jinns and the humans, and we will put both of them under our feet, so that they become among the lowest.” [29]

Commentary

لا تسمعوا بهذا القرآن والجو فيه (Do not listen to this Qur’ān, and make noise during its recitation, - 41:26) When all the efforts of the disbelievers failed in confronting the Holy Qur’ān, they started doing such mischievous acts as mentioned in this verse. Sayyidnā Ibnu ‘Abbās  has stated that Abī Jahl got his people primed up and ready to make noises whenever Muhammad ﷺ recited the Qur’ān, so that people might not find out what he is saying. Some have said that preparations were made to stop people from listening to the Qur’ān by whistling, clapping and by making all sorts of noises during the recitation.

It is Wājib (necessary) to listen quietly while Qur’ān is being recited; It is infidel's way not to remain quiet.

It is learnt from the above verse that making noises with the intention of creating disturbance in the recitation of the Qur’ān is a sign of disbelief. It is also known that to listen quietly to the recitation of the Qur’ān is wājib (necessary) and a sign of faith. It has become a usual practice in our days that people put their radios (and cassette players) on where the Holy Qur’ān is recited with loud voice, which can be heard in about every restaurant and place of gathering, while people go about
their business never paying any attention to the Holy Qur’an. This practice presents a picture that was a sign of infidels. May Allah Almighty guide Muslims. They should either avoid the recitation of the Holy Qur’an at such places and on such occasions where people are unable to listen to it, or if they wish to benefit from the blessing of the recitation, they must listen to it quietly and attentively.

Verses 30 – 36

Surely, those who have declared: “Our Lord is Allah”, then remained steadfast, on them the angels will descend, saying, “Do not fear, and do not grieve; and be happy with the good news of the Jannah that you had been promised. [30] We have been your friends in the worldly life, and (will remain as such) in the Hereafter. And for you here is whatever your souls desire, and for you here is whatever you call for a gift of welcome from the Most-forgiving, the Very-Merciful”. [32] And who can be better in words than the one who calls towards Allah, and acts righteously and says, “I am one of those who submit themselves (to Allah)”? [33] And good and evil are not equal. Repel (evil) with what is
best, and you will see that the one you had mutual enmity with him will turn as if he were a close friend. [34] And no one is blessed with this (attitude) but those who observe patience, and no one is blessed with this (attitude) but a man of great luck. [35] And should a stroke from Shaitan (Satan) strike you, seek refuge with Allah. Surely, He is the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing. [36]

Commentary

Those who rejected the Qur’ān, the prophethood and the Oneness of Allah have been addressed from the beginning of the Sūrah. With reference to the signs of Allah’s Omnipotence, they are invited to believe in Oneness of Allah. Mentioned thereafter is the evil fate of those who reject the life hereinafter with a detailed account of the punishment of hell in that life. Now the text takes up, henceforth, the conditions of the believing people and of those having perfect faith, their being honored and exalted in this world and in eternity along with some special directions for them. Believers and those having perfect faith are those people who not only stick to the straight path and abide by the revealed laws themselves in their deeds and morals, but also call others towards Allah and care about their reformation. It is in this connection that those who invite others towards Islam are directed to remain patient and to repay evil with goodness.

The sense of being upright

(Surely, those who have declared: “Our Lord is Allah”, then remained steadfast - 41:30) This verse has mentioned two qualities of these people. One is affirming Allah as their Lord. This refers to their ‘īmān’(faith). The other quality is of their remaining steadfast which refers to their good deeds. In this way, the verse says that these people combine the true faith with good practice. The word used in the text for this second aspect is istiqamah (translated above as being steadfast) which has been taken by Maulānā Thānawi to mean firmness in unshaken faith. This explanation is reported from Sayyidnā Abū Bakr &. The explanation given by Sayyidnā ‘Uthmān & is nearly the same, as according to him istiqamah means ikhlāṣ (sincerity) in deeds. And Sayyidnā ‘Umar & has explained istiqamah in the following words,
Istiqamah is that you hold on unwaveringly to all the injunctions of Allah – carry out the good deeds and stay away from prohibitions, and do not seek escape-routes like foxes. (Mażhari).

That is why scholars have said that Istiqāmah is a small word, but it comprises all the revealed laws of Islam which includes carrying out all the orders of Allah and staying away from all prohibitions and odious things on a permanent basis. It is stated in Tafsir Kashshaf that a person’s declaration that his Lord is Allah can only be true when he believes from the bottom of his heart that he is being brought up by Allah Almighty in all situations and at every step, that he cannot take even one breath without His mercy, and all this demands that one should be so devoted and steadfast in his ways of worship that neither his heart nor his body should deviate even to a hair’s breadth from submission to Him like a slave.

That is the reason that once the Holy Prophet was asked by Sayyidnā Sufyān Ibn ‘Abdullāh Thaqafī to tell him something so comprehensive about Islam that he should not have to ask anybody else afterwards for anything. The Holy Prophet said to him:

"Say, 'I have faith in Allah', and then remain steadfast to it."

Remaining steadfast apparently means to hold on firmly to the faith and to the good deeds which the faith demands.

Sayyidnā ‘Alī and Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās have defined Istiqāmah (Steadfastness) as discharge of obligatory duties, and Hasan Baṣrī said that Istiqāmah is to obey Allah in all deeds, and to avoid His disobedience. This tells us that the above quoted description of Istiqāmah given by Sayyidnā ‘Umar, is the most comprehensive. The descriptions of Sayyidnā Abū Bakr and Sayyidnā ‘Uthmān also result in the above, because sincerity in deeds has been stressed upon by them along with good deeds. (Tafsir Mażhari). Jaṣṣās has also adopted the above explanation by quoting Abūl ‘Alīyah and so has Ibn Jarīr.

(on them the angels will descend - 41:30). The descent of angels and their address as mentioned in this verse will take place at the
time of one’s death according to Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ, but according to Qatādah, it will take place on the Day of Resurrection at the time of rising from the graves. And according to Waki‘ Ibn Jarraḥ, it would happen on three occasions, first at the time of death, secondly in the graves, and thirdly on the Day of Resurrection at the time of rising from graves. And Abū Ḥayyān has opined in Al-Bahr-ul-Muhīt that, in fact, angels keep on descending upon Mu‘mins (believers) all the time, even in this life, and their effects and blessings are found in the deeds of the believers; but they will be visible on these occasions only, and it is at that time that the voice of angels will be heard.

Abū Nu‘aim has reported about Thābit Al-bunāni that while reciting Sūrah Ḥa Mīm Sajdah, when he reached the present verse (on them the angels descend), he said, “According to a Ḥadīth that has reached us, the Mu‘min at the time of rising in his grave on the Day of Resurrection, will be met by the two angels who used to be with him in the world, and they will console him not to worry or be afraid, rather be happy with the glad tidings of Paradise, which was being promised to him. These words of the angels will bring serenity to the Mu‘min.

(And for you here is whatever your souls desire, and for you here is whatever you call for. - 41:31,32) In other words, ‘all your desires’ would be fulfilled whether you request or you don’t.’ The word used after that is ‘nuzulan’ meaning hospitality indicates that many the delights provided to you there will be such that even desire had not entered your heart, as happens to a guest, specially of a great personage, that many such things also are presented to him that the guest had not even imagined. (Mażhari)

It is stated in a Ḥadīth that the Holy Prophet ﷺ said that in Paradise, if the desire comes into your heart to eat the flesh of a flying bird you are looking at it, it would immediately fall in front of you completely cooked, ready to eat. Some narrations have it that the bird would not have been touched either by fire or smoke, but would come

---

1. This which originally means ‘a thing prepared by a host to be offered to him soon after his arrival’. That is why it is translated by us above as a ‘welcome-gift’. But for the sake of brevity and in general usage, it is generally translated as ‘hospitality’. Muhammad Taqi Usmani
down already cooked. (Al-Bazzār, Al-Baihaqī – narrated by Ibn Masʿūd – Mażhari)

In another Ḥadīth, the Holy Prophet said that if a Muʿmin in Paradise wishes to have a child born in his house, the conception, delivery, weaning, growing into being an adult – all this would take place in a moment. (Tirmidhī, Baihaqī, etc. – Mażhari)

(And who can be better in words than the one who calls towards Allah, and acts righteously and says, “I am one of those who submit themselves [to Allah]”? - 33) This is the second aspect of the state of the totally obedient Muʿmins, that they not only have faith and carry out good deeds themselves, but they also invite others to do the same. The Qurʾān states that who can say anything better than the one who calls others towards Allah. So we know that the best and most excellent discourse of a man is to call others towards truth. This includes all the ways of calling towards Allah – through the spoken word, through writing or through any other manner. The one who calls adhān (call to obligatory prayer) is also included in this category, because he calls others towards prayers. That is why Sayyidah `A’ishah has said that this verse is about muʿadhdhins (those who proclaim adhān), and that the words, ‘and acts righteously ‘after this means offering of two rakʿāt of prayers between adhan and iqamah.

It is narrated in a Ḥadīth that the Holy Prophet said that the supplication between adhān and Iqāmah is not rejected (Abū Dāwūd and Tirmidhī – narrated by Sayyidnā Anas – Mażhari)

The merits and blessings of adhān and its reply are very great, as stated in Şahīh aḥādīth, provided that the adhān is proclaimed purely for Allah, and not for any payment or compensation. These aḥādīth have been collected in Tafsīr Mażhari.

(And good and evil are not equal - 34). The special instructions for those who are engaged in calling others towards Allah commence from here. The gist of these instructions is not to repay evil with evil, but to be patient and to be obliging. (Repel (evil) with what is best, - 34) means that the habit of those people who are engaged in calling others towards Allah should be to reply to the evil behavior of the addressees in the best possible manner. No doubt, it is
good not to repay evil with evil and to forgive, but it is much better to do some good to the evil-doer after forgiving him. Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās has said that the instruction in this verse is to be patient with the one who is expressing his anger with you, to be tolerant and forbearing with the one who is being ignorant with you and to forgive the one who has made you suffer. (Mazhari)

Some narrations have it that someone either abused or reviled Sayyidnā Abī Bakr who said to him, ‘If what you are saying is true that I am at fault and am bad, then I pray Allah Ta'ālā to forgive me, and if you have told a lie then may Allah Forgive you. (Qurtubī)

Verses 37 – 39

And among His signs are the night and the day, and the sun and the moon. Do not make sajdah (prostration) to the sun, or to the moon. And make sajdah to Allah who has created them, if it is Him whom you worship. [37] Still, if they show arrogance, then those who are with your Lord proclaim His purity night and day, and they do not get weary. [38] And among His signs is that you see the land inactive, then once We send down water thereto, it gets excited and swells. Surely, the One who has given life to it is the One who gives life to the dead. No doubt, He is powerful to do everything. [39]

It is Not permissible to prostrate before anyone except Allah Almighty

(Do not make sajdah [prostration] to the sun, or to the moon. And make sajdah to Allah who
has created them - 37). It is learnt from this verse that prostration is the right of the Creator of the Universe only. The consensus of the Ummah is that to prostrate before any star, human being, etc. is *harām* (forbidden), whether it is for worship, or just as a gesture of respect and reverence. The only difference is that if someone prostrates before anyone other than Allah with intention to worship him, he becomes an infidel, and the one who prostrates simply as a mark of respect and reverence is not called an infidel, but he is guilty of committing a serious haram act and is a sinner.

Prostration of worship for any being other than Allah has never been lawful for any *Ummah* in any Shari’ah of any prophet, because it becomes a practice of *shirk* (polytheism) and *shirk* has never been allowed in any code of shari’ah revealed to any prophet. However, prostration in respect and reverence of anyone (with no intention to worshipping him) had been allowed in the codes of shari’ah revealed to some prophets. All the angels were ordered to prostrate before Sayyidnā 'Ādām before he came into this world. It is stated in the Qur’ān that the father and brothers of Sayyidnā Yūsuf prostrated before him. But the jurisprudents of this *Ummah* are unanimous on the point that such a prostration was permissible in the earlier codes only, and it stands abrogated in Islam. Prostration for any being other than Allah has been declared absolutely haram (forbidden). Full details of this issue are given in the author’s booklet *Al-maqalat-ul-mardiyyah, fi Hukmi sajdat-it-tahiyyah* in Arabic, and its Urdu translation has also been published.

وَهُمْ لَا يُسْتَنَعُونَ (and they do not get weary. - 38) This is one of the verses called ‘Verses of *sajdah*’ the recitation of which makes it obligatory to perform *sajdah* (prostration) for the one who recites them and the one who listens to them. This *sajdah* is called *sajdah* of *tilawah*. There is consensus of the *Ummah* on the point that *sajdah* of *tilawah* is *wājib* (obligatory) in this Sūrah, but the scholars differ regarding the exact place where it becomes *wājib*. Ḍā’ī Abū Bakr Ibn-ul-ʿArabi has written in *Aḥkām-ul-Qur’ān* that Sayyidnā ‘Alī and Sayyidnā Ibn Mas‘ūd used to prostrate at the end of the verse 37 i.e. at the end of *(if it is Him whom you worship.)* Imam Mālik has adopted this very stance. Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās, however, used to prostrate at the end of the verse 38 i.e. at the end of *(and they do not get weary.)*
Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Umar has also advised prostration at this place. Masrūq, Abū ‘Abdūr Raḥmān Sulāmī, Ibrāhīm Nakhā’ī, Ibn Sīrīn, Qatādah, etc., and most jurists used to prostrate at verse 38, i.e. at the end of 41. Imām Abū Bakr Jaṣṣāṣ has said in Aḥkām-ul-Qurān that this has been the view of all the leading Ḥanafī scholars. He has further said that in view of the differences, it is on the safer side to prostrate at the end of the verse 38, because even if prostration becomes wājib at the end of the verse 37, then the obligation would be discharged if it is performed after the recitation of the verse 38, and if it becomes wājib at the verse 38, then, the discharge of obligation (if it is performed after verse 38) is more obvious.

Verses 40 – 46

Surely those who go crooked about Our signs are not hidden from Us. So, tell me which one is better: the one who is thrown into the Fire, or the one who will come
safely on the Day of Judgment? Do whatever you wish. He is watchful of whatever you do. [40] Surely those who have rejected the advice (the Qur'ān) when it came to them (are the ones who go crooked and are not hidden from Us). And surely, it is an unassailable book [41] that cannot be approached by falsehood, neither from its front, nor from its behind _ a revelation from the Wise, the Ever-Praised. [42] Nothing is being said to you but what has been said to the messengers before you. Your Lord is certainly the lord of forgiveness and the lord of painful punishment. [43] And had We made it a non-Arabic Qur'ān, they would have said, "Why are its verses not clearly explained? Is it a non-Arabic (book) and an Arab (messenger)?" 1 Say, "For those who believe, it is guidance and cure. As for those who do not believe, there is deafness in their ears, and for them it is blindness. Such people are being called from a distant place." [44] And We gave Musa the book, then it was disputed (as well). And but for a word that had already come from your Lord, the matter would have been decided between them. And they are in confounding doubt about it. [45] If someone acts righteously, he does so for the benefit of his own soul, and if someone commits evil, he does so against it. And your Lord is not unjust to His slaves. [46]

Commentary

Description and Rules of Ilḥād – A particular kind of kufr

إنَّ الْذِّيْنَ يَفْقَهُونَ فِي الْكِتَابِ (Surely those who go crooked about Our signs are not hidden from Us.....41:40) In the earlier verses, there were warnings, threats and mention of scourge for those who used to openly deny the Oneness of Allah and the prophethood of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Now a particular kind of denial is being described which is called ‘ilḥād’. The lexical meaning of ‘ilḥād’ is to deviate, to incline towards one side, being

(1). This verse was revealed in answer to an objection raised by some people of Quraish who, according to a report of Sa‘īd Ibn Jubair reproduced by Suyūṭī in his Ad-Durr-ul-Manthur, had said that some part of the Qur’ān should have been in a language other than Arabic, so that its miraculous nature would have been more pronounced in the sense that an Arab prophet would have been reciting verses in a language he did not know. The gist of the answer given in this verse is that there is no end to such absurd objections. Had Allah revealed the Qur’ān in some other language, they would have come with another objection that it is not understandable, and that an Arab messenger is not supposed to convey his message in any language other than Arabic.
crooked. In the terminology of the Qur'ān and Ḥadīth, 'ilḥād' means to deviate from the verse of the Holy Qur'ān. Lexically, this word is applicable to both cases of deviation, be it open denial, or through false interpretation. But, generally, the term of 'ilḥād' is used for a deviation that apparently purports to have faith in the Qur'ān and its verses, but attributes such self-assumed meanings to the Quran that are against the clear and explicit meanings accepted and recognized by the majority of the ummah, and that change the intention of the Qur'ān in its entirety. Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās & has given this very meaning of 'ilḥād' in the explanation of this verse by saying: (‘ilḥād’ is to use a statement at an irrelevant place). The words, ṣaḥabatūn ʿallāmā (‘ilḥād’ is not hidden from Us” in the present verse 40 indicate that ‘ilḥād’ was a kind of ‘kufr’ that they wanted to hide. So Allah Almighty said that they could not hide their kufr (infidelity) from Him.

And this verse has advised clearly that deviation from the verses of the Qur'ān, whether openly in distinct words or by trying to change the injunctions of the Qur'ān through false interpretations, all are ‘ilḥād’ and kufr.

Briefly, ‘ilḥād’ is a kind of hypocritical kufr which in appearance claims and admits to have faith in the Qur'ān and its verses, but fabricates meanings of the verses of the Qur'ān which are against the explicit provisions of the Qur'ān, Sunnah and principles of Islam.

Imām Abū Yūsuf has stated in Kitāb-ul-Kharāj:

كذالك الزنادقة الذين يلحدون وقد كانوا يظهرون الإسلام

“Similar are zindiqs who deviate; and they used to pretend Islam.

This tells us that zindiq and mulḥid (one who practices ‘ilḥād’) are one and the same. Both words are used for an infidel who outwardly claims to follow Islam, but in reality refuses to obey the injunctions through distortion in the meaning of the Qur'ān against the explicit and definite meanings accepted by the Ummah as a whole.

Removal of a Misunderstanding:

One of the rules described in books of Islamic theology is that a muta'awwil (i.e. the one who adheres to a wrong belief on the pretext of a
different interpretation of the Qur’ān and Sunnah) should not be declared to be a kāfir or a Non-Muslim. But if this rule is taken to be so general that no matter how false a pretext one applies to even an absolute and certain injunction, one would, however not become a kāfir (infidel), then the inevitable consequence would be that none of the polytheists, idolaters, Jews or Christians should be called Non-Muslims or Kāfir, because the pretext of the idolaters is stated in the Qur’ān itself:

مانعبدوهم إلا ليقربونا إلى الله وُلِّغ

"And we do not worship them (the idols) but for the reason that they will bring us closer to Allah.” (39:3)

The pretext was that they do not worship the idols themselves, but as intercessors to take us nearer to Allah Almighty and as such, in reality, they worship Allah. But the Qur’ān has declared them to be kāfir, despite this pretext. The pretexts of Jews and Christians are very well known, despite they have been called Kāfir in the explicit verses of Qur’ān and Sunnah. Hence it is established that the rule of not calling a muta’awwil as Kāfir is not applicable so generally.

Therefore, the scholars and jurisprudents have clarified that the rule mentioned above is subject to a condition that the interpretation in matters relating to the self-evident elements (Daruriyyat-ud-dīn) should not be against their definite (qatī) meanings. Self-evident elements of religion (Daruriyyat-ud-dīn) are those injunctions and rules of Islam which are so continuously practiced, established, and well-known that even illiterate and ignorant Muslims are aware of them, such as the obligation of salah five times a day, two rak‘āt of ṣalāh in fajr and four rak‘āt in zuhr and fasting during the month of Ramaḍān, all being obligatory duties; similarly the prohibition of ribā‘ (usury), alcoholic drinks, pig, etc. If anyone gives such false interpretations of the verses of the Qur’ān pertaining to these matters which perverts their well-known and established meanings accepted by the Muslims throughout the history by way of tawatur (uninterrupted), then such a person would, no doubt, by consensus of the ’Ummah, be a kāfir, because he is, in reality, denying the teaching of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. And the definition of ’imān (faith) recognized by the consensus of ’ummah is the following:

تصدیق النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم فيما علم مجيئه به ضرورة

"To believe in whatever is established to be the teaching of the
Holy Prophet in a self-evident manner known not only to scholars, but also to the general public.

Therefore, in comparison, the description of kufr would be the denial of any of the things mentioned above.

So the person who changes any injunction pertaining to the self-evident elements of the religion through false explanations or pretexts is actually denying the teachings of the Holy Prophet.

Since ignorance of and negligence about religion and its injunctions have reached alarming proportions these days, many people who do not know the principles of Shari'ah, and whatever information they have about Islam is based on what they have learnt from the Western scholars, have started in our days distorting the teachings of Islam by presenting false interpretations of the Holy Qur'an and Sunnah. Such people often seek help from the rule mentioned above and claim that these interpretations cannot be held as kufr.

Therefore, in view of the serious need of the times, my respected teacher Maulana Muhammed Anwar Shai Kashmi has written a book on this issue, which is published with the title of Ikfar-ul-mulhidin. It has been proved in this book, on the basis of clarifications of scholars and jurisprudents of every school of thought, that in the self-evident elements of religion (Daruriyyat-ud-din) nobody's pretext is valid, and such a pretext does not protect one from being kafir. This humble writer has summarized the contents of this book in his Urdu booklet (ايمان اور كفر، قرآن كي روشني ميں) 'Iman or kufr Qur'an ki roshni meyn'. The gist of the discussion is given in that book from a writing of Shai 'Abdul-'Aziz Muhadith Dehlawi in the following way:

He says that false interpretation of the Qur'an may be of two kinds. One, is an interpretation that goes against the definite, unambiguous texts of the Qur'an or of the mutawatir ahadith or of absolute consensus of the ummah. This kind of interpretation is kufr undoubtedly. The second kind is an interpretation against the texts that are, though clear and semi-certain, are not certain or definite in absolute terms. This kind of false interpretation is not kufr, however, it is fisq and misguidance. Apart from these two kinds, any interpretation that is based on a possible understanding of the text is the field of the jurists exercising ijtihad, and
it carries reward from Allah in any case, as declared by a Ḥadīth.

(Surely those who have rejected the advice, when it came to them [are the ones who go crooked and are not hidden from Us]. And surely, it is an unassailable book that cannot be approached by falsehood, neither from its front, nor from its behind.) Most Exegetes have stated that the ‘advice’ in this verse refers to the Qur'ān, and the sentence “those who have rejected the advice when it came to them” is a complement of the former phrase “those who go crooked about Our verse” and hence, according to Arabic grammar, is subject to the same predicate, and thus the meaning is that these people cannot be hidden from Us, and consequently cannot escape the scourge. Further on is stated that the Qur'ān is protected by Allah.

(And surely, it is an unassailable book) meaning that Allah holds this Book dear and fully protected; no falsehood can enter this Book. (Narrated by Ibn ‘Abbās – Maẓhari)

Qatādah and Suddī have stated that ‘bāṭil’ (falsehood) in this verse means Shaiṭān (Satan), and ‘neither from its front, nor from its behind’ means ‘from any side’. To sum up, Satan’s manipulation and contrivance just do not work on this Book; Satan cannot distort this Book by adding something to it, or deleting something from it.

The author of Tafsīr Maẓhari, after quoting this explanation, has added that Satan here includes the satans both from jinn and from humans – neither can carry out any change or distortion in the Qur'ān. Some Rawafid.

Abū Ḥayyān has stated in Al-Baḥr-ul-Muḥīṭ that the word bāṭil (falsehood) as a word is not specific to Satan; any falsehood or falsifier, whether from Satan or from any other source, cannot succeed in the Qur'ān. Then, referring to Ṭabarī, he has mentioned that this verse means that a disbeliever can neither dare to carry out any change in this

(1) This term is used for the extremists among the Shi'ites who tried to add ten parts (Ajza') and some tried to add some particular verses, but none could succeed.
Book openly, nor can he distort its meaning through *ilhād* coverts.

The explanation of Tabari is very appropriate here, because there can be only two ways of introducing any distortion or *ilhād* in the Qurʾān. First, that any disbeliever tries openly to add something to or delete something from the Qurʾān. This has been denoted by the words, ‘from its front’. The second way of distortion is that somebody, claiming to have faith, tries to distort the meaning of the Qurʾān covertsly through false interpretations. This has been referred to by the words, ‘nor from its behind’.

The sense, in nut shell, is that this Book is so noble and protected by Allah that nobody has the power to bring any addition, omission or change in its words, nor can one succeed in bringing any change in the injunctions of the Qurʾān by distorting its meaning. Whenever any wretched person attempted to do so, he had to face ignominy – The Qurʾān remained pure and untouched by his evil plans. As for its protection from open distortion or change, everybody can see that there is no way for anyone to do it, because it is being read and recited throughout the world for the last fourteen centuries, fully memorized by hundreds of thousands of people; if anybody makes even the slightest mistake, the young, the old, the learned scholars, the illiterate – thousands and thousands of Muslims raise their voice for correction. The words ‘nor from its behind’ in the present verse indicate that the protection of the Qurʾān that has been undertaken by Allah Almighty Himself by saying “And We are there to protect it.” (15:9) is not limited to its words only; rather Allah Almighty has ensured that its meanings will remain protected as well. Allah Almighty has so safeguarded even the meaning and injunctions of Qurʾān through His Messenger and his direct disciples, the noble Companions, that if any infidel attempts to distort it through false explanations, thousands of scholars stand up to refute it, and he faces rejection. The fact is that in the verse (We are there to protect it) the pronoun ‘it’ points towards the Qurʾān and Qurʾān is not just the name of words, but is the name of both words and meanings.

It is clearly mentioned in correct *ahādīth* that a group will always remain among Muslims, till Doomsday, who would expose the distortions of those who commit *ilhād* (false interpretation), and would clarify the correct meaning of the Qurʾān. They may hide their *kufr* from the whole
world, but they cannot hide it from Allah Almighty, and since Allah Almighty is aware of their conspiracy, they are bound to face punishment.

(Is it a non-Arabic [book] and an Arab [messenger]? - 44) The original word used for non-Arabic in the text is a'jamiyy (with hamza before the letter 'ain) which is an Arabic term for 'ineloquent speech', while 'ajam' (without hamzah in its beginning) means any nation other than Arabs. Therefore 'ajamiyy is a person who is non-Arab, even though he may speak eloquently, and a'jamiyy is a person who cannot speak eloquently. (Qurtubi). The use of the word اَجَامِيِّيَّ in this verse means that if We had revealed the Qur'an in any language other than Arabic, then the Quraysh who are the first addressees of the Qur'an would have complained that they did not understand this Book and would have said wonderfully that the prophet is an 'Arab, but the book is a'jamiyy which is ineloquent.

(قُلْ هُوَ الَّذِي يَلْعَبُونَ امْنَاتٌ فِي الْوَسَائِلِ) (Say, "For those who believe, it is guidance and cure. - 44) Two attributes of The noble Qur'an are stated here. One is that Qur'an gives guidance - such guidance in all spheres of life as is beneficial and useful for human beings. The second attribute is that the Qur'an is cure. That it is a cure for spiritual ailments like kufr, shirk, arrogance, jealousy, greed, etc. is quite obvious, but is also cure for bodily ailments, as has been proved by experience of treating patients through Qur'anic prayers which has been successful.

(عَلَيْكَ يُنادِيُّونَ مِنْ مَكَانٍ يَعْيَدُ) (Such people are being called from a distant place. - 44) This is a similitude. A person who understands what is being said, the Arabs say to him, "أَنتُ تَسْمَعُ مِنْ قَرْبِهِ" (you are listening from a near place) and if a person does not understand the discourse, they say to him, "أَنتُ تَنَاَدَيْ مِنْ يَعْيَدِ" (you are being called from a distant place) (Qurtubi). The meaning is that since these people do not intend to listen and to understand the directions of the Qur'an, their ears are almost deaf and their eyes are blind, therefore teaching them the Qur'anic guidance is like calling someone from such a distant place that the voice does not reach his ears.

**Verses 47 - 54**
To Him alone is referred the knowledge of the Hour (the exact time of Doomsday). And no fruits come out of their sheaths, nor does a female conceive a baby, nor does she deliver it, but with His knowledge. And (remember) the day He will call them (saying), “Where are My partners?” They will say, “We declare to you that no one of us is to testify (that you have partners).” And lost to them will be whatever they used to invoke earlier, and they will realize that they have no

(1) It means that whenever a question is asked about the exact time when the Day of Judgment will come, the answer is to be referred to Allah Ta'ala alone, because no one except Him has the knowledge about it. The next verse has mentioned that Allah’s exclusive knowledge is not restricted to the Day of Judgment. He knows every minute event that takes place in this world, like the fruits coming out of their sheaths, and the women conceiving and delivering their babies; nothing happens in this world without His knowledge.
way to escape. [48] And man\(^{(1)}\) does not get weary of craving for (all sorts of ) good things; and if he is touched by some evil, he is disappointed, devoid of any hope. [49] And if We give him a taste of some mercy from Us after some hardship has touched him, he is sure to say, “This is my right. And I do not think the Hour (Hereafter) is going to occur. And even if I am brought back to my Lord, I will have the best (life) with Him (too).” So, We will let the disbelievers know what they did, and let them taste a stern punishment. [50] And when We bestow Our favour upon man, he avoids (to appreciate it) and keeps himself far aside (from obedience), and when some evil touches him, he is full of broad prayers. [51] Say (to the disbelievers), “Tell me, if it (the Qur’ān) is from Allah, and still you reject it, then who can be more erroneous than him who is (involved) in far reaching schism?” [52] We will show them Our signs in the universe and within their own beings until it will become manifest to them that it is the truth. Is it not enough about your Lord that He is witness to everything? [53] Beware, they are in doubt about meeting their Lord. Beware, He is the One who encompasses everything. [54]

**Commentary**

(he is full of broad prayers - 51.) The nature of an infidel is being stated here that when Allah Almighty bestows upon him the good things: wealth, honor and peace, the infidel gets so involved in them and so intoxicated with them that he becomes even more distant from the true Benefactor, Allah Almighty, and his pride and heedlessness increase even more. But when he faces some distress, then he starts long and lengthy supplications to Allah Almighty. Here the Qur’ān has used the word ‘broad’ to describe their lengthy supplications, because what is wider will automatically be longer too. That is why, when describing the span of Paradise, Allah Almighty has used the word (a paradise the width of which spans the heavens and the earth - 3: 133)

Lengthy supplications in themselves are praiseworthy and desirable as is proved by authentic *ahādīth* about the etiquettes of supplication

---

\(^{(1)}\) ‘Man’ here refers to a man who does not believe in Allah or in His Oneness. The purpose of the verse is to mention some evil effects that disbelief or kufr brings to the nature of a man, that is, he becomes greedy, ungrateful in his good times and totally dismayed in hardships.
where it is mentioned that, while praying to Allah Ta‘ālā, beseeching tearfully and repeatedly is desirable. (Bukhārī and Muslim) Therefore, the denunciation of the infidel is actually not for lengthy supplications, but for his mean disposition that when Allah blesses him with His bounties, he gets intoxicated with arrogance and pride, and when he faces distress, he keeps on praying in a way of wailing and complaining about his difficulties, as is the habit of heedless people; the intent is not to supplicate, but to wail about his misfortunes and to keep on telling the people about it. (Allah knows best)

(We will show them Our signs in the universe and within their own beings - 53). The word ‘Afaq’ used in the text literally means ‘horizons’ which includes all sides of the whole universe. (That is why it is translated above as ‘universe’) In other words, if one looks at the creatures and creations of the whole universe, big and small, in the skies, on the earth and in between them, they all bear witness not only to the existence of Allah Ta‘ālā, but also to His Knowledge, His all-encompassing authority, and to His being One and unique. If one looks even nearer, at one’s own self, at each organ and limb, at the fine and fragile mechanisms and systems functioning inside him to provide ease and comfort, it simply leaves one wondering. And these fragile mechanisms and systems have been made so durable that they do not wear out even after seventy, eighty year’s use. Look at the springs inside the joints. Had they been made of steel by humans, they would have been rendered unserviceable long ago. Look at the skin of the hands and then lines made thereon that last for the whole life, and yet do not wear out. If a person of even an ordinary intellect ponders over these matters, he is bound to believe that the Creator and Sustainer of all these things is a Being who has limitless knowledge and Authority, and there simply cannot be anyone like Him.¹

Alhamdulillah
the commentary on
Sūrah Ḥāmīm As-Sajdah
ends here.

¹. The words used in the text are, “We will show them Our signs” which indicate that the the signs of Allah’s power and majesty that have been manifested to the mankind so far are not the only signs of Allah. In fact Allah Ta‘ālā will continue to show His signs, both in the universe and in man’s own creation, up to the Day of Judgment. Thus the present verse covers all the new discoveries of science that man is able to reach till the end of the universe.
Surah Shūrā

Surah Shūrā was revealed in Makkah and has 53 Verses and 5 Sections

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

Verses 1 – 9

This is how Allah, the Mighty, the Wise, sends revelation to you and to those who were before you. [3] To him belongs all that is in the heavens and all that is in the earth. And He is the
High, the Supreme. [4] The heavens almost burst apart from their above side, and the angels proclaim the purity and praise of their Lord, and pray for the forgiveness of those on the earth. Be aware that Allah is the Most-Forgiving, the Very-Merciful. [5] And those who have adopted patrons instead of Him, Allah is on watch against them, and you are not responsible for them. [6] And thus We have revealed to you an Arabic Qur‘ān, so that you may warn the town that is the mother of all towns, and those around it, and warn (them) of the Day of Gathering, about which there is no doubt—(when) one group of people will be in Paradise, and another group in the blazing Fire. [7] And had Allah willed, He would have made all of them a single group; but He admits whomsoever He wills into His mercy. As for the wrongdoers, they have neither a patron nor a helper. [8] Is it that they have adopted patrons instead of Him? So, it is Allah who is the Patron, and He gives life to the dead, and He is Powerful to do every thing. [9]

Commentary

(Ḥā Mīm ‘Ayn Sīn Qāf) Only Allah knows the meaning of these letters. The gist of the first five verses is as follows:

Just as this surah was revealed to the Holy Prophet ﷺ for the ascertainment of the religious principles and for other benefits, similarly Allah Ta’ālā, has been sending other prophets who preceded him. His Magnificence is such that whatever there is in the heavens and in the earth is His. He is the Supreme, the Most Magnificent. Even though some of the people of this world do not recognize and do not admit the greatness of His magnificence, yet the number of the angels in the heavens, who know Him and recognize His greatness, is so large that their load may, quite likely, cause the heavens to burst apart from above. A hadith narrated in Tirmidhī and Ibn Mājah states that due to the large number of the angels, such crackling sounds are produced in the heavens as are produced when an excessive load is placed on something. And that is how it should be, because throughout the heavens there is not even a space of four fingers left vacant by angels who are in the state of prostration.

(burst apart). It has been stated in the above hadith that the load of angels began producing such crackling sounds in the heavens as are produced when excessive load is placed on something. This tells us that angels have weight and this is not beyond reason, because it is
confirmed that angels also have physical bodies, even though very light in weight. And even light bodies add up to a considerable load when they are in huge numbers. (Bayān-ul-Qurān)

These angels in the heavens proclaim the perfection of their Lord and utter His praises. They also ask for forgiveness of the dwellers of this earth who do not give what is due to Allah’s greatness, rather indulge in associating others with Him and in infidelity and hence become liable to suffer scourge. Their asking for forgiveness for disbelievers is for a limited period only and is a supplication that some severe worldly scourge may not befall the humans which may destroy all of them; their safety against ordinary punishments of this world and the real scourge of the Hereafter are not included in this supplication. And Allah, the Almighty accepts this supplication, and saves them from the general scourge in this world. It must be understood thoroughly that Allah and Allah alone is the forgiver and Merciful although this forgiveness of infidels is for a limited duration and is limited to this world only.

(So that you may warn the town that is the mother of all towns) – Umm-ul- Qurā (mother of all the towns) means the origin and foundation of all habitations and cities which is Makkah. This title has been given to this city because, to Allah Almighty, it is more distinguished and more excellent than all other cities, habitations and the whole earth. Imam Ahmad has narrated in Musnad, with the authority of Sayyidnā ‘Adiy Ibn Ḥamrā’ Az-zuhrī that he heard the Messenger of Allah at a market of Makkah when he was migrating from the city. He was addressing Makkah in the following words:

"To me, you are better and dearer than the whole of Allah’s earth; if I had not been expelled from your vicinity, I would never have left it of my own accord.” (At-tirmidhî, An-Nasa’î, Ibn Mājah – rated as ‘ḥasan ṣaḥîḥ’ by Tirmidhî)

– means the suburbs in the neighborhood of Makkah Mukarramah; it could mean the neighboring Arab countries as well as the whole of the earth from east to west.
Verses 10 – 12

And (Say O prophet to your opponents,) “Whatever dispute you have in any matter, its judgment lies with Allah. That One is Allah, the Lord of mine; in Him alone I have placed my trust, and to Him alone I turn (in every matter).” [10] He is the Creator of the heavens and the earth. He has made for you pairs from among yourselves, and pairs from the cattle. He makes you expand in this way. Nothing is like Him. And He is the All-Hearing, the All-Seeing. [11] To Him belong the keys of the heavens and the earth. He extends provision for whomsoever He wills and straitens (it for whomsoever He wills). Surely He is All-Knowing in respect of every thing. [12]

Commentary

(Whatever dispute you have in any matter, its judgment lies with Allah. - 10) It means that the judgement in all those matters in which you dispute lies with Allah, because the sovereignty belongs to Allah only, as stated in another verse: إن الحكمة إلا الله (The Decision belongs to none but Allah - 6:57). The direction in many verses to obey Rasūlullāh ﷺ and in some verses to obey those in authority does not contradict the above, because the orders of Rasūlullāh ﷺ and of the authorities are also, in a way, orders of Allah. If the order has been received through ‘wahy’ or based upon the clear and definite verses (nusūṣ) of the Qur’ān and sunnah, then its being an order of Allah is obvious. And if the order is an ‘ijtihād’ (inference) which in turn is based upon nusus of Qur’ān and sunnah, then also, in a way, it is an order of Allah. ‘Ijtihadāt’ (plural of ‘ijtihād’) of the ‘mujtahidīn’ of the
ummah (those who are competent to interpret the Qur'ān and Sunnah, and infer Islamic laws from them) on this basis, are included in orders of Allah. That is why the learned scholars have declared that the fatwā (ruling) given by a 'mufti' (A competent Islamic scholar) is to be taken as a part of the religious law by the common masses who do not have the ability to understand the Qur'ān and the sunnah directly.

Verses 13–15

He has ordained for you the same religion as He had enjoined upon Nūh, and that which We have revealed to you, and that which We had enjoined upon Ibrāhīm and Mūsā and 'Īsā by saying, "Establish the religion, and be not divided therein." Arduous for the mushriks (polytheists) is that to which you are inviting them. Allah chooses (and pulls) toward Himself anyone He wills, and guides to Himself anyone who turns to Him (to seek guidance). [13] And they were not divided, in jealousy with each other, but after the knowledge had come to them. And had it not been for a word that had come forth earlier from your Lord (and was effective) until a specified time, the matter would have been decided between them. And those who were made to
inherit the Book after them are in confounding doubt about it. [14] So, (O prophet,) towards that (faith) invite (people), and be steadfast as you are commanded, and do not follow their desires, and say, “I believe in whatever book Allah has sent down. And I have been ordered to do justice among you. Allah is our Lord and your Lord. For us are our deeds, and for you, your deeds. There is no argumentation between us and you. Allah will bring us together, and to Him is the final return.” [15]

Commentary

(He has ordained for you the same religion as He had enjoined upon Nūḥ-- 42:13) Allah Almighty’s obvious and material blessings were stated in the previous verses. Stated from here are the inner and spiritual blessings. That is, He has blessed you with that very cogent and infallible religion which has been common between all the prophets. Five of the prophets have been mentioned in the verse. Sayyidnā Nūḥ has been mentioned first, and our Prophet in the end, while Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm in the middle, because he is the father of prophets and was accepted as a prophet even by Arabs, despite their ‘kufr’ and ‘shirk’. Sayyidnā Mūsā and ʿĪsā have been mentioned after him, because their followers were the ones who were present when Qur‘ān was being revealed. These five prophets are also the ones named in Sūrah Aḥzāb where the covenant of the prophets given to Allah is mentioned, the difference being that the last of the Prophet has been mentioned before Sayyidnā Nūḥ in Sūrah Aḥzāb, whereas Sayyidnā Nūḥ has been mentioned before our Prophet in the present surah. Perhaps this is to indicate that although the last of the Prophets was born and sent as a prophet after all other prophets, yet he preceded everyone else in the originally destined (azalī) distribution of prophethood and messengership. This has been stated in a Ḥadīth: ‘I preceded all the other prophets in the original creation and I am last of all the prophets in being sent.” (Reported by Ibn Mājah, Dārimī, from Bahz Ibn Ḥakīm, and rated as ḥasan’—See Mishkāh)

Now the question arises that the very first prophet is Sayyidnā ʿĀdam, but the mention of prophets does not commence with his name. The reason is that Sayyidnā ʿĀdam was the first prophet to have come in this world, and although he has commonality in principles of
beliefs and important features of faith, yet during his period, no ‘kufr’ and ‘shirk’ had appeared in the people. Confrontation with ‘kufr’ and ‘shirk’ commenced with Sayyidnā Nūh عليه السلام, who is the first prophet to have faced such problems which were to be faced by later prophets, and as such Sayyidnā Nūh عليه السلام has been mentioned first. (Allah knows best).

> An ʿāqibumā ʿulāmāa ʿalā ʿilmihim wa ṣallīfūna filībi (Establish the religion, and be not divided therein. - 42:13). – This is an explanation of the preceding sentence which means that the ‘dīn’ (religion) which is common to all the prophets and in which all are agreed has to be established and maintained; opposing this religion or creating differences in it is not only impermissible, but also liable to a destructive end.

**Establishing the Dīn is obligatory Duty and Dissension in it is forbidden**

Two orders have been given in this verse – one, ‘Establish the religion’ and the second, ‘Be not divided therein.’ which forbids dissension in religion. This sentence is preceded by the word ‘an’ which has been translated above as, ‘by saying’. As such, this is an explanation of the word, ‘ordained’ occurring in the beginning. Therefore the word ‘dīn’ (religion) in this verse means the same ‘dīn’ which has been common between all the prophets, and which calls for adherence to the belief in Oneness of Allah, prophethood, the life after death, and to the principles of worship as salāh, fasting, ḥajj and zakāh; it forbids theft, robbery, adultery, telling of lies, deceit, hurting others without a valid reason, breach of promise – all these have been common injunctions between all divine religions.

On the other hand, It is also proved through an unambiguous verse of the Qurān لِكُلِّ قَبْلَتِ السَّلَاحِ وَالْحَجِّ وَالْزَكَاةِ (For each of you We have made a way and a method - 5:48) that there are ancillary differences in the details of the revealed laws of different prophets. In the light of all these facts taken together, it becomes clear that the order of establishing the religion and prohibition of dissension pertains to those divine laws which have been common and consistent in the codes of all the prophets – It is these injunctions in which creating differences is forbidden.

Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd عليه السلام states that one day Rasūlullāh ﷺ drew a straighth line in front of us, and then drew other small lines on the
right and left of the straight line and said that the lines on the right and left were the ways invented by devils, and each of those ways is controlled by a Shaitān (Satan) who incites people to follow that path; and then, pointing towards the straight line, he said (And this my path, straight. So follow it - 6:153.) (Ahmad, An-Nasa’ī, Dārimī – Maẓhari)

The straight path in the above simile means the same path of true ‘dīn’ (religion) which has been common to all the prophets creating diversions in it is to create differences which is forbidden and an act of Shaiaṭāns (Satan). Correct aḥādīth strictly forbid creating differences in such injunctions which are unanimously agreed. The Holy Prophet said (Ahmad, Abū Dāwūd) meaning that the person who moves away even one span from the general body of Muslims has taken out the neck-band of Islamic beliefs from his neck. Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās has stated that Rasūlullāh (Tirmidhī, with rating as ‘hasan’) meaning that Allah’s hand is upon the general body. Sayyidnā Mu’ādh Ibn Jabal has narrated that Rasūlullāh (Tirmidhī) has stated that for humans, Shaiaṭān (Satan) is like a wolf after a herd of goats, catching hold of the goat which has strayed away from the herd. Therefore you should stay with the general body, and do not separate yourself. (Ahmad, as quoted by Tafsīr Maẓhari)

Differences in the ancillaries between leading Mujtahidin is not covered by the dissension forbidden in this verse

It is obvious from the above that differences of opinions between leading ‘mujtahidīn’ in ancillary matters where express injunctions are not found in the Qur’ān and aḥādīth or where there is an apparent contradiction between the nusus of the Qur’ān and aḥādīth and where opinions are bound to differ, do not bear any relation to the forbidden dissension. Such differences have been continuing since the days of the Holy Prophet starting with the noble companions themselves and are considered to be blessings by the jurisprudents unanimously.

Establishing ‘dīn’ that has been obligated in this verse means to hold on to the rules of religion steadfastly, not to let any doubt or distrust creep into it and not to give it up in any case. (Qurtubi)

(Kūbūr‘alī al-mushrikīn mā tādghu‘ūm ‘ilā yīh (Arduous for the mushriks (Polytheists) is that to which you are inviting them - 42:13). Addressing the Holy Prophet
The verse says, 'Your call to the belief in Oneness of Allah, which is the foundation of the true religion, seems very difficult to the polytheists, although it has been proved to be true through the consensus of all the prophets, because they follow their desires and the teachings of the Shaitān (Satan), and have therefore strayed from the right path, which is prohibited as mentioned above.

Allah chooses [and pulls] towards Himself anyone He wills and guides anyone who turns to Him. - 42:13). There are only two ways for one to have the straight path. One is that Allah Almighty himself selects him for the straight path of His religion and moulds his nature and inclinations accordingly, which happens in the case of prophets and His special friends. It is about them that Qur'ān states (We them chose for a trait of remembering the [eternal] Home [in the Hereafter] - 38:46). The Holy Qur'ān has used the word, ‘mukhlasi’n for some particular prophets which means ‘chosen’. This peculiar way of guidance has been mentioned in the first sentence of the present verse which says, “Allah chooses [and pulls] towards Himself anyone He wills.” This method of instruction is exceptional and limited. The other method which is general for getting guidance is that when someone turns towards Allah and intends to follow His ‘din’, then Allah Almighty guides him towards His ‘dīn’. This way of guidance is referred to in the second sentence of the verse which says, "...and guides anyone who turns to Him.”

The reason why the mushrikīn (polytheists) of Makkah found it difficult to accept the invitation towards the faith in Oneness of Allah is that they did not even have the intention of understanding and following the truth.

And they were not divided, in jealousy with each other, but after knowledge had come to them - 42:14). Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās has explained that the pronoun ‘they’ in this sentence refers to the Quraysh of Makkah, and thus he has taken the verse to mean that the aversion of the infidels of Quraysh to the straight path was in itself a matter of utter ignorance, but on top of it they did so even after knowledge had been imparted by Allah. Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās has held the coming of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ who was the source of all Divine knowledge, to be the imparting of knowledge by Allah. Some scholars,
however, have referred the pronoun ‘they’ towards the past ummahs, and held the meaning to be that the people of the bygone ummahs created dissension in the true faith of their respective prophets, and adopted separate ways despite their having received the knowledge of the stright path from then prophets 

Be that as it may, the pagans of Makkah and the infidels of the early ages, both demanded that their prophets should also follow the misguidance they themselves had adopted. Therefore the Holy Prophet ﷺ has been addressed in the following verse as follows:

“So, (O prophet,) towards that (faith) invite (people), and be steadfast as you are commanded, and do not follow their desires, and say, “I believe in whatever book Allah has sent down. And I have been ordered to do justice among you. Allah is our Lord and your Lord. For us are our deeds, and for you, your deeds. There is no argumentation between us and you. Allah will bring us together, and to Him is the final return.” (42:15)

Ḥāfiz Ibn Kathīr has stated that this verse comprises ten sentences, and each sentence carries a specific order. As such, ten types of precepts are stated in this one verse. No other verse in the entire Qur’ān has this peculiarity, except ‘Āyat-ul-kursiyy which comprises ten types of precepts as well.

The first order (So, O Prophet, towards that faith invite people) means: ‘Although your call towards ‘tauhid’ (Oneness of Allah) sits very heavy on the polytheists, it is no cause for you to give up your invitational call, and you should continue with it.

The second order (and be steadfast as you are commanded) says, ‘You yourself ought to stand firm in the religion towards which you are inviting other people. This firmness has to be in accordance with the command of Allah, that is, to be on the moderate side in your beliefs, deeds, morals, habits and social behavior – there should not be even the slightest inclination towards the extremes of ifrāt (overdoing something) or tafriṭ (falling short in something). Obviously
such a firmness is not easy. That is why when some noble companions pointed out to the Holy Prophet that some of hairs have turned grey, he said, “Sūrah Hūd has turned me old.” This very order (of standing firm as commanded) has been given in Sūrah Hūd also in the same very words. (The meaning of standing firm, the difficulties in observing it and its importance are discussed in detail in the commentary on Sūrah Hūd on page 673 of volume 4 of Ma‘āriful Qurān).

The third command (do not follow their desires) directs the Holy Prophet not to be concerned about the opposition of any opponent in his duty of propagation.

The fourth command (and say “I believe in whatever book Allah has sent down”) is to announce that the Holy Prophet believes not only in the Book that has been revealed to him, but he believes in all the former divine books.

The fifth command (I have been ordered to do justice among you) apparently relates to doing justice in the matters of dispute brought to him. But some exegetes have taken the meaning of ‘adl’ to be ‘equality’ and thus have taken the sentence to mean that he should treat all the commands of religion equally by believing in all the prophets, in all the Books and by obeying all the Divine laws without any exception.

The sixth sentence is ‘Allah is our Lord and you Lord.’ which means that all of us are nourished by Allah.

The seventh sentence (For us are our deeds and for you, your deeds) states that our deeds would be for us only and you would neither gain nor lose due to our deeds, and your deeds would be for you only and we would neither gain nor lose due to your deeds. Some exegetes have stated that this verse was revealed in Makkah before the command for jihād with non-muslims was revealed; the verses conveying the command for jihād have cancelled this command, because the essence of jihād is to subjugate those people by fighting who do not accept the advice and exhortation – not to let them remain in the state of kufr. And some exegetes have stated that this command has not been cancelled; what it means is that since the truth has been proved through logical arguments, its non-acceptance can only be due to enmity and obstinacy,
and as such, everybody is responsible for his own deeds. (Qurtubi)

The eight command (there is no argumentations between us and you - ) is that since the disbelievers do not accept the truth, despite its having been proved, which demonstrates their enmity, therefore, further discussion is useless and now there would be no more arguments between the Holy Prophet محمد ﷺ and the disbelievers.

The ninth sentence (Allah will bring us together - ) states that on the Day of Judgment, Allah Almighty would gather all of us together and would requite every deed.

The tenth declaration (and to Him is the final return - ) is that all of us would return to Him.

Verses 16 – 18

وَالَّذِينَ يَحَاجُونَ فِي اللَّهِ مِنْ بَعْدِ اسْتِجَابَتِهِ لَهُ حَجَّتُهُمْ دَاحِضَةٌ عِندَ رَبِّهِمْ وَعَلَيْهِمْ عَصْبُ وَلَهُمْ عَذَابٌ شَدِيدٌ (١٦) ﴿اللَّهُ الَّذِي أَنزَلَ الْكِتَابَ بِالْحَقِّ وَالْمِيزَانَ ََِّ وَمَا يَذْرِيْكَ لَعَلَّ السَّاعَةَ قَرِيبَ (١٧) ﴿يُسَتَّعِجِلُ بِهَا الَّذِينَ لَا يَؤْمِنُونَ بِهَا وَالَّذِينَ امَنُوا مُشْفِقُونَ مِنْهَا وَيَعْلَمُونَ أَنَّهَا الْحَقُّ ﴿آَلِلَّهِ الَّذِينَ يَمَارُونَ فِي السَّاعَةِ لَفَى ضَلَّلٍ بَعِيدٍ (١٨) ﴿

And those who argue about Allah after He has been responded to, their argument is void in the sight of their Lord, and upon them is wrath, and for them is a severe punishment. [16] Allah is the One who has sent down the Book with truth, and the Balance as well. And what can let you know? May be, the Hour is near. [17] Those who do not believe in it demand for its coming soon, and those who believe are fearful of it, and know it to be a truth. Be aware that those who dispute concerning the Hour are wandering afar from the right path. [18]

[1]. i.e. after many people responded to the call of His prophets by accepting Islam.
Commentary

In the previous verses, all the people of the whole world had been invited towards the original ‘dīn’ (religion) common between all the revealed Books and between all the prophets, and were advised to be faithful to it and be steadfast in it. But some infidels, who had no intention of listening and accepting, started arguing with the Muslims, even at this invitation. Some narrations have it that some people of the Book, the Jews and the Christians, put forward the argument that our prophet came before yours and our Book was given before yours, hence our religion is superior to yours. And some narrations have it that this very argument was put forward by the infidels of Quraysh, because they called themselves followers of the religion of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm.

The Noble Qur’ān has warned these people that the explanations and proofs in favour of Islam and Qur’ān have been fully provided to you, and your own sensible and fair minded people, having accepted them, have embraced Islam, and now their argumentation is nothing but falsehood and misguidance. If they do not accept it, then divine punishment will visit them. This warning is followed by the statement that the Qur’ān is from Allah and contains comprehensive commandments regarding Allah’s rights and the rights of the human beings between one another. This fact is stated in the next sentence, “وَهُوَ الْكِتَابُ الْمُبَيَّنٌ وَالْمِيزَانُ” (And it is the Book sent down with truth and the Balance as well - 17). Here ‘the Book’ means the Qur’ān, and all the previous revealed Books, and ‘truth’ means the divine religion mentioned above, and ‘the Balance’ literally means a weighing balance. Since it is an instrument of weighing one’s due and establishing justice, Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās has taken it to mean ‘equity’ and ‘justice’. Mujāhid, a leading exegete, has said that here the ‘Balance’ means full payment of everyone’s rights and doing justice. As such the word ‘truth’ points towards Allah’s rights over His servants, and the word mizān (Balance) points towards the rights of human beings over one another.

The statement that those who believe are fearful of the Doomsday means the fear generated due to cognizance of the awesome horrifying happenings which will take place on the Doomsday, and also due to cognizance of one’s own shortcomings and wrong-doings. However, sometimes a believer’s eagerness to meet his Lord Allah Almighty overcomes that fear, which does not contradict this statement; some dead
ones are proved to have said in their graves that they wish Doomsday would come soon because the glad tidings given by angels that they would be forgiven and treated kindly, had overcome the fear of Doomsday.

**Verses 19 – 20**

\[
\text{اللهُ لطيفٌ يَزِيدُ الْأَخْرَجَةَ مَنْ يَرَقُ مَنْ يَبْكَءُ وَهُوَ الْقَوْيُ الْ عَزِيزٌ} \\
\text{مَنْ كَانَ يَرَقُ حَرْثَ الْأَخْرَجَةَ نَزِدْ لَهُ فِيْ حَرْثِهِ وَمَنْ كَانَ يَرَقُ حَرْثَ }
\]

Allah is kind to His slaves. He gives provision to whom He wills. And He is the Strong, the Mighty. [19] Whoever intends (to have) the harvest of the Hereafter, We will increase in his harvest; and whoever intends (to have) the harvest of the world (only), We will give him thereof, while in the Hereafter there is no share for him. [20]

**Commentary**

(Allah is kind to His slaves - 42:19). The word, *laṭīf* used in the text has more than one lexical meanings. Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ṣa has translated it here as kind, and Sayyidnā ‘Ikrimah ṣa has translated it as benefactor.

Muqātil ṣa has said that Allah Almighty is kind to all His servants, so much so that even the infidels and sinners keep on being showered with His worldly blessings. There are many types and kinds of the divine bounties, graces and favours showered upon His servants. That is why many meanings of the word *laṭīf* have been stated in the Tafsīr of Qurṭubi, all of which are covered by the words ‘kind’ and ‘benefactor’.

Although Allah Ta‘ālā provides sustenance to all His creatures without any exception – even to those animals on land and in waters whom nobody knows, yet the present verse states that He provides sustenance ‘to whom He wills’. This is better understood from the explanation given in Tafsīr Mażhari which says that there are countless types and kinds of sustenance provided by Allah Ta‘ālā; sustenance as necessary is provided to all and sundry, whereas some special kinds of
sustenance are distributed by Him in degrees and quantities determined by His perfect wisdom. Somebody is given more of wealth and goods, somebody is given more of health and strength, somebody is given more of learning and knowledge and somebody is given more of other types and kinds; in this way everybody is dependent on another person and it is this dependence which persuades people to co-operate with and help each other and which is the foundation of human civilization.

Ja‘far Ibn Muḥammad has said that Allah Ta‘ālā’s kindness to His servants in the matter of sustenance is in two ways. Firstly, He provides food and other necessities to every living being as per his needs, and secondly, He does not provide sustenance for anyone for the whole of his life all at once, rather gives him gradually according to his need, otherwise its preservation would not have been feasible. (Mazhārī, Qurtubi)

Note

Shāh ‘Abduṣl Ghanī Phulpūrī relates from Ḥāji Imādudullaḥ that anyone who recites the above verse i.e. 2.1-23 seventy times every morning regularly, would be preserved from shortage of sustenance and said that experience has shown it to be very effective.

Verses 21 – 23
Is it that they have associate-gods who have prescribed for them a religion that is not sanctioned by Allah? And, had it not been for a decisive word, the matter would have been decided between them (here in this world). And of course, for the wrongdoer there is a painful punishment (in the Hereafter). [21] You will see the wrongdoers fearful of what they earned, and (the punishment) it (entails) is sure to befall them. As for those who believed and did righteous deeds, they will be in meadows of the Gardens. For them there is, with their Lord, whatever they wish. That is the great bounty. [22] That is the good news that Allah gives to His slaves who believed and did righteous deeds. Say, "I do not ask you any fee for it, except the love of kinship." And whoever performs a good act, for him We will increase goodness therein. Surely Allah is Most-Forgiving, Very Appreciative. [23]

Commentary

(Say, "I do not ask you any fee for it, except the love of kinship - 42:23"). The explanation of this verse that has been adopted by most of the exegetes is that the Holy Prophet has been directed to say the following to the infidels of Quraish, "My real right over all of you is that I am the Messenger of Allah, and you should admit it and obey me for your reformation and betterment; but even if you do not accept my prophethood and messengership, there is still one more right I have over you which you cannot deny; and that is the right of relationship which I have with most of your tribes. You also do not deny the right of relatives and the need of behaving kindly towards them. Therefore, I am not asking you for any compensation for my preaching; all I want is that you should consider my right of being you relative, and refrain from animosity and hostility, irrespective of whether you accept what I am saying or you do not."

Now it is obvious that consideration of the rights of kinship was their own obligation, and could not be taken as compensation for preaching services. Hence the use of the word 'except' in this verse is in its idiomatic sense meaning that although, in reality, it is no compensation, and if you consider it to be so, it is your own mistake. In fact, I do not charge any fee at all. However, I ask you to refrain from the hostile behavior, and to fulfill the rights of kinship which you should do any way.
This explanation of this verse is reported from Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ in the Ṣaḥīḥ of Bukhārī and Ṣaḥīḥ of Muslim; Mujāhid, Qatādah and a very large group of leading exegetes have also adopted this explanation. All prophets ﷺ in every age have openly told their people that they never asked any compensation or payment in lieu of the efforts that they were making for their betterment and well-being; Their compensation would be given by Allah Almighty only. This being so, how could the chief of all the prophets ﷺ, who is the most honoured and exalted of all of them, ask for compensation from his people.

Sa‘īd Ibn Manṣūr, Ibn Sa‘d, ‘Ābd Ibn Ḥumaid, Ḥākim and Baihaqī have related an incident of Imām Sha‘bī, which has been certified by Ḥākim to be correct, that Imām Sha‘bī was questioned by people regarding the explanation of this verse, and thereupon he wrote to Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ for the correct explanation. The reply he got was the same as explained above. Those interested may consult Tafsīr Rūḥ-ul-Ma‘āni for the full text of the reply given by Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ. Some words of his reply are added in the report of Ibn Jarīr which may be found in the same book.

There is, however, another narration reported with a weak chain of reporters, according to which Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās ﷺ says that when this verse was revealed, people asked the Holy Prophet ﷺ as to who are his kinsfolk, and he replied that Sayyidnā ‘Alī ﷺ, Sayyidah Fāṭimah رضي الله عنها and their offspring’s. The authenticity of this narration has been considered weak by Ṣuyūṭī in Ad-Dur-ul-Manthūr and by Ḥāfiz Ibn Ḥajar in Takhrij of the Aḥādīth of Kashshāf. According to this narration, the meaning would be that the only compensation the Holy Prophet ﷺ asks from the ummah for his services is that they should take care of his progeny. Obviously, this proposition does not befit the high stature of prophets ﷺ, and specially that of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Therefore the correct and preferred explanation which is generally favoured by the ummah is the one given above. But the Shi‘ites have not only adopted this doubtful narration, but have also made up a huge stock of baseless presumptions on its basis.

Respect and Love for the Holy Prophet’s ﷺ family and progeny

The explanation given above is to clarify that the Holy Prophet ﷺ did not ask his people to respect and love his progeny in exchange of his
services. But it does not mean that the respect and love for the Holy Prophet’s progeny has no importance. Only an ill-fated, misguided person can think of such a thing. The fact is that one’s being a Muslim depends on having reverence and love for the Holy Prophet much more than any other person in the whole universe. Naturally, the logical consequence of this reverence and love is to have reverence and love for his close relatives according to the degree of their closeness to the Holy Prophet which is obligatory for every Muslim. Since one’s children are the closest relations, hence the reverence and love for the children of the Holy Prophet is undoubtedly a necessary element of faith. But it does not mean that one should ignore or forget the pure wives or other noble Companions who had manifold associations, closeness and relationships with the Holy Prophet.

The gist is that love for the progeny and for the family members of the Holy Prophet has never been a matter of controversy in the ummah. It has been taken by the entire ummah unanimously as an essential requirement of faith. Controversies arise when the reverence of others is attacked, otherwise reverence and love for even common descendents of the Holy Prophet, known as sādat, no matter how distantly related to him, is an honour for a Muslim and is a source of reward in the Hereafter. Since many people started neglecting it, Imām Shāfi‘î denounced this attitude in a few couplets reproduced below:

"O rider! Halt near the valley of Muḥāṣṣab in Minā, and when the sea of Ḥajj pilgrims advances in quick waves towards Minā in the morning, announce to every passer-by and inhabitant of the area that if only the love of the progeny of the Holy Prophet is rīfī (extreme Shi‘ism), then I ask all the jins and humans of this universe to witness that I am also a rāfīḍī (staunch Shi‘ah)"

This statement of Imām Shāfi‘î, in fact, is the standpoint of the whole ummah.
Verses 24 – 26

Is it that they say, “He has forged a lie against Allah”? So, if Allah wills, He may put a seal on your heart. And Allah blots out falsehood and establishes truth with His words. Surely, He is fully aware of what lies in the hearts. [24] And He is the One who accepts repentance from His slaves, and forgives evil deeds, and knows whatever you do. [25] And He responds to (the prayer of) those who believe and do righteous deeds, and gives them more out of His grace. As for the disbelievers, for them there is a severe punishment. [26]

Commentary

The first verse conveys Allah Almighty’s reply to those who held the prophethood and messengership of the Holy Prophet ﷺ to be false, the Qur’an to be wrong and forged. The reply is based on a divine rule that miracles or events occurring against normal course which cannot be performed by ordinary human beings are created and shown through prophets, by Allah Almighty’s Grace, to prove their prophethood, without any discretion of the prophets themselves.

Although some magicians also do perform such magical tricks, but obviously neither the prophets nor the magicians can perform any of these things without Allah Almighty’s intent and scheme. He allows the magicians to perform their tricks as a measure of test and trial. However,

1. It means that the miraculous Qur’an recited by the unlettered Prophet ﷺ is in itself a clear proof of its being revealed by Allah Ta’ala. Allah’s practice is such that if a person falsely claims to be a prophet, He does not let him show any miracle. Therefore, had there been, God forbid, something forged by the Holy Prophet ﷺ in the Qur’an, Allah would have put a seal on his heart, and he would have never been able to come up with such a miraculous discourse.
to differentiate between magic and miracle and between a magician and a prophet, the rule devised by Him is that no false claimant of prophethood can perform any magical trick successfully; magical tricks can be performed successfully by one until he claims prophethood, but the magic vanishes as soon as one lays a false claim of prophethood.

When Allah Ta‘alā bestows prophethood and messengership on anyone, He also favours him with miracles and makes those miracles highly visible. Thus He provides physical and decreed proof of his prophethood. And He also confirms him in His Divine Book.

In view of this rule, it should be understood that the Noble Qur’ān is such a miracle that all the humans and all the jins of this world are unable to produce even one verse comparable to the verse of the Qur’ān. Their inability to do so was proved in the days of the Holy Prophet ﷺ and continues till today. Such an open and obvious miracle cannot be accomplished by a false claimant of prophethood. The Holy Prophet’s claim to ‘wahy’ and messengership is, therefore, correct and true, and those who hold it to be incorrect and forged are misguided calumniators.

The deniers and opponents have been advised in the second verse that there is still time to give up and renounce their disbelief and ‘kufr’. Allah is very merciful and Most Beneficent; He accepts the repentance of those who truly repent, and forgives their sins.

The Reality of ‘Taubah’ (Repentance)

The literal meaning of ‘taubah’ is to return and turn to; in religious terminology, giving up and renunciation of any sin is called ‘taubah’. There are three conditions for its being proper and genuine.

One is to give up, immediately, the sin one is involved in. The second is to repent for the past sin, and the third is to determine firmly not to commit it in future. If it pertains to neglect of any obligatory duty (fard), one has to start observing it or start offering ‘qadā’(prescribed compensation). If it relates to the rights of another person and if that right is monetary or material and the concerned person is alive, then the material or money has to be returned to him, unless he agrees to forgo, and if that person is not alive, but his heirs are available, then the material or money has to be returned to the heirs; if the heirs are also not available, then the material or money has to be deposited in the Islamic
public treasury (/bait-ul-māl/) – if there is no public treasury, or it is not managed properly, then the material or money has to be given as alms on his behalf. If the right owed to another person is not monetary or material, for example, if another person has been distressed unduly, or he has been abused or his backbiting has been committed, then he has to be pleased and forgiveness has to be sought and obtained from him or her.

It is important to note that for all kinds of ‘taubah’, giving up of sin must be for the sake of Allah, and not due to any physical inability or weakness. The ‘Shari‘ah’ demands that one ought to renounce all the sins, but if someone renounces only a particular sin, Ahl-us-Sunnah hold that that particular sin would be forgiven, whereas his liability for other sins would continue.

Verses 27 – 35

وَلَوْ بَسَطَ اللَّهُ الرَّزْقَ لِبَعْدَهُ لَبَغَوْا فِي الْأَرْضِ وَلَكِنُ يَنْزِلُ بِقَدْرٍ مَّا يَشَاءُ إِنَّهُ بَعْدَهُ خَيْرٌ بِصِيِّبٍ (٢٧٧) وَهُوَ الَّذِي يَنْزِلُ الْعَيْتُ مَنْ بَعْدَهُ قَنْطُوَتْ وَبِنْشُرُ رَحْمَتَهُ وَهُوَ أَلَوْلُ الْحَمِيدُ (٢٨) وَمَنْ إِيَّهُ خَلْقُ السَّمَاوَاتِ وَالْأَرْضِ وَمَأْتِ الْيَوْمِ أَنَّهُ مَنْ ذَاَّةُ وَهُوَ عَلَىٰ جَمَعُهُمْ إِذَا يَشَاءُ قَدِيرٌ وَمَا أَصَابَكُمْ مِنْ مُّصِيبَةٍ فَمَا كَسَبْتُ بَيْدُكُمْ وَبِغَفْرَانَكُمْ عَنْ كَثِيرٍ وَمَا أَنتُمْ بِمُعْجِزِينَ فِي الْأَرْضِ جَاءَنَّ مَنْ يُقَادِرُ اللَّهُ مِنْ ذُو نَفْسٍ وَلَا نَصِيرٍ (٣١) وَمَنْ إِيَّهُ الْجَوَارِ فِي الْبَحْرِ كَالْعَلَامَ (٣٢) إِنَّ يَشَاءُ يُسْكِنِ الْيَمِينَ فِيْلَيْلٍ وَلَا نَصِيرٍ (٣٣) وَإِيَّاهُ الْجَوَارِ عَلَى ظَهُورِهِ إِنَّ فِي ذَلِكَ لَا يَكُنْ لَكُمْ سُبُرٌ صَبَّارٌ شَكُورٌ (٣٤) أَوْ يُبْنِهَا بِمَا كَسَبْوا وَبِغَفْرَانَ عَنْ كَثِيرٍ وَعَلَمَ الَّذِينَ يَجَادُلُونَ فِيٰ اِبْتِنَا مَالُهُمْ مِنْ مَجِيِّصٍ (٣٥)

And should Allah expand the provision for His slaves (to its full extent), they would spread mischief on earth; but He sends down what He wills in (due) measure.
Surely, with regard to His slaves, He is All-Aware, Ever-Watchful. [27] And He is the One who sends down rain after they have lost hope, and He extends His mercy. And He is the Guardian, Worthy of all praise. [28] And among His signs is the creation of the heavens and the earth and of the creatures He has spread in them. And He is Powerful to assemble them whenever He so wills. [29] And whatever hardship befalls you is because of what your own hands have committed, while He overlooks many (of your faults). [30] And you are not able to frustrate (Him) in the earth. And, besides Allah, you have neither someone to protect, nor someone to help. [31] And among His signs are ships in the sea, like mountains. [32] If He wills, He may stop the wind, so they will stand still on its back. Surely in this, there are signs for everyone who is ever patient, fully grateful. [33] Or He may destroy them because of what they earned, and may overlook many, [34] and (in such an event) those who raise disputes in Our verses will come to know that there is no way for them to escape. [35]

Commentary

Sequence and background of Revelation

In these verses, Allah Almighty has given the proof of His Oneness by pointing out to the perfection of His Wisdom through which He has tied up the whole universe with a stable system, which is surely being supervised by a Being who is All-Wise and All-Aware.

Allah Almighty has opened this subject by pointing towards the economic system which He, in His Wisdom, has established in this world. This subject bears a relationship with the previous verses wherein it had been stated that Allah Almighty accepts the worships of the believers which includes acceptance of their supplications as well. Here one could get perplexed by the frequent observation that a Muslim supplicates for some worldly need, but his objective is not met; this doubt has been removed in the first of the above verses. The gist of the clarification is that sometimes fulfillment of one’s all desires is neither in his own interest nor in the interest of his society. As such, if any supplication of anyone at any time has apparently not been accepted, it would be for the sake of greater well-being of the universe which nobody knows, except the All-knowing, All-wise Creator. If every human being of this world is given every kind
of sustenance and every kind of blessings, this system of the world just cannot be managed wisely. (Tafsir Kabir)

Some narrations also corroborate that this verse was revealed about those Muslims who used to wish that they also should get the same wealth and opulence as was available to the infidels. Imam Baghawi رحمه الله تعالى has reproduced the statement of Sayyidnā Khābāb ibn ‘Aratt طلحة that when they saw the wealth and opulence of Banū Quraysh, Banū Naḍīr and Banū Qainuqā‘ (the Jewish tribes), the desire to have such affluence welled up in their hearts also, and thereafter this verse was revealed. And Sayyidnā ‘Amr ibn Ḥārith صاحب الأقران states that some of the companions of Suffah had expressed their desire to the Holy Prophet ﷺ that Allah Almighty may make them wealthy and this verse was revealed thereafter. (Ruh-ul-Ma‘nî, etc.)

**General Abundance of Wealth in the World is cause of Tumult**

However, this verse states that had every kind of sustenance and every kind of blessing been provided abundantly to every individual of this world, the discord and dispute between one another would have crossed all limits, because due to abundance of wealth, nobody would be in need of another person, nor would one be subdued by another. On the other hand, one attribute of wealth is that greed and inordinate desire also increase with the increase in wealth. It would necessarily have resulted in the common use of force to get possession of another person’s property, hence disputes and fights, rebellion and other misdeeds would have crossed all limits. That is why Allah Ta‘ālā, instead of providing everybody with every kind of sustenance and every kind of blessing, has distributed his blessings in such a way that somebody has abundance of riches and wealth, another person is healthier and stronger than others, yet another person is more comely and beautiful than others, and yet another has surpassed others in knowledge and wisdom. In short, everybody is dependent on others for one thing or another, and it is this inter-dependence which is the foundation of civilization.

This is the meaning of وَلَكِنَّهُ يَنْبِئُكُمْ بِقَدْرٍ مَّا يَشَاءُ (42:27) It means that Allah has bestowed His blessings upon the people of this world in a special way. And by stating further on إِنَّهُ يُبَيِّنُ لَكُمْ مَا يَشَاءُ (42:27) it has been indicated that Allah
Almighty knows very well what is good for a person and what is harmful. Accordingly, He has provided everybody with what is good for him, and if He has deprived somebody of anything, it is because of his and the whole world’s welfare. It is not at all necessary that we should understand the underlying wisdom and welfare behind the decision about every individual, because everyone thinks on the basis of his limited knowledge, whereas Allah Almighty is looking at the whole world. Therefore it is simply not possible to gauge all of His Wisdom. A perceivable parallel would be the case of an honest head of state who has passed certain orders which happen to affect some people adversely, and these people naturally face problems. Now a person who has been so affected adversely is quite likely to feel bad about those orders of the head of the state, because his thinking is limited to his own interest. But a person who is looking at the circumstances of the whole state and the whole nation and who appreciates that the whole state cannot be sacrificed for the sake of one individual’s interest, does not consider such a step to be bad. Then how is it possible to gauge the Wisdom of the Being who is managing the system of the whole universe? If this point is kept in mind, the confusion and perplexity generated by the sight of anyone surrounded by tribulation would disappear by itself.

This verse also tells us that distribution of wealth and goods equally to all the people of the world is neither possible, nor desirable nor is it required for the existence of the system of the universe. This issue will be discussed in detail in explanation of the verse (43:32) of surah Zukhruf.

The Difference between Paradise and the World

Here a question may arise that all kinds of blessings will be provided in abundance to all human beings in Paradise, so why would it not cause mischief there? And the answer is that the cause of mischief in this world is the abundance of wealth and goods coupled with greed and inordinate desire to have more and more which keeps on increasing with wealth. But greed and inordinate desire would simply not be there in Paradise, although blessings and delights will keep on being showered. And that is why this mischief would not surface there.

The question why could not greed and inordinate desire be removed and wealth and goods be provided in abundance in this world as well, is
quite irrelevant. The very purpose of creating this world is to have co-existence of good and evil. It is simply not possible without it to arrange trial of human beings which is the real purpose of creation of the universe. Therefore, the real purpose of creating this universe would have failed, if greed and desire had been removed altogether from human beings. Paradise, on the other hand, would comprise goodness only, therefore, such base emotions will simply not be there.

It is usual for Allah Almighty to send down rain whenever the earth is in severe need of water. But by saying "after they have lost hope", attention is being drawn towards the fact that sometimes Allah Almighty, in deviation from His usual norm, delays sending down rain so much that people begin losing hope. Apart from trial, such a happening is to warn that rain and famine are all in the power of Allah Ta'ālā; whenever He wants, He stops rain because of people's misdeeds, etc., so that people turn their attention towards His kindness, and display their humility and dependence. If rains had been subject to a strict time-table without any deviation, people would have considered rains to be purely subject to apparent causes, and would have become inattentive to Allah's Almighty's power. Here losing hope means losing hope in their contrivances because disappointment with Allah's kindness is kufr (infidelity).

The original lexical meaning of 'dābah' (used in the text and translated as 'creatures') is anything which moves about of its own will; later on this word began to be used for animals. This verse states that Allah Almighty has created many creatures which move about on the earth as well as in the sky. The creatures which move about on the earth are all too visible; the ones which move about in the sky could well be the angels as well, and it is quite possible that there may be some animals in the sky so far unknown to man.

Briefly, in view of the system of the universe, Allah Almighty has not provided every one with wealth and goods in abundance, rather He has distributed them in accordance with the dictates of wisdom. But the good things of universe which are of general benefit have been provided to everyone. Rain, clouds, earth, sky and the creatures therein have all been...
created for the benefit of human beings, and they all demonstrate the Oneness of Allah. If after all this, anyone suffers any hardship, he should consider it to be due to his own deeds, and he should do a little heart searching, instead of complaining against Allah Ta’ālā.

(And whatever hardship befalls you is because of what your own hands have committed, while He overlooks many [of your faults]. . . . 42:30) means exactly the same. Sayyidnā Ḥasan  has narrated that when this verse was revealed, the Holy Prophet  said “I swear by the Being Who holds my life, that anyone who gets scratched by a piece of wood, or his nerve shivers or his step falters is all due to his sins, and Allah Ta’ālā does not punish for every sin, rather the number of sins He overlooks far exceeds those for which any punishment is given.” Maulānā Ashraf Alī Thānāvi  has stated that just as the physical hardships and tortures befall due to sins, the inner ailments are also caused by sins. One sin committed by a person becomes the cause for getting involved in other sins. Ḥāfiz Ibn Qayyim has written in his book Ad-Dawā’ush- Shāfi’i that one prompt punishment of a sin is that one gets involved in other sins; similarly the prompt reward of a virtuous deed is that it attracts another virtue. Baidawi and others have stated that this verse is specifically meant for those people who are likely to commit sins. The hardships and the troubles that befall prophets who are innocent of sins, children who have not reached the age of puberty and mad persons, who do not commit any sin, are not covered by this verse. There are other reasons for them, for example, they are upgraded in their rewards. And in reality a man cannot fathom the depths of wisdom behind them. (Allah knows best)

It is proved from some narrations of Ḥadīth, as reproduced by Ḥākim in Mustadrak and by Baghawī on the authority of Sayyidnā ‘Alī  that those sins for which punishment is given in this world are forgiven for Muslims in the Hereafter. (Mažhari)

Verses 36 – 43
So, whatever thing has been given to you is an enjoyment of the worldly life. And that which is with Allah is much better, and much more durable for those who believe and place their trust in Allah, [36] and (for) those who abstain from the major sins and from shameless acts; and (for those who) when they get angry, they forgive, [37] and those who have responded to their Lord (in submission to Him), and have established salah, and whose affairs are (settled) with consultation between them, and who spend out of what We have given to them, [38] and those who, when they are subjected to aggression, defend themselves. [39] And the recompense of evil is evil like it. Then the one who forgives and compromises has his reward undertaken by Allah. Surely, He does not like the unjust. [40]

And the one who defends himself after having been wronged, there is no blame on such people. [41] Blame, in fact, is upon those who wrong people and make mischief on earth unjustly. For such people there is a painful punishment. [42] And if one observes patience and forgives, it is, of course, one of the courageous conducts. [43]

Commentary

The above verses state the imperfection and temporary nature of the blessings of this world, as against the perfection and permanence of the blessings of the Hereafter. The most important and major condition for
obtaining the heavenly blessings in the Hereafter is faith and belief, without which nobody can get them. However, if in addition to faith, one has taken full care of virtuous deeds as well, then one will get the heavenly blessings right from the beginning, otherwise one would get them after being punished for one's sins and shortcomings. That is why the first condition stated in the above verses is belief referred to by the words, "those who believe". Then those particular deeds have been stated without which, according to the rule, the bounties of the Hereafter will not be obtained from the beginning, but after having been punished for one's sins. The rule is there for application in general, but if Allah Ta'ālā wills, He may forgive all the sins of the greatest of the sinners, and give him the blessings of the Hereafter right from the beginning, He is not subject to any rule or code. Now, let us look at those particular virtues and deeds which have been mentioned with such an importance.

First virtue: (and place their trust in Allah - 36,) meaning those who place their trust in Allah, under all circumstances, in all matters; they do not consider anyone else to be the real cause of anything.

Second virtue: (those who abstain from the major sins and from shameless acts - 37). What are major sins? Details have already been stated in the commentary of Sūrah Nisa; the author has also given a complete list of major and minor sins in his booklet in Urdu published under the little of "Gunah-e- bay ladhdhat".

The wisdom behind specially mentioning shameless acts, apart from all the other major sins, is that they are not only graver, but also infectious in that they influence others also. Shameless acts include adultery and the acts that precede it as preludes, and those bad deeds which are committed brazenly in public, because they corrupt the whole society and their liability is also very severe.

Third virtue: (and when they get angry, they forgive - 37,) This is a moral quality of the highest order, because when love and anger prevail upon someone, they make him blind and deaf, and he loses his ability to distinguish right from wrong, and true from false, rather, he cannot appreciate the results of his own actions. The one who is angry tries his utmost to vent his anger fully upon the one with
whom he is angry. That is why Allah Ta'ālā has defined this quality of Mu'mins and virtuous persons that when they are angry, they not only maintain the limits of right and wrong, but also forgo their justified rights.

**Fourth virtue:** (وَأَلْدِينَ اسْتَجَابَتَا لَهُمْ وَأَقَامُوا الصَّلَاةُ) (and those who have responded to their Lord [in submission to Him] and have established Ṣalāh - 38). 'Responding to the Lord’ means to accept Allah’s orders immediately, without questioning them, and get ready to obey them, irrespective of whether the order is or is not according to one’s liking. This includes carrying out all the obligatory duties and avoiding all the things considered unlawful and undesirable in Islam. But ṣalāh being the most important of all the obligations, and having the quality of enabling discharge of other duties and avoidance of unlawful things, has been mentioned prominently.

**The fifth virtue:** (وَأَلْدِينَ مَنَأَرُوهُمْ وَأَسَطِّرُوْهُمْ في الْأَمْرِ) (whose affairs are settled with consultation between them - 38). The sense is that in all important affairs where the Shari'ah is silent, they they consult each other. ‘Affairs’ have been qualified by us with the word ‘important’, because the word ‘Amr’ used in the text signifies importance in common usage. It has been clarified in the explanation of the verse (وَأَلْدِينَ مَنَأَرُوهُمْ في الْأَمْرِ And consult them in the matter - 3:159) of sūrah ‘Al-'Imrān that important affairs include affairs of the state as well as important affairs in general. Ibn Kathīr has stated that consultation in the important affairs of the state is compulsory. The selection of the head of the state through consultation, ordained by Islam, brought to an end the autocratic rule of kings of the days of ignorance who used to take the state as an inherited estate. As such, Islam laid the foundation of real democracy by ending autocracy. But Islam, unlike western democracies, has not given total authority to the public. There are certain restrictions on the members of the advisory body. So the system of government in Islam is a very moderate one, quite apart from autocracy and western democracy. Please see details in the second volume of Ma'arifulQur'ān from page 227 to 238.

Imām Jaṣṣāṣ has stated in Aḥkām-ul-Qur'ān that this verse has made the importance of consultation evident, and we are under orders to consult wise and far sighted people for taking action in important matters requiring advice, and not to act hurriedly relying only on ourselves.
Importance of consultation and its process

Khaṭīb Baghdaḍī has narrated the following statement of Sayyidnā ‘Alī & "I asked the Holy Prophet ﷺ that if, after you we face a situation about which neither the Qur’ān has any specific ruling, nor have you given any direction, how should we proceed?" The Holy Prophet ﷺ replied by saying,

اجعموا الله العابدين من امتى واجعلوه بينكم شوري ولا تقضوا برأى واحد

"In such a case, assemble ḍabidin (the worshipping people) of my ummah, and decide the matter by mutual consultation; do not take decision on any individual’s single opinion."

(Ruḥ-ul-Ma‘ānī, referring to Khaṭīb)

In some versions of this narration, the word ‘fuqahā’ (jurists) also appears alongwith ḍabidin (the worshipping people) which means that the jurists who have understanding of the religion and worshipers are the ones who should be consulted.

The author of Ruḥ-ul-Ma‘ānī has stated that if the above process is not followed in consultation, rather irreligious people and people without proper knowledge of religion are consulted, the ill effects would prevail upon the good in their advice.

Baihaqī ٍلله تعالى has narrated in Shu‘ab-ul-Īmān from Sayyidnā Ibn Umar that the Holy Prophet ﷺ has said, “Anyone who intends to do something, and he takes that action after consultation, Allah Ta‘ālā would guide him towards the best possible option.” It means that He will turn that person’s direction towards an option that results in his betterment. A similar hadīth reported by Sayyidnā Ḥasan has been reproduced by Bukhārī in Al-Adab-ul-Mufrad, and by ‘Abd Ibn Ḥumaid in his Musnad that the Holy Prophet ﷺ, after reciting the above verse, said:

ما تشاورقوم قت الا هذوا لآرشد أمرهم

“When a nation takes an action after mutual consultation, it is surely guided towards the correct course.”

As reported in a hadīth, the Holy Prophet ﷺ said, “So far as your rulers are the best among you, your rich people are generous (enough to spend in the way of Allah and on poor people) and your affairs are
decided through mutual consultation, then the back of the earth would be better for you than its belly (i.e. the life would be better than death) but when your rulers are the worst from among you, your rich people are misers and your affairs are given in the charge of women, then the belly of the earth will be better for you than its back (i.e. death will be better than life). (Rūḥ-ul-Ma'ānī)

**Sixth virtue:** (who spend out of what We have given to them - 38) It refers to spending for virtuous deeds, such as zakāh, obligatory and optional alms. Qur'ān usually mentions zakāh and ṣadaqāt (alms) immediately after salah. But the mention of mutual consultation immediately after salah and the mention of Zakāh after it is perhaps to attract attention to the possibility of utilizing the five times daily salah congregation in mosques for the purpose of consultation also in matters which require mutual consultation. (Ruh-ul-Ma’ani)

**Seventh virtue:** (and those who, when they are subjected to aggression, defend themselves - 39.) The original word used in the text is ‘yantasirūn’ which may be translated as ‘defend themselves’ and also as ‘retaliante’. In the latter case, retaliation must be equal, and should in no case exceed the limit of equality. This quality, in reality, is a further elaboration of the third virtue, i.e forgiving the opponents. It means that though forgiveness is a good quality, yet one may face certain situations where the mischief gets a fillip if one forgives, and hence it is better to take revenge in those situations. This verse has defined the rule that in those situations where taking revenge is the more suitable option, one has to take care that one does not exceed the equalizing limit, otherwise he will become unjust and transgressor. That is why this verse is followed by the verse 40, (and the recompense of evil is evil like it.) which lays down the ‘equitable rule of retaliation that one may cause just as much physical or monetary harm to his opponent as he has received from him; but the condition is that causing that harm is not a sin in itself. For example, if someone has been forced by another to take an alcoholic drink, it would not be permissible for him to force the other person to take an alcoholic drink.

Although permission has been given in this verse to take revenge in equal measure, but immediately thereafter it is emphasized again that “the one who forgives and compromises has his reward
undertaken by Allah. The instruction is that to forgive is better. More details are given in the later two verses.

The Moderate decision between forgiveness and revenge

Ibrahim Nakha' described the former virtuous elders did not like that Muslims are disgraced and debased by the sinners and oppressors who, if not taken to task, may be encouraged to their further wrongdoings. Therefore, where it is apprehended that the sinners and oppressors would become more daring and would harass the decent people if they are forgiven, then it is better to take revenge from them. And to forgive would be better in case the transgressor is repentant, and there is no apprehension of his becoming more daring. Qadi Abu Bakr Ibn-ul-'Arabi in Ahkam-ul-Qur'an and Qurtubi in his Tafsir have concurred to the view that forgiveness and revenge are applicable as suitable, in different situations. For one who is repentant after having transgressed, it is better to forgive and for one who is stubborn and insistent upon transgression, it is better to take revenge.

Maulana Ashraf 'AlI Thanawi has, however, explained the issue in Bayan-ul-Qur'an from a little different angle. He says that Allah Ta'ala has mentioned two qualities particular to the true, sincere and virtuous Muslims in both the verses. The verse emphasizing on forgiveness tells us that they are not overcome by anger, rather kindness and generosity remains dominant in their temperament because of which they forgive the ones who commit excess against them. And in the verse that refers to revenge, we are told that it is a particular quality of these virtuous people that if at any time their heart is inclined to take revenge of an injustice and they do so, they do not exceed the equitable limit, although to forgive is always better for them.

Verses 44 – 50
And the one whom Allah lets go astray, there is no one for him to protect thereafter. And you will see the wrongdoers, when they will see the punishment, that they will say, "Is there any way to be sent back (to the world)?" [44] And you will see them being presented to it (the Fire), downcast because of humiliation, looking with stealthy glance. And those who believe will say, "The real losers are those who have lost their own selves and their families on the Day of Judgment." Be aware that the wrongdoers are in lasting punishment. [45] And for them there will not be any friends who may help them besides Allah. And the one whom Allah lets go astray, for him there is no way (to save himself). [46] Respond to your Lord before there comes a day for which there will be no reversal from Allah's side. For you there will be neither a refuge that day, nor an opportunity to question (Allah about your fate). [47] So, if they turn away, then We did not send you as a supervisor over them. You are not responsible but for conveying the message. And when We make man taste mercy from Us, he rejoices with it, and if an evil befalls him because of what their hands sent ahead, then man becomes ungrateful. [48] To Allah belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth. He creates what He wills. He grants females to whom He wills, and grants males to whom He wills. [49] Or He combines for them...
couples, both males and females, and makes whom He wills barren. Surely, He is All-Knowing, Very-Powerful. [50]

Commentary

The earlier three of the above verses state the end of those people who, as against the virtuous Muslims, remained desirous of the delights and luxuries of this world, instead of caring about the Hereafter. Then in verse 47, they have been advised to repent and embrace faith before the scourge of Doomsday comes upon them. Thereafter, in verse 48, the Holy Prophet ﷺ has been comforted and assured that if these people do not come to their senses, despite your preaching again and again, and despite your tireless efforts, then you should not worry: "So, if they turn away, then We did not send you as a supervisor over them. You are not responsible but for conveying the message." - 48.

Verses 49 and 50 state the absolute power and perfect wisdom of Allah Ta'ālā in the creation of this universe in which He has no partner, and then mankind has been called to believe in the Oneness of Allah. In this regard, after stating the creation of the earth and the heavens, Allah Almighty has stated a fact about His power in verse 49, يَخْلُقُ مَا يَشَاءُ (He creates what He wills.) to indicate that He has absolute Power to create anything small or big. He creates whatever He wills whenever He wills. In this context, creation of mankind has been mentioned by saying, "He grants females to whom He wills, and grants males to whom He wills. Or He combines for them couples, both males and females, and makes whom He wills barren. Surely He is All-Knowing, Very Powerful. (49,50)" It means that nobody’s intention or authority has anything to do in the creation of a human being, nor does anybody have its knowledge. What to say of anybody else, even the intention or choice of the parents, who are the apparent agents of the creation of a human beings, does not have any bearing on the child’s creation. Let alone having a say in the child’s creation, the mother does not even know before the child is born.as to what is being formed in her womb, and how it is being processed.

It is Allah Ta'ālā alone who grants female children to whom He wills, and male children to whom He wills; to some He grants both male and female children, and He renders some females barren who do not have any children.
While stating the sex of children in this verse, Allah Ta'ālā has mentioned females first, and males later. Taking a hint from this verse, Sayyidnā Wathilah Ibn Asqa' has said that blessed is the woman who gives birth to a daughter first. (Qurṭubī)

**Verses 51–53**

And it is not (possible) for a human being that Allah speaks to him, except by way of revelation, or from behind a curtain, or that He sends a messenger, then he reveals, with His permission, what He wills. Surely, He is High, Wise. [51] And in similar way, We have revealed to you a Spirit from Our command. You did not know earlier what is the Book or what is 'Iman' (true faith), but We have made it (the Qur'ān) a light with which We guide whomsoever We will from among Our slaves. And indeed you are guiding (people) to a straight path, [52] the path of Allah, the One to whom belongs all that is in the heavens and all that is in the earth. Be aware that towards Allah all matters shall finally return. [53]

**Commentary**

The first of the above verses (51) was revealed in response to a hostile Jewish demand. As mentioned by Baghawī, Qurṭubī and others, the Jews asked the Holy Prophet, “How can we believe in you while you neither see Allah Ta'ālā, nor do you speak to Him face to face, as Sayyidnā Mūsā used to see and converse with Allah Ta'ālā?”

The Holy Prophet told the Jews that it is wrong to say that Sayyidnā Mūsā has seen Allah Ta'ālā. Then this verse was revealed
to announce that it is not possible for any human being to converse with Allah Ta‘ālā face to face in this world. Sayyidnā Mūsā also did not hear Allah Ta‘ālā face to face, but only heard the voice from behind a curtain.

This verse also tells us that there are only three ways in which Allah Ta‘ālā speaks to a human being. One is *wahy* which is infusion of something in the heart. It can happen while one is awake, and it can also happen during sleep in the form of a dream as stated in many *ahādīth* that the Holy Prophet said, (This has been infused in my heart. And the dreams of the prophets are also a form of wahy, because Satan cannot find his way in them. In case of dreams, the words do not usually come from Allah; only the subject matter is infused in the mind which is then rendered by the prophets in their own words.

The second way in which Allah may address a person, as mentioned in the above verses, is that Allah speaks from behind a curtain, as happened to Sayyidnā Mūsā on Mount ʿūr, where he heard the speech of Allah Ta‘ālā, but did not see Him. Therefore he asked Allah Ta‘ālā to show Himself. The reply was in negative, as mentioned by the Holy Qur’ān in sūrah A‘rāf (7:143).

And this curtain which prevents man from seeing Allah Ta‘ālā is not something which can hide Allah Ta‘ālā, because nothing can hide His All-Pervasive Light. Rather, it is the weakness of man’s vision that becomes a curtain against seeing Allah. That is why when his vision would be strengthened in Paradise, every dweller of Heaven will be favoured with ability to see Allah Ta‘ālā, as per the creed of Ahl-us-Sunnah wal-Jamā‘ah in accordance with the explanations of correct *ahādīth*.

This rule that no one can converse face to face with Allah Ta‘ālā, without any curtain in-between, pertains to this world. The specific mention of ‘human being’ in this verse is because the intention here is to address mankind. Otherwise, apparently Allah Ta‘ālā does not speak face to face even with the angels, as stated by Sayyidnā Jibra’īl in a narration of Tirmidhī, “I had become very close, and yet there were seventy-thousand more curtains.” And if the face to face conversation of the Holy Prophet with Allah Ta‘ālā during the Night of Ascension
(Lailat-ul-mi’rāj) is proved, as stated by certain learned persons, it would not negate this rule, because that conversation did not take place in this world, but in the Heavens. (Allah knows best)

The third method is mentioned in the verse as: “that He sends a messenger” (42:51). The messenger could be Jibra’īl  or any other angel who may carry Allah Ta’ālā’s message, and read it out to the prophet. And this has been the most common way. The whole of Glorious Qur’ān has been revealed in this fashion through angels. It should be noted that the word ‘wahy’ has been explained above to mean infusion in mind or heart only, but this word is often used for all kinds of Divine discourses also, as narrated in a lengthy ḥadīth of Bukhārī where the message sent through an angel has also been termed as one kind of ‘wahy’. And there are two forms in which the angel carries the message. Sometimes he appears in his original form, and sometimes in the human form. (Allah knows best)

(You did not know earlier what is the Book or what is ‘Īmān’, but We have made it a light with which We guide whomsoever we will from among Our slaves - 42:52). This verse is a complement of the subject of the first verse. The gist is that in this world, nobody has ever seen, nor can ever see and converse face to face with Allah Ta’ālā. However, Allah Ta’ālā does send ‘wahy’ to His chosen bondsmen in three ways described in the first verse. And in accordance with Allah Ta’ālā’s practice, ‘wahy’ is sent to the Holy Prophet  as well. The demand of Jews that Allah Ta’ālā should speak to him face to face is simply a display of ignorance and hostility. That is why Allah Ta’ālā has stated that whatever knowledge a man obtains, even a prophet for that matter, is all a grant of Allah Ta’ālā. Until Allah Ta’ālā tells them through ‘wahy’, they would neither be aware of any Book nor would they know the details of faith. Unawareness of the Book before ‘wahy’ is quite obvious; absence of knowledge of faith means that its details, rules and regulations, and its exalted place become known to a prophet after ‘wahy’, not before it, otherwise it is proved with consensus of the ummah that whomever Allah chooses to make His Messenger or Prophet, He gives him faith and belief right from the beginning of his birth; his faith is engraved in his nature. These chosen people are firm believers, even before prophethood and before ‘wahy’ is sent to them. Principles of belief become
a part of their nature and behaviour. That is why all the prophets were opposed by their people and they piled up all sorts of allegations against them, but no one had ever accused a prophet of idolatry, even before he was appointed as a prophet. Qurṭubī, in his Tafsīr, and Qāḍī ‘Ayād in Shifā’ have dealt with this subject in full detail.

Alḥamdulillah

the commentary on

Sūrah Shūrā

ends here.
Sūrah Az-Zukhruf

The Gold

Sūrah Az-Zukhruf is Makkī. It has 89 Verses and 7 Sections

بِإِنَّ لَنَّا رَحْمَةً كِبَرَةً

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

Verses 1 - 8

۵۷ هَا مِمٌّ [1] بِالْفِيْقِ الْمَهْدِيِّ مَا جَعَلْنَا عَرْبِيًّا لَعَلَّكُمْ تَعْقِلُونَ {۶۷} وَإِنَّا فِي أُمِّ الْكِتَابِ لَدِينًا لَعَلَّكُمْ حَكِيمًا {۶۸} أَفْنَضْرِبْ بِعَنْصُرُكُمْ الَّذِي كَرَّ صَفُّهَا أَن كُنْتُمْ قُوُمًا مُّسَرِّبِينَ {۶۹} وَكَمْ أُرْسِلْنَا مِنْ نَبِيٍّ فِي الْأوَّلِينَ {۷۰} وَمَا يَأْتِيْهِمْ مِنْ نَبِيٍّ إِلَّا كَانُوا بِهِ يُسَتَهْرُونَ فَأُهْلِكْنَا أَشْدَدَ مِنْهُمْ بَطْشًا وَضَيْضَ مَثَلَ الْأوَّلِينَ {۷۱}

Hā Mīm. [1] By the manifest Book, [2] We have made it an Arabic Qur'ān, so that you may understand. [3] And it is, in the Mother of the Book (the Preserved Tablet) with us, surely sublime, full of wisdom. [4] Shall We remove the advice away from you because you are a transgressing people? [5] And how many a messenger have We sent to the earlier people! [6] And no messenger came to them, but they used to mock at him. [7] So We have destroyed those who were stronger than these (people of Makkah) in power, and the example of the earlier people has already passed. [8]

Commentary

This Sūrah is Makkī, although Muqātil has said that the verse (43:45) is Madānī, and according to another view, this
Sūrah was revealed in Heaven during *Lailat-ul-Mi'raj* (the Night of Ascention) (Rūh-ul-Ma‘ānī) - Allah knows best.

**Hā Mim** - Only Allah knows its meaning.

(By the manifest Book - 43:2) The book in this verse refers to the Holy Qur‘ān. Whenever Allah swears by anything, it is usually an argument for the statement that follows. Swearing by the Qur‘ān in this verse is an indication that the Qur‘ān, by virtue of being a miracle, is a proof in itself of its being a Divine Book. To call it a 'manifest book' means that its subjects consisting of exhortations and advices are easily understandable; but as far as deduction of the precepts of 'Shari‘ah' is concerned, it certainly is a difficult job which cannot be performed without complete capability of 'ijtihād'. This point has been clarified in Sūrah Alqamar, verse 17, (And indeed We have made the Qur‘ān easy for seeking advice. So, is there one to seek advice? - 54:17). Here, it has been stated that the Qur‘ān is easy for obtaining advice. Hence, it does not necessarily follow that ijtihād and inferring injunctions will be easy also; rather, it is proved through other evidences that full expertise in related subjects is a necessary condition for this exercise.

**A Preacher must not give up his preaching due to disappointment**

(Shall we remove the advice away from you because you are a transgressing people? - 43:5) The meaning is that We will not give up advising you through the Qur‘ān, no matter how rebellious and disobedient you may become. This tells us that the person who is engaged in preaching and inviting others towards Islam should carry the message to everybody; he must not give up preaching to some people or any group simply because they are non-believers, highly irreligious, sinners and transgressors.

**Verses 9 - 25**
And should you ask them as to who has created the heavens and the earth, they will certainly say, "They are created by the All-Mighty, the All-Knowing," [9] the One who has made the earth a cradle for you, and has made for you pathways therein, so that you may be guided, [10] and the One who has sent down water from the sky in due measure, then We have revived with it a dead
In the same way, you will be brought out (alive from the graves), [11] – and the One who has created all the pairs, and has made for you the boats and the cattle that you ride, [12] so that you may mount on their backs, then recall the favour of your Lord after having mounted on it and say, 'Pure is the One who has subjugated this for us, and We were not able to have control over it, [13] and of course, towards our Lord we have to return.' [14]

And they have ascribed to Him (that He is composed of) parts, (and that too) out of His slaves. Surely, man is openly ungrateful. [15] Is it that He has adopted daughters from those whom He has created, and chosen you for (having) sons? [16] And when one of them is given the good news of (the birth of) that which he has claimed to be like Rahmān (i.e. the daughters), his face turns black, and he becomes choked with sorrow. [17] Is it that (Allah has chosen) those (as His offspring) who are grown up in ornaments, and who cannot express themselves in debate clearly? [18] And they have held angels, who are the slaves of the Rahmān, as females. Have they witnessed their creation? Their testimony will be recorded, and they will be questioned. [19] And they say, "Had the Rahmān so willed, we will not have worshipped them." They have no knowledge of that. They do nothing but make conjectures. [20] Or have We given to them a book before this, and they are adhering to it? [21] Instead, they say, "We have found our fathers on a certain way, and we are on their footprints, fully guided." [22] And similarly, We did not send a warner to a town before you, but its affluent people said, "We have found our fathers on a certain way, and we are following their footprints." [23] He said, "Even if I bring to you something better in guidance than that on which you have found your fathers?" They said, "We totally disbelieve in what you are sent with." [24] So, We took revenge from them. Now look, how was the end of those who rejected (Our messengers). [25]

**Commentary**

"جَعَلْ َلَّكُمُ َالأَرْضَ مَهْدًا" (has made the earth a cradle for you - 10) meaning that the comfort provided by the earth is that of a cradle; its apparent look of being a plain floor does not negate its being spherical.

"وَجَعَلْ َلَّكُمُ َالْبَيْنَ َمِنَ َالْبَيْنِ َوَالْأَنْعَامِ مَا تُقْسَمُونَ" (and has made for you the boats and the
cattle that you ride, - 12). There are two kinds of means of transport employed by man - one those vehicles which are made by man himself, and two the animals in whose creation human effort is not involved at all. 'Boats' include all kinds of man-made vehicles, and 'cattle' include all the animals used for riding. Both these means of transport are great blessings of Allah Ta'ālā. That cattle are Allah's great blessings is obvious, because despite their being many times stronger than man, Allah Almighty has made them so submissive to him that even a child leads them to wherever he wants through a hatter or mor-string. Similarly the man made vehicles, right from the bicycles to the aeroplanes and the space-crafts are also great blessings of Allah Almighty, because they are, though, made by man apparently, there is no other than Allah Ta'ālā who has provided man with ability and techniques to manufacture them? Allah Almighty, the All-Powerful is the One Who has endowed the human intellect with the power that moulds iron like wax. And besides, all the raw materials used in their manufacturing and their properties are direct creations of Allah Almighty.

\[\text{-themed, theme: your Lord - 13)}\]. This tells us that a sensible and alert person should not display negligence, carelessness or his need-free of the divine help while enjoying the blessings of the Actual Benefactor, rather he should acknowledge that it is a reward from Allah Almighty, obliging him to be grateful and to display his impotence and humility. Actually this is the difference between an infidel and a Mu'min that an infidel uses the good things of this world carelessly and negligently, while the Mu'min cognizant of the blessings of Allah bows his head to Allah Almighty in humility. It is for this reason that the Qur'ān and hadith have taught supplications for patience, steadfastness and gratefulness, and if anyone makes a habit of supplicating those prayers in his daily life while getting up, sitting down, walking about, etc., then all his (or hers) permissible activities turn into acts of worship. These supplications are collected by 'Allāmah Ibn-ul-Jazrī in his book Al-Ḥisn-ul-Ḥaṣīn, and Maulānā Thanawī in Munajat-e-Maqbūl.

**Supplications of a traveler**

Pure is the One who has subjugated this for us - 13). These words of supplication are to be said when mounting a transport.
This was the practice of the Holy Prophet ﷺ according to many narrations. The mustahab (preferable) way to ride a transport, as stated by Sayyidnā ‘Alī ﷺ, is to say بِسْمِ اللَّهِ 'Bismillāh' (With the name of Allah) when one is putting the first foot on the animal or the vehicle, and after one has set himself or herself on the transport, one should say ﴿الْحَمْدُ لَلَّهِ﴾ ‘Alḥamdulillāh' (All praise belongs to Allah), and then one should say the words mentioned in this verse from ﴿سُجَبْحُ الْدِّينِ صُحْبَانَا﴾ (Qurtubi). Moreover according to some reports, the Holy Prophet ﷺ, after saying these words, used to supplicate in the following words also:

اللَّهُمْ اَنْتَ الصَّاحِبُ فِي السُّفْرِ وَالْخَلََةِ فِي الْاَهْلِ وَالْمَالِ اللَّهُمْ اِنَّيْ اَعْمَدَيْتُ مِنْ وُعْظِ السُّفْرِ وَكَابِئَةِ الْمُنْقَلِبِ وَالْحُورَ الْبَعَدِ الْكُورَ وَسُوُءَ الْمَنْطُورِ فِي الْاَهْلِ وَالْمَالِ

"O Allah, you are my companion in the journey, and my substitute for my family. O Allah, I seek your refuge from the sufferings of the journey, and from coming back in a sad situation, and from a bad state of being after a good one, and from a bad scenario appearing to me about my family and my belongings."

According to one narration, the following words are added to the above supplication,

اللَّهُمْ لَا إِلَهَ إِلَّا إِنَّكَ ظَلِمْتَ نَفْسِي فَاغْفِرْلِي إِنَّكَ لَا تَغْفِرُ الدَّخُولَ إِلَّا اِنْتَ

O Allah, there is no god but You. I have done wrong to myself; so forgive me. Surely, no one can forgive the sins, but You alone. (Qurtubī)

وَمَا كَانَ لَهُ مُقْرِنٍ (and we were not able to have control over it - 13). This statement is as true for mechanical means of transport as for cattle and animals, because if Allah Ta’ālā had not created their raw materials, or had not endowed them with their particular properties, or had not endowed the human intellect with capability to discover those properties, even the whole universe, acting together in unison, could not have produced these vehicles.

وَرَأى إِلَى رَبِّي لَمْ يَمْكُلْ (and of course, towards our Lord we have to return - 14). These words teach us that every time a man embarks on a journey, he should think of his last arduous journey to the Hereafter also, which one has to undertake in all circumstances; – and the only way to make it easy is to have a vehicle of good deeds.
(And they have attributed to Him [that He is composed of] parts [and that too] out of His slaves...43:15) 'parts' in this verse means 'offspring', because the polytheists used to say that angels are daughters of Allah, and by using the word 'parts' instead of 'offspring' the fallacy of their claim has been pointed out on pure logical ground. The gist of the argument is that had Allah any offspring, that offspring will have been His part, because a son is a part of his father, and it is a rule of logic that an entity that consists of parts is dependent upon its parts for its full existence. This will then necessarily mean that Allah Ta'ālā is also dependent on His offspring, which is obviously impossible, because dependence of any kind, being a negation of the Divine Majesty, is out of question in Allah's case.

(Is it that (Allah has chosen) those (as His offspring) who are grown up in ornaments,... 43:18). This tells us that use of ornaments and adornment in accordance with 'Shari'ah is permissible for women. As such, there is consensus on this issue, but at the same time the manner of speech indicates that getting so much involved in adornment that one is busy in it the whole day long, is not proper; it is not only a symptom of one's being short-sighted, but also a cause of it.

(and who cannot express themselves in debate clearly - 18). This reflects the reality that a great majority of women do not have the same ability as men to express their feelings clearly. Therefore, if it comes to argumentation, it is difficult for them to prove their own contention and to refute the other's arguments in a clear manner. But this applies to the majority. If some women are eloquent in their speech and excel even men in this regard, it does not go against this verse, because the rule applies to the majority, and not to every single individual.

**Verses 26 - 30**
And (recall) when Ibrahīm said to his father and to his people, "I disown that which you worship, except the One who has originated me; so He will guide me." And he made it a word lasting among his posterity, so that they may return. But, I gave these and their fathers enjoyment, until the truth came to them, and a messenger who explains (it). And when the truth came to them, they said, "This is magic, and we totally disbelieve in it."}

Commentary

(And [recall] when Ibrahīm said to his father and to his people,..... 43:26) At the end of the previous verses, Allah Ta‘ālā had stated that the 'mushrikīn' (polytheists) of Arabia had no argument in favour of their 'shirk' (polytheism) except that they were carrying on the customs of their forefathers. Obviously, sticking to such customs against logical and historical arguments is far from truth and justice. Now the point made in the present verses is that, even if they are adamant on following their ancestors, why do they not follow Sayyidnā Ibrahīm who is the most noble of their ancestors, and it is taken by themselves as a matter of pride to be among his offspring. He was not only a believer in 'tauhīd' (Oneness of Allah) who emphatically directed all his children to remain adherent to this belief, but his life-long behavior also indicates that following forefathers against logical and historical proofs is not permissible. When he was ordained prophethood in the world, all his people were polytheists in pursuit of the customs of their forefathers, but he, instead of blindly following his forefathers, announced his dissociation from his people, according to the dictates of positive proofs; hence his declaration: "I disown that which you worship" (43:26).

We find from this verse that if anyone lives among a group or people who are misguided or involved in bad deeds, and his silence about their attitude may be construed as being agreeable to them, then it is not enough for him to simply correct his own beliefs and deeds, rather he has to disown their beliefs and deeds as well. This is what Sayyidnā Ibrahīm did - he not only made his belief and actions distinctly different in
practice, but he also disowned their belief and deeds vocally.

(And he made it a word lasting among his posterity.) It means that Ibrāhīm did not keep the belief in 'tauhīd' restricted to himself, rather he emphasized upon his posterity also to remain firm on this faith, as a result of which a large number of his posterity adhered to tauhīd. In Makkah and its surroundings, there were many blessed souls, even till the advent of the Holy Prophet, who had remained steadfast in the original 'dīn' of Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm.

We learn from this verse that it is one of the obligatory duties of a Muslim to try his best to put his or her children on the path of the correct religion and to make them practice it throughout their lives. The Holy Qur'ān tells us that Sayyidnā Yaqtūb also had directed his sons, shortly before his death, to remain firm on the correct faith. As such, it is necessary, as a consistent practice of the prophets, to employ one's best possible efforts to reform the morals and deeds of his or her children. So to say, there are many ways to reform one's offspring which should be used according to the situation, but Shaikh Abdul Wahhāb Sha'ranī has said in his book Latīf-ul-Minan wal-Akhīq that the most effective way for the betterment of one's offspring in matters pertaining to 'dīn' is that the parents should pray to Allah regularly to make them true practicing Muslims. Alas! The negligence of parents from this easy way is becoming very common these days, and the parents themselves are witnessing the ill effects of this negligence.

**Verses 31 - 32**

وَقَالُوا لَوْلا نُزِّلَ هذَا الْقُرْآنُ عَلَى رَجُلٍ مِنَ الْقَرَئِينِ عَظِيمٍ (٣١)

أَهْلٌ يَقِيمُونَ رَحْمَتَ رَبِّكَ نَحْنُ قَسْمًا بَيْنَهُمْ مَعْيَشَتَهُمْ فِى

الْحَيَوَةِ الدُّنْيَا وَرَفْعًا بَعْضُهُمْ فَوْقَ بَعْضٍ دَرْجَتٍ لَيْتَهُمْ بَعْضُهُمْ

بَعْضًا سُخْرِيًّا وَرَحْمَتُ رَبِّكَ خَيرٌ بَيْنَ مَا يُجَمَّعُونَ (٣٢)

And they say, "Why was this Qur'ān not revealed on a great man from (either of) the two towns?" [31] Is it they who distribute the mercy of your Lord? We have distributed among them their livelihood in the worldly
life, and have raised some of them over others in ranks, so that some of them may put some others to work. And the mercy of your Lord is much better than what they accumulate. [32]

Commentary

Allah Ta'ālā has in these verses, has replied to an objection of the pagans of Arabia used to be raised against the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Actually, they were not prepared to accept, at the first place, that a man could be a messenger of Allah Ta'ālā. The Holy Qur'ān has referred, at many places, to their objection that they could not accept Sayyidnā Muhammad ﷺ as a messenger of Allah, while he eats and drinks and walks about in the market places like any ordinary man. When it was clarified through many verses of the Qur'ān that not only the Holy Prophet ﷺ, but all the prophets who came to this world, were human beings, they started advancing another argument that if prophethood had to be bestowed upon a human being, why was it not given to some wealthy man of a high rank and position from Makkah or Ta'īf instead of the Holy Prophet ﷺ who was not so wealthy? According to some narrations, they had proposed the names of Walīd Ibn Mughīrah and 'Utbah Ibn Rabī'ah from Makkah, and 'Urwah Ibn Mas'ūd Thaqafi, Ḥābīb Ibn 'Amr Thaqafi or Kinānah Ibn 'Abdiyāţīl from Ta'īf. (Rūh-ul-Maānī)

Allah Almighty has given two answers to this objection. The second answer is found in the next verses which will be explained there, while the present verse (32) has provided the first answer in the words, "Is it they who distribute the mercy of your Lord?". "Mercy of your Lord" refers here to 'prophethood' and the gist of the answer is that appointing someone as a prophet is a mercy from Allah which he bestows upon and allocates to human beings on the basis of His absolute wisdom, and according to His exclusive discretion for which He needs not to consult anyone, nor has anyone a right to interfere with it. You have no concern with distribution of prophethood so that your advice should be sought before anyone is made a prophet. Your intellect and understanding is too deficient to be entrusted with selecting suitable persons for the office of prophethood, or for the distribution of this divine mercy among people. How can you distribute among people an office as high as prophethood, while you have no ability to distribute something that is much lower and easier, that is, your economy. You are not good enough even to carry out
the distribution of your wealth and means of sustenance. We know that if you are entrusted with this responsibility, you will not be able to manage it even for one day, and the whole system will simply collapse. That is why Allah Ta'ālā has not assigned the distribution of provisions in this world to you; rather He has kept it in His own hands. Since this comparatively ordinary work cannot be entrusted to you, how can a great job like distribution of prophethood be given in your hands?

This is what the above verses mean, but in the context of replying to the 'mushrikin', many economic principles are laid down and indications are given by Allah Ta'ālā regarding the economic system of the world; their brief explanation is necessary here.

**The Natural system of Distribution of wealth**

(We have distributed among them their livelihood).

This is to say that Allah in His infinite wisdom, has devised such a system for the world that everybody is dependent on another for meeting his needs. Thus all the people, bound in this mutual inter-dependence, are fulfilling the needs of the whole society. This verse has made it quite clear that Allah Almighty has not assigned the work of distributing livelihood to any human organization or authority that works out a plan (as claimed by the socialist theory) how to define the needs of a society, how to meet those needs, how to allocate the means of production to various channels, and how to distribute the income, and on what basis. Instead, all these functions rest with Allah Ta'ālā. What it means is that by making every person dependent upon another, an automatic system has been developed that may solve these issues, with the only condition that it is not hindered by unnatural factors like monopolies etc. This system of mutual interdependence is known in modern economic terminology as the 'supply and demand mechanism'. The natural law of 'supply and demand' is that shortage in the supply of an item results in an increase in its price, and thus attracts more factors of production towards its production, so that they may earn more profit. But when the production outpaces the demand, its prices decrease, and so does the profit, thereby diverting the means of production towards more profitable items. Islam has employed this natural mechanism of supply and demand to produce and distribute wealth, and has not assigned the distribution of livelihood to any organization under ordinary circumstances. The reason is that human
planning, however advanced it may be, cannot take into account every element of human necessities; such social issues are usually resolved through a natural process that works in an automatic manner. If such problems are entrusted to human planning, it can only result in artificial restraints imposed on the natural human freedom. For example, the fact that the hours of daylight are for working, and the night is meant for sleeping was not determined by any social contract or by human planning; it came about through nature's automatic process. Similarly, who should marry whom is automatically arranged in accordance with the natural system of personal inclinations; nobody has even thought of arranging it through planning. If the question of selecting a particular field of academic specialization is entrusted to the planning of a government, instead of one's own inclination and taste, it will result in nothing but coercion and compulsion which may, in turn, disturb and spoil the natural human life. Similarly, the economic system is taken care of by Allah's wisdom and power; everybody knows in his heart what he wants to do, which job is more suitable for him, and which he can perform properly. As such, everybody, even if he is a sweeper, is happy loving his work, and is proud of it.

However, unlike capitalism, Islam has not given so much freedom to the individuals as allows them to accumulate wealth by any means, lawful or unlawful, and deprive others of their livelihood. Islam has therefore drawn a clear line between ḥālāl (permissible) and ḥarām (impermissible) sources of income. It has, on the one hand, totally prohibited usury or interest, speculative transactions, hoarding and gambling (which in its technical sense in Islamic law is much more general than its lexical meaning in English), and on the other hand, has levied zakāh, 'ushr, etc., even on permitted income. And thus Islam has closed the doors of those social ills that are found in the present day capitalistic system. If despite all this, monopolies are created at any time, government has been permitted to intervene and break them up. Details on this subject can be seen in the author's Urdu books on 'The Issue of Interest' 'Distribution of Wealth in Islam' and 'Economic Reforms in Islamic System'.

The truth about economic equality
وَرَأَبْنا بَعْضَهُمْ فَوْقَ بَعْضٍ دَرَجَتٍ (and have raised some of them over others in
ranks). This tells us that economic equality, in the sense that the income of all the individuals of this world should be equal, is neither desirable nor practically feasible. The reason is that Allah Ta’ala has charged every member of this universe with some duties, and has given them rights in proportion to their obligations. All the creatures, excepting man, are liable for the least duties in the sense that there is nothing like lawful, unlawful or prohibited for them, and hence they have the least rights. Accordingly, man has been given vast freedom in dealing with them; he can use them in any way for his benefit, subject to some minor restrictions. He uses some animals as his food, some he rides and some creatures are trodden under his feet, but these things are not considered to be the denial of the rights of those creatures, because their duties are very few, hence their rights are also to that proportion. Human beings and jinns have been given more responsibilities in their duties than any other creature of this universe in that they are accountable to Allah Ta’ala in each utterance, each deed each move and each movement; if they do not carry out their duties, they are liable to punishment in the Hereafter. That is the reason why Allah Ta’ala has given much more rights to human beings and jinns as compared to other creatures. And then, even among human beings, those whose duties and obligations are more than others have been given more rights as well. As such, prophets عليه السلام whose responsibilities exceed those of all other human beings, were given more rights than others in many respects.

The same principle has been applied by Allah Ta’ala to the economic system also. Allah has given economic advantages and rights to anyone in accordance with his duties and obligations. It is obvious that equality in duties and obligations is not possible, and differences are unavoidable. It is simply not feasible that everybody's economic benefits i.e. income and duties be exactly equal, because they depend on one's natural abilities which include physical strength, health, intellectual power, age, level of intelligence, efficiency and quickness; it is obvious to everyone that it is beyond the capability of even the most advanced communist state to create homogeneity and equality among people in respect of these qualities. When differences in the abilities of human beings are unavoidable, there have to be differences in their economic duties. And since economic rights are linked with these duties, differences in economic
rights i.e. incomes are also unavoidable, because if everybody's income is made equal, while duties continue to be different, equity and justice cannot be established. It is now quite evident that complete equality in incomes can never be fair at any time. As such the communist claim that equality will be achieved in the ultimate stage of completion of communism, is neither practicable nor equitable.

To determine whose duties are more and whose are less and to determine their rights accordingly is an extremely sensitive and difficult task, and man does not have any perfect standard, as yet, to measure it. Sometimes one gets the feeling that an expert and experienced engineer has earned in only one hour what a common unskilled laborer could not, even by carrying tons of earth during the whole day. But in all fairness, one has to concede that the whole day's carefree hard work of the laborer just cannot match the burden of responsibility of the engineer. Besides, the income of the engineer is not compensation for only one hour's work, but it really is compensation partly for the exercise of the mind, burning of the mid-night oil and effort put in to get engineering education and training, and then in getting experience and expertise. In its early days, communism has accepted the differences in incomes and as such there are vast differences in the incomes of different categories of the populace in all the communist countries. But where they have slipped is that they have given control over all means of production to the government, thereby determination of duties and commensurate distribution of incomes has also come under the control of the government. As mentioned earlier, man does not have a perfect standard to measure that the rights are in accordance with one's duties; as such a few functionaries of the government in communist countries have the power to dole out, as much as they want, to any person and withhold, as much as they want from anyone. In the first place, such discretionary powers give rise to corruption, nepotism etc. Secondly, even if one presumes that all the functionaries of the government are angels, and they truly desire to distribute the incomes in the country according to the dictates of justice and equity, then what is the measure through which they may be able to determine the difference in the duties of an engineer and a laborer, and in that context what should be the difference between their incomes?

The fact is that the right decision in this matter is beyond human
understanding, and that is why it has been kept in the domain of nature. This is what Allah Ta‘ālā has hinted at in the verse under discussion which says, "and have raised some of them over others in ranks". Instead of leaving human beings determine this difference, Allah Ta‘ālā has kept it in His own hands in the sense that by associating others in the fulfillment of everyone's needs, a system has been developed where everyone is constrained to pay the other's rightful dues for the fulfillment of his own needs. Here also, the mechanism of supply and demand based upon mutual dependence, determines everybody's income. In other words, everyone determines for himself the compensation that is adequate for the responsibilities he has undertaken; if he is offered less than that, he will not agree, and if he demands more than that, the other person will not agree to get the work done by him. This is exactly what the verse says: "so that some of them may put some other to work.") meaning that Allah has made the incomes of the people different, so that one person may employ another; if their incomes had been the same, nobody will have been of use to another person.

Of course, in abnormal situations, big capitalists may take undue advantage of this natural system of supply and demand, and may compel poor people to work for lesser wages than their actual entitlement. In order to prevent this, Islam has, in the first place, given thorough injunctions of ḥalāl (lawful) and ḥarām (unlawful), and a wide-ranged code of ethics based on the concept of the Day of Retribution. But if at any time, such a situation does appear, then the Islamic government has been given an authority to determine the wages and salaries during those abnormal conditions. But this authorization is limited to the abnormal conditions, and there is no need to let the government have control of all means of production for this purpose, because its harm far outweighs its gains.

The Meaning of Islamic equality

It is quite clear from the above discussion that complete equality in incomes is neither a requirement of equity and justice, nor has it been actually established anywhere; It is not possible or desired in Islam either. Of course, the equality that Islam has established is in the matters of law, social behavior and in honoring the rights of everyone. What it means is that everybody is equal in exercising one's legal, civil and social rights for
obtaining his economic dues as determined by the natural system mentioned above. What it does not mean is that a rich man or a man of rank and position should obtain his right with ease and dignity, while a poor man has to knock on the doors and has to lose his respect and dignity to obtain his rights, or that the law should protect the rights of the rich, and leave the poor to fend for themselves. This kind of inequality is not tolerable in Islam, and this is what Sayyidna Abu Bakr Siddiq Ṣhadīq had said in one of his addresses:

وَاللَّهُمَّ ما عندِي أقوى من الضعيف حتي أخذ الحق له ولا عندِي أضعف من القوي حتي أخذ الحق منه

"I swear by Allah that nobody is more forceful to me than a weak man until I cause his right to be given to him, and nobody is weaker than a powerful man till I obtain from him the right of the weak one."

Islamic equality, therefore, from the purely economic point of view means that everybody should have equal opportunities to earn livelihood, and Islam does not tolerate that a few wealthy persons should control and monopolize the sources of wealth whereas small traders should be unable to do business in the market place. By forbidding interest, speculative transactions, gambling, hoarding, monopolistic trade agreements, and by applying zakāh, 'ushr, kharāj, maintenance allowances, alms and other compulsory payments, an environment of freedom has been created in which every individual can get an opportunity of earning livelihood according to his ability, endeavor and investment. A prosperous society can be built upon this foundation. The differences in incomes which remain despite all this are actually unavoidable, and cannot be erased just as the differences in human beings in respect of beauty and elegance, health and vigor, sense and intelligence and offspring and progeny cannot be wiped out.

Verses 33 - 35
And were it not that all people will become of a single creed (i.e. disbelief), We will have caused, for the benefit of those who disbelieve in Raḥmān, roofs of their houses to be made of silver, and the stairs as well, on which they will climb, [33] and doors of their homes, and the coaches on which they will recline, [34] and (will have made some of these things) of gold-ornaments. And all this is nothing but an enjoyment of the worldly life. And the Hereafter, with your Lord, is (destined) for the God-fearing. [35]

Commentary
Superiority is not based upon wealth and property
This is the second reply to the infidels of Makkah for their question why prophethood was not bestowed upon some very rich and wealthy person of Makkah or Ta'īf? The gist of the answer is that some qualities and abilities are undoubtedly necessary for choosing someone as a prophet. But abundance of riches and wealth cannot be taken as the basis of this choice. Wealth and property are so worthless in Allah's view that if there was no apprehension of all the people becoming disbelievers, He will have showered gold and silver upon all the infidels. The Holy Prophet ﷺ has stated, in a hadīth reported by Tirmidhī,

 لوكانت الدنيا تعدل عند الله جناح بعوضة ماسقى كافرًا منها شربة ماء
"If the worth of the whole world, in Allah's sight, had been equal to that of one wing of a mosquito, Allah Ta'ālā will not have given even one drop of water from this world to an infidel (kāfir)".

This tells us that neither abundance of wealth and property owned by someone can be a cause of his superiority, nor can one's poverty be taken as an indication of his being lower in rank. As for those excellent qualities which are necessary for prophethood, they are found in the Holy Prophet ﷺ, to their perfection. Their objection is, therefore, false and baseless.

The statement in these verses that if gold and silver had been showered upon all the infidels, all the people will have become disbelievers is meant for most of the people. Even today, there are people who are certain that if they become disbelievers, they will get abundance
of riches and wealth, but they do not lose their faith for the sake of wealth and property; such people will have remained steadfast to their belief and faith, perhaps even at that time, but the number of such people will have been very little indeed.

**Verses 36 - 45**

وَمَنْ يَعْشَ عَنْ ذِكْرِ الرَّحْمَنِ نَقِيضٌ لَهُ سَيْطَانًا فَهُوَ لَهُ قَرْينُ (۲۶)

وَإِنَّهُمْ لِبَصُّوْنَ هُمْ عَنِ السَّبِيلِ وَيَحْسَبُونَ أَنَّهُمْ مَهْتَدُونَ (۳۷)

حَتَّى إِذَا جَاءَنَا قَالَ بَلَّيْتَ بِيْنِي وَبَيْنِكَ بِعْدَ الْمُشْرِقِينَ فِيْنَ ۖ (۳۸)

وَلَنْ يَنْفِعَكُمُ الْيَوْمُ إِذْ ظَلَّلْتُمْ أَنْكُمْ فِي الْعَذَابِ مُشْتَرَكِينَ (۳۹)

فَأَقْتُلُوكُمْ أَقْتُلُونَ الْمُقْتَدِرِينَ (۴۰)

فَإِنَّا نَذْهَبُنَّ يَكُونَ فَيْنَا مِنْهُمْ مُّتَقَمِّمُونَ (۱) فَأَسْتَمِسْكُ

أُوْلِي الْأَبْدُلِ وَعَذِّبُونَ فَيَنَا عَلَىٰ الْمُسْتَقِيمَ مُقْتَدِرُونَ (۴۲)

وَأَنَّهُ لِذِكْرِكَ بَلَّى أَوْجَيْنِ إِلَيْكَ إِنَّكَ عَلَى صِرَاطٍ مُّسْتَقِيمٍ (۴۳)

وَالَّذِي أَوْجَيْنِ إِلَيْكَ وَسُوفْ تُسْتَفْلَوْنَ (۴۴)

وَسَتُلْمُنَّ مِنْ أَرْسَالِنَا مِنْ قَبْلِكَ (۴۵)

And whoever makes himself blind against the advice of the *Rahmān*, We assign for him a devil who accompanies him all the time. [36] And they (the devils) prevent such people from the (right) way, while they deem themselves to be on the right path, [37] until when such a person will come to us, he will say (to the devil), "Will that there were the distance of East and West between me and you, because you were the worst companion." [38] And (it will be said to such people,) 'Since you were wrongdoers, it will never benefit you today that you are sharing the punishment with each other.' [39] So, can you (O prophet) make the deaf to hear, or can you show the way to the blind and the one who is in open error? [40] So, even if We take you away, We will surely take vengeance on them. [41] Or (if) We show you (in your life) that (punishment) with which
We have threatened them, then We have full control over them. [42] So, hold fast to that which has been revealed to you. Surely, you are on the straight path. [43] And certainly this (Qur'ān) is a word of honor for you and your people. And you will be questioned. [44] And ask Our messengers whom We sent before you whether We had appointed gods to be worshipped besides Raḥmān. [45]

Commentary

(And whoever makes himself blind against the advice of the Raḥmān, We assign for him a devil who accompanies him all the time - 43:36) It means that whoever knowingly turns a blind eye towards Allah's advice i.e. the Holy Qur'ān and wahy, Allah assigns to him a devil who accompanies him all the time in this world to prevent him from virtuous deeds, and to divert him towards evil. When such a man is resurrected in the Hereafter, his devil will also be with him, till they both are pushed in Hell. (Qurtubi).

We learn from this that the punishment one gets even in this world for turning away from Allah's remembrance is that he gets into bad company and 'shaitāns' (devils), whether from humans or from jinns, keep diverting him from virtues to vices. He commits vices but thinks that he is doing very well. (Qurtubi). This devil who is assigned to such a person, as mentioned here, is in addition to the 'Shaitān' (Satan) who is attached to every believer and disbeliever, because that 'shaitān' (Satan) does leave the man alone at certain specific times, whereas this devil accompanies him all the time. (Bayān-ul-Qur'ān)

('Since you were wrongdoers, it will never benefit you today that you are sharing the punishment with each other.'...43:39) There can be two explanations of this verse. One is that since your 'kufr' and 'shirk' (disbelief and ascribing partners to Allah) has been proved, your longing in the Hereafter in the words, "Will that this devil had been away from me," will be of no avail, because all of you will be sharing the same punishment.

The other explanation could be that after getting in Hell, your sharing the punishment with the devil will not benefit you. In this world, indeed it happens that when a few people share the same misfortune, everyone's burden of misery becomes somewhat lighter, but there in Hell,
everybody will be so terrorized that nobody will be able to lighten another's misery and hence sharing of the punishment will be of no benefit. (The translation given above is based on this interpretation.)

**Good Fame is liked by Islam**

(And certainly this Qur'ān is a word of honor for you and your people...43:44) The original word used in the text is *dhikr* which here means 'good name' or 'fame'. The verse means that the Noble Qur'ān is a matter of great honour and good fame for the Holy Prophet ṣṣṣ and his people. Imām Rāzī has concluded from this verse that good fame is a desirable thing, because Allah Ta'ālā has stated this as a matter of favor and that is why Sayyidnā Ibrāhīm ṣṣ had supplicated:

\[
\text{وَاعْفَ عَنِ الْجُنُودَ ذَٰلِكَ وَالْقُرْآنَ}
\]

(And destine for me a truthful description among the next generations) (26:84)

But one must keep in mind that the good fame is praiseworthy only when it is received as an automatic result of virtuous deeds, but when virtuous deeds are done for the sake of good fame, then it becomes *riyā'* (ostentation) which not only nullifies all the rewards of good deeds, but also renders one guilty of a major sin.

In this verse the words 'your people' have been taken by some exegetes to mean the tribe of Quraish only, thereby proving the superiority of Quraish, whereas 'Allāmah Qurṭubī says that, according to the correct view, these words refer to the whole Ummah of the Holy Prophet ṣṣ, irrespective of color or race, and the Noble Qur'ān is a matter of honor and good fame for the whole Ummah. (Qurṭubī)

(And ask Our messengers whom We sent before you...43:45) A question may arise here: Since all the earlier prophets ṣṣ had expired at the time of the revelation of this verse, how could the Holy Prophet ṣṣ ask any question from his predecessors? Some exegetes have taken the verse in the sense that if, as a miracle, Allah Ta'ālā arranges for the Holy Prophet ṣṣ to meet the earlier prophets ṣṣ during the Night of Ascension, 'Allāmah Qurṭubī quotes some narrations according to which the Holy Prophet ṣṣ asked them this very thing after...
leading them in the prayers; but we could not discover the source of these narrations. Most exegetes have, therefore, explained that the verse does not mean to ask the prophets verbally. What is meant by the verse is to consult the divine Scriptures revealed to the earlier prophets, and to ask their learned scholars. And the scriptures of the prophets of Bani Isra'îl which are available now, despite so many distortions, contain teachings about 'tauḥīd' (Oneness of Allah) and condemnation of 'shirk' (associating others with Allah) even today. For example, some excerpts from the Bible are quoted below:

Teachings about Oneness in the Scriptures of the earlier prophets

Here are two quotations from the Scriptures claimed by Jews and Christians to be the 'Pentateuch' or 'Torah':-

"The Lord has shown you this, to prove to you that he alone is God and that there is no other." (Deuteronomy, 4:35)

and

"Israel, remember this! The Lord—and the Lord alone—is our God. Love the Lord your God with all your heart." (Deuteronomy, 6:4)

The scripture of Shi'yā (known as Isaiah) says,

"I am the Lord; there is no other god. I will give you the strength you need, although you do not know me. I do this so that everyone from one end of the world to the other may know that I am the Lord and that there is no other god." (Isaiah, 45:5,6)

The books claimed by the Christians to be the Gospels contain this statement of Sayyidnâ Masîh (Jesus Christ):

"Listen, Israel! The Lord our God is the only Lord. Love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your soul, with all your mind, and with all your strength." (Mark, 12:29, Matthew 22:36)

It is narrated that once Sayyidnâ Masîh (Jesus Christ) said the following words during a supplication:

"And eternal life means knowing you, the only true God, and knowing Jesus Christ, whom you sent." (Yuhanna 17:3)[1]

[1] These excerpts are taken from Good News Bible, Today's English Version, Published by the Bible Societies in 1976. (Muhammad Taqi Usmani)
And We sent Mūsā with Our signs to Fir'aun (Pharaoh) and his chiefs; so he said, "I am the messenger of the Lord of the worlds." [46] So, when he came to them with Our signs, they at once started laughing at them. [47] And We did not show them a sign, but it used to be greater than its predecessor. And We seized them with punishment, so that they may return. [48] And they said, "O magician, pray for us to your Lord by the covenant He has made with you; we will certainly come to guidance." [49] Then, when We removed the punishment from them, they at once broke their word. [50] And Fir'aun proclaimed among his people, saying, "Does not the kingdom of Egypt belong to me? And these rivers are flowing right underneath me. Do you, then, not discern? [51] Or (do you not see that) I am much better than this one (Mūsā) who is worthless and can hardly express himself? [52] So why were the bracelets of gold not sent down to him, or (why) did the angels
not come along with him as companions?" [53] Thus he made fool of his people, and they obeyed him. Surely they were a sinful people. [54] So, when they provoked Our anger, We took vengeance on them, and drowned them all together, [55] and made them a people of the past, and an example for the later generations. [56]

Commentary

Incidents related to Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ have been stated by the Qur'ān at many places repeatedly, and the incidents referred to in the present verses have been described in detail in Sūrah Al-A'rāf. The reason for reminding these incidents here is to show that the objection of the infidels of Makkah that the Holy Prophet ﷺ is not a wealthy man is not a new objection; Fir'aun had expressed the same doubt against Sayyidnā Mūsā ﷺ and his prophethood. His contention was that being the ruler of Egypt, and owner of the palaces and rivers flowing beneath them, how could Mūsā ﷺ claim to be a prophet against him. But just as Fir'aun's disbelief could be of no avail to him, and he got drowned along with his people, this objection of 'kuffār' of Makkah, too, will not save them from the divine punishment in this world, or in the Hereafter.

(Thus he made fool of his people - 43:54). According to the Arabic expression, this sentence may be translated in two ways; the translation adopted in the text above is based on one of them. The second one may be: "He (Fir'aun) easily made his people to follow him". (Rūḥ-ul-Ma'ānī)

(So, when they provoked our anger, - 43:55). Since Allah Almighty is pure of the states of anger and sorrow, the meaning is that their behavior caused Us to decide that they should be punished.
And when the example of the son of Maryam was cited, your people started at once shouting at it (in joy), [57] and said, "Are Our gods better or is he?" And they did not cite it but for the sake of disputation. Rather, they are a quarrelsome people. [58] He (Īsā) is no more than a slave (of Allah) whom We favored and made an example for the children of Isra'il. [59] And if We will, We may create angels from you who succeed you on the earth. [60] And he (Īsā ) is a source of knowledge of the Hour (the Day of Judgment); so do not be in doubt about it, and follow me. This is the straight way. [61] And let not the shaitan (Satan) prevent you (from following this way). He is surely an open enemy for you. [62] And when 'Īsā came with clear proofs, he said, 'I have come to you with wisdom, and to explain to you some of those matters in which you differ. So, fear Allah, and obey me. [63] Surely, it is Allah who is my Lord and your Lord; so worship Him. This is the straight way." [64] Then different groups, out of them, fell into disagreement. So, woe to the wrongdoers
because of the punishment of a painful day. [65]

Commentary

(And when the example of the son of Maryam was cited, your people started at once shouting at it [in joy]...43:57). Exegetes have narrated three events as background of the revelation of these verses. One is that once the Holy Prophet had addressed the tribe of Quraish and said, "O people of Quraish! there is no good in whatever is worshipped beside Allah." The polytheists responded by saying, "The Christians worship Sayyidnā Ḥasan b. Ḥannā al-‘Iṣa, although you yourself say that he was a virtuous slave of Allah, and His prophet." These verses were then revealed in reply to this objection (Qurtubi).

The second narration is that the objection of the infidels related to the following verse of the Holy Qurˈān:

واَيُّمُ الْحَيَاتِ الْآخِرَةِ هُمْ يَتَكَبَّرُونَ بِمَا كَانُوا يَعْبُدُونَ "Surely, you and whatever you worship other than Allah are the fuel of Jahannam." (21:98)

When this verse was revealed, 'Abdullah Ibn-uz-ziba'ra claimed that he had the proper answer to this verse which was that the Christians worship Sayyidnā Masih (Alī) and Jews worship Sayyidnā 'Uzair (Alī), so will they both become fuel of Hell? Upon hearing this, the polytheists of Quraish became very joyful, and Allah then revealed the following verse of the Holy Qurˈān:

إِنَّ الَّذِينَ سَبَّتْنَ لَهُمْ مَنْ أَنَّى الْحَسَنَى أُولَٰئِكَ عَنْهُمْ مُبْعَدُونَ "Surely, those for whom the good (news) from Us has come earlier shall be kept away from it." (21:101)

The above verses of Sūrah Zukhruf was also revealed in this context. (Ibn Kathir, etc.,)

The third narration is that once the pagans of Makkah expressed the absurd thought that the Holy Prophet wanted to claim godhead for himself, so that he might be worshipped like Sayyidnā 'Isā is worshipped by the Christians; these verses were revealed in that context.

In reality, there is no conflict between these three narrations. The infidels will have said all the three things, and in reply Allah Taˈālā
revealed these verses in such a comprehensive manner that took care of all the three objections. The answer to the last objection is quite clear in these verses as to those who started worshipping Sayyidnā ‘Īsā ﷺ did not do so in obedience to any Divine command, nor had Sayyidnā ‘Īsā ﷺ ever desired it for himself, nor does the Qur‘ān support it. Their misconception was based on the miraculous birth of Sayyidnā ‘Īsā ﷺ without a father which was, according to them, a sign of his being god or a son of God. The Holy Qur‘ān has refuted this misconceived argument. How is it then possible that the Holy Prophet ﷺ will claim Godhead in imitation of the Christians?

The gist of the objection mentioned in the first and second narrations is essentially the same. The statement in the Qur‘ān that all those who are worshipped except Allah will become fuel for Hell or the statement of the Holy Prophet ﷺ that there is no good in whatever is worshipped except Allah, refer to the lifeless objects of worship, such as idols or those living beings who directed their followers towards their own worship, or who liked to be worshipped, such as shaitāns, Fir‘aun, Namrūd, etc. So Sayyidnā ‘Īsā ﷺ is obviously not included in this category, since at no stage did he like to be worshipped. Christians do not worship him because of any direction having being given by Sayyidnā ‘Īsā ﷺ, rather they were misled and started worshipping him by deducing the wrong conclusion from his birth without a father which was a sample of Allah’s power to show to the people that Allah does not need even any apparent cause or means to create something. This worship of Sayyidnā ‘Īsā ﷺ by Christians was not only irrational, but also against his own teachings, because he had always preached ‘tauhīd’ (Oneness of Allah); his own disgust against being worshipped simply does not allow his inclusion in the ranks of false gods.

(And if we will, We may create angels from you who succeed you on the earth... 43:60) This is in reply to the gravely mistaken conclusion drawn by Christians from the miraculous birth of Sayyidnā ‘Īsā ﷺ without a father as a result of which they attributed godhead to him, and started worshipping him. Allah Ta‘ālā states to controvert their argument that Sayyidnā ‘Īsā’s ﷺ birth was merely a demonstration of His power, and He has the power to do even more supernatural things like creating Sayyidnā ‘Ādām ﷺ without
father and mother. And if He wills, He may do as unprecedented things as causing angels to be born out of human beings.

(And he (Iṣāram) is a source of knowledge of the Hour [the day of judgement] - 43:61). This verse has been explained in two different ways. One is that Sayyidnā Iṣāram being born without a father is a proof to the fact that Allah Almighty can create people without apparent causes. Thus resurrecting the dead is not at all difficult for Him. But most exegetes have taken this verse in another sense. According to them it means that the descent of Sayyidnā Iṣāram from the sky is a sign of the Doomsday. And his coming to this world again in its last days and killing Dajjāl (the Antichrist) is proved by mutawātir aḥādīth. Some details on this subject have already been given in the explanation of the verse (3:54,55) of Sūrah 'Al-'Imrān, (See V.2, pp.76 onward of this book) and in Sūrah Nisa' 3:54,55 (See V. 2, PP. 622 onward of this book) and some in Sūrah Al-Ma‘āidah (5:110). For more details one should refer to the author's book "At-Taṣrīḥ bi mā tawātara fī nuzūl-il-Masīḥ" in Arabic and "Masīḥ-e-Mau‘ūd ki pehchān" in Urdu.

(And to explain to you some of those matters in which you differ...43:63) Since Banū Iṣrā‘īl were drowned in arrogance and obstinacy, they had tampered with the Divine laws. Sayyidnā Iṣāram disclosed the reality of such distortions. The words 'some matters' are used because some other matters were purely of mundane nature. He might have not felt the need to deal with those differences. (Bayān-ul-Qurān).

Verses 66 - 77

---

The text is a translation of the Quranic verses 43:66-77.
They are waiting for nothing but for the Hour to come upon them suddenly, while they will not even imagine (it). [66] Friends, on that day, will become enemies to one another, except the God-fearing, [67] (to whom it will be said) "O my slaves, there is no fear for you today, nor will you grieve- [68]-(that is, O) those (slaves) who believed in Our signs, and remained obedient. [69]— Enter the Paradise, you and your spouses, showered with bliss." [70] Circulated among them will be the bowls of gold, and glasses. And therein will be whatever souls desire and that in which eyes delight. "And you will be living in it for ever. [71] And that is the Paradise that you are made to inherit because of what you used to do. [72] For you there are fruits in abundance from which you will eat." [73] The sinners (on the other hand) will be in the punishment of Jahannam, living there for ever. [74] It will not be lightened for them, and they will be there, devoid of all hopes. [75] And We did not do injustice to them, rather, they themselves were the unjust. [76] And they will call (Malik, the keeper of the hell,) "O Malik, let your Lord do away with us." He will say, "You have to stay on." [77]

Commentary

The only real friendship is that which is in the sake of Allah

(Friends, on that day, will become enemies to one another, except the God-fearing 43:67). This verse tells us plainly that the friendly relations in which we take so much pride in this world, and for which we don't even care about *halāl* (permitted) and *harām* (unlawful), will be of no use on the Day of judgment, rather they will turn into enmity. In this connection, Ḥāfiz Ibn Kathīr has reproduced
a discourse of Sayyidnā 'Ali & narrated by 'Abdur Razzaq in his Musannaf and by Ibn Abī Ḥätim regarding two Muslim friends and two Non-Muslim friends. One of the Muslim friends died and when he was given the glad tidings of Paradise, he recollected his friend and supplicated in his favour: "O Allah! That friend of mine used to advise me to obey You and to obey the Holy Prophet Ⓐ, he used to direct me towards virtues and to prevent me from vices, and kept on reminding me that one day I would have to meet You. So O Allah! Do not misguide him after me, so that he may also see the scenes of Paradise as You have shown to me, and be pleased with him, as you have been with me." In reply, it will be said to him, "Do not worry, if you know what reward I have stored for your friend, you will weep less and laugh more." Later, when the friend will also have died, both the souls will get together and Allah Ta'ālā will direct them that each one of them should praise the other. Thereupon, each one of them will say about the other that he is the best brother, best companion and the best friend.

As against this, when one of the Non-Muslim friends will die, and he will be told that he will go to Hell, he will recollect his friend and will supplicate thus "O Allah! That friend of mine used to insist upon me to disobey You and your messenger, used to direct me towards vices and used to prevent me from virtues and used to tell me that I would never meet You. So O Allah! Do not give him guidance after me, so that he may also see the scenes of Hell, as You have shown to me, and be displeased with him just as You have been displeased with me." Later, when the other friend will also have died, both their souls will be get together, and they will be directed to praise the other. Then each one of them will say about the other, "He is the worst brother, worst companion and worst friend. (Ibn Kathīr p. 134, v.4)

Therefore the best friendship, in respect of this world as well as the Hereafter, is the one that is for the sake of Allah. Many are the merits stated in 'ahādīth for those two Muslims who love each other purely for the sake of Allah. One of these merits is that they will be in the shade of the "Arsh" (Throne) of Allah. And 'love for the sake of Allah' means to love someone because he is a true follower of the religion prescribed by Allah. As such, it includes sincere love for teachers of religious subjects, spiritual guides, reformers, religious scholars and devotees of Allah, as
Indeed We have brought to you the truth, but it is the truth that most of you detest. [78] Is it that they have firmly resolved to do something (harmful to Our messenger)? Then, We have firmly resolved (to frustrate their plan.) [79] Do they think that We do not hear their secrets and their whispers? Why not? And Our messengers (angels) are with them who record. [80] Say, "Had there been a son for the Rahmān, I would have been the first to worship." [81] Pure is the Lord of the heavens and the earth, the Lord of the Throne, from what they describe (about Him). [82] So, let them indulge (in their fallacy) and play, until they face their Day that they are promised. [83] And He is the One who is God to be worshipped in the sky, and God to be worshipped on the earth. And He is the Wise, the
All-Knowing. [84] And Glorious is the One to whom belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth and whatever lies between them. And with Him is the knowledge of the Hour; and towards Him you are to be returned. [85] And those whom they invoke besides Him have no power to intercede, but those who bear witness to the truth, while they have knowledge (may intercede for the believers with Allah’s permission). [86] And if you ask them as to who has created them, they will certainly say, "Allah". Then, to where are they driven back (by their false desires)? [87] And (Allah has the knowledge) of his (prophet’s) saying, "O my Lord, these are a people who do not believe." [88] So, turn away from them, and say, "Salām!" (good-bye!). Then, soon they will come to know. [89]

Commentary

(Had there been a son for the Rahmān, I would have been the first to worship - 43:81) It does not mean that, God forbid, there is any possibility of Rahmān (Allah) having offspring. What is really being said is that the Holy Prophet Ḥabīb Allah is not denying your beliefs due to enmity or obstinacy, but because they are illogical. If precise logical arguments could prove the existence of offspring of Allah, he would certainly have accepted it. But every intellectual argument contradicts this possibility, and therefore there is no question of accepting it. This tells us that it is lawful, rather desirable, to declare during a debate with erring people that if their claim had been proved by strong arguments, it would have been accepted, because such a manner of speech may sometimes soften the heart of the opponent and may persuade him to accept the truth.

(And [Allah has the knowledge] of His prophet’s saying, "O my Lord, these are a people who do not believe." 43:88) The point made by this sentence is that there are very serious reasons for Allah's wrath descending upon these infidels. On the one
hand, there are their severe crimes themselves, and on the other when
the Messenger ﷺ, who has been sent as a "blessing for the world" and
"interceder for the sinners", himself complains against them and says that
these people do not believe, despite repeated good counsels given to them,
it indicates that they must have agonized the Holy Prophet ﷺ to an
extreme extent, otherwise "the blessing for the worlds" would not have
made such a plaint merely on an ordinary hurt.

It should be noted that the present verse has been construed in
different ways. The above translation is based on the construction
adopted by Maulānā Ashraf ‘Alī Thanawi رحمه الله تعالى. Various other
constructions are given in Rūḥ-ul-Ma‘ānī.

وَنَفْلُ سَلاَمَ (and say, Salām [good-bye]. Then soon they will come to
know---43:89). At the end of the Sūrah, the same advice has been given to
the Holy Prophet ﷺ that is always given to every preacher of truth. The
gist of the advice is that one may reply to the arguments and doubts of
the opponents, but when they start talking ignorantly, foolishly or are
involved in hurling abuses, then instead of replying in their language,
one should keep quiet. And the instruction to say Salām does not mean
that "Assalāmu ‘alaikum" is to be said to them, because this salutation is
not permissible for any non-Muslim; rather it is an idiomatic expression
for parting of ways. As such, the view of those who deduce from this verse
that saying "Assalāmu ‘alaikum" to non-Muslims is permissible does not
carry much weight. (Rūḥ-ul-Ma‘ānī).

Alḥamdulillāh

The Commentary on
Sūrah Az-Zukhruf (The Gold)

Ends here
Sūrah Ad-Dukhān
The Smoke

Sūrah Ad-Dukhān is Makkī. It has 59 Verses and 3 Sections

بِنِعَالِ الْإِلَهِ الرَّحْمَٰنِ الرَّحِيمِ
With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

Verses 1 - 9

By the manifest Book, We have sent it down in a blessed night, (because) We had to warn (people). In that (night), every wise thing is decided through a command from Us. We were to send the Messenger as a mercy from your Lord, - Surely, He is the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing - the Lord of the heavens and the earth and of whatever there is between them, if you are to believe. There is no god, but He. He gives life and brings death. He is your Lord and the Lord of your forefathers. But they, being in doubt, are playing around.

Hā Mīm. [1] By the manifest Book, [2] We have sent it down in a blessed night, (because) We had to warn (people). [3] In that (night), every wise thing is decided through a command from Us. We were to send the Messenger [5] as a mercy from your Lord, - Surely, He is the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing - [6] the Lord of the heavens and the earth and of whatever there is between them, if you are to believe. [7] There is no god, but He. He gives life and brings death. He is your Lord and the Lord of your forefathers. [8] But they, being in doubt, are playing around. [9]
Commentary
The Merit of the Sūrah

Sayyidnā Abū Hurairah ﷺ reports that the Messenger of Allah said that whoever recites Sūrah Dukhān on Friday night, his sins will have been forgiven by the morning. Sayyidnā Umāmah ﷺ narrates that the Messenger of Allah said anyone who recites Sūrah Dukhān on Friday, in the night or in the day, Allah will build for him a house in Paradise. (Qurṭūbī on the authority of Tha‘labī).

In the present set of verses, the greatness of Qur‘ān and some of its special features are described. "By the manifest Book". This verse refers to the Holy 'Qur‘ān'. In the verse Allah swears an oath by the magnificent Qur‘ān to state that it was revealed in a blessed and auspicious Night, the purpose of which is to awaken the unmindful human beings from their deep slumber. A similar oath was taken, in exactly the same words, at the commencement of Sūrah Az-Zukhruf (Chapter 43). The oath-phrase has been fully discussed there.

٢٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠..
means that it was revealed in its entirety from the Preserved Tablet to the lowest Firmament in one night of the month of Ramaḍān. But, it was revealed to the Prophet \( \text{\textsuperscript{\textcircled{P}}} \) gradually over a period of twenty-three years. Some scholars have expressed the opinion that the installment of the Qur'ān that was destined to be revealed in a given year used to be sent down on the Night of Power from the Preserved Tablet to the Firmament of the Earth. (Qurtubī).

Some other scholars of Tafsīr, like ‘Ikrimah, interpret the phrase 'laylah mubārahah' (blessed night) as referring to 'laylat-ul-barā'ah' (the Night of Immunity), that is, the 15th night of Sha'bān. But to say that the Qur'ān was revealed during this night goes against the clear texts of the Qur'ān: In "The month of Ramaḍān is the one in which the Qur'ān was revealed... (2:185)" and "We have sent it (the Qur'an) in the Night of Qadr - (97:1)". In the presence of such clear texts, it cannot be accepted, without any strong evidence, that the Qur'ān was revealed in the Night of Immunity. There are, however, certain Traditions that speak highly of this night - that it is a night of blessings and that it is a night during which Allah showers His mercy. Some versions of the Tradition use exactly the same words as the Qur'ān uses in the verse to describe 'laylah mubārahah' - "In that (night), every wise thing is decided (4) through a command from Us... (5)". In interpreting this verse Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās \( \text{\textsuperscript{\textcircled{S}}} \) says that it refers to the Night of Power, in which the Qur'ān was revealed. In it all matters are decreed to happen from the present Night of Power to the next, relating to all creation, their births, their deaths, their provisions and other details. Other leading authorities on Tafsīr, like Sayyidnā Hasan, Qatādah, Mujāhid and others \( \text{\textsuperscript{\textcircled{M}}} \), concur with Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās \( \text{\textsuperscript{\textcircled{S}}} \). Mahdawi says that all matters decreed by Allah are, on this night, transferred to the angelic scribes who record the decrees of the coming year. Other texts of Qur'ān and Suunah bear testimony to the fact that Allah had decreed all matters in pre-eternity (azal) even before the creation of man. Therefore, the statement that man's destiny is decreed in this night simply means that the decrees for the whole year are handed over, in this night, to the relevant angels for implementation. (Qurtubī).

Because some versions of the Tradition state that births, deaths and
sustenance are decreed in the night of immunity or 15th night of Sha'ban, some of the scholars have interpreted the phrase 'laylah mubarakah' in the current verse as referring to 'laylat-ul-barā'ah' or 'the Night of Immunity'. But this is not correct, because here the revelation of the Qur'ān is mentioned first; and its revelation in the month of Ramadān is confirmed by the clear texts of the Qur'ān. Some versions state that sustenance and other things are decreed in the Night of Immunity. Ibn Kathīr, first of all, says this Tradition is mursal and such Tradition cannot be reliable in the presence of clear/express texts. Qādī Abū Bakr Ibn ‘Arabī asserts that no authentic Tradition relating to mid-Sha'bān is available which may show that sustenance, births and deaths are determined and decreed in that night. He further rejects the idea that there is any reliable Tradition on the merit of this night. Rūḥ-ul-Ma‘ānī, however, cites a Tradition, without a chain of transmitters, narrated by Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās in which he says that sustenance, life and death are determined in the mid-Sha'bān night, and in the Night of Power the decrees are handed over to the angels. If this Tradition is confirmed, then the two interpretations can be reconciled and synchronized. Otherwise, the express words of Qur'ān and authentic Traditions relating to 'laylah mubarakah' and 'fiha yufraqu...' in the verse of Sūrah Dughān clearly show that they refer to the 'Night of Power'. As far as the merit of the night of mid-Sha'bān is concerned, it is a separate issue. Some Traditions do speak about it but they are weak. Therefore, Qādī Abū Bakr Ibn ‘Arabī denied any merit of this night. Chains of transmission of Traditions concerning mid-Sha'bān are all weak but, it may be suggested that, if the various ways of transmission are put together, they gain strength. Therefore, many great scholars have accepted the Traditions about mid-Sha'ban because there is room to act upon weak Traditions relating to meritorious actions. Allah knows best!

Verses 10 - 16
So, wait for a day when the sky will come up with a visible smoke [10] that will envelop people. This is a painful punishment. [11] (Then they will say,) "O our Lord, remove from us the punishment; we will truly believe." [12] How will they take lesson, while there has already come to them a messenger making things clear, [13] then they turned away from him, and said, "(He is) tutored, crazy."? [14] (Well,) We are going to remove the punishment for a while, (but) you will certainly go back (to your original position). [15] (Then,) the day We will seize (you) with the greatest seizure, We will take vengeance. [16]

**Commentary**

"...visible smoke" in verse (10) embodies a prophecy and the Prophet ﷺ was asked to watch for the Day when the sky will bring forth a manifest smoke covering the people. There are three opinions recorded about this from the Companions and their pupils.

The first view is that the smoke is one of the portents of the Day of Judgement which will occur very close to the Day of Judgement. This view is held by Sayyidnā ‘Ali al-Murtadā, Ibn ‘Abbās, Ibn ‘Umar, Abū Hurairah, Zaid Ibn ‘Abī Ḥaṣan al-Baṣrī Ibn Abī Mulaikah and others. This view is recorded traceably on the authority of Sayyidnā Abū Sa‘īd al-Khudrī and Ḥudhaifah Ibn ‘Usaid al-Ghifāri which will be set out in detail later.

The second view is that this prophecy has already occurred. This refers to the event when the Quraish did not respond to Islam's call and they grew obstinate, the Apostle of Allah invoked against them that they would suffer seven years of drought and famine as it happened in the time of Prophet Yūsuf ﷺ. They became so exhausted and hungry that they were forced to eat bones and carrion. When they looked at the sky, they saw nothing but smoke or smoky haze because of their exhaustion, instead of rain-laden clouds. This view is held by Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd ﷺ and others.
The third view is held by Sayyidnā 'Abdur-Raḥmān al-‘A’raj and others. They say that the 'smoke' refers to the 'dust' which had been stirred up to the sky, and had covered the firmament of Makkah on the day of 'the Conquest of Makkah'. (Qurtubī).

The first two views are most popular. Ibn Kathīr says regarding the third view:

هذا القول غريب جدًا بل مُكر

"This view is gharīb (unfamiliar), in fact munkar (against authentic reports)".

The other two views are confirmed by authentic Traditions. Rūḥ-ul-Ma‘ānī supports the second view. Tafsīr Bayān-ul-Qur'ān prefers this view. It would appear that Ibn Kathīr and Qurtubī prefer the first view. Allah knows best!

Narrations relating to the two views are as follows. It is recorded in Saḥīḥ of Muslim that Sayyidnā Ḥudhaifah Ibn ‘Usaid al-Ghifārī said:

"The Messenger of Allah looked out upon us from a room while we were discussing the Hour. He said:

'The Hour will not come until you see ten signs. The rising of the sun from the west; the smoke; the beast (dābbat-ul-’ard); the emergence of Gog and Magog; the appearance of ‘Īsā son of Maryam; the Dajjāl (anti-Christ); three cases of the earth collapsing - one in the east, one in the west, and one in the Arabian peninsula; and a fire that will emerge from the bottom of Aden and will drive the people - or gather the people - stopping with them when they stop to sleep at night or rest during the day.'" (Ibn Kathīr).

Ibn Jarīr has recorded on the authority of Sayyidnā Abū Mālik Ash’arī that the Messenger of Allah said: "I warn you against three things: one, the smoke which will only cause cold in a believer, but will permeate the entire body of an unbeliever so much so that it will ooze out from every pore and minute hole of the skin; the second thing is the beast (of the earth which will be of a strange/unnatural type); the third thing will be Dajjāl". Having cited this narration, Ibn Kathīr said: "هذا استناد جيد "This chain of transmitters is good". Ibn Kathīr has cited another narration on the same subject vide Ibn Abī Ḥātim on the authority of Sayyidnā Abū
Sa'īd al-Khudrī. He also cites a narration with reference to Ibn Abī Ḥātim on the authority of Sayyidnā 'Alī al-Murtādā to the following effect: "This prophecy has not yet been fulfilled. (It will happen close to the Hour). This smoke will be the cause of catarrh for the believer but it will penetrate the entire body of an unbeliever and ooze out of the tiny holes of his skin". Ibn Jarīr cites a narration on the same subject on the authority of Sayyidnā 'Abdullāh Ibn 'Umar and Ibn 'Abbās. Ibn Kathīr cites this and writes:

"This chain of transmitters is authentic up to Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās, the scholar of the Ummah, interpreter of the Qurān. This is the view of other Companions and their pupils who concur with Sayyidnā Ibn 'Abbās, together with prophetic Traditions - some being sahih and others hasan. They too are sufficient to prove that the 'smoke' is one of the portents of the Hour. It has not yet occurred, especially since the apparent wordings of the Qurān bear evidence to this fact. Sayyidnā 'Abdullāh Ibn Mas'ūd's popular interpretation of the word 'smoke' refers to an imaginary smoke/an illusion which they saw because of their intense hunger and exhaustion, but it is inconceivable that the Qurān would use a phrase like 'that will envelop people ...(11)' because this imaginary smoke was experienced by Makkans only. The wordings of the phrase 'that will envelop people ...(11)' show that the smoke had enveloped all the people.

Earlier on, Sayyidnā 'Abdullāh Ibn Mas'ūd's view was given as follows as recorded in the two Saḥīhs, Musnad of Aḥmad, Tirmidhī, Nasaī and others. Sayyidnā Masrūq narrates: 'We entered the mosque of Kūfah at the gates of kindah - and a preacher recited the verse 'بَوْمَ تَأْتِي السَّمَاءَ بِذَخَانٍ مِّيْبَينٍ' (a day when the sky will come up with a visible smoke
and asked the audience: "Do you know what smoke is that?"

Then he said that that is the smoke which will emerge on the Day of Resurrection. It will take away the hearing and sight of the hypocrites, but for the believers it will be like having a cold. Sayyidnā Masrūq says, 'when we heard this we went to Sayyidnā 'Abdullāh Ibn Mas'ūd and told him about it. He was lying down, and he sat up with a start and said: "Allah has given to his prophet the following direction: فَلَمَّا أَسْتَلَكْمُ عَلَيْهِ مِنَ أَحْرُومَةَ أَنَا مِنَ الْمُسْتَكْلِيبِينَ Say, "I do not demand from you any fee for it, nor am I from among those who make up things artificially" (38:86). This verse proves that it is also a part of knowledge that when a man does not know something, he should say frankly that he does not know and that the correct knowledge is with Allah.(and he should not pretend that he knows it) "Then he narrated a Ḥadīth which interprets the meaning of the verse, thus: When the Quraish did not respond to the call of Islam and grew stubborn, the Messenger of Allah imprecated against them that they should have years like the years of drought and famine during the time of Sayyidnā Yūsuf. They became so exhausted and hungry that they ate dead meat and bones. When they looked at the sky, they saw nothing but smoke.

According to another report, a man would look at the sky and he would see nothing between him and the sky except a smoky haze on account of intensity of hunger and exhaustion. In support of his argument he recited "So, wait for a day when the sky will come up with a visible smoke (44:10)". When this event took place, people came up to the Prophet of Allah and requested him to pray to Allah to send down rain to his tribe of Mudar. Otherwise, they all will perish. So, the Holy Prophet prayed for rain for them, and the rain came down. On that occasion the following verse was revealed "We are going to remove the punishment for a while, (but) you will certainly go back (to your original position). (44:15)" As predicted, when they were granted ease or reprieve, they reverted to their former state of ḥiffr (disbelief) and Allah revealed the following verse "(Then,) the day We will seize (you) with the greatest seizure, We will take vengeance. (44:16)"

Sayyidnā 'Abdullāh Ibn Mas'ūd says that "greatest seizure" refers to the battle of Badr. After reporting this incident,
Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd  says that five events have already taken place:

1. the smoke;
2. the (defeat of the) Romans;
3. the (splitting of the) moon;
4. the seizure; and
5. the liżām. (Ibn Kathīr).

The 'smoke', according to this interpretation, refers to the drought and famine in Makkah. The defeat of the Romans was prophesied in the Sūrah Ar-Rūm, thus: (30:3) The splitting of the moon refers to the miracle given by Allah to Prophet Muḥammad  that is described in Sūrah Al-Qamar, thus: (54:1) "The Hour (of doom) has drawn near, and the moon has split asunder." The 'seizure', according to this interpretation, refers to the consequences of the pagan Quraysh in the Battle of Badr. The 'liżām' refers to (25:77), meaning the unbelievers' persistent denial of the truth will inevitably cause them torment.

A careful analysis of the verses embody several prophecies. First, the appearance of smoke on the sky and enveloping all the people. Second, that the pagans will not be able to bear the torment, so they will pray to Allah for its removal promising that they will believe. Third, they will go back on their words and break their promise. Fourth, Allah - despite their false promise - will remove the punishment for a short while in order to establish an argument against them, showing that they will not keep to their promise. Fourth, He will launch the greatest assault on them again to take revenge. According to Sayyidnā ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas‘ūd's interpretation, all the prophecies have been fulfilled. The first four prophecies were fulfilled during the period when the people of Makkah suffered a severe drought and famine until this torment was lifted. The fifth one was fulfilled on the occasion of the battle of Badr. But the difficulty in this interpretation is that it seems inconceivable that the express wordings of the Qur‘ān such as "...the sky will come to the earth..." would refer
to an imaginary smoke on account of intensity of hunger. The wordings expressly refer to the distinctive smoke that would be brought forth in the open and clear sky, enshrouding all the people. But in this interpretation, there is neither visible smoke in the sky nor is it enveloping the people. The smoke was as a result of the intensity of their own exhaustion. Therefore, following the express wordings of the Qur'an, Ibn Kathir prefers to interpret the expression of 'smoke' as referring to one of the signs/portents of the Hour. Furthermore, this interpretation is preferable because this is based on Prophetic ahadith, while the other interpretation is based merely on a saying of Sayyidnā 'Abdullāh Ibn Mas'ūd.

But a strong objection on the interpretation of Ibn Kathir may be raised on the basis of the verse that says, "(Well,) We are going to remove the punishment for a while, (but) you will certainly go back (to your original position). (44:15)". The problem here is that on the Day of Judgement no punishment of the unbelievers will be removed. The assertion that their punishment will be removed for a few days does not appear to coincide with the interpretation that takes the 'smoke' as a sign of Qiyāmah. Responding to this objection, Ibn Kathir has observed that it could have one of two meanings. For one thing, it could mean 'If We, in keeping with your request, grant you reprieve from your torment and send you back to the world, you will revert to your former state of kufr'. This may be compared to another verse on the same subject: "And even if We have mercy on them and remove whatever distress they have, they would still persist obstinately in their rebellion, wandering blindly." Similarly, another verse states "...And if they were sent back, they would again go for what they were forbidden from...". (6:28)

The other meaning of "We are going to remove the punishment" could be that all the causes of punishment have been completed and the punishment is imminent, but it is postponed for a few days, as it was delayed in the case of the people of Yūnus. The Qur'an says "Surely We have removed from them their punishment" whereas the punishment on the people of Yūnus had not yet arrived - only the signs of punishment were visible when it was
delayed, but it is described as removal of punishment.

In conclusion, if the prophecy of dukhān ('smoke') be taken as one of the portents of the Hour, so the phrase kāshīfūl ʿadhāb (We are going to remove the punishment - کَأَشْفَعْنَا ٱلْعَذَّابَ) does not create any problem. In this interpretation, the phrase "(Then,) the day We will seize (you) with the greatest seizure ... (44:16)" refers to the seizure of the Day of Judgement. In Sayyidnā ʿAbdullāh Ibn Masʿūd's interpretation it refers to the seizure of the battle of Badr. This is correct because that too was a great seizure, but that does not necessarily mean that a greater seizure will not be made on the Day of Judgement. It is possible that the Qur'ān, through these verses, is warning the unbelievers of an impending punishment. Whenever a punishment befell the enemies, the noble Companions took the verses to apply to that particular punishment. This does not negate its being one of the signs of the Hour. Rūḥ-ul-Maʿānī cites Sayyidnā ʿAbdullāh Ibn Mas'ud's narration with reference to 'Allamah Saffarini's book 'al-Buhūr-uz-Zākhirah', thus:

"Two clouds of 'dukhān or smoke' will be produced at two different times: One, in fact, has already occurred on the occasion of the famine of Makkah and the other is still going to be produced. The second smoke will fill the atmosphere between the heaven and the earth. A believer will feel it like having a cold but it will tear through all the pores of an unbeliever. At that time Allah will send southerly wind from Yemen which will take away the soul of every believer; and there shall remain only the unbelievers, the worst of people." (Rūḥ-ul-Maʿānī)

The author of Rūḥ-ul-Maʿānī, in terms of his preferred interpretation, has expressed his suspicion on the authenticity of this narration. However, if the narration can be confirmed, then there will remain no conflict between the Tafsīr of Ibn Masʿūd and the express wordings of the Qur'ān and the Prophetic ahadith. Allah, the Pure and Exalted, knows best!
And We did test the people of Fir'aun prior to them, and a noble messenger came to them [17] saying, "Deliver to me the slaves of Allah. I am an honest messenger to you." [18] and saying, "Do not be haughty against Allah. I bring to you a clear proof. [19] And I have sought refuge with my Lord and your Lord, lest you stone me to death. [20] And if you do not believe in me, then keep away from me." [21] Then he prayed to his Lord saying, "These are a guilty people." [22] (So, Allah answered his prayer saying,) "Now, take away my slaves at night. You will certainly be chased. [23] And leave the sea in the state of stillness; they are an army that is sure to be drowned." [24] How many gardens and fountains have they left behind_ [25] and how many fields and noble sites, [26] and how many a luxury they used to rejoice in! [27] This is how it happened. And We made other people inherit all this. [28] So, neither the sky and earth wept over them, nor were they given a respite. [29] And
We delivered the children of Isra'il from the humiliating punishment, [30] from Fir'aun. Indeed, he was haughty, one of the transgressors. [31] And We chose them, with knowledge,¹ above all the worlds. [32] And We gave them the clear signs in which there was a manifest blessing. [33]

Commentary

"And I have sought refuge with my Lord and your Lord, lest you stone me to death. (44:20)" The word rajm means 'to stone to death'. Another meaning of the word is 'to revile or to make a verbal assault or to heap up insults'. Both senses are possible here, but it seems more likely that the word is used here in the sense of stoning to death, because Fir'aun's people must have been threatening Prophet Miṣṣi with death.

"And leave the sea in the state of stillness; (44:24)" The word rahwan means 'to be still/calm/motionless'. When Prophet Miṣṣa and his companions crossed the sea, Miṣṣa naturally desired for the sea to go back to its original state. So he wanted to strike it with his staff so that it would form a barrier between them and Fir'aun to prevent him from reaching them. But Allah commanded him to leave it as it was, quiet and divided, and gave him the glad tidings that they were a host to be drowned, and he should not fear either being overtaken by Fir‘aun or drowning in the sea. When Fir‘aun, with his host, will reach the middle of the dry path, Allah will cause the water to flow and they will drown. (Ibn Kathir).

"...And We made other people inherit all this." (44:28) In Sūrah Shu'ara', it is explicitly stated that 'other people' refers to the Children of Israel. It is objected that there is no historical evidence to show that the Children of Israel ever settled again in Egypt. This objection has been rebutted in Sūrah Shu‘arā).

Weeping of the Sky and the Earth

"So, neither the sky and earth wept over them... (44:29)". This means they did not perform any righteous deeds on

(1) It means that the preference given to them was based on the divine knowledge that they deserved it, because they were the only people at that time who believed in the Oneness of Allah and had submitted themselves to His commands.
earth which would weep for them when they died, nor did any of their righteous deeds ascend through the gates of heaven, so that the sky would weep on their death. There are several ahadith which confirm that when a righteous person dies, the heaven and earth weep. Ḥāfīẓ Abū Ya'īlā reports on the authority of Sayyidnā Anas that the Prophet of Allah said: "For every person there are two gates in the heaven/sky. Through one of them his sustenance descends, and through the other his deeds and his conversation ascend. When he dies, the gates remember him and weep. Then the Prophet recited the following verse as an evidence of his statement: "So, neither the sky and earth wept over them... (44:29)." Similar reports are narrated on the authority of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās (Ibn Kathīr). Sayyidnā Shuraih Ibn ‘Ubaid al-Ḥadrāmī narrates that the Holy Prophet said: "If a believer dies away from home where there is no one to weep for him, the heaven and earth weep for him." On this occasion too, the Holy Prophet recited the same verse (29), adding that neither the sky nor the earth weeps for a non-believer. (Ibn Jarīr). Sayyidnā ‘Alī also upholds that the heaven and earth weep for a righteous person. (Ibn Kathīr).

Some scholars interpret the verse metaphorically, not literally. They say that the sky and the earth do not really weep, in the primary sense of the word. The verse purports to say that their existence is so insignificant that when they were wiped out, it did not cause grief to anyone. In the light of the above narratives, the real weeping of the heaven and earth in this context appears to be preferable. If the literal or primary sense of an expression is possible, there is no need to interpret it metaphorically or figuratively. The narratives quoted above support our argument - that the verse must be interpreted in its basic sense, and not in the figurative sense. It may be objected that neither the heaven nor the earth has any sense so that they would weep in the primary sense in which we understand it. Its rebuttal is simple: Obviously, every member of the universe has some sense, to a higher or lower degree, as attested by the Qur’ān, "...And there is not a single thing that does not extol His purity and praise, but you do not understand their extolling... (17:44)." Gradually, contemporary science - through its research and experiment - is now reaching the same conclusion. Of course, it is not necessary for the heavens and the earth to be weeping in
the same way as human beings do. The way of their weeping would surely be different from humans but we are unaware of its reality.

"And We chose them, with knowledge above all the worlds. (44:32)," This does not imply that the Children of Israel are superior to the Ummah of Muḥammad ﷺ, because the verse means that the Children of Israel were given superiority over all the people of their time. This is just like the Qur’ān has described the merit of Sayyidah Maryam ﷺ as being superior to the "women of the worlds (3:42) which means that she was superior to the women of her time." It is also possible that the Children of Israel have some sort of superiority to all the people of all times and ages from a particular angle, but collectively the Ummah of the Final Messenger ﷺ holds the highest status. (See Ibn Kathīr and other sources for details.)

"with knowledge" means that every work of Allah has wisdom. Thus wisdom underlying Allah’s knowledge dictated that they be granted superiority, and they were granted accordingly.

"And We gave them the clear signs in which there was a manifest blessing. (44:33) " The word 'signs' refers to the miracles of the staff, the shining hand and others. The word َبَلَّوٌ bala' has two senses: (1) blessing; and (2) trial. Here both senses are possible. (Qurṭubī).

Verses 34 - 42
These people say, [34] "The real end is nothing but our first death, and we are not going to be resurrected. [35] So, (O believers,) bring our fathers, if you are true (in your belief in resurrection.)" [36] Are they better or the people of Tubba' and those who were before them? We have destroyed them. They were guilty indeed. [37] And We did not create the heavens and the earth and what is between them just as players. [38] We did not create them but with true purpose, but most of them do not know. [39] The Day of Decision is the appointed time for all of them – [40] the day when no close relation will be of any use to any close relation, nor will they be helped, [41] except the One on whom Allah has mercy. Of course, He is the All-Mighty, the Very-Merciful. [42]

Commentary

"Bring our fathers, if you are true (in your belief in resurrection"). (44:36)". Allah did not give an answer to this argument of theirs, because it was too obvious to need explanation, for the resurrection will happen on the Day of Judgement, not in this world. Allah will bring back to life all human beings in the Hereafter. Life and death in this world are bound by specific natural laws and wisdom. If Allah is not bringing back to life those who died long ago at this time, it does not necessarily imply that He will not be able to give life after death in the Hereafter. The following statement embodies their false/absurd reasoning: In logical terminology, it may be said that the negation of a particular thing does not necessarily imply the negation of a general thing.

(Bayān-ul-Qur‘ān)

The Story of Tubba‘

"Are they better or the people of Tubba'? (44:37)". The people of Tubba‘ have been referred to twice in the Qur‘ān. Here and in Sūrah Qāf. In both places only their name has been mentioned without recounting their chronicle. Therefore, the commentators have discussed extensively about the people of Tubba’, trying to identify them and their history. Tubba‘ is not the name of a particular individual, but is said to be the royal title of the kings of Ḥimyar in Yemen. The Kings of Yemen were only known by this title when held sway over Ḥimyar, Arabia, Syria, ‘Irāq and parts of Africa for a long time; western part of Yemen was their capital. Therefore, the plural of Tubba‘ is Tababi‘ah, and the kings are called Tababi‘ah of Yemen. It is not clear which of the Tababi‘ah is
referred to here. Ḥafīẓ Ibn Kathīr's research and conclusion would appear to be most plausible. His conclusion is that Tubba' here refers to Tubba' Ausat (Middle Tubba') whose name was Asʿad Abū Kuraib Ibn Maʿdīkarab Yamani. This King ruled at least seven hundred years before the advent of the Holy Prophet of Allah ﷺ. Among the Ḥimyarī Kings, he ruled the longest. During his rule, he went on a journey of conquest invading many regions and annexing them to his domain until he reached Samarqand, expanding his kingdom. According to Muḥammad Ibn Isḥāq's narration, during his conquests once he passed by the area of Madīnah and intended to attack it. The inhabitants of Madīnah adopted the attitude that during the day they used to resist his attacks and during the night they entertained him. He felt embarrassed and abandoned the intention of fighting. During this period, two Jewish Rabbis warned him that that was the place of migration of the Final Prophet of Allah, and that he would never be able to prevail over that city. He was thus persuaded and left Madīnah and went away with the two Rabbis to Yemen. The Rabbis invited him to embrace the Mosaic religion, and he did accept it. As a result, his people were also influenced by him and they too embraced the Mosaic religion. However, after his death they went astray and reverted to idolatry and fire-worship. This brought down on them the Divine wrath, the details of which are available in Sūrah Saba'.

(Condensed from Tafsīr Ibn Kathīr: vol. 4/p 144). This incident shows that the Tubba' mentioned here had himself embraced Islam, but his people later went astray. On both occasions the Qurʾān has made reference to the 'people of Tubba', and not to Tubba' himself. This is supported by the narratives of Sayyidnā Sahl Ibn Saʿd and Ibn ʿAbbās which are recorded by Ibn Abī Ḥātim, Imām Aḥmad, Ṭabarānī and others that the Messenger of Allah said: "Do not revile Tubba', because he had embraced Islam." (ibidem).

"We did not create them but with true purpose, yet most of them do not know. (44:39)" In other words, every wise and thinking person should realise that there is a purpose and objective for creating this universe. The heavens and the earth and everything created in them manifest many realities. Examples are: (1) the manifestation of Divine power; (2) the possibility of the Hereafter. Obviously, the Supreme Creator Who drew out such huge bodies from the
realm of non-existence into the realm of existence surely has the power to
destroy them and re-create them; (3) the need for retribution
(reward/punishment). If there is no retribution in the Hereafter, the very
existence of the universe would be rendered purposeless or its purpose
would be defeated. The wisdom underlying the creation of the universe is
to make it dar-ul-imtiḥān (the domain of test-n-trial) and the Hereafter is
the domain of reward and punishment. Otherwise, the outcome of both
good and bad will necessarily be the same. This is far from Divine wisdom,
or not in keeping with Divine wisdom; and (4) urging the thinking people
to obey Allah and thank Him for having granted man this entire universe
or creation as His great blessing

Verses 43 - 59

Indeed the tree of zaqqūm [43] is the food of the sinful,
[44] like dregs of oil. It will boil in the bellies [45] like
the boiling of hot water. [46] (It will be said,) "Seize him,
and drag him into the midst of the Hell. [47] Then pour
on his head some torment of boiling water." [48] "Have a
taste! You are the 'one of might', the 'one of honour'. [49]
This is the thing about which you used to be sceptic."
Indeed the God-fearing will be in a place free from fear, in gardens and fountains. They will be dressed in fine silk and thick silk, facing each other. Thus (it will happen,) and We will marry them with houris having big dark eyes. They will call therein for every fruit peacefully. They will not taste death therein, except for the first death (they faced in the world). And He will save them from the torment of the Hell, as a favour from your Lord. That is the great achievement. So, We had made it (the Qur'an) easy in your tongue, so that they may take lesson. Now wait. They too are waiting.

Commentary
Punishment and Reward of the Hereafter
In these verses, according to the style of the Qur'an, Allah describes Hell and the way the unbelievers will be punished, and Paradise and the way the believers will be rewarded.

Punishment of the Dwellers of Hell
"Indeed the tree of zaqqūm... (44:43)". Some necessary information regarding the reality of zaqqūm has been given in Sūrah As-Ṣāffāt. Please see under (37:64-65). Here the Qur'an apparently indicates that the infidels will be given zaqqūm to eat even before they enter Hell, because in this verse the Qur'an says that after having fed them with zaqqūm they will be seized by the keepers of Hell and dragged into the middle of the blazing fire of Hell. According to some commentators, this is the meaning of (56:56) Sūrah Al-Waqi'ah. "This will be their entertainment on the Day of Requital". They argue that the word nuzul (entertainment) originally refers to the starter food and provision served to guests to make them feel welcome before the main course of entertainment is served. The main course of food and provision served later on is called ḍiyāfah or ma'dubah. The wordings of the Qur'an do carry the possibility that the feeding of zaqqūm could be after the entry into Hell. In this case the word nuzul would refer, by extension, to the main course of meals and provisions served. The verse under comment which speaks about 'dragging the dweller of Hell towards the middle of the blazing fire' means, he would already be in Hell but after feeding him zaqqūm he will be dragged towards the middle of the fire to expose him to a greater degree of disgrace and torture. Allah knows
Reward of the Inmates of Paradise

(Indeed the God-fearing will be in a place free from fear, - 44:51). The current set of verses describes the eternal blessings of Paradise. Almost all sorts of blessings have been referred to in these verses, because the following are generally the human needs:

1. fine dwelling;
2. fine clothing;
3. the best life-partner;
4. the best food;
5. the satisfaction that these blessings will remain available; and
6. assurance of total security from grief and affliction. In these verses all the six kinds of blessings for the inmates of Paradise have been mentioned.

Let us carefully analyze the six verses in this set. The dwelling of the inmates is described as 'āmin "free from fear". The best human dwelling, according to verse (51), is the one that is secure from all kinds of dangers.

... fine silk and thick silk.... - 44:53) Both the words refer to 'silk'. The word sundus refers to "fine silk" and the word istabraq refers to "thick silk".

(We will marry them with houris having big dark eyes) - 44:54). The word tazwiţ originally means 'to make one person partner of another'. Later on it came to be utilised abundantly in the sense of 'marrying'. According to the second sense, the men of Paradise will be married technically to houris having big dark eyes. This is the apparent sense of verse (54). Although the inmates of Paradise will not be legally obligated to observe the precepts of Sharî'ah, the purpose of marriage will be to honour them. Therefore, this should not raise any objection. If the word is taken in the first sense, houris having big dark eyes will be given as life partners to the men of Paradise. The houris in this case will be granted to them as a gift. There will be no need for a contract of marriage as is done in this world.
(They will not taste death therein, except for the first death (they faced in the world) - 44:56). In other words, they shall suffer no death other than the first death which they had encountered at the end of their lives in this world. The dwellers of Hell as well will suffer only one death at the end of their lives in this world. The latter, however, will suffer a greater degree of torture when they will know that they will remain alive in this miserable state of punishment, whereas for the former the thought that Allah has saved them from the torment of the Hell, that the gardens of Paradise are eternal, that they will enjoy the delights of paradise for ever and its blessings will never cease or be taken away from them, will enhance the degree of their happiness, never to diminish.

Alhamdulillah

the commentary on

Sūrah Ad-Dukhān

ends here.
Surah Aljāthiyah

(Kneeling)

Surah Aljāthiyah is Makkī, and it has 37 verses and 4 sections

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

Verses 1 - 11

"خَمْرَةٌ (۱) تَزِيلُ الْكِتَابِ مِنَ اللَّهِ العَزِيزِ الْحَكِيمِ (۲) إِنَّ فِيهَا السَّمَاوَاتُ وَالْأَرْضُ لَآِيَةٌ لِّلْمُؤْمِنِينَ (۳) وَقِيَّمَ كُلْهَا وَمَا يَبْتَغُونَ مِنْ دَأْبِهِ ابْتِ يَقُومُ فَيُنْقِلُونَ (۴) وَاتِلَا نَفْسَ الْأَيَّامِ وَالْحَيَاةِ وَمَا آَنَّ اللَّهَ مِنَ السَّمَاوَاتِ مِنْ نَزْقٍ فَأَحْيَا بِهِ الْأَرْضَ بَعْدَ مُوْتِهَا وَتَصَرِّفَ الْرِّيحَ ابِتِ يَقُومُ يَعْقِلُونَ (۵) ذَلِكَ ابْتِ اللَّهِ تَتَلُوُّهَا عَلَيْكَ بِالْحَقِّ فِي أَمْرِهِ (۶) فَبَعْدَ الْحَيَاةِ وَاتِّبِ أَيْمًا فَيُمْنُونَ (۷) وَيُبَلِّغُ إِلَّا إِلَىٰ إِيْمِ (۸) يَسْمَعُ ابِتِ اللَّهُ تُلَوَّهَا عَلَيْهِ نَّوْمًا يَضُنُّ مُسْتَكْبِرًا كَانَ نَّمَّ يَسْمَعُهَا فِي بَيْتِهِ بَعْدَ الْيَمِّ (۹) فَإِذَا عَلِمَ مِنْ أَيْمًا شَيْئًا أَخْضَعَهَا هُوُا (۱۰) أُولُوْلِكَ لَهُمْ عَذَابٌ مَّهِينٌ (۱۱) مِّنْ وَرَأَيْهِمْ جَهَنَّمَ لَهُمْ عَذَابٌ عَظِيمٌ"
Hā Mīm. [1] This is revelation of the Book from Allah, the All-Mighty, the All-Wise. [2] Surely in the heavens and the earth, there are signs for those who have faith. [3] And in your creation and in the living beings that He scatters on the earth, there are signs for a people who believe. [4] And in the alternation of the day and the night, and in the provision He has sent down from the sky, then has revived the earth after its death, and in changing of the winds, there are signs for a people who understand. [5] These are Allah’s verses that We recite to you rightly. Then, in which discourse, after Allah and His verses, will they believe? [6] Woe to every sinful liar, [7] who hears Allah’s verses being recited to him, then he remains adamant out of arrogance, as if he never heard them. So give him the ‘good news’ of a painful punishment. [8] And when he learns about something of Our verses, he takes it as a laughing stock. For such people, there is a humiliating punishment. [9] In front of them, there is Jahannam. And whatever they have earned will not be of any use to them, nor the patrons they have adopted instead of Allah. And for them, there is a great punishment. [10] This is a guidance. And those who reject the verses of their Lord, for them there is a painful punishment of the divine wrath. [11]

Commentary

This entire Sūrah was revealed at Makkah except for one verse. According to one view, the following verse was revealed at Madīnah: ﴿۴۵:۱٤﴾ (“Tell those who believe that they should forgive those who do not believe in Allah’s days ... 45:14)”. According to this opinion, the rest of the Sūrah was revealed at Makkah. The overwhelming view, however, is that the entire Sūrah was revealed before hijrah or migration. Like other Makkī Sūrah, its basic subject-matter is the basic beliefs of Islam, such as Oneness of Allah, messenger-ship of the Holy Prophet ﷺ and the Hereafter.

Arguments and evidence have been adduced in favour of all fundamental articles of Islamic Faith. Evidence, especially in favour of the Hereafter, has been advanced. Criticisms of atheists, and the fallacious arguments of the sceptics have been refuted elaborately.
“Surely in the heavens and the earth, there are signs for those who have faith...45:3)” The purpose of this verse, and similar other verses, is to affirm the Oneness of Allah. Similar verses are available in [2:164] (“Surely, in the creation of heavens and earth...”) where their detailed commentary will be found. How the two verses prove the Oneness of Allah is also explained on that occasion. In the two places, there is a slight difference in the argumentation: Scholars interested might find the finer points of the difference discussed by Imam Rāzi in his Tafsīr Kabīr rather interesting. It is worth noting that in all these verses reference is made to the various signs in nature and a concluding statement is made on each occasion: Here it concludes: ‘there are signs for those who have faith’, in another place it concludes: ‘there are signs for those who believe’ and in a third place it concludes: ‘there are signs for those who understand’. In all these cases, there are stylistic variations, but in addition the current verse points to the fact that only those people will be able to benefit who have faith. In the second case, it will be beneficial to those people who might not immediately embrace the Faith, but they do develop certainty in their hearts, in that these signs do point to the Oneness of Allah. Possibly this certainty one day or the other will turn into ‘Faith’. In the third case, it could benefit those who may not be immediate believers or firm in belief, but they do have sound heart to understand. If they search into the signs with deep insight, they will inevitably end up with faith and firm belief. However, people devoid of sound intellect or unwilling to use it will remain unconvinced, even if thousands of evidence or arguments are put forward to them.

(Woe to every sinful liar... 45:7)” There are several views related to the background of revelation of this verse. Some Traditions relate that the verse was revealed in connection with Naḍr Ibn Ḥārith. Others report that it was revealed in connection with Ḥārith Ibn Kaldah, and yet others feel it is about Abū Jahl and his comrades. (Qurtubī). There is no need to refer to a particular person in order to determine the meaning of a Qur'ānic verse. The word kull [every] refers to every person who bears the characteristics of the three persons who might have been in the background of the revelation of the verse.

“In front of them, there is Jahannam...45:10” The word
warā' in Arabic is mostly used in the sense of “behind” and occasionally used in the sense of “front”. Most commentators have taken the word in this context to mean ‘front’ and we have translated it accordingly. However, some of the commentators have taken it in this context to mean ‘back/behind’ and interpreted it to mean that those who are living in haughtiness and arrogance, the fire of Hell is trailing behind/after them. (Qurtubi).

Verse 12-15

Allah is the One who has subjugated for you the sea, so that the ships may sail in it with His command, and so that you may seek His grace, and so that you offer gratitude. [12] And He has subjugated for you whatever there is in the heavens and whatever there is in the earth, all from His own. Surely in this, there are signs for a people who reflect. [13] Tell those who believe that they should forgive those who do not believe in Allah’s days, so that He may recompense a people for what they used to earn. [14] Whoever acts righteously, it is for his own benefit, and who does evil, it is against it. Then towards your Lord, you will be returned. [15]

Commentary

(“Allah is the One who has subjugated for you the sea, so that you may seek His grace, ... 45:12”).

Generally, when Qur’ān uses the expression ‘to seek His grace’ it refers to exerting oneself in seeking one’s livelihood. Another meaning of the phrase could be that man has been given the skill to move the boats or pilot the ships on the surface of the waters so that he may carry out his
commercial activities across the globe. It is possible that ‘seeking grace’
does not have anything to do with the sailing of the boats or the ships.
Therefore, a third meaning is possible. ‘Subjugating the sea’ has a special
meaning, that is, Allah has created many useful things in the sea and
subjugated the sea for the benefit of mankind so that they may exploit
the minerals and other wealth. Contemporary science confirms that the
oceans and seas have much more minerals and much more wealth hidden
in them than in the dry land.

(“Tell those who believe that they
should forgive those who do not believe in Allah’s days ...14”). There are
two narrations recorded relating to its cause of revelation. According to
one narration, a pagan in Makkah reviled Sayyidnā ‘Umar and the
latter intended to retaliate, but this verse came down and asked the
believers to forgive the unbelievers and endure their harm that they
direct against them. According to this incident the verse is Makki. Another
narration reports that on the occasion of the battle of Banī-l-Muṣṭaliq, the
Prophet of Allah and his Companions pitched their tent at a well called
Muraysī. ‘Abdullāh Ibn ’Ubayy, the leader of the hypocrites, was with the
Muslims. He sent his servant to fetch water from the well. He was delayed
in returning. ‘Abdullāh Ibn ’Ubayy asked him to give reason why he was
late. He replied that one of Sayyidnā ‘Umar’s servants was sitting on
the bank of the well. He did not permit anyone to draw water unless the
water-skins of the Prophet of Allah and Sayyidnā Abū Bakr were
filled. ‘Abdullāh Ibn ’Ubayy cynically quoted the following proverb:

أكلك؟ فاطن يأكلك

“Fatten your dog and it will eat you up.” Sayyidnā ‘Umar heard about it, he armed himself with his sword and went towards
‘Abdullāh Ibn ’Ubayy. This verse was revealed on that occasion.
According to this incident, the verse is Madani. (Quṭubī and Ruh-ul-Ma‘āni).
If both the chains of transmitters can be authenticated, the two incidents
can be synchronized thus: In the first instance, the verse was originally
revealed in Makkah. Then a similar incident took place on the occasion of
the battle of Banī-l-Muṣṭaliq. The Messenger of Allah recited the verse
and applied it to the second incident. This often happened in cases of the
causes of Qur’ānic revelation. Another likelihood is that when the incident
of the battle of Banī-l-Muṣṭaliq took place, Sayyidnā Jibra’il might
have come down with the verse the second time and reminded that this is
an occasion to act upon it. In the technical parlance of Tafsīr, it is called نزول مكر (Allah's days) or 'repeated revelation'. The verse contains the expression ﷽ (Allah's days) which, according to most commentators, refers to 'reward and punishment' which Allah will requite on the Day of Requital. The word ayyām (days) in the Arabic language is abundantly used in the sense of 'turn of events'.

Another point worth noting is that when the Qurān commanded 'Say, [O Muḥammad], to the believers that they should forgive the disbelievers, it did not say, “forgive the idolators”; instead it has said, “...forgive those who do not believe in Allah's days ...[14]”. This probably purports to say that the real chastisement awaits them in the Hereafter, but because the unbelievers do not believe in the Hereafter, the punishment will be unexpected for them. An unexpected torture is most excruciating, and therefore the torment will be most harrowing and agonizing. Thus they will be recompensed and repaid fully for all their evil deeds. The Muslims are not to bother about taking them to task for every little thing.

Some of the scholars maintain that the rule of forgiving the infidels applied only before the revelation of the verse of jihad. When jihād was ordained, the rule of forgiveness, in terms of the current verse, was abrogated. However, most research scholars express the view that this verse has nothing to do with the verse of jihād. The current verse sets down the general social law that the Muslims should not wreak vengeance for every little thing. This law is universally applicable in every age and situation - the social law is needed even at the present time, and therefore it is not accurate to treat it as abrogated - especially if we were to take into account the circumstances under which it was revealed: the battle of Banī l-Muṣṭaliq. If this battle is the cause of revelation of this verse, then verses of jihād cannot be the abrogators, because they were revealed before this event.

**Verses 16 - 20**

وَلَقَدْ أَنَبَأْنَا بَيْنَ اسْرَأَيْلٍ الْكِتَابَ وَالْحُكْمَ وَالْبُيُوتَ وَرَفَعْنِهِم مِّنَ الطَّيِّبَاتِ وَفَضَّلْنِهِم عَلَى َالَّذِينَ مِنَ َالْأَمْرِ
And We gave the children of Isra'il the book and the wisdom and the prophethood, and provided them with good things, and preferred them above the worlds. [16] And We gave them clear proofs of the Matter (i.e. the religion). So they did not fall into disagreement out of mutual jealousy, but after the knowledge had come to them. Surely your Lord will judge between them, on the Day of Judgment, in the matters in which they used to differ. [17] Then We have put you on a certain way of the Matter (i.e. the religion); so follow it, and do not follow the desires of those who do not know. [18] They will never avail you against Allah in the least. And the wrongdoers are friends to one another. And Allah is the friend of the God-fearing. [19] These are insights for the people, and guidance and mercy for a people who believe. [20]

Commentary

These verses purport to confirm the risalah of the Final Messenger of Allah. Under this subject-matter, the Prophet of Allah is consoled for the persecution carried out by the enemies against him.

(“...Surely your Lord will judge between them, on the Day of Judgement, in the matters in which they used to differ... 45:17”) This far the verses confirm two points: This verse purports to say, firstly, that the Book of Mūsā ﷺ contains many clear prophecies about the advent of the Holy Prophet ﷺ and, secondly to comfort the Holy Prophet ﷺ, that the Israelites rejected him not because there was any dearth of arguments, signs and Divine prophecies to support and establish his claim, but because of jealousy, love of the world and personal desires, that
is, they did not like the very idea that the Final Messenger should have appeared from among the non-Israelites. (Bayān-ul-Qurān).

The Status of Previous Shari‘ahs for Muslims

"Then We have put you on a certain way of the Matter (i.e. the religion)... 45:18". Here it may be borne in mind that the religion of Islam has certain fundamental articles of faith, such as the Oneness of Allah, the Hereafter and so on; and there are ordinances, laws and injunctions related to practical life. As far as the fundamental articles of faith are concerned, they are immutable and were imparted to every Prophet and his Ummah since the inception of man. However, laws relating to practical life were different for different Prophets and their people. The sacred laws of previous Shari‘ahs kept changing according to the needs of time and exigencies of circumstances. In the verse under comment, the second type of practical laws has been described as "...a certain way of the Matter (i.e. the religion)...". The jurists, on the basis of this verse, have ruled that the Ummah of the Prophet Muhammad must, of necessity, follow the sacred laws of the Shari‘ah of the Prophet Muhammad. As far as the sacred laws of the previous Shari‘ahs are concerned, this Ummah is not legally bound to them unless the Qurān and Sunnah support or confirm them. Support or confirmation may take one of two forms, as follows: (1) the Qurān and Sunnah may explicitly say that a certain law of a certain Prophet must be followed by this Ummah; or (2) the Qurān and Sunnah may speak highly and favourably about a certain law of a previous Ummah without hinting that it is abrogated for this Ummah. This indicates that the law is applicable in the Shari‘ah of this Ummah also. In that case, the previous law becomes part of this Shari‘ah, and as such this Ummah is legally bound to follow it. This much is sufficient for us to understand the status of the previous Shari‘ahs. Details are available in the books of the Islamic jurisprudence.

Verses 21 - 22
Do those who have committed evils assume that We will make them like those who believe and do righteous deeds, so as their life and death becomes equal? Evil is what they judge. [21] And Allah has created the heavens and the earth with just purpose, and so that everybody is recompensed for what he (or she) earned. And they will not be wronged. [22]

Commentary

The Hereafter: Divine Requital is Rationally Necessary

Of the two verses mentioned, the first one argues rationally that Divine reward and punishment are necessary. Every person is a witness to the fact that no one receives his full measure of reward or punishment for the good or bad deeds he does in this world. Generally, the unbelievers and evil-doers wallow in wealth and lead a life of luxury. The obedient servants of Allah, on the other hand, live in poverty, hardship and misery. In the first place, the crimes of the wicked criminals are often not detected. Even if they are detected, more often than not, they are not apprehended. If they are apprehended, they swear oaths - lawfully or unlawfully, truthfully or falsely - and try to find loopholes to escape punishment. In this way, one in a million might be punished and that too not fully. As a result, the rebels, who follow their selfish and base desires, move about in high spirits and without any hindrance, enjoying full powers in this world. The believers, on the other hand, who follow the Shari’ah strictly, do not touch many kinds of wealth and give up many pleasures because they treat them as unlawful. They only adopt the lawful ways of gaining anything in order to avoid calamities and afflictions. Thus they are deprived of many a comfort and pleasure in this world. Since this is the state of affairs where people are not rewarded or punished in this world in commensurate with their actions, it follows necessarily that there must be another world - the Hereafter and life after death - where people will be recompensed fully for their deeds. Otherwise, it would be absurd to refer to stealing, robbery, adultery, fornication, murder and so on as crimes, in this world. These people often lead a very successful life in this world. A thief or a robber acquires so much of wealth in a night that a university graduate might not be able to acquire it in years of employment and hard work. If there is no such world as the
Hereafter and accountability, then the thief or the robber would be thought to be better than the respectable university graduate. No reasonable person would ever accept this position. If it be pointed out that every government in the world has legislated severe punishments for criminals, then we would respond that experience shows that only the foolish criminals get caught. The clever habitual criminals always find loopholes, and ways and means of escaping punishment. For instance, the escape-door of bribery is always open for them and that is sufficient for them.

In short, the need for the Day of Requital may be denied only when it is conceded that there is no such thing as good and bad; or that whatever one acquires, by fair means or foul, it is absolutely rewardable. But no one accepts this position. Similarly it is absurd to believe that there is distinction between good and evil, but the consequences are equal, rather the criminal should have a more comfortable life than the righteous and innocent ones. There could be no greater degree of wrong than this. It is to this absurd judgement that the Qur'an refers in (‘...so as their life and death becomes equal? Evil is what they judge... 45:21’). It is a very unreasonable and unjustifiable position that evil-doers should be placed on the same pedestal as the righteous persons. Since the reward and punishment in this world are not given in full measure, then it necessarily follows that there should be life after death in the Hereafter where reward and punishment will be paid in full measure. Thus the second verse in the set complements the same subject (‘...and so that everybody is recompensed for what he (or she) earned. And they will not be wronged. - 45:22’). In other words, the Day of Requital is necessary in order to wipe out wrong and injustice. As for the question, why the people are not requited or recompensed for the good or bad deeds in this world, we would respond that this is not in keeping with the Divine wisdom of creation: He made this world the ‘domain of deeds and test-n-trial’, not the ‘domain of requital’. Allah knows best!

Verses 23-26
So, have you seen him who has taken his desires as his god, and Allah has let him go astray, despite having knowledge, and has sealed his ear and his heart, and put a cover on his eye? Now who will guide him after Allah? Still, do you not take lesson? [23] And they say, “There is no life but our worldly life. We die and live, and nothing destroys us except time.” And they have no knowledge about that; they do nothing but make conjectures. [24] And when Our verses are recited to them in all their clarity, their argument is none but that they say, “Bring our fathers, if you are truthful.” [25] Say, “Allah gives you life, then makes you die, then He will assemble you on the Day of Judgement in which there is no doubt, but most of the people do not know. [26]

Commentary

(“Have you seen him who has taken his desires as his god...45:23) In other words, he who has made his selfish desires his object of worship. Obviously, no unbeliever claims that his desires are his object of worship. Keeping this in view, this verse of the Qur'an indicates that ‘worship’ actually means ‘obedience’. Thus anyone who undertakes to obey someone against the obedience of Allah makes him the object of his worship instead of Allah. There are people who ignore what Allah has declared lawful and unlawful or what He has permitted and what has forbidden. People who do not care what Allah has forbidden and follow their whims and fancies, their desires are their god, in this sense, although they may not have uttered it by word of mouth. The same
theme has been versified by an ‘Arif:

سوخ گشته از مسجد را روان هاپشانیم. جند برخود تنہن دین مسلمانین نهم.

“My forehead has swollen by prostrating before the statues of beauty, although I claim to profess the religion of Islam.”

In this couplet, the poet has portrayed selfish desires as statues. He who takes his desires as his leader and follows them is as good as their worshipper, that is why they have been described as their deities. Sayyidnā Abū ‘Umāmah narrates that the Messenger of Allah said: “Of all the deities worshipped under the firmament of the earth, the most detestable one in the sight of Allah is hawa, that is, selfish desires. Sayyidnā Shaddād Ibn ‘Aws narrates that the Messenger of Allah said: “A wise person is he who keeps his desires under control and works for life after death; and sinful is he who runs after his desires and yet expects the best in the Hereafter.” Sayyidnā Sahl Ibn ‘Abdullāh Tustarī said: “Your ailment is your selfish desires. And if you oppose them, it will turn into your cure.” (All these narratives have been adapted from Qurṭubi).

“...and nothing destroys us except time...(45:24)” The word dahr means ‘time from the beginning of the world to its end’. It also refers to ‘a very long period of time’. The atheists alleged that their life and death have nothing to do with Divine will and command. They happen under natural causes. Death is a process which they say they experience when their human limbs, organs and abilities diminish on account of constant use and, with the passage of time, the matter becomes dissolved and is destroyed; and that this is the be-all and end-all of human existence, there being no life hereafter. Likewise, life has nothing to do with Divine will and command. Life too, like death, happens under movement of material causes.

Reviling Time Is Inappropriate

Atheists believed that ‘Time’ is the cause of life, death, vicissitudes of conditions and adversities, and also the cause of the revolution of the entire universe. Every happening used to be attributed to ‘Time’ by them as indicated in this verse, whereas the fact is that everything happens with the Divine will and volition. Therefore, authentic Traditions prohibit reviling of time. The power which the unbelievers describe as ‘time’ is in fact the Divine power. When people curse or revile time for their
adversities, they are in fact directing their reproach to Allah. The Messenger of Allah said: “Do not revile time because time actually is Allah.” The ignorant who claim that a particular work was done by time is actually the work of Divine power - time is nothing. It does not necessarily follow from this proposition that *ad-dahr* is one of the names of Allah. Here Allah is referred to as ad-dahr metaphorically or figuratively.

**Verses 27 - 37**

And to Allah belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth. And the day the Hour will take place, the adherents of falsehood shall lose. [27] And you will see
every community kneeling down. Every community will be called to its Book (of record). Today you will be recompensed for what you used to do. [28] This is Our book that speaks against you with truth. We used to get recorded all that you used to do. [29] Then, as for those who believed and did righteous deeds, their Lord will admit them to His mercy. That is indeed the achievement, visible to all. [30] And as to those who disbelieved, (it will be said to them,) “Had My verses not been recited to you? But you showed arrogance, and you were a guilty people. [31] And when it was said to you that Allah’s promise is true and there is no doubt in the (arrival of the) Hour, you used to say, ‘We do not know what the Hour is. We do not think (about it) but as an assumption, and we are not sure.’” [32] And revealed to them will be the evils of what they did, and encircled they will be by what they used to ridicule. [33] And it will be said, “Today We will forget you like you forgot facing this your day, and your abode is the Fire, and for you there are no helpers at all. [34] That is because you took Allah’s verses as a laughing stock, and the worldly life deceived you.” So today they will neither be brought out of it, nor will they be asked to repent. [35] So, to Allah belongs all praise, who is the Lord of the heavens and the earth, the Lord of the worlds. [36] And to Him belongs majesty in the heavens and the earth. And He is the Mighty, the Wise. [37]

Commentary

(“And you will see every community kneeling down... 45:28”). The word jāthiyah is derived from جذع juthuww. It means ‘to sit with knees upon the ground’. Sayyidnā Sufyān 珺 says that the word means ‘to sit in such a way that only the knees and the toes of the feet rest on the ground’. The latter type of sitting will be on account of awe, horror and fear. The words, كلٌّ أمة “every community” means that horrors of Resurrection will be felt by all on the plain - believers, non-believers, and righteous and unrighteous, all of them. There are other verses and traditions that exclude the Prophets and the righteous from experiencing the horrors of the Plains of Resurrection. The present verse is not in conflict with them. It is possible that the Prophets and the righteous will experience the horrors of the Plains of Resurrection for a short period of time - the period of time will be so short as if it never existed. It is also possible that the word kull is not used in the sense of “every” but in the
sense of ‘most’ - as is used occasionally. From this point of view, the phrase would mean not all the people on the Plain of Resurrection but ‘most people’ will experience horror, thus the prophets and the righteous are excluded. Some of the scholars take the position that the word jathiyah means ‘to sit like the sitting posture in salah’. If this be taken for granted, the difficulty automatically disappears because such a sitting is not out of fear or horror. It is out of respect and honour.

“...Every community will be called to its book (of record)...45:28”. The word kitāb, according to most commentators, refers to ‘book of record’ which the angels have been writing in the world. The record-books will be thrown on the Plains of Resurrection and each one will receive his respective record-book and it will be said to him: إقرأ كتابك كُفُّي بِنَفْسِك الْيَوْمَ عَلَيْكَ حِسَابًا “Read your book. This day you yourself are enough to take your own account. (17:14)” The phrase ‘Calling towards the record-books’ purports to say that they will have to render an account of their deeds before Allah in the next life.
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The Sand-dunes

Surah Al-Ahzaf is Makki. It has 35 Verses and 4 Sections

بِنَعَمِ اللَّهِ الْرَّحْمَٰنِ الْرَّحِيمِ

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

Verses 1-6

فَخَمٌ (۱) ۱۰۲۹ ۱۰۳۳ مَذَا خَلَقْنَا السَّمُوَاتُ وَالْأَرْضَ وَمَا بَيْنَهُمَا إِلَّاٰ بِالْحَقِّ وَأَقْلَلْ مُسْتَقِيمًاۡ وَالَّذِينَ كَفَّارًا عَمَّا أَنْفَدُوا مُغْرَضَونَ (۳) قُلْ أَرْبَعِتُم مَّاتِعُونَ مِنْ دُونِ اللَّهِ أَرْوَابًا مَا ذَا خَلَقْوُا مِنَ الْأَرْضِ أَمْ لَهُمْ شَرْكٌ فِى السَّمُوَاتِۡ إِلَّاٰ مَنْ كَفَّرَ بِمَنْ قَبِلَ هَذَا أَوْ أَثَّرَ مِنْ عِلْمِ إِنْ كُنتُمْ صَادِقِينَ (۴)ۡ وَمَنْ أَضْلَلْ مَنْ يَدْعُو مِنْ دُونِ اللَّهِ مَنْ لَا يَسْتَجِيبُ لِهِ إِلَى يَوْمِ الْقِيَامَةِ وَهُمْ عِنْ دُعَاءِهِمْ عُفُوُنَۡۡ وَإِذَا حُشِّرَ النَّاسُ كَانُوا لَهُمْ أُعْدَاءٌ وَكَانُوا بِعَبْدَةِهِمْ كُفَّارٌ (۵)
(revealed) before this one, or a trace of knowledge, if you are truthful. [4] And who is more astray than him who invokes, instead of Allah, such a one as will not respond to him until the Day of Judgement; and they are totally unaware of their prayers, [5] and when people will be assembled (on the Day of Judgment), they will be enemies to them, and will refuse even their having worshipped them. [6]

Commentary

(Say, "Tell me about those whom you invoke instead of Allah,...46:4) In these verses, the claim of the polytheists about the existence of some other gods has been refuted by demanding a proof to substantiate this claim, because no claim can be accepted, neither rationally nor according to the religious principles, unless it is proved by concrete evidences to support it. Then dealing with all possible types of arguments, it has been proved that they do not have any evidence or proof in their favor, and that their insisting on such a baseless claim is nothing but deviation from the truth. The arguments have been classified by these verses in three types. One is a rational argument. Verse 4 negates any argument of this type in their favor by saying, "Show me what they have created of the earth; Or have they a share in (the creation of) the heavens?" (46:4)

The second type of argument is that which refers to and relies on the statement of an authority. It is obvious that, in any matter concerning Allah, no one can be an authority except Allah Himself, and His statements can be proved either by the divine books, like Torah, Injîl or Qur'ân, or by the sayings of the prophets sent by Him. Negation of the first type of authority in their case is established by saying, "Bring to me a book (revealed) before this one, (46:4)" meaning that if you have any proof of this type, then bring the book revealed before the Qur'ân which allows idol-worship. And the second type of argument (that may be based on the saying of a prophet) has been negated by saying, "or a trace of knowledge," (46:4) meaning thereby that if you cannot bring any revealed book to prove the validity of idol-worship, then at least put forward any authentic saying of any prophet which proves your contention. And if you can do neither, then your words and deeds are totally misguided.
The original word used in the text is ُأثْرَأَة َذُرَّةٍ َأثَرَأَةٍ which is an infinitive in the sense of 'reporting' and has been explained by 'Ikrimah and Muqātil to mean a dictum of a prophet.

The explanation given above is taken from the Tafsîr of Qurṭubi, and this is the explanation accepted by most exegetes. There are some other views in the interpretation of this verse, but they are neither well-established, nor in full harmony with the textual structure. Therefore, they are not adopted by the majority of the exegetes. (Allah knows best)

Verses 7 - 10

And when Our verses are recited to them in all their clarity, the disbelievers say about the truth when it comes to them, "This is an open magic." [7] Is it that they, rather, say, "He has forged it (the Qur'ān)"? Say, "If I have forged it, then you do not have any power to help me against Allah. He is well aware of that in which you indulge. He is enough as a witness between me and you, and He is the Most-Forgiving, the Very-Merciful." [8] Say, "I am not something unprecedented among the messengers, and I do not know what will be done to me or to you. I do not follow anything but what is revealed to me, and I am only a clear Warner. [9] Say, "Tell me, If it (the Qur'ān) is from Allah and you reject it, and a
witness from the children of Isrā'īl testifies about something similar to it and comes to believe (in it), while you persist in your arrogance, (then, how unjust you are!) Surely, Allah does not give guidance to the unjust people. [10]

Commentary

(And I do not know what will be done to me or to you. I do not follow anything but what is revealed to me - 46:9) The sentence, "I do not follow anything but what is revealed to me," has been used here as an 'exception' to the previous sentence, meaning thereby that I do not know anything except what is revealed to me through wahy. The gist of the explanation given to this verse by Imam Daḥḥāḳ رحمه الله تعالى, is that the knowledge of some unseen things can be obtained by the Holy Prophet ། صلى الله عليه وسلم only through wahy, and he does not have any knowledge about those unseen things which were not revealed to him through wahy, be they about his own self, about the believers and disbelievers among his people, or about matters pertaining to this world or to the Hereafter. Whatever the Holy Prophet ། صلى الله عليه وسلم has said about the unseen things is obtained through wahy. The noble Qur'ān has declared that the Holy Prophet ། صلى الله عليه وسلم was blessed by the knowledge of innumerable things from the Unseen (ghaib), but all this knowledge was given to him by the divine revelation. This is exactly what the Holy Qur'ān means by saying,

َبِلَكَ مِنْ أَنْبَأَ الْغَيْبِ تُوْجِيْهَا إِلَيْكَ

"These are some reports from the unseen (events) which We reveal to you." (11: 49)

Details of matters relating to the Hereafter, Hell, Paradise, accountability, reward and punishment are given in the Holy Qur'ān itself, and many details of certain future events that had to take place in this world are given in authentic ahādīth reported from the Holy Prophet ། صلى الله عليه وسلم. Thus the substance of the present verse is simply that the knowledge of the Holy Prophet about the Unseen is not all-encompassing as is that of Allah Almighty, nor is it independently obtained; he simply reproduces whatever Allah Almighty tells him through wahy.

After having reproduced this explanation, the author of Rūḥ-ul-Ma‘ānī says,
"It is my belief that the Holy Prophet did not leave this world until he was blessed by wahy with such a knowledge about Allah Ta'âlâ, His attributes and about all those things the knowledge of which could be meritorious that no other in the whole universe has ever been blessed with. But I do not believe that unawareness about trivial worldly affairs like the acts of some particular individuals and what they do at their homes and what happens to them one day or the other can in any way reduce his excellence."

Dictate of etiquette regarding the knowledge of the Holy Prophet about unseen matters

Respect for the Holy Prophet demands that one should not say that he did not know the Unseen; rather one should say that Allah Ta'âlâ had given such vast knowledge of unseen matters to him as was not given to any other prophet.

The explanation given by some exegetes that the negation in this verse is only about the unseen affairs pertaining to this world, and not about the Hereafter (as stated by Qurţubî) is probably because they have not taken the words, "I do not follow anything but what is revealed to me," in the sense of an exception to the previous sentence; hence the negation of the knowledge of unseen things has been made specific to the affairs of this world, because the Holy Prophet has told very clearly about the Hereafter that the Mu'min would go to Paradise, and the 'kafir' would go to Hell.

Is it not a proof for them that the knowledgeable of the children of Isra'îl testifies about something similar to it and comes to believe in it while you persist in your arrogance, [then, how unjust you are!]... (26: 197) The subject of this verse is almost the same as of the verse of the last chapter of Sûrah As-Shu'ara'

The gist is that these ignorant Jews and Christians who deny the messengership of the Holy Prophet and disbelieve the Qur'ân are ignorant of their own books, because many scholars of Bani Isra'îl having found the prophethood of the Holy Prophet and its signs mentioned in
their books and having witnessed those signs, have come to believe in him. Even the testimony of their own scholars is not enough for these ignorant people.

Verse 10 of this Sūrah states that their falsification of the Holy Prophet ﷺ and their claim about the Qur'ān that it is a forgery, is baseless firstly because, as mentioned in verse 8, if anyone lays a false claim to prophethood, he has to be eliminated by the divine punishment right in this world, so that the common people may be saved from his fraudulent claims, Secondly, if they do not accept this argument, they should, at least, not overlook the possibility that if his claim is correct, and this book is actually from Allah Ta'ālā, and they continue to persist in their arrogance, denial and disbelief, specially when one of their own learned scholar from Bani Isra'īl testifies the Book to be from Allah, and comes to believe in it, then what will be their end and how severe a punishment will they deserve?

This verse does not name any particular scholar of Banī Isra'īl, nor does it specify whether the testimony had already been given before this verse was revealed, or it would come afterwards. It, in effect, sounds a warning that should such a situation have already arisen or if it should arise in future, one should worry about saving one's skin. Therefore, understanding this verse is not dependent upon the determination of a particular testifier; rather all the Jews and Christians who embraced Islam, of which Sayyidnā 'Abdullāh Ibn Salām is more prominent, are included herein, although he embraced Islam in Madīnah, while this verse was revealed in Makkah. (Ibn Kathīr)

The statement by Sayyidnā Sa'd reported in some narrations of Bukhārī, Muslim and Nasaʿī, that this verse was revealed about Sayyidnā 'Abdullāh Ibn Salām and the same statement from Ibn 'Abbās, Mujahid, Daḥḥāk, Qatādah, etc. is not against this verse being Makki, as in this case, it will be a prophecy for the future. (Ibn Kathīr)

**Verses 11 - 12**

وَقَالَ الَّذِينَ كَفَرُوا لِلَّذِينَ آمَنُوْا لُوْ كَانَ خِيْرًا مَّا سَبَقَهَا إِلَيْهِ وَإِذْنَا يَهْتَدُوْا يَهْتَدُوْا فِي سَبِيلِ اللَّهِ وَمِنْ قَبْلِهِ كَانَ مُؤْتِسِي
And the disbelievers say about the believers, "Had it (Islamic faith) been a good thing, these (weak and poor) people would not have preceded us (in proceeding) towards it." And since they did not accept guidance through it (the Qur'an), they will say, "This is a classical lie." [11] And before this there was the Book of Mūsā, a guide and a mercy. And this is a Book confirming (it) in Arabic tongue, that it may warn the wrongdoers and give good news to those who are good in deeds. [12]

Commentary

(Had it [Islamic faith] been a good thing, these [weak and poor] people would not have preceded us [in proceeding] towards it... 46:11) Arrogance and pride pervert the human intellect also. An arrogant person considers his own opinions and deeds to be the criteria for determining right and wrong, good and bad. If he does not like anything, no matter how well it is believed to be by others, he considers all those people to be stupid, while he himself is stupid. The arrogance and pride of the infidels was of this very kind, and since they did not like Islamic faith, they used to say about it's lovers that had it been a good thing, they themselves would have been the first to adopt it, and that one should not trust the choice of these poor people.

Ibn Mundhir رحمة الله تعالى etc., have reproduced a narration according to which this verse was revealed about a slave-girl of Sayyidnā 'Umar Ibn Khattāb ﷺ named Zunairah who had embraced Islam when he was still a disbeliever. She used to be beaten up and threatened by him, so that she might give up Islam somehow or the other, and the kuffar of Quraish used to say that had Islamic faith been a good thing, such a worthless woman as Zunairah would not have preceded us in embracing it. (Mażhari)

(And before this, there was the Book of Mūsā, a guide and a mercy. - 46:12) This verse, for one thing, gives proof of the statement mentioned in verse 9 that the Holy Prophet  is not an unprecedented messenger and Qurʾān is not a singular divine Book which
may create doubts in the minds. Sayyidnā Mūsā came before him as a messenger, and Torah was revealed to him which is accepted by all these Jews and Christians. Secondly, it supports the verse 10 above, because Sayyidnā Mūsā and Torah themselves are witnesses to the Holy Prophet being the messenger of Allah and the Qur'ān being Allah's Book.

Verses 13 - 20

إنَّ الْأَرْوَاحُ نَائِبَةٌ عِنْدَ اللَّهِ لَمْ يَسْتَقْلَ لَهُمْ قَالَهُمُ الَّذِينَ قَالُوا رَبَّنَا اللَّهُ فَعَلَّمَكُمْ إِلَّا مَا أَكَلْنَا وَصَلِّنَا الْبَيْنَانَ وَيَوْمَئِذٍ عِنْدَكُمْ وَيَوْمَ الْقِيَامَةِ يُشْهِدُونَهَا وَكِتَابُهُنَّ مَثَلُهُ مُّلْكُهُ مَثَلُ مَلْكِ الْأَرْضِ
Surely, those who said, "Our Lord is Allah" then stayed firm, for them, there is no fear, nor shall they grieve. [13] Those are the people of Paradise, living there forever, as a reward for what they used to do. [14] And We have enjoined upon man to do good to his parents. His mother carried him with toil and delivered him with toil. And his carrying and his weaning is (in) thirty months, until when he attains his maturity, and reaches forty years, he says, "My Lord, grant me that I offer gratitude for the favor You have bestowed upon me and upon my parents, and that I do righteous deeds that You like. And grant for my benefit goodness in my progeny. Of course, I repent to you, and truly I am one of those who submit to You." [15] Such are the people from whom We accept the best of what they did, and overlook their evils, (so as they will be) among the people of the Paradise according to the true promise that was made to them. [16] And (Contrary to this is the case of) the one who said to his parents, "Fie upon you both! Do you promise to me that I shall be brought out (from the grave), while generations have passed before me?" And they (the parents) were crying for Allah's help, (and saying to their son,) "Woe to you. Believe. Allah's promise is certainly true." Then he says, "This is nothing but the tales of the ancients." [17] Such are the people on whom the word (of punishment) has come true along with the communities of the Jinn and the humans that have passed before them. Surely they were losers. [18] And for each (of these two groups) there are (different) ranks, because of what they did, and so that He may repay them in full for their deeds, and they will not be wronged. [19] And the day the disbelievers will be presented before the Fire, (it will be said to them,) "You have consumed your good things in your worldly life, and have enjoyed them. So, today you will be punished with the torment of humiliation for the arrogance you used to show on earth having no right (to do so), and for the sins you used to commit. [20]

Commentary

The first two of the above verses are a complement to the previous
verses which announce punishment for the unjust, and glad tidings of success and reward for the virtuous Muslims. In the first verse "Surely, those who said, 'Our Lord is Allah' then stayed firm, (46:13)" all the basic faith and virtuous deeds required by Islam have been comprehensively referred to with great eloquence. The admission that "Our Lord is Allah." is the whole of faith, and staying firm in it includes holding on to it till death, as well as carrying out all its obligations. The meaning and importance of istiqamah ('Staying firm), have been explained in detail in the commentary of Surah Ḥa Mim As-Sajdah (41:30). In this verse here, those who embrace faith and remain steadfast to it are being promised freedom from anxiety and suffering in future, and dispelling of their grief and sorrow over past sufferings. The following verse gives glad tidings of the permanence and continuity of this matchless comfort. In the four verses which follow, man is being directed to behave beautifully with his parents, and is being censured for ill-behaviour towards them; and in this context, the kindness of the parents to him and the parents' bearing hard labor and toiling for their children have been mentioned, and then man has been advised to repent and turn towards Allah Ta'ālā when he gets older. The connection between these verses and the earlier ones, according to Ibn Kathīr, is that the usual style of the Holy Qur'ān is to instruct man to behave beautifully, to serve and to obey his parents along with the call to obey and worship Allah Almighty. Many verses of the Holy Qur'ān in various Sūrahs bear witness to this style. Here also, in the same way, mention has been made of beautiful behaviour for parents along with the call to believe in the Oneness of Allah Ta'ālā. And Qurtubī, with reference to Qushairi has stated the connection to be that there is a kind of solace in it for the Holy Prophet ﷺ that he should continue calling people towards faith and 'tauhīd' (the Oneness of Allah) and should not be disheartened if some people do not accept his invitation, because men, by nature, are of diverse characteristics, and some of them do not refrain even from ill-treatment to their parents. (Allah knows best)

In any case, the real subject of these four verses is to instruct man to behave beautifully with one's parents, and in that context there are other instructions also. Although some narrations of hadīth indicate that these verses were revealed about Sayyidnā Abū Bakr ﷺ, it is obvious that even if any verse of the Qur'ān is revealed about any particular person or about any particular incident, the rule laid down thereby remains
generally applicable to all. Therefore, even if the verse was revealed about Sayyidna Abü Bakr ﷺ, its application is general, regardless of some specifications of age etc. that may appear particular to him.

(And We have enjoined upon man to do good to his parents. - 46:15) The word wasiyyah used in the text means 'emphatic order' and ihsan means 'doing good' or 'behaving beautifully' which includes service, obedience, respect and reverence.

(His mother carried him with toil and delivered him with toil. - 46:15) The word كرُ حٰ kurh means the toil that one has to endure for some reason, while كرُ حٰ karh means the toil one has to undertake under compulsion from someone else. This sentence puts emphasis on the instruction given in the previous sentence for doing good to the parents, and spells out one of the reasons for it. The verse addresses everyone and draws his attention to the fact that parents have gone through hardships and have endured toil for his sake, right from his birth up to his youth. The toil and labor of the mother, specially, is much more prominent. That is why only toil of mother has been stated here by reminding that she carries the baby inside her womb during pregnancy of nine long months, during which she had to bear all kinds of hardship and suffering, and then she endures extreme pain during delivery.

Mother has more rights than father

Although the first part of this verse is a command to do good to both the parents, the second sentence refers only to the hardships suffered by the mother, because they are unavoidable, and no child can be born without them. Every mother has to go through the problems of pregnancy and severe pains of delivery. As against this, it is not necessary for a father that he suffers any hardship in bringing up and educating the child, if he can afford to pay somebody else for these services. That is why the Holy Prophet ﷺ has given more rights to the mother than anybody else. According to a hadith, He has said,

"Do good to and serve your mother, then your mother, then your mother, then your father, then the near relatives and then those who come after them." (Mazhari)

(And his carrying and his weaning is in thirty
months - 46:15). This sentence too describes the hardships suffered by mother for her baby. It points out that even after suffering hardships during the pregnancy and the severe labor pains, the mother does not get respite from toils, because the natural food of the infant is in her breasts, and she has to suckle the infant.

This verse states that the total period of pregnancy and then of weaning is thirty months, Sayyidnā ‘Alī has deduced from this verse that the minimum period of pregnancy is six months, because the Holy Qur'ān has determined the maximum weaning period as two complete years in another verse which says,

\[
\text{\textit{وَالأُنْثَىَاتُ تُرِضِيعُنَّ أَوْلَادَنَا حَوْلَتَيْنِ كَامِلَيْنِ}}
\]

And mothers suckle their children for full two years; it is for one who wants to complete (the period of) suckling. (2:233)

The total period of pregnancy and suckling has been mentioned in the verse under discussion (46:15) as thirty months. If the maximum period of suckling, that is twenty four months according to the verse 2:233 cited above, is deducted from thirty months, the balance is no more than six months which has been taken as the minimum period of pregnancy.

It is narrated that during the period of Sayyidnā ‘Uthmān, a woman gave birth to a child in six months, as against the normal period of nine months, or at least seven months. Sayyidnā ‘Uthmān decided this to be the case of an illegitimate birth and gave orders for punishment. When Sayyidnā ‘Alī came to know the incident, he advised Sayyidnā ‘Uthmān against the decision, and argued that the minimum period of pregnancy is six months as deduced from the verses mentioned above. Sayyidnā ‘Uthmān accepted his argument and cancelled his order. (Qurṭubī)

That is why all the jurists of the Ummah are unanimous on the point that the minimum period of pregnancy can be six months, while they differ about the maximum period of pregnancy, because the Holy Qur'ān has not given any ruling about it.

Conclusion

This verse has defined the minimum period of pregnancy to be six months; a perfect and sound baby cannot be born in a lesser period; the
maximum period has not been defined, as it may vary with individuals. Similarly, the maximum period for suckling has been defined to be two years; the minimum period has not been defined, because some women do not produce any milk at all; some have their milk dried up within few months, and some babies are not very fond of mother's milk, or it is harmful for them, and they are fed from other sources.

Different views of Jurists about maximum period of pregnancy and maximum period of suckling

The great Imam Abu Hanifah holds the maximum period of pregnancy to be two years. There are different narrations from Imam Malik about the maximum period of pregnancy to be four, five or seven years, whereas Imam Shafi'i holds it to be four years, which is also the view of Imam Ahmad, according to more recognized reports from him. (Mazhari). The maximum suckling period, which governs the rules of fosterage, is two years according to the majority of the jurists. Imam Malik, Shafi'i, Ahmad Ibn Hanbal رحمهم الله تعالى and Abu Yusuf and Muhammad from the Hanafi school, are all unanimous on it, and this is also the dictum of Sayyidna 'Umar and Ibn 'Abbas from the Noble Companions. (Ad-Darqutani) Sayyidna 'Ali and Sayyidna 'Abdullah Ibn Mas'ud also have the same standpoint. (Ibn Abi Shaibah). Only the great Imam Abu Hanifah has been quoted as saying that a baby can be suckled up to two years and a half. But the correct meaning of this view according to the majority of the Hanafi school is that if the baby is weak and does not take any food except mother's milk even after attaining the age of two years, then it is permissible to suckle him for another six months, because it is agreed by all that feeding the baby with mother's milk after the suckling period is unlawful. However, the prevalent fatwa (religious verdict) of the Hanafi jurists is in accordance with the majority of Imams holding that if a child is suckled after the period of two years, it would not result in creating the relationship of fosterage. Maulana Thanawi رحمهم الله تعالى has opined in Bayan-ul-Qur'an that although the fatwa is in accordance with the view of the majority, yet it is better to be careful in arranging marriage of someone who has been suckled within six months after two years, which means that fosterage relationship should be presumed, as a matter of precaution, even if a child is suckled within six months after reaching the age of two
years.

Some exegetes have tried to interpret the verse (And his carrying and his weaning is [in] thirty months - 46:15) in a manner that it may support the view of Imam Abū Ḥanīfah that the suckling period is two years and a half. But it is not correct, because, as stated in Tafsīr Maẓhari, the noble companions Sayyidnā ‘Alī and Sayyidnā ‘Uthmān have determined the meaning of this verse that the period of thirty months comprises the minimum period of six months for pregnancy, and twenty-four months for suckling.

Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās has said that Qur’ān has determined the combined period for pregnancy and suckling to be thirty months without defining each period separately, because if a baby is born in the normal period of nine months, the suckling period of twenty-one months is adequate, and if the baby is born in seven months, then a suckling period of twenty-three months is required, and if a baby is born in six months only, then a suckling period of full two years is required. (Maẓhari)

(حَتَّى إِذَا بَلَغَ أَشَعُّدَة وَبَلَغَ أَرْبَعِينَ سَنَةً - 46:15). The lexical meaning of the word أَشَعُّد (translated above as 'maturity') is 'strength'. The same word used in Sūrah al-An'am (6:152) has been explained to mean 'the age of puberty'. Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās has explained it to mean reaching the age of eighteen years.

In the present verse too, some exegetes have taken the word أَشَعُّد 'ashudd to mean "the age of puberty", and then they have taken the following words, وَبَلَغَ أَرْبَعِينَ سَنَةَ "and reaches forty years" as a separate stage in one's life, and not an explanation of 'maturity'. This is the view of Sha'bī and Ibn Zayd رحمه الله تعالى. But Ḥasan Baṣrī has held both the sentences to have the same meaning and 'reaching the age of forty years' to be the explanation of 'attaining maturity'. (Qurṭubī) Thus the sequence of the events mentioned in the verse is such that pregnancy has been mentioned first, then the delivery of the child, followed by the suckling period. The reference to the maturity after that means that the child lived, became mature in his physical and mental strength and reached the age of forty years. It was at that point that he was able to turn towards his Creator, and began to pray to Him:
"My Lord, grant me that I offer gratitude for the favor You have bestowed upon me and upon my parents, and that I do righteous deeds that You like. And grant for my benefit goodness in my progeny. Of course, I repent to you, and truly I am one of those who submit to You." (46:15)

All this description is given by the Holy Qur'an in past tenses and in a style indicating that this description relates to a particular person and a particular event that had already happened before the verse was revealed. That is why Tafsir Mazhari has opined that all these circumstances relate to Sayyidnā Ābū Bakr, which have been mentioned in a general form to induce other Muslims also to act in a similar manner. This view is supported by the narration of Sayyidnā Ibn ‘Abbās reproduced by Qurṭubī. The gist of this narration is that when the Holy Prophet traveled to Syria for trading financed by Sayyidah Khadijah, he was twenty years old. Sayyidnā Ābū Bakr was with him, and he was eighteen years old, and had ‘reached his maturity' in the words of the Holy Qur'an. He witnessed such qualities of the Holy Prophet in that journey that he became his ardent admirer, and started accompanying him everywhere even after returning from that journey. When the Holy Prophet reached the age of forty years, and Allah Ta‘ālā blessed him with prophethood, Sayyidnā Ābū Bakr was thirty-eight years old, and he became the first adult male to embrace Islam. When he became forty years old, he prayed to Allah as stated in this verse above; hence the words of the Holy Qur'an: 'and reached forty years'. Allah Ta‘ālā accepted his supplication and gave him 'taufiq' (ability and willingness) to purchase and then set free nine slaves who had embraced Islam and were being tortured mercilessly by their masters.

Similarly his prayer "Grant for my benefit goodness in my progeny" was also accepted in that all his children embraced Islam. Of all the noble companions, only Sayyidnā Ābū Bakr has the distinction that he himself, his parents and his offspring, all embraced Islam and had the honor of being noble companions of the Holy Prophet.

The question that arises here is that Ābū Quḥāfah, the father of Sayyidnā Ābū Bakr, embraced Islam after the conquest of Makkah,
while the whole of this سورة الاحكاَف is مكَّيَّة, so how was it appropriate for سَيْضيدنَا أَبْعُ بَاكِرّ to mention Allah's blessings upon his parents at that stage when his father had not embraced Islam? One answer is that some exegetes have held these verse to be مَدَانِي. Given this view, there is no room for any such question. But if the verse is taken to have been revealed in مكَّة, the inclusion of his parents in this supplication of أَبْعُ بَاكِرّ was by way of praying that they should be blessed by Allah with Islam. (رَحْمَتُ اللَّهِ مَعَهُ) (1)

Although, according to this explanation, all these descriptions relate to سَيْضيدنَا أَبْعُ بَاكِرّ, yet the instruction is general for all Muslims that when they reach the age of forty years, their care for the Hereafter should take precedence over all their activities; one ought to repent afresh for the past sins, and take all precautions to save oneself from sins in future, because the experience shows that the ethical manners and habits that one is accustomed to at the age of forty years become permanent in his character, and are not easily changed.

It is reported by سَيْضيدنَا عُطْمَانّ that the Holy Prophet ﷺ has said that when a مُمَّنَّ reaches the age of forty years, Allah تَحَمَّل becomes lenient in taking account of his deeds; at the age of sixty years Allah gives him تَّأْفِيق of بَيْنَان (frequently turning) towards Himself; at the age of seventy years all heavenly beings start loving him; at the age of eighty years, Allah تَحَمَّل lets his virtues stand, and sins erased; and at the age of ninety years, Allah تَحَمَّل forgives all his sins - past and future, and authorizes him to plead for the forgiveness of his family members, and in the heavens it is written alongside his name that he is detained by Allah on earth. (Ibn Katheer, Musnad of Ahmad, etc.) It is obvious that all this is about a مُمَّنَّ who has lived his life avoiding sins and in accordance with the injunctions of شرَّاَبِه.

Since Ibn Katheer رحمه الله تعالى has adopted the first explanation, that the verse does not refer to any particular person, like سَيْضيدنَا أَبْعُ بَاكِرّ

[1] In order to understand this, one should recapitulate the words of the prayer under discussion. These are: "My Lord, grant me that I offer gratitude for the favor You have bestowed upon me and upon my parents." According to this explanation, the 'favor bestowed' on the parents of أَبْعُ بَاكِرّ would mean the mundane benefits they were enjoying. سَيْضيدنَا أَبْعُ بَاكِرّ prayed that they should be granted تَّأْفِيق to offer gratitude to Allah on these favors by embracing Islam. (Muhammad Taqi Usmani)
but it is meant for a common people, the specific words, like 'until when he reached his maturity and attained the age of forty years' are all by way of example, wherein the instruction is being imparted that when one reaches the age of forty years, one should have due care for correcting himself and his family members, and his endeavor for the betterment of the Hereafter should take precedence over all his thoughts. (Allah knows best)

(Such are the people from whom we accept the best of what they did and overlook their evils.... - 46:16) This, too, is a general rule, and if the verse was revealed with reference to Sayyidnā 'Abū Bakr, then he would be the first to be included in its generality. A quotation from Sayyidnā 'A lī which is given below also indicates that sense of the verse is general. Ibn Kathīr has reported the narration of Muḥammad Ibn Ḥāṭib that once he was with Sayyidnā 'A lī along with some other persons who blamed Sayyidnā 'Uthmān for some wrong-doings. Thereupon Sayyidnā 'A lī said:

(And, [contrary to this is the case of] the one who said to his parents, 'Fie upon you both!' - 46:17). The previous verse has laid down the order to serve and obey the parents; this verse announces punishment for one who maltreats his parents and is impertinent to them, specially when they are calling him towards Islam and virtuous deeds, because rejecting their call is a double sin. Ibn Kathīr has said that the verse is general and applies to anyone who maltreats his parents.

Marwan's saying, in one of his addresses, that this verse holds true for 'Abdur Raḥmān Ibn Abl Bakr has been contradicted by Sayyidah
A'ishah, as narrated in Sahih of Bukhari. The fact of the matter is that the verse is general in sense, and there is no correct narration which states this verse to hold true for a particular person.

"You have consumed your good things in your worldly life - 46:20," It means that the infidels will be told that they had already been awarded delights, luxuries and enjoyment in the worldly life for whatever good deeds they had done there; now there is nothing left for them in the Hereafter. It is known from this verse that the good deeds of disbelievers do not have any worth in the Hereafter due to lack of belief or faith, but Allah Ta'ālā compensates them in this world. The riches and wealth, honour and dignity, etc., which are enjoyed by disbelievers in this world are all recompense for their good deeds, benevolence, sympathy, truthfulness, etc. This rule does not apply to Mu'mins (believers) that if they get any delights, riches and wealth in this world, they would be deprived of their right in the Hereafter.

Incentive for avoiding worldly delights and luxuries

The punishment stated in this verse for the disbelievers is because of their being engrossed in worldly enjoyments. So, the Holy Prophet, his noble companions, and Tabi'īn had made it a habit to avoid worldly enjoyments, as is evident from their lives. The Holy Prophet had charged Sayyidnā Mu'adh, when sending him to Yemen, to keep on avoiding the luxuries of this world. Sayyidnā 'Ali has reported the Holy Prophet saying that one who is happy with Allah Ta'ālā giving him scanty sustenance finds Allah Ta'ālā also happy at his meager deeds. (Maţhari from al-Baghawi)

Verses 21-28

وَأَذْكُرُ أَخَاءَكُ�نَّ إِذْ أَنْذَرْتُ قَوَامِهِ بِالْحَقِّيَاتِ وَقَدْ خَلَتْ النُّورُ مِنْ بَيْنِ يَدَيْهِ وَمِنْ خَلْقِهَا أَلَا تَعْبُدُوا إِلَّا اللَّهَ إِنِّي أَخَافُ عَلَيْكُمْ عَذَابَ يَوْمٍ عَظِيمٍ (۳۱) قَالُوا أَجِدْتُنَا لَتَأْفَكُنَا عَنِ الْبَيْتِنَا فَأَنَا بِمَا تَعْدُدُنَا إِنَّكُنَّ مِنَ الصَّدِيقِينَ (۳۲) قَالَ إِنَّمَا الْعِلْمُ عَنْ الْحَيَاةِ الدُّنْيَا وَأَبْلَغُكُمْ مَا أُرْسِلَتْ بِهِ وَلَكِنْ أَرْبَعُكُمْ فَوْمًا تَجْهَلُونَ (۳۳) فَلَمَّا رَأَوْهُ عَارِضًا
And remember the brother of (the nation of) ‘Ad, when he warned his people at the long, curved sand-dunes while many warners have passed before him and after him (with the same message) saying, "Do not worship anyone except Allah. Surely I fear for you the punishment of a terrible day." [21] They said, "Have you come to make us deviate from our gods. So bring us that with which you are threatening us, if you are truthful." [22] He said, "The knowledge is with Allah alone, and I am conveying to you what I am sent with, but I see that you are a people who behave ignorantly." [23] So, when they saw it, in the form of a cloud proceeding towards their valleys, they said, "This is a cloud that will bring us rain." No, it is what you asked to come soon_ a wind in which there is a painful punishment, [24] that will destroy every thing with the command of its Lord! So they became such that nothing remained to be seen except their dwelling places. This is how We punish the guilty people. [25] And indeed We had established them in a powerful position in which We did not establish you, and had given to them ears and eyes and hearts, but neither their ears availed them in the least, nor their eyes, nor their hearts, as they used to reject Allah's signs; and they were encircled by what they
used to ridicule. [26] And We have (also) destroyed (other) towns around you[1] while We had given to them a variety of signs, so that they might return (from disbelief). [27] So, why were they not helped by those whom they had taken as gods, instead of Allah, to achieve closeness (to Him)? Instead, they vanished from them. And (in fact) it was their lie and something they used to forge. [28]

Commentary

These verses are to remind the infidels of the severe punishments faced by earlier people who rejected the messengers sent to them. Special reference is made to ‘Ad, the people of Sayyidnā Hud who has been described as their 'brother', firstly because he belonged to their tribe, and secondly because he was their well-wisher as a brother. Since this nation lived in valleys surrounded by long, curved sand dunes, called in Arabic ‘Ahqāf, special reference is made to these dunes, so that one could find out their places, if he so wishes when traveling to their localities. It is mentioned in verse 22 that they themselves demanded Allah's punishment to be brought upon them. Then verse 24 states that the punishment was sent to them in the form of a cloud that appeared to be benign, and therefore they were happy to see it in the hope that it would bring rain to them, but in fact it contained the divine punishment in the form of a violent wind that destroyed every thing, leaving nothing except their empty homes that remained as a sign for those who might learn a lesson. The detailed account of the story of ‘Ad and Thamūd has already been given in Sūrah Hud (11:50) for which volume 4, page 643 of this book may be consulted. Mention of these events in these verses is in the form of a brief reference, and in verse 26 the infidels of Makkah are reminded that those nations were much more powerful and well-established than the people of Makkah. Still, their power and strength was of no use to them against Allah's punishment. Moreover, verse 28 points out that the false gods believed by them to be their patrons could not save them from the torment they faced, because they were coined only by their false imagination, having no real existence at all.

---

[1] The reference here is to the towns of Thamūd and the people of Sayyidnā Lūṭ that were in the way of the people of Arabia while they travelled to Syria. The people of ‘Ad were in Yemen, towards South from Makkah, while the towns of Thamūd and those of Sayyidnā Lūṭ were towards North, hence the words, "around you"
Verses 29 - 32

And (recall) when We directed a group of Jinns towards you, who started listening to the Qur’an. So, when they attended it, they said (to each other), "Keep quiet." Then once it was over, they went back to their people as warners. [29] They said, "O our people, we have heard a book sent down after Mūsā, confirming what was before it, which guides to the truth and to a straight path. [30] O our people, respond to Allah's herald, and believe in him, and (once you do that,) Allah will forgive your sins for you, and will save you from a painful punishment. [31] And the one who does not respond to Allah's herald is not (able) to frustrate (Allah by escaping) in the land, and for him there are no supporters besides Him. Such people are in open error."

Commentary

The previous verses have condemned the infidelity and the arrogant attitude of the infidels and its destructive results. In these verses, the people of Makkah are being put to shame by telling them that even jinn, who are even more proud and haughty than you, had their hearts softened after hearing the Qur’an, and they became Muslims; Allah has given the humans more sense and intelligence than jinns, and despite that they do not embrace faith.

The incident of the jinn listening to the Qur’an and then embracing faith is stated in authentic aḥādīth. When the Holy Prophet ﷺ was
blessed with prophethood, the jinns were stopped from listening to the news of the heavens, and if a jinn ventured to go upwards to overhear the heavenly news, was chased away by a meteor directed towards him.

The jinns consulted each other to find out the cause of this new phenomenon that has stopped them from listening to the news from the heavens. They believed that some new event happening in the world may have been the cause. In order to discover that event, various groups of jinns spread out in different parts of the world to investigate this phenomenon. One of the groups reached Hijāz also when the Holy Prophet ﷺ along with some of his companions was present at a place called Baṭn Nakhlah and was intending to go to the fair of ‘Ukāz’. (Arabs used to setup trade-fairs on special days in various places for commercial and social purposes where people of all areas used to assemble, set up shops and arrange meetings and social gatherings much like the exhibitions of our days. One such fair used to be set up in ‘Ukāz where the Holy Prophet ﷺ was intending to go probably for preaching and calling towards Islam.) The Holy Prophet ﷺ was leading the morning prayers in Baṭn nakhlah when the jinns reached there. After hearing the Qur’ān, they exclaimed that this was that new matter which has come between them and the heavenly news. (Aḥmad, Bukhārī, Muslim, Tirmidhī, Nasa’ī, etc., with the authority of Ibn ‘Abbās)

According to another narration, when the jinns came there, they directed each other to keep quiet and listen to the Qur’ān. When the Holy Prophet ﷺ finished his prayers, they put their belief in Islam, embraced it, went back to their people and informed them of the real cause of the new phenomenon. They also told their people that they had become Muslims and advised them that they should also embrace the faith. But the Holy Prophet ﷺ did not become aware of the jinns coming and going and of their embracing the faith after listening to the Qur’ān until Sūrah jinn was revealed wherein he was informed of this incident. (Ibn-ul-Mundhir quoting ‘Abdul Mālik)

Another narration states that these jinns were inhabitants of Naṣībīn, either seven or nine in number. When they told their nation about it and motivated them to embrace faith, three hundred of them presented themselves for embracing Islam. (Abū Nu‘aim, Al-Wāqidī, quoting Ka‘b al-Aḥbār, as in Rūḥ-ul-Ma‘ānī). There are diverse narrations in other aḥādīth also, but
since they are about various incidents at different times, there is no contradiction between them. That these are different incidents is supported by a statement of Ibn ‘Abbās reported by Ṭabarānī in Awsaṭ and by Ibn Marduwaih that the jinns came to the Holy Prophet  many times.

Khaṣṣājī has said that the cumulative outcome of various *ahādīth* is that jinn presented themselves to the Holy Prophet  six times for benefiting from his teachings. (Rūḥ-ul-Ma‘ānī and Bayān-ul-Qur‘ān)

... (a book sent down after Mūsā). Here the words 'after Mūsā have been taken by some exegetes to indicate that these jinns were Jews, because Injīl that was revealed to Sayyidnā ‘Īsā  has not been mentioned. But there is no clear narration to support this inference. That they did not refer to Injīl cannot be a sufficient proof for the jinns being Jews. Another reason for not mentioning Injīl may be that Injīl follows Torah in most commandments, and the Qur‘ān, like Torah, is an independent Book, having different commands, rules and regulations. It is likely that the underlying idea was to state that the Qur‘ān is the Book which is independent like Torah.

... (will forgive your sins for you,) The word 'min' used in the text gives the sense of 'some'. If it is taken in this sense here, it would mean that 'some sins' will be forgiven by embracing Islam. It will indicate that only sins relating to the rights of Allah would be forgiven but not the rights of people. But some exegetes have taken 'min' in this verse as an extra word that has no additional meaning in Arabic idioms. Given this interpretation, no explanation is required.

**Verses 33 - 35**
Have they not seen that Allah who has created the heavens and the earth, and was not wearied by their creation, does have power to give life to the dead? Yes of course, He is powerful to do every thing. [33] And the day the disbelievers will be presented to the Fire, (it will be said to them,) "Is this not true?" They will say, "Yes, Our Lord!" He will say, "Then taste the punishment, for you used to disbelieve." [34] So, (O prophet,) observe patience, as the resolute messengers observed patience, and be not in haste about them. The Day they will see what they are promised, (it will be) as if they did not stay (in the world) more than an hour in a single day. This is a message. So, none will be destroyed except the sinners. [35]

Commentary

(...as the resolute messengers observed patience - 46:35). The word 'resolute' has been used here as a qualification for all the messengers, and not only for some of them, because the word 'min' used with 'rusūl' is not, according to the authentic exegetes, in the sense of 'some'. It is rather for 'Bayān' (description), to use the grammatical term. The sense is that all messengers are resolute people. Of course, variation in the grades of qualities between messengers is proved from the Holy Qur'ān itself:

Those are the messengers some of whom We have given excellence over some others (2:253)

Therefore those prophets who excel other prophets in the quality of being resolute and courageous have been given this title in a special way, although there are differences of opinion as to who they are. Majority opinion is that this special title is given to those prophets who have been mentioned in the following verse of Sūrah Al-Ahzab verse 7:
And (recall) when We took from the prophets their covenant, and from you and from Nūh and Ibrāhīm and Mūsā and ‘Īsā, the son of Maryam. And We did take from them a firm covenant, (33:7)

Sayyidah ‘A’ishah رضى الله عنها states that the Holy Prophet ﷺ has said "The delights, luxuries and pleasures of this world do not befit Muḥammad ﷺ and his family, because Allah Ta‘ālā does not accept anything less than patience from those who are 'resolute', and I have received this divine order: فَاصْبِرُ كَمَا صَبَرَ أُولُو الْعَزْرِ مِنَ الرُّسُلِ"So, O prophet, observe patience, as the resolute messengers observed patience. (46:35)"
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<td>Ghayb (unseen), knowledge of 429, 456</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>definition and discussion on - 56-62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two kinds of - 59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- through Wahy to the Holy Prophet 788</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghina see Music</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghīṭfān, tribe of 105, 116, 117, 119, 120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gog and Magog 448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- among signs of Qiyāmah 748</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold 269</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>certain uses of --- impermissible for men 332, 351, 352</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bracelets of - for believers 341, 351</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bowls of - in Jannah 736</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gospel (in the Bible)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- of John 477</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- of Mathew 729</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gospel, see Injil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grapes 382</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gratitude (to Allah) 385, 616, 770</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reality of - and its injunctions 280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grave</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>punishment in - 607</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek Sciences 428</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**H**

Ḥābīb Ibn ‘Amr Thaqafi 718

Ḥābīb Ibn Isma‘īl An-Najjār 372, 375, 378, 380, 381, 601, 602

Ḥābil 466
Habshah, see Ethiopia


Hafṣah 197

Hāfiz, see Guidance

Ham, son of Nūḥ, father of Ethiopians 448

Hāmān 599, 600, 604, 605

Hāmzah 629, 630

Hānafī Jurists 224, 225, 226, 513, 531, 656, 797


Muslim girl marrying a disbeliever is -159

sajdah before someone other than Allah is -655

Ḥārith Ibn Kaldah 769

Ḥārithah (father of Zayd) 157, 169

Ḥārūn 172, 246, 420, 472

Haryāna (India) 485


Ḥasan Ibn ‘Alī 37, 146, 150, 188, 694, 745

Ḥasan, Imām 170

Ḥawāzin, tribe of 123

Ḥawwā‘ (wife of ʿAdam ʿa) 215

Heaven, see Jannah, see also Sky

Heliopolis 478

Hell, see Jahannam


good deeds are trade for -344

punishment and reward of -761-763

Hidāyah, see Guidance

Ḥiǧāb 95, 117, 201

injunctions and detailed discussion on - 131, 139-143, 148-149, 201-227, 238-241

Ḥiǧāz 478, 806

Hijrah (Migration) 26, 85, 96, 104, 107, 108, 128, 197, 214, 458, 552
Index

822

Hikmah (wisdom) 40,151,152
- givento Luqman 38,40-42
-given toDZwIid @I 501,503
- neededinTablighandpreaching514-515
everyworkofAllah has - 757

Hllah

'Ikrimah

272

Hirah

'Ikrimah Ibn Abi Jahl
'Ilm 340

175,213,267

110

Hizqil (cousin of MZsZ) 601
Hizqil MI 474
Honey

37, 340, 86, 149, 150, 199, 334,

335,355,466,641,682,745,787

Himyar 287,758,759
Hinduism

'Iddah (waiting period after
divorce) 189
no - for divorcebefore full privacy 187
Womancan remarry after - 206

concept of --- in Islam 532

HilZl Ibn Wasif

leader of - 771

86,120

meaning ofreal - 59,339
- a precondition for religious leadership 79
- generates and corresponds to fear of Allah
338

'ImrZn (father of Maryam) 138,346
'IrEq 460,758
97, 154, 288, 292, 372, 374, 476,
H IS^

132

Horn, see Siir
Houri, see mr

540, 610, 673, 674, 729, 732, 733, 734,
807,809
descent of - before QiyZmah 174,735,748

Hudaibiyah

86,118

Hudhaifah Ibn 'Usaid al-GhifZri
747,748

Hudhaifah Ibn YamZn

108, 124, 206,

250

B a t t l e o f m a , spyingby -121-123

Human Rights, see HuqiTq-ul-'IbFid
Hunain

118

Huqiiq-ul-'IbZd

188

settlement of- on QiyZmah 563-565

Hiir 405,441,535,761,762
Husain Ibn 'Ali 146,150,572

'IshZ, SalZh of 75,552
I'lZmul Muwaqqi'in 198
IblTs, see Satan
Ibn 'AbbZs, see 'AbdullZh Ibn 'Abbas
Ibn 'Abd-ul-Barr 214,287
Ibn 'AsZkir, HZfiz 267,350,476,477
Ibn 'Atiyyah 94, 331,338,642
Ibn AbT al-Huqaiq 127
Ibn Abi Hiitim 97, 164, 331, 413, 493,
737,748,749,759

Ibn-ul-'Arabi, QZdT AbZ Bakr

152,

164,275,365,655,700,746

Ibn ul-Imam 272
Huyayy Ibn Akhtab 113,114
Ibn ul-Qayyim, HZfiz 198,423,694
Hypocrites 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 94, loo, 101, Ibn Hajar Al-Haithami 233
104, 107, 128, 129, 131, 139, 145, 146, Ibn Hajar 'AsqalZni, HZfiz 214, 685,
180, 186, 236, 237, 238, 239, 241, 242,
244,249,255,750

cowardice of - 101
taunts thrownby - 110

423

Ibn Hazm 241,506
Ibn HibbZn 34,221,613
Ibn-ul-Humam, Imam

161,531


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>823</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ibn Jarîr, Aṭ-Ṭabārî</td>
<td>28, 86, 97, 147, 223, 331, 348, 349, 384, 441, 467, 522, 604, 609, 638, 651, 661, 662, 685, 748, 749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibn Jarrah, Abû ‘Ubaidah</td>
<td>372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibn Khaiyarah</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibn Khuzaymah</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibn Mâjah</td>
<td>30, 34, 355, 613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibn Marduwayh</td>
<td>425, 520, 807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibn Mundhir</td>
<td>791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibn Sa’d</td>
<td>214, 685, 759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibn Sîdah</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibn Târîfah</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibn Zayd</td>
<td>641, 798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibn-ul-Jauzî</td>
<td>441, 506, 577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibn-ul-Madînî</td>
<td>638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibrâhîm (son of the Holy Prophet)</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- discourse to his father 449</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- thrown into fire 450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- came after Nûh as Prophet 450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- breaking of idols 451</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- events of the Great Sacrifice (Qurbâni) 460-472</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- received scriptures in Ramaḍân</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibrâhîm Nakha’î</td>
<td>656, 700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idrîs</td>
<td>455, 474, 476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ifk, incident of</td>
<td>215, 222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignorance, period of see Jâhiliyyah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ijtihâd</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilhâd</td>
<td>- a particular kind of Kufr 657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- meaning, nuances and Islamic Law 657-663</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilhâm</td>
<td>40, 57, 59, 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilyâs</td>
<td>420, 535, 588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- story of 473-480</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilyâsîn, see Ilyas</td>
<td>581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imâm (prayer leader)</td>
<td>- prompting on his mistake during Salâh 140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Imân (faith)</td>
<td>52, 66, 81, 116, 128, 293, 317, 364, 367, 485, 550, 559, 602, 606, 650, 659, 703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- and deeds, a criterion of nearness to Allah 306, 307</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- by heart is a pre-condition for acceptance of deeds 329</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- when door of will stand closed 388, 394</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- a limitless deed, non-commutable on Qiyașmah 565</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- basic pre-condition for salvation 592</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>213, 445, 448, 485, 605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infidels, see also Unbelievers, 50, 87, 100, 180, 186, 243, 312, 342, 356, 571, 633, 678, 733</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- offer to the Holy Prophet by -- of Makkah 629-632</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inheritance</td>
<td>93, 95, 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Islamic Law on to adopted child 91-92, abrogation of on the basis of Hijrah 96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injîl</td>
<td>288, 305, 574, 786, 807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- revealed on 18th of Ramadan 744</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspiration, Divine, see Ilhâm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercession, see Shafâ’h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest, see Ribâ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intoxicants</td>
<td>34, 209, 210, 276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>’Iqâmah</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irân</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>- made soft for Dâwûd 266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigation, system of</td>
<td>79-80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Isābah 214
Isabelle (wife of Ahab) 474, 476
Isaiah, scripture of 729
Isfandyar 27
Ishāq 460, 466, 469, 470, 471, 534
- born after event of Qurbani 467
- forefather of the Jews 471
Ishmael, see Ismā'il
Ishrāq, time of 503
Islam aur Musiqi (book) 36
Islamic Law about: 165
Islamic Law about
- Lahw and La'ib (distracting amusement) 27-36
- music and its instruments 27, 28, 33-35
- betting or gambling 30
- fiction 31
- poetry 31, 35-36
- games and sports 31-33
- intoxicants 34, 209, 210, 276
- Shirk 38
- social conduct and mannerisms 45-47, 201-203, 443
- parents: rights and duties 38, 42, 43, 795, 801
- weaning period for a child 44, 795-798
- intercession (Sha'afah) on Qiyāmah 55-56,
- causing pain to the Holy Prophet 85, 94, 234, 235, 236, 237, 238
- consultations with Unbelievers 90
- child adoption 91-93, 157, 166
- the practice of Zihar 91-92
- reverence and obedience to the Holy Prophet 85, 94, 129, 158
- wives of the Holy Prophet 95, 131, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 201, 203
- inheritance, some details 91-96
- Islamic unity in Ummah 107-108
- difference of Juristic opinion between Mujtahids ("Ulama") 124, 677
- following the Holy Prophet and its different degrees 129
- open display of women's beauty 131
- divorce 134, 162, 187-189, 206
- Ḥijāb 139-143, 148-149, 201-227, 238-241
- prompting an erring Imam during Ṣalāh 140
- Mubahalah (imprecation) 150
- Ahl ul-Bayt (people of the House of the Holy Prophet) 149-151
- Imsāt (infallibility), a trait of the Prophets alone 151
- marriage, the principle of kufr 159-161
- prohibition of Muslim woman marrying a disbeliever 159
- marriage of a woman through her guardians 161
- termination of prophethood 170-179
- meaning of Nubuwwah (Prophethood) 175
- Wuḍū (ablution) not required for making Dhikr 181
- Prophets being alive in their graves 185
- bondwomen 191-192, 239, 240, 241
- on dower 193, 194
--- marrying Christian or Jewish women 194
--- equal treatment of wives in multiple marriages 195
--- marriage with wives of the Holy Prophet after him 206
--- prevention of crimes 209
--- interest and usury 209
--- Sujud prohibited at certain times of day 209
--- Adultery 209, 276
--- touching a non-mahram woman 210
--- renting premises for unlawful activities 210
--- women visiting mosques 212
--- Satr-ul-Awrah 215, 216, 217
--- Ṣalāh (Durūd) and Salām on the Holy Prophet 227-234
--- intercession by the Holy Prophet 229
--- causing pain to common Muslims 237
--- apostasy 241-242
--- spreading rumors 242
--- remuneration for a Khalīfah / ruler of Islamic State 268
--- remuneration for Ulama, Qādi and Mufti (juri-consult) 269
--- subjugating Jinn 271-274
--- Māhrāb in mosques 274-275
--- pictures, its making and related injunctions 275-281
--- stealing and theft 276
--- Shukr (gratitude to Allah) 280
--- etiquettes of Da'wah and debating 300-301, 378-380, 589, 710
--- Ṣadaqah (charity) 310
--- fish meat 332
Index

- use of pearls 332
- certain usage of Gold and Silver 332, 351, 352
- dress of silk 332, 351, 352
- legacy of a Prophet 345
- age of puberty 354
- straight rows in Salah 422
- swearing by other than Allah 425-426
- rights of a guest 440
- Astrology 453-456
- Tauriyah (equivocation) 458-459
- dream of a Prophet is a Wabi 463
- attribute of "Creator" for other than Allah 479
- drawing lots 482
- soliciting contribution or gift 511-512
- partnership transactions 512
- Sajdah of Tilawah (recitation), 513-514
- politics and governance of state 516-517, 523, 697
- time of 'ibadah (worship) 524
- supplication for office of power 528
- oath and its fulfilment 531, 532, 533
- stratagem or hijrah 532
- Hijrah (migration) 552
- Hujjat-ul-Tbil on Qiyama 564
- quarrelling in Qur'an 590
- Du'a which is forbidden (Harâm) 614
- Shari'ah injunctions, applicability on Non-Muslims 633-634
- recitation of the Qur'an 648-649
- replying to Adhâm 653
- Sajdah before someone other than Allah 654-655
- Sajdah (prostration) of Tilawah 655
- Ilhâd 657-663
- progeny of the Holy Prophet 685-686
- Shûrâ (consultation) 698
- Justice: retaliation and revenge 699
- fame 728
- Salâm (as greetings) not for non-believers 740
- previous Shari'ahs and Muslims 774
- pregnancy, and suckling, 795-798
- fosterage 797-798

Islamic State
- remuneration for a Khalifah or ruler 268
- fundamental function of 516

Isma'ili 520

Isma'il 66, 366, 534

- events of the Great Sacrifice (Qurbani) 460-472
- Arabs are progeny of 471

Isra'ilite Traditions 469, 474, 477, 478, 506, 525, 639

- a common custom among 244
- were inheritors of Torah 608
- case of superiority of 757, 773
- book, wisdom, prophethood given to 773

Israfil (the angel) 434, 500, 571, 580, 596, 580, 596

Issac, see Ishâq 520

Istakhr 270

Isti'ab 214

Istighfar, see Taubah

Istiqâmah (steadfastness) 651, 794

'Izrâ'il 71, 72, 580

exactng of soul by 72-74

J

(Al) Jaṣṣâṣ, Imām Abū Bakr, 136, 195, 281, 331, 353, 410, 651, 656, 697

Ja'far 219

Ja'far Ibn Muhammad 683

Jābir Ibn 'Abdullâh 28, 39, 112, 113, 132, 301, 310, 645

Jābir Ibn Samurah 422

Jacob, see Ya'qūb 520

Jafar, art of (astrology) 58


unbelievers, fuel of 618
many sections of - 619
punishment of dwellers of - 761
Jāhiliyyah, period of 119, 126, 140, 156,
162, 165, 213, 305, 556
three customs of - refuted 90-93
Jal'ad (town)
- birthplace of Ilyas 474
Jamal, battle of 143
- some facts and details 145-148
Jamshaid Ibn Onjahan 272
Jannah 75, 76, 121, 122, 183, 184, 215, 250,
253, 254, 293, 294, 307, 308, 317, 346,
348, 349, 351, 367, 368, 369, 376, 378,
380, 402, 405, 420, 439, 459, 468, 579,
581, 586, 600, 602, 607, 612, 637, 638,
649, 653, 665, 670, 704, 736, 737, 788,
789, 792, 801
woman to be with last husband in - 206
pearls and dresses of silk in - 341, 351
bracelets of gold and silver in - 341, 351
sorrow, non-existent in - 352
some attributes and bounties of - 353, 402,
404, 438, 439, 440, 441, 442, 534, 535,
736, 761, 763
Houris of - 405, 441, 535
ram sent for Qurbanifrom - 466
difference between and this world 692
virtues taking straight path to - 696-700
ability to see Allah in - 704
Jarīr Ibn ‘Abdullāh al-Bajali 369
Jehuram 476
Jerusalem, see Al-Quds
Jesus Christ, see ʿĪsā ʿĪsā
dJewish Legends see 'Isra'ilite
Tradition'
Jewish Priests 53, 759
Jews 46, 53, 86, 87, 102, 104, 105, 106, 113,
116, 119, 127, 130, 136, 199, 449, 469,
470, 471, 477, 506, 556, 659, 681, 703,
729, 789, 790, 792, 807
- of Madinah 86, 637
Jibraīl ʿĪsā 110, 124, 466, 580, 581, 596,
704, 771
- has six hundred feathers 322
Jihād 29, 118, 124, 125, 129, 154, 159, 178,
181, 242, 420, 459, 521, 525, 587, 679, 772
Jinn 264, 275, 283, 301, 311, 406, 446, 486,
488, 489, 630, 639, 644, 648, 686, 720,
727, 805
- subjugated for Sulaimān ʿAṣūs 271, 272, 282,
527, 528
Islamic Law on subjugating the - 271-274
listening of Quran by - 805-807
Jivan, Mullā Aḥmad 170
Jonah, see Yūnus Ibn Mattā
Jordan 474
Judah, see Yahūdiyah
Judham 287
Judiciary
- in an Islamic state 516-517
Juhainah, tribe of 486
Julaibīb 159
Jurisprudence, Islamic, see Islamic
Law)
Juwaini, Imām 233

K
(Al) Khulafa ur-Rashidun 274, 516,
524
Ka'b Ibn ‘Ujrah 143, 229
Ka'b Ibn Asad 113, 114, 115
- speech during battle of Banu Quraizah 125
Ka'b Ibn Mālik 458
Ka'b Ibn Quraizah 127
Kā‘ab al-Aḥbar 372, 373, 375, 466, 468,
475, 476, 477, 611, 638
Ka'ba, The Holy see Baitullah
Kabul 270
Kafa'ah, see Kuf
Kaffarah (expiation)
- necessary for Zihar 92
- of an oath 533
Kāfir, see Infidels
Kalimatul-lah (words of Allah)
meaning of - 52
Kalimullah, see Mūsā 54
Karamah 271, 273
Kashf 293
Kashifi 247
Kashmiri, Muḥammad Anwar Shah 660
Kashshaf, Tafsir 651
Khabab Ibn Al-'Arath
Khabbab Ibn 'Aratt 691
Khadija 138, 197, 799
sons from - 169
Khadir 474, 476
Khadir 474, 476
Khafaji, Allamah 506, 807
Khaibar, fort of 492
Khalīl, Ibn Aḥmad Nahwī 271
Khalīlullahah, see Ibrāhīm
Khandaq, battle of (see Aḥzāb)
Khaṭīb Baghdādī 698
Khatm-e-Nabuwwat (book) 173, 177, 178
Khuwailid (father of Khadija) 138
Khabraj, tribe of 115, 296
Khizar, see Khadīr
Khuza'ah, tribe of 296, 486
Khyber, battle of
Khyber 102, 105, 116, 117, 118
Kikar (botany) 291
Kinānah Ibn ‘Abdiyalīl 718
Kinānah, tribe of Banū 105
Kindah 287
Kishon, valley of 476
Knowledge of the Unseen, see Ghayb
Knowledge, see 'Ilm
Kuf, principle of (in marriage)
159-161
Kūfah ('Irāq) 324, 588, 749
Kufr (infidelity) 29, 31, 43, 44, 104, 179,
272, 273, 367, 388, 406, 484, 546, 547,
556, 574, 612, 646, 674, 679, 688, 750, 752
meaning of - 292
quarrelling in Qurān is - 590
Ilhād, a particular kind of - 657

L
(Al) Lauḥ-ul-Mahfūz, see Preserved Tablet
Lahw and La'ib (distracting amusements)
- meaning, Islamic Law on - 27-36
permissible forms of - 29
Lakham 287
Laylatul Qadr 743, 744
Laylat-ul-barā'ah 745-746
Leader, Religious (of the people)
pre-conditions for a - 78-79
Lebanon 478
Leprosy 245
Liqa'i, 'Allāmah 233
Lot, see Luqān 50
Lote-fruit (botany) 291
Lotus tree (botany) 291
Luqmān 25, 50
wisdom given to - 38
- was Ethiopian slave 39
identity and status of - 39-40
story of - 38
personal attributes of - 41
actual meaning of wisdom given to - 41-42
wise counsel by --- to his son 42-47

Mūtah 420, 460, 480, 498, 804
wives of - 136, 154

(Al) Masji-ul-Ḥarām (the Sacred Mosque) 105, 629
(Al) Mutanabbī 408
Ma‘arib, city of 294
Ma‘qil Ibn Yasār 364, 647
Ma‘ṣūm (infallible)
- the Holy Prophet's trait 88
Madā‘in 110
Madāris (seminaries)
- ruling on soliciting contributions for --- 511-512
most severe attack on - 105
Madyan, town of 213
Maghfarah 364
- not possible without grace of Allah 343
Maghrib, Ṣalāḥ of 75, 503, 552
Magic 409, 430, 431
Mahr, see dower
Mahja‘ 39
Mahram 95, 139, 145, 227, 239
Mahšhar, see Qiyāmah
Mushriks of --- 87, 105, 500, 677, 733
Umm-ul-Qurā, title of - 671
Makrūh (detestable) 30, 31, 79, 233
Male Child 702
Mālik Ibn ‘Anas, Imām 73, 224, 233, 269, 365, 553, 655, 797
Man
- creations subjugated for - 49, 51
creation of - 68, 327-328, 413, 544, 548, 609
- best amongst Allah’s creations 69-70
- capable of being Vicegerent of Allah 250
- pre-conditions to attain Vicegerency 254
- Vicegerent of Allah 255, 357, 639
- is openly ungrateful 712
Maqām-u-Ibrāhīm (Station of Ibrāhīm (سا)) 205
Māriyah Al-Qibṭiyah 192
son from - 169
Markh (botany) 414
Marr-uz-Zahrān 105
Marriage
- of Zayd Ibn Ḥarīthah with Zainab bint Jaḥsh 158
Islamic principle of kuf in - 159-161
prohibition of - of Muslim girl with disbeliever 159
- of a woman through guardians 161
- of Zainab bint Jaḥsh with the Holy Prophet 166
matters of- are Divinely decided 167
injunctions of --- exclusive to the Holy Prophet 187, 190-200
dower, an essential condition of - 193, 194
- with Christian or Jewish women 194
- with wives of the Holy Prophet after him 206
matching age of spouses 536
rights of spouses on Qiyāmah 564
- with Ḥur in Jannah 762
Maryam (Mary) 97, 154, 174, 732, 733, 748, 757, 809
superiority of - over all the women 138
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Masih, see Isa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masjid-ul-Fath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masriq 466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masrūq 656, 749, 750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics 387, 392, 396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrūs 442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazhari, Tafsīr 103, 185, 249, 256, 350,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>368, 475, 476, 569, 592, 604, 611, 613,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>661, 682, 798, 799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meteors 428, 430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mi‘rāj (ascent to heavens) 78, 704,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>710, 728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mihrāb (in a mosque) 282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meaning, nuances and rulings on - 274-275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mika‘îl 580, 596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mimosa (botany) 291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minā 464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miracle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>432-433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- of Dawūd 265, 266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miṣ‘ar Ibn Kidam 587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miswāk (tooth stick) 220, 414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday 637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongols 448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monopoly (economics) 724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monotheism see Tawḥīd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moon 25, 50, 271, 382, 387, 389, 392, 395,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>396, 397, 453, 544, 547, 548, 637, 751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- running towards an appointed time 50,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>328, 547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orbit of - 382, 396, 397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appearance of new - 392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stages of - 396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- is a sign of Allah 654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>splitting of - , a sign of Qiyāmah 751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moriah, land of 469</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the issue of multiple marriages of --- 167-168, 197
sons of - 169
- is spiritual father of Ummah 170, 171
- is last of all the Prophets 170-179
special attributes of- 180, 183-186
supplications (Du'a) of- 181, 571, 512, 713
- is alive in his grave 185
attributes of--- mentioned in Torah 185
marriage and divorce injunctions exclusive to - 187, 190-200
Ṣalāh (Durūd) and Salām on - 227-234
Shaafa‘ah (intercession) by - 229
the holy tomb of - 231
exclusive Divine grants for - 302
offer by infidels of Makkah to --- 629-632
knowledge of --- about Ghayb 788-790

Muḥammad Ibn Ḥanafiyyah 34, 349
Muḥammad Ibn Ḥāṭib 801
Muḥammad Ibn Iṣḥāq 287, 372, 373,
375, 629, 631, 759
Muḥammad Ibn Ka‘b al-Quraqī 596
Muḥammad Ibn Sīrīn 240, 656
Muḥammad Ibn Ḥasan, 1mām 161
Mujaddid Alī Thānī 256
Mujāhid 34, 37, 39, 72, 199, 271, 329, 329,
339, 376, 466, 681, 685, 745, 790
Mulḥid, see Ilḥād
Muqāṭil Ibn Sulaimān 39, 137, 149,
376, 466, 601, 606, 682, 709, 787
Muqāwīs 192
Muraisī, the battle of --- 118, 215
Murrah, tribe of Banū 105
Murtadd, see apostasy
Muṣʿab Ibn Zubayr 588

Muṣā (see also: Pharaoh) 78, 87, 97,
172, 213, 216, 244, 246, 374, 420, 433,
472, 478, 555, 599, 601, 604, 606, 608,
673, 674, 702, 704, 730, 731, 754, 755,
759, 791, 792, 805, 807, 808
staff of - 245, 433, 757

personal traits of -47-48
- is Maṣūm (infallible) 88
reverence, obedience to --- is Wājib 94
wives of -95, 131, 134, 135, 137, 138,
164, 192, 194, 201, 203, 206, 207, 220
miracles of - 103, 108, 112, 432-433
consultation, a Sunnah of- 106
- is a perfect role model for Ummah 129
Ahl ul-Bayt (people of the House) of - 149-151, 685-686
order of - is binding on Ummah 158
right of--- on Ummah is foremost 160
--- marriage of- with Zainab bint Jaḥsh 166
Index

Mūsā Ibn ‘Uqbah 66
Muṣ‘ab Ibn ‘Umair 102
Musaylimah (the Liar) 178, 242
- of Makkah 87, 105, 500, 677

Music
Islamic Law on 27, 28, 33-35

Muslim, Imām 33, 93, 124, 132, 175, 176, 204, 229, 250, 278, 280, 299, 302, 309, 322, 324, 331, 387, 606, 638, 639, 647, 685, 748, 790

Musnad of Ahmad 74, 176, 177, 195, 250, 251, 291, 749

Mut‘ah (clothings) see also: divorce 188

Mutabannā, see Child Adoption

Mūtah, battle of 219

Muṭṭarrif Ibn ‘Abdullāh Ibn Shikhkhir 342, 592

N

Nabiyy (Prophet ) 87, 372
Luqmān was not a - 39-40
difference between - and Rasūl 172
- not present everywhere, cannot hear everyone 332
legacy of - 345
... is chosen ones among creations 346
deram of - is a Wahy 461
natural fear not contrary to station of - 509-510
Satan cannot gain control on --- 530

Nablus, see Samaria

Nadhīr (attribute of the Holy Prophet) 183, 184

Nadhīr (warner) 65, 66
meaning of - 355

Naḍīr, tribe of Banū 86, 104, 113, 132, 691
Naḍīr Ibn Ḥārith 26, 30, 769
Nafl (supererogatory) 343, 520, 524
Nagphan (botany) 445
Naḥḥās 596
Naḥj-ul-Balāghah 144
Nahy ‘Anil-Munkar (forbidding the Unfair) 39, 45

Namrūd 610, 734
Nasā‘ī, Imām 30, 183, 195, 284, 331, 410, 639, 749, 790

Nasibin 806

Nawafil (supererogatory acts of worship) 74, 75

Night 43, 50, 75, 78, 122, 181, 216, 294, 295, 303, 328, 382, 387, 390, 393, 480, 507, 544, 547, 551, 587, 636, 645, 647, 654, 704, 710, 720, 728, 744, 745, 746, 748, 759, 775
- a sign of Allah 654
Qurān sent in the blessed - 743
Night of Ascension, see Mi‘rāj

Night of Immunity, see Laylat-ul-bara‘ah

Night of Power, see Laylatul Qadr

Nikah, see Marriage

Nile, river 80

Nimrod, see Namrūd

Nisab of Zakāh (see also: Zakāh) 26, 633

Noah, see Nūh

Noah’s Ark, see Ark of Nūh

Non-Maḥram (see also: Hijāb) 139, 140

Nu‘aim Ibn Mas‘ūd 119, 120, 121

Nubuwah (Prophethood) 40, 41
end of - 170-179
meaning of - 175, 177

Nūh 87, 97, 183, 267, 346, 420, 447, 449, 450, 498, 500, 586, 600, 673, 674,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page Range</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>675, 809</td>
<td>wife of Ibrahim in prophethood 450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154</td>
<td>sons of 448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143, 611</td>
<td>Numān Ibn Bashīr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>389</td>
<td>Oath declaring and fulfilling of 531, 532, 533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>382, 386, 388, 389, 390, 393, 394, 395, 396, 397</td>
<td>Orbit of Sun and Moon 389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>397</td>
<td>Orbit of Stars 397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>391</td>
<td>Philosophy 392, 428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>392, 428</td>
<td>Photography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>275-281</td>
<td>Islamic Law on 31, 35-36 Arab 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>382, 386, 388, 389, 390, 393, 394, 395, 396, 397</td>
<td>Oath of Allah 389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>397</td>
<td>Orbital Law of Stars 397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>391</td>
<td>Orbit of Sun and Moon 389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>392, 428</td>
<td>Orbit of Stars 397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31, 35-36</td>
<td>Arab 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>795-798</td>
<td>Islamic Law on 795-798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330, 709, 745</td>
<td>Preserved Tablet, The 93, 330, 709, 745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>332</td>
<td>use of --- Halal for men 332,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Poetry 392, 428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31, 35-36</td>
<td>Arab 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>167, 168, 197, 198</td>
<td>Polygamy 167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197, 198</td>
<td>Polytheists, see Mushriks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Prayers, see Salah also Duā’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>354</td>
<td>Prostitution 208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>795-798</td>
<td>Islamic Law on 795-798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>355, 356, 798</td>
<td>Pregnancy 355, 356, 798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>355</td>
<td>Islamic Law on 795-798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>detested by Allah 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Promise of Allah 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27, 106</td>
<td>Persian Kings 27, 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111, 272, 448</td>
<td>Persia 111, 272, 448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>485</td>
<td>Punjab, province of 485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>485</td>
<td>Punjab, province of 485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138, 433, 498, 500, 599, 600, 601, 602, 604, 605, 606, 730, 731, 734, 734, 745, 754, 755</td>
<td>Pharaoh, the (see also: Mūsā ﷺ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154</td>
<td>wife of 154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>755</td>
<td>drowning of 755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>339</td>
<td>Pigeons 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>448</td>
<td>Pilgrimage, see Hajj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51, 389, 393</td>
<td>Planets 51, 389, 393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>409</td>
<td>Poetry 409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31, 35-36</td>
<td>Arab 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>167, 168, 197, 198</td>
<td>Polygamy 167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>389, 395, 397</td>
<td>Polyeuth, see Torah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>798</td>
<td>Pregnancy 355, 356, 798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>795-798</td>
<td>Islamic Law on 795-798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>354</td>
<td>Prostitution 208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>391</td>
<td>Philosophers 391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>485</td>
<td>Punjab, province of 485</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pythagoras 389, 395
Pythagorean Theory 389

Q
(Qa'iq, 'Atiyyah 126
(Al) Qurazi, Muhammad Ibn Ka'b 280, 359, 466, 629
Qa'qa 145, 146
Qaḍī (judge) 511, 517
remuneration of in Islamic Law 269
qualification of 517
Qaḍī 'Iyāḍ 179, 233, 506, 706
Qaḍī Abī-s-Sa'ud 480, 506, 526
Qaḍī Thana'ullah 185
Qadyānī, Mirzā Ghulām Ahmād 173, 174, 177, 485
Qaḥṭān 287
Qaimuqa'ī, tribe of Banū 86, 691
Qāmūs 288
Qārūn 599, 620
Qāsim (son of the Holy Prophet 169
Qatādah 37, 75, 78, 97, 266, 289, 290, 96, 323, 354, 374, 386, 390, 412, 421, 466, 552, 611, 656, 661, 685, 744, 745, 790
Qiblah (direction to Ka'ba) 392
Qimār, see Gambling
signs of 35, 375, 747, 748-753
no blood relations useful on- 53
span of the Day of- 67, 68
descent of Syyādīn Īsā before - 174, 735
doors of Īmān and Taubah will close on --- 388, 394
sunrise from West, a sign of --- 394
human body parts will speak on --- 406, 564, 647
scale of Justice on the day of --- 552
Justice in the court of- 563-565
some events of- 596-599, 602-604
knowledge of- with with Allah alone 664
Qudsi, Hadith 612
Quraish, tribe of 27, 65, 66, 86, 93, 96, 100, 105, 117, 119, 120, 126, 305, 314, 486, 499, 628, 629, 632, 634, 684, 728, 733, 751, 791
Quraizhah, the Battle of 124
Quraizhah, tribe of Banū 86 102, 103, 113, 114, 115, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 123, 124, 125, 126, 128, 129, 691
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>834</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-the Wise Book 25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the verse of-for easing hard tasks 111-112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic Language chosen for -627, 629, 709, 791</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obligatory to listen to recitation of---648-649</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-revealed in Ramadān 744-745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-revealed completely in twenty three years 746</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-listened by Jinns 805-807</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qurbānī (animal sacrifice) 310, 311</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great---by Ibrāhīm 460-472</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qurṭubī, Imām 94, 103, 163, 207, 253, 288, 368, 374, 493, 553, 596, 605, 634, 682, 700, 703, 706, 728, 748, 787, 789, 794</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qushairī 164, 288, 424, 794</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ram (see also: Qurbānī)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sent from Jannah 466</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramadān, month of 75, 180, 476</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Laylatul Qadr of---743, 744</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>major scriptures revealed in -744</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramal, art of (Astrology) 58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rasūl (see also: Nabiyy) 51, 65, 87, 88, 95, 105, 135, 172, 177, 314</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>difference between and Nabiyy 172</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>special meaning of-322, 373</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rātaīnā, valley of 107</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rawāfīd 143, 145, 661</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rawwād 324</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rāzī, Fakhruddin Imām 367, 432, 439, 506, 518, 522, 526, 728, 739, 769</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reincarnation, concept of 175</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repentance, see Taubah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resurrection, see Qiyāmah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retaliation, see Revenge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revelation, see Wahy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islamic Law on -699</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ribā 209, 659, 724</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riyā‘ 342-342</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romans 751</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rome, see Rūmiyyah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rūh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exacting of-72-74, 568, 569</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rūh-ul-Bayān 247</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rūh-ul-Ma‘ānī 66, 68, 87, 163, 170, 192, 197, 229, 292, 293, 331, 347, 365, 368, 455, 572, 685, 698, 740, 746, 748, 753, 788</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rūḥullāh, see Ḥasan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rukū‘</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>equivalent to Sajdah of Tilawah 513</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rūmiyyah 372</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rustam 27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(As) Suyūṭī, Shaykh Jalāluddīn 274, 424, 442, 476, 509, 520, 521, 657, 685</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Index

Sa'd Ibn 'Ubādah 107, 115, 116
Sa'd Ibn Abī Waqqāṣ 483, 790
Sa'd Ibn İbrahīm 339
Sa'd Ibn Mu'ādh 114, 116, 118, 126
supplication of - 117
Sa'id Ibn Bashīr 521
Sa'id Ibn Jubayr 149, 255, 329, 331, 365, 466, 592, 657
Sa'id Ibn Musaiyyab 39, 466
Sa'id Ibn Mansūr 685
Sa'id Ibn Zayd Ibn 'Amr 66
Sab'a, people of 286, 288, 290, 294, 295, 296
genealogy of - 287
thirteen prophets sent to - 292
Sabbāth, the day of 125
Ṣabr (patience) 41, 553
observing - 39, 45
- a pre-condition for religious leadership 79
meaning of - 79
Sabūr 641
Sacrifice, see Qurbanī
Ṣadaqah (charity) 75, 153, 154, 342, 442, 552
meaning and scope of - 310
Ṣadiq 373
Sadūm, see Sodom
Ṣadūq 373
Saffarīnī, 'Allāmah 753
Ṣafīyyah 143, 220, 221, 236, 237
Sahl Ibn 'Abdullāh Tustari 778
Sajdah 475
verse of - 70, 504, 513-514, 631, 654
prohibition of - at certain times 209
- by sun 388-396
- to Adam 537
- sole right of the Creator (Allah) 654-655
Sal', mount of 106, 113
Ṣalah (as prayers) 25, 26, 33, 39, 75, 121, 122, 123, 148, 154, 155, 180, 209, 226, 253, 270, 284, 329, 334, 341, 342, 369, 392, 393, 394, 523, 551, 552, 564, 633, 634, 697, 699
meaning of 'iqamah of - 45
special meaning of - 182
- of Tahajjud 74
- of 'Īshā, Fajr, and Maghrib 75
- in Jamah (congregation) 75
- missed during Battle of Ahzāb 118
best place of - for a woman 212
- and Saṭr-ul-'Aurah 216, 217
prescribed Ṣalah (Durūd) in - 230
- is a form of Shukr (gratitude) 280
Riya' while offering - 342-343
importance of making straight Rows in - 422
- of Dāwūd 501
- of ad-Ḍuḥā 502-503
- of Awwabin and Isgrāq 503
- of Āṣr 520, 522
- of Jumu'ah 524
Ṣalah (as Durūd) 185,
- discussion, rulings and injunctions 227-234
Ṣalām (as greetings) 180, 182, 183, 233, 447, 460, 472, 473
- for dwellers of Jannah 402
- not for non-believers 740
Ṣalām (as prayers for the Holy Prophet ﷺ)
- discussion, rulings and injunctions 227-234
Salāmah Ibn Akwa' 32
Ṣālih 374, 450
Salmān al-Farīsī 106, 107, 108, 109, 556
Ṣām (son of Nūḥ 448
Samaria, city of 474, 476
Samarqand 759
Samuel, book of (in Bible) 506
Samurah Ibn Jundub 448
Ṣan`a' (city of Yemen) 271, 288
Sand-dunes 803
Saranghi, Imām 225
Sarangi (musical instrument) 34
Satan 49, 197, 254, 297, 402, 405, 406, 421, 464, 489, 491, 525, 529, 545, 570, 589, 637, 638, 650, 661, 676, 677, 704, 732, 734
great illusion by 304
- an enemy of mankind 326
a typical trick of 343
- can’t gain control over Prophets 530, 704
arrogance of 537
Du’ā (supplication) of – was accepted 614
Satanic words 272
Satans (as devils) 272, 419, 435, 444, 489, 630, 639, 726
Satr (concealable body parts)
voice of woman not a - 140
concealing of -, obligatory meaning and scope of -
Satr-ul-‘Aurah 215
Saturday 638
Saudah 142, 143
Saum, see Fasting
Scholars, religious see ‘Ulamā
Scientists 391
Scorpions 445
Scriptures 53, 305, 334, 346, 377, 391, 422, 423, 449, 489
Qur’ān confirms all earlier - 345
teachings of Tauḥīd in early - 729
Sea
- subjugated for mankind 770
Semen 68, 328, 413, 430
Seminaries see Madāris
Servant
right of - on Qiyāmah 565
Sha’bān, month of
laylat-ul-barā’ah 745
Sha’bī 331, 466, 468, 685, 798
Shaddād Ibn ‘Aws 778
Shafā‘ah 335, 371, 594
- by children and parents 55-56
- by the Holy Prophet Muhammad 229, 302
- not possible except, with Allah’s permission 332
- reserved in favor of the believers only 345
- by reader of Surah Ya Sih 365
- belongs to Allah alone 568
Shafi‘ī, Imām 224, 226, 686, 797
Shah ‘Abdul Ghanī Phulpūri 683
Shah ‘Abdul ‘Azīz Muḥaddīth Dehlavī 660
Shah ‘Abdul Qādir Dehlavī 248, 328
Shāhīd (attribute of the Holy Prophet Muhammad) 183, 184
Shāhīd 581
Shahr Ibn Hawshab 329
Shaibān Ibn Rabī‘ah 86
Shalum 373
Shamān 601
Shāmī, ‘Allamah 225
Shamun 373
Shārānī, Sheikh ‘Abdul Wahhāb 523
Sharbīnī, ‘Allāmah 271
Sharī‘ah, see Islamic Law
Shawwal, month of 645
Sheba, see Saba’ see also Bilquis
Shī‘ya, see Isaiah 729
Shibli, Qādī Badruddīn 272, 273, 523
Shiblī, Qādī Badruddīn 272, 273, 523
Shī‘ite (see also: Rawāfiḍ) 144, 145, 151
- literal meaning of the word 317
Shirk 43, 44, 276, 388, 406, 420, 454, 484, 486, 556, 574, 646, 674
- a grave transgression 38, 42
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command to commit - by parents be violated
43
a peculiar kind of - 423
sajdah before someone other than Allah is - 655

Showing off (good deeds), see Riya

Shu‘aib 216, 217, 609

Shukr, see gratitude

Shuraih Ibn ‘Ubaid Al-Haḍramī 756

Śiddiq 581

Śiddiqah, see ‘A’ishah Śiddiqah

Sidr (botany) 291

Śiḥāh of Jawhari 288

Silk
dress of - unlawful for men in this world 332, 351, 352
dresses of - for believers in Jannah 341, 350, 761

Silver
certain usage of - unlawful for men 332, 351, 352
bracelets of - in Jannah 341, 351

Sin
types of - punished in this world too 77
practice of Zabīr - is Haram 614
punishment for - of Muslims, once only 694

Śirāt, bridge of 435

Śiyyām, see Fasting

created without pillars 36, 37
sequence and days of creation of - 67, 635-642
a smoke on Qiyamah 747
weeping of - 755-756

Slaves 163, 191, 213, 239, 240, 241

Sleep 568
exacting of soul during - 5569

Smoke 743, 752, 753
sky originally was - 635
among signs of Qiyamah 748

Snake 445
Socialism 411
Sodom 480
Solar System 386
Soothsayers 288, 427, 429
Sorcery 272
Sorrow
non-existent in Jannah 352

Soul see Rūḥ

Sperm, see Semen

Spinning Wheel
best time pass for a woman 32

Spirit, see Rūḥ

Sports, see Games

Staff of Musā 245, 433, 757

Staff of Sulaimān 282

Stars 51, 389, 393, 394, 449, 451, 453
orbit of - 397
Islamic law: astrology 453-456

Stealing, see Theft

Stratagem, see Ḥilah

Suckling (of Child)
Islamic Law on - 795-798

Suddiyy 284, 331, 466, 601, 640, 661

Șuǧīs 36, 522
method of Dhikr 502

Sufyān 233, 468, 571, 780

Sufyān Ibn ‘Abdullāh Thaqaffi 651

Suhailī 601

Suhrawardī, Shaykh Shihabuddīn 339

Sulaimān 167, 268, 279, 280, 282, 286, 287, 521, 523
wind subjugated for - 264, 269, 270, 527
event of death of - 264, 281-285
Jinns subjugated for - 271, 272, 273, 282, 527, 528
life span of forty three years 285
- son of Dawud 520
- put to test 524-527
supplication of 527
Sulaymān Ibn Arqmām 204
Sulaymān Ibn ʿSurad 123
Sulayman, see Sulaimān 123
Sun 334, 382, 386, 387, 428, 430, 453, 522, 544, 654
- running towards an appointed time 50, 328, 547
- worships 209
orbit of 386, 388, 390, 393, 394, 395
- prostrates beneath the 'Arsh 388-396
- will rise from West 394, 748
point of rising of 419
- is a sign of Allah 654
Sunday 637
- a pre-condition for acceptability of deeds 330
replying to Adhān is --- 653
Supplication (see Duʿā)
Ṣūr (see also: Qiyāmah) 401, 498, 500, 578, 596
first blowing of 403, 603
second blowing of 434, 596, 597
three soundings of 604
Swimming
- best sports for a man 32
Syria 80, 287, 288, 291, 294, 372, 460, 478, 480, 523, 588, 758, 799, 804

T
(At) ʿTabarānī 349, 350, 520, 580, 759, 807
ʿAif 718, 725
ʿAif, battle of 220
Tababiaʾah, see Tubbaʾ
Ṭabarī, see Ibn Jarir
Tablīgh, see Daʾwah
Tabūk 477
Tahajjud, Ṣalāh of 74
- supplication of the Holy Prophet 571
Ṭāhir (son of the Holy Prophet) 169
Ṭalḥah 143, 146
Tamarisk 291
Ṭanṭāwī 428
Taqwā 131, 137, 138, 139, 148, 160, 167
reality and means to achieve 247-248
Tasbih, (see also: Dhikr) 265, 266, 299, 329, 393, 421, 483, 501, 502, 507
Taubah
- when doors of - will stand closed 388, 394
- panacea for distress 483
reality of 688-689
Taufīq 248, 422, 507, 800
- in the early Scriptures 729
Tauriyah (equivocation) 457
Islamic Law on 458-459
Ṭayyib (son of the Holy Prophet) 169
Termite 282
Thaʿlabah Ibn-ul-Ḥakam 350
Thaʿlibī 86, 601
Thābit Būnānī 588, 652
Thābit Ibn Qays Ibn Shammās 126, 127
Thamūd, people of 27, 498, 500, 600, 631, 643, 644, 645, 804
Thanāvi, Maulānā AshrafʿAlī 41, 94, 235, 308, 329, 358, 373, 422, 439, 453,
Theft 276
Thohar, see Euphorbia neriifolia, see also Antiquorum
Throne, the ('Arsh) 67, 395, 586, 594, 595, 737
Sun prostrates beneath - 388-396
Thursday 637
Tihāmah (geography) 445
Tilāwah, Sajdah of see Sajdah
Tirmidhi 28, 30, 74, 75, 133, 164, 177, 181, 183, 195, 204, 205, 213, 214, 232, 238, 253, 355, 410, 503, 587, 612, 613, 704, 725, 749
Torah 53, 125, 126, 265, 281, 288, 305, 365, 448, 459, 469, 471, 555, 574, 729, 786, 792
attributes of the Holy Prophet mentioned in - 185
revealed on 6th of Ramadān 744
Trade, eternally successful 341, 343
Travelling
Duʿā (supplication) when - 713
Trench, the 103
battle of - see: Aḥzāb, battle of digging of - 106-107
length of - in the battle of Aḥzāb 112
time in which - was completed 112
Trumpet, see Šūr
Trust in Allah
four Qur'ān verses strengthening - 324-325
Trust, see Amanah
Tubba’ 377
story of - 758-760
Tuesday 637
Tūr, mount of 704
Turks 448

U
‘Ubaidah Salmānī 240
‘Ubaiyy Ibn Ka‘b 271, 521
‘Ubaiyy Ibn Khalaf 413
‘Ukāz, bazaar of 157, 806
‘Ulāma 31, 65, 79, 178, 274, 355, 503
difference of juristic opinion among - 125, 677
hefty responsibility for deeds on - 136
remuneration of - in Islamic Law 269
- etiquettes of - debates 300- 301, 378-380, 589, 710
meaning and incumbent attributes of - 338, 339, 340, 342, 350
are - inheritors of Prophets 345, 349
peculiarity of Muslim - 346
great merit of - of Muslim Ummah 349-350
‘Umrāh 142
‘Uqailī 73
‘Uqbah Ibn ʿĀmir 30
‘Uqbah Ibn Saḥban Hana‘ī 349
‘Urwaḥ Ibn Mas‘ūd Ṭhaqafi 718
‘Urwaḥ Ibn Zubayr 220
‘Ushr 720
‘Utbah Ibn Rabī‘ah 629, 630, 718
‘Uyaiynah Ibn Ḥiṣn 105, 116, 117
‘Uzair 733
Uḥud, battle of 102, 103, 106
Ummāmah 744, 778
‘Umar Ibn ʿAbdul Azīz 466, 471
Umm ‘Umārah al-Anṣāriyyah 154
Umm Hāni‘ 192
Umm Kulthum bint ‘Uqbah Ibn Abī Mu‘aṭt 159
Umm Kurz al-K‘abiyyah 177
Umm Salāmah 118, 143, 198, 220
Ummah (Muslim Nation) 35, 110, 174, 177, 179, 214, 231, 233, 349, 539, 545, 564, 611, 655, 658, 660, 685, 686, 698
wives of the Holy Prophet, mothers of - 95
the Holy Prophet, spiritual father of - 170, 171
presentation of deeds of - before the Holy
Prophet 184
- the inheritor of the Book 346
three kinds of - 346-349
average age in - 355

Umm-ul-Qurā (see also: Makkah) 671

- of Makkah and Madinah 86, 313, 731
Islamic Law on consulting with - 90
- are like dead 335
intercession denied to - 345
iron collars for - 364, 366
Du'a (supplication) by - 614
- are fuel of Jahannam 618
- applicability of Sharā'īh injunctions 633-634

Unfair, forbidding the see Nahy 'Anil-Munkar

Universe 390

Uriah (see also: Dāwūd) 506, 508, 509
‘Usmānī, Allāmah Shabbīr Aḥmad 59, 391

Usury, see Ribā

‘Uthmān Ibn ‘Affān 143, 144, 145, 147, 650, 651, 796, 800, 801

V

Vegetation 383
- created in pairs 382, 385

Vicegerent (of Allah) 255, 357, 639, 515
capability to become - 250

Voices
ugliest of - is of donkey's 39
talking in loud - detestable act 47

W


Wāḥidī 86, 486

Waḥy 57, 58, 59, 60, 89, 106, 172, 322, 345, 377, 423, 429, 454, 461, 539, 633, 688, 703, 704, 727, 788
end of - 171
dream of prophet is - 463, 704
unrecited - "ghayr matluww" 463

Wājis (necessary as obligation) 94, 129, 231, 232, 343, 612, 648, 655
reverence, obedience to the Holy Prophet is - 94
to listen to recitation of Qurān is - 648-649
Sajdah (prostration) of Tilāwah (recitation) is - 655

Wakī' Ibn Jarraḥ 652

Walīd Ibn Mughīrah 86, 718

Walīmah (wedding feast) 205

Waliyy (man of Allah) 323
natural fear not contrary to station of - 509-510

Warqā' Ibn Ghīfān 120

Waraqah Ibn Nawfal 67, 377

Warner, see Nadhir


Wāthislah Ibn Asqa' 703, 744

Wealth, worldly
abundance of - no proof of nearness to Allah 306
abundance of - , a cause of tumult 691-692
natural system of distribution of - 719-724
superiority not based on - 725

Weaning (of child)
Islamic Law on - 795-798

Wednesday 637, 645

West 351, 388
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Index</strong></th>
<th><strong>841</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Western Democracies 697</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilāyah (nearness to Allah)</td>
<td>see Awliya'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will (bequeath) 96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- subjugated for Sulaimān 264, 269, 270, 527</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wine</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisdom</td>
<td>see Ḥikmah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wives (of the Holy Prophet)</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- mothers of the Ummah 95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verse of Choice for - 133</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distinction of - from other women 131, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divine instructions to - 139, 149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woman (see also: Hijāb)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>best past time for a - 32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- prohibition for --- to display beauty 131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>choice of divorce for a - 134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>superior among all - of the worlds 138</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Islamic Law: Hijab 139-143, 148-149, 201-227, 238-241</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prompting an erring imam during Salah by - 140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prohibition of Muslim - marrying a disbeliever 159</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marriage of - should be through guardians 161</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Iddah (waiting period) after divorce 187</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dower, pre-eminent right of - 193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marriage with Christian or Jewish - 194</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- widow can re-marry after iddah 206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- will be with last husband in Jannah 206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>touching a non-mahram - 210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>visiting mosques for --- 212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hijāb, a core substance of - 216</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Womb</td>
<td>54, 56, 61, 284, 407, 544, 548, 702, 795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Allah knows what is in - 56, 61, 62 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrestling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- a permissible sport in Islam 32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wudū’ 155</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- not required for Dhikr 181</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- not required for Du'ā (supplication) 614</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Al) Yasa’ 474, 534, 535</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yā Sin (as a personal name) 366</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ya‘qūb 467, 534, 717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ya‘qūb, Maulāna Muḥammad 605</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ya‘rub 287</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ya‘jūj and Ma‘jūj, see Gog and Magog</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yafīth (son of Nūh) father of Byzantines 448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahudah 442</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahudiyah, state of 474, 476</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaḥyā 477, 609</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaḥyā Ibn Kathīr 365</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaqūt Al-Ḥamawi 372</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yashhab 287</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yāsīn, Maulāna Muḥammad 605</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yathrib, see Madīnah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen 80, 110, 178, 271, 286, 287, 288, 291, 377, 588, 641, 753, 759, 804</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tababia'ah of - 758</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yūḥannā, scripture of 729</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yūnus Ibn Mattā 420, 752</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>story of - 481-484</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supplication of - 483</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yūnus Ibn Yazīd Ayli 331</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yūsuf 600, 747, 750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>father and brothers prostrated before - 655</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zabūr 574</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- revealed on 12th Ramadān 744</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaid Ibn ‘Alī 747</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zain ul-‘Abidīn see ‘Alī Ibn Ḥusain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- marriage with Zayd Ibn Harithah 158
- marriage with the Holy Prophet 166

Zainab bint Khuzaymah 198

Zakāh 25, 35, 75, 148, 154, 180, 532, 564, 628, 634, 699, 720

Niṣāb of - 26, 633

Injunction of - revealed before Hijrah 26

Some rulings on Riya' pertaining to - 342-343

Zakariyya 609

Zamakhshari 193, 506

Zaqqūm, tree of 444, 445, 446, 760

Zayd Ibn ‘Amr Ibn Nufayl 66, 556

Zayd Ibn Ḥarīthah 93, 94, 107, 156, 157, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 167, 169, 180, 219

- marriage of --- with Zainab bint Jahsh 158

Four favors on - from Allah 162-163

Zayd Ibn Muḥammad see Zayd Ibn Ḥarīthah

Zayd Ibn Thābit 271

Ẓihār, practice of 91-92

Zina, see adultery

Zindiq, see Ilhād

Zodiac, signs of 428

Zubair Ibn ‘Awwām 143, 146

Zubayr Ibn Baṭā 126, 127

Zuhrī 164, 323, 466

Zunairah 791